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NO. I.

! sire. The prospects of success held out to
us have been exceedingly flattering, and
INTRODUCTION.
from present indications we are assured we
It has been remarked that those who atf · d · l
shall realize them. To our non s 111 t 1e
tempt nothing, consider every performance South and South-west, especially, we look
easily accomplished, and always regard th c for support. Theirs, is a somewhat new and
unsuccessfnl1 as criminal. In entering up- uncultivated field of labor; their boundless
on our new enterprise we httvc not th us extent of rich anµ fertile land s, whose uncalculatcd; but we fool that our station is a limited resources invite the world to scenes
highly respo~s_ible one, and that a rd uous of profu sion and plenty; their bland and
labors and vigilant prudence, mu st be un- / healthful climate free from the stern frosts
dertaken and constanly exercised, or we l of cheerless ,Yi~ter invites without in·r . I
'
'
have no right to expect a very grati ymg 1termission, to emigrat:on and settlement;
success.
. j and while multitudes are pouring in from
w· e ~ave not commenced .t~1 e Magazmc every quarter, to possess a home in _the unsu pposmg that we had any claims upon th e i cultivated garden of the world, wluch ha~
community for extensive patronage; nor be- j been preparina for aaes under the Almi ah1· 1 r
I
O
O
b
cause of any pretentions to 11 g 1 1t?rary ty Providence of the Creator of our glorious
honors-but we trnst we hav~ been mflu- patrimony, shall we not as his servants send
cnccd by a desire t~ be useful :n tli_c ~romo- forth the gospel in its unmixed light and
tion of a cause, wluch we believe rntunatc- .finished purity to exert its humanizing, and
ly connected with the happi~ess and moral refining and saving influences over the new
destiny of our own ?cner~tion. We s_eek towns and neighborhoods springing into life?
not therefore, to raise lugh exp~ctatwns Projects of commerce, of railroads, of bankwhich it is not in our po,:er . to satisfy, and ing, and of every conceivable method of
we would rather our publicatio~. would de- increasing the productions and wealth of
vclopc its own character and cla 11:1s, than to the land are presented and gone into with
go before it as heralds to proclaim them- / breathless rapidity; and shall an effmt of
fondly desiring that it may rather appear as religious al)d social improvement and amea flame issuing from the smoke, than as a lioration, be presented without a prospect of
fire sinkjng into smoke.
success? We do not believe it; but confiWe need a work suited to the times dent that the same spirit of activity which
in size, spirit and matter. We have been in all our important places has established
often and earnestly solicited to commence ro is establishing from private co~tributions,
such a work; but until recently, owing to noble schemes of education and relief for
the fact that we have so many publications, the suffering; the liberality and generosity
but meagerly sustained, we have. hesitated for which they are becoming proverbial, will
and declined. But in our present enter- not be appealed to in vain by us when we
prise this difficulty is removed; we enlarge ask that a publication free from sectarian
and seek to improve an existing periodical, bias and party bickering and exclusively dewhile we harn thrown around us increased voted to the spread of religious knowledge,
facilities for making a paper such as we de- , may be patronised and sustained.
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INTRODUCTION.

The facilities which a bountiful provi- stead of the greatest of blessings. We are
deuce has bestowed upon us for the increase ambitious then to save our happy people
of wealth; the easy passport thus offered from the taints of a devouring greediness of
to public enjoyment, influence and consider- wcaltl1, and in our humble capacity to labor
tion, develops in the mind of the philanthro- to have it consecrated to the spread of intclist the well-arounded fear that the sordid ligence, virtue and piety among all classes
b
f
"dl .
.
..
p '
impulses of avarice and worldliness may ex- 0 . our rapi Y mcre_asmg commumt1~s.ert unrest.rained their withering power upon This can be accomplished where our mfluthe mind of our youth. Society thus tempt- \ ence extends, in no way so well as by the
ed needs the direct and indirect inUuences \ publication of an enlightened and purifying
of the pure and disinterested principles of! and truly Christian Magazine.
Christianity, or unconsciously its present
Our age, too, is one of extraordinary degenerous and benevolent spirit will become velopemcnt and improvement. True, it is
wholly mercenary and be directed in chan- yet an age of sects, collision, contention,
nels which to creatures whose habitation at I discord and confusion amongst conflicting
best is in the dust and whose life is but creeds, but still it is an age of progress, and
a vapor, will secure notl1ing with reference the number is daily swelling of those who
to man's eternal destiny . It will become not are not ashamed to improve. These adonly a money-getting, but a self-seeking, vanccs, we know, arc annoying to many quisclf-displaying and self-indulging society.- et-loving folks; tlicy are unexpected to many
l\Ian was not made to be always absorbed in whose ambition has led them in the wrong
outward and material interests. The infi- track, and they certainly are not equal to
nitc energies of his soul have higher ends what the fen-id and hopeful would wish,than the mere clothing of his back, filling of but they are odi:anccs and the mighty forces
his stomach and establishing a rank in society, of activity which arc every where seen give
Certainly he should be fed and clothed, and sure indications for the future, calculated to
have a shelter from the storm, and if you inspire the fainting and furnish new energy
please respectability among his follows; but to those already at the work. In no former
it is a selfish prudence which is never tired period has our race been confident of more
of the labor of accumulation; which fam- j rapid progress than now. The world looks
ishes the soul to feed the body, and which at back on the past, and although it may not albest can make us only steady and respectable ways be ready to thank God tliat it is wiser
drudges. Ah! there arc higher uses for our and better than at any former period, yet it
powers than to adorn and feed a body which always says it is more free and that it is cawill soon be wrapped in the habiliments of pable of becoming more generally intellideath, and to keep alive energies which gent and virtuous than it has been in any
soon will be cold and stagnant in the grave . preceding age. It enjoys the greatest deThe sacred rights of our inner man must be grce of light,has the largest liberty to make
respected; the great aud indispensable ne- use of it and the most easy facilities to excessity of becoming intelligent, holy and tend it. We contend tliat the Reformation
religiously noble, of uniting ourselves to in which we arc engaged is suited to the
God or of perfecting a union already com- age. It is well-timed and unshackled.menced; in a word, of swaying and purify- The sects around us are rent in twain. The
ing the activity tliat cYery where distinguish- advances which the bold and independent
cs our people in the pursuit of wealth and j arc making among them, cause the old syshonor, which if understood would not re- terns to tremble witl1 fear for the approachtrench a single real comfort of life, but add ing crisis; and every new division seems
new interest, variety and happiness to our more liberally disposed than before the sepabeing, must be regarded, or the sublime re- ration. Controversies have arisen upon usalations and eternal destiny of that being ges and dogmas that long were unqueswill prove to us the greatest of curses in- tionecl. Every where men are exercising

IKTRODUCTION.
1

the right of individual judgment. And as transmitted by any age, hut will seek al~o
a consequence the sharp po:nts of old sys- ever to ham its face forward, for we desire
terns of Theology arc cornrcd up; less ex- a fair view in front in order that without any
cl us ire foundations arc forming; creeds arc compromise with error, we may be neither
growing shorter and less rigid; reason and embarrassed by individual scruples nor past
the Bible arc claiming tl1cir authority, and ecclesiastical entanglcm nts. Our ]\foster
the people arc training to more indcpen- acknowledged whatever was good either in
dent thought and action on all religious sub- Jewish bigots or Roman Centurions ;but liis
jccts. Primitive Christianity in its simpli- face was set upon the Kingdom of Heaven
city and power, should sway its rightful in- as all-embracing in its arms of trutl1, rightflucncc over the investigations its spirit has cousness and a holy spirit. \Vc would humawakened and put in motion, and in shaping bly follow his example .
public opinion as to religion and morals, for
There arc religious teachers if not dethe coming generation it should exert its nominations who arc convinced to say the
wonted energy. The Christian Magazine least of them, that there arc positions in Rewill humbly seek to offer a channel for such ligion preferable to the ones they occupy.
Hence they travel beyond their creeds and
influence and energy.
We also believe that the Saviour of the denounce tl10m; and they often adrncatc the
world meant something when in devout sup- truth, though they place it upon the wrong
plication 11c prayed that his disciples might foundation. They dread to abandon tl1eir
be one. We believe that prayer is being accustomed places and their forms of rclianswercd. The interest in sectarian and gion . Like the snake, they live in the old
separating doctrines is fast losing witli the skin till the new covering is perfected, and
community: and although we look upon which forms so gradually they can scarcely
the late attempts of forming organizations bclicrn they arc loosing the old slough at
of sects, such as the El·angclical All" ancc, l all. But opinions are maturing around
as signs of the times, we cannot rrgard them <them and others if not they will go forth
as the union prayed for. For 11nion upon thoroug~ly furnished to declare t~1em. Wc
the word of 1hc Apostle,;, the inspired pro- would aid the process an<l make 1t more rapagators of the fait]1 of J csus, and not upon pid, for we arc impatient to sec them in the
exploded dogmas of a moth-eaten and dog- ne v dress. In fine, we believe in imprornmatical, and self-conceited Theology, how- mc_nt, in union, in the largest religious liber1
c,·cr newly vamped and polished-is the I ty rn matters unrevealed; and in tl1c indicaunion we desire and the one we shall seek tions around us we sec cau. cs for gratitude,
to make every sacrifice to obtain. "Neither joy and hope.
pray I for these alone but for all that believe
'iVe do not deny tlrnt amongst us, as a
on me through their word-tlrnt they may be people we haYe in ·tances enough for humilonc." John 17: 20-24.
iation and self-reproach. We have done
Many of the religious establishments sur- some things badly; we lrnrn left much unrounding us are wont to look back, when clone in the noble sphere of our action; we
invited by the spirit of the age to progress had often unfaithfol laborcrs \\ho come in to
and improvement, like the murmuring Is- prey upon us and spy out our liberty. But
raelitcs to the flesh-pots of Egypt; and al- we have a firm foundation; all the fierce
though some of them put on the garments storms of controversy l1a\'C assailed it in
of reform and union, like the man in tl1e vain; we have a large, and comparatively,
comedy, they dress themselves with the but- an enlightened community, and all that we
tons on their back, and they are in a quan- need to ensure an un exampled success, is
dary whether to lead forward or return first fidelity, devotedness and zeal as large as tho
to bring some long loved idol with them.- trusts committed to us and the opportunities
The Magazine will seek to preserve what- offered. l\Iorc solemn and sacred responever of truth or goodness may have been . sibilities have never rested upon any people
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THE GOSPEL OF CHRIST IDEKTIFIED-KO. I.

since the days of the Apo:tle--;-If faithful ! can perform. And w h ~ ~ to them wc shall retain our self-respect, sc- ty there is no accountability.
cure the blessing of unborn millions, and
All the bible is not gospel. It is not all
the approbation of an encouraging heaven. embraced under this word, for it is not all
The l\Iagazine will strive to be faithful and good news. There are many things in the
to encourage others.
1 bible-truths-divine truths-which are far
To the Disciples of Christ, and the friends ) from being glad tidings; they are not, thereof correct religious principles every where, fore, gospel. The largest proportion of
wc dedicate our undertaking, and with their the bible is history-a narrative of past
support, under the smiles of an approving events. AnotlJOr part is prophecy-future
heaven, w·e fondly calculate on success, events told before they came to pass. Anprosperity and usefulness. May Jehovah other portion of the word of God embraces
unite our hearts and hands with all his peo- commandments-duties required of individple and give us strength and disposition to uals, communities or nations. The last ditoil and struggle for the spread of intelli- vision of the bible embraces gospel-all
gence, virtue and purity, throughout the the messages of good news or glad tidings
earth, and to his name be all the glory.
which Heaven has authorized to be announJ. B. F.
ced to individuals, to a nation, or to the
Nashville, 1st January, 1848.
world. But all such announcements are
not embraced in the gospel of Christ, propTHE GOSPEL OF CHRIST IDENTIFIED.
i erly so called. The proclamation of deliv.
No .. I. . .
.
j eranco made to the Israelites enslaved in
; E'gyp t , 1s
· b y S am
· t p au1 c all e d gospe z; ;. b u t
. J::-, the scriptures, the D1vme commumca.
revelations.
And
t10ns to man are
called
.
no one supposes th'1s t o b e th e same proc1asuch they
are
m
fact.
They
are
addressed
· t were
. .
mat'10n wh'1ch .th e A pos tl es of Cl1ns
to man, m l11s own language; and the words requue
• d t o marn
I t o all th e worId .t urh
n at
employed
are
used in the sense .of man's t·d·
ld h ave b eon more JOY
· f:u1than
.
1 mgs cou
understandmg
of them. But tlie ideas are th a t au tl1onze
· db y C yrus t o b e ma d e t o th e
.
• tl10 B ab y1oms
· h cap t·1v1.y,
-1 perm1·tt·mg
revelat10ns. Yv e do not mean, however, to J ews m
be understood
as
saying
that
all
God's
comtl
t
t
t
tl
·
•
.
.
1em ·o re urn o · 1e1r own coun try r, B u t
1
mun1cat10ns
to
man
are
equa.ly
plam
and
tl
·
k
t f tl10 gospe 1 of Ch ns
· t.
·
HS ma ·es no par o
• t ·
comprehensible;
nor
that
the
persons
to
Tl
1
f
Ch
·t
1 1s a uni .; some,
. .
10 gospe o
rs
w,1om commumcat10ns were made always th'mg spec1'fi c, d e fi Ill·te. It 1s
· an add ress t o
understood them; nor that they are now all all man lcm
· d . It 1s
· goo d news t o all ; goo d
understood by any one living. For, while nows concernmg
•
Ch ns
· t ; concernmg
·
h'1s
there are shoals in the Divine revelations person, m1ss10n,
• •
ffi
h
t
l
h
d
o ces; w a 10 as one
'wlierc a lamb may wade, there are depths j for mankind, and what he proposes still to
where ernn an elephant must swim.' There d o fior th em.
are sublime secrets which no eye has scanned; there are profound depths which no
This gospel may be understood, known,
comprehended; otherwise it would not be
line has yet fathomed. In this respect God
· wor d as l10 spealcs m
· l11s
· wor1rn. Qood
news. .It must
be comprehensible
by
· lus
spea l<s 111
~
.
. .
t
tl
t
·
·
d'
bl
all
to
whom
1t
1s
addressed,
for
1t
1s
good
·
All , h owcver, m na ure · 1a 1s m 1spensa e
·
1·1es upon tl10 sur f:ace, news to all. All are
helpless; the
t o lI·r,e an d h appmess,
. needy,
.
and is accessible to all even to the least gospel comes to thell' aid, and proposes to
skilled in the arts and' sciences; so it is ameliorate their condition.
with revelation. Whatever truths and facts
Th: ger~ of this g~spel, so to speak, is
there are necessary to be known, and duties to contamed m the promise made to our first
be performed, are all plainly narrated; so parents after they had eaten the forbidden
that "a way-fairing man, though a fool, need fruit, and before they were expelled from
nor err therein." These the humblest ca- Eden. "It [the seed of the woman] shall
pacity may understand; the weakest ability 1 •Heu. 1: 2. tMarlc 16: ,5.
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MIRACLES-NO. I.
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bruise thy [the serpent's] head-'' Tl1is is
In this gra<lual developement and unfoldthe first intimation of the gospel on record. ing of the over-blessed gospel, the moral
The next mention of it is the promise to resembles the natural world. Spring adAbraham. But even here the gospel does vances by slow degrees. The bud first
not appear in all its proportions. Only the swells and the germ protrudes; then tbe
principle is to be seen. Still it is the gos- leaf expands, and the bloom is unfolded.
pel that was preached to Abraham. 'In thy Day arises gently and the light spreads
seed shall all nations of the earth be bless- gradually, 'forming, first, the gray twilight,
ed.' As the oak is in the acorn, so is the next the blushing morn, then the shining
gospel in this promise. But as we cannot light, till all is heightened into the blaze and
tell what the tree will be, merely by looking glow of noon .'
B. F. H .
at the seed which produces it, so the entire
nature of the gospel could not be learned 1
MIRACLES.-No. 1.
from this promise alone; yet since its de- i
TnE Christian Religion is founded on
velopement in all its foll and beautiful profacts; on things said and done. Hence it
p01tions in the work and words of Messiah,
cannot be established by Mathematical proof,
and the preaching and writings of his
any more than the Iliad can, by such eviApostles, and the obedience of those who
dence be shown to be the production of
believed it, we have no difficulty in finding
Homer. That Christ arose from the dead,
it in tlie promise to Abraham.
and that Julius Ces:ir was assassinated in
The intimation of the Messiah made to the Senate Chamber in Rome, are both hisour first parents in the garden, dark as it toric facts, and are to be established by
appears to us in tl1is meridian of sun-light, homogenious evidence, that is, by facts and
shed upon their path light sufficient to guide evidences like themselves, historic,-with
their feet, when by sin they had lost the this difference, however, one being nothing
light of God's radiant countenance . It was extraordinary-nothing but what might octheir solace durinrr their earthly pilrrrimarro cur in the ordinary course of thin,g:s, re.
o
b
b '/
,
.
';'
and ht up for tl10m the valley of death . i quues only natural proof of its havmg ocIt was the holy taper which has kindled in- i curred.
The other-the resurrection of
to the light of the world. It did not, how- Christ-being an extraordinary occurrence,
ever, suddenly flood the world with glory. requires extraordinary proof of its having
Ray after ray was added; star after star taken place. As no man is required to bearose, frequently at long intervals, until a lieve the proposition that Jesus is the JJIIesbright constellation appeared. It was this! sia_h , the Son of God, except on testimony
light which the patriarchs enjoyed, and no as supernatural as itself, so no one can reaother appeared during the long night of son ably withhold his assent from a proposithe first dispensation. Then the law was tion so proved: Because, while it is reaadded amidst the pealing thunders which sonable to demand tliat degree of evidence,
shook Sinai to its base, and the awful dark- it would be unreasonable to require more;
ness which hovered around its summit, re- and he who would make such a demand,
lieved only by the red lightning which would, in so doing, violate that law of his
flashed across the dreadful obscurity. Thon nature, which he would guard-that of bethe moon-light of the law gleamed in the lieving a proposition on adequate testimony .
distant horizon, and continued to shed its
An Ambassador sent from a foreign court
steady, but imperfect light, during the long exhibits his testimonials to the proper aunight of the Jewish economy. This was thorities. These testimonials must be adsucceeded by the morning twilight of John's mitted to be authentic before business will
short course, at the termination of which, be transacted with him as the authorized
the star of Bethlehem announced the rising agent of the foreign power by which he
of the full-orbed sun of Righteousness, claims to be sent. Nations have agreed
whoso meridian splendors we enjoy.
what kind of testimonials will be authentic;

6
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MIRACLES-NO. I.

and a person c~ming_ with such, is nc~er re- / pcrform~d. _'I'he laws of natur: are conjected. To ICJect him would be to d1shon- \ stantly v10latmg each other. It 1s a law of
I
or the government which sent him. These nature for fire to consume combustible subtestimonials are called credentials, because stances; but this is frequently violated by
they give the title on account of which cred- the action of another law of nature, which
it is to be given to the claims of the person is, that water will extinguish flame. It is
who brings them.
by the action of one law of nature that waChrist claims to have been sent an Am- ter is kept in a fluid state; but if this law
bassador from the court of heaven, charged ceases to act, water will congeal into ice;
with a mission, solemn, and of unparalleled and this effect is produced by the operations
importance to mankind. By the Authority <of another law of nature. By one princiof the Eternal and Almighty Father, in I ple in nature called tlrn centripetal force, all
whose awful name he comes, he makes cer- 1the planets arc drawn towards the sun, the
tain important proposals to the world. He great central orb of the solar system; but
establishes his divine mission by certain ere- by virtue of an opposing power called the
dentials which all must admit are sufficient centrifugal force, these bodies are preventto prove him to be the sent of Goel. "Him eel from rushing to the sun. So that, by virhath God, the Father sealcd"-by the mira- tue of the contest between these two lawsdes he wrought. "The works," says Je- their continually violating each other-all
sus, "which the Father has empowered me, the planets arc kept moving in their orbits
to perform-the works themselves which I around the sun . It is by the operation of
do, testify for me, tl1at the Father hath an invariable law of nature that all lighter
sent me ." The authority of such creden- substances fall to the earth; and by another
tials none can reject. Admit their verity, law of nature the needle points to the poles;
and all feel bound to receive his communi- but both these laws are every day violated
cations as confidently as if they had heard by magnetic attraction, which is itself
them directly from the throne of God.
j equally a law of nature. The desolating
If it can be made appear, therefore, that tempest that sweeps over the earth leaving
Christ wrought miracles in attestation of ruin in its wake; the winged tlrnnderbolt,
his divine mission, Christianity must be ac- armed with death; the earthquake , that
kiiowledged to be a divine communication. swallows up whole cities in a moment;
This we would immediately undertake to j the volcanic emption iliat buried Ilerculaprove, did we not suppose it necessary, ncum and Pompeii in liquid fire-all, all
first, to settle some preliminaries, and re- are the effect of nature's laws, acting in
move some obstacles out of the way of ccr- their regular course; but they, at tlrn same
tain persons.
time, violate other laws of nature. NotAnd, first of all, what is a miracle? The withstanding in these and otl1cr in stances,
answers to this question are various. Some the laws of nature arc perpetually violated,
say" A miracle is a violation of the laws of there is no miracle wrought, because all
nature;" or "a suspension of the laws of these effects arc produced by the operation
nature." This definition as we suppose, of other laws of nature. All monsters are
constitutes a fruitful sourse of objections prnduced by the violation of nature's laws ;
ag~inst tl1is bran~h of christian . evidence; j but surely no one will argue that they are,
·while a correct vww of the subJcct would therefore, miracles!
go far, very far, towards removing the ob- I 2. It is not only true tlrnt ilic laws of najections of honest and intelligent sceptics. ture ~re frequently vi~l~ted when no miraWe do not think a miracle can be prop- , cles 1s wrought; but 1t 1s equally true that
erly defined a violation of the laws of na- there are miracles where the laws of nature
ture.
are not violated . Prophecies are miracles
of the first order. They arc standing, per1. Because the so-called laws of nature petual miracles. Still, it is not pretended
are frequently violated when no miracle is that any law of nature is violated here.
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PRAYER,
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3. After all, what is meant by the laws are caused by the operation of the laws of
of nature? What would be considered a nature. Nor must miracles be confounded
violation of the laws of nature by one per- with things unaccountable or " ·onderful.
son, would not be so considered by another. ! Many s_uch there may _b~, as_ the falling of
The deepest learned in science have not j metcon_c stones; the g1vm~ sight to a man
yet dived down to the foundations of the born_ blmd by ~cans of omtment or by a
Universe. An eclipse of the sun; the ap- surgical opcrat10n.
The de_sign of mir~cles being to arrest
pearancc of a comet; an earthquake, are
even now by some persons considered mi- l the attention of mankmd, and to. p_rove the
raculous. Events might occur, as strange truth of the message sent them, 1t 1s not to
and as unaccountable to the most profound- be supposed they would have been perly read in science, as an eclipse of the for~cd except on such occasions as would
sun can possibly be to the most ignorant, be likely t~ secure th_ese ends. Such was
and yet be in accordance with the laws of the cas~ with th~ miracles of Moses, and
nature. On the other hand, an event might of Chn st, and his apostles.
B. F. IL
occur, in its nature miraculous, which the
PRAYER.
learned w~ul~ attempt to ac~ount for on
It is a happy circumstance, that amid the
natural prmc1ples. So that it would be 1doubt and confusion that exists upon relidifrlcult, if not impossible, to decide satis- j gious subiects some thint1s
arc fixed and
0
· capabl c Of e f - settled. JAmong
'
factorily to all, what nature IS
these, by universal confocting, and whetlier certain events occur sent, is the subject of prayer so far as its
according to her laws.
obligation is concerned. Both old TestaA miracle, we think, may properly be de- ! mcnt and New concur in enjoining it, and
fined-' An instantaneous act of God, abo 1:e, by precept and example, as ,rnll as by the
and independently of the laws of nature.' \ happy effects resulting from its observance,
God ordinarily employs means for the ac- l enforce its obligation. No man can claim
complishment of his purposes; but he can, j to be a Christian who does not devote a part
when he choses to do so, act as well with- of his life to this solemn duty and edifying
out means as by them; and he 11as chosen privilege.
to do so for tl1e accomplishment of results
vVe arc commanded "to pray always"-to
which could not be brought about without "pray without ceasing"- to "pray cverythem. Thiswecalla.miraclc.
where." 1Thess.5.17.Phil.4:6;Eph.6:
The operations of nature and miracles , 18; 1 Tim. 2: 8 . Now, with whatever latiare different in many respects. 'rhe for- ( tudc such general instructions arc received,
mer are carried on by established and uni- certain it is, they are unmeaning, or they
form laws; the latter arc above such laws. cannot mean less, than that prayer is of perVegetable growth, for example, is tl1e pro- petual obligation upon every Christian. They
duct of naturc-tl1e result of her unvarying cannot by any system of fair interpretation
laws. But the blasting of a fig-tree by a amount to less than a solemn duty to pray
word, in an instant; tl1c feeding of five in all places, appointed for worship; to make
thousand hungry persons in the desert with known at all seasons our desires to God; and
a few loaves of bread-are miracles. The like soldiers who have their respective
product of nature arc common. We look watch-words, to be known as follow-soldiers
for them in their season. Miracles, in all by tl1e watch-words of prayer and thanksthe ages during which they were performed, giving in tl10 name of the Captain of our
were comparatively rare; but were perform- <salvation . Such should be our abiding sense
ed at all times without respect to seasons. ! of our own infirmities and weaknesses, such
Still all rare occurrences arc not miraculous. •our knowledge of tl1c divine po,Yer and
The appearance of comets, and even hur- 1goodness, that we should readily embrace
ricancs, have ever been comparatil'Cly rare, l every fit opportunity of asking the protecstill they are not miraculous, because they , tion and blessing of God upon all our ways.
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As the morning and evening sacrifice a- violence of the fever oflife has been allay; d
mong the Jews was called the " continual by the soothing influence of "natures sweet
burnt offering," throughout their genera- restorer;" for ten or twelve hours in the
tions, (Ex. 29 :42.) so the regular and con- l twenty-four the mind has been free from
stant offering of our prayers and thanks- / the hurry and tumults of life and the stern
givings, may be regarded as "praying with- hold which the world has upon us. The
out ceasing." We do not once pray and hour is quiet, the attention undivided, and
ever after cease; but as our necessities are more tranquility reigns within tlrn inner temcontinual, our prayers should be habitual. ple than at any other period. Now, then,
Paul in allusion to the offerings of the let us seek a repast for our spirits. Look
Jews says of the twelve tribes "that they we out upon creation's morning spectacle;
instantly served God ni ght and day." (2 behold its wakening life as it arises from the
Tim. 1 : 3.) He is tlie best exponent of gloom and silence of that apparent 'pause in
his own commands; and if instant service nature' we call night. Behold the flood of
is a mornincrb and evenincrb offerinoo, a nightly light that pours upward from the orient sky '
and daily prayer, we cannot understand :vit_h ~resh, and bright and glorious rays, as
anything less by the injunction, "pray with- if it Just received its birth from the plastic
out ceasing." Indeed, there is more in it hands of its great creator! There is a
than these allusions to Jewish customs blessing appears in the sun as his beams aswould signify. There is a habitual cher- cend, there is a cheerfulness over the eartl1
ishing of such views of the being, charac- as the dampness and darkness of night arc
ter, will and 11resence of God; such an ob- dispelled; and glowing glances as if lit by
ligation to place the affections upon things the beams of "far-off Paradise" and brightabove, and especially upon God and Christ ing fields of dew, assure us that God
as the highest objects of veneration and I/as set a tabernacle for tbeSun.
love; such a disposition to submit our will to Wbo resembles• bridegroom coming out of bfa chamber·
God's will, our plans to his direction, and
our undertakings, to his guidance and contro1,-as comports with the cttltivation of an
. inner spirit of prayer, as well as the regular morning and evening sacrifice. But as
an indispensable means to secure these habitual devotions, care and regularity in the
performance of the distinct duty of prayer
is enforced. And thus while it is true,
that in spiritual rather than in a legal religion, any hour may he an acceptable hour
of prayer, at the same time, any particular
period thus unappropriated that will secure
the habitual dis.position ought to be redeemed and used for that purpose. Hence
we say,

I. That the morning is a proper season for prayer. It is not only sanctioned
by the example of the greatest and best
men that have ever lived upon earth-patriarchs, prophets, Apostles, and the Son of
God himself, but even nature itself points it
out as a proper season for offerings to
the Deity. The mind is most free from
care and excitement in the morning. The

VVho rejoices as a strong man to run a race;
Whose goings are from the ends of the Heavens.

'

And hi s circuit is also fro111 t. he encl oftbem.
And there is nothing hid from the beat thereof-P.,.19: 4-7.

Look at that sun and those heavens and
the consciousness of frailty and imperfection will insensibly spring up, amidst all our
em?tions of wonder, admiration and delight
which tlrn opening skies excite. How
pride is humbled-unholy affections banished and the pure love of God shed abroad
in the soul, and the whole heart inspired to
ask the Author of the moving and the morning developements, to bless us and raise us
higher than the heavens.
Whilst beholding tl1cse bright displays of
wisdom, power and goodness, how do we
feel our helplessn ess and mortality? Exhausted by labor we had la.in down to sleep.
Our minds were sluggish and were wearied
in thought even upon the most interestincr
subjects. We sank into insensibility, ou:
eyes were closed, our limbs were motionless,
and our thoughts were suspended or moved
in the aimless efforts of dreams. Our
friends, the world, God and even ourselves
were forgotten in sleep, so much akin to
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death. But the morning has arisen, and we Is it not fit then, that entering upon a day of
have arisen with it, and deathlike sleep has uncertainty and dangers, we should commit
given new life to all our powers! The our ways to Him who presides over all days,
closed eye is opened and bright; the pirits and ask not to be abandoned to temptation,
arc strengthened as with now braces; and to be delivered from ovil, to be encouraged
tl10 mind from the land of forgetfulness and in doing good, prospered in all our undertakdroams, returns to its deserted throne; and ings; and as the day will bring us one day
family and friends are met and greeted again. nearer the end of our lives, ask tl1at our
Docs not the morning furnish us with grati- preparation for tho spiritual and undefiled
tudc? Wo must be dull and brutal indeed; inheritenco may be advanced by one day.
yea, we are fast sinking into the sluggishness He that thus rests himself upon God in tho
of tl1c animal man, wholly given up to the morning will not forget him in the day, but
senses and passions, which inevitably ends he will recognise him as encompassing his
in that spiritual death which bars to man path, and this thought is the greatest of all
the kingdom of heaven, if it docs not. But let preservatives from sin . Ile who begins
us try to be devotional. Who preserved us du- right will be apt to end right. If God is in
ring the insensibility of sleep? Who granted our thoughts in the morning, it is likely ho
the return of renewed intellectual and phys- will not be absent during tlrn day.
It is proper, then, and useful that we
ical powers? WJ10 slept not while we
slept? Who watched over us and fixed his should pray in the morning. No ordinary
sleepless eye upon us when we could not circumstance should be allowed to prevent
watch over ourselves? Who guarded our it. If it be said that business presses us
prisoned faculties and broke the chains of early, let us rise still earlier. We can rise
sleep asunder which were not suffered to early to meet a loved friend; shall we not
destroy our vital powers? It was the Father j rise to. meet the Almighty Benefactor? \Vc
of our spirits, the preserver of men.
can anse at an early hour for a business
"0 Jehovah! In the morning tl1ou shalt call, or for a day of entertainment and picahear my voice: In the morning I will direct suro; can we not prevent tho dawn as did
my prayer unto Theo and look up." Ps. David to return thanks to God and invoke
5: 3.
l1is blessing? If we have not time in the
The eyes wl1icJ1 God Jrns opened should morning it is not likely that we will find or
be raised to Him; the arm which he has appropriate time during the day. If the
strengtl1ened should be plcdcred to justice worldliness of our di position cannot be
and virtuous effort; all the powers which he checked at tl1is quiet and tranquil hour, we
has renewed should be consecrated to his may expect to be overwhelmed by it during
service. Thou hast loosed my tongue, there- the day, and return at night to regard the
fore will I praise thee; thou hast preserved thought of God as an intrnsion . Ile that
my breath and I will speak of tl1y kindness. commences tl10 day without God, need not
Let the ungodly forget thee, but my thoughts expect to close it without guilt, and if his
and my affections, let them rest upon Thee, spiritual soul is not deadened, without conOh God, my deliverer and my joy.
demnation .
Again: The morning opens a new day.
II. T!te et:cning is also a fit time for
We start afresh in life each morning, in that prayer . The labors of the day arc ended.
life which has o often been a life without The slrndcs of night aro enveloping our
God. We return to tl1at world which has so habitation and shutting out all the mighty
often led us astray.
e know not what tl1e spectacles of creation except tl10 starry
day may bring forth. We may perform ac- Heavens, which also lead to thoughts of
tions in it which will never be forgotten.- God and immortality. The busy confusion
We will qualify our character either for of life has gone by and we have time no w
heaven or hell. It may be a day of dan- for composure, seriousness and meditation.
crcrs and of death. A day of opportunities The scenes of tl1c day may pass in review
to serve God or of temptations to deny hirn. before us. Happy arc we if there is not
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some things to be regretted and confessed. life! Are we denying ourselves of worldly
Impossible but that we have occasions for lusts? Are we imitators of Christ or of the
gratitude in the review of God's goodness world? Are we conscientious, industrious
in the day which is passed. Had we and faithful in our professions? A religious
strength for our duties; had we food for our examination of our lives after this manner
bodies; was the friendship of our compan- is absolutely necessary to our piety and
ions continued; did we meet with the ex- growth in grace. No day should 1md withpected pleasures of life; and now are we out something like it; for if we take no acsafely returned toalovedhome?-what rea- , count of our conduct, how can we hope to
sons these for sincere gratitude! But have j watch against the sins of to-morrow, or obwe met with unlooked for successes- tain that help and strength which we will
with unexpected concurrences of favorable not improve?
events formed new friendships or witnessed
But night is also a fit time to seek the dithe rising prosperity of others that were vine protection. We are about to sink into
worthy? What causes these for peculiar the unconsciousness of sleep. How apthankfulness ! Shall we retire ungrateful as propriate that we should recommend ourthe thankless brute? Reason and nature selves to the care of Him who never sleeps
and God say that we should not.
nor slumbers. How well to ask him that
But the evening is a proper time for the should we awake no more upon the earthreview of life. Another day has dropped we may awake in his likeness, and see hi~
from our lives. What report has it borne in his glory.
to the Lord of those lives? Perhaps if we
Such are the seasons of prayer to every
commenced the day by committing ourselves Christian. His sacrifice should ascend
to the divine direction, we may look back morning and evening. Morning and eveupon the general tenor of it as spent ning we should return thanks for the blesmnocently, and mayhap in useful and neces- sings of his providence, and implore his
sary duties. But there are few days that protection and assistance ; a duty which we
do not bring a report of some wrong, of im- have seen to be so natural and necessary
proper desires, of surprises into passion or and so illustrated by the example of all the
sm. And shall we lie down with the con- people of God, that I know not what apolosciousness of guilt unconfessed? Shall we gy any one can offer who lives in its negleave these stains unpurified by the blood lect. Let us then as the children of God,
of our propitiation, when we are assured pray at all seasons, with all prayer and supthat it waits for our forgiveness when it is plication, and for this very purpose watch
confessed?
with all perseverance and prayer for all
There is no duty so neglected as self-ex- saints; and especially let us not forget in our
amination. We are hurrying onward m prayers, those who proclaim the gospel of
life as though we had a thousand years to salvation that they may open their mouths
live. Important interests are always at , with eloquence and boldness to make known
stake in a life of trial; we are always in j the truth concerning Jesus Christ, and that
danger of deceiving ourselves, and we i those that have not obeyed, may be led to
should therefore seek opportunities to obey obedience, to the praise of his glory. "Breththe divine command "examine yourselves rcn pray for us."
J. B. F.
whether you be in the faith." Our affections,
CREEDS.
should be compared with the will of God.
Have we endured affliction in a proper manMY aversion to human creeds as bonds
ner? Has it worked for us patience and ap- of Christian union, as conditions of Chrisprobation and well-grounded hope? Are we tian fellowship, as means of fastening
engaged as laborers with God? Are we chains on men's minds, constantly gains
urging forward the salvation of our fcllow- l strength.
men? Arc we holding forth the word of
My first objection to them is, that they
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separate us from Jesus Chri&t. To whom infallibility? "Show me your proofs," I
am I to go for my knpwledge of the Chris- say to them, "of Christ speaking in you."
tian religion, but to the Great Teacher, to Work some miracle. Utter some prophethe Son of God, to him in whom the fol- cy. Show me something divine in you,
ness of the divinity dwelt?
This is my which other men do not possess. It is posgreat privilege as a Christian, that I may sit sible, that you are unaided men, like myat the feet, not of a human but divine master, self, having no more right to interpret the
that I may repair to him in whom truth Jived New Testament than myself, and that you
and spoke without a mixture of error; who yet exalt your interpretations as infallible
was eminently the Wisdom of God and the standards of truth, and the necessary conlight of the world. And shall man dare to ditions of salvation. Stand out of my path.
interpose between me and my heavenly I wish to go to the master. Have you words
guide and Saviour, and prescribe to me the of greater power than his? Can you speak
articles of my Christian faith? What is the to the human conscience or heart in a
state of mind in which I shall best learn the mightier voice than he? What is it which
truth? It is that, in which I forsake all other emboldens you to tell me what I must learn
teachers for Christ, in which my mind is of Christ or be lost?
brought nearest to him; it is that in which I
I cannot but look on human creeds with
lay myself open most entirely to the im- feelings approaching contempt. When I
pressions of 11is mind. Let me go to Jesus bring them into contrast with the New Teswith a human voice sounding in my ears, tament, into what insignificance they sink!
and telling me what I must hear from the What are they? Skeletons, freezing abGreat Teacher, and how can I listen to him stractions, metaphysical expressions of unin singleness of heart? All Protestant inteUigible dogmas; and these I am to resects indeed tell tlie learner to listen to J e- gard as the expositions of the fresh, living,
sus Christ; but most of tl1em shout around infinite truth which came from Jesus! I
him their own articles so vehemently and might wiili equal propriety be required to
imperiously, that the voice of the heavenly f hear and receive the lispings of infancy as
master is well nigh drowned. He is told to the expressions of wisdom. Creeds are to
listen to Christ, but told that he will be / the Scriptures, what rush-lights are to the
damned, if he receives any lessons but such / sun. The creed-maker defines Jesus in
as are taught in the creed. He is told tliat half a dozen lines, perhaps in metaphysical
Christ's word is alone infallible, but tl13:t un- terms, and calls me to assent to this account
less it is received as interpreted by fallible of my Saviour. I learn less of Christ by
men, he will be excluded from the com- this process, than I should learn of the sun,
munion of Christians. This is what shocks by being told that this glorious luminary is a
me in the creed-maker. He interposes circle about a foot in diameter. There is
himself between me and my Saviour. He but one way of knowing Christ. We must
dares not trust me alone with Jesus. He place ourselves near him, see him, hear
dares not leave me to the word of God. him, follow him from his cross to the heavens,
~rhis I cannot endure. The nearest possi- sympathize with him and obey him, and
hie communication with ilie mind of Christ, thus catch clear and bright glimpses of his
is my great privilege as a Christian. I divine glory.
must learn Christ's truth from Christ himChristian Truth is Infinite. Who can
self, as he speaks in the records of his life, tl1ink of shutting it up in a few lines of an
and in the men whom he trained up and abstract creed? You might as well cornsupernaturally prepared to be his witnesses press ilie boundless atmosphere, the fire,
to the world. On what ground, I ask, do the all-pervading light, the free winds of
the creed-makers demand assent to their the universe, into separate parcels, and
articles as condition of church membership weigh and label them, as break up Christior salvation? What has conferred on them anity into a few propositions. Christianity
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is freer, more illimitable, than the light or. yond which we must never wander? Such
the winds. It is too mighty to be bound a religion as Christ's demands the highest
down by man's puny hands. .It is a spirit possible activity and freedom of the soul.
rather than a rigid doctrine, the spirit of Every new gleam of light should be welboundless love. The Infinite cannot be corned withjoy. Every hint should be foldefined and measured out like a human lowed out with eagerness. Every whisper
manufacture. It cannot be reduced to a of the divine voice in the soul should be
system. It cannot be comprehended in a heard. The love of Christian truth should
set of precise ideas. It is to be felt rather be so intense, as to make us willing to part
than described. The spiritual impressions with all other things for a better comprewhich a true Christian receives from the hension of it. Who does not see that Imcharacter and teachings of Christ, and in man creeds, setting bounds to thought, and
which the chief efficacy of th~ religion telling us w~crc all inquiry must stop, tend
1
lies, can be poorly brought out m words. /.to repress this holy zeal, to shut our eyes on
Words are but brief, rude hints· of a Chris- new illumination, to hem us within the
tian 1s mind. His thoughts and feelings beaten paths of man's construction, to aroverflow them. To those who feel as he rest that perpetual progress which is the
docs, he can make himself known; for such life and glory of an immortal mind.
can understand the tones of the heart; but
It is another and great objection to creeds,
he can no more lay down his religion in a that, _wherever they acquire authority, they
series of abstract propositions, than he can interfere with that simplicity and godly sinmake known in a few vague terms the ex- cerity, on which the efficacy of religious
pressive features and inmost soul of a much- teaching very much depends . That a minloved friend. It has been the fault of all ister should speak with power, it is imporsects, that they have been too anxious to de- tant that he should speak from his own soul,
fine their religion. They have labored to and not studiously conform himself to
circumscribe the infinite. Christianity, as modes of speaking which others have adoptit exists in the mind of the true disciple, ed. It is important that he should give out
is not made up of fragments, of separate the truth in the very form in which it preideas which he can express in detached sents itself to his mind, in the very words
propositions. It is a vast and ever-unfold- which offer themselves spontaneously as
ing whole, pervaded by one spirit, each the clothing of his thoughts. To express
precept and doctrine deriving its vitality our own minds frankly, directly, fearlessly,
from its union with all. When I see this is the way to reach other minds. Now it is
generous, heavenly doctrine compressed the effect of creeds to check this free utand cramped in human creeds, I feel as I terance of thought. The minister must
should were I to see screws and chains ap- seek words which will not clash with the
plied to the countenance and limbs of a consecrated articles of his church. If new
noble fellow-creature, deforming and des- ideas spring up in his mind, not altogether
troying one of the most beautiful works of consonant with what the creed-monger has
God.
established, he must cover them with misty
From the Infinity of Christian truth, of language. If he happen to doubt the stanwhich I have spoken, it follows that our dard of his church, he must strain its phrase1
views of it must always be very imperfect, i ology, must force it beyond its obvious im1
ancl ought to be continually enlarged. The port, that he may give his assent to it withwisest theologians arc children who have out departures from truth. All these procaught but faint glimpses of true religion; cesses must have a blighting effect on the
who have taken but their first lessons; and mind and heart. They impair self-respect:
whose business it is "to grow in tlrn lmowl- They cloud the intellectual eye. They acedge of Jesus Christ." Need I say how custom men to tamper with truth. In prohostile to this growth is a fixed creed, be- portion a as man dilutes his thought and
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suppresses his conviction, to save his ortho- forth in creeds is a propounder of dark saydoxy from suspicion; in proportion as he ings, of riddles, of knotty propositions, of
borrows his words ,from others, instead of apparent contradictions. Who, on reading
speaking in his own tongue; in proportion these standards, would catch a glimpse of
as he distorts language from its common the simple, pure, benevolent, practical charuse, that he may stand well with his party; acter of Christianity? And what is the rein that proportion he clouds and degrades suit? Christianity, becoming identified, by
his intellect, as well as undermines the man- means of creeds, with so many dark docliness and integrity of his character. How \ trines, is looked on by many as a subject
deeply do I commiserate the minister, who, \ for theologians to quarrel about, but too
in the warmth and freshness of youth, is thorny or perplexed for common minds,
visited with glimpses of higher truth than is while it is spurned by many more as an inembodied in the creed, but who dares not suit on human reason, as a triumph of fanbe just to himself, and is made to echo aticism over common sense.
what is not the simple, natural expression 1 I .
.
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Another sad effect of creeds is, that they / views on these subjects will relieve the freefavor unbelief. It is not the object of a dom of the will from some of its difficulcreed to express the simple truilis of our ties. Still the difficulties attending it are
religion, iliough in these its efficiency chief- great. It is a mystery in the popular sense
ly lies, but to embody and decree those of the word. Now is it not strange that
mysteries about which Christians have been ilieologians who have made and swallowed
contending. I use the word "mysteries," so many other mysteries, have generally renot in ilie Scriptural but popular sense, as jected this, and rejected it on the ground of
m~aning doctrines which give a shock to objections less formidable ilian those which
the reason and seem to contradict some ac- may be urged against their own inventions?
knowledged truth. Such mysteries are the \ A large part of the Protflstant world have
staples of creeds. The celestial virtues of sacrificed man's freedom of will to God's
Christ's character, these are not inserted foreknowledge and sovereignty, thus virtuinto articles of faith. On the contrary, ally subverting all religion, all duty, all resdoctrines which from their darkness or un- ponsibility. They have made man a maintelligibleness have proYoked controversy, j chine, and destroyed the great distinction
and which owe their importance very much between him and the brute. There seems
to the circumstance of having be en fought a fatality attending creeds. After burdenfor or fought against for ages, these arc ing Christianity with mysteries of which it
ilirown by ilie creed-makers into the fore- is as innocent as the unborn child, they
most ranks of their religion, and made its es- have generally renounced ilie real mystery
pecial representatives. Christianity as set 1 of religion, of human nature. They have
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subverted the foundation of moral government, by taking from man the only capacity
which makes him responsible, and in this
way have fixed on the commands and threatenings of God the character of a cruei
despotism. What a lesson against man's
attempting to impose his wisdom on his fellow-creatures as the truth of God!
W. E. C.
~--------For the Christian Magazine.

readily admit, can give gentleness to her
thoughts, charms to her words, and beneficence to her actions; yet few seem to understand and appreciate the true value of
"Heaven's last, best gift to man." For
few appear willing and determined to give
her a proper social, moral and intellectual
elevation in the domestic circle where love
is her talisman, influence her magic wand,
affection her gift, and happiness her dower;
and by which she would truly be
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"Aguarclian angel, o'er man's life presiding,
Doubling his pleasures, and his carcsclivicling,
Companion of his calmest, happiest 110urs,
Dear partner of his home•felt joys and cares,
For whom, in the silent t11ought, his spirit pours
Its glad thanksgivings and incessant prayers."

Trns is a theme of thrilling interest and
paramount importance. And the best ef-

forts which I can make for its elucidation,
during a few hours of abstraction from an
important and responsible profession, shall
The beneficent Author of our existence
be devoted to it. Those who have bestow- gave her to be a help-mate for man, and• in
ed upon it the most elaborate thought will j how many instanc~s has she proved herself
most readily admit it to be fraught with 1capable of reachmg beneath the lowest
much difficulty. This is not in under- depths of human misery to alleviate our sorstanding the true nature of woman-nor in rows-and of soaring above the loftiest
defining her proper sphere of action; nor heights of human bliss to . elevate our joys;
yet in pointing out the kind of training she and all this too, with an education below
should receive. It lies more in overcom- her claims-inconsistent with her natural
ing and dissipating the false views which position, and degrading both to h er intelmany entertain on the subject, than in pre- lectual and moral nature. Indeed, we hazsenting true and rational ones. The fash- ard little, if any thing, in saying that as there
ionable, but false and irrational education, are gems in the depths below, and brilliant
which she is now receiving, so dazzles the stars sparkling in the azure heights above,
injudicious multitude that tl}ey seem una- which man has never yet seen, so there are
· ble to discern between the true and the fie- beauties and excellencies in woman which
titious, the genuine and the counterfeit. the most erudite in her nature have not yet
Many, too, seem to attribute what is said of 1seen. Nor is it saying too much to predict
woman in the native purity, simplicity and j that as science is daily bringing new facts
excellence of her character, to woman as and truths from the bosom of earth and
we too often find her, spoiled and corrupt- ocean, and discovering new lights in the
ed by the vicious education and example dim distance of the sky-so,. when the star
of, what may, in reference to this subject, of woman's influence shall have risen to its
aptly be termed, the pseudo-civilization and t~ue position in the soc(al heavens, new ?eaurefinement of modern times. Hence, the ties and new powers m her nature will be
difficulty of distinguishing woman, as God seen and felt, which will make that star, in
made her-pure, patient, faithful, powerful brilliance and beauty, inferior to none but
and susceptible of the tenderest sympa- tl1c star of B ethlehem.
thies, from woman trained by folly and nurWere she placed under the influence of
tured by weakness, ignorance and wicked- that physical, intellectual and moral culture,
ness-the slave of lust, pride and envy.
which her Creator designed her to enjoy, it
There is a sacredness in her native char- would not be a difficult work to convince
acter to which we all naturally and irresisti- 1us that she is all iliat oratory and poetry, in
bly pay homage, and to which we render a l the most elegant periods and in the sweettrue worship; there are prompt and infalli- \ est measures, have declared her to be.
ble instincts in her nature, which all men I Arc not such truths sufficient to stimulate
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woman, and her friends, and guardians, to the ical and moral training, till it enters the
exertions necessary to place her in her true "school," has been the work of caprice
position, and to qualify her for the discharge or whim. God has said, "As ye sow, so
of the duties of that station by a sound and shall ye reap;" and can we expect, from such
rational education? w· e think they are; sowing, to reap a crop of excellence and
nevertheless, that the subject may be more bliss? Nay, verily! But we proceed; and
fu11y and fairly before the reader, we will j by one step pass over the period usually
present a miniature view of the education spent at the common or village school and
commonly received by females occupying at the fashionable "Seminary" or "lnstiwhat are commonly called the higher stations tute." She has now finished her scholasin society. The colors shall not be brilliant tic studies, and has a character. Here I
but strong enough to make the lines distinct. borrow the pencilings of a more skillful
There are, like green spots in the desert, hand: "Too often that character is a comexceptions to be found; but for these, we pound of pride, vanity, affectation and selare indebted, not to the system, but to cir- fishness. She has had what are commonly
cumstanccs which the system could not called "advantages," and been taught the
control.
whole circle of accomplishments; she left
th
e maternal side and entered the boarding
Truth constrains us to make our first
school, and there she has learned a little musketches at the cradle. Here we find, in
sic; been taught to speak bad French and
many instances, the result of a marriage
worse Italian; [while her native language
which was entered into for mean and selhas been almost entirely neglected;] to trace ,
fish ends. This child perhaps has received
Chinese figures, and sketch butterflies in
by inheritance a feeble constitution both
Indian fashion; to gild, enamel, draw, emphysical and mental, and a proneness to
broider and paint in every style; to waltz,
moral obliquity. But we will presume that
to go through a fandango or quadrille; to
no law of our being has been violated or
ogle, faint and languish; to affect sentitransgressed, and that the babe is all that
ment, though she may be too heartless to
its fond and devoting parents think it is.
feel it; to feign sensibility, though her whole
How little docs that tender mother tl1ink
soul is absorbed by selfishness. She is edthat the feelings, which agitate her bosom
during the period of lactation, are to in- ucatcd !! She has been led through the
fluencc the temper and character of her whole cyclopredia of the arts and sciences,
child. How little does she seem to know and gained perhaps a superficial smattering
of the influence of early habits and asso- of all.
But she has not learned how to
ciations upon its future character and des- think; she has perhaps skill for the piano
tiny . She seems not to understand tliat the a~d harp i a memory for words; .a taste for
food which it receives the dress which it display i but she has a soul which sleeps.
wears, the air which it 'breatl1es, the words j For literature, she has no fondness; for
which it hears, the smiles and the frowns knowledge, no love; for improvement, no
which it secs on the brow of its mother, and desire; her mind ( with refference to these)
that even the lullaby which quiets it in the is a blank. With a love of pleasure, a taste
evenings, soft twilight, all, all have a mould- for display, an ignorance of the world, a
ing power, silent it may be, but as effective, conceited opinion of talents and accomas the action of gravitation. Heedless or plishments, a desire to love and to be loved;
ignorant-she regulates not her own feel- she goes into society; and here perhaps
ings and passions-she suffers it to contract she soon experiences to her sorrow, tlrn
habits by chance, and to form associations truth of the remark of Lady Blessington,
atrandom,-she feeds it "with food not con- "The whole system of female education
venient for it,"-she dresses it, not in ac- tends more to instruct women to allure, than
cordance with philosophy and reason, but. to repel; yet how infinitely more essential
with the fashion; in a word its whole phys- 1 is the latter art." How to regulate her af~
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her love, these
alas! have constituted no part of her education; and now she needs such knowledge.
She is a belle, perhaps, and shines as such;
for this she was educated; money an<l time
have been spent, and health often sacrificed;
she has acquired the power to dazzle, but
where to give her hand in ma1:riagc, au d
how to perform the duties it imposes, she
knows not. She undertakes duties only to
neglect them, and incurs responsibilities of
whosc existence she has never thought, and
cannot meet them . Should she fail to catch
a beau and to contract, in fashionable language, an advantageous marri~ge, the w~ole
object of her education and life has failed,
and, in sourness and disappointment, she
becomes an old maid, often tlrn embodiment
of curiosity, credulity, envy, ill-nature, censorial importance and affectation of extreme
sensibility. Finally to become tlrn subject
of some revival excitement, and thus passes
off tlrn stage of life, without enjoying its
pleasures or discharging its duties ."
How different the character and destiny
of a rationally educated female! She is
cheerful and affable; easy, yet dignified;
pious, without superstition, enthusiasm or
ostentation; patient, meek and resigned;
frank and open hearted; kind and hospitable• her chief aim in living is to spread
ha;piness around her; smiles of benevolence and soft words of kindness make her
an object of affection to all; she never outlives the love and esteem of her family and
friends, for she never survives her good nature ; in short she is educated for her station. She is the able and kind instructress
of her children, and a companion to her
husband; she is indeed a wife and mother
in all the extent of those · charming and enclearing epithets.

THE APOSTLES' TESTIMONY.

TrrERE are two circumstances in the testimony of the disciples, which, in our judgment, are of no inconsiderable weight, and
should not be overlooked in our invcstigations into the evidences of Christ's resurrection. First; They bore testimony to a
fact, which they did not, prior to the event,
believe would take place; and secondly:
As far as they understood before the event,
it was to their interest that it should not occur. Until the very night Christ was betrayed into the hands of his enemies, the
disciples had not the most distant idea that
he would be crucified; and such an event
they looked upon as the complete overthrow
of Messiah's infant kingdom, and the frustration of all their plans. His death was to
them an event neither expected nor desired,
inasmuch as they had their eye upon a sccular kingdom, and were aspiriu'g to distinction tl1ercin. It made no part of their
scheme-it did not in any way stap.d connected with their project.

W c can easily conceive of one or morn
persons having their imagination wrought
up to such a height, as to fancy, that they
saw or heard things which have .no real existence; but things which they expected to
see or hear, or which they previously supposed to exist, or tliat would transpire. We
can conceive also of a number of individuals conspiring together to practice an imposition on a community, by asserting falsehoods from sinister motives. But it is difficult to suppose that a number of persons,
at noon-day, and in their sober senses,
could imag ine they saw an object which
they did not previously suppose to exist,
and which they did not some way or other
expect to sec; and it is equally difficult to
suppose that persons would league together
".R.perfcct tcoman, nobly planned,
to deceive others by reporting a falsehood
To warm, to comfort awl command;
no way calculated to promote their interest.
And yet a spirit still, and bright
The disciples had not the most distant
)\Tith something of an angel light.
idea that Christ would rise from the dead
I now close this essay, promising to con- until they saw him alive the third day after
tinue my essays regular! y, till I shall have pre- his crucifixion. If they had heard that he
sented the character of the education which would die and rise again, it was, like tho
woman demands at our hands.
passing breeze, unheeded; or if their
JOUN M. BARNES.
minds dwelt a moment on the s ubj ect, it
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was to conjecture 'what the rising from the perstitiously attached :-they proclaimed it
dead could mean.' When we remember' with trumpet-tongue, although they knew it
that they bore testimony to a fact which would bring down upon them the odium of
thwarted all their plans, and disappointed all their nation, and the wrath of the Pagan
their calculations ;-an event, which they world, and that they would be driven from
were so far from wishing to occur, that they their homes and friends, and compelled to
did all in their power to prevent; can we suffer persecution and even death, for their
believe, that what they reported was a fig- testimony.
They bore their testimony on the very
mcnt of their disordered fancy, a spectral
illusion; or that they had any sinister mo- spot where their Master had been murdered,
tivc in reporting an event that never occur- and but a few days after the event.
But we may be asked-'Was the story of
red? Suppose a case. A number of indivicluals arc called into court, and after be- Christ's resurrection believed at the time?'
ing sworn, depose to a fact, which they have This question is very naturally and properbeen repeatedly heard to say they saw with Iy asked; for while the testimony of the
their own eyes in the broad light of day. Apostles may to us at this remote period
They arc asked whether they previously and distance from the scene of the events,
had any expectation that it would occur? appear conclusive; we wish to know the
They answer in the negative. They are fur- effect it produced at the time; for it may be
ther interrogated whether their interest is in supposed that the people who lived then and
any way promoted by the occurrence? They upon the spot, had a much better opportuunswcr no; so far from it, that its occur- nity of judging in the case than we have.
rcnce has sapped the foundation of their They had the best opportunities of knowplans, and blasted all their prospects of ing-thcy could discover error, or detect imworldly honor, wealth and power. Their posture, if any was to be found.
testimony is corroborated by their previous
Sacred and profane history unite in ashistory. They have been often heard to suring us that the testimony of the Aposspeak of their plans and to descant with ties was believed. The story of Christ's
rapture upon the events that would, as they resurrection spread with unparalleled ratl1ouglit, lead to their consummation; but pidity. On the day when the twelve witno one· has ever heard tlwm speak of the nesses first stood up to bear their testimony
event to which they have borne testimony, to the resurrection of Christ, Paganism enas making any part of their plans; on the joyed quiet possession of the whole Rocontrary, it is one which they all along de- man empire; it reigned in every crowded
prccated, and which, after it occured, they city, and in every distant province. Her
were repeatedly heard to say, disappointed temples crowned a thousand hills; the intheir high anticipations. Such is the case with terests of the multitudes were identified
the disciples. When Christ was apprehend- with the support of her rights; and all the
ed, they all forsook him and fled; when he power of the Cresars was ready at a day's
was buried, they .1bandoned the cause of notice to be brought forward in her defence.
their unsuccessful and rnnquished leader, If the story of the resurrection prevailed,
and returned to their former avocations. Paganism must be demolished; her tcm·when the report of his resurrection reach- pies must be shut; her unnumbered votacd their cars, they gave it no credit, nor did ries must be conquered. The little band
they believe it until they had ocular demon- of Christ's disciples numbered only one
stration of the fact; but then, like men of hundred and twenty, male and female.
honest hearts and sound understanding, / They were poor; they were destitute of
they began to report it far and near, al- wealth, and without influence. Still they
though it struck at the foundation of Juda- came forth to attack this mighty fabric
ism, with which their worldly interests were of Paganism, and they prevailed. Their
identified, and lo which their nation was su- enemies met tlwm, and arrayed against
3
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Deat.h to themselves, and destruction to
their cause, in all human calculation, would
seem inevitable. But they were successful
and the lasting monuments of their success
reach to our own time, written all over with
inscriptions of victory. Feeble were the
instruments employed for its propagation;
unable to command the genius, learning or
eloquence of human wisdom, its divinity
was every where manifested, its advocates
were made supernaturally powerful to the
THE CHURCH OF CHRIST.
pulling down of the strong holds ; and
"Upo1t tltisrock I will build my church a11d the gates of strains of knowledge and eloquence which
mu shall not prevail against it. Matt. 16: 18.
have captivated millions, have been called
C1m1sTIANITY is built upon the rock of forth through all the periods of its eventful
Ages. Its foundation can never be moved. history to do homage to its triumphs. By
The political and social earthquakes which the demonstration of the truth it was at first
shake other governments, and often-times shown to be an emanation from the throne
lay their proud superstructures in ruins, of God, a stream from the fountain of light,
cannot disturb that temple, beneath which, perfection and joy. But when the church
are the everlasting arms. It was erected was established the mightiest efforts of genunder circumstances, apparently the most ius were commanded for _ its service, the
unwise and forbidding for its success. The boundless stores of learning were laid at its
building rose at the expense of the lives of feet, the sweetest flowers of taste and the
its founder and chief architects. The richest streams of eloquence were poured
shrieks of dying myriads, and the horrid i forth at the foot of the cross, and all were
din of persecution, surrounded and threat-j consecrated for the use of the Heaven-deJuda- scended virgin. We rejoice in this victory;
ened to overwhelm its builders.
ism and Paganism, sustained by the strong but we rejoice more that without these;
arm of a civil power that had crushed the without human resources, without the wisworld beneath its iron tread, and by the dom of this world, without its wealth, withstronger power of religious prejudices fos- out its powers, nay, in opposition to these,
tered for ages, sought to stifle Christianity the Christian Religion was published, suein its birth; but He that sitteth in the Heav- cessfully published to the ends of the earth.
ens laughed at their furious rage, and by We rejoice also to remember, that like a
the most signal vengeance, destroyed the pure and crystal stream it has quietly and
murderers and burnt up their city, and over- rapidly glided down from age to age, from
threw the pagan religion with the empire land to land, occasionally over many mounthat sustained it. This is the miracle of tainous obstructions, down many fearful
revolutions. That twelve obscure men 1 precipices, and through many dark and cacalled by Jesus almost as obscure as them- lam~tous ravines, dispersing, throughout its
selves, of a nation the most unsocial and varied and majestic course, the choicest and
bigoted, without learning, without any ex- most fertilizing blessings: nor will it cease
perimental knowledge of human nature, its onward flow until again it shall have viswithout money, should in less than forty ited the whole earth. Other streams, have
years originate and propagate a religion op- also flowed; at times, like boisterous torposed to the established and legalized views rents, they have rushed from mountains of
and habits of ages; alike opposed to the superstition and barbarism, and have threatreligion and the irrcligion of the times; op- ened to swallow it and the fair field of its
posed to the learning and folly, at war with fertilization, in the corruption of accumulatthe most heated prejudices at home and ing ages. Hell and hell's sovereign, have
abroad, is truly the miracle of history.- been arrayed against it from its nativity till

them threats and . persecution; ridicule and
approbium; imprisonment, fire, and sword;
torture and death. Yet the .fishermen conquered! And by what means did they
achieve their bloodless victories? By repeating the declaration that Jesus Christ
rose from the dead, and by working miracles in confirmation of its truth. And this
truth has revolutionized the moral world.
B. F. H.
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now, but their powerful agencies by the supposed antecedent Peter, while they
wisdom from above have often proved their agree with the phrase, "Thou art the
own destruction, whilst from the viens of Christ, the Son of the Living God." As
the martyrs new streams, have issued forth therefore, there are no other antecedents
to swell the broad river of life.
but these, and as by no rule of language
It is gratifying to look back to the day of can they be made to refer to the former, we
its origin, when upon the foundation laid in establish the negative position that they do
Zion it was built never to be destroyed.- not refer to Peter, as well as the affirmaLike a tender plant it was planted in the tive one, that they do refer to the confession
mountain of the Heights of Israel,"' and that he made. Jesus had elicited the connlthough pernicious and in some instances fession; to elicit it was the design of tho
deadly weeds have sprung up around it, yet conversation; and addressing the Apostle
we promise ourselves that wo can discover in the second person, he speaks of a rock
the true vine if by a proper examination of upon which he declares his church shall be
our subject we can learn !tow, when, nnd j indestructibly founded. By the lips of Pewhere it was at first divinely planted. Let ter this confession was first pronounced, and
us, then, in the spirit of candor, seek not as his name afforded a most beautiful and
only the true foundation, but tho means of forcible idea, he takes it and very naturally
being built upon it, so that neither the calls it a rock. This too accords with the
plots or powers of Satan, the rage or malice manner of his teaching. His doctrine apofmen can prevail against us,-no more than pears in the costume, not only of the ti mos
against it and its divine founder. Our first in which he lived, but also of tho immedionquiry shall beate circumstances by which he was sur1. What is the foundation upon which rounded. When among vines, he calls himthe church is built? Upon this question the self the true vine; his Father the husbandRoman Catl1olics have thrown some obscu- man, his Apostles the branches. When in
rity. They confidently maintain that Christ the temple, he speaks of tl1e destruction of
here teaches tliat Peter was the rock upon his own body as of a temple. Finding
which tl1e church was built. "Their rock is some of the twelve fishing, he promises to
not our rock, our enemies themselves being f make them fishers of men. vVhile gazing
judges." Petros and Petra in the Greek, upon tl1e sheep tl1ronging Jerusalem for the
sound much alike, and are similar in signifi- sacrifices, he says, his sheep hear his voice.
cation; and from this truth the Romanists So in the case before us. The name of his
and some Protestants have concluded that disciple is stone, and very naturally and
our Lord alluded to something in Peter's beautifully he says, his church is to be built
character and office which would entitle upon a rock, tlie rock of his M:essiahship,
him to the distinguished honor of being so immovably that the gates of Hell shall
called the rock upon which the church was not prevail against it.
founded. But it should bo remembered
The rules of grammar and the very conthat though similar in sound and significa- struction of language forbid the adoption of
tion, they are not the same. Besides the tho idea tliat the church has been reared
very construction of the sentence shows, upon Peter and his supposed successors.
that the word te petra (iliis rock) must refer
But again. The Apostles are unanimous
for its antecedent to somctl1ing else than in teaching that Christ himself and the conthe name P etros (Peter) the person spoken fession of him is the rock. "Other foundto.. There are, also, other_ weighty consid~- l ation can no man lay than that which is
ratwns that preclude the idea that Poter 1s laid, which is Jesus Christ." 1 Cor. 3: I 1.
made the foundation of this spiritual edi- "Built upon tlie foundation of apostles and
flee. 1. The words translated "this rock" prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the
differ in person, gender and case from tho chief corner-stone, in or upon whom the
*Ezek. 17: 2~-Q4.
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whole building fitly framed together grow-
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eth into a holy temple of the Lord." Ephesi- l Once more. This interpretation coinans 2: 20, 21. He, then, is the rock which cides with the imagery of the Sacred Scripsupports the spiritual temple in which, and j tures. Isaiah speaks of the mountain of
in which alone, we can hope for salvation. the Lord's house, and of Christ as the rock,
Prophets of God fired with the inspiration the corner-stone. Daniel represents his
of the spirit have borne testimony to his kingdom as a stone cut from the mountains
claims; God the Father has signally ac- and filling the whole earth. Ile is to many,
knowlcdgecl him, and Apostles have been a stone of stumbling, a rock of offence;
his witnesses to the ends of the earth.- whilst to others he is the rock of their salBuilt upon him, we fear not the raging vation; the foundation of the church of
storms of infidelity and division; for though God.
the winds beat and the rains fall in pitiless
II. We will briefly notice the prophecy
torrents; though the elements burn with
the fires of malice and wrath, yet our in the text: "I will build rny church."
Isaiah had declared and Micah had repeatrock has not melted. And as the firm granecl, that in the last days all people should
ite in the physical universe loses neither
.
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Peter himself bears conclusive testimony first dominion would come to Zion and the
upon this subject. 1 Pct. 2: 4. In a letter kingdom to the daughter of Jerusalem.
addressed to the Christians in the dispersion Micah 4: 8. Peter, after his investiture in
some years after the conversation with his the Apostolic office, declares that the time
Lord, he says, "To whom (Christ) coming specified by the prophets as the "Last days,"
unto a living stone, disallowed indeed of commenced properly with the day of Penmen, but chosen of God, and precious, ye tecost. With reference to that day, Messiah
also as lively stones are built up a spiritual had declared that he would bestow the powhouse." * * * Wherefore it is contained er of his Spirit. The church was spoken
in the Scripture "Behold I lay in Zion a of prior to that day as an edifice to be erectchief corner-stone, elect, precious, and he ed, and after the scenes of that day, it is said
that believeth on him shall not be confound- that the Lord added to the church the saved." ,vhat can be more clear and conclu- j ed. The text gives us the distinct promise
sive? No intimation tliat himself was the of Christ-" I will build rny church; "-and
1
foundation; he acknowledges the superior the second of Acts assures us it was built,
dignity of his Master, and by a most beau- with three thousand additions to its number
tiful imagery, shows the stability and per- in one day. The church was to be built
manent sufficiency of Christ, as well as his upon the truth confessed by P eter-"Thou
power to sustain his people under whatever art the Christ, the Son of God"-and the
weight of affiiction, persecution or distress . claims of J csus to this high character· and
Christ then is the corner-stone, the founda- office were never publicly proclaimed until
tion of the living temple, and all who come l the day of Pcntc_cost. He was _declared
to and rest their hopes upon him, will be \ the Son of God with power by his resurforever secure and blessed; "for whosoever rection from the dead, and it was not until
believes in hirtJ shall never be confounded." after this event that his Messiahship was
made known by the Holy Ghost sent down
Thri ce happy those, who, as a royal priestliood, a chosen generation, a peculiar people, from heaven.
To the honest enquirer this is an imporare now a part of this temple, maintaini~g
the royal dignity of their station by showing ; tant investigation. Let these facts be exfo1ih the excellencies of him who hath aminccl carefully. After the resurrection
buildecl them together, a temple to his of our Lord, he claimed all power in heaven
praise.
and on earth, by virtue of which he sent his
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Apostles to convert all nations: this procla-f to ploughshares and their spears into prunmation was to be made first at Jerusalem on ing hooks, when peace shall extend her
the day of Pentecost. The church of blooming olive, and all the nations, people,
Christ was to embrace individuals of all na- languages and tongues, be given to the
tions-Jews and Gentiles. A system of Saints of the Most High for an everlasting
religion embracing these, was never publish- possession. We come in the third place to
ed till the day of Pentecost. Peter had enquire
committed to his trust the authority to open
III. What were the means used in the
the kingdom of heaven, ( a comprehensive erection of the church? How was the
phrase for "the church") which he never church built?
J. B. F.
(To be Contimicd.)
was prepared to use till that aay; he and
his follow Apostles being ignorant of the
THE RELIGION OF LIFE.-No. 1.
nature and object of that kingdom prior to
Every natural, necessary and useful occitpation, may be,
that time. But when the day of Pentecost and ought to be religious.
was fully come, Messial1 having ascended
Respected fellow-citizens :-The design
on high, bestowed gifts that not only prov- of my discourse for this morning, is to preed his resurrection, but abundantly ac- sent before you the connection between recomplished his promises of the coming ligion and life. Under tl1e influence of the
Comforter and capacitated his Apostles for scholastic and metaphysical teaching of
the duties of their wondrous commission. past generations, almost every thing in reMessiah had not only promised "l will build
my church;" I will send you the Comforter;" "l will give you the Keys of the kingdom;" "you shall be my witnesses to the
end of the earth," &c. &c., but he had emphatically declared, at a time when he was
surrounded by the most extraordinary circumstances that ever attended his personal
ministry, at a time most fitting for such a
declaration, when claiming all power in
heaven and earth, tliat it should begin at Jerusalem when he would invest the twelve
with the power of his Father. This was
fulfilled at Pentecost. So that truly upon
that day, the Christian church was built, to
which additions have been made in all time.

ligion has been sublimated, and placed in a
region beyond the ordinary employments
and social relations of man. In some etherial region tenanted by imaginary beings,
and under the influence of imaginary feelings and motives, we have too often placed
the idea of Religion, and the effect has
been that ili\3 labors, professions and recreations of life, have not only lost its holy
and sanctifyiug influences, but they have
been considered opposed to its sublime and
spiritual purposes, and that a war of protest,
if not of extermination, should be waged
If I can be excused from
against it.
dogmatism, I hesitate not to say that this is
all wrong; iliat persons who have such
notions
of Religion, deprive iliemselves of
I know of no moral demonstration so
conclusive as tlie evidence upon tl1is point. many of its consolations and greatly mistake ilie design of ilieir existence.
The Prophets point out Jerusalem as the
I know that there is a view iliat may be
place and the Pentecost as the time. Peter
received the keys which he used upon that i ~aken _. of man ;--:n~y tl~at often is taken,
day. Upon tliat day for the first time a sys- 1m which a scepticism m any moral or retern of salvation embracing the gentiles was ligious design of his being is produced and
made known. The Messiah in Jesus was encouraged. We cast our eyes over the
never understood till then-then were all earili; we see its many-tongued sons busily
his full and gracious promises to his Apos- engaged, but ilieir engagements seem to
ties fulfilled. Then commenced tl1e reign have no moral or religious design. Here
of heaven which will not be finished until the swain is engrossed in his toils; there his
the enemies of the King are made his foot- lord is busied in plans; here the lawyer is
stool, ilie destroyers of the earth are des- bending o'er his briefs, and there his client
troyed; until men shall beat their swords in- preparing for the contest; all life is busy,
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busy even in its idleness, but it is the busiI say this is all true, but the deductions
ness inspired by the almighty dollar, the drawn from it are false. Instead of being
prospect of gain in acres, or gold, or honor, an argument against the religious purposes
or pleasure. Look at man as you see him of life, these facts make a voice loud as
in crowded cities or country multitudes, thunder, and far-reacl1ing as the vanity we
running hither and thither, as if intent up- have been contemplating, which proclaims,
on some great, some permanent, some eter- that life without religion is not life; that life
nal good; and then ask what so engages his with religion is all things.
But I am asked how is this; and how can
attention and his labor, and you have returned to you an answer, soul-humbling these apparently foolish pursuits of man be
and melancholy, those things which he can called or made religious? The answer is
never enjoy. His capricious feelings and to be found lurking a little bene~tl1 the surdesires, his strong hopes and fears; his face of things. Let us look at the most ·
weighty interests and dear pursuits, are ob- common aspect in which life strikes us: that
jects of an hour and will pass away from of visible activity; that of toil and labor.
his existence, or he from them, swiftly as Here we may see not only the wearied limbs,
clouds pass.
Earthly objects, earthly the fevered brow, and submissive spirit.
schemes, earthly ambition, and eartl1ly un- There may be, and there often is, a moral
dertakings, engross the attention and pow- effect beneath these . The toiling laborer ofers, and keeps up the mighty stir of our ten has a home in which is age ,or affliction,
species. Why then say that there is any or infancy, or woman, which rise in the mind
religion in life? "Vanity and vexation of and give joy to the heart as he bears the
spirit," saith the preacher, and it hath been fruit of his labor to their support.
That
said a tl1ousand times, and it is a thousand stroke of the axe, whose deep tones in the
times true. The cynic is right, for life is midst of the forest rung toilsomely upon
"trouble and weariness; the disappoint- tl1y ear, came from a warm heart, and carment of inexperience or the dulness of ried a note of joy to those who will welcome
familiarity; the frivolity of the gay or tlie the toiling days-man to his humble home.
unprofitable sadness of tl1e melancholy; Weary strokes are thus mingled with pure
the heavy enui of the idle or the plodding affections; toilsome labor with social bliss;
care of the busy; the suffering of disease and tliese affections, and this bliss, and the
or the wasted energy of health; frailty, its patience, and submissiveness of labor, are
lot, its doom, its death; a world of things sure to make that preparation of the heart that
wasted, worn out, perishing in the use, tend- will allow it to be directed in bliss immoring to nothing; so complete the frivolity of tal by a master infinitely wise. Labor then
life with many, that they actually think more is only without profit to those who labor for
of the fine apparel they wear than of tho wind; whilst in all labor there is profit to
inward spirit which you say is to inherit those who desire good. There are, 'tis
immortal ages."
true, many hard and hasty words, mingled
Such is tl1e just complaint of life; its in labor, much exasperation, and anger and
truth, 0 ! careless or attentive hearer; you of- insurrectionary feeling, but still labor is not
ten have seen, you often have felt. There abandoned, and any one can see how it
is no just proportion between the objects of could be made to minister to the calling out
life, and its toils, anxieties and pursuits. and nourishment of the most admirable virA mockery seems to be tl1rown over all tues, if sanctified hy the word of God and
things human; and the wisest plans wheth- the hopes of religion. You call theirs' a
er of governments or of individual man, arc dark and unhappy lot, and it is to many of
turned to notl1ing ! So long as death reigns, them, but how often do you find among
over all, and swallows up all, just so long the them a wisdom and a virtue which has expower of wealili, the splendors of fame, pandod their minds above the darkness and
the e~stacies_ of pl~asure, and even ilie joys trials of an unhappy worldly station; a wisof society, friendship, and love, are nothing. dom v;hich many philosophers have not
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learned, although they have access to all the
But let us turn to the studious professions.
sources of knowledge; a wisdom which Present the physician before your eye.
uses this life for a better one; its toils and And as Dr. Young says of the undevout
struggles and disappointment as a prepara- astronomer, so I am compelled to say of the
tion for one of uninterrupted bliss. It will undevout physician-he "is mad." His
be found then, I apprehend, that life is great- is the province to open the mysterious pages
ly what we make it, and those aspects of it of God's wisdom written in the frame work
which are oftentimes most disagreeble to of his creature man. Fearfully and wonour contemplation, were they well under- derfully is he made. His bones, his sinews,
stood and appreciated, would show us uses his nerves, all proclaim in their admirable
and designs which reach far beyond the contrivance and arrangement, the wisdom,
present scenes, into those which remain for- yea, and the Providence of the Creator.ever. All that is necessary to make labor The man who can open these pages and
nttractive is for the labore_r to keep th~ ~on- j not be instructed in divine wisdom; who
sciousness of his own rat10nal and spmtual can look upon and study the nature and
being, and thus he will know that he is su- uses of a human frame-work; see the base
perior to the world, and all its outward cir- of support to the soft parts; its levers. of
cumstances. This knowledge is often ob- locomotion; its cavities to protect and detained and enjoyed even where the ordina- fend the most delicate and important orry means of cultivation are not to be found. gans; its mechanical nature and use, and
The laborer, therefore, may be religious in the wants, habits, instincts, physical and
his labor. He fulfils his obligations, and mental capacities-in a word, the man who
learns faithfulness; he prepares himself can acquaint himself with the complicated
with means for a sustenance and learns universe exhibited in man, and not be made
honesty; he labors for the support of oth- wiser and better, must be singularly dull or
ers, as well as himself and learns benevo- obstinately perverse. See all animals, adlence; by contending with the hardships, apted and prepared for their several modes
hazard and pains of his condition, he learns of existence: the Rhinoceros, clad in his
that greatest of all human graces and per- defensive mail, the Lion and Leopard profoctions, submission to the designs of Provi- vided with weapons of defence; the Sheep
dence, by wl1icl1 his sufferings instead of and the Beaver clothed in their thick and
disheartening him, turns him for strength protective coverings-every animal furnishto his God, with calm resignation and un- ed with all that is necessary to his existence
shaken confidence. This is no fancy or adapted to his wants. But man the
sketch, for all this I have seen in the labor- most distinguished in the scale of being, by
er, and I thank God that I can occasionally nature is neglected, abandoned, weak, nakmeet with such reconciling specimens of ed and defenceless, unarmed in the midst
humanity. All, therefore, that may be said of dangers, uncovered to the winds of heavby the cynic upon the vanity and folly of the en! But look again. He has received for
pursuits of life, are but so many arguments every gift denied one more than equivalent.
in favor of the importance of Religion.- Illimitable capacity for improvement; terReligi?n elevates the soul, and it matters restrial ubiquity by which he is capable of
not!iing where a man stan~s, or_ ~vhat he inhabiting every part of the known world;
possesses, '.f t~e energ~ of lus spmtual na- j endowed with intellect and inventive genture be mamtamed, he IS noble and useful, ius which has in his mental and moral eleand as happy as is compatible with th e de- vation raised him to a measureless distance
signs of a disciplinary life. But as without above all created things. Animals appareligion there is no h~rmony i_n the_ universe, rently more cared-for are subservient to his
so also there is 1_10 obJ~ct or mtel~igent pur- purposes and obedient to his commands, or
pose in hu'?an_ life, without_ the vlftues_, _and if found useless in his dominion, he ban.
graces which 1t produces m all cond1t10ns
where its influence is felt.
ishes them to the trackless wilderness. And
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can one of his race, where profession and / abused. But this is not the fault of the
interest call upon him daily to study the or- calling. Lawyers occupy a truly dangerganization, habits and character of a he- ous position. They sec the worst phases of
ing whose intelligence all nature attests, human dereliction and infirmity. The railand not be an enquiring, religious mal/-? er, the wrangler, the slanderer, the thief,
Nauaht but the sad and humiliating fact the liar, the murderer, are their clients and
that :e often find him hostile to religion, open to them their inmost hearts. In decould induce us to have such a thought for fending such, they may err in judgment,
one moment. Our object, however, is not to in temper; and they may wilfully defeat the
reprove, but to show that in the pursuits of ~nds of justice fo1: gai n. Bu~ notwithst~ndlife we may be, and of right ought to be re- m_g all, lie can discharge his dut! fa'.rly,
ligious. This may be seen in the profession with ~roper s~lf-respect, ~oth to his cltcnt
before us in the fact that the physician is and lus conscience, and m the fear of the
His c_alling,
frequently brought to compassionate the suf- juSt ice of Almig~ty
ferings of his fellow-creatures. The head therefore, ha~ ~othmg l~ it necessanly opracked with raging fever-the feeble hand j po~e~ to Rel'.g,on; and it. may be made a
extended out for relief all the demands reltgwus callmg, because it may be devoted
of suffering nature, are' presented before to the _ca~se of oppressed hui:rianity and sahim by which he may learn the frailty and cred Jus_tic~-the cause of nght, of truth,
.
impotence of himself, and the need of a and eq~it! m the world.
divine helper. To look upon the strong
~ut '.t is true als~ of oth~r pursuits. In
man bowed down with weakness, the sane th ell' higheS t'. ';orthiest obJects, they may
man in the ravings of delirium, and the dy- be_ m~de religwus and ~ood . I do _not
ing man stript of all earthly supports, and thmk it necessary to specify more . part1cunot to learn that naught but Almighty Pow- lar~y: I do not_ s~y that these callmgs are
er and goodness can be depended upon, rehgwus or rcligwusl~ pursued, b~t I say
would be evidence that he was unworthy of th ey may be, and that '.t would be ~igotry. to
his profession.. The calling of a pl1ysician, deny th at all tl~e ordmary pu~smts of life
then is a religious callina because in it he may be made tnbutary to the lugh purposes
0
•
'
may ' see the power, wisdom
and goodness of reliaion.
" __________J · B · F ·
of God; he is made to see the frailty and /
PRE.ACHING.
dependence of man, and the vanity of all
Not an essay, reader, but one or two obearthly helps and hopes.
servations. There is a great principle to
It is equally true that the vocation of a be observed by every preacher, if he would
lawyer may be made a religious calling. His be successful in persuading men to obey
studies teach that the foundation of all law the gospel. It is, that men are more easily
is or should be Right. To secure, and cs- won by a proper presentation of the mertablish, and vindicate justice, which is but cies, than the terrors of the gospel. I do
another name for our word righteousness, not say that a preacher should be devoted to
is the professed, and may be the real object this, nor to any other rule; for whoever
of his honorable profession. I know that I knows any thing of preaching, ·knows that
am now stating what will conflict with the a servile observation of any rules, however
views and observations of a majority of my good, will invariably produce a formal and
readers. The trade of the lawyer has been lifeless discourse. Men should have the
considered one most mercenary, and dcvo- great truths of the gospel inwrought in their
ted to deceit. The people in many in- / very souls, so that, unconsciously, tl10 form,
stances have not hesitated to say that law- spirit and power of their discourses may
yer and another noted character, whose dis- have their exercise. To effect this inscntinctive epithet commences with an L, are sible influence, he must think much upon
the same office. And we arc compelled to his subject, think often and at differe nt
acknowledge, that this vocation has been times; pray sincerely and fervently over his
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-:norts, until he can trutl1fuM
lly~s-ay-,-,-O- Lord]:~ade men," instead of d e n : ~ ~ : .
make me thy servant in whom thou shalt be ii The fulncss of the gospel provisions, its beglorificd,' and be willing to fail, utterly fail, nignant offers and tender expostulations,
if a failure would best promote the cause ofl should be dwelt upon, if we would have
his master; and yet with all the mental ca- l success either in teaching disciples or rcpacity and acquired knowledge that he pos- ; forming sinners . The intellect should be
sesscs, he should skilfully adjust the whole; · addressed and conviction produced, because
for it is only in the proper use of all that we the mind cannot believe until it understands,
arc, that we can expect the blessing of the and any thing that tends to coerce will inLord. Still, good rules should not be de- cvitably tend to repel.
spiscd, for by a proper observation of them, , Some speak as though violent words were
we are prepared to use all our powers. "\Ve strong words; but never was there a greater
1
repeat, then, that a congregation w.ho arc j mistake. Ile who uses repulsive and decompelled frequently to hear nothmg but nunciatory expressions, generally has none
the restraints and terrors of Religion, will other to use; his vocabulary is meager and
soon either desert their preacher, or will easily exhausted . Besides, violent words
listen with hardened incredulity, both in the I are always weak words; violent conduct is
preacher and in what he preaches. Let not l weak conduct. vVe should announce the
such an one say, "the people love to be great truths of our religion with clearness
flattered and cannot bear the truth," for ! and force, but also with decorum and <ligni1
tho11gh this may in some instances be true, ty. In no other way can an intelligent comit is equally true that a chilling, cocrsive, ter- munity be brought to consider them. Vcry
rible denunciation, will nerer correct that shallow streams often arc more noisy as
evil or any other. To hear such men, is to they spend their fury against the rocks, than
seek the privilege of being goaded and deeper ones whose mighty volumes hide
lashed; a discipline suited to slaves and immense treasures, and are capable of bcarbeasts, but not to men; and I confess that I \ ing heavily burdened vessels upon their boncver found it in my heart to blame men for ll som. It is so with men . TJ1e violent and
leaving such. a. preacher to. pr~ach to empty n~isy betokc~ the torrent that comes down
seats . But it is the const1tnt10nal temper- wit11 mountam fury, but soon runs by,amont of some! I suppose it is, and we had 1whereas, the tempe1 ate and placid are not
as well apologize for it in this, as in any unlike those broad rivers whose capacious
in any other way. W c arc wont to call any j waters ceaselessly flow to gladden the land.
thin"0 natural that we cannot or will not re-;I We can be firm and decided, but we will be
medy. Rowland Hill said that "some folks nothing injured by striving at the same time
appeared to h:i.ve been bath ed in crab ·ver- to be temperate and afl:ectionate .
juice in their infancy, which penetrated
W c should be equally opposed to a sty le of
through their skins and has made them sour preaching which merely addresses the emo1
bloodod ever since ." This will not do for · tions. I have heard soft sentimental apa messenger of joyful tidings-as h e boars peals, poured forth in woman's tones, and
a message of love, so he must manifest a I have seen the hearers bathed in tears, and
spirit of love. But I am compelled to be- \ I have met the m again in the busy world and
lieve that tlio evil is an error of judgment, l their hearts were as hard as ever; their lives
which most, if not all, can correct. Most unimproved. I Jove to "weep with those
beginners, in their virgin efforts, are stern, that weep,'' and I pray God that I may be
severe, and harshly urgent. But as they ever possessed with a heart that. eau syma.drnnce in knowledge and experience, the 1pathise with the affecting truths of ilie gosgrace and t~1c glor~ of tho gospel occupy j pcl; but I wish eyer to see substantial fruits
more of their attontron, and they become from my ministry. There is an eloquence
preachers after the Apostolic manner:- which merely overflows. It is not prompted
"Knowing tl1c terror of the Lord, we pc;·- \ by the nature of your subject~ nor guid<'<l
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by reason, but it simply flows out because sense; the thinking and the earnest man
the fountain is full, caring not whence it is- reaches his audience, grapples with them,
sures or where it falls. This may be invigorates their moral powers, braces them,
proper in some persons, but I think it is makes them strong to act and to fee l. No
often the opposite extreme of the harsh man can hear such an one without benefit,
spirit we have been reviewing. It should and though he may at times deliver objecnot be sought or studied, for the good rea- tionable opinions, (to err is human,) the
son, that every discourse addressed to ra- good will always preponderate, and the bad
tional men should have an aim, a distinct, 1may be thrown away.
well-defined object. Bunyan has a characJ In conclusion, let us remember that iie
ter he calls Mr. Wet-eyes, who answers that indulge~ in, abuse and rancour, hazards
well to the preacher who is sensible without and deserves an ejection from ·all good sothought or power of reflection.
ciety; and that he who seeks to be witty in
Again.-We should never seek to be the pulpit, generally makes himself a fool;
strictly popular, nor should we despise pop- and let the hearers of discourses, of whatularity, if it comes without effort. Discour- ever character, never forget that no man eises should be characterised by intellectual ther from hearing, or delighting in them 1will
power, by thought, whether popular or not. ever be carried to heaven, unless, as D'.··
1
There are many, 'tis true, who do not ap- ( South says, he be pulled "up there by Ins
preciate thought, but there are a few who ears."
J. B. F.
do; a few who are benefitted by it and who
love it above all things else in your discourMO R.AL GREATNESS.
scs. Nor are these always to be found in MonAL GREATNESS is the only elevation and
what are considered the more refined and distinction worthy the name greatness.reputedly intelligent audiences . I have This side of heaven, it is the highest life of
heard men before such audiences, utter our race, and that which is alone worthy of
rich, clear and forcible trut11s and argu- recognition and reverence. It alone satisments in a terse and attractive style, and I fies the demands of our nature; it is the onhave seen the hearers exhibiting a blank ly perfection of which we are capable; it
listnessness to all that was uttered; and I is the only wortl1 which returns its value,
have heard the same spP-aker in the pre- and which never grows dim by diffusion or
sence of the same people with the same age. Men grow in knowledge and advance
general truths, dressed in a little more to towering heights of intellectual develfinery, witl1 a flourish or two of figures, and a opement; but this growth is only an increase
little more eloquent, and produce the most in the knowledge of our ignorance. We
powerful effects. But I must also confess learn to know the limited character of our
that I have heard men pour forth a strain of capacity, and the bounded extent of our obsilvery nonsense, with an occasional rivulet servation. The wide fields of truth spread
of poetry flowing into it, and all eyes were out before us in enlarging dimensions as we
opened with admiration, and all mouths advance to possess them. Perfect knowlwcre stretched to gulp down what he said, edge and wisdom are not to be found beand for days the speaker would be envel- neath the stars . The wisest men are out.oped in the lavish incense of their praise. grown in a few generations, and schoolboys
We should never seek to please any audi- learn to laugh at the folly of those who had
ence in this manner. Any man of common filled the world with their names. 'iVhat was
discernment can distinguish between these known and known very imperfectly to the
speakets. The first and last are extremes; greatest minds of the past age is now taught
the second is the wise and useful man. The in every infant school, and men learn to
first by his dryness cannot excite thought, look down upon ancient wisdom as upon the
although he may deliver the most powerful past-times of men of amusement. But not
truths of God; the last delivers sound for so with the morally great; not so with the
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good men of any age. The pa th O t rn1r
,.,, ontwu,oN Rssn~o uPoN svE1tY Cnn1sT1 i.s.
history seems to grow brighter and brighter
I am often induced to enquire, both with
until the perfect day. ·when will the names reference to my own efforts and those of
of Abraham, and Samuel, and Elijah, and my brethren-'Do we feel properly the obDaniel, and Stephen, and John be forgotten, ligation to extend the knowledge of the
or be remembered without a grateful recol- gospel?' Have we as much zeal in this good
Jection of their moral achievements? Wh~t cause as our professions of love to it would
man has ever outgrown them? Is _not thelf j indicate? '\Vere we really in earnest, and
character as bright and as lofty as it was on were our piety undoubted, would we not be
the day of their death?
.
more active in securing the great and paraThere can be no greatness w1tliout ?ood- mount purpose of Christian benevolence,
ncss. There can be no goodness wi th out the conversion of the world?
There arc large and well organized asfaith, hope and love. The prizes of this
greatness arc held out to all. The honors sociations all over our country for the spread
of intellect and wealth arn not always fou nd of the forms of Religion peculiar to them.
by the sincere and meritorious seekers. - We admit, that love of worldly honor and
Many fail of obtaining; som~ fro~. lack of parade, love of office and power however
capacity; more from lack of d1spos 1t 1on, and small, and the common passion of human
most of all from Jack of opportunity. But nature for association, have influenced, and
in moral goodness there is an open and an still influence many in sustaining and renderhonored field for all to enter upon, and. in in<Jr:, mi<Jhty
these institutions. But there arc
b
which all the sincere can obtain t11e pnze. sincere laborers in all of them, and many
In tl1e life of tl1e affectio~~ will be found j whose supreme desire is to do good, serv_e
the equalizing of all cond1t1ons and the en- their Redeemer, and render themselves l11s
noLlin<J of all necessary and useful avoca- faithful ste~ards. The mercenary, timetions. "'Moral greatness is the time-levelling serving, mistaken worldly and ambitious
principle. It is open to the beggar and tlie motives and actions of some, will not exprince. It is not limited by hereditary birth; cuse others, who feeling that they are deit is not bounded by a golden circle . of positories of truth, should act, from unaffectwealth, nor overshadowed by the mountams ed philanthrophy and sincere attachment to
of military eminence, nor circumscribed by the cause of the Bible . What if we <lo
stren<Jth of limb and physical proportions. not approl'e of all that we see and know of
These have been, and many of them are still, missionary societies, shall we, therefore,
the metes and bounds of human greatness; cease to spread tl1e gospel? We have no
but let us anticipate a brighter era for the ri<Jht to exist as a christian people, or to prefuture efforts of our race, an era illuminated, tc~d to the high honors of the christian
not by tl1e dim tapers or burst'.ng met~ors profession, but upon this one condition, that
of intellectual greatness, but with the light we will in good faith, and vigorous exerand glory of the sun of true civilization, li- 1tion, carry out the designs of that profesberty and love. This is the noble estate and sion. Let us compare Apostolic and primJiigh destiny appointed for man, in ~he conn- itivc devotion, energy and zeal with ours.
sels of the divine mind, and wluch have These principles and virtues in them, made
been seen, far back in the world's infancy, them ever ready to do or to suffer for Christ.
by the vision of the holy Prophets, and They were ready; we are slow to believe
which already gleam from the future, a?d as and move. They risked all; we are scarcethe rays of twilight are seen upon the higher I willin<J to risk any thing. They added
clouds of heaven so the glory of day sheds Y
O
its splendor upod us. Hail, thrice happy to their faith courage! we .see~ to 1rnvc
era!
_ _ _ ____ _ _ _J. B. F.
added to our doubts, fear. Their love as
.
. l it partook of the nature of the love of God
"0 reverence the ID3:J?sty of the Ommp- was world-wide in its expansive ness, and
, k
, fi
otent . and tempt not his anger, lest thou
be d cs
' troye d ."
·
made them reaoy or every gooc1 "or . -
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Successful or unsuccessful, sti ll they labor- texts for sloth which arc now indulged, and
ed, for they had calm and unshaken confi- the heart-chilling and soul-impoverishing nodence in their principles, and they looked tions that prevent our liberality and our lato a bright future, whose sky was gemmed hors; tl1e lack of interest in the condition
with stars of unfading glory for their re- of those who sit in darkness, without Christ
ward . O for their living faith, and burn- \ and without hope, will all give place to iming zeal! then would Zion shine, and her mediate, unwearied and all-enduring efforts
glory extend to the ends of the earth.- to spread abroad the li ght of truth, ~alvaShall we make the errors of others our ex- tion an<l immortality. "The kingdom of
cuse? \Vill the Lord, whom we acknowledge heaven is likened unto a nobleman, who,
as alone our Master, acquit us without blame about to travel into a far country, called tobecause they arc blameworthy? Certr,inly gether his servants and delivered to them his
not; but we will be overwhelmed with goods." Let the reader turn to Matthew
merited disgrace, in the day of retribution, 25, and read from the 14th to the 30th verse,
for a failure to do that in a good cause which I and learn to beware, lest he resemble the·
others have done in a doubtful one.
unprofitable servant, who hid his Lord's
I am told that the popular societies for money.
J. B. F.
the spread of the gospel, instead of sending forth the pure word of God, become
EXCERPS OJ!' THINGS NEW AND OLD,
propogators of human traditions, of cor- \ It seems to have been the pleasure of our
rupt interpretations of the tr~th, calcula:ed Creator to make human life a scene of irreto destroy or greatl~ neutralize the. savmg gularity and in some aspects, of impenetrainflucnce of the ordm~nces ~f. Chri st , and ble darkness . Nothing seems to happen in
to do positive and ultimate mJury to th e what would be conceived the ordinary course
cause of a genuine Chri st ianity. We do of events. Our history is interspersed with
not deny it. But does that relieve us from remarkable coincidences, which could not
our obligations? We who hav~ ta st ed_ of have been anticipated by any powers now
the pure streams of the Fountam of Life, known to the capacity of man. If it were
as they flo\V from Mount Zion through Apos- not so-if every thing were to happen just
tolic cisterns, ,~ill we not send th~~ forth to / in such order as mortals would expect, the
gladden the wilderness of scepticism, and 1future would be subject to the precission of
religious want? Will we confine them with- j a matl1ematical calculation; and life in the
in the banks of selfish indulgence, and future would be as monotonous as life in
greediness of worldly gain? lf we attempt the past. But extraordinary events occurit, they will break their dams, and, rising events that defy the calculations of the most
above us, will seek other channels than our
. \ baifted > which while they throw a veil of imunworthy and world-enc1ose <l reservoirs, penetrable darkness upon future contincrenand leave us solitary and deserted.
cies make life an ever varyina scene \nd
'
"' in the
' afThe most alarming symptom of decline not unfrequently
produce changes
in the love of Christ in our own bosoms, is fluent or miserable condition of individuals,
a lack of interest in the salvation of others. nations nnd the world, of the wisest and most
We profess love for primitive Christianity, beneficial character.
we should then imitate the .p rimitive disci ples .
"Do not the histories of ali ages,
We seek to follow their example we should
Relate miraculous presages
'
Of strange turns in the world's affairs1
then possess their fervour. They coveted, j
__
I
anxiously coveted-such was their love for
In the affairs of human life, there seems
Christ, their estimation of his love for them- to be a more equal distribution of reopportunities for making sacrifices in his wards and punishments from the hand of
cause. Let their example be the measure Providence than many suppose . Those who
of our efforts, and we will witness a speedy meet not with great afflictions, are beset with
convers:on of all our neighbors. The pre- petty grievances which make up in number
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what they lack in asperity and seem thus to
What a forcible and beautiful figure is that
disturb the serenity of their victim as much j usc<l by the sacred pcnsman, in comparing
as the greatest of calamities could. Who,· human life to the sea. Reader, have you
in his intercourse with man, lias not found ever beheld the ocean, through the indisthosc who complain as much for slight in- tinct light of an over-clouded moon, rolling
disposition or interruption in their domes- its multitudinous complication of wavestic affairs, as Bonaparte did of his loss at crossing, bursting, mingling into each other?
Waterloo?
Such is the great ocean of this world's men
- seldom calm-but its waves often raging,
The bell strikes oneWe take 110 note of time
opposing and destroying each other-nation
But from its loss. To ~ive it then a tongue
rising against nation-people against people
As if an an,!!el spoke ,
1 feel the solemn souncl.-Yoc,o.

Is wise in man.

-razi ng and destroying the deep founda"The moral which the poet has rather tion of mountain govcrmcnts, and rolling
quaintly deduced from the necessary mode over their ruins the same wave which has
of measuring time, may be well applied to rolled over thousands before! Happy he
our feelings respecting that portion of it whose cares are confined to the narrow
which constitutes human life. 1;yc observe , rounds of a useful and l1ealthful occupation,
the aged, tl10 in~rm, and those engaged in
occupations of immediate hazard, trembling
as it were upon tho very brink of non-existence, but we derive no lesson from tl1c precariousness of their tenure, until it has altogether failed. Thon for a moment, at
least,
•our hopes and fears
Start u11 a\arme,1, and o'er life's narrow verge

"Far from the ma<l'rdng worlcl's ignolllc strife."

He that is too proud to vindicate the affection and confidence, which he conceives
should be giYcn without solicitation, must
meet much, and perhaps deserved, disappointmcnt."-ScoTT.

There arc many persons in our acquaintance, who die without obedience to the reLook down-on what1-a fathomlc~s ahy~s,
·
f h
l
th
A darl, ctcrnity,-how surely Olll's,' "-S<oTT.
qmremcnts o cm·cn, w 10 arc never elcss
amiable and piously devoted. The circumDid you ever observe, reader, that law- stances of their early education prevent
ycrs, p11ysicians and preacl10rs are never al- their giving proper attention to these mattl1cir 1ia_1:d fate or want ters; and we arc satisfied that if they had
lowed to c?mp_lain
of rcputat10n m thcJr professions? If they I they would as readily have obeyed as we.do, an hundred tongues will blame their in- ! How far intention may be taken for the deed
capacity as the cause. But the most stu~id we know not; b11t in the deatl1 of such we
veteran who ever murmured out the tlrncc 1commit them to Him who can alone weigh
told tale of a battle or a seige, where hu- our intentions and actions; we commit
man life is sacrificed, is heard with revcr- them with awe, but not witl10ut hope.
encc and listened to wiili sympathy. Alas!
Wealth hastily or improperly obtained, is
the mass of men are animals only in their
generally ill-employed.
sympathies; for intellect or moral ,,·orth,
EDITOR.
they have, as a mass, but little respect. A
preacher, of all men in the ,vorld, however
The end-the cnd-tlrn end-always
hard his lot, if he wish to maintain his re- keep the end in view; if you take a cigar,
sp.ccted character _and usefulness should d_rink a glass of spirits, viola~c- the creed of
ncrnr, under any cucumstanccs, complain. vutuc, speak an untruth, 01 lift a copper
His complaints will ensure the reason of j from your master's drawer, think of the
them to con~in~e. to exist, if n~t to aggra- j consequences-the end of your course.~ate thcr;i, fl11 s IS my observat10n. What I Will it be pleasant to reflect upon at night?
1s yours.
/ ur·11 · dd to your respcctab'l'
d
1 1ty an repu1 vv I it a
tation?
If
young
men
would
always
How time, that greatest of innovators as
the Scottish clergy call him, diminishes have the end in view, the number of transwonder and palliates misconduct!
gressions would be small.
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TRUTH ONWARD,
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T RU TH ONWAR D.
efficacy of christianity, as far as it depends
"Governor Winslow tells us," says Prince, on human instrumentality, says, p. 52:
"that when the Plyinoth people, parted
"The word of God must be restored to
from their renowned Pastor, [Robinson,] its supremacy. The inspired scriptures
with whom they had always lived in the must be made the exclusive rule of faith
most entire affection; he charged us before j and practice; and all tradition and conjccGod and his blessed angels to follow him ture, and convenience and partiality, and .
no further than he followed Christ: And if prejudice, and worldly interest, must be
God should reveal any thing to us by any made to defer to that divine authority. All
other instrument of his, to be as ready to else, in the guidance of religious duty, must
receive it as ever we were to receive any be held as a dream or a fancy.
truth by his ministry: For he was very con"Attempts to control mankind with bulls,
fident the Lord had more truth and light yet and decrees of councils, and legends of
to bring forth out of his Holy word. He saints, and traditions received from the fa.
took occasion miserably to bewail the state thers, must be met with appeals to the Biof the Reformed churches, who were come ble: "to the law and to the testimony:" and
to a period in religion and would go no fur- mankind must be made to understand that
ther than the instruments of their reforma- if religious teachers "speak not according
tion. As for example, the Lutherans could to this word, it is because 'there is no light
not be drawn to go beyond what Luther in them." The conviction must be wrought
saw; for whatever part of God's word he in the minds of the people and ministry,
had further revealed to Calvin they had ra- that to wrest or disguise its meaning is to
ther die than embrace it; and so, said he, you incur the frown of its Author. It must be
see the Calvinists, they stick where he left made "quick and powerful" to fear, as well
them, a misery much to be lamented: For as inspiring to hope; and conscience must
though they were precious, shining lights be educated by its commands." Good senII.
in their times; yet God had not revealed his timents-none better.
whole will to them: And were they now
BISIIOP'S POWER.
alive, said he, they would be as ready to reWe have been asked to define the Bishceive further light as that they had received.
Here also he put us in mind of our Church- op's power in the church, and to say whether
Covenant; whereby we engaged with God they have a right to rule with arbitrary auand one another to receive whatever light or thority, or whether their decisions are meretruth should be made known to us from his ly opinions subject to the rejection of the
written word. But withal exhorted us to church.
Our answer is-we think there is but littake heed what we received for truth; and
tle
call for the exercise of authority in a
well to examine, compare, and weigh it with
church
of Christ. If the members arc piother scriptures before we receive it. For,
ous,
they
will do better without than with
said he, it is not possible the christian world
arbitrary
rule
over them; and if the Bishshould come so lately out of such antiops
are
truly
religious,
they will feel no dechristian darkness, and that full perfection
sire
to
exercise
such
authority. It were
of knowledge should break forth at once."
quite
as
pertinent
to
ask
whether a man
Prince's Chronology, Boston, N. E., MDCC
should
exercise
arbitrary
authority
over his
XXXVI. p. 80. This is the language of a
wife! If she is a good, prudent, sensible
'
prudent, sensible, good man.
woman, she will do her duty without it; and
II.
if he is a sensible, prudent, honorable man,
THE BIB L E T HE ONL Y TRUE CREE D.
he will not desire to exercise it. If the parMr. R W. Cushman, Pastor of Bowdoin ties are worthless, one is not fit to exercise
Church, Boston, in his 'Pure Christianity such authority, and if he did, it would be
the World's Only Hope,' among the condi- rather an injury than a be nefit to the other.
tions which he considers necessary to the 1The better way is to do right; then there

&c.
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will be no need for the exercise of arbi- f in Texas to procure them an Evangelist.
trary authority.
no young, single man can be found, no doubt
some veterarr soldier, accustomed to maNEWS FllO~I TlJE JOUTH.
king sacrifices, of enduring fatigue, and of
Brother P. B. Lawson of Marion, Ala.,
performing hard labor, will 'ere long offer
writes us (Nov. 2Gth) that the saints in Mahis services. An old adage is-'Old men
rion are united, zealous, firm and in good
for counsel, and young men for war;' but
spirits. We rejoice to hear it; and that they
among our preachers it is, Old men for war!
continue to have occasional additions to
Were I a young preacher, I would break
their church. ,ve regret however to learn
out of my leading-strings and be a man, and
that bro. A Graham's health is not good.respond to the call from Texas. Were I an
May the Lord speedily restore him to health
old man, if no young preacher would have
and his useful labors in the ministry!
energy sufficient to do it, I would go myself.
Brethren Hooker and Caskey have lately
B.
con tituted a church in Greene co. Ala., of
some thirty persons; some fifteen were imThe church at Union, Sumner co. Ten.,
mersed.
had some difficulties some time past, which
There is a wide fi eld opened in South we arc glad to learn, have all been hap~ily,
Alabama for usefulness. What laborers i and we trust, permanently settled. Smee
will occupy it? Tho brethren want preacl1- then, brother W. P. Clark of Ky. who was
ers. Lord, raise up and send forth good the principal agent in settling the difficulmen and true, whole-hearted, self-sacrificing ties in the church, held a five-days meeting
men, who will be useful, and an honor to at Union and baptized nine young persons,
between 14 and 20 years of age, all memthe ernr-blessed cause they plead!
H.
bers of the families of tlie brethren . T wo colored persons were baptized a few days af~
'EWS FRmt TEXA~-AN EVA GELIST WANTED. terwards by brother Hopwood . This shows
Bro1her E. W. East writes to Pres. FanJiow necessary it is to the success of tl1e
ning, (Brenham, Washington county, Texas,
gospel tliat brctl1ren should be at peace
Nov. 7tli,) tliat "tl1ero l1ave been added in
among themselves; and how culpable they
tliat country, since ilie middle of July, aare for allowing a spirit of division to
bout 38 to tl1e army of tl1e faithful. On
spring up among them; and also how many
last Lord's day brotl1er Rucker immersed
souls may be lost on account of their untwo young men at brotlier Connoll's, in tl1is
happy division , or sarnd by their dwelling
county-one of them a Polander. BrotJ1or
togeilier in unity.
Cox has spoken a few times recently. Bro.
Giles has labored a good deal during the
REPORT.
summer and fall.
On the 15th of November, reprcsentaThe brethren there want a supply of Bro. tives from most of the congregations in WarCampbell's Hymn Books, last edition, and ren county, mot at Philadelphia, according
some of Iiis Family Testaments, and an to appointment, for the purpose of procuring
Erangelist. Wl10 will go? Have we no the services of an Evangelist during the enyoung men of sufficient faith, and piety, and suing year.
Brother George Sproud having been
energy, willing to become pioneers in the
good cause in T exas ? Arc there none called to tlie Chair, and brother A. E . l\fywilling to forego esae, and luxu ry, and com- ers chosen Secretary, the meeting was
fort among rich churches in Kentucky or opened by prayer; after which tlrn following
Virginia or Ohio or T en nessee, or else- churches came forward by representation,
where, to make some sacrifices, and under- l viz: Ivy Bluff, Fountain Springs, Philadeltake the work of Evangelizing in Texas
phia and Rockey River. After some deIf so, let them report themselves to brother liberation by the repre entation, as to tl1e
Fanning, who is requested by the btethren course most advisable, it was determined to
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&c.

employ the labors of Bro. Elkins as an Evan- ! his excellent lady, who exercise parental
gelist. Therefore
I guardianship over the boys, and have an eye
Resolved, That the above named churches) to their wardrobe. It is conducted with
sustain Bro. Elkins during the next year to great propriety. The expenses are about
the extent and in the proportions eventually $106 for ten months.
agreed upon .
One principal design of this department
Resolved further, That Brethren D. Ramis to take boys before they have begun to
sey, S . N. Murphy, and R.R. Myers be aplearn improperly, so that they will not have
~ ointcd a committee to make a minute of
to teach them to 'unlearn what they have
the proceedings, and send tl1C same to the
learned amiss,' and prepare thEclm for a thorChristian Review for publication .
ough
course in College. Parents and guarA . E. MYERS, Sec'y.
dians
in placing their children and wards in
Nov. 24th, 1847.
this department may rest assured that they
Br~ther J. H . Vandyke :vrites to brother will be shielded from many temptation s to
Fannmg that_ he and bro. Gilleland attended which tliey would otherwise be exposed;
a camp-meetmg at Roa?'.s creek, Carroll co . ( that they will have their constitution guarded,
Tenn. and had 24 add1t10ns-two from the their morals preserved, and will learn useBaptists. And at Clear ~pring Dr. McCall ful avocations while they are acquiring an
and D. Graham of Ky . aided them-11 ad- education.
ditions. The congregation numbers about
There are preparations made for about 50
100 members-meet every other Lord's boys in the Juvenile Department, and about
day to attend to the institutions of the Lord's 120 in College proper. The tables, lodghouse .
ing-rooms, recitations, labors &c. of the
Bro. Vandyke mentions the death of sistwo Departments are entirely separate.
te r Eo1Tn G. SJuTn . She was affi.icted nine
We do not know of any Institution that
years; obeyed the gospel Oct. 1845- from
possesses more advantages and holds out
which time she lived a christian life, and
greater inducements to boys and young men
died Sept. 2d, in the full hope of heaven!
wishing to obtain an education, than Frank'Blessed are the dead, who die in the Lord !'
lin College.
H.
FRANKLIN COLLEGE.

The next session of Franklin College
PR0P0STTTON TO EVANGELISTS.
will commence the first Monday in JanuaJ For the sake of extending the knowledge
ry, and continue ten months. lt is located of the truth, we propose to every Evangelist
in a healthy neighborhood, ji·ve miles east to allow one fourth of the subscriptionof Nashville, near the Murfreesboro' Turn- price for every new subscriber to the "Chrispike . Young men who wish to obtain an tian Magazine" he may obtain, provided he
education, and at the same time to preserve obtain and pay for not less than ten. Eveor gain a good physical constitution by daily ry brother will see at once the liberality of
profitable exercise, would do well to avail this offer, and we trust will appreciate our
themselves of the advantages offered in this desires to aid those who are fellow-laborers
Institution. The expenses for ten months in the spread of the gospel of Jesus Christ.
in the College proper, will be from $119 to We seek no personal emolument in this en$124, including board, tuition, &c.
terprise, but, are ready and willing to make
There is connected with the College a sacrifices in common with our brethren for
JuvENILE DEPARnIENT, under the govern- the advancement of light and purity in the
ment and tuition of a graduate of the Col- earth. This proposition to be in force from
lege, and under the general supervision od this date .
the Faculty of Franklin College. Into this,
Jan. 1st 1848.
Enrrons.
boys of from six to seven years old are admitted. The boarding house of this deThe Lord is gracious and bcnificent; he
partmcnt is kept by a worthy gentleman and, hath created the world in mercy and Jove.
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of men, thou alone hast the right to control
and the wisdom to direct me ;-1 have no
[Wegive placethismonthto a plain,practicaldiscourse
onthesubjector Baptism.Thediscussion
of this subjectchoice or preference in this great matter; I
with many of our readers we know is trite j but it is as im· dare not, nor do I desire to prescribe to
portant as it is common, and we 11&Ve no doubt many will
thee; only speak thy will,-I will obey thee
be edified by the clear, cogent, earnest manner in which it is
berepresented.OurBrethrenshouldreadit thattheymay now and ever, in all things." This is the
heahleto recommend
it toothers,andtheywill findbe- spirit with which we all must commence the
neath its modest and simple style a large amouut of scriptuwork of obedience.
The command "to
ral information, such as is desirable for every community.
whp.re difficulties exist upon tbe subject. It is the fruit of deny ourselves,"
involves a full\enunciamuch labor, and its fidelity to the scriptural record must
tion of our wisdom, as well as our own precommend it to all lovers of the truth. We reg-ret that we
are compelled to divide it; but the press upon our columns dilections, in matters of religion.
He who
willnotallowusto doaswewish.]
does not do this, cannot be a christian.
Christ will suffer no rival; he will occupy
BAPTISM,
.11plain Discourse/or
plain people, or an endeavor to set· the throne of man's heart in conjunction
tie the Question. ByJOliN
M. BARN~S.
with no other being; he will have all our
THE CHRISTIANRELIGIONis worthy the love and reverence, or he will have none.
most profound consideration of all men. We must be fully, wholly, entirely, undi.
He who supposes that he can treat with in- videdly his, or we must be damned.
difference any precept or command conWith this preface, I proceed to the subnected with it, is ignorant of its nature, and' ject to be discussed. A remark or two,
does not render acceptable obedience or however, may be necessary in regard to
service to God in any thing he does. The that portion of its title which is contained
great Apostle to the Gentiles spoke vol- in the words "A plain Discourse for plain
urnes of instruction on the spirit with which people." One of the reasons given by Jesus
we should place ourselves under the guid- to John the Baptist in proof that he is the
ance of Jesus Christ as tlle captian of our Messiah is, that "the poor have the gospel
Salvation, when, in the moment of his deep preached unto tllem." Those who do not
conviction of the truth of christianity, he possess wealth do not generally know the
said, "Lord what wilt thou have me to do 1" Greek language. And as the New TestaHere was an entire surrender of himself to ment was originally written in that Ianthe direction of the Son of God. He gave guage; and as the word Baptism is a Greek
himself to him forever and without reserva- word with an English termination; the distion or selection with reference to the ser- courses upon this ordinance whether writvice to be assigned him or the duties to be ten or spoken, are generally full of Greek
required at his_hands. The "L9rd" is to words and phrases; these, the mass' of the
prescrihe and direct, and not fallible men. people whom I denominate "plain," cannot
The extent of the meaning of the -word fully understand, and consequently they do
"what," plainly declares that the enquirer, not feel the force of the arguments and
had but one feeling on the subject, and that ~criticisms contained in those discourses.
was to know the will of him to whom he And besides this-the
most efficient and
addressed a question, which may be para- devoted advocates of the truth, I mean fephrased thus: "Lord, I consult. not the will males and the majority of private male
CHRISTIAN
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christians, cannot use such arguments with
the same efficacy they could, if they were
presented in plain English. I shall, therefore, endeavor to furnish them with an argument which they can use with entire confidence, because they can fully comprehend
it. I think of but one instance at present
in which I shall mention any Greek word
except the one we find in the common
translation,-I
mean the word "Baptize,"
and the word "Baptism."

was he? From the same chapter, we learn
that he was an Ethiopian, the treasurer or
queen Candace and that he believed that
Jesus Christ is the Son of God. Weare
then permitted to substitute for "he" or
"Philip" the word "Preacher," and for
"him" or "eunuch," the word "believer,"
and we have the same thing said; the sense
is the same; thus 1. And he baptized him.
2. And Philip baptized the eunuch.
3.
And the Preacher baptized the beli~ver.

But I may be permitted to use some expressions contained in our books on Englishgrammar, without destroying the plainness of my discourse, because these books
are now in the hands of nearly all; and
even these terms I shall so explain that everyone can understand them.
The text I have selected contains but
three important words, viz: "he baptizea
him." The first and last words are short,
plain, every day words, and are easy of explanation,-and
in this connection stands
for or represent two persons-the
first denoting the person who baptized, the second,
the person who was baptized. He who
will read the 36th, 37th and 38th verses of
the 8th chapter of the Acts of Apostles,
will see that the word" he" stands for Philip,
and that the word "him" is a substitute for
the word eunuch-so that we may place the
word Philip for he, and the word eunuch
for him, and the text will read thus, "And
Philip baptized the eunuch." Now, whatever the word baptize may mean, and it
must designate some action,-Philip
performed that action and the eunuch suffered
it-it was done to him. Baptize is an active transitive verb having "he" (Philip) for
its nominative, and "him" (the eunuch) for
its object. We cannot be mistaken or deceived thus far; all is plain and perfectly
clear to the comprehension of a child.
We proceed a step farther. The word
Philip denotes some man. Who was this
man? Read the previous part of the chapter and you will perceive that he was a
preacher of Christ or of the things pertaining to the Kingdom of God and the
. name of Jesus Christ.
Also the word
"eunuch" means some one-a man; who

No man in his senses, and having any respect for the truth will deny this. We are,
in this, only acting in accordance with a
mathematical axiom of every-day application; it is, that things which are equal to the
same thing are equal to each other. To illustrate the matter very plainly; there is a
lady who is making a "quilt"-the
"patches"
are to be of the same shape and size. How
does she secure this? Does she not procure a pattern, and cut each piece by that?
She does. How does she know that each
piece is of the same size and shape? Is it
necessary that she should place any two of
them together? Certainly not; she has only to be satisfied that each piece is of the
same dimensions with the pattern.
To apply this case to the above, Philip is the same
as "he," and Preacher is the same as "he,"
then do Philip and Preacher denote the
same person; so with the words him, eunuch and believer. From this mathematleal axiom or self-evident truth we form a
law for language, viz: That we may substitute the meaning of a word for the word and
the sense, the meaning of the sentence in
which the word occurs will remain unaltered. I do no violence to my text when I
read it, "And Philip baptized the eunuch,"
why? Because the word he stands for Philip, and the word him stands for eunuch.
Having disposed of these two words, I
propose to discuss the remaining one of my
text in the same manner, and hope as fairly
and conclusively. But as its import is of
more consequence, I will here quote a few
rules of interpretation which are universally admitted to be correct. I number them
for the purpose of reference.
They are
taken from "Rorne's Introduction to the stu-
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dy of the Scriptures," a work of genuine but baptized the eunuch. This is positively
merit and acknowledged ability.
and absolutely true; no one can, no one
1. The most simple sense is always that dare deny it. So far then we are sure that
l which is the genuine meaning.
we are right. What then are we to underI
I
2. Before we conclude upon the sense of stand by the expression "Philip baptized
I
I a text [or word], so as to prove anything by the treasurer of Queen Candace?"
We
I
I it, we must be sure that such sense is not have already remarked that baptized is an
I
I repugnant to natural reason.
active transitive verb, and, that we may ap:
3. The plain, obviousand literal sense of proach one step nearer to a correct under: a passage [or word], is to be preferred to standing of the .meaning of this word; we
: the figurative sense, anli'is not to be aban- would further remark that all active verbs
~ doned, unless absolute and evident neces- may be placed under two general heads,
: sity require such literal sense to be given in two grand divisions, 1st. Those which
: up.
signify, designate the mode or manner of
:
4. If the Holy Spirit, who is the best in- performing an action, and 2ndly, those
: terpreter of his own words, elsewhere de- which simply designate or mention a re\ liver his mind concerning the same thing, sult or effect. It is also worthy of notice
: in proper and clearer words" the latter are that those belonging to the 1st class or diI to be adopted in preference.
vision, cannot point out or specify more
I 5. Where the proper signification pre- than one mode of doing any thing, and that
I
sents a meaning that is either absurd or man- those of the 2nd class cannot designate or
I
I
ifestly contrary to truth, it must be given up. point out any particular mode of producing
[Of course then, where any meaning is at- the result or effect indicated by the word.
\
I
I
tributed to a word or passage which is not As this is intended to be "a plain discourse
I
I
the literal meaning, or even a primary and for plain people," we will illustrate this
I
obvious one, and evidently presents an ab- proposition. The word "go," for instance,
I
I
surdity; such meaning must be given up.] or "move" or "travel," will serve our
I
I
As if the predicate, or thing affirmed, con- purpose. These words denote action, but
I
I
tain any thing which, in no respect whatev- it is a mere result or effect, a change of
I
I
er, suits the subject, or person or thing about place; and in themselves, and by themselves
I
I
which the affirmation is made-in such case it is absolutely impossible that they can tell
I
I
it is plain a wrong meaning is given, either us how, or in what manner, or by what
I
I
to the predicate or to the subject.
mode this effect is produced; it may be by
I
I
6. The received signification of a wl>rd creeping, walking, runniug, flying, 'swimI
I
is to be retained, unless weighty and ne- ming orrolling. Neither go, move nortravI
I
cessary reasons require that it should be el can mean either of the above modes of
I
I
abandoned.
motion, while the idea of going, moving,
I
I
With
these
rules
before
us,
as
guides
and
travelling
(in the sense of changing place),
I
I
aids
in
determining
the
meaning
of
the
reis
in
each
of the words creep, walk, run,
I
I
maining
word
of
our
text,
we
approach
it
fly,
swim
and
roll. It is equally impossible
I
I
. without fear or hesitation.
that the idea of walking can be contained
I
And what does "baptized" mean? We in creep, run, fly, &c; swim means motion
I
I
must
not forget that it is not an English word, only by a certain kind of action; so of the
I
I
but
a
Greek one with an English termina- rest. If this were not so, there would be
I
tion, having been transferred into our com- perfect confusion in language, a confusion
mon translation. Well, "Philip" baptized equal to that which occurred at tlle famous
the eunuch. Did Philip do any thing to tower in the plains of Shinar.
the eunuch? yes, he baptized him. Did he
Another example, illustrative of our prodo anything to the water? Yes, he entered position, or rather of this general truth in
it, went down into it. He did not then bap- language, is found in the words 'wet' 'moistize the water, no he went down into that, \ ten.' These words denote effect and be
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long to the 2nd division. They can designate no particular manner of moistening or
wetting, which may be accomplished by exposure to rain or dew j or by plunging into
a river.
So with the words "Cultivate," "Till"
"Cleanse;" we may cultivate or till a field
by ploughing or hoeing; and we may cleanse
by hoeing, raking, scraping, sweeping, rubbing, scrubbing or washing. But certainly
no one of any intelligence will contend that
rubbing, raking, ploughing, hoeing &c,
mean anything but rubbing, raking, ploughing, hoeing, &c. .True, these words like
nearly all others, have a figurative meaning
-but no figure of speech can make rub
mean plough or rake. Presuming these
illustrations satisfactory to all plain, and sufficient for all candid and honest men, we
now ask to which class does "Baptize" belong. Does it point out mode· or effect? It
must do one or the other-it cannot do both.
Those who have perverted the meaning of
the word, have also placed it in the first class.
They say it means to immerse, and to sprinkle, and to pour. Each of these words designates mode, not effect; manner of action,
and not a result of action. So that according to their own definition it belongs to the
first class.
We are thus nearer by one step the attainment of our object-the
meaning of
"Baptize."
It is contended that it means
to immerse, to sprinkle, to pour.
I
here declare that it is absolutely impossible
that it does, or can mean all of them-that
it can mean only one of them; if it means
immerse it does not mean sprinkle or pour;
if it means sprinkle, it cannot mean immerse
or pour; and if pour is its import, then
sprinkle and immerse are forever excluded
from its signification.
In order to prove what we have just said,
we must recur to our mathematical axiom
and to the plain law of language which authorises us to substitute the meaning of a
word for the word itself, and the sense of
the passage in which the word occurs, will
not be altered or destroyed. Therefore, if
Baptize means immerse, then immerse may
be put into the place of Baptize in our text,l

-~~~~-----

and the sense will be good,...-"Philip immersed the eunuch." So we can substitute
the meaning of immerse for the word immerse, if immerse is the meaning of Baptize. What does immerse mean? Let Dr.
Webster, the great Lexicographer, tell us the
meaning of it. We take the first three
meanings given it: 1. To put under water
or other fluid; to plunge, to dip. 2. To sink
or cover deep; to cover wholly. 3. To
plunge; to overwhelm. "Philip put the
eunuch under water;" this seems quite appropriate since we are told that they both
went down into the water. So any meaning
of immerse may be substituted for it or for
baptize in the passage before us, or in any
passage in which the word occurs, and there
will be a sensible expression.
Again, if baptize means sprinkle, this
word may also be substituted for baptize
without violence to the sense of this passage or of any other in which baptize occurs.
Let us try it; "And Philip sprinkled the
eunuch;" this seems to sound well enough
-but sound is one thing and sense is another i-our ears are accustomed to the expression. But what doe.s sprinkle mean!
Does Dr. Webster know, and does he give
the true meaning? We presume he does,
and that meaning can take the place of
sprinkle or baptize. We will quote all the
meanings given by him to the active transitive verb sprinkle. "1. To scatter; to disperse; as a fluid or a dry substance composed of fine separable particles. 2. To
scatter on; to disperse in small drops or
particles; to besprinkle.
3. To wash; to
cleanse; to purify." "Philip scattered the
eunuch;" "Philip dispersed the eunuch;"
"Philip washed the eunuch."
"Philip
cleansed the eunuch;" Philip purified the
Ethiopian."
The words wash, cleanse and
purify are figurative meanings. But a figurative meaning cannot by any law of language be given to a word when that word is
used in its literal sense; and all the sprinklers use the word sprinkle in its literal
sense of scatter, while they change the
grammar and the meaning of this passage
and of all other passages in the New Testament referring to the ordinance of Bap-
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tism.
Whom did Philip baptize?
The
man, not the water. Now no christian ever himself in water." It is a favorite idea
sprinkled a man in the same sense that Phil- with those who contend for sprinkling or
ip baptized the eunuch. Baptize is an ac- pouring as baptism, that baptize means to
tive transitive verb, and when sprinkle is wash. The man was commanded to wash
put in its place, it takes its active transitive his clothes-this is an active transitive verb;
meaning. Indeed, I venture the assertion and clothes is the object of the action. If
that this word is never any thing else as a he had sprinkled or scattered his clothes he
verb than active transitive. Dr. Webster would not only have remained unclean, but
in accommodation to some elliptical ex- been naked; unclean, because he had not
pressions, calls it sometimes intransitive, obeyed the law Qf cleansing i-naked, bebut this is an unjustifiable use of the word. cause he had, in insanity or folly sprinkled
Please call to mind the 5th rule of inter- or scattered his garments.
But he was
pretation and the plain and rational infer- commanded to wash himself in water. He
ence from it. Sprinkle literally and posi- might immerse himself in wate,', but it was
tive means to scatter; the prediyate contains impossible to sprinkle or pour himself in it.
an idea which, in no respect whatever, suits So that admitting that wash is a literal meanthe subject. It is positively absurd to say ing of baptize, sprinklers and pourers gain
that Philip scattered the eunuch; yet Lukfl nothing by it. In v. 15, the priest is comsays he baptized him-and
thus by.. a manded "to pour the oil into the palm of
wretched abuse of language, a barefaced his left hand." Now, it IS contended that
perversion, we are told that baptize means baptize means not only sprinkle but pour
to sprinkle.
also.
In order to fix the meaning of sprinkle
We will, therefore, to have the true
and to show that it contains always, when meaning of all the~e words before us, that
used literally the idea of 'scattering;' we we may try the philological learning, honesty
will examine a few passages of scripture in and consistency of our opponents, give Dr.
which the word is found. The reader is Webster's definition of pour. As a transitive
requested to bear in mind the 4th rule of verb, he says it means, 1. To throw, as a
interpretation.
fluid, in a stream, either out of a vessel or
In Exodus 9 ch.8 v. Moses and Aaron into it. 2. To emit; to send forth in a
are commanded to sprinkle 'ashes' toward stream or continual succession.
3. To
heaven in the sight of Pharaoh.
Scat- send forth. Its universal meaning is, thereter suits not only the sense here, but Dr. fore, to move in continued succession or in a
Webster's definition or scattering a sub- ~stream. Nothing, therefore, which is incastance composed of fine separable particles. pable of this kind of motion can be poured,
How would baptize, pour, or immerse, suit nor can one thing be poured; it may be
as a substitute for sprinkle in this passage? dropped, but not poured. Neither can one
The veriest sprinkler in all the land would thing be sprinkled nor can any thing incablush to make the exchange.
pable of a ready separation of its particles
Leviticus 7: 14. "And it shall be the or parts. But to our quotation from Lepriest's who sprinkleth the blood of the viticus.
peace-offerings."
Who scattereth the blood
The priest shall pour the oil, &c. He
&c., conveys the idea;-If
the priest had was to send forth the oil in a stream. This
poured or immersed the blood, he would is the literal meaning, and so the spirit used
have made no peace-offering.
it. The 16 v. He shall dip, immerse or
In Leviticus 14: 8, 15, 16 and 17, we plunge his finger in the oil, and he shall
have the words wash, pour, dip, sprinkle sprinkle (parts or particles) of the oil &c.;
and put. We will try them all as they will 17v. and of the rest of the oil he shall put
aid us in our present undertaking. In 8th upon the tip of the ear, &c. The word put
v. "He that is to he cleansed shall wash his 1 denotes a result accomplished in any con-
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venient way. But the other words are mod- children of Israel. We quote the 24 and
al in their meaning, and consequently are 25 vs., "For I will take you from among the
fixed and precise. One cannot be used for heathen, and gather you out of aU counthe other.
tries, and will bring you into your own land.
Numbers 8: 7, "Sprinkle water of puri- Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you,
fying upon them." Here, sprinkle means and you shall be clean." If the Lord has
scatter.
either gathered the Jews out of all nations,
In Numbers,19 ch. is recorded the law of and brought them into their own land, or
purification to which Paul alludes in He- sprinkled clean water upon them, I have
brews 9 ch. The law was simply this,-an
not heard of it; but of one thing I feel very
heifer was to be killed without the camp, certain the passage has no reference whatthe priest was to sprinkle the blood before ever to baptism, for water is to be sprinkled
the tabernacle; the heifer was to be burned; upon the people which is a very different
the ashes carefully gathered an'd preserved, ceremony for the baptism administered by
and running water mixed with it, which con- Philip. The religious ignorance or dishonstituted the water of purification; this wa- esty of the author or authors of the referter was to be sprinkled upon the unclean ences in the Polyglot Bible, is seen from
person. The meaning of sprinkle is clear- the fact that reference is made from
ly seen in this law;-it
means scatter,this passage to John 3: 5, and to Heb. 10:
Paul says, "if the blood of bulls and of 22. But even here the meaning of sprinkle
goats, and the ashes of an heifer sprinkling is clearly seen-I
will scatter clean water
the unclean, &c." If we had no other upon you.
words more proper and appropriate, we
We will present one more passage, Heb.
should be compelled to reject the literal 9: 19, 21. Moses took blood and water,
meaning of sprinkling in this declaration of and wool and hyssop and sprinkled both the
Paul, because it would be absurd, for blood book and all the people; 21 v. Likewise
and ashes could not scatter the unclean. he sprinkled with blood both the tabernacle
Besides, Dr. Webster gives besprinkle as &c. Will any man of common honesty or
one meaning of sprinkle.
The caviling common intelligence deny that Moses
of some men is, therefore, stopped as far as sprinkled blood and water up.on the bo(}k,
this case is concerned, for the unclean the people, the tabernacle &c. Can a man
could be besprinkled with blood and ashes. be found who will say that the word sprinIn Job 2: 12, we find the expression, kle as used i~ these verses does not mean
"they sprinkled dust upon their heads." scatter? I thInk n~t. ,
.
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The conclusion then to which we arrive
words in parenthesis and all is plain. The is 1st. That sprinkle means literally to scatword sprinkle was doubtlessly put in by de- t er; 2 ny,
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slgn. There IS neIther sense, reason nor which cannot be scattered' and 3rdly that
truth in it.
"
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In Ezekiel 36: 25, the word sprinkle is The same things may be said of pour
again found in a prophecy concerning the whenever and wherever it occurs in the Bi0
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ble, or in any other book written by one ha'l- 3. In competition or contest, it signifies in
ing a correct knowledge of its meaning.
opposition to; I baptize you in opposition
We insist upon the correctness of the to water. 4. In company is anothor meancommon sense rule, that if a correct mean- ing of with. I baptize you in company
ing is given to a word, that meaning can be with water. 6. In the society of; I baptize
substituted for the word, and the sense will i you. in the society of ,:ater. 6. In conremain the same. We will, therefore, test i n(exIOn; 7. In partnershIp; 8. Among; 9.
the truth of the definition given to baptize Upon, &c. Not one of these meanings can
by the pourers and sprinklers.
be applied to the word in this pass~ge; so
Mat. 3. 6. The people of Jerusalem &c., that the Holy Spirit has been made to utter
were sprinkled of (by) John in Jordan, &c. an absur~ s.entence-that an ordinance of
What an idea! It is not only absurd, but human ongm may have some appearance of
impossible! Neither Sampson, Goliath nor support. B~t how sh~rt-sighted were those
Hercules could have performed this action. thus translatmg the little Greek word en?
To substitute pour would be as senseless. For with their own darling sprinkle in the
Let immerse or dip be put in the place of place of baptize, the passage has no sense.
baptize, and we have a sensible idea.
In entire accordance with the true and
Mat. 3: 11. "I indeed baptize you with only meaning of the word baptize, we find
water."
The translators by the use of the circumstances attending the performwith instead of in, have destroyed the sense ance of the action whenever those circumof the whole passage. Why did they not stances are mentioned, consistent with and
say "with Jordan" in the 6th v? Not be- showing that meaning. A few instances
cause the Greek is different, but because it may be given in confirmation and illustrawould be seen to be absurd at a glance. tion of the truth of this remark.
Here, however, it requires a little reflection
The first is found in connection with our
to see the absurdity. I immerse you with text. "And as they went on their way,
water is nonesense; I sprinkle you with they came to a certain water; and the euwater is not only nonesense, but it is worse nuch said, "See here is water; what doth
-it is a falsehood. The priest sprinkled hinder me to be baptized?" And Philip
the ashes with water upon the unclean per- said, "If thou believest with all thy heart,
son, in Numbers 19 ch. The ashes and thou mayest." And he answered and said,
the running water were mixed, mingled, "I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of
and the mixture sprinkled upon the unclean God." And he commanded the chariot to
person. In the passage under consideration stand still; and they went down both into
the persons, for •.•whom the pronoun you tlle water, both Philip and the eunuch, and
stand, are represented as mixed with water he bnptized him. The circumstance of
and then baptized, that is, say these sages their stopping at a stream and both the subsprinkled. I sprinkle ashes with water, I ject and administrator going down into the
scatter wheat with lime,-I sprinkle you water fixes the meaning of baptize to be imwith water, are all similar expressions.merse, and not sprinkle or pour. A posiShall we suffer Dr. Webster to give us the tion on the bank of the stream would have
meaning of with. He says, 1. In noting been much more suitable to the action of
cause, instrument or means, it means by. sprinkling or pouring any thing capable of
Hyssop was an instrument by means of those actions into the water than going
which water was sprinkled upon persons down into the water. It is hard for errorunder the Jewish economy, but was water, ists to sustain themselves! How often do
either the cause, instrument or means in this sprinklers or pourers go down into the wacase. No. We cannot say "I baptize you ter? A cup of water brought into the house
by water." 2. Noting friendship or favor, and the fingers of a priest dipped therein, is
it means on the side of; is this its meaning sufficient for the scattering of a few drops
here? I baptize you on the side of water. of wRter upon the face.
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Another instance is found in Matthew's
record of the baptism of the Saviour. He
came to Jordan to John to be baptized of
him. "And Jesus, when he was baptized,
came up straightway out of the water," &c.
Is rantism so insane as to deny that this incidentally expressed circumstance does not
give undeniable proof of the' meaning of
baptize. If Jesus came up out of the watel', any child knows that he had first gone
down into the water, and that this was necessary to his immersion, and not to the
sprinkling or pouring a little water upon
him. A similar circumstance is found in

mersion, with an air of triumph, they ask
for some such circumstance in each recorded case of baptism. This reminds me of
the remarks Jesus made to the generation of
gainsayers mentioned in Matthew 11 ch. 16,
17, 18 and 19 vs., for when we exhibit the
circumstances accompanying baptism which
prove it to be immersion,-they
affect to
despise such proof; and when the action is
simply stated, they immediately call for some
such circumstance, just as if we are not
bound to presume that every thing necessary to the performance of an action was present, if the action was really performed~

John 3 ch. 23 v. "And John also was baptizing in Enon near Salim, because there
was much water there; and they came and
were baptized." Any school boy on hearing this verse read can answer the following
questions as I answer them here: What was
John doing in Enon? Ans. Baptizing.
Why was he baptizing in Enon near Salem?
Ans. Because there was much water there.
Who would-not smile at or pity the folly, or
blush at the impudence or recklessness of
the following answers to the same questions?
Question: What was John doing in Enon
near to Salem? Ans. Sprinkling.
Why
was he sprinkling there?
Ans. Because
there was much water there. But some
aware of the force of this passage in decidingwhether immerse, sprinkle or pour is the
meaning of baptize-have
had the hardihood to alter the record, and say in answer
to the question, what was John doing in
Enon? Preaching; and to the question,
why was he preachin a in Enon? Because
there was much wat~r for the people and
cattle to drink. I wonder if such men be-

As if it should be stated that A. shot or stabbed B. on a certain day, we would not be
bound to presume the presence of some instrument by which he could shoot or stab
him. In the spirit of such cavilling, after
taxing their ingenuity to evade the force of
circumstances in ,the three cases of baptism
already considered, they ask for the presence of water in Acts 22: 16. "And now,
hy tarriest thou? Arise and be baptized,
and wash away thy sins." &c. Was water
necessary to the actipn of sprinkling or
pouring, as anti-immersionists practice these
actions.? ?h! yes, say they. Does the sacred hlstonan tell us there was any present
or at hand? No. Well, how could the act
be performed without it? Oh! say they,
we presume there was .water. You.presume
there was water to s~rInkle upon hIm: Why
not then pre~ume m accordance With :he
stated facts m the cas~s_ of the baptls~
of Jesus, of the baptlzmg _?f John lD
Enon and of the eunuch by Phlhp, that there
was ~ater e~ough for the immersion. of
Paul lD the CIty of Damascus by Anamas.

I

Iieve that God, whose word they thus per- Do not these persons know that there were
vert, hears them, and that he will bring them private as well as public bathing places in
to an account for it. If this is not a slan- i such cities as Damascus? But they reply it
del' upon the word of God, I think it will i is much more easy to presume the presence
be hard to point out a case that would be.
of water in the one case than in the other.
But as if the advocates of sprinkling
were determined to ruin their cause with
reflecting and intelligent persons, or were
endeavoring to show that they have no respect for consistency; while they affect to
despise the circumstance in each of these
cases which demonstrates baptism to be im-

Paul was three days in the house of Judas
on Straight street in Damascus, and it is presumable that he drank some water during
that period. Read Acts 9: 9. "And he
was three days without sight, and neither did
eat nor drink." So that if we can imagine
away water enough to immerse; we can easi-
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lyimagine away water to be sprinkled upon circumstance and see what ground any man
him. But let us read the 22 ch. 16 v. of has for saying they were baptized in the priActs substituting the alleged, as well as the son; "And the keeper of the prison awaktrue meaning, for the word baptize. "Why ing out of his sleep, and seeing the prison
tarriest thou, arise and be sprinkled, or scat- doors open, drew his sword and would have
tered and wash away thy sins," &c. Two killed himself, supposing that the prisoners
difficulties present themselves here; 1st, It had fled." The prisoners were then withwas impossible for Saul to be sprinkled or in the prison. "But Paul (from within the
scattered, and that is the literal import of prison) cried with a loud voice, saying, Do
the language, and 2ndly, It is absurd to talk thyself no harm, for we are all here" (in
of washing, in any sense by sprinkling or prison.) Then he called for a light, and
pouring.
Our opponents may say that sprang in and came trembling, and fell down
washing is here used figuratively-this is before Paul and Silas; and brought them
admitted; but who ever heard of a figura- out, (out of what? of the stocks or out of
tive meaning to a word which is inconsist- the prison? why certainly out of the prison
ent with its literal import.
The literal -he took their feet out of the stocks-they
meaning must be the foundation of the fig_had never been in the stocks,) and he said,
ure, otherwise there is no beauty or force in Sirs, what must I do to ~e saved? And they
the figure. Now put the true meaning of said, 'Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and
baptize in the place of that word and all is thou shalt be saved, and thy house.' Many
plain and beautiful as far as the language of stop the quotation here to favor the idea of
Ananias is concerned; "Why tarriest thou? salvation by faith alone. The jailor could
arise and be immersed, and wash away thy not have obeyed this command ifthe Apostle
sins." How great must be the self-will if had stopped, for the simple reason that he
not opposition to this positive institution of did not know what to believe about the Lord
Heaven, which can induce men to reject the Jesus Christ. But the historian says furlatter and adopt the former interpretation of ther, "And they spake unto him the word of
this passage .. May we not say to such what the Lord, and to all that were in his house."
Jesus said to Saul, "It is hard for you to The words "that were in his house," may
kick against the pricks."
be a periphrasis or circumlocution, for his
.
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I. once preached. the gospe~ lU the peUlten- God with all his house." How paido baptJary near Nashville, and witnessed the bap- tism as it is improperly called falls before
tism of several of its inmates within its walls. a fair and full interpretation of 'this passage!
No river runs through it, no bathing house 1 No babes were here for all believed in God.
~s ~ere, yet they were really ,b~ptized-that Luke declares that they were led out of the
IS, lI~mersed: . So .that adm~ttmg that Paul prison before the baptism, and brought into
baptIzed the JaIlor ~n the pnson, would. be the jailor's house after it. No torturing
no proof that baptIze does not mean Im- will put the baptism in the prison or house.
mer~e. If he ba~tized him, he did what Whether they were baptized in a bath or in
~aptJze means-thiS ~ve have shown to be l the river which flowed near the city, is a
Immerse. But we Will hear Luke tell the ~matter of no moment to me' one thinO' is
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certain, they w~re baptized-:-and if words! place in the
of the Ch~n,
and serves
have any meanlDg they were Immersed.
to shed a glory over his perfecting characWe will introduce but one more passage ter. For example, the duty of giving to
in this part of our discourse, this is Ro. 6: the poor and of relieving the necessities of
3, 4 and 5 vs. "Know ye not that so many our race, when exhibited in the life of a
of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ man habitually pious, is far more pleasant
were baptized into his death? Therefore to look upon than when performed by hands
we are buried with him by baptism into that have kept back the hire of the laborer,
death; that like as Christ was raised up from have defrauded, and dealt unjustly, or by
the dead by the glory of the Father, even the man who knows not God, and whose
so we should walk' in newness of life. For motives originate only in a fellow-sympathy
if we have been planted together in the or a personal interest, of which even brutes
likeness of his death, we shall be also in are not incapable.
the likeness of his resurrection." I know
The public worship of God should not be
of no writer in the opposition, of acknowl- arrayed against the necessary and active duedged ability, who OOesnot agree with Mr. ties of life. The one is important, so is the
Wesley and the Presbyterian confession of other; and with a mind properly enlightenfaith in referring this passage to baptism. ed, the one will grow out of, and be promoIf it refers to baptism, (and who that has any ted by, the other.
respect for his reputation, will deny it,) can
Some suppose that if they are benevolent
baptism be any thing else than immersion? and charitable, no matter whether with a
()r, which is the same thing, must not bap- motive or without a motive, they are fulfillng
tism be immersion? We insist upon it, that the purposes of life. That they are comif baptism means immersion, it cannot mean mendable for every exercise of a charitable
sprinkling, pouring or any thing else. Be- disposition, we do not deny, but to suppose
cause the thing is absolutely impossible in that the whole duty of man is embraced in
the very nature of language. We defy any this, is.a?su~d and deceptive.
.
man to produce a word with a model meanRehglOn IS such an all-pervadmg sentiing in any language, which can designate ment, that it requires a manifestation from
more than one mode. It may have figura- t~e whole ma~. His lips must speak what
tive meanings, but these meanings, howev- hIS healt beheves; and God must be acer bold and strong the figure may be, must kno,;ledged in all his wa!s. Does he give;
be based upon the one literal meaning.he gIVeswhat ?o~ has given, and al,though
How perfectly imbecile, childish weak ri- he may feel hiS fight to what he gives as
diculous and absurd the expressio~ "bu;ied better than that of his fellow's, yet he must
by sprinkling." How striking, bold and ap- regard,God's right as best of all; and he
posite the figure in the expression "buried must, give to Go~ ~r he throws away what
by immersion into death." Who will cling he g~ves. ~llt It IS not upon acceptable
to a rite which makes it necessary to do such c~anty we WIsh now to. speak; we only deviolence to language and to good sense III slr,e, to enforce ~e umversal duty of wororder to sustain it?
shlpmg God pubhcly, as a duty not isolated
We deem these proofs fully sufficient to but connected with all du~ies" and dependestablish the proposition that baptize means ent on the same moral obhgatJOn.
immerse; and that we are authorized to read
Solomon speaks of the good works of a
our text, "Philip immersed the believing woman, as the ''fruit of her hands," and as
eunuch."
l
the result of the fear of the Lord; and so
(To b. Co?,tiuued.) fV
also, Paul speaks ofthe public praise of God
."
and the declaration of his perfections and
PUBLIC WORSHIP OF THE LORD.
benefits by our lips, as the ''fruit of our
The duties of the Christian Religion lips," which he calls an acceptable sacrifice
should never be placed in opposition to and connects it with the necessity of good
each other. Each one has its appointed works and the obligation to communicate of

I

l
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our substance for the glory of God.>¥- All sings, how he sings, or whether he sings at
our actions to be acceptable to God must be all?
performed from a sense of obligation to him,
This most instructive, edifying, interestand when thus performed, they are regard- ing part of divine worship, has never yet
ed as proper fruits of the faculties and op- received that attention which it deserves
portunities he has bestowed upon us, wheth- amongst a people claiming to walk in the
er of the lips or hands.
footsteps of the primitive Christians. InThe obligation to praise God and publicly deed, old Judea before the days of Christ,
make known his perfections and benefi- had more of true devotion, with her psalms
cence, which we ordinarily perform by of solemn sound and her hymns and songs
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, by of extatic rapture, whilst under the rigors of
the keeping of the ordinances, by prayers a Siniatic covenant, than many who now
and discourses, is not always felt as it should claim to live under the light and glory of a
be. True the Apostle has given a positive new and everlasting Institlltion.
injunction to this effect, and requires that 1 But the way to secure a reformation is
we should teach and admonish one another, for everyone to feel his responsibilities in
and make melody in our hearts to God, by the case. Each professor of the religion of
singing to his praise-but our natural indo- Christ, should regard himself as responsilence and indisposition often leads tis to ble for the character and conduct of the
God-forgetfulness; and so his praises are worship of God wherever his lot may be
sung or spoken, no matter with many, wheth- cast. Whether he can sing or pray, or
er they participate or not.
preach, or whether he can do neither to edNow, if it is the duty of one man to wor- ification, he should do all in his power to
ship the Lord publicly, it is the duty of an- see that they are performed as becometh
other; that is, it is the duty of each so far the house of the Lord. Thus, when conas he may have ability, and consequently, ducted according to the best of our abilia neglect to discharge the duty or a lack of ty-and more cannot be asked-the public
interest in the exercises when conducted by worship of our assemblies would always be
others, give evidence of a deficiency in entertaining and edifying. And our psalms,
spiritual desires, and a lack of a proper ap-l hymns and spiritual songs, filled with subpreciation of the majesty and goodness of lime conceptions of the supreme majesty
God. For who can pretend that he possess- and glory of the Almighty God, of the pues the lively sensations which ought to ani- rityof the government and laws, and the
mate a Christian's bosom, who delights not universal dominion of our Messiah-his adin the hymn expressive ofthe.honor of God, vent, and triumph, his condescension and
the psalm that recounts his Almighty pow- love, his surpassing glories and future reer, and opens up to the pious mind the turn to visit his people, would no longer
spiritual history of the world, or those songs lang~ish upon our tongues; but our devotion
expressive of devout affections? Who can will spring up with new fire upon every reclaim to be ardent in the pursuit of Chris- turn of the day of the Lord or the meeting
tian perfection, and anxious for his advance- of his people, and cause us to say in truth to
ment in heavenly knowledge and qualifica- Jehovah,
tions, who can give little or no attention to "A day in thy courts i. hetler than a thousand other days,
h
°b
f G d h
d f'
And I would rather sit down on the threshold of thy house,
t e attn utes 0
0, t e rewar s 0 pIety, Than to dwell in the tents of wickedness. Ps. 84: 10.
the vanity of earthly cares and dependen-l
J. B. F.
cies, the deceitfulness of sin, as they are
"
enforced and exposed in the public worship
THE BOOK OF PSALMS.
of areligious assembly? And more than
I am satisfied that our brethren, having
all, who can sing with the spirit and the un- been long and necessarily engaged in conderstanding, who is indifferent as to what he troversy, have not bestowed that attention
*Prov.3O: 30, 31;-Heb. 13: 15, 16.
upon the cultivation of the devotional feel~
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ings, which is proper, in order to the reli- force of its images and the practical lessons
gious education of the whole man, and that it enforces, stands incomparably above all
as a natural result, those departments of the human compositions:
Sacred Scriptures devoted to the praises of 1 Blessed is the man that walketh not In the eounselofthe
.
wicked
God, and the delightful exercise of the pl- Nor standeth in the way of sinners;
ous affections, have been comparatively neg- Nor sitteth ill the seat of scoffers:
lected. To remedy to some extent, this de- 2 TIut who delighteth in the law of Jehovah,
fect in our teaching and deficiency in our
enJ'oyment, I have been at considerable
pains to collect new versions of the Psalms
and Hebrew prophets, which have appeared

Alld meditateth in his law hy day and hy night.
3 For he shall be like a tree planted near rivers of water,
That bringeth forth its fruit ill its season,
And its leaf shall not fade:
All, therefore, which he doeth shall prosper.
4 The wicked are not so;
Dutare like chaff, which the wind driveth away.

both in the old world and in the new, since 5 Therefore, the wicked shall not stand in judgment,
the revival of Biblical learning; and I now Nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous.
h
6 For Jehovah approveth the way of the righteoua
feel somewhat prepared to offer a c apter TIutthe way of the wicked shall perish.
or a section every month from these interNOTES.
esting portions of the divine volume, with
1. Counsel of the wicked.-According
such historical information and practical re- to the principles and customs of the men of
flections as will be calculated to present this world, who live without God, disregard
the design of the passage before our rea- his will and despise the spiritual blessings
del'S. We commence with the Psalms of of his religion; men, who form their plans
David, and we will present them in one of and carryon their schemes of earthly profit
the clearest and happiest versions of mod- and advantage, accounting neither the favor
ern times: that of William Walford, with nor displeasure of their Creator, and withsuch improvements and emendations as la- out respect to eternal things.
Blessed,
tel' criticism has afforded. This version we thrice blessed, is the man that forms not his
believe unequalled, in its correct represen- conduct after their principles or counsel.
tation of the original, the purity of its dic- The way of sinners.-The conduct of sintion, and the order of its arrange~ent; and ners as appears from the 6th verse, and also
inAmerica it has the advantage of being from Ps. 36: 4; 146: 9; Provo 2: 12; 4:
the most rare of all the versions of this 19; which passages afford a very instrucbook that have obtained any note. We con- tive commentary upon this verse. Wicked,
sider that with it and the other aid we pos- sinners, and scoffers, form the climax of
sess, we are prepared to present a feast of this verse, and to him who "meditates" in
"fat things," as a spiritual repast worthy of the law of God and reflects upon the charthe attention of each of our readers; and acter of human actions as they appear in
we hope that no one of them will neglect the world, the gradation will appear true
the banquet of the Lord. We commence and perfect: 1. We have men not positivewith
ly immoral, who live without regard to spirPSALM 1.
itual things, often orderly citizens, and obligOf the occasion and time of writing this ing neighbors, who answer to the character
psalm, we have no account. The general of ungodly or wicked men. 2. We have
truths which characterise it, seem to have 1 those who not only disregard things spiritgiven it the place it occupies, as an intro- ual and eternal, but who are positively imduction to all that follow. It draws an im- moral, habitual sinners. 3. And we have
pOltant and eloquent distinction between those who to their destitution of God, and
the righteous and the wicked, and one their sinful practices, add the character of
which embraces in its brief and general the scoffer, and who in their blindness and
outlines, their character and condition as delusion, impiously ridicule the principles
detailed in all divine teaching.
It was of virtue and religion, and say in their heart
probably composed by David; and for the and often with unblushing mouth, there is
felicity of its discriptions, the beauty and no God.

THE GOSPEL OF CHRIST IDENTIFIED--NO.

2. As a preservative against such a consumation of folly and impiety, we are taught
that the blessed of God is he who gives up
his affections to, and occupies his time and
his thoughts with, the law of Jehovah, both
by day and by night. Such an one will not
be unfruitful in good works, but will be able
not only to bring forth fruit, but to bring it
forth at the proper season. He, like the
evergreen shall never fade, for his desires,
'purposes and plans, shall be prospered of
the Lord. Such an one shall grow in virtues
and honors, and even in old age shall bring
forth fruit to show the goodness and faithfulness of God to all who piously regard his
institutions and appointments. Ps. 92: 1216.
4. The wicked are not so.- They are
contrasted with the righteous as a withered tree with a fruitful one; nay, they are
even as the worthless chaff driven before
the wind. Their doom and ruin are therefore pronounced.

II.
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There are several gospels mentioned in
the New Testament. One was announced
by an angel to the shepherds of Bethlehem
on the night of Messiah's birth; another is
mentioned in the Apocalypse, and has respect to the introduction of the glorious
kingdom of Messiah, when the dead saints
shall be raised, the living changed, and
when the song of glorious triumph shall begin to swell that sha~l roll on forever. But
both of these are dIfferent from that proclamation which is emphatically' The gospel
of Christ.' This is Messiah's message to
the world. It is the news of his triumph
over death; it contains the offer of pardon
to sinful men, and expresses the conditions
on which it will be granted. This is the
gospel which we wish to identify. The
very idea of such a gospel suggests that
there must be some criteria by which it may
be ascertained. This is the point to which
we would address our investigations.

The criteria of the gospel which we will
first examille have respect to its first proThe idea is: their projects shall fail, their clamation. There must have been a place
happiness shall be taken away, their hopes where, a time when, and a person by whom
will be irretrievably blasted; and they shall it was first preached.
be the subject of a final and eternal separaOur present investigation respects, of
tion from those whose conduct God ap- course, not the gospel in promise, nor in
proves, and of whom he is the unchangea- type, nor in prophecy; not merely the prinble guardian and reward. The duties and ciple which gives the designation; but the
privileges implied and enforced in this gospel perfect and complete in all its parts
Psalm, are, that we should avoid the con- fully developed, as it is found on the pages
tamination of wicked society, that we should of the New Testament. Do the scriptures
meditate upon and delight in the law of the furnish us with information concerning the
Lord and in the ordinances and exercises to place where, the time when, and the person
which it calls us, that we shall thus become by whom the gospel was first preached?
fruitful in holiness, and by so doing we shall We unhesitatingly answer-they
are exavoid the character, condition and end of plicit on each of these points.
the ungodly. May we, like Job and David
1. The place was pointed out many hunand Jeremiah, esteem the' words of God
dred years before its proclamation. Isaiah,
addressed to us, more than our necessary
speaking of the introduction of the new
food, hide them in our hearts that we may
dispensation, says, 'Out of Zion shall go
not sin against him, and feed upon them and
forth the law, and the word of the Lord
delight in them until they become the joy
from Jerusalem. $ Micaht utters the same
and rejoicing of our spirits; "for this is the
prediction, and in precisely the same words,
love of God that we keep his commandthough in a different or(ier. The Saviour,
ments. Job 23: 12; Ps. 40: 8; 119: 11,
conversing with his disciples on the subject
47, 48,72,92; Jere. 15: 16;IJohn5:3.
of his reign, and the time when it would be
5. They shall not stand in Judgment.-

J. B. F.

·Cbap.2: 2. tCbap. 4: 2.
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1I~

ever he would loose on earth, should be
loosed in heaven; and that whatsoever he
would bind on earth, should be bound in
heaven.:lto

introduced, says, 'It is written,' that his gospel should 'be preached among all nations,
beginning at Jerusalem.':lto Jerusalem ,then ,
Mount Zion in Jerusalem, is the place designated by the ancient prophets and by
Christ himself, where his gospel was first to
be announced.
2. The pr~phets are equally explicit coneerning the time when the gospel should be
preached. Daniel predicted that the death
of Christ would take place in the middle of
the seventieth week from the going forth of
the commandment to restore and build Jerusalem.t
By counting each prophetic
day for a year, as the scriptures authorize us

By 'the keys of the kingdom of heaven,'
we are to understand authority to open the
kingdom of heaven-to
make the first proclamation of the gospel of Messiah-to
announce the terms of reconciliation and
pardon through the blood of Christ. This
authority was exercised by the Apostle Peter on the day of Pentecost, in hearing of
congr~gated thousands.
That was the
first time the gospel was ever fully an-

to do,t it will fix the death of Christ in the
middle of the four hundred and eightyseventh year after the decree of Artaxerxes,
referred to by the prophet. The day of
Pentecost was about fifty days after the cru-!
cifixion of Christ, and must have been in
the same year that Daniel gives us to understand the new dispensation would be introduced by the gospel proclamation.
There is another method of ascertaining
both the year and the day when the gospel
was first to be preached. The pascal lamb
was sacrificed the night the Israelites left
Egypt. The Pentecost, which was celebrated in commemoration of the giving of the
law, took place fifty days after the passover.
Christ, our passover, was sacrificed during
the feast of the Jewish passover.
The
Pentecost was fifty days afterwards; and as

nounced.
We have now ascertained that Jerusalem
was the place, Pentecost the day, and Peter
the person by whom the gospel of Christ
was first to be preached. These points being established, it is not necessary to refute
the idea that John the baptist preached the
gospel. The wilderness, and not Jerusalem, was the theatre of his operations; the
day of Pentecost was not the time of his
preaching, nor was he the man to whom
this privilege was given first to make the announcement.
Christ made known the beginning of his reign, but he did not preach
the.gospelof h.is reign. Neither the place,
whIch was Galilee, nor the period, which
was ~t least three years and a half before
the time; nor the person, correspond with
~~ predictions which we have been exam-

that was the day the giving of the law was
commemorated, it would seem, according to
the type, that the gospel should first be an.
nounced on that day. The history of the
case corresponds with the prediction of
Daniel, and answers to the type in the giving of the law. This, however, will more
clearly appear when we shall have noticed
the next point3. The person by whom the gospel was to
be first preached. Here the scriptures are
as unambiguous as on any other subject
whatever.

mIng.
Moreover, the gospel could not have been
preached before the commission, which was
given by Christ to his Apostles after his resurrection; nor before the day of Pentecost
-for the Holy Spirit was not given to qualify them for their mission until then; and
Christ told his disciples to tarry in J erusalem until they were imbued with power
from on high. Jerusalem, then, was the
place, the day of Pentecost the time, and
Peter the person by whom the gospel was
first preached.
B. F. H.

Christ unequivocally promised to Peter
".
t~at he would give to him th~ keys of the \ Rob not the poor, because he is poor;
kmgdom of heaven, and told hIm that, what-j neither oppress the afflicted in the gate.
*Luko 24: 47.

tDa.n.9: 24,25.

tEzk. 4: 6.

~

*Ma.t. 16: 15-19.
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wrong here, his entire argument is a falAt the very threshhold of our argument lacy.
2. His secoud affirmation is, that 'a firm
for the truth of Christianity from miracles,
and
unalterable experience has established
we are met with the sweeping declaration,
which, in the judgment of certain declaim- these laws' of nature. If this were true, it
ers against our religion, is enough of itself would weigh nothing against miracles, as
to demolish the entire superstructure of we have defined them; for nature may have
Christianity.
'No testimony' say Sceptics, moved on uninterruptedly, and her laws
may have operated uniformly, and yet mira'can prove a miracle.'
cles may have been performed all the while,
Mr. Hume is the first who ventured to
as the scriptures affirm; but unfortunately
take this high ground; and by an ambiguity
for Mr. Hume's argument, this assertion of
of expression, and a frequent shifting of the
his, like the preceding, is not founded in
scene apparently to avoid detection, he has
fact.
given the objection a show of plausibility.
Mr. Hume talks about 'nature' and tlIe
But on close inspection, it will appear to be 'laws of nature,' as mere common-place submore specious than solid. Exposed to the jects, and yet we do not know that we unlight of truth, it will be seen to melt away derstand him. Does he mean to assert that
like snow in the summer sunshine, and to 'nature' made her own laws, or does he aldissolve into thin air.
low that both nature and her laws are the
Who
We will state Mr. Hume's argument in his product of Almighty Intelligence?
own words. 'A miracle' says he, 'is a vio- ever heard of laws without a law-maker?
lation of the laws of nature; and as a firm The same Being who created this world
and unalterable experience has established must have placed it under the laws by which
these laws, the proof against a miracle from it is governed-'the laws of nature.' Now
the very nature of the fact, is as entire as it cannot be denied that the creation of this
any argument from experience can possibly stupendous system of which our world is
be imagined; and if so, it is an undeniable a part, was an act above, and independently
consequence, that it cannot be surmounted of both nature and her laws. That was a
by any proof whatever from testimony. A miracle. If God could work a miracle in
miracle, therefore, however attested, can creating the world and all things therein,
never be rendered credible even in the low- who will pretend to deny that he could work
est degree.>\'
miracles on things in the world?
MIRACLES-NO.2.

Here, then, we have the argument of Mr.
Hume against the evidence of christianity
from miracles, in all its weight and power.
Let us analyze it, and trace out each point
in all its ramifications to its legitimate results, and see what the whole is worth.
1. Mr. Hume says, 'A miracle is a violation of the laws of nature.' This definition of a miracle we reject, and have already given our reasons for doing so; and
have shown that a miracle is an immediate
act of the Creator, producing visible results beyond the power of natural causes to
effect.
Mr. Hume's definition of a miracle is the
gist of his whole argument-the
chief corner stone of his doubting castle. If he is

'A firm and unalterable experience,' Mr.
Hume affirms, 'has established these laws.'
How long, allow me to ask, has it been since
the laws of nature were proved to be uniform ana unalterable?
From eternity?
This will not be affirmed by anyone of
Hume's school now living; for he has not
always lived to witness the uniform operation of these laws. How, then, could any
one arrive at a knowledge of the fact? By
means of human testimony? This would
be impossible; for the human race has not
always existed, and, therefore, could not
testify to any such affirmation. Besides, on
Mr. Hume's own principles, he could not
rely on human testimony, if he had it; for
he has no confidence in it! And if any
one founds his belief of the uniformity of
the operations of nature on human testimo-
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MIRACLES-NO. II.

ny, he should, to be consistent, admit the
truth of miracles on the same kind of testimony.
It is affirmed, however, that miracles
contradict universal experience; and that
experience' being the groundwork of all
our knowledge, we should admit nothing
which it does not support.
In answer, Iobserve, that experience

it-

B being sworn, depose, that on a certain
day, they saw E shoot F dead on the spot.
They are examined separately, and crossquestioned closely, and agree in all the
facts stated. They differ only in the manner of relating them, and in the words they
employ for that purpose. From all that can
be gathered from themselves and others
who are acquainted with all the parties, it
appears that, so far from A and B being interested in the conviction and execution of
E, they are both greatly interested in their
feelings and also in a pecuniary point of

self had a beginning-all
things we can
reckon among its stores were once new;
and, therefore, if nothing unsupported by
it were to gain our assent, we should view, that E should not be guilty. C and
never know or believe any thing, for we D being called to depose, state that they
would not have any experience on which have been intimately acquainted with E all
our information could rest.
his life; that they never knew him to be
What does Mr. Hume mean by the asser- guilty of any crime; that they were not in
tion that miracles. contradict universal ex- sight of the place where A and B state
perience?
The proposition is very vague. they saw E kill F, at the time the murder is
Does he mean to say that miracles contra- said to have been committed, nor in heardict his experience?
This we deny. He ing of the report of a gun fired at that spot;
had no experience on the subject. He did they cannot see what motive E could have
not live in Judea at the time Christ lived, for killing F; that they had no acquaintance
and is said to have wrought miracles. If whatever with A and B, and do not know
he means simply to say he never witnessed that they could have any motive in stating
a miracle-that he has no experience of a a falsehood in the c'ase. Now the question
miracle, we will not deny it; for we do not arises; Does the testimony of C and D conpretend to affirm that he lived in the time of tradict that of A and B; and does what they
Christ and witnessed the miracles in ques- have stated, weigh any thing against the testion. It cannot be said with truth, that the timony of the others? Does one contramiracles recorded in Scripture are contra- dict the other? Certainly not.
dictory of the experience of any man now
The above supposed case, we apprehend,
living, or who has lived since the days of is a fair representation of the point now unChrist and his Apostles; nor even of those der consideration. The objector has no exwho lived then in Judea, who did not wit- perience whatever on the subject of miraness every act of their lives. Many things cles. All he can say is, that he never saw
transpire daily which we do not experience; a miracle wrought; and no one, we opine,
but they cannot be said to contradict our will question his statement. But this does
experience-for no two things tllat are true not prove that others have not witnessed the
can contradict each other. It can only be performance of miracles; unless it can be
said that we have no experience concerning made appear, that they have experienced
tllem. Indeed, it may be true, to a certain no more than himself. The King of Siam
extent, that the experience of one person had never seen water congealed into ice;
may be the opposite df another's experi- and when told by the Dutch ambassador
ence without being contrary to it.
that he had often witnessed it; was he jusFor instance: ABC
and D have been tifiable in disbelieving the statement on the
equally well acquainted with E for a certain ground that he had never experienced the
number of years, say from his infancy up to phenomenon? How much more consistent
the fortieth year'of his life. At the end of that is he who will deny that miracles were ever
period E is indicted for the crime of kill- wrought because forsooth he never witnessing F. He is put upon his trial. A and, ed a miracle?!

LECTURES

Bu~ the ~bject~on asserts .that u~iversall
expenence IS agamst the reabty of mIracles.
Now, ~vho does not see. th~t this is an assumptlOn of the very pomt m debate?
For
'l
w h I e we are free to admit that modern
sceptics have never witnessed a miracle,
we deny that other~ never did. My having
never seen the cIty of London does not
prove that other pe,rsons have n~t seen it.
My not have expenenced
the pOIsonous effects of arsenic is no evidence that others
have not. ,
,
.
We readIly admIt that the tIme once was
when universal experience was against miracles-that
is, before any miracles
were
wroug h t.

clouds, and defy alike the peltings of the
storm and the corroding hand of time. We
are not to believe that Cyrus entered BabyIon through the openinlJ made by chanlJing
b
IS
the course of the river Euphrates;
that
three hundred
Spartans under
Leonidas
fought three millions of Xerxe's
army at
the straits of Thermopylre ; that Julius Cresar
passed the Rubicon, enslaved his country,
and was finally assassinated by Brutus in
the senate chamber.
Nay, we are not to

lbelieve

any thing

we have

enced.

never experi'B. F. H.
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"
I d
But t h IS IS on y a mitting that

miracles were not wrought before the scriptures say they were wrought.
The same
may be said of many other facts.
All experience
and presumption
likewise were
against the existence of Julius Cresar until
he existed.
There were a thousand probabilities that a man of the name of George
Washington would not live,-as
many that
he would not be the commander-in-chief
of
the American army in their stru(J(rle for lib00
,erty; as many that he would not conquer
the British, and secure the liberties of his
country;-and
as many that he would not
be the first President of the United States.
All these events were contrary to experience likewise until they actually occurred.
But all these improbabilities
disappeared in
the occurrences
themselves.
The Copernican system of astronomy was at one time
so improbable, that for maintaining it, Gali~
leo endured the pain and horrors of a dungeon.
But the discoveries
of Sir Isaac
Newton have removed all its improbabilities, and made it l!3vel to the capacities of
children.
The same experience was once
against the falling of meteoric stones; but
its occurrence has given a very different experience.
The same may be said of all
occurrences,
miracles amongstthe rest.
If persons in one age are not to believe
any thing not experienced
by those of another; we are not to believe in the existence
of the steam engine, and steamboats;
the
magne~ic telegraph,
nor that the Egyptian
Pyrarlllds were even erected-those
wonders of art which rear their heads above the
3
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ON GENESIS:

INTRODUCTORY

LECTURE.

././.refutation of the boasts of Infidel Geologists, and an
exposure of tire ignorance of would'be.apologists for
the Bible,

THE names given to the books of the
Bible afford, generally, a good index to
the character of their contents.
"Genesis"
from the Greek, signifies generation;
and,
accordingly, we have herein narrated the
generation
of the heavens and the earth,
the generations
of man, and that account
of his early history which the human mind
•
I
so anxIOus y ~emands.
In the Hebrew ~ible the book IS named from the word With
which it commences
and is called Bereshith or Beginning; and, in accordance with
this name, we have the beginning of the
visible creation, the origin of families, nations and kingdoms.
We might save ourselves from many erroneous views of Religion were we carefully to notice the meaning cf the name of each book in the Sacred
Scriptures.
By this means o'ur attention
would be directed at once to the subject upon which the Book treats, and we would
be saved from the absurd notion, that every
book contains a history of the plan of Sali vation; a notion which has done more than
~any thing else to shroud the whole volume
in mystery and unintelligibility.
We do
not allow ourselves to be deceived thus in
the investigation
of other subjects than
those connected
with religious
improvement.
On the contrary, we allow the author to assign t.o each department
of his
work its appropriate subjects, and we go to
each for that information which its charact.er
indicates.
Strange that in Religion
we
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:should so forget our common sense as to
regard a book as large and embracing such
a variety of subjects, as the Bible, as a volume upon one subject alone, viz: the subject of Salvation and its conditions. He
that would be well instructed in divine
things, and learn definitely the conditions
of his salvation will observe this rule, and
in the Acts of Apostles who proclaimed the
plan of salvation, rather than the Book. of
Genesis, he will seek for information, upon
the question-what shall I do to be saved?
The Book of Genesis is fraught with
most invaluable information on subjects upon which we have no other authentic knowledge, among which are,
1. The Creation of man and the visible
universe.
2. The Fall of man-his early worship.
3. The History of Adam and his descendants to the Deluge.
4. Genealogy of~the patriarchs.
5. State of the world immediately preceding the Deluge.
6. The Deluge and the Covenant with
Noah.
7. His predictions concerning the fortunes of his sons.
8. The confusion of tongues and Dispersion of mankind.
9. The history of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob, and their descendants.
These subjects, amplified in their various
details, with the evidences of the truth of
the record, which the present state of the
earth and its inhabitants affords-together with such reflections as the narrative
shall suggest, will form the burden of that
course of Lectures upon which we now
enter.
The creation of the world with all its
appendages and the self-existence and AImighty power of the Deity burst upon our
view in the opening of this book.
The world has been amused and bewildered by the reveries of philosophers upon
the origin of matter from Lucanus and
Aristotle to the modern Geologists. Some
have asserted its eternity bOtll in form and
substance; others consider its matter eternal, but its form of a definite beginning;
others, that it was created out of nothing by

ENDLESS.

the Almighty fiat of its intelligent Author,
and that it assumed its present form many
myriads of ages or a few thousand years
since, according to the view taken of the
Mosaic or Geologic Cosmogony.
It is not our business to theorise? The
controversy is endless, and the multiplicity
of argumentation on each side affords rather a melancholy spectacle of the sublimity
of human folly than of that wisdom which
contents itself with going no farther than
facts will warrant. We can take no view of
the Creation that d~e s not exalt our ideas of
the majestic and awful power that gave existence to worlds celestial and terrestrial,
with all the varieties of suns and systems,
herbs and plants, of rivers and seas, of men
and animals.
Matter is but a very small part of the
creation, and as its origin is involved in
mystery by the speculations of philosophers,
perhaps the world would now find its wisdom in leaving its origin to these dreamers
whilst it strives to learn its purposes and
uses, and the manifestations it affords of
divine power, wisdom and goodness. We
may not be able to determine the time of
this creation, and if not, what then? What
have we lost? Are we less capable of being profited by a contemplation of the immense fabrick? Is Creation less wonderful, less beautiful, because we cannot determine when first it began to be? Because
ignorant ~f one truth, shall we, therefore,
be ignorant of all? Creation is a book of
too great a variety of topics to be circumscribed by such niggardly exclusiveness,
and we trust that in its delightful contemplation, we will find sources of instruction, admiration and praise that will compensate
for all we loose in leaving moonstruck philosophists to the bewilderings of their own
theories. We follow them not-our
path
lies through more inviting scenes, and we
hail in the distance a temple of the great
Cre"atorhimself, in which we hope to be able
to sing the loud anthem of sincere acknowledgement and admiration.

I
I

"How manifold, 0 Lord, are thy works,
In wisdom hast thou made them all."

Before dismissing this part of our subject, it will be well to remark, that no real
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c:nflict has as~und
between the ( old. I ~his
ass~rti~~ astounds 'yo:;
facts of philosophy and the Mosaic nan'a- I make it not for that purpose; but that the
tive, I know we are told that Geology has truth may be known and that the vaunting
proven that the world is !TIanythousands of of infidelity and the ignorance of would-beyears older than the Mosaic record would apologists for the Bible, may be alike exindicate, and that the attempt to meet the posed. It is' true or it is not true, you can
difficulty by interpreting the days of the easily settle it.
1st chapter of Genesis as indefinite periods
Let usnow open the Bible and read;-In
of time is an acknowledgement of the con- the Beginning God created the Heavens
fEet and a foolish and fanciful effort to get and the Earth. When? in the Beginning.
rid of it, and I am ready to admit that the But when was the beginning? answer ye
interpretation is both fanciful and foolish. sage Geologists who feign to laugh at MoBut I repel the charge of a conflict between ses, and ye prudent divines who are so fcarMoses and any well established fact of Ge- ful for that Book of which you are so
ology or any other Science. Not to make criminally ignorant. Moses does not tell
an account of the truth, that' Geology has us, nor can you tell whether this was the
not yet settled the conflict between its own beginning of time or only of the existence
teachers; ·and that the most accurate and of the matter out of which the earth was
industrious Geologist*- of America, though afterwards formed. The sacred writer carnot a professor of Religion nor a believer ries us back to a period prior to the existence
in diVIne revelation, has asserted t.hat there of the present forms of the heavens and
is not the slightest conflict, and has express- the ealth. He wishes to tell us, indeed,
ed his profound astonishment at the agree- that the universe had a beginning, and that
ment between Moses and ilie result of it did not spring into existence without a
twenty years patient research and applica- cause, and hence he says with unexampled
tion, I am prepared to meet the infidel ob- simplicity and sublimity, "God, in the Bejector. I demand of him, at what time did ginning, created the heavens and the earth."
Moses say the materials of this visible cre- He then proceeds to give us a brief, though
ation came into existence?
You answer very comprehensive summary, of theforms
six thousand years ago. I deny it, positively which things were made to assume after
and unhesitatingly deny it. I know that di- that the work of making (not of creating)
vines, so called, have acknowledged that commenced. The materials, the primordial
Moses has given but six thousand years to the elements of ilie visible creation, then, were
existence of the visible creation, and that brought into existence at the period called
learned controversies have been carried on by Moses, the "Beginning," which may
with their usual zeal between them and the have existed incalculable ages before they
Geologists, as though the matter were set- were made to assume their present forms,tled. But it shows how men read the Bible, before the Spirit of God moved upon the
and how easily many a controversy might be chaotic mass, and the grand moulding and
settled if disputants would first determine arranging of the present beautiful order of
the subject of controversy. If I can be things took place. Anyone who will read
excused from pedantry and dogmatism, for the narrative Witliout prejudice or preposwhich I have no fellowship whatever, I session, will not fail to see that what we have
will here challenge any man to produce a stated is truth. For example, in the 6th
passage from the Bible which d,eclares ei- verse which details the second act of "ere ather that God CREATED the Heavens and the tion," the sacred writer represents God as
Earth in six days, or that there isan intima- .saying, "Let there be an expanse in the
tion given by Moses that the materials of the midst of the waters." I ask, when were
earth are but six or sixty thousand years the waters created? Their creation is assumed and must have taken place "in the
*w. D. PO\~ELL, A. M.-See Note A at theelosc of this lb'
. "
The waters existed before
l.cctnrc, en_Ullli uumbcr.
egmnmg.

l
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they were separated; before they were gath- than any vulnerableness in its fortresses of
ered together, and before they were called truth and instruction.
J. B. F.
upon to bring forth. So, also, the 24th verse
(To be continued,)
represents God as causing the earth to bring
SKETCHES OF SERMONS,
forth; having stated in the 1st verse that it
Several brethren have suggested to us the
was created "in the beginning."
idea of puplishing, in some form or other,
But I am told that Moses afterwards de- some skeletons, briefs or notes of sermons.
clares, (Exodus 20: 6,) "that in six" days For several reasons we have not heretofore
God made the Heavens and the Earth." I complied with this request; but not now beknow, but mark you, he does not say created. ing able to preach much on account of diHe created in the begining-he
made in seased throat, and having a medium through
six days. Every tyro in the knowledge of which we shall, as we trust, be able regularlanguage, must discover a marked difference ly to publish such sketches; we underbetween giving existence to the materials take the labor, not, however, without hesiof an object and giving form, shape and fig- I tation.
ure to that object. It is the difference be-l
We lay 'but little claim to originality of
tween a tree and this pulpit; between earth, thought; our chief peculiarity-if
we have
water and lime and this house. This house any-consists
in the arrangement of our
was erected eighteen years ago; but who will discourses, and in our method of presenting
say that its materials were then created? truth.
Yet you would have just as much authority
.We shall attempt no displ~y of superior
for saying that the materials of this house '~Isdom, nor sho,,: of lea,rnlllg; but shall
were created eighteen years ago, from tlle ~Im t? present pl~l~ and Important truths
statement I have now made, as any man has Itl a Simple and stnklllg form. And if in this
for saying that the materials of the Heavens way we shall, under God, be in any degree
and the Earth were created in six days from useful to our race, our aim will be secured.
the Mosaic narrative. It is the difference
B. F. H.
between creation and formation.
The
FAITH-HEB, II: I.
words in the original Hebrew are as distinct
The Apostle having" in. the preceding
and different as they are in the Enalish.chapter exhorted the disciples not to cast
God formed, having previously ~reated.l away their confidence, which had great re"Out of the ground the Lord God made compense of reward, (v. 35,) and remarked
to grow every tree, &c."
that the just live by faith, (v. 38,) and expressed his assurance that the persons adI h ope t h at t h e cant of wou ld -be- G e"
.
.
dressed were not of them who draw back
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n t e ISCUSSIOn
0 t ISsu ~ect, we will'Ve :vould not do JUStlC~to our ,sub~ect
1. Endeavor to ascertain the scripture
to ~se It o~ly to repel an mfidel obJectIOn. import of faith.
It IS an Important truth we have now
The meaning of this word may be learnlearned, and its practical effect we should ed, 1st. By synonymous terms, which are
not loose. It should· teach us modesty in, used interchangeably with it. In Mat. 8:
the assaults we make upon the Bible. We 10,13, and Heb. 11: 6, and Rom. 10: 14,
should remember that it has stood too many 17,faith and belief are used interchangeatests to be affected by attacks which origi- bly. The centurian had faith, and on acnate more in the ignorance of its assailants count of it Jesus healed his daughter-for
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all things are possible to them that believe. which works by jove and purifies the heart.
How can persons "call on him in whom he Hence it is the faith necessary to salvation
has not believed? And how can they be- here and hereafter. Gal. 5: 6; Acts 15: 9.
lieve in him of whom they have not heard?"
We inquire in the next place"So then faith' comes by hearing." "He
II. How is this faith obtained?
that comes to God must believe-for withThere are many answers given to this
out faith it is impossible to please him."
question. Some suppose God gives it di2. There are other words expressive of rectly from heaven; and that no man can
the idea of faith. Sarah believed God,judg- exercise faith, unless it is so given him, any
ing him faithful. Heb. 11: 11.
more than he can make a world.
3. Abrallam offered up Isaac in faith,
If this were so, why did Jesus blame
accounting that God was able to raise him and condemn persons for not believing?
fromthe dead. v.17-19.
John 3: 18,36. Mark 16: 16. Why did
4. The confidence of christians has great he marvel at their unbelief? Mark 6: 6.
recompense of reward. They now live by
1. We may learn from the history of
faith, and believe to the saving of the soul. cases recorded in the sacred scriptures how
Heb. 10: 35, 38, 39.
faith is obtained. Acts 14: 1. Paul and
5. The Ephesians trusted in Christ after Barnabas so spake at !conium that a great
they heard the word of truth, the gospel ofj many persons believed. "Many of the
their salvation; and after they believed they! Corinthians hearing, believed." Acts 18:
were sealed. Eph. 1: 13. This passage 8. The Gentiles heard the gospel from the
shows that the apostle uses the two words mouth of Peter, and believed. Acts 15: 7.
interchangeably.
See also Acts 17: 1-4; 8: 12; John 4: 39,
The import of the word may be learned, 41.
2ndly. By explanation. "Now faith is
2. The scriptures inform us explicitly
the substance (hupostasis) of things hoped how faith is obtained. Acts 17: 11, 12.for-from upo, under; and isemi, to place; The people of Berea received the word
to stand as a foundation. The word occurs spoken by Paul and Silas with all readiness
in 2 Cor. 9: 4; 11: 17, translated "confi- of mind, and searched the scriptures daily;
dent"-"confidence."
Heb. 3: 14,-"con- therefore, many of them believed.
fidence"-Heb. 1: 3,-person.
Rom. 10: 17. The apostle Paul says
It may mean in the text either confidence faith comes by hearing the word of God.
orfoundation; for faith is both the confident
Obj. This is a mere historic faith.
expectation of things hoped for, and the
Ans. 1. There is but one faith, in kind.
ground or foundation of our future hopes Its effects are according to the nature of
and expectations. Hence, it always exists in the thing believed-the degree of evidence
the mind before hope. 1 Cor. 13: 13; Rom. by which supported-the strength of the
8: 24, 25:
conviction. Faith is the belief of things
3dly. The meaning of faith may be which have occurred.
learned also from its effects. These are its
2. The faith which is obtained by heardefinitions in fact.
It is the spring of ac- ing the word of God, is the faith by which
tion, and leads to practical results. By salvation is obtained. John 20: 30, 31.
faith Abel o.ffered acceptable sacrifice; John wrote his memoirs of Jesus that the
Enoch was translated; Noah built an ark· people might believe in him, and that beAbraham obeyed-looked for a city-offered
lieving, they might obtain life through his
up Isaac, &c. By it all the ancients of pi- name. See also John 17: 20.
ous renown achieved their holy conquests,
3. Any other than the faith which comes
and obtained their godly distinction. See by hearing the word of God, is not faith in
whole 11th chap. of Hebrews.
~Christ-is not the faith which saves the soul;
Such is the faith of which the apostle! nor is it faith in the word of God, but a nonspeaks. It is the faith possessed :Jyall gOOd!descript faith in some other being obtamed
men in every age of the world; the faith in some other way.
.
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III. This faith precedes repentance.THE CHURCH OF CHRIST-NO.
II.
Gospel Repentance is a sorrow for past sins, "Upon this rock I will build my church." .Matthcw 16: 18.
resulting in future reformation. One must
What were the means used in the erecbelieve he has sinned before he will become tion of the church? How was the church
sorry for his sins. He must believe in God built?
before he can feel sorry for having sinned
1. He did not build it by calling together
against him.
No one can come to God the natural seed of believers, and by uniting
without repentance j but he must have faith them with their believing parents, by means
in order to come to God. The repentance of infant baptism. It is scarcely necessary
of a sinner is pleasing to God j but no one to argue this point, and were it not that
can please God without faith, for he that churches claiming to b~ churches of Christ,
comes to God must believe that he is, &c. or at least branches of his church, in our
Heb. 11: 6. So if it were possible to re- day receive their growth and strength by
pent without faith, that repentance would accessions of infants incapable of faith and
not be pleasing to God! Nay, wo.sejif one obedience, I would pass itby. Those who
could repent without faith, and before he still adhere to infant church membership,
believes, it would be wrong-it would be a suppose that they find authority for it in the
sin to do so; for whatsoever is not of faith fact that children were recognized under
is sin. Rom. 14: 23.
the old covenant as "the seed," and were
IV. Faith precedes the reception of the circumcised in infancy. Such fail to disHoly Spirit. Eph. 1: 13; Gal. 4: 6; 3: tinguish between the covenants of God, as
14. The Holy Spirit may and does ope- he ~vo~ld~ave all conversant with his word,
rate-strive with sinners through the word t~ d.lstm?Ul~h. There are two great and
of God; but they do not, they cannot, re- dlstmgUlshmg covenants marked in both
ceive the Spirit before they believe. John Old and New Testaments. The one was
14: 16, 17.
made in the flesh of Abraham and his fleshV. Faith precedes acceptable, availing ly descendants through Isaac. It promised
prayer. Rom. 10: 14; Jas. 1: 5-7; John a worldly and temporal possession of Ca9: 31. Provo 28: 9; Ps. 66: 18; Isa. 1: naan, guarantil!d upon fleshly conditions.15; Micah 3: 4; Provo 1: 28; Zech. 7: It had its origin in flesh; was circumscrib11-13.
ed by blood, and was called the "covenant
Hence, the absurdity of exhorting un- in the flesh." Every son of Abraham, by
believers to pray for faith. We should rath- his natural birth into the world, was a suber exhort them to read or hear the word of ject of that covenant. Circumcision markGod for faith j because faith is not obtained ed him, a fleshly mark of a fleshly covenant.
by praying, but by reading and hearing.But all who honestly e~amine the Bible beGod gives faith, not by our praying for it, come satisfied that we are now under anbut by means of his word. God has his other-a new, a spiritual, a better covenant.
own method of bestowing all his benefits. For during the existence of the old coveHe gives us food from the earth,-we must nant, God, by the Prophet declared that the
labor and cultivate the soil to obtain it. So days would come in which "he would make
he gives us faith, but we must search the a new covenant with the house of Israel
scriptures for it, for evidence there is the and the house of Judah, not according to
means of Christian faith.
' the covenant that I made with their fathers,
God has given us his word containing his in the day that I took them by the hand, to
will concerning us. He has accompanied bring them out of the land of Egypt; (which
his word with evidences calculated to pro- my covenant they brake, although I was an
duce faith in his intelligent creatures. It husband unto them, saith the Lord j) but
is his will that we should believe on him this shall be the covenant that I will make
through his word; and on condition of our with the house of Israel; after those days,
thus believing on him, and obeying his j saith the Lord, I will put my law in their
commandments, he promises us eternal life. inward parts, and write it in their hearts;
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and will be their God, and they shall be my answer: "Repent and be baptized, everyone
people; and they shall teach no more every of you, in the name of Jesus Christ, for the
man his neighbor; and every man his broth- remission of sins and you shall receive the
er, saying, know the Lord: for they shall gift of the Holy Ghost." They immediateall know me, from the least of them unto Ily with joy obeyed, and the same day were
the greatest of them, saith the Lord: for I added to the Disciples of the Lord:
will forgive their iniquity, and Iwill remem(a.) They believed the announcement
bel' their sin no more." Jer. 31: 32-35.
which the Apostles made.
Here, a different covenant from the old
(b.) They abandoned their sins.
and fleshly one is promised, which is
(c.) They were baptized for their remisto embrace persons capable of "knowing sion, under the assurance that the benefit of
the Lord." The old covenant embraced the Holy Spirit would be theirs.
infants; but under the new here promised,
These continued stedfastly in the Aposeveryone who receives its benefits will not tles doctrine or teaching, in the fE]llowship
need, as infants need, to be taught to know ~or contribution for the wants of their brethI
the Lord, for all shall know him from the i ren, in the breaking of the loaf to comleast embraced to the greatest. We would memorate the facts they had believed, and
not expect, therefore, that the church of in the prayers. And their company is callChrist under the new covenant, would be ed "THE CHURCH." "The Lord added to
built as was the Jewish of natural materials, the church such as should be saved." Acts
incapable of faith and obedience.""
2nd chapter, passim.
2. The church was built from effects reNow let it be remembered that Messiah
sulting from the proclamation of three facts: had said, "I will build my church," and that
(a.) That Jesus, as the Son of God pre- the passage-"the
Lord added to the
dicted by the prophets, had died for the sins church"-is the first intimation, afterwards,
of mankind.
that the church was built. He that will
(b.) That he was securely buried, in com- read the chapter which precedes this latter
mon with other dead men.
declaration will see that we have faitllfully
(c.) That he arose from the dead the i represented the manner in which the church
third day. These facts were declared to be was built; and we are warranted in saying
in accordance with the counsels and designs that it was built, by the calling together of
of God, and were the fulfilment of the obedient believers in the Son of God, "to
prophecies of the Old Testament, and were keep his ordinances."
attested by the miraculous powers displayed
But that the reader may never have a reaupon the persons of the Apostles.
son able doubt upon this all-important subThree thousand men upon hearing these ject, we will put the facts together, satisfied
facts and believing them, were made to cry that no moral demonstration can be made
out, "Men and Brethren what shall wedo?" more clear and convincing.
To which question, the Apostle Peter made
1. Messiah promises, in the future tense,
""The word Church, [Exxi.'low,] literally "I will build my church." Mat. 16: 18.
8ignifies
apeople
CA~LED OUT, annhence,
a CONV~c.<TlON, .an Luke recoanizes
the church as built after
..l.BSEMDLY,
&c. It IS, therefore, WIth great propnety applied
0
totheassembly
oftheIsraelitescalledout of Egypt. Acts tllC events of the day of Pentecost. Acts 2:

l

vii. 38. It IS used to deSIgnate a Synagogue of the Jews. Matt.
xviii. 17: Septuagint Ps. xxii. 23; Heb. ii. 12.
Also, any particular assembly of Christians-Acts viii. 1;
xi. 22; xiii.1; I Cor.i. 2; xvi.19; 2 Cor.i. 2; Gal,I. 2;
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2. Messiah says it shall be built upon the
PhiloOl.2.
. And,.also,
Chris!ians
in~veryplace"ndinalltimc-;-;:Ep~.
i
truth
that he is the Son of God. Mat. 16: 18.
n 1 TIm. 1Il. I,);
I. 22; lll. 10; v. 2,; Coli. 1.18; Heb. XII. _3;
1 Cor.xi.22;xv. 9, &c. It is in thissense
weuseIt. The On the day of Pentecost tIllS truth was,
assemblies under the Siniatic Covenant, is evidently NOT the
"
assembly
wbichChristcallsh;s church,andwhichwasyet for the first tune, publicly announced, at
to be called out and separated from the world when he made
.
.
.
.
thepromise-"IwillbuildMV church"-fortheJcwi.has· which tIme It was also established as true
Bcmblies or church was then in existence, and his church was
. .
calledoutfromIt. BotbJewsandGentiles
haveheencalledto the convictIOn of thousands. Acts 2: 22,
out of the world into his church by openly confessing that he
iSTlIE
SON or GOD, which confession infants cannot make,! 27, 36.
and,therefore,lhey
areincapable
oCbeing
cons;ituted
members 3 M '. 1
.
Pt·
tl t h
1~ 11
of 'Tar; caUlleR.
•
essla 1 promlses e el HI e Sila
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have the Keys of the kingdom or church; the "children of light" every where, must
i.e. auth~rityto open it. Mat. 16: 19.
engage in it with that earnest conviction
On the day of Pentecost Peter was the that springs from a sense of its unconquerspeaker; he announced the Messiahship of able truth, or we cannot, we ought not hope
Jesus, he commanded the believers to be for success. Thank the Lord, there are a
baptized. Acts 2: 14, 38.
few inspired by a sense of truth and duty
Raving shown how the church was built, who will devote themselves, and are ready
we forbear at present any remarks upon the in this selfish, sensual age to go to the work
nature of the facts and commands to which in the spirit of those who count all things
we have referred, and shall proceed in our but loss for the "excellency of the knowlnext number to show
.edge of Christ Jesus the Lord;" yea, who
IV.-That all the powers ofRell have not count them but dross, that they may win
prevailed, and that they cannot prevail Christ and be found in him.
They have
against it.
J. B. F.
pledged their lives, their fortunes and their
'"
sacred honor to this cause, and though few
THESPREAD
OFTHEGOSPEL.
and scattered, their influence is widely felt
Again we ask, What are we doing for and will be felt even to the perfect day.
the spread of the gospel of Jesus Christ? May the Lord increase their number, and
Are we interested in, or indifferent to, the swell the host of those who shall sooner or
situation of those who are living in ignor- later realize the glorious promise connected
ance and in alienation from God? Other with turning many to righteousness.
And
causes are prospering and advanceing with those who have determined to do nothingrail-road speed; causes which, if they ha~e to be drones in the gospel hive, to lounge
any benefits, they are confined to a life fast and loiter away the golden moments of
passing away and reach not into that state life or spend its powerful energies in gainof measureless existence upon which we getting, ease-indulging or murmur-encourshall soon enter. Our cause is worthy of aging pastimes and delusions, let them get
the loftiest efforts within the grasp of man. out of the way, for a good cause is well rid
It claims the noblest self-sacrifice that ever of them, and a few faithful men will do
prompted the soul of man to exalted deeds. more in one year with a hearty co-operation
It calls for men of talent and character, and than all such have ever done in one thouof the most indomitable energy of purpose, I sand. I know what I write, and I almost
and of the most celestial purity of princi- tremble while I write, and whilst I would
pIe, of the most enthusiastic devotion, to not discourage the feeblest laborer in the
take part in an enterprise which aims to re- cause, I have no patience with those who
alize the purpose of God in their present are always planning but never executing,
and eternal destiny, by raising a race wel- who are always telling how it should be done
tering in an abyss of sin and wretchedness, but never do it, or what is still worse, who
living without hope or upon deceptive hope are ever ready to murmur and complain,
and without God in the world. It calls up- to discourage and deter, whilst they never
on the rich to devote their wealth to sustain move a finger to get rid of the evils coma work that is to spread joy, peace and sal- plain~d of or to help forward a better state
.
. .
of thIngs.
To the work-to the work, 0
vatlOn throughout
J:.
th e h arves t" IS npe, th e
. tJle...earth. And It Invokes se r vant of God ,lor
us by all that ISprecIOus In our fmth or sub- reapers are few, and the eye of the Lord is
lime in our hope, to consecrate ourselves and upon his people. I know thou hast spent
our substance in the spirit of "Rim who already many a weary day and toilsome
though HE w~s RICH for our sakes BECAME
I year,
and thy labor has been unrequited,
, .
but remember that thy warfare ends only
POOR,that we through hIS POVERTYmight with life.
be rich. Until this holy cause shall comThennervethyspirittotheproof,
mand a devotion like this, it will not prosAndflinchnotat thychosenlot;
Thetimidgoodmaystandaloof
per. The wealthy, the good, the gifted,
Andmenmayfrown,-yctfaintthounot.
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And if thou fallest in the dust
And those who helped thee t1~e in fear,

common WJth all who have saught an
advancement in christian knowledge
have
been subjected.
It is to remove the d:fficulties that lie in the way of such, and to preIII

Die at thy post and manly trust,
That to the faithful, God is near.
And other tougues the truth shall wield,
And other hands the banner ,vave
Till from immortal harps is poaled,
The blast of triumph o'er lhe grave.*

'

sent our true position before the uninformed
part of the community that these essays
are undertaken.

J. D. F.

OPPOSITION
TO THE REFORMATION.
The manner of attacking the advocates of Reformation in
the 19th Century the same with t/wt used against the
teaching of the Primitive Christians.

In Religion, as in every thing else, it has
been the fate of every advancement
in
knowledge
beyond the metes and bounds
of established Orthodoxy, to meet with bittel' assailants and misdirected
opposition.
No cause has been more bitterly opposed
than the cause of primitive Christianity
as
advocated before the present
generation.
Its teaching has not only been perverted and
misrepresented,
but its friends and advocates have been reproached and defamed.
This was to be expected.
Primitive Christianity in its first promulgation by Apostles
and Saints, "was ~very
where spoken
against."t
And from the day of its first
corruption, every effort to revive its true
doctrine and practices has been regarded
as a daring innovation,
and the innovators
have been denounced
and often burnt as
heretics. _ No dissent from popular dogmas
has ever yet entered the world without odiurn and hostility from popular displeasure.

1. One of the evils to which we have
been
b' t d '. tl
·ll I
'd
SU ~ec e
IS, lat a tie acci ents
that have attended
the progress of our
I cause,
have been ascribed to the cause it1 self. Men llave heard of us as of a new
sect springing
into existence.
We have
arrested tlle attention that novelty always
awakens.
They are led to enquire "who are
these people, and what do tlley teach?"
And perhaps. whilst tlleir minds are anxious
upon the subject, they stumble upon some
one who pretends to know.
He has heard
some man tell what he heard one of their
"principal
preachers"
preach.
Or he has
rea.d in ~~me religio.us paper an extract from
theI~ wntmgs.
TIllS hearsay or this recollectlOn of the extract or the extract itself is
then paraded, and forthwiili it is made to
stand for the system we advocate.
The
matter does not stop here; but ever afterwards, whenever our hrethren are mentioned or our views referred to, the conclusion
so unfortunately formed, rises to the mind
and determines
our character
at once.
I

i

The crucifix, the rack and the fires of the Now I do not complain that these accidents
Inquisition are the dark memorials of past have attended our teaching, for they are
ages that remind the historical student, of none but such as are common to man, and
the struggles of truth and the sacrifices of they or similar ones have attended the teachits advocates.
Indeed, science, the arts ing of the best men that have ever lived upand every advancement in politics have met on earth; yea, and the Saviour himself was
with serious opposition in every age of the not exempt from their influence. "He pervertworld.
Opposition,
therefore,
is no evi- eth the nation; he forbids to give tribute to
dence that we are wrong, and should deter ClBs~r; he says that he himself is a king;
no one from an 110nest investigation of the he stllTeth up the people; he said, I am able
great principles we advocate.
j to destroy this temple and build it again in
There are good persons, however, in eve- I three days-and
iliey accused him of many
ry denomination that surrounds us, who be- things.";\'
If the teaching of the Master
li~ve we are advocating dangerous doc- was subjected
to such accidents we ought
tnnes, and who have formed their conclu- not to complain that ours has met a similar
sions, not from any thing they have heard fate.
But certainly we have a right, with
or read for themselves, but from the Objec-! such an illustrious example before us, to
tions and misrepresentations
to which we, ask, that a judgment
thus hastily formed
*Altered from Dryanl.
may be open to change.

I
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TO

THE

REFORMATION.

But suppose we admit that many things ny they examine or even with what severity
spoken and published among us are un war- they pronounce upon whatever is wrong that
ranted either by necessity or truth. I am they may discover, if they will separate the
free to admit this. We have made mis- true from the false, and will not cast away
takes; but who has not? We have run in- the gold because it is mixed with either
to extravagances and errors, but are we in much or little dross.
this singular? We have met violent oppoI have no respect for any sentiment simsition', and it would be strange that men in ply because some acknowledged leader has
the flesh could meet it in all the forms in pronounced it in a sermon or written it in
which it has assailed us, and not be carried a book. I do not believe in infallible sento an extreme in many points both of opin- tences no more than in infallible decisions
ion and practice.' But have not our oppo- of fallible councils, synods or conferences.
nents gone into like or greater extremes? All men err-individually
they err-colWho will pretend to defend all they have lectively they err. It is the necessary missaid? Dolls not every new oppoRent we fortune of the frailties of a common nature,
meet find it necessary to disclaim something which ought to draw the cords of a common
some other opponent has maintaill'ed?- brotherhood more tightly. If these truths
There are many things in our writings are admitted, as they must be byevery reawhich every experienced advocate of truth son able man, how irrational and uncharitaknows not to be defensible. No man who ble must it be for anyone to judge either of
sets any value on his discrimination or can- our writings or of our public teaching by
dor will deny this. But does this effect the catched-up sentences here and there?
main body of truth we advocate?' Does it
We are willing to abide any reasonable
effect a single great principle that distin- test. If the principles that distinguish us
guishes us? Not at all; for this is true of can be shown to be wrong and we still abide
every body of fallible men--o( every body by'them, we ought to fall. Controversy
that comprises all sorts of writers and think- has as yet assailed them in vain; and it is
ers, as every respectable or free people no mean evidence of their truth that indimust comprise. Without inspiration there reet attacks instead of open manly warfare
will be some error. What is true of us is is made upon them. Stale and garbled extrue of every denomination in Christendom; tracts from the writings of Alexander Campis a necessary evil attending the efforts of bell, invidiously made, are but poor weapons
mortals, and I only ask that men shall do with which to assail a large and respectable
themselves as.well as us the justice, not to religious people, holding to leading princicondemn us for accidents that are universal pIes, which volumes of such extracts would
and unavoidable.
not in the slightest degree invalidate. It is
I verily aver that all'the errors that have my deliberate conviction that no man of the
been pointed out in our writings-and
I present generation who has written so much
have carefully examined all to which my has written with such propriety, discretion
attention has been called, and I have discov- and wisdom. But if this is not so, or if
ered others which have not been urged anyone think differently, it should not for
against us-do not affect a single important a moment effect the general truth of our
principle for which we contend as essential principles.
to Christian faith and practice. I say not
There is no "Orthodox" sect in Christhis in the spirit of boasting, but I say it tendom that could stand the scrutiny and
that those of our readers who have indul- tests to which we have been subjected.
1
ged prejudices against us, may be induced will take the writings of any of them-their
to examine into the real sentiments we most reputable writings-and collect a mass
maintain, and that they may judge us by of extracts which no man will acknowledge
these and not by the accidental circum- as true or a true representation of Orthostances that necessarily attend all human doxy; extracts which, were we to use them
effort. I care not with what solemn scruti- as extracts from our discourses and essays
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are used, would make every advocate of dance to those who will carry the glad-tidorthodoxy indignant at the enormity and in- iugs of salvation to the poor; but are unajustice of our course .. And it would be ble of themselves to support a man whom
unjust. Is it unreasonable then, that we they could choose for this purpose.
By
ask not to be judged by such an unfair and concert of action, how easily could a few
anti-christian procedure?
J. B. F.
support a preacher, and thus of themselves be
",
efficient in saving the souls of our dying
TOTHECHURCHES
OFJESUSCHRIST
IN W. TENN. fellow-men.
To the Churches of Jesus Christ in the Western District
Furthermore, let us remember, dear brethof Tennessee, the Churches of Union, Nonconnah and
Memphis, Tennessee, sendeth Christiau Salutation.

ren, that "we are not our own," (if we
DEAR BRETHREN:-We are deeply im- have been bought with a price, and this trust
pressed with the necessity of greater exer- we have toward God through Jesus Christ,)
tion in the cause of Christ, than now seems therefore, we .should glorify God in our
to obtain among us in this District. We bodies and substance which are his. We
cannot but deplore the condition of Zion cannot be at a great loss if we carefully
from our manifest inattention to our duties examine the present condition of the Wesas the followers of the Lord. This state of tern District as to the course we should puraffairs arises, not from an unwillingness on sue. God's people are laborers together
the part of the brethren, but because as yet, with him. The design of God's labor for
there is no organization, by which our unit- man is, to save him. Our imperious duty
ed efforts may prove. advantage.ous. We is to labor together with him to accomplish
are unwilling to think you uninformed in the same glorious end; fur God has deterreference to the duty of organization on mined not to accomplish it without our lathe part of the churches to carry out the bor conjoined with his. What he proposes
benevolence of the Gospel of Christ.
in himself to do for man, he will in faithfulWe understand the church to be the light ness perform. If our duty is not performof the world, and as there are some things in ed, and man is not saved, dear brethren, are
the administration of the affairs of the we not guilty, and shall we not stand in his
church most evidently discretionary, we presence at least with confusion and disconsider the manner of sending the gospel may, crying guilty, Oh most holy and rightto the destitute, to be one among the things eous God against whom we have sinned?
left to the advisement of the brotherhood. This interrogatory involves an awful and
Being the light of the world, how shall we fearful responsibility; should our duty be
manifest the light? Surely, by our walk neglected? It may be extended in its imand the proclamation of the word of the port beyond the point of imagination, to the
truth of the gospel.
But an individual delinquent. But brethren, think of it and
church is unable to sustain an evangelist. think seriously for the dear Saviour's sake;
Then we are all of one body-one city set for your own soul's sake, and for the sake
upon a hill, and if it be prudent for one of your'dying fellow-men.
church to send an evangelist, it is prudent
Now, dear brethren, we ask you and exfor two, five or a dozen churches to unite in hort you by the tender mercies of God, our
the same laudable undertaking.
Father, to unite with us in 14e work of evan
We are the salt of the earth. How shaH gelising in this District and North Missiswe save the earth from moral putridity? sippi. We would in all affection solicit thj:J
Not by our walk only, but by the preaching churches to send delegates to the meeting,
of the word. For how can persons believe and by their delegates send their liberalities
on him of whom they have not heard? and subject to the action of the meeting, when
how can they hear without a preacher? and assembled. We also ask those brethren
how can they preach except they be sent? who do not live in the vicinity ora church
Now how shall we send the gospel to the to contribute to this effort. We propose to
world? There are many, very many breth- meet on the first Lord's day of May next,
ren who are anxious to give of their abun- ~in Memphis, Tennessee, and do earnestly
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REPORTOF EVANGELISTS,
NO. IV.~R

request the brethren of North Mississippi
to meet with us and assist in prosecuting
the design we now have in contemplation.
Being appointed by our churches a committee to address you, we affectionately
submit the above to you, imploring the mercies of God to be given his children, through
Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen!
Your Brethren,
MATTHEW WEBBER,
STARKE DUPNY,
EDWD. CALDWELL,
B. W. STONE.

ONPARTYNAMES. ~~~~~

Bros. Stroud and Ramsey. Would that all
were as faithful stewards of the treasure
committed to their charge. The church at
Philadelphia though one of the oldest in
Warren, is yet by no means so numerous as
one or two others. If small in numbers
yet not in grace; they meet together every
Lord's day to keep the ordinances whether
a preacher he present or not, and family
training and worship constitute with them
important features of christian duty. We
would most respectfully suggest to the
brethren throughout this county and generally, the vast importance of weekly conREPORTOFEVANGELISTS-NO.
IV.
gregational worship and daily family worSince writing our last report, we have ship. The restoration of pure, primitive
visited the congregations at Ivy Bluff, Foun- christianity is indeed a noble and soul-revivtain Spring, Philadelphia, Irving College, ing idea. We have commenced in this
Rocky River and McMinnville, Warren glorious undertaking, let us not falter, but
county. Three of these churches are yet press boldly on with 'hope within and God
in their infancy, viz: Fountain Spring, Irving overhead.' Let us not be stumbling stones
College and McMinnville, and the last in the path of the mighty car of salvation,
named particularly laboring under pecunia- but do and suffer any and every thing that
ry embarrassment in consequence of having it may have free course and roll on in its
recently erected a very neat and substantial triumphant career round the broad earth.
building for worship. Bro. Dr. Barnes has
The brethren in Warren number at prenobly assumed the entire remaining liabil- sent about 350, and we most ardently hope
ities amounting to near $200; and we would that in the good providence of God through
most cordially urge the propriety of assist- the labors of faithful evangelists, the year
ing him. We obtained a very favorable 1848 may witness many and illustrious achearing, notwithstanding other meetings, cessions to the congregations of the faithful.
and c~nfidently expect that the zeal and
J. J. TROTT,
united effort of the brethren will establish
JNO. EICHBAUM.
the cause on a permanent basis.
•.
The subject of State Co-operation was
LUTHERONPARTYNAMES.
presented to all the congregations so far as
"I myself no longer know Luther, and
the inclemency of the weather and high ~wish not to know him. What I preach
waters would permit; and we are happy to say comes not from him, but from Jesus Christ."
that all approved the plan submitted.
"A charitable exhortation of Dr. Martin
It will be seen by reference to the first No. Luther to all christians."
In the first place,
of the MAGAZINEthat four of the churches "I pray you," says Luther, "to leave my
had entered into the plan of County Co- name alone, and not to call yourselves
operation, and secured the services of Bro. Lutherans, but Christains. Who is Luther?
Elkins. Most of the brethren in Warren My doctrine is not mine! I have not been
being in moderate circumstances the con- crucified for anyone. St Paul (1 Cor. 1: 13,)
tributions were not very great, yet we trust would not that any should call themselves
that their abilities may be enlarged, and of Paul, nor of Peter, but of Christ. How
that as years roll on both their increasing then does it befit me, a miserable bag of
ability and corresponding liberality may be dust and ashes, to give my name to the
abundantly manifested. We cannot omit to children of Christ? Cease my dear friends,
mention the marked benevolence of the to cling to these party names and distincbrethren at Philadelphia, and especially o£1tions; away with them all; and let us call

l
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ourselves only Christians, after him from
LETTERFROMJNO.T. JOHNSON;
whom our doctrine comes.
GEORGETOWN,
Jan. 3; 1848.
It is quite just that the Papists should
BELOVEDBRETHREN,-The CHRISTIAN
bear the name of their party; because they MAGAZINE,
in the neatest dress and the best
are not content with the name and doctrine style of execution, covering a richness and
of Jesus Christ; they will be papists be- variety oftruth worthy of all commendation,
sides.y".Well, let them own the Pope, as came to hand this evening, whilst I am preparhe is their master. For me, I neither am, ing for a tour of evangelical labors at Little
nor wish to be master of anyone.
I and Rock and other places, in thp,sunny South.
mine will contend for the sole and whole May the Lord speed your efforts in conveydoctrine of Christ who is our sole master." ing the truth to every corner of this great
u" t' 'L
t'
bY M . .lute
~n:.h l t American Continent, highly blessed, as it
[L;+.
ve 0.+ .lr.Lar
111
U Iter,
e e "
pp. 77, 262.
1 is,. with all the elements of religious and
moral grandeur and glory.
II
If this, the 1st No., be a specimen of
GOODADVICETOYOUNGWOMEN.
what may be anticipated, the Magazine will
Trust not to uncertain riches, but prebe richly stored with all that is calculated
pare yourselves for every emergency in life.
to enlighten the mind, improve the heart
Learn to work and be not dependent on
and happify the person.
servants to make your bread; sweep your
It will be a rich and delightful treat in
own floor and darn your own stockings.
the reading room or parlor of every family.
Above all, do not esteem too lightly those
It will stand erect; and it will constitute a
honorable young men who sustain themmighty auxiliary to the editorial corps of
selves and their aged parents by tlle work
brethren who are engaged in a reformation
of their own hands, while you caress, and
that will stand the test, and pass triumphreceive into your company, those lazy, idle
antly through the fiery ordeal, at the great
popinjays, who never lift a finger to help day.
themselves, as long as they can keep b?dy,
On the 5th ·inst., the Lord willing, I shall
and soul together, and get funds suffiCient be off for the South on my Master's busito. live in fas~ion .. If ~ou are wise you ness. Oh! that the Lord may grant me evWIll look at thIS subject III the way we do: ery thing that is requisite to the triumph of
and when you are old enough to become truth! My paper is full. The Lord bless
wives, you will prefer the honest mechanic and prosper you' Farewell.
with not a cent to commence life, to the
'
J. T. JOHNSON.
fashionable loafer, with a capital of ten
thousand dollars. Whenever we hear reTHEFUTURE.
marked-'Such
a young lady has married a
'We are never partial to those who are alfortune,' we always tremble for her future ways looking to the future for happiness.
prosperity.
Riches left to children by Now is the time to enjoy yourselves and the
wealthy paJ:ents turn out to be a curse in- only time that is really your own. To hear
stead of a blessing.
Young women re- you talk and to see you act, one would supmember this, and instead of sounding the pose that December lasted all the year, and
purse of your lover and examining the cut j that never a blosom or a flower smiled in
of their coats, look into their habits and i your path. One lesson we would like to
their hearts. Mark ifthey have trades and can have you remember-it is this :-No man
depend upon themselves; see that they have who is not pleasant and contented now, will
minds which will lead them to look above a be so by and by. There will be no better
butterfly existence. Talk not of the beau- time than the present; there will never rise
tiful white skin and soft delicate hand, the brighter suns, blow softer breezes, smile
splendid form and the fine appearance of sweeter flowers, or dawn happier days. Rethe young gentleman. Let not these fool- member this and become now what you inish considerations engross your thought.
tend to be in the far distant future.
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LETrEnS-NEWS-ENCOURAGl'lMENT,
LETTERS-NEWS-ENCOURAGEMENT.
Brother
AUGUSTUS B. FEARS, Henry

ness.
Please
ZINE." &c.

&C.

send the "CHRISTIAN MAG-

County, Georgia, writes us-"the
march of
We expect, the Lord
truth is onward; there are twenty now ad- Ohio at the time specified.

willing
ED.

to

visit

vocating the cause of Reformation
where
there was one four years ago. I am laboring to dispel the dark cloud that lowers over
my beloved State, and thanks to the Lord·
for what has been alre~dy. affected.
Fo: although ignorance, prejudICe and sectana~ism have the ascen~~ncy beyo~d com~anson, there is a SPll'lt of enqUiry eXCited
which emboldens me to contend for the
truth amidst the opposition of thousands.

BRO. J. R. FRAME, Lafayette,
Ohio,
writes, "there have been but few additions
to the church here since you planted it.We have a neat meeting hpuse nearly completed, and would be much gratified if you
would return and occupy it. The Apostles
visited the churches they planted."
So far as we are able we try to follow
their example.
We have often in our prayers remembered the little vine at Lafayette.

I have many periodicals sent to my address, but I am so much pleased with the
appearance
of the CHRISTIAN MAGAZINE
and with the design of the work, I cannot,
consistently with my feelings, refuse to take
it. I shall take pleasure in extending its cir-

0 that they might walk worthy of God who
hath called them to his kingdom and glory.
We hope to rejoice with many of them in
the day of the coming of the Lord with all
his saints.
We trust to see them again in
the Summer.
ED.

culation.
Brother
JOlIN R. M'CALL, writes to
us from Alabama, "that the prospects are improving in the South.
I am glad to see
that your work is gotten up in good order,
such as will be calculated to command the
respect of the whole community.
I shall
do all in my power to extend the circulation
of the "MAGAZINE."
BRO. VANDYCKof Henry county, Tenn.,
informs us that there are from six to seven
hundred Disciples of Christ in that county;
and he rejoices in the prospect of the final
trimuph of the truth. He is delighted with the
MAGAZINE,and promises us a hundred new
subscribers.

By letters and periodicals received at our
office, some seven hundred additions to the
army of the faithful have been reported,
since our last issue.
WEALTH OF THE CLERGYIN MEXICO.
Below is the account which Baron Humbolt gives of the wealth of the high dignitaries of the Roman church in Mexico.The reader can imagine the difficulty of
converting a people whose priests are thus
"fed and fattened."
The Archbishop
of Mexico 'receives annually,
$130,000
The Bishop of Puebla
110,000
"
of Valadolid
100,000
"
of Guadalaxara
. 90,000
"
of Durango
. 35,000
"
of Monterey
. jIO,OOO
"
0 f Yucatan
20,000
"
of Oarcaca
18,000
"
of Sonora
6,000
Making the enormous sum of $539,000
annually divided among eight clergymenasum almost sufficient to defray the expenses of the civil government
of the United
States.

BRO. W!I. Foos, Springfield, Ohio, writes
us that "our Methodist friends are holding a
meeting in that place, and frequently
60
and 70 persons are down to be prayed for.
The meeting has been kept up three weeks
and is still going on. 0 how often I have
wished that you could address the large assemblies, and teach those who are sincerely
striving to do right, the way of the Lord.
Those who know the truth and are able to
proclaim it ought to cry aloud in the neglected places, upon the walls of Zion. We
calculate, certainly, on: a visit from you
The fear of man bringeth a snare: but
next Summer.
May the Lord preserve whoso putteth his trust in the Lord shall be
your health for many more years of useful- safe.

..
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POETRY.

HOPE OF THE CHRISTIAN.

POETRY.
For the Christian Magazino.
THE BABE'S REQUIEM.
Alasl but not alas for thee.
My babe, that under the mould doth lie;
Alas, and ayc, alas for me,
Ami thy Mother, wailing mourufullyl
A year has past-another risen
Since thy lustrous eyes laughed back at ours;
And on thy ever silent prison,
The unavailing tcar still poursl
We thought, alas, for mortal hopeI
Of all that ever thou couldst be,
Of the beauty when the bud should opa
The bud that was nipped so ruthlessly I
And thy
In the
And the
When

happy face is before tis yet,
busy dreams of gentle night;
moaning mother, her pUiow is wet,
the vision departs with the morning light!

And the infant tones, and the infant smile,
That we hear and sec, in the land of dreams,
Though fraught with pain, do yet beguile
The real,-in that which only seems!
Nor that alone-for
ou r dear Lord
Bath made the babe our minister
In the visions when her voice is heard,
And the beckonings bearing us up to herl
And still 0 Father, we'd hear that voica
And the little afm see outstretched to us,
And in thy pitying carc rejoice
For the beckon and smile that lures us thusl

R. F. F., Jr.

'"

NEVER FEAR
Though the clouds are black as nIght,
Never fear!
Though the lightning's deadly bright,
Never fear!
Though the thunderbolt is red.
Though the shaft of death is sped,
God is present overheadNever fear I
Though the tyrant's axe is brIght,
. Never fear I
Though the black block is in sight,
Never fear I
Though a foeman is each knave,
Though a coward is each slave,
God is with the freeman braveNever fearl
Though the bIgot's curses raise,'
Never fearl
Though the m&rtyr's fagots blaze,
Never fear!
Though they strive to cripple youth,
Though they treat good deeds with ruth,
God is ever with the truthNever fear I
Though lhe storm-god flaps his wings,
Never fearl
Though the tempest death'song sings,
Never fearl
In the clouds are.blue specks fair,
Through the d&rkboughs blows an &ir,
God ill present every whereNever fear!

Hope lights the Christian's path,
As here he journeys on,
A blissful beaven is his,
When full his course is run.
Hope lights tbe Christian's path,
As varied ills betide;
He sees an endless rest,
By his Redeemer's side.
Hope lights the Christian's path,
Though grief his spirits weigh;
lIl\Jy grace sufficient is,"
Hark, hear the Saviour say.
Hope lights the Christhin's path,
'l'hough earthly friends forsakol
"'Though all unfaithful prove,
I'll never thee forsake."
Hope lights the Christian's path,
Death's lonesome valley o'eq
And hope is lost in sight,
As borne to Heaven we soaJ.

E. F. G.
HEAVEN.
There's a region above,
Free from sin and temptation;
There's a mansion of love,
On the mount of Salvation.
'Then dismiss all thy fears,
Weary pilgrim of sorrow;
Though thy sun set in tears,
'Twill arise bright to-morrow.
There our toils will be o'er,
And free grace be our story.
God himself be our sun,
And our unsetting glory.
In that world of delight,
Spring shall never be ended;
Nor shall shadows nor night,
With its 'brightness be blended.
There shall friends no more part,
Nor shall farewells be spoken;
There's a balm for each heart,
That with anguish is broken.
From affliction set free,
And from God ne'er to sever;
We his glory shall see,
And enjoy him forever.

\

EVENING.
"This Is the hour when memory wakes
Sweet dreams that could not last;
This is the hour when fancy takes
A survey of the past.
Bhe brings before the pensive mind,
Dear thoughts of earlier years;
And friends, who've been long since consigned
To silence and to tears.
The few we liked, the one we loved,
Come slowly stealing on;
And many a form far hence removed,
And many a pleasure gone.
Friendships that now in death are hushed,
Aflection's broken chain;
And hopes, that fate too quickly crushed,
In memory live again.
[ watch the fading gleams of d&y;
I muse on bright scenes flown;
Tint after tint, they fade away;
Night comes, and all a.rc gone."
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TABLE.

ENCOURAGEMENT-J.

T. JOHNSON.

'Ve have received
many words of encouragement
in
We believe we bave heathful amI sustaining food for our our new enterprise
from heloved brethren and fellowreaders.
A plain discourse for plain people," ought to set· laborers; but from no one a commendation
which is
tie the question in the mind of every enquirer, who desires more welcome to our hearts than that from brother
truth mOre than rubies.-" The identification of the gospel," JOHN T. JOHNSON.
We love to feel that we have
is from a practiced pen, and one whieh has leisure to offer
mnch instruction to the people. He discusses his subject de the co-operation
of such men.
novo, believing we have many readers, both in the church
Bro. Johnson is known to our readers as one of the
and out of it, who need the very elements of the gospeI.first, most
zealous,
indefatigable
and successful
adThe essays on "Miracles" are a blow at the root of would- vocates
of Primitive
Christianity.
It has called him
be philosophical infidelity, and no ChristIan can read them from the bar and from the halls of Congress,
to plead
without recieving new confidence in the divine and eternal the cause of life and salvation with his fellow-meo.
truths of his Religion, These essays are decidedly forcible Twenty years of unremitting
Jabor has he devoted to
and eJegant.-New themes and an enlarging sphere of useful.
ness open to our vision as we read "The education of Wo- this cause, and when we last saw him, although he bad
man." We have received some warm congratulation for the some of the marks of a war-worn soldier of the cross,
admission of this topic.-Upon
theUChurch of Christ," we we thought him as fresh and vigorous as many of the
have much to say, and some things that we expect will be younger recruits.
'Ve would not be surprised if twenty
new and interesting to all our readers. We have laid the years bence, he sha~ still he an advocate
of the nohlest
foundation for our superstructure, and we hope :to erect the interests of man.
H

building with facts biblical and historical which neither inti·
delity nor heresy can gainsay. We believe that the-church
still exists, despite the violence and fraud, the persecution and
schism that have assailed it within and without, and that it
has existed in all ages, the pillar and support of the truththe first, last and only hope of fallen and degenerate human-j
ity.-For
uThe Religion of life," we have mines of precious
and encouraging reflections, original and selected, (selected
from docu~ents notin the possession of our readers, and from
the best livmg authors,) reflections, which, if pursued by any
man, will make him wiser, beller and happier.
We wish to
take and give a spiritual insight into human life. ,Ve desire
to see in it more than a dUll, trifling aud unsatisfactory exis·
tence. A deep scepticism is here. Life is without meanIng to many because it is without motive. Thereis no happiness, no gospel, no heaven to a man who does not respect
his own being-who cannot estimate himself, as more valua·
hou~eds,adn~ ldands, w ardrobbes a~~ equliPage.s. I 'd'TO
bblethalal'l
b to e Splntua ly-mm( e IS
e earn y mm e ,IS eath, ut
life and peace. Tllis theme is like a clear and living fountain runnin" through a desert "nd sava"e land' we love to
driuk at it, :nd sit upon its banks refresi~ed.- W'e hope to be
able to disabuse the public mind of many ill-founded prejudices against us as a Religious people by the essays on "Opposi-

The cause of his unexampled

success

in inducing

his

fellow-men to bow to the Sceptre
of Prince Emanuel,
has often been enquired into.
No reflecting man would
long be in doubt after hearing bim address
the world of
the ungodly.
His personal appearance
and address are
those of an honest, courageous
man.
His discourses
are discursive in their character and marked by great
vitalit
and energ ; whilst his appeals are so various
Y
Y
.
and happy that ~car.cely a m~~ who hears hlJJ~ who d~es
not feel that he IS dn"ectll1g illS arldress to hIS peculIar
state.
His manner is affectionate,
earnest,
intrepid
and scriptural.
And, well furnished
with facts and
truths drawn from every source and rendered tributary
to the great themes of the gospel proclamation,
he
grapples with his audience, and that man muat be pertinacious and obstinate indeed, who will not yield in the
I.
ath etlc struggle.
He is now on his way to th~ South.
May the Lord,
whose cause he advocates,
attend him on his journey,
and make him everywhere
an instrument
in whom he
~hall be glorified.

tion to the Reformation."-We
commence" Lectures upon
He has re,centIy, after much observation
and reflecGenesis" this month.
These Lectures called together large tion, published a financial scheme (or the benefit of the
and deeply interested audiences who have expressed much i I
h
W I
I'
hef<
d'
anxiety to see them published.
It would occupy too much ~c lUrC es.
e lope to ay It
ore our rea ers III our
space to publish them entire, but we will give such selections next number.
as shall be deemed of general utility. They occupy an extenOur Brethren of the press have our thanks for the
sive range of highly interesling topics. The extract in the very flattering manner in which they have noticed
our
present number is intended as a refutation
boasts of in- "MA GAZIN E."
The "U nian" of this city-one
of
fidel Geologists, and an exposure ofthe ignorance manifested the most ably conducted and widely circulating
politoal
in the modern attacks upon the Bible; and also to excite those
pure and grateful emotions which flow from a contemplapapers of the State;
and the "Daily
Gazette,"
decidlion of the power and goodness of God, displayed in the vis- edly the most spicy and interesting
of our dailies,
were
ible crealion.-We
have many communications on file writ- forward to bid us welcome.
The notice taken
of the
ten in good style and excellent temper. The one from Col· "MAGAZINE"
by the "Tennessee
Baptist,"
is peculiarbert, lI1iss. in our next.
Iy grateful to our feeliugs,
coming as it does from a
In a word, we have an abundance of resources from which stranger.friend
and ODe we had been led-improperly
no
to draw for the instruction and edification of our readers, doubt-to
regard as nowise friendly to our Brotherhood.

ofthe

:~~h
u:~~:~v~~te~~~t~~
h~a:~~.s~:~e
:~a:::~;er:~d:;~eeable

We love pleasant

Our correspondents are informed that it is useless to for.
ward articles upon personal difficulties. Our pages shall never offer a theatre for personal rencountre,neither for ourselves

and amicable

most happy to reciprocate
Christian
fellow-citizen.
neat."

relations,

the lavor

of our

and shalltbe
polite

and

"Charitas fraternitatis ma-

nor others. We trust ever to have before us higher and noOur exchange papers will accommodate
us by sendbier aims; and more desirable and profitable thcmfs.
i ing their papers to Nashville, instead of Franklin ColWe expect to open a Querist's Department soon. We be· ~ I
~.
lieve it a very saUsfactory method of teaching important ~ ege.
truths.
We have many highly interesting questions already
No. II. on the "Education
of \Vomall,"
unavoidably
on file, which shall receive attention at our earliest leisure.
\ excluded by the length of the article on •• Baptism."
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give repentance and remission of sins, so
8. It is altogether presumable that the
pardon would take place in the performance of that act by which the sinner ac.
,

cording to the direction of Jesus Christ,
For what was he baptized? This is a openly professes, not only his faith in the
question of great importance; and should Son of God, but his lown death to sin and
be settled; as the gospel still calls upon us his determination thenceforth to walk in
to be immersed and for the same reason newness of life by putting himself under
which induced the Ethiopian to submit to tbe gIlldance and direction of the Saviour
it. This question we answer thus, It was of sinners.
that he might receive tlLe remission of his
9. Now as all admit that in baptism the
past sins. Before proceeding to consider believer not only yields obedience to a comBome of the declarations of the New Tes- mandof Jesus, but openly declares all this,
tament which we think clearly prove this, it is presumable, that in baptism the believwe will present a general and preliminary ing and penitent sinner receives the remisargument. This we will do by mentioning sion of his pastsins. We are not,however,
a few facts which we feel assured will not left to inference and presumption in a matbe disputed by most Protestants.
1 ter of such moment as the forgiveness of
1. All men have sinned.
~sins is to our ruined race. 'rhe great Au2. All sins if forgiven at all, must be for- thor of our salvation has given abundant
given in this life.
and intelligible instruction and direction by
3. If forgiven in this life, there must, of which we may know the law in reference
necessity, be a time before which, and a time to remission with absolute certainty.
immediately after which, the act of pardon
The law concerning baptism, being a
takes place.
positive law, it will enable us to have a clear4. As the Supreme Being, who is the er conception of its importance to distinperfection of all reason gri\nts the pardon, guish between such laws and those which
it must be a reasonable act, or in other words are mental, natural and moral.
there must be a reason existing at the time
1st. Natural laws are those ordained by
of pardon which did not exist before, or it God for the government of the material
could not be a reasonable act.
universe; as the law of gravitation by
5. This reason must be an att performed which an apple falls from the limb upon
by the sinner himself.
which it grew; fire will give pain to human
6. As all human acts are either acts of fl!3sh\Vhen it comes in contact with it, &c.
obedience or acts of disobedience, or acts
2d. Mental laws, or those established in
which are neither.
reference to the action of the mental pow7. And as it is evident that no one would ers; as the law of association, by the operbe forgiven in the performance of any act ation of which we involuntarily recollect
but one of obedience to some law ordained certain things under certian circumstances j
by Jesus Christ for whose sake the pardon as certain notes in music.
ill bestowed, and who is himself exalted
to
3d. MorallaWiI or those by which we arc
1

enabled to decide what is morally right or ing penitent is to be immersed in order to
wrong, and for the propriety of which our obtain the remission of his past sins.
own reason furnishes arguments; as that
1. In the commission given by the risen
we should love God and our parents, be- Son of God after he had been clothed with
cause they have conferred benefits upon us. all power in Heaven and Earth, we find
4th. Positive laws or tho~e which have these words, "Go, preach the gospel to eveauthority only because God commands. ry creature; He that believeth and is bapWe can find no reason for them in nature. tized shall be saved; but he that believeth not
They are to be obeyed only because God shall be damned."
How many things are
wills that they should be obeyed. They to be done in order to salvation? Two.
are tests of our love and allegiance to their Believing and being baptized. Faith first,
author. Such was the law concerning the then baptism, then salvation. Whatever is
eating of the fruit in the garden; the law comprehended by the phrase "shall be
of sacrifice by which innocent animals bled saved," is promised to him who "believes
upon the altars under the Patriarchal and a.nd is baptized." Our Saviour solemnly
Jewish Institution; the law of the Sabbath; assures the world that he that does not comthat concerning the brazen serpent; and ply with the first, which supplies a proper
that concerning baptism under the chris- motive for the performance of the second
tian dispensation. With reference to laws act, shall be condemned. The salvation
of this sort there are facts in the divine gov- here promised is from sin. On this passage
e,rnment of startling importance and tre- Dr, Dwight, the great Theologian remarks,
mendous interest.
that the last clause virtually destroys the
They are 1st. That the penalty connect- idea that baptism can' be any part of the
ed with the'violation of them was' always tl'ew birth, Because "he that believeth not
inflicted; no penitence or sacrifice availed shall be daml'l'ed whether he is baptized or
any thing; neither the motive nor the power 00t.''1 If great men reason: thus what are
of the temptation under the in'fiuell'Ce'of we to' expect from the swarm of little ones
which they were transgressed, was ever ta- who'crowd the sacred desk ~ Baptism withken into consideration.
out faith is good for nothing-therefore
And 2nd. If any blessin'g, benefit or fa- baptism with faith is a nonessential. Bapvor was promised upon an obedience to' tism without faith conduces not to salvation;
them, that blessing, benefit or favor was this is readily granted--does it follow logicnever bestowed, was never conferred upon' ally, legally or scripturally that baptism with
those acquainted with the law, until they faith is not followed by salvation? Or that
complied exactly and minutely with its re- faith without baptism insures salvation?
quirements. Witness the temptation, sor2. The Pharisees and lawyers rejected
row and penitence of our first parents; the the counsel of God against them, not being
sorrow of Cain; the inadvertance of the baptized by John.
Will anyone, underman who gathered sticks on the Sabbath; standing the first principles of the Christian
the motive of Uzzah in staying the a•.k; and Religion, hesitate to admit that Gentile sinthe reasoning of Naaman. All these and ners who hear the gospel and the command
many other instances may be presented in to be baptized, also reject the counsel of
proof of whatwe have said of the jealousy God against themselves, should they refuse
of God in regard to his positive laws.
i the baptism instituted by Jesus Christ?
Baptism is a positivx Institution, and this i Christian baptism is certainly as important
instead of inducing us to treat it with in- as John's baptism. Is rejecting the coundifference shouid make us the more careful selof God equivalent to salvation or damnain attending to it with great exactness.
tion? Read Proverbs 1: 24-28.
These reflections prepare us for consid3. Having assured his Apostles that "it
ering what is said of baptism in the New behooved him to suffer and to rise from the
Testament.
We have said that the believ- dead the third day; and that repentance
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and remission of sins should be preached
Let us try this interpretation. You see
in his name among all nations, beginning they were commanded to do two things for
at Jerusalem"-Jesus
commanded them the remission of sins,-well, one of these
to remain in the city until they were en- two things is "Repent" for the remission of
dued with power from on high, (to preach sins, or as these sage interpreters 'will have
these things convincingly.)
This they did; it 'Repent because your sinsltave already
and on Pentecost we find them preaching been pardoned!'
It is quite impossible that
both repentance and remission of sins with the passage can be tortured so as not to be
such effect that three thousand Jews con-l fairly subject to this interpretation, nor can
fessed their faith and confidence in the cru-1 those who thus interpret "for the remission"
cified Saviour and were baptized in his &c., twist themselves out of the absurd poname. Can we suppose the Apostles com- sition in which they place themselves as
mitted any error on that wonderful occa- Biblical critics, of making Peter command
sion? Surely not. Repentance and re- people to repent because their si"ns have
mission must be preached among all na- been pardoned. In this case we have six
tions as it was preached at Jerusalem.facts very distinctly set before us; 1st. The
Should we not preach, believe and practice death, burial, resurrection, ascension and
as they did under similar circumstances? i coronation of Jesus the Son of God, is
Peterdeclared
Jesus to be the Messiah, 1 preached by Peter. 2d. Many of the Jews
delivered up by the determinate counsel of believed it. 3d. They were commanded
God, crucified and slain for the sins of the to repent. 4th. To be baptized or immerspeople-that he had been raised and con- ed. 5th. They have the promise of restituted both Lord and Christ. The peo- mission of their sins; and 6th. The prompIe believed his words, and pierced by a ise of the gift of the Holy Spirit. Three
sense of their guilt asked what they should of these things were to be done by the heardo; do for what purposes-why certainly for ers of Peter, believe, repent and be baptizremission of sins, or for salvation from the ed; two of them God would do, pardon
awful guilt and danger which impended. them and bestow upon them the gift of the
Peter's words were "Repent and be bap- Spirit. I have been thus particular because
tized everyone of you in the name of Je- this was a memorable occasion.
sus Christ for the remission of sins, and
4 Th
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nst III t e
How many things were these believers cure of the impotent man i-as the necescommanded to do? All will answer two. sity of their believing appeared self-eviWhat were they?
Ans. Repent and be dent, he did not mention it, but commands
baptized. These two things thus joined them to "repent and be converted, that their
were to be done in order to receive the sins may be blotted out when the times of
fulfilment of a promise of two things made refreshing shall come from the presence
to them by Peter.
What were the two of the Lord." I have given the common
things promised by Peter? Ans. Remis- translation, but as there are two errors in it,
sion of sins and the gift of the Holy Spirit. I will give the ~orrect reading, and if I misAll this seems very plain and easy of com- represent the original I call upon some
prehension. But some modern interpre- learned one among the' self-styled orthodox
ters tell us that "for the remission of sins" to attempt an exposure of it in Borne way
does not mean "in order to get the remis- that will meet my eye. The passage should
sion of sins," but "because your sins have read thus, "repent and turn ye, therofore,
already been pardoned by the efficacy of that your sins may be blotted out, so that
faith alone."
.times of refreshing may come from the pre-
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ItOW A GEOLOGIST CAN PROVE A MAN THIRTY FEET IN lIEIGHT •

~~~~

.

sence of the Lord." The two discourses
are therefore perfectly and easily reconcileable. On Pentecost it was 1st Repent.
In Solomon's porch it was 1st Repent.Agreement in word and idea. On Pentecost, the 2nd direction was be baptized'l
which constituted ',the first outward act of
their turning from Judaism to Christianity.
In Solomon's porch the 2nd command was,

the science and for themselves -than can
ever be gained by indirect and wanton assaults upon the Bible. A comprehensive
knowledge of their wonderful science,
would dissipate their ephemeral notions of
the world's age, a~d woul~ save them from
the contempt of aJust satIre:
"Some drill andb~
The earth, and from the strata there
Extract a register by which they Jearn

turn ye, which agrees perfectly in idea., On
That he who made it and revealed its data
Pentecost the 3rd thing was the induceTo Moses, was mistaken in its age!"
ment, ''for remission of sins; in SoloTheir reasoning upon the Cosmogony of
mon's porch the 3rd was also the reason why the world often reminds me of an incident
they should repent and turn; it was, that that occurred in the drawing-room of my
your sins may be blotted out, which, a child truly scientific friend, whom we will here
can see is the same. On Pentecost, the 4th call Philo-N aturre. He is always engrossed
is the promise, ye shall receive the gift if in observing the nice and intricate operation
the Holy Spirit; in Solomon's porch the 4th of the forces of nature, and at times beitem is, so that times of refreshing may .comes so engaged that he forgets his own
comefrom the presence if the Lord. Does existence and that of every human being
not this correspond with the other?
around him. When in this state, he is of
Vve now ask your attention to the ex-! course, not a good reasoner and often makes
pression, "for the remission of sins," which amusing blunders, by failing to distinguish
the orthodox say means "because your sins between things that differ. The following
are pardoned."
If this interpretation is question was submitted to him a few days
correct, it may be substituted for it in other since, that we might have his learned opinpassages, especially where the original and ion: Puellus at ten years of age was three
common version have the same words.feet in height; at eighteen, was six feet. If
Accordingly we are authorized to read that Puellus grew three feet in eight years, how
John the Baptist preached the baptism of tall will he be should he live to be eighty?
repentance to a generation of vipers not Why, said Philo-Naturre, I am astonished at
for, or in order to the remission of their the simplicity of your question. Any lad
sins; but because their sins were already who can solve a simple question in the Rule
pardoned. Our Lord must also be made to of Three, could tell you that he would be
say "this is the new Institution in my blood thirty feet in height. "But," said his little
shed for many, not "for the remission of son, "I never saw a man thirty feet high.
sins," but because of the remission of sins Grand-Pa is eighty years old and he is
already past. This makes sad work of the only six feet!" The philosopher was asdoctrine of the atonement. Will you re- tonished, and the company smiled. Desceive it and destroy the sweetest truth man pite the demonstration of Mathematics, the
ever heard?
old man was less in height at eighty than at
( 0 be continued.)
eighteen notwithstanding an advance of sixty years along the journey of life.
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LECTURES

ON GENESIS:

INTRODUCTORY

.II reflLtation of the boasts
exposure of
the Bible.

the ignoranee

SOmay it have been with the earth: In
its infancy, when its forces were young and
powerful, effects may have been produced,

LECTURE.

of Infidel

Geowgists,

and an

of wOlLld·be·apologists

Jor

(Continued from page 52.)

Had Geologists been less anxious to form
speculative systems of the universe, than to
observe and collect facts with reliable accuracy, they would have gained more for

I

which would be as the growth of youth to
that of age. Indeed, if we draw the contrast, under jI. sense of the magnitude of
the objects contrasted, no finite mind can
grasp the idea of the powers of the infant
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earth. Forces beneath, rending assunder
and heaving up the hidden bowels o.f creation in terrific commotion, and p.owers
Happy will it be for such if at last with
above rolling their sheets of flame, with the pious pat~iarch they can respond:deafening voices of loudest thunder,. incono Lord! I know thou canst do all thingsl
ceivably sublime and awful, such as would
And with Thee nothing is impossible I .
I stand corrected for commencing a suit against the Lord,
turn the face of darkness pale, were in
On hearing such !hings what answer tan I give1
magnificent operation, and may have proI who am vile and as nothing?
I will lay my hand upon my mouth,
duced in one year, what would not be proOnce have I spoken, yea twice,
duced in one thousand in the present condiButIwill proceed no further." Job 42.
tion of the world. How absurd, then, to
But we hasten to enter upon anothe,r field
speak of effects now visible in nature, which of observation in which we descry truths
could not be produced in any conceivable which wil! serve not only to meet the diffinumber of years! Who knows the force~ culties of Sceptics, but to enlarge the views
of nature?' Who can tel! what ~hey were? of the believing both in the authority and
What school of Geologists has even yet inspiration of the Sacred Scriptures and of
settled upon a probable theory ~s to what the book of Genesis in particular. We are
were the causes which produced the pre- prepared to state
sent visible effects?
1. That all the discoveries of modern
He, however, who like my friend PhiloScience havefailed to point out one solitary
Naturre, cannot distinguish between a sapphysical error in the Bible. We should
ling and a fully developed oak; between a
recollect, however, that the Bible speaks the
bullet just thrown from a gun and a spent
language of appearances. But this is true
ball; between the growth of an infant and
of every book, and must be so in the very
that of an old man,-will not be expected
nature of things. The most rigid sciences
to mark the difference between forces first
have failed, and must fail to ~stablish a lanput in operation and those diffused over
gua:ge which is not greatly borrowed from
immense tracts of creation and long since,
the images of things. We do not see rein the decline of age. If, then, we would
alities,-but the phantoms of objects connot expose our ignorance and presumption,
stantly flit before our eyes. Divest the
we should learn to be modest in pronounc- world of colors and we could not see at
ing upon a history we have never studied or all. Hence, philosophers as well as poets
in arrogating a knowledge of a globe of have to speak of things as they appear, for
whose mighty secrets we can scarcely form a deeper science than any attained by hua conception. Were we thoroughly hum- man research is necessary to speak of them
bled within ourselves, we would be prepar- as they are. The Bible is not singular, then,
ed better to study, better to receive :j.ndre- in speaking the language of appearances
tain the knowledge both of the word and when it describes the heavens and the
works of the Almighty. And when I hear earth and their manifold phenomena. But
the idle prate of men who affect such proone thing we wish to say of it is, that it
found knowledge of the unsearched works does not speak ignorantly as some suppose,
of Jehovah as to be able to pronounce up- nor in any way to compromise the truth
on their origin and objects in opposition to that an infinitely wise spirit dictated and
this volume, I am ready to cry out in the superintended its records. 'Of this we trust
language of the Almighty himself, and de- ~vewill be able to satisfy the most cavilling
mandif he give us a patient attention.
Did the porters of Hades ever open to. theeT
Canst,thou tell the breadth of space,
Or what is its extent?" Job 38th chapter.

"Where wast thou
When the foundations of the earth were laid?
Tell mc, if thou hast understandingl
Dostthou know? \~lho stretched the line upon it1
To what arc its sockets fastened1
Who laid thccorner·stone of iO
[light?
Was it in concert with thee that He ordered the morning
H •• t thOll walked in tb. root.tep. of tb. aby•• 1

Let it be remembered that it was not the
design of the Bible to teach natural science, but to reveal God to man and make
known his perfections as manifes~ed in his
works, and especially in human government.
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The facts of physical science we will expect, therefore, to be noticed only by way
of allusion and in subordination to the legitimate design of the book. We would
expect it to speak as a Father to his ignorant children, and adapt his language to their
capacity and circumstances. But as when
a father teaches his son of ten years important truths, he is compelled to stoop to the
level of his intellect and clothe his ideas in
the words and images which he can comprehend; still, when that son arrives at
'years of manly developement, if he remember the teachings of his father, he will discover in them a knowledge deeper and more
intricate than that which was presented to
his tender intellect,-so the Heavenly Father has dealt with his ignorant children, in
the Bible. His teaching upon the subject
of salvation, while it is adapted to the weakest accountable being, does not in the least
contradict the knowledge to which the best
~ev.eloped intellec~ may attai~, and its w~r~s
mdlCate a~ acquamtan,ce With ~he pnncIpIes of SCience of whICh the bnghtest developements of human learning are but
faint illustrations. The Bible speaks of the
. .
"
..
sun as nsmg and settmg, which modern dlscoveries of Science prove to be false. We
admit it, but the best astronomers speak in
the same way and for the best of all reasons

,

DISCOVERIES

OF MODERN

SC~

that by such expressions they can be understood, whereas, were it possible for them
to speak with philosophical exactness, their
words would be meaningless. But we dwell
not upon this point as we shall have occasion
to return to it in the course of our Lectures,
but hasten to state another truth in the proof
and illustration of which all such objections,so far from invalidating the divine record, serve only as arguments for the triumphant vindication of its truths,

truths which are the glory of modern discovery. There is a wisdom and an exactness and a depth in their words, of which
all the knowledge of the ancients had not
a suspicion, and which in all instances are
even with the discoveries of our own times,
and some of which await future developements to unfold their meaning. This is a
profound truth.-Is
it true? Look at the
following instances which have required but
a few minutes to collect together, as affording i~contestible and brilliant proof.
Proof 1. The Scriptures speak of tlle
earth as a GLOBE.
Job 26: 10, "He hath compassed the
waters with bounds."
Provo 8: 27, "When he set a compass
upon the face of the depths."
Isaiah 40: 22, "It is he that sitteth upon
the circle of the earth."
Here the boundaries of the waters are
represented under the figure of a COMPASS
and the earth spoken of as a CIRCLE,which
comports only with the idea of a globe.
Where, in all ancient philosophy, will you
find such a figure?
2 Th
..
f h
rth .
e pOSitiOn0 t e ea
IS representd
'h
ld
.
e as a suspenswn, e up m space.
Job 26: 7, "He stretched out the north
over the empty place and hung the earth
upon not/ling"
.
3. The atmosphere is represented as
possessed of specific gravity, a truth unknown prior to the days of Gallieo.
Job 28: 25, "To make the weight for the
winds; and he weigheth the waters by measure."
4. It separates the waters upon the earth
and the vapour in the atmosphere by an expansion.
Genesis 1: 7, "And God made the ex-

2. There are statements in the Bible
which show that the spirit that dictdted
them was fully acquainted with facts in the
physical sciences entirely unknown to man
at the time they were made, and which anticipate the developements of modern discovery
by thousands of years! They speak the language of appearances, but they so speak
that they exhibit a knowledge of all those

pansion," (marginal and correct reading.)
Here the original betrays the ignoran.ce
of our translators, and could never be correctly translated till the idea of space by
modern science was made to take the place
of the idea of a solid sphere out of which
it was supposed the rain descended.
Its
wisdom was in advance not only of the
times in which it was written, but also of

I
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the age of King James and his learned as- the ancient philosophers not only pretendsembly of divines.
ed to number them but to decide the in5. Modern Geology finds the earth in fluence of each upon human events.
such a condition as required ages of inun9. They exhibit a more perfect concepdation by water to produce, and that our tion of the immensity of the works of God,
present seas were insufficient for those in- than even the sublimest expressions of the
undations. The Bible has taught ·the same: Astronomers and the Poets of nature; and
2 Pet. 3: 5, "The earth existed in the develope ideas which impoverish the
water and under the water."
thoughts of all the ancients.
Gen. 1: 2, "The Spirit of God moved
Isaiah 40: 26, "Lift up your eyes on
upon the face of the waters."
high and behold!
Who created these
Gen. 7: 11, "The fountains of the great things? He that bringeth out their host by
abyss were braken up."
number; who calleth them all by names by
6. Modern Naturalists have established the greatness of his wisdom; He is strong
between birds and fishes numerous intimate in power, not one of them faileth." Read
relations, inperceptible to the eye, but re- ~he remainder of the chapter and learn the
vealed by anatomy. The Bible gives them Incomparable character of Jehovah as prea common origin.
sented in the magnitude and maj~sty of his
Gen. 1: 20, "And God said, let the wa- works; atld also the comfort which grows
ters bring forth the moving creature that out of dependence upon his Omnipotence.
llath life and fowl that may fly above the Truly they that consider him and wait upon
earth." ,
him shall "renew their strength." v. 31.
7. In describing the day of the future
Ps.8: 1, When I consider the Heavens
corning of the Lord Luke represetits it as the work of thy hands,. the moon and the
taking place both in 'the day and at night stars which thou hast ordained-what
is
and almost in the same sentence which a; man that thou are mindful of him or the
first sight might appear a cOIltradi~tioIi, but son of man that thou visitest him. Read
which modern Astronomy shdws to be a also the last chapter of Job; Job 28th; 19
truth attesting the rotation of the earth and and 147th Psalms, and learn that the ~ays
the existence of antipodes. Let this as- of the .Lord ar~ a great deep~ that there IS no
tonishing fact be well pondered,
se.archl1lg of hiS unders~andIng; marvellous
Luke 17: 31, "In that day he which thlIlgs hath he made whICh we cannot comshall be upon the house top" &c.
prehend; He has spread out the sky and
34 v. "Hell you in that ~ight."
ballanced his ~vOildrous works in p~rfect
8. The stars are represented as innumer- kno,,:ledge, which, when a ~an considers,
able whilst all the ancients pretended to he wIll be compelled to say With Job,
number them.
'1 have heard of thee by the hearing of the ear,
I

But now my eyes are opened; "Wherefore

Gen. 15: 5, "Look now towards heaven
I abhor myself and am abased in dust and ashes."
and tell the stars if thou canst number i 10. Their accounts of the deluge have
them."
i anticipated the modern discoveries of GeDeut. 10: 22, "The Lord thy God hath ~logy.
made thee as the stars of heaven for multiOn this truth we should remember that
tude."
it has not been many year!! since Infidels
Ps. 147: 4, "God telleth the number of scoffed at the idea of such mighty inundathe stars; he calleth them all by their tions as the Bible declares had passed over
names."
the earth; and Infidel Geologists now deWhilst noticing these allusions to the in- clare that mighty as they are described to
calculable number of the stars, we should be, they were not sufficient to produce the
remember that the most practiced eye with- tremendous devastation that the strata of
out the aid of a telescope can perceive but the earth reveals. Thus infidelity in one
one thousand in the clearest night; and that age defeats itself in another. When will
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men learn modesty in pronouncing either
For tA. CArl,tia" .JIfaga,i" •.
f G d?
THE EDUCATION OF WOMAN-NO.
U.
upon the word or works 0
o.
BKa PBYSleu
KnueUlON.
From the Euphrates and Tigris to the
It is reasonable when we desire the'jmMississippi and Amazon, upon every high provement of any iiving being,to employ all
mountain the Lord has placed a monument the means which may contribute towards its
of the truth of his word' which says that perfection. The difference which is disthe waters rushed out of the rent bowels?f cerned among the individuals composing
the earth and poured down from heaven In the mass of human beings is attributable
torrents until they prevailed. for fifteen cu- mainly to education and the force of outbits overthe highestmountaln~. Gen. 7.
ward circumstances.
It is true; that much
11. Modern research ,has traced almost depends upon innate powers, and upon peall the languages of the ~a~y-tongued sons culiarity of temperament; yet these stand
of Adam to a common ongm.
as the foundation only of the superstrucThe Bible declares that the earth was of ture or the material out of which the house
one lip Or tongue, and accounts for its pre-' is b~ilt. While we, then, cheerfully adsent multiplied divisions. Gen. 11.
mit that the innate constitution is the basis
12. It represents the crust of the ea:th of all future developement, and that this
as covering immen~e int~r~~l fires, ~hIch depends upon both parents, humanity reo
modern discovery IS begmnmg to dIscern quires us to pay a ,proper respect to all those
as a fixed fact.
laws of organization which modify the bodiJob 28: 5, "~ut. of the earth cometh lyand mental endowments of human nabread, and llnder It ISturned up, as it were ture. Physical education embraces the regfire."
ulation of those considerations which con2 Pet. 3: 7, "For the earth is reserved tribute to the developement of the body and
unto fire_against tbe day of judgment lind its parts; these conditions are influenced
perdition of ungodly men." ,
by light air climate, nourishment, bodily
We need not multiply other instances, exercis: ie~t sleep dress, cleanliness and
.
.
f th ose mental training
'"
nor:adduce additional Illustrations
0
and effort.
already presented, from the word of God.
All thinking and intelligent persons adEvery diligent student of the, Bible will dis- mit that the development of the mind, decover that we have given but a tithe of the pends, to a. considerable extent, upon the
vast,amount of evidence we might adduce developemept 9f the body. Whether then
of the. truth of each of the twelve exam- i it be our object to improve either mind or
pIes presented above.
'
lbody,pltysical education must be at~ended
These, . like the twetve Apostles, bear to. In truth there is no real or permanent
one united, harmonious and overwhelming intellectual or moral improvement where
testimony to the I great truth, that he who the body is neglected and the laws of its
built the heavens has revealed his will to growth and well-being violated.
No real
man. I know not what affect they produce beauty or excellence can exist, where the
upon your minds, but I rejoice to say for improvement of the mind and body has
myself that when I contemplate them,. I am been separated.
There must he a "mixnot only impressed with the truth and ma- ture of the spiritual and the material" to
jestyof the word of God, but praise and produce that charming being called a "beauprayer succeed t!> wonder, and with the tiful woman," in whom we find, "modesty
Psalmist I can sincerely say, "Accept, 0 and luxuriance, fullness and buoyancy; a
Lord, I beseech thee, the free-will offer- rising, as if to meet; a falling, as if to reings of my mouth, and give me thy testimo- tire; spirit, softness, apprehensiveness, selfnies as the rejoicing of my heart and as my possession, a claim on protection, a supeheritage forever."
1 riority to insult, a spa~'kling, yet. ben:volent
and confiding somethmg, enshrmed m genThe just man walketh in his integrity: tie and just proportions llnd harmonious
his children llre blessed after him.
movements."

l
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THE EDUCATION ON WOMAN-NO.

These cannot be found where Physical,
Intellectual or Moral education has been
neglected to any considerable extent.
In order to show more fully and conclusively the necessity of educating woman
physically we should ask, What is her station in life?
What her sphere of action?
What duties devolve upon her? She is to
be a wife, a mother, and the mistress of a
family.
These make her sometimes a
nurse. All these relations call' for bodily
effort-toil,
labour.
We are not now
speaking of the intelligence and good
sense, the wisdom and benevolence necessary to direct these efforts, toils, labour, but
of the actual physical health, strength and
solidity of muscle, and sinew, which they
call for. Can these be obtained without attending to the laws of her nature necessary
to their existence? never, no never. Consider the duties she is to discharge.

n.

13

often discovers, after taxing her powers and
exhausting her energies that she has failed
to please herself.
As mother, woman requires a good constitution and all the strength and health
and energy which an attention to the laws
of her physical organization can confer upon her. 'The doom for her sin, the exhaustion attending upon her nursing, and the
wearying vigils in the chamber of the sick
child or husband, call for a strength of
physical constitution which is not often
found in those who have been educated
and nurtured up under the influence of a
system which induced them to think they
were goddesses or angels, to be fed on nectar; to be bathed in rose water; to be clothed in lawn or velvet; and to rest on down.
"I pity the female sex for their physical
education being so utterly neglected, and
for their mental improvement being ,thoroughly mismanaged," says Dr. Spurtzheim,
and well might his pity be excited, for the
consequences of the neglect on the one hand
and the mismanagement on the other are
fearful.

In the character and station of wife,
mother, housekeeper, has she not labors to
perform which require strength of body?
Who that has filled this station for any
length of time with satisfaction to her husband and profit to her children that does not
Without intending to adopt all of Dr.
know that there are toils under which she Alexander's views in reference to female
has often nearly sunk, yet could not deput.eto character and ability, I make an extract
anot.her. We speak of a woman who is in- here from his "History of Woman," which
deed a wife and mother; not one who only contains truths worthy the consideration of
wears the name, but never discharges t.he parents and educational reformers. His
duties of her station. Many such there are words are these-"In higllly civilized counwho were taught t.o regard a pretty face, a ries, the women, in general, are weak and
pretty form, a pretty dress, a pretty mincing delicate; but these qualities are only the
gate, and a pretty fop more effeminate than results of art, otherwise they would uniherself who fed her with lisping words of formly mark the sex, however circumstancdisgusting and fulsome flattery, as the pret- ed; but as this is not the case, we may attiest and most desirable things in the world. tribute them to a sedentary life, a low abSuch beings become wives without a single stemious diet, and exclusion from the fresh
rational idea. If they ever cheerfully dis- air; nor do these causes stop here; their
charged the duties of wife or mother, it has influence reaches farther, and is productive
been in consequence of long and sad scenes of that laxity of the female fibres, and senof adversity and sorrow.
sibility of nerves; which, while it gives
The woman on the other hand who well birth to half their foibles, is the source also
deserves the name of wife and mother will of many of the finer and more delicate
desire "to please her husband," and bless feelings, for which we value and admire
her children; forgetful of llerself, she lives thefn; and of which, bodies of a firmer
only for their happiness, and finds that it re- texture, and stronger nerves are entirely
quires not only the "thoughts of her heart" destitute. "
but "the work of her hands," to perform the
I presume men in general are pleased
task which she imposes upon herself; and with softness, delicacy, modesty and a pro2
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per sensibility in woman-but I likewise who would with firmness see that Reason,
presume that no man of sense likes to see Physiology and Religion are not sacrificed
weakness, unnatural laxity of fibre, and at the altar of Fashion. It is even fashionsuch nervous sensibility as are produced able to talk and lecture very rationally and
by a violation or disregard of the known philosophically on this topic, but there
laws of our physical organization, and seems to be a want of that moral courage
w.hich unfits the su~j~ct of .them f~r the 1 a~d :eligious firmness which acts and cardIscharge of the posItIVe duties of life or nes mto practice as well as utters the dicpredisposes her to disease and premature tates of Truth and Science.
old age and death.
JOHN M. BARNES.
It is .a source of gratification to learn
Franklin College 1848.
that the physical education of woman is at-----'_---tracting the attention of the first men of
CHURCH
OFCHRIST-NO.Ill.
the age, and that in this as in other depart- "Tke gat •• of JIell skall7lotprevail"gai7lst it." .lIfat. 16: 18.
ments of scientific impfOvement the imThe church of Christ was established
pulse is onward: in this onward course the upon the day of Pentecost, simple and unchanges are for the better, partaking largely ostentatious in its teaching and worship,
of the spirit of Utilitarianism which never pure in its doctrine and happy in its governdoes something for nothing.
ment. The truth of God, revealed by the
In some of the large cities of the north- Apostles, was its rule, purity of heart and
ern portions of our happy Union, girls have life its characteristic, peace its temper. Its
been permitted in their exercises to ex- members were one in spirit, in dignity, and
chanae the measured constrained affected differed only in the amount of service which
o
'
,
walk in the parlor or flower garden, for the they rendered to a common cause. When
exciting, invigorating race after the rolling it became necessary it had Deacons to manhoop and the graceful and strengthening a~e its temporalities; old men sometimes
jump over the whirling rope. The old Blshops or Shepherds to overlook its spiritmaidish and nonsensical notions of "Tom- ual welfare; and Messengers who proclaimboyism" are fast passing away, and people ed at home and abroad the glad tidings of
of sense are beginning to see that graceful- salvation through a crucified Redeemer.
ness of motion, justness and elegance of The whole was pervaded by an uncomproproportion, beauty and sweetness of coun- mising adherence to the principles and
tenance, amiability of temper and disposi- laws laid down by its divine founder; so
tion and vigor and sprightliness of mind, that when it opened its mouth the vain imare to be found in health and strength of aginations and presumptive reasonings of
body and in a proper discipline of mind.
Pagan philosophers and the Sectarian preThis essay was not intended to be a trea- I judices and Rabinical predilections of J ewtise on Physiology or the laws of health, i ish doctors, were carried away by the voice
but rather to urge the necessity of attending I of its eloquence as the mountain torrent
to the one and observing the others in the bears before it all the obstructions that lie
education of girls. I will here strongly in the way of its resistless current.
recommend to all parents and teachers Dr.
But scarcely was the church established
Spurtzheim's work on Education, as wor- in the city of Jerusalem, than Satan, the
thy their patient study for its many truths.
arch enemy of God and man, had devised
In every Institution for the Education of a scheme for its utter destruction.
He
girls there should be a professorship of hoped to subdue it in its infancy and his first
Physiology.
This should be filled by a effort was that of
female of scientific attainments who shuuld
1. VIOLENCE: Violence against its docwithout reserve, exhibit in her lectures the trine and its members. He sought to exwretched consequences of improper modes tirpate the Religion of Christ by exterminaof dressing and exposure; and who should tiug its adherents. He had killed its foundhave the regulation of this department, and ,er by the combined instrumentality of a
I
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Jewish mob and a Roman governor.
But before their judges, they do not hesitate to
the resurrection
of Messiah,
and the new tell them that their Master was constituted by
life manifested in his Disciples by the de- God, Prince and Saviour, and that he had
scent of a new spirit from on high, defeated
granted them to speak by the Holy Ghost.
the wicked design and made the deatll of The counsellors
were cut to the heart and
Jesus the cause of a more certain triumph! in the high pitch of their phrenzy, would
for his Religion.
The tide of opposition! have ordered their immediate execution, but
was turned against his once timid, submis- ifor the temporizing policy suggested by one
sive and scattered, but now bold and intre- of their body, Gamaliel. The Apostles went
pid followers.
Their new courage and forth therefore with new zeal to disseminate
commanding
eloquence,
in the very scene their Religion.
The new com-erts also beof their Master's crucifixion and their own came proclaimers, and even the priesthood
abandonment
of him, have re-asserted
his were not secured
against the spreading
Messiahship
and have charged the whole doctrine.
Persecution
raged again and
nation with the rejection of their MeSSiah! Stephen was led without the gates of the
by a most cruel and barbarous death, whilst city and had the honor of heing the first
they have maintained his resurrection
with martyr to the Religion of his Lord.
He
defying investigation.
Thousands
declare died as a true follower of Jesus, praying
themselves
converts to the new Religion forgiveness upon his enemies and in proand attach themselves, by the federal rite of phetic ecstacy beholding his Master at the
baptism, members of the new and increas- right hand of God.
This martyrdom was
ing church, which they love with such ar- attended with the most important results.
dor that they hesitate not to sell their land- It was the commencement
of a fiery perseed property and devote it all to the common cution, that caused the dastard to apostatize

I

I

i

interests of a despised people.
This grow- from Christianity
whilst it prepared
the
ing Religion must be destroyed or Jerusa- minds of hundreds for proselytism to a faith
lem and the Jewish nation will be carried which could give such calm, courageous
captive.
The Sanhedrim
who first stood and cheerful
submission to a cruel deafh.
aloof, with awe or miscalculating
contempt,
The assurance
of immortality became a
are convoked and authoritatively
command deep sentiment,
active, attractive and enthe Apostles to desist from propagating their nobling, elevating its possessor above the
obnoxious doctrine.
But tlle Apostles had l fear of man and of death.
Christians wete
not proclaimed the truth by the authority ofl driven out of Jerus~lem, but they went evmen, and hence, they appeal to a higher cry where, preachmg
the word.
Philip
power with calm but determined
heroism.
carried the truth to Samaria and haptized
"Is it right, (say they) in the sight of God an officer of Ethiopia who carried it into
to hearken unto you, more than unto God, Africa.
Meanwhile
Saul of Tarsus, who
judge ye?"
And they proclaimed
yet i was accessory to the death of Stephen, is
more the things they had seen and heard. converted to the faith, and all llis learning
They were seized and ignominiously
cast and energy consecrated
to the Apostolic
into a common prison.
But when sought office.
Then for three years a tempoary
for in the morning they could not be found: peace was enjoyed by the churches, because
the doors were closed, the prisoners had of an effort on the part of Caligula to place
disappeared,
whilst the proud Sanhedrim
his own statue in the Temple of Jerusalem
were dismayed to learn that they were in which occupied all the attention of the
the Temple boldly announcing the truths of Jews, and during which time all Judea and
their Messiah.
A company of Roman sol- Samaria heard the word.
Meanwhile Herdiers is despatched
against them with a od Agrippa ascends the throne and pro;esssummons to appear before the Sanhedrim j es strict adherence to J udreism.
He was a
but the multitude are ready with stones to ~despot, and commenced
his reign with the
undertake
their defence.
The Apostles'l cruel murder of James the brother of John.
however, obey the citation j and appearing' He also imprisoned
Peter with the inten-

I
i

i
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tion of putting him to death.
But the Apostle had not yet filled his mission and he was
delivered by an angel; and Herod instead of
Peter, dies in the midst of the splendor and
impious adulations of his court, of a repul. sive, loathsome and terrific disease.
Christianity rapidly and extensively
prevails.-

AND

CONFIRlIIS

THE

FAITHFUL.

old, fated and lost Jerusalem for the answer.
Ask the ruins of the temple, the desolation
of the city, the destruction of the whole
Jewish polity.
Ask the ploughshare
that
was drawn over the consecrated ground as
a sign of perpetual interdiction.
Ask desertcd Zion, once eloquent with the praises

l

The great concourse at Pentecost and the of Jehovah and echoing with the chants of
dispersion
of the community
after the a whole nation.
The proud temple of their
death of Stephen, had carried it to the re- Religion, was buried in ruins, and its founmotest corners of the Roman empire.
The dations ploughed in the dust.
The city
Gentiles had heard it and the indefatigable
was sacked and ever since is left a silent
Paul had become their Apostle.
But not monument
of the wrath of God against a
to weary the reader with a narrative
of people, who hall. lent themselves
willing
events he can easily gather from the "Acts slaves to the powers of darkness.
And
of the Apostles," we would call his attention the nation! 0 tribes of "the wandering
alone to a brief summary of the sufferings fast and wearied breast,"
speak from the
of that Apostle as a sample of the violence ianguish of your heart as ye pursue your unwith which Christianity was still assailed: 1 certain course as strangers over the earth,
"in stripes above measure,
in prisons, in and tell me, did the violence of your fathers
deaths often. Of the Jews five times received
prevail?
Alas! millions of your nation
I forty stripes save one.
Thrice was I beat- were killed and carried captive, from which
en with rods, once was I stoned, thrice I captivity they have not yet returned.
The
suffered shipwreck, a night and a day have scathing judgment
of God upon the city,
I been in the deep; in journeyings
often, country and people of the Jews is an everin perils of waters, in perils of robbers, in lasting witness that the words of Messiah
perils by mine own countrymen,
in perils cannot be broken-the
gates of Hell canby the heathen, in perils in the city, in per- not prevail.
They sought to overthrow the
ils in the wilderness, in perils in the sea, church and were overthrown, the fate inevin perils among false brethren;
in weari- itable of all who oppose the Lord and his
ness and painfulness,
in watchings
often, kingdom.
The halo which encircled the
in hunger and thirst, in fastings oft.en, in cold death of its adh,erents brightenQd the earth
and nakedness."
He was dishonored;
he and opened the way for its onward and rewas striped; he was imprisoned,
and al- sistless progress.
And the stream that carways bore about in his body, the dying or' ried desolation
to the persecutor
and laid
the Lord Jesus, until at last, after having Jerusalem in ruins, poured its bright waters
carried the standard of hL<sMaster into the beside the huts and palaces, the cities and
remotest corners of the earth, he sealed his temples of the earth, to bless mankind.
I

j

testimony by a cruel martyrdom under the
wave of the Neronian persecution.

1 the

True, such was the violence of Satan that
conversion to Christianity
was made to

Thus briefly have we sketched the violence with which the church of Christ was
assailed in its infancy, and the progress of
the first effort of Satan to exterminate
its
existence.
We pause to ask,did it succeed?
Did the persecution
and martyrdom
of
thousands, embracing its ablest advocates
and firmest supporters suppress the truth?
Was Satanic power sufficient to overthrow
it by means of the Jewish nation?
Did the
gates of Hell prevail against it? Look to

\ sever the dearest
bonds.
Kindred
and
friends deserted the persecuted and the outcast; but as they were thus divided from
the world, they were proportionably
united
to each other; and steeled to a world, cruel
and relentless-their
faith was the more fixed
on God, and led to greater devotion and zeal
j for the spread of the truth.
They forgot
1 the pomps and the ple:lsures of a world so
j cruel, and though driven from home and
\ country to the weary life of pilgrims, their
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vanity, not willingly, but
fear, tltey foresaw no danger, for Christ was reason of him who hath subjected it in !lope
with them, and in life and in death they be- of being delivered from the bondage of corlieved themselves
folded in the everlasting ~ruption into the glorious liberty of t!le
arms.
To such men, persecution
had no children of God? Others, again, apply
terror.
Passionately
they believed
that the word creature to infants!
But it is indeath was the gate to endless joy where the conceivable
to us how they could be substream of life would flow on in bliss. forever. jected to vanity in !lope of a resurrection
They almost sought it because it would bring ~from the dead!
them to heaven and Christ.
To Him they
felt united in the soul as in the flesh by a
life impe.ishable and unceasing; and though
ages of the world's history might roll on,
their very dust be dissolved and scattered,
yet they feared not, for by throwing off the
chains of their clay tenement, the glory of
eternity, in a house not made with hands, became their heritage forever-more.
Jerusalem became a persecuting city, and Jerusa-l
lem fell.
The Jewish nation became mur·
derers and the murderers
were destroyed.
Satan saught the destruction
of the church
by the apostate nation, but the churchgrew,
and the Jewish state by the most awful revolution in all the dispensations
of God, was
abolished forever, and its nation like Cain
was marked and dispersed among all nations, a monument of the divine displeasure
and a perpetual witness to the truth of Christianity.
Thus ends our first chapter upon
the truth that the gates of Hell cannot prevail.
J. B. F.

••
THE CREATURE

i

IIIADE SUfiJECT
RO'UNS-8:

There is an other class who apply the
word creature in this connexion to the human family-the
whole human family, without exception.
We allude to the Universalists, who reject the commonly received
doctrine of the fall of man, and hold that
he is now just as God created him: that, of
course, it is God's will that man should be
in this life just what he is, a sinful, suffering, dying ereature.
And this idea they understand to be contained in the phrase, 'the
creature was made subject to vanity.' They
hold likewise that God purposes to deliver
the whole human family from sin and suffering and to introduce them into a state of
perfect happiness,
where they shall be
equal to the angels in holiness and happiness, which they imagine will be effected at
the resurrection.
This idea, too, they suppose to be taught in the 21st verse of this
chapter.
'The creature itself shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption, into
the glorious liberty of the children of God.'

TO VANITY.

These

here or elsewhere in the sacred scriptures.
Let us examine them.

20: 23.

On this passage of scripture much has of
late been written, and many unnatural and
fanciful expositions, as we consider them,
have been given of it. Some of these expositions we propose briefly to notice, and,
in conclusion, to give our understanding
of
the passage.
Some understand
the word creature to
allude to angels; but they were never subjected to vanity.
Others, again, understand
it to refer to the unintelligent
part of the
animal creation; but it cannot be said of
them that they were subjected to vanity in
hope of being recussitated from the dead.l
Some, again, apply it to manimate nature;
but in what sense, we would ask, has it been

ideas we do not believe are taught

1 either

That man was created a sinful, frail, suffering being, with the seeds of mortality in
his constitution, which were intended
by
the Creator to germinate,
and ultimately to
result in death, we do not believe for the
following, among other reasons:
1. This idea flatly contradicts the scriptures which state explicitly that man was
made good, and that he became sinful by
his own act, and died in consequence of sin.
See Gen. 3: I-Rom.
5: 12.
2. It makes God the author of sin! It
cannot be otherwise, if God made man as
he is-a sinner.

I

3. It divests sin of its moral terpitude,
and makes it to be according t~ the will of
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God.
For God is all powerful, and if he
did not absolutely will the existence of sin,
he would not have made man a sinner; and
as whatever God wills is good, and not evil,
sin must be a good thing, for it exists by the
will and pleasure of God!
If all sin in the
aggregate is according to his will, so must
each sin in particular be according to his
will. Then all the murders, and the thefts,

SUBJECT

TO

I

-~~~~-~--~-

VANITY.

2. Moreover, there are some things affirmed of 'the creature,' which cannot be
applied to the whole human family.
1.'The earnest e.r:pectation of the creature
waiteth for the manifestations
of the sons
of God.'-v.
19.
2.-The
creature was
made subject to vanity in hope of being delivered from the bondage of corruption, &c.
-vs.
20 :21. No one will affirm that the

and adulteries,
and seductions, and all the whole human creation, WITIIOUT EXCEPTION,
untold crimes, enough to 'turn the cheek of expect the manifestation
of the sons of
darkness pale,' are pleasing to God!!
God; nor does the whole human family with-

l

4. It represents the Father and his Son,
Jesus Christ, as opposed to each other, and
maintains that Christ came to undo the
works of his Father.
God wills the existence of sin; but Christ came to destroy sin
-to put an end to sin. All sin is of the
devil, say the Scriptures.
But all sin is of
God, says Universalism!
Therefore God is
the Devil, and the Devil is God!! Blasphemous idea!!!

out exception look for a resurrection
from
the dead.
Do the Pagans anticipate these
events? Do infants? Atheists? Deists? Sinners generally?
Shakers?
Swedenborgians?
Do UNIVERSALISTS? Do they believe in the commonly received doctrine of
the resurrection
of the body?
We know,
that some of them who rely on the:passage
in question as one of their proof texts, do
not believe in the resurrection of the body!

But we did not set out with the intention
It is most manifest that none can be inof discussing the system of Universalism,
cluded in the premises who are not found
but only to examine the passage of scrip- in the conclusion.
In other words: none are
ture referred to at the head of this article. ~embraced in 'the creature' who do not hope
A few words and phrases in the pas- i for a resurrection from the dead; and as all
sage settle its meaning, and these, Univer- mankind do not tlms hope, they are not all
salists imagine favor their doctrine.
We embraced in the phrase 'the creature.'
will examine them.
3. 'The creature,' so far from embracing
1. The creature, (ktisis,) Universalall mankind, is contradistinguished
from
ists insist, as we have seen, means the the whole creation in vs. 22, 23. 'For we
whole human
family, without exception,
know that the whole creation groaneth and
from Adam to the last of the race.
By travaileth in pain together until now.
And
the creature's
being
made subject to not only they but ourselves also.'
By 'ourvanity, as above remarked, they under- selves' the Apostle means the same of
stand that all mankind are created sinners, whom he had been speaking under the word
and subject to death.
But this cannot be creature; for he affirms the same things of
the meaning of the text; for what is true in both. 'The creature' and 'ourselves' wait
theory must also be true in fact; and it is, in hope for the manifestations of the sons
not'true, in fact, as Universalists admit, that i of God, and for the redemption of the body
all the human family, withoutexception,arei-vs.
19: 23. And let it be remembered
actual sinners; and, secondly, it is not true that while the Apostle says 'the whole creathat aU die. Enoch and Elijah, under the tion groan,eth and travaileth in pain togethPatriarchal and Mosaic dispensations,
are er until now,' he says nothing about the
exceptions;
and so likewise will be the whole creation hoping and expecting the rethousands of the saints who will be alive at demption of the body, nor the manifestathe second coming of Christ.
These are tions of the sons of God.
In these things
many exceptions to the Universalist's decla- 'the creature' is contrasted with 'the whole
ration, that all the human family without creation.'
Let these things be noted and
exception

are subject to vanity.

remembered.
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of Israel-m~'

here or elsewhere in the scriptures include christian church-and
the inhabitants of
the entire human race; so far from it, that heaven, are respectively called sons of God;
whenever it is applied to mankind generally, each succeeding class in a different and
another word (IIa;) is connected with it to higher sense than the preceding.
The
express the idea.-Mark
16: 15. 'Preach phrase has respect primarily to relation; but
the gospel unto every creature,' pase te Kti- character is incidentally involved in its apsei-the whole creation. Also, v. 23-tbe
plication both to christians on earth and to
gospel 'was preached to every crenture,' the inhabitants of heaven.
pase te Ktisei-the whole creation. These
'For I reckon,' continues the Apostle,
include mankind generally-not universally. 'that the sufferings of this present time are
So in Rom. 8: 22, the Apostle, contrasting 1 not worthy to be compared with the glory
the whole creation with the creature which which shall be revealed in us.' Here, the
hoped to be delivered from the bondage of Apostle draws the contrast between the
corruption, uses the same phrase pasa he sufferings of christins on earth, and the joys
Ktisis-the whole creation. These are all of heaven. We have the same idea in 2
the places where the phrase occurs, and in Cor. 11: 17. 'For our Haht affliction which
none of them is it intimated that the whole is but for a moment, w~rketh for u's a far
creation spoken of ho~es fo~ ultimate hap- more exceeding and eternal weight of glory;
piness, or that all mankInd WIllbe eternally while we look not at the things which are
saved. But these things are affirmed of the seen, but at the things which are not seen.'
creature (hee Ktisis) spoken of, in contra- The Apostle in both these places, is speakdistinction to the whole creation.
ing of christians only.
The quest!on is, then, what are we to un-I
Having contrasted the present sufferings
derstand by the creature in the text? We of christians with their future anticipations,
answer-Christians
generally. For this he adds: 'For the earnest expectation of the
belief we have several reasons to offer.
1 creature [the new creature spoken of bel. It corresponds with the connexion.- ~fore as suffering with Christ] waiteth for the
The Apostle is speaking of christians in the manifestation of the sons of God'-alluding
preceding part of the chapter. He says if to the resurrection, when Christ will confess
christians are children of God, then they before his Father those who shall have conare heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with fessed him on earth; and when the Father
Christ; if so be that we suffer with him, will manifest the saints as his children, bethat we may be glorified together. For I fore the assembled world.
reckon that the sufferings of this present
The Apostle then gives a reason for the
time are not worthy to be compared with the present condition of the saints in the folglory which shall be revealed in us. For lowing words: 'For the creature was made
the earnest expectation of the creaturesubject to vanity, not willingly, but by rea[the creature spoken of-christians-those
son of him who hath subjected the same in
who suffer here for Christ's sake-the new hope, that the creature itself also shall be
creature waiteth] for the manifestation of delivered from the bondage of corruption
the sons of God. vs. 16: 19. They are into the glorious liberty of the children of
now children of God, but they are not made God.' vs. 20: 21.
known to all mankind as such, but will be
There are several things in this quotation
so made known in the resurrection, at the to bp.observed.
second coming of Christ. So also affirms
1. The word creature refers to the peranother Apostle. I John 3: 1: 2.
sons of whom he had been speakingSons of God, in scripture language, are christians; otherwise there would be no conmembers of a community to which God nection betwen these and the preceding
stands related as Father. Hence members verses, and the passage could have no meanof the human family-members of the corn- ing. And it is clear that this last quotation
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gives a reason for, and is an explanation of,
It is more than intimated that the creature
what the Apostle had just before said. But had a will not only, and that, had this will
we have still other reasons for this conclu- been consulted, a different fate would have
slOn.
been preferred, but it is also apparent, that
2. The very things which the Apostle af- this will was in active exercise before they
firms of the creature in v. 20, he affirms of were subjected to vanity. Now this cannot
those who have the first fruits of the $pir- be affirmed of the whole human family, nor
it, or christians-v. 23: We groan within of infants in particular, as such.
ourselves, waiting for the redemption or' our
4. But what does the Apostle here affirm
body. This verse, all, we believe, apply to of the cr.eature?
christians. Now, our groaning within our1. That the creature waits-expressing
selves, in this verse, is equivalent to being 5ubmisston, resignation to the will of God.
made subject to vanity, in v. 20; and 'wait- This is not true of the whole world, but of
ing for the redemption of our body,' is equi- christians only.
valent to 'waiting for the manifestation of the
2. That the creature waits in expectasons of God.'
tion of the manifestation of the sons of God.
3. The things affirmed of the creature Is this true of the whole world? The creaare true only of christians.
ture waits in earnest, anxious, joyful expec1. It is clearly intimated that the crea- tation of deliverance from present sufferture spoken of had a will--not willingly; ing, and of an introduction into the glorious
but this will was not consulted in the mat- liberty of the children of God. This is
ter of their being made subject to vanity. true of christians only.
Had it been, the creature would not have
3. It is stated also that 'the creature was
been so subjected.
subjected to vanity in hope that [instead of
2. They were subjected to 'vanity.' Van- because] the creature itself shall be deliverity here cannot mean sin, for two reasons.ed from the bondage of corruption into the
1st. God subjected the creature to it; but glorious liberty of the children of God.'God does not compel or subject men to sin. On this verse we make the following obserHe forbids it, and to deter them from it, vations:
threatens them with a heavy penalty. 2d.
1. We see here the meaning of the word
It cannot in truth be Baid of men, that they vanity, by the opposite, which is deliverence
do not sin willingly.
But they are subject- from it, and the deliverence is from the
ed to vanity against their will. Vanity here, bondage of corruption, or death.
means physical sufferings, frailty and death. i 2. We learn by the use of the word 'itThis view makes the Apostles argument self,' the identity of the creature subjected
consistent and forcible. Without some rea- to vanity, and the raised, glorified children
son to the contrary, it might be supposed of God. Not that one person dies and anothat, as christianity is intended for the bene- ther is to be raised up. It will be the same
fit of mankind, and to prevent the evil con- identical beings, and who are they? The
sequences of sin; that inasmuch as suffering persons. who do the will of God on earth,
and death are effects of sin, those who have and are willing even to suffer and die for
been created anew in Christ Jesus, and Jesus.
have their fruit to holiness, would be re3. We learn also what they have to be
leased from suffering and death. But the delivered from, to become the glorified chilApostle informs us that God has ordained dren of God, viz: the corruption of mortalotherwise. Christians, as well as others, ity. It is merely a physical change to be
suffer and die; but their present sufferings effected by the physical power of God.are for their future good. They work for There is no intimation here of the creathem an eternal weight of glory. They die, ture's having the moral character changed
but they die in hope of a resurrection to by the resurrection.
This was done before
immortality and eternal life. So reasons by the gospel. The resurrection effects no
the Apostle.
such change.
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4. This view of the subject corresponds
with the same Apostle's phraseology elsewhere. 2 Cor. 5: 17.-'If
any man be in
Christ, he is a new (ktisis) creature.' Similar expressions are frequently used by the
Apostle.
5. None hope but christians-the
new
creatu.re-for the deliverance here spoken
of. v.21. 1 John 3: 3. They alone are
not satisfied with the present state, and desire a better. 1 John 3: 22. Phil. 3: 21.
1 Cor. 15: 44. Reb. 11: 16.
Christians then, and christians only, are
included in the phrase, 't!le creature,' and
not all mankind, with whom they are contrasted in v. 22.
Moreover, the Apostle says, we are saved
by !lope, v. 24. But all mankind have not
this hope: therefore all mankind will not be
saved. This, of itself, annihilates the false
hopes of Universalism.
Finally: We are told, in language too
plain and too pointed for any thing but Universalism to question or misinterpret, that
those spoken of in this chapter-the
creature-the new creature-who shall be raised to glory and eternal life in heaven, are
in this life in Christ Jesus; walk not after
the flesh, but after the spirit; have the spirit
of Christ; are led by the spirit; are children
of God; and have the witness of the spirit
that they are such; and, if need be, are ready to suffer with Christ, in order that they
may be glorified together. V. 17. And
the Apostle argues that these must take
place here in order that the creature may enjoy eternal life hereafter.
B. F.R.
MIRACLES-No.3.

Mr. Rume affirms that universal experience has established the laws of nature.If so, then the operations of nature are
uniform, and a change has never passed upon our globe.
I would ask the whole sceptical brotherhood on what evidence they base their assertion of the uninterrupted continuance,
the uniform operations of nature? Is it
upon the testimony of their senses? Well,
then, if they believe their senses when they
3
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attest the r.egularity of the operations of
nature, they should to be consistent, believe
them when they testify the reverse. Am I
told that our senses do not bear testimony to any change in the material universe? This assertion is about as true as
others by which the whole school of sceptical philosophers usually establish their
doubts; and is contrary to the evidence both
of unimpaired sense and of enlightened
reason.
Geology testifies, in thunder-tones, to the
Mosaic account of the creation and the deluge, and corroborates the scripture statements concerning all the physical changes
that have passed upon our earth. Moses
informs us that when this world arose into
existence under the creative fiat of Jehovah,
it was a shapeless mass, and that its surface
was covered with water. Geology corroborates this statement, and admits, in the language of Dr. Buckland, that 'the strata of
which the earth is composed, were formed
beneath the waters, and have been subsequently converted into dry land.' To the
same effect is the testimony of the great Cuvier, in his admirable system of Geology.
'Mosaic productions,' he remarks, 'are almost innumerable in the strata which lie
horizontal in the lowest and most level portions of the earth. Similar strata with the
same kind of productions compose the lesser hills to a considerable height. Sometimes the shells are so numerous as to constitute of themselves the entire mass of the
rock; they rise to elevations superior to every part of the ocean, and are found at places
where no sea has been at the present day.
Every part of the earth-every hemisphere
-every continent-every island, of any extent exhibits the same phenomena. It is
the sea which has left them in places
where they are now found. The basin of
the sea has, therefore, undergone a change
either in extent or situation. The falsehood of the uniformity of nature is stereotyped in the rocks and mountains, and in the
innumerable marine formations in places
where no sea at the present day could have
been.
Still there arc certain scoffers who assert,
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air of

things continue as they were in the begin- confidence and gravity, the utter impossibilning.'
ity of a miracle, that one is almost tempted
The Apostle Peter has foretold these tra- to think them half in earnest. Such an asducers of the ancient scriptures, convicted sertion is tantamount to saying there is no
them of consummate folly, and set their wil- God, the Creator of all things; that the world
ful ignorance in the most glaring light be- is eternal, and has never undergone a
fore an intelligent world. Hear his pre- change. An assertion this, by no means indiction, uttered seventeen hundred years dicative of great modesty, it will be concebefore the scoffers appeared on the stage. ded. It implies that the person making it
'For this they willingly are ignorant of, is acquainted with all existences, and the
that by the word of God, the heavens were cause of every effect; and that he knows
of old, and the earth, standing out of the there is nothing that he does not know, and
water and in the water; whereby the world that nothing which he does know, is God. It
that then was, being overflowed with water, 1 implies, also,that he hag always existed, and
perished.'
knows the world to be eternal, and that he
Are not David Hume and his coadjutors knows the world has never undergone a
the scoffers alluded to in this prophecy?- change, and never will!
Shl>wus such a.
Hume was the first who had the unblushing being, or convince us l>f his existence,
affronteryt~ assert the uniformity of nature's and we pledge ourself to prove that there
operations, and to take the ground of these is a God possessed of all the attributes
predicted scoffers. He was the leading which the scriptures ascribe to the Creator
and central sial' of this sceptical galaxy, of heaven and earth. He would himself be
around which others of smaller magnitude God!
revolved, absorbing and reflecting his sickly
If we should be asked how this sceptical
light, until they became equally malignant; assertion involves the idea that there is no
and in their desolating course, withered the God, and that the world is uncreated ~ we
hopes and blasted the fairest prospects of would answer: If the world was created,
many a fond parent, and robbed the state, the its creation was a miracle. For no one will
church, the world of some of the loveliest assert that the l11.wsby which the world is
flowers that ever bloomed on English or governed, could have created the world.American soil. Under the influence of this But if 50, they can suspend, violate, or act
sceptical philosophy real objects became above themselves, and do every thing else
dim, and their very existence uDcertain.- which has been called a miracle.
Yea, in the judgement of Hume and his saTo return to the argument. To deny a
tellites, objects of se'nse, as well as those of miracle, then, is to deny that there ever was
faith, became doubtful; and they very a creation, and also that there is a God.gravely asserted that it was man's fervid and For it cannot be denied that if there is a
disordered imagination alone which had God, he can work miracles. If one believe
peopled the elements With existences, and there is a Gl>d,tlle Creator of all things, he
'given to airy nothing a local habitation and must necessarily believe in miracles; for as
a name.' Thus do able minds, when once already shown, creation was itself a miracle.
detached from the moorings of truth, drift If there was a first man, a first beast, a first
away to a returnless distance from sober rea- any thing, it was a miracle. If there was a
soning, into the dark regions of speculation i first man, he must have come into existence
and doubt, without chart or compass.
without parents, otherwise he could not have
It is wonderful-and if the subject was been the first. Who can conceive of an
not one of such awful importance-it would event more miraculous than for a human bebe amusing, to see the pitiful shifts to which· ing to come into existence without parents?
sceptics are driven to evade the evidences Unless a man, then,should, in the face of all
of miracles. When driven from every other evidence deny that there is a Creator and a
I
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creation, and consequently, that there was a
first man, a first day, a first year, or a first
any thing of a series-which would be madness-he
must admit the truth of miracles. For belief in the existence of a Creator, and that all things else have begun to
exist, is identical with a belief in miracles,
because they could have originated only by
miracle. He who performed the miracle of
creating man, could perform all the miracles
recorded in both Testaments.
B. F. H.
OPPOSITION TO THE REFORi\1ATlON-NO.

II.

The manner of attacking the advocate6 of Reformation in
the 19th Century the same with that used against tlte
teaching of the Prim-itive Christians.

2. A second objection to our brethren, is,
that they advocate a new Religion; that
they unsettle the mind of Christians in established truths; disturb the peace and
break up the order of churches. This is a
serious charge if true and well demands
the attention of all honest enquirers. "It
is good for the heart of man to be established," provided it be established in the truth.
But it is a great misfortune for it to be rooted in error; a greater, if that error be venerable for its antiquity, and the greatest of
all, to stop the ears and close the eyes lest
that error should be manifested.
But is it true that our system of ~eligion
is a new system? We claim that it is as
old as Primitive Christianity; that we have
learned it from the New Testament, and that
all that we teach as authoritative, has been
sanctioned by good men in all the ages of
the church. Merely calling it new, effects
nothing. The Epicurean and Stoical philosophers of old, called the doctrine of
Paul, NEW: "May we know," said they,
"what is this NEW DOCTRINE whereof thou
speakest? for thou bringest strange things to
our ears: we would know, therefore, what
these things mean." Others called them
.
"B abl ers "
movers 0 f "h eresy " or se d'!tJon.
"doers of evil," "pestilent fellows," "blasphemers" and men "who turned the world
'd d
,,*"
UPs! e own.
This is a strange objectio~ in t~e ~~uth
of Protestants, all of whom III theu d!stlllc*Acts 17: 18,19,20;-19:

26,27;-21:

28.
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tive organizations are but of yesterday. It
has been but three hundred years since the
doctrine of Luther was called NEW; and
but one hundred since Wesley was considered and denounced as an innovator. Indeed, it is a remarkable fact, that every attempt to revive divine and primitive truth,
has been stigmatized as an innovation; and
for this cause it has been driven from the
seats oflearning and power. In the early ages
of the Protestant Reformation this was peculiarly the case. The persecution of the
innovators, caused them oftentimes to abandon their dwellings, their worldly avocations, their families and their country. But
persecution served to spread the "new doctrines."
Arriving in some place where
they had never been spoken, and finding
shelter under some hospitable roof, they
would at once proclaim the gospel. Gaining favor with their kind entertainersr they
would through them obtain access to some
meeting-house, or if debarred that privilege
every house became a temple, and their
teaching spread like fire; and whole communities were leavened with the word of
truth. They stated that Rome had given
to the world a corrupted gospel; had established an unauthorized and tyranical
hierarchy, whilst Primitive Christianity
taught the equality of all in the universal
brotherhood of Jesus Christ; and thus the
corruptions of Romanism were shown to be
the innovations and the new doctrine of the
Reformation, the old truths of Christ and
the Apostles, and the yoke of feudality and
papacy which had bound the world for ages
was broken by Evangelical truth. Simple
Christians were seen, with the New Testament in their hand, ready to meet learned
priests and bishops, and justify the doctrine
of the Reformation.
They had read the
Holy Scriptures and had learned the shameful ignorance of the old Theoloaians and
I:>
,
by this means men of the humblest
capacity, and even the weaker sex, by the help of
the knowledoueof the New Testament, were
able to persuade and prevail with many.And the faithful historians of that age declare, that women, children, artizans, and
house-hold servants had acquired a greater
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knowledge of the Bible than many learned 1 cause man to abuse and pervert, for selfish
Doctors and surpliced Priests. To an ig- and ungodly purposes, the best, the purest,
norant and corrupt priesthood their d0ctrine and divinest religion, and so make that
was new, because it invaded their quiet re- which was designed for a blessing a curse
pose, and denounced time-hallowed but to mankind, I ask what will it not do? We
human institutions.
It was branded as have evidence in this fact that man is what
damnable heresy; its adhe,rents were ex- the Bible represents him to be: alienated
communicated, and hostile orthodoxy put on from God and involved in wicked and desthe armor of death to destroy the rising tructive practices; and pondering it well, we
Reformation.
cannot fail to love and receive that pure and
The objection, then, that we teach new holy Religion, taught by Christ and the Aposdoctrine and heresies, proves nothing un- tIes, for his purification and salvation. If man
less it prove the ignorance of those who will abuse his best blessings surely he needs
make it of the teaching of the New Testa- something to correct him. If he will corment, which it inevitably does, if what we rupt Christianity, heaven-descended
and
teach is contained therein. But it should heaven-directing;
surely he needs pure
never be forgotten that the history of the Christianity; and who will throw a stumbchurch, is a history of Revolution and in- ling-stone in his way to receive it?
novation; and it must, in the very nature of
Christianity is universal truth adapted to
things, ever be so. So long as the ambition the capacity and intended to promote the
of man is unsanctified, so long as he is a happiness of all mankind, by correcting the
sinner against God, so, long will the holy evils to which they are subject; and if ever
name of Religion be made a covering for the day shall arrive in which it shall be
the worst sins and vices; so long will the stripped from all the error, superstition and
purest churches be liable to corruption and false philosophy which are connected to
degeneracy, and just so long will there be it, it will be recognised not as a mere truth
Reformations succeeding Reformations, of but as that old, pure, and divine system
less or greater magnitude, according to the taught in the New Testament.
J. B. F.
abuses they seek to destroy. And but for
PSALM TWENTY-THIRD.
these providential changes, human virtue
When this truly beautiful and consolatowould die, the true church be lost in the
ry Psalm was written, is not known. It is
corrupt one and pure Christianity become
generally attributed to David, and to some
extinct.
calm and serene period in his life, when he
Christianity is the Religion for mankindwas enabled to contrast his rest and enjoyit was intended to be an universal religion. ments under the blessing of God with the
Any attempt, therefore, to make it a religion troublous scenes through which he had
of a nation or of a sect or party, will, so passed. We believe that it was intended by
long as human virture exists, meet with bold the Spirit of God which dictated it, for the
and determined resistance and lead to a re- benefit of his flock in all ages; as much for
formation of the abuse. It cannot be cir- the Christian as for the Jews-affording
in
cumscribed by creeds nor bound by politi- its sentiments, words and arrangement the
cal jurisprudence. It will break every chain, vehicles for our own wishes, gratitude and
and humanity should rejoice in its enfran- spiritual joys. It is degrading to the spirit
chising power.
of inspiration to regard the Psalms in any
But we would do injustice to our views other light, than as designed for the people
and feelings, were we merely to state the of God in all ages; and they are now and
fact, that there will be corruptions of Chris- ever have been thus regarded by the wisest
tianity as long as there is sin, and Reforma- and most pious of all ages.
tions as long as there is virtue. This truth 1. JEHOVAH is my shepherd: I shall not want.
teaches the common calamity which has 2. He maketh me to lie down in green pastures;
He leadeth me beside the peaceful waters.
fallen upon human nature. If sin will 3. He revivelh my spirit:

~,~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-~~~~-~~- I
PSALM

TWENTY-THIRD.

He leadeth me in straight paths for his name's sake.
~. Though I walk through a gloomy valley Iwill fear no evil,
For thou art with me; thy crook and staff, they comfort me.
S. Thou spreadest my table in the presence of my enemies:
Thou annointest my head with oil; my cup rUllueth over.
6. Surely goodness and mercy will follow me all the days of
my life:
And in the honse of Jehovah, shall I dwell forever.

.
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I will heal what was sick,
I will destroy the cruel and the furious,
And I will feed my flock with judgment;
And I will set up one SnKPnlCRD over them,
And he shall feed them; even DavidA Prince shall be Among them,
He shall feed them and be their Shepherd,
And It Jehovah, will be their God." xxxiv.lI-23.

God has also promised by Micah, that
he
will assemble the true Israel as a ShepJehovah is my Shepherd. The Psalmist
herd
gathers his flock, and he will grant
selects two images by which to present the
them
great prosperity:
safety and happiness of that man who is un"¥et will I fully gather thec, 0 Jacob,
der the guardian care of the great PreserI will surely assemble the residue of Israel!
ver of men: those of a Shepherd and a I will put them together like sheep in a fold;
And their King shall pass before them;
hospitable householder. There is no figure
Even Jehovah at the head of them." ii. 12, 13.
more expressive or more consonant to the
We who live under the blessings of the
feelings of a pious man than that of a ShepNew Dispensation, are at no loss to know
herd. It is one of frequent occurence in the
who this true Shepherd is, spoken of by
Holy Scriptures,
Isaiah uses it as exDavid and the Prophets. "I," says Mespressive of the tenderness of our Jehovah siah, "am the true Shepherd."
He giveth
Redeemer:
his life for his sheep j he goeth before them j
NOTES

AND

REFLECTIONS.

"He shall feed his flock as a. SHICPHERD;
He shall gather up the Lambs in his arms,
A nd carry them in his bosom,
And gently lead tho nursing ewes." xl: 11.

Jeremiah, also, in rebuking the wicked
teachers and rulers of Israel, gives a promise of Messiah under this figure:
u! will gather the remnant of my flock,
From aU the countries whither they have been driven,
And I will bring them back to th'eir folds,
And they shall be fruitful And increase.
And I will raise up SHEPHERD! over them
Who will feed them;
And they shall fear no more, nor be dismayed;
Nor shaH they be lost, 8aith JehovAh." xxiii. 3, 4.

And Ezekiel, in describing the ravenous
character of the corrupted priesthood of
Judaism, foretells the coming of Messiah, to
introduce a new order of things under the
same beautiful figure:
"1 will deliver my flock from their mouth,
Thatlhey may not be meat for them.
Behlodl I will search my sheep and seek them out,
As a SHEPHERD seeketh,out his flock
In the day when they are scattered,
So I will seck out my sbeep and deliver them
Out of all places where they have been scallered
In the dark and clondy day.
And I will bring them out from the people
And I will gather them from the countries,
And I will bring them into their own land,
And feed them upon the mountains of Israel,
By the rivers, and in all the inhabited places.
And I will feed them upon a good pasture,
A nd their fold shall be upon the high mountains;
They shall lie in a good fold, and a green pasture.
I will feed my flock; I will cause them to lie down,
Saith the J e!lovah-God.
I will seek that which was lost,
And bring back what was driven awa.y;
I will bind up what was broken,

yea, he has already gone through the gloomiest valleys of tribulation and death, and
shown us the way, and as our forerunner,
has entered into heaven where he will gathel
together all the Israel of God. Let us often mention his love and care, so signally
manifested in becoming a sacrifice for the
sheep of his pasture.
We shall not want for he is the heir of
all things, and he has made us joint-heirs.
"He will give grace and glory and withhold
no good thing from those who walk uprightly." What more could we ask? And
who would be satisfied with less?
2. "He maketh me to lie down in green
pastures," o/c. Behold a flock feeding
quietly in verdant meadows, and when satisfied with the delightful food, safely reclin_
ing beside peaceful waters, and be taught of
God, that true peace, tranquility, and satisfaction is to be found only in the fold of
Christ. As the herds feed upon the green
pastures, so should we feed upon the rich
provisions of the word and ordinances of
God. As they are guided by their Shepherd beside peaceful waters, so we should
be guided by ours far from the scenes of
strife and wickedness to the society and
communion of the peaceful and pure, visible
and invisible.
4. Though I walk through a gloomy valley. "This is a Hebraism which conveys
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are applied to deep glens overhung by lofty
THE GREATEST IS CHARITY.
Few passages within the lids of the Saand precipitous mountains, which nearly
cred
Volume have received more liberally
exclude the light of heaven, and produce
the
suffrages
of all parties in religion, for
an appearance of the deepest gloom.terseness and beauty as well as perspicuity
When timid sheep are led through such and cogency, than the last verse of the 13th
dark recesses, where they are liable to be chapter of 1 Cor., which reads as follows:
attacked by roaming beasts of prey, they "Now abideth faith, hope, charity, these
are preserved by their Shepherd, who tends three; but the greatest of these is charity;"
them with his crook and protects them with and yet few passages are as little underhis staff."- Walford.
stood or as much misapplied as is this very
5. Thou spreadest my table,
Here passage.
the allegory is changed from a Shepherd to
Many elaborate sermons are preached,
that of a princely host, who spreads his re- and many lengthened essays written to show
past, and welcomes his guests, having a the. relative importance of each of the atsufficiency of power to prevent all their tributes expressed in this triunity of chrisenemies from molesting them. The wealt.h tian grace, and especially to show in what
of the entertainer is seen in the splendid sense charity is greater than either faith or
banquet which he has spread and the per- hope; and the most general opinion seems
fumed oil which is poured upon the heads to be that, faith and hope are, in all essential
of his guests, and the running over of the respects, equal and entitled to the same recups of wine, all of which was character- gard, for the reason that they are both moristic of orient.al opulence and hospitalit.y. tal;-but that. charit.y is greater t.han either

etc.

.

.' ,

When our Lord on account of his mean appearance, was neg Iecte d· III t h ese respec t s,
there came a woman who acknowledged
his deserved honors and poured a box of
spikenard upon his head and feet.. Mark
14: 8; Luke 7: 46. As the Princes of
the East entertain and honor their guests by
providing not only the necessaries but the
luxuries of life, so he who spreads our spiritual table will not only give us the necessary provisions for our souls, but will superadd the comforts and cordials, by bestowing
in addition to "t.he bread of life," the "oil
of gladness" and the "cup of salvation"
running over.
6. Goodness and mercy will follow me.
From a realization of past and present favors, which he had just enumerated, the
Psalmist concludes that the goodness and
clemency of God would follow him through
life and, afterwards, give him an abiding
place in the eternal mansions. In this life
he has been to him a Shepherd and a Princely Host, from which he is assured that he
will dwell, in the next life, where there is
fulness of joy and pleasures forevermore.

J. B· F.

-or than all else in christianit.y-because
its duration is immortal, and its nature and
utility are unchanged to be transferred to
anot.her world.
These are the views commonly expressed upon the passage under consideration,
by the different denominations, whom it
has been my fortune to hear discourse upon
it at all; nor, indeed, has it been twelve
calender mont.hs since I heard one of our
own pro claimers take this same view of it
publicly.
The understandings of most enquirers,
after the meaning of what is predicated of
charity, have been satisfied with that sort of
logic which, as we have seen, makes it to
consist of immortality; and, hence, the trite
and hackneyed phraseology: charity is
greater than faith or hope, because it endures in heaven, where faith is lost in sight,
and hope swallowed up in fruition.
But if this reasoning were true some inexplicable difficulties would present themselves; for in this very chapter, charity is
represented as both believing and hoping.
It is manifest, then, that if faith and hope
enter into the composition of the charity
here spoken of or are constituent elements

THE

CREATURE

MADE

of it, the law of mortality which consigns
to death the former must rule over the latter, unless an immortal nature can exist
with mortal parts, or an indistructible something be formed out of destructible atoms.
Any reasoning that will prove the limited
existence of faith and hope in this passage
will equally prove the limited existence of
charity; but that philosophy which gives a
preeminence to charity over faith and hope
upon the ground of perpetuated and immortal existence seems to be incorrect for
the following legitimate reasons:
1st. If immortality, simply, were a ground
of supremacy, the wicked one and his emissaries would be large sharers of its benefits, as they are endowed with this attribute.
2nd. There is no good sense in assuming
that charity, because it gets into heaven, is
greater than faith and hope, which assist it
in getting there, unless the stream can rise
higher than its fountain, or the, effect be
greater than the causes which produced it.
Having seen the absurdity of the common interpretation, it only remains to enquire, What is the true one? What the
general meaning of the passage? And why
charity is greater than faith and hope?
1st. Then the meaning of the text may
be gathered, as the school men say from the
context, or what precedes and succedes it in
this epistle. The Apostle is discoursing of
two states of the church-one a perfect, the
other an imperfect state. The one, he informs us, the imperfect, is to be done away,
when the other, the perfect, is established:
the one is to supercede the other.
The first of these states was to be distin'1 db y mlrac
. Ies- b y prop h'eCles,tongues
gUiSIe
and supernatural knowledge; and these
were to compensate for an imperfect Revelation, or that which was only in part. The
first churches planted by the Apostles and
their immediate coadjutors, had but a part
of that Divine Revelation which we are in
possession of,-some of them having only
one, and others two or more of the Epistles.
The several books that make up the New
Testament, were not then gailiered together
and made into one book; nor had the art
of printing placed in the hands of every
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christian at comparatively little cost, those
parts of the sacred record of which he had
some knowledge. Every thing was but in
part, as far as the ordinary means of wisdom and enlightened virtue were concerned;
and hence the necessity of some other
sources of knowledge and piety, than those
so amply vouchsafed to us-and
such
sources were found in miracles, which were
only to continue for a season and then disappear.
But when the church had grown to the
stature of a perfect man-when the Divine
Pandect was complete, then these temporary auxiliaries were dispensed with, "prophecies failed," "tongues ceased," and "knowledge vanished away."
In speaking of the mutable elements of
the first, or miraculous state of the church,
it was quite natural for the Apostle to turn
suddenly his thoughts and reasoning upon
those things in christianity, that are immutable and fixed as is the New Institution itself, and among these are faith, hope, charity. They are represented as now ABIDING,
as part and parcel of the Dispensation of
christianity, unchanged and unchangeable
in their nature and purposes, while man or
the world exists. These are the grand saving, comforting and sanctifying agencies, in
the great moral school of Jesus Christ.
They are all equally connected to time, and
alike essential to the perfection of the
church and the present salvation of man
and no one of the group can be distinguished from the others, because of its relation
to another world. But this leads to the consideration of the last part of our subject
whichis:2nd. In what respect is "charity" said to
be the greatest of "these three?"
That charity is, in some sense superior
to faith and hope is affirmed in the text;
and, as it h'ls been shown that it is not so
because of its immortality, it becomes us
to enquire in what sense it is so.
1st. Charity or Love, is greater than
faith or hope, obviously because of the superior parentage of the former, and this
evidently has much to do with the mental
and moral constitution of the offspring.
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Testimony begets faith-promises
begets
THEGOSPELOFCHRISTIDENTIFIED.-NO,
3,
hope-but goodness begets love.
THE correctness of the views we have
2nd. Love is greatest of the interesting presented in the preceding numbers, will
ex"t h"ree, we are consl'd'ermg, because it is more clearly appear when we shall
, have
,
of the .gospel cntena:-,
t h e consumma t'IOn0 fth eo the I' t,vo , and wl'th- amined another
"
out which their united worth would be of
Its constItuent pnncIples.
It consists of
no value. One might be possessed of faith certain elements, these are three-news,
an d h ope, an d ye,t wan t'mg charity , he would duty and privilege; or facts, commands,
,
f hand
be little more than a sounding br~ss or a p~omises. The gospel consists 0 tree
, kl'mg sym b 0I• P erlec
t:':
t 10ve casteth out tnads. There are three , facts, three
comtm
,
I
all fear is the highest style of a christian mands, and three promises, which be ong
, d' th att active character in to the gospel proper. The gospel facts are
or man, an IS e
I'
'C
' d' d :6
'
which Deit himself chooses to be represent- the fol~owmg: that ~nst Ie or our sms
,y
accordmg to the scnptures; that he was
ed-God IS love.
.
'f:
h d d
, . bun ed, and that he rose agam rom t e ea
3rd. Love is, also, greatest, because It IS the third day, according to the scriptures.:¥the great cement that holds society together, The proposition that Jesus isthe Christ, the
in its several relations of family, church and Son of God, includes all the gospel facts.
state; and by its refining influence, pre- His resurrection proves him to be the prompares the sordid sons of corrupt~on and ised Messiah; and if he rose from the dead
earth for a residence beyond the skies, and for our justification, then it is manifest that
that pure society which consists of Angels, he was previously buried, and also that he
the Cherubim and Seraphim. Of all the died for our sins. These are the gospel in
agencies that contribute, under the di rec- fact: in other words, they e the facts of the
tion of Deity, to the promotion of human gospel. 'Go ye,' said the risen Jesus to his
~appiness or the advancement of the glo- Apostles, 'into all the world, and preach the
rious cause of the Redeemer, none exert dospel to every creature.'t
But what parsuch an influence as does charity; it en- ticular facts were they to preach? That
dears man to man as David and Jonathan Christ died for our sins according to the
were endeared, and unites heaven and earth scriptures; that he was buried, and that he
in bonds of brotherhood indissoluble as the rose again the third day according to the
throne of the Eternal. Faith and hope sub- scriptures. These then, are the news or
serve many good and essential purposes in facts of the gospel. The second part of the
the world and in the church; ,but charity is gospel embraces the duty of those who
the consummation of all goodness, in the should hear the good news.
church or the world, in time or eternity.
These are three also, and are fully exBy faith we rely upon the promises of
God' b hope we look forward to their ful,y an d b y c1Ian't y or 1ove we rea I'Ize
filment'
.' 1e 0 f h eaven can b'e enJoye d on"
what htt
earth.
Dear Brethren, as we are no,w not to rely
upon miracles-upon prophec~es tongues or
supernatural knowledge speCIally comm,unicated to us, but upon the Revealed WISdomof our Heavenly Father, let us in faith,
hope and love consult that blessed volume
that we may grow in grace and the perfect
knowledge of the truth,
Respectfully,
JAMES H, CURTIS,

pressed by the words faith, repentence and
baptis~. Those ~ho hear t~e g~spel proclamatlOn are reqUIred to beheve It; ,to believe what they hear-that
Jesus dIed
for
,
our sms, was bUrIed and rose the tlurd day
. 'fi'catIOn. T 0 be I'Ieve th ese lac
t:':
t s;
for our JUStl
to yield the assent of the mind to them
promptly-understandingly-sincerely-fully; to give them the consent of the heart;
to trust in Christ for salvation, This embraces another command-the
secondwhich is repentance; not only a sorrow for
past sins, but a hatred of them, and a
turning away from them, or repe?ta?<:e towards God, This prepares the mdlVldual
'I Cor.15: 1-3.
t Mark16: 15.
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for the third gospel command, viz: to be ism. And what ism may they not be made
baptized in the name of Christ.'"
to spell out by changing their position! It
On condition of believing the gospel fact is by being differently arranged that they
and obeying its commands, there are three are made to express the different and conthings promised. The first is pardon or tradictory articles of all these- various consalvation from all past sins; the second is the fiicting creeds.
earnest, the indwelling, and comforting inIt is the order then in which the gospel
fiuences of the Holy Spirit; and the third is items are presented in the scriptures that
the gift of eternal enjoyment on condition constitutes them the gospel of Christ. Inof continuance in well-doing till the end vert their order, and they cease to be the
of life.'"
gospel of Christ. Some other gospel they
The scripture relative position of these may be; but the gospel of Christ they are
items is an essential element of the gospel, not. Every man has arranged the gospel
and constitutes anothe'r criterion of the good items to suit his own fancy; and this is the
news to the whole creation. The elements origin of the adverse sentiments which have
may exist, and their existence may be ad- divided and distracted christendom. Some
mitted, yet it is not these but the order in place repentance before faith, and baptism
which these elements are placed, which con- (or what they call by this name) before
stituted them the gospel. The twenty six let- both. Others, alarmed at this a.perversion
ers ofthe alphabet, strung out as they are from of the sacred scripture, have gone to the
A to Z, or thrown confusedly together in a opposite extreme, and placed baptism after
book, convey no meaning, give no idea. It pardon. Here it is as unmeaning as in the
is their relative position which gives them opposite extreme. Others think order is
power. Properly arranged, they enlighten nothing; and conclude that provided we
the mind, they prove the heart, they stir the have the thing or its substitute, it makes no
passions. The four letters-e.-i.-l.-v.,
difference where it is placed. We would
by the different positions in which they may remind such that the seasons are produced
be placed, convey just as many, though by the relative position of the earth to the
quite different, ideas.
Arranged in one sun. One position occasions the chilling
way they give the name Levi; in another blasts and brumal storms; another gives the
the word live; in a third position the same opening spring, with all its bloom, and life,
four letters spell evil; and in a fourth vile! and fragrance. When the full face of the
The elements, the letters, are the same in earth is turned to the sun, the ripe harvest
all three words, but the ideas are as many waves its golden plenty before the glad eyes
as the elements, and quite dissimilar.and joy-swelling heart of the toiling and
What gives this diversity, this difference? grateful husbandman. When the left cheek
The answer is, their relative position! of our earth, so to speak, is turned to the
Position here is every thing. The same is sun, the yellow autumn with its chilling
true of words. Their import in a sentence winds appears.
When the earth again
depends wholly on arrangement.
So also changes its position, and tums away from
of figures. Take for example, 1 and 9. the sun, old winter comes again with hoar
By different relative positions they may be frosts and dreary looks. All these succesmade to express three very different denomi- sive changes and effects are produced by
nations; as nineteen (19) ninety-one (91) position. Let no one ~hen say position is
and one ninth (1-9.)
,
nothinrr• Much depends on position in eveThe sam~ ,is true of th~ gospel items. l'y thin~. It is equally true of the gospel.
In one pOSitIOnthe same It.ems ,spell ~o- As the items stand related in the word of
manism; III another Mormolllsm; III a third G d the make the glorious gospel of Christ.
h B ..
,
fifth 0,
Y
,
Methodism, in a fourt
ap!Jstlsm, m a
but change their position and they cease to
Presbyterianism; in a sixth Episcopalian- be the gospel of Chris;. In regard to all
J2~Mark 16:16.Act. 2:38.s:J~-40.22:16.10>48
Rom 6:Ii·· ~ its constituent principles, God's order is,
4

FRANKLINCOLLEGE-REPORTOF EVANGELISTS-NO.V.
first, the facts; next the commands; then the
promises. The facts cannot exist in any
other than their gospel order.
Christ's
death-his
burial-then
his resurrection.
The scripture order of the commandments
is first faith in Christ-next
repentancethen baptism. Faith effects the heart; repentance the life; baptism the state. This
is God's order; it is his plan of operating
'on the individual, and God's way is always
right.
B. F. H.

.r

(of recreation, in industrial pursuits, to pay
all their bills, True, youths without a trade
can make but little; but in point of securing good health, acquiring useful habits and
important knowledge, the labor is considered, by the Faculty, as invaluable. The
Trustees take great pleasure in recommending the Institutidn to the public, and hope
that what they esteem as its chief merits
and distinguishing features will be fully examined.
.•.
w. H. WHARTON,~
J. B. FERGUSON,
Committee.
FRANKLIN COLLEGE.
E. TRABUE.
The Trustees of Franklin College, acJAMESH. FOSTER, Chairman of Board
cording to the requirement of the charter,
of Trustees.
beg leave to submit to the public, the following brief report in reference to the pro"My brethren," said Swift, in a sermon,
gress of the Institution. The present, is "there are three sorts of pride-of birth, of
the fourth year of the College's successful riches and of talents. I shall not now speak
operations. The average number of stu- of the latter, none of you being liable to
dents has been about 130, and prospects that abominable vice."
were never more cheering than at present.
'I'
REPORTOFEVANGELISTS
NO.5.
Already more than a hundred have matricuDURINGthe month of January we visited
lated this year. The situation is retired
and beautiful, and most favorable to the high- the following congregations:
1. -CRIPPLECREEK.-Presented the subest mental and moral culture.
The Laboratory is furnished with suffi- ject of general co-operation on Saturday,
cient chemical apparatus for extensive ex- proposition favorably entertained, but in
periments, and a fine collection of minerals, consequence of the extreme cold on Lords
fossils &c., has been made for teaching Ge- day, the brethren did not assemble and no
Our beloved brother
ology, and various branches of Natural His- action was taken.
R. B. Hall, a member of this congregration
tory.
The Trustees are fully satisfied that the has for several months suffered under a most
course of instruction is quite as full and severe affliction, and to the prayers of the
thorough as at any institution of the coun- brotherhood and the especial attention of
try, ':IDdin regard to the Natural Sciences, the congregation in Rutherford, whom he
they are persuaded that no College in their has long and faithfully served as an Evanknowledge is doing so much. The govern- gelist, we most cordially commend him.
ment and general management of the College, are believed to be conducted in the
best style. The Faculty consists of a President and four regular Professors, besides
a competent teacher in the Juvenile department.
The proposition has been clearly proved
that labor in the garden, nursery and workshops can be made attractive and pleasant
to youth; and also, that labor can be made
available in defraying the expenses of the
needy. Some twenty or more mechanics
are enabled by the employment of the hours

2. PHILIPPI.-Meeting held on Saturday
-brethren
agreed to contribute the sum of
$10 for general purposes. Heavy rain prevented meeting on Lords day. This congregation seemed anxious for county cooperation.
3 FRANKLINCOLLEGE.-The brethren at
Franklin College, nobly contributed the sum
of $50, to State co-operation. The reverential observance of the Lords day, the
keeping of the ordinances, family worship
and prayer meetings constitute some of the
features of this congregation.
They are

SKETCHES OF SERMONS.

diligent students of God's word, and neces:
sarily enlightened with reference to every
Christain duty.
Cultivated benevolence
will generally be found in such congregations, and we trust their example will not be
without its due influence. It is truly interesting to know that there is one literary institution in our State, thus far under the infiuence of the benevolent spirit of Christianity.
4. FRANKLIN.-It affords as the most unfeigned pleasure to record the prompt and
liberal encouragement' which this congrega-l
tion gave to the plan of co-operatio'n, $50
were contributed. As is liable in every congregation, we found some difficulties in the
church at Franklin, but our humble labors
were so far successful tI.at matters were arranged satisfactorily. lvothing can long
interrupt the harmony of brethren who are
determined to sacrijice all things for Christ.
MURFREESBORo.-The brethren are very
few in number at this point and but little
was done in the way of contributions. The
subject of co-operation, however, was discussed and approved of. We would here
suggest the indispensable importance oftlle
brethren throughout Rutherford county,
uniting their means together for the support
of one or more Evangelists to devote themselves exclusively to this county. Mightnot
two be sustained, one of whom should confine his labors to the town of Murfreesboro
entirely.
J. J. TROTT,
JNO. EICHBAUM.

ingly anxious to see Jesus, had made extraordinary effort to accomplish his object.
He had concealed himself among the branches of a tree. Jesus having a perfect
knowledge of the man, of his concealed
position, and of his motives, bade him descend from the tree, and informed him that
he was going to his house. The censorious
multitude blamed the Lord for associating
with a sinner, for so they esteemed Zaccheus and all other publicans. Zaccheus defended himself, and spoke of his known
charities, and expressed a disposition to restore four-fold to anyone who would show
that in any transaction with him, he had
acted unjustly. This challenge was followed by a silence, which Jesus broke with
the following words: 'This day is salvation
come to this house, for as much as he also
is a son of Abraham. For the son of man
is come to seek and to save that which is
lost.' Luke then immediately adds: 'As
they heard these things he spoke a parable.'
The reasons for the parable are given'because he was nigh to Jerusalem, and because they thought the kingdom of God
should immediately appear.'
It is known to the bjble student that one
principle reason why the Jews rejected, ilie
Messiah, was that he did not manifest himself as they had anticipated. They expected him to appear in all the splendor, and
magnificence, and grandeur of an Eastern
monarch, with a host of adoring and obedient followers in his train; that before him
embattled armies would stand appalled, or
retreat in dismay; and that victory after victory would be achieved, until all ,nations
would iay their weapons at his feet, and the
whole earth become his territory, and Jerusalem be the seat of his ever-enduring empire, and the Jewish nation, emancipated
from the Romans, would be his delighted,
free, prosperous subjects forever. Such
was the dream of the Jewish people, and
they imagined that the time for the realization of their cherished hopes had arrived.
For 'they thought that the kingdom of God
should immediately appear.' With such expectations and desires, how could they receive Jesus of Nazareth as the long expected Messiah!
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THE Two K,NGDOMSGF CHRIST.-Luke

II.

19: 1-28.

Having settled in our minds that the bible is true, the way to understand it is to
come to it with honest minds, enquiring,
'what is truth?'
Whatever may be our age, station or condition in society, we must, as far as possible, divest ourselves of prejudice and preference for long-prevalent opinions, if we
would examine candidly what may be pre,sented to our minds, with a reasonable prospect of arriving at the truth.
Let us, then, with becoming prudence
and candor approach our subject.
Zaccheus, a rich Publican, being exceed-
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Are we asked on what this expectation
The other is to be entered by being raised
was based? We answer-on the prophe- from the dead by the spirit of God, (Rom.
cies of the Jewish scriptures concerning 8: 11) at Messiah's second advent. 1 Cor.
the Messiah, which speak of him as a king, 15: 54. 1 Thes. 4: 13-18. Phil. 3: 20,21.
as a conquering, reigning king. Psalm 2: 1 . 5. All christians are subjects of the first
7, 8. Isa. 9: 6, 7. 2: 2-4. Dan. 2: 44. 7: kmgdom. Cor. 1 : 13.
13, 14. There is another class of propheThe finally faithful shall enter the second.
cies, which represent the Messiah as lmm- 1 Cor. 6: 9, 10. 2 Tim. 4: 6-8.
Rev. 3:
ble-Iowly-a
man of afflictionand sorrow 21. 2: 10.
-rejected of men-suffering-dying-ri6. One kingdom will end-its privileges
sing from the dead. Row shall these seem- will close. Mat. 25: 10. 1 Cor. 15: 24.
ingly contradictory classes of prophecies be
The other is endless-it will endure forreconciled? Many christians explain the ever. Dan. 2: 44. 7: 13, }4, 27. 2 Pet. 1:
former as highlyfigurative and hyperbolical j 10, 11.
the Jews understand them literally. We
II. All mankind are subjects to whom tadiffer somewhat from both, and refer them lents are committed, with the command to
to two very different periods, and quite dif- "occupy."
ferent events and circumstances. We beTalents are means of grace and usefullieve that the scriptures speak of two king- ness. "Occupy"-use the means of grace
doms of Christ: Micah 4: 8-which are dis- &c., properly: to the glory of God and the
tinguished by the following, among other 1 benefit of mankind. Be holy j be useful.
particulars:
III. All; good and bad, dutiful and diso1. One is a kingdom of grace, during the bedient will be rewarded at the second adcontinuance of which, favors are granted to vent of.our Lord.
the needy, and pardons dispensed to the
Christ claims all mankind as his servants:
guilty penitents j a state of warfare, trial and he has co'mmittedto,them certain talents-to
preparation. It was first proclaimed to the some one kind, and to some another-some
Jews. Micah 4: 8.
more and some less j he commands all to ocThe other is a glorious kingdom-one of cupy till his return to earth, when he will
triumph-joy-exultation;
in it the subjects reckon with the human family. The judgwill reign and recount their toils and'labors ment will set. Angel~, men and demons
over.
shall be present. Jesus will be judge.2. One was introduced by the first advent The books shall be opened. Every man
of the Messiah, and was fully set up on the shall be rewarded according to his works.
day of the pentecost. Mat. 4: 17. Acts 1: Rev. 22: 12. MaL 16: 27. 25: 51-46.1-8. 2: 1-4,37-47.
Th . ht
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Tim 4. 1 Luke 19: 12, 15.
e~rth-shall enter mto eterna Ife. T. e
3. One was introduced and established WIcked-those who would not have Chnst
by moral means-the preaching of the gos- to reign over them-will be cast in~o the
pel. Isa. 42 :1-4. 2: 2-4.
Acts of A- lake of fire, where the smoke of then torpostles. Rom. 1: 16. 10: 1-17.
Acts ment shall ascend up forever and ever. Rev.
14: '1. 17: 1-4. 15: 7.
20: 10-15.
B. F. H.
The other will be established by the exercise of God's physical power. Ps. 2: 8,
EXCERPS OF THINGS NEW AND OLD.
9. Dan. 2: 34, 40-44. 7: 18. Rev. 11 :
The power of free-agency is, so far at
13-18. 12: 9, 10.
least as his moral and religious character and
4. We enter the first kingdom by being destiny are concerned, the inestimable and
born of the water and the spirit. John 3: inborn right of every human being. It
5. Titus 3: 4, 5. Mark 16: 16. Acts 2: ~ought not to be surrendered to any delega38. Reb. 10: 22. Eph. 5: 25-27.
! ted authority, whether that authority bear
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ilie name of Pope, King, priest, politicia~, \ gather into storms after his departure bepreacher, public opinion, or devil. Where l hind the cloud of winter.
there is no free-agency there can be no 1 Good men are scarce, the just are thinly sown
moralit but there may be the most abiect i
They thriv~ but ill; and seldom last when grow~
y,
J
And should we count them and our store compIle
and de basing slavery. Here every thing we
Yet Thebes more gates could show, more mouths the Nil.:
do is done because others do it or order us
I admire and love a man who is gentle,
to do it, even though the action be good
yet
decided; who is intrepid yet suasive;
those who command us and not we, deserve
who
is frugal and economical, bu(not solely
the credit of the conduct. We must of ourfor
his
own benefit; who is placable and beselves do what ,~e beHeve right or we deserve neither the respect of others nor our nevolent and yet can deal stetnly with the
impenitent offender; who is l;mmble in his
own self-respect.
deportment and yet not deficient in self"Bow to no patron's insolence; rely
On no frail hopes, in freedom live-or die."
respect ; who cares but little for the opinion
of others when conscious of a rectitude of
Reader, have you ever known a man who
purpose; who is modest and unpretending,
prides himself upon the sportive sallies of
yet not shrinking from the most difficult
his wit, and which he can freely indulge on
tasks; \vho advises with others but in the
every subject and upon every occasion? Is
day of peril relies mainly on himself; who
that wit of a coarse and repulsive character?
is deliberate and patient until the time of
You may mark that man as one familiar
action and then unfaltering, prompt and aconly with the weak and the wicked side of tive.
human nature, and sceptical upon any other.
He has his j est for everyone; yea he looks
The philanthropy of some men often deupon life as a farce; the tales of humble feats itself. They sympathise with the sufvirtue as a fable, Religion a superstitious ferings of mankind, and make themselves
dream and death-Ah! then whatever mock accurately acquainted with their wants, but
heroism he may affect, he would gladly turn they disregard the mode for their relief.from the sad picture and never gaze thereon Hence they waste their time and money in
again. Wherever he goes you will find de- illusory schemes of benevolence and injection, silence, coldness and terror. No stead of aiming to accomplish what is 'pracone will speak in his presence lest he lay ticable, they seek to accomplish every thing
himself liable to unfavorable representa- and really accomplish nothing. The secret
tions, whilst in his absence confidence, of success in every enterprise is an adapmirth, and joy revive as if relieved from i tation of the means to the end. Thus all
an incubus.
great results are secured, and though more
"Yonder he drives-avoid the furious beast,
slow and imperceptible than the violent efIf he may have his jest he never cares
forts of the enthu~iast, they are certain and

l

At whose expense; nOr friend nor patronspare31"

Who can estimate the services of a good
man in any community? He preserves the
public tranquility. He facjlitates the advancement of schemes of usefulness. He
calms the turbulent spirits. His example
stimulates the hesitating and timid in the
way of piety and humanity.
Such an one
is seldom estimated till he is gone, and sometimes not until the light and restless spirits
who were awed by his presence have gathered together to disturb what was before
peaceful. So mists scattered by the genial
influence of the sun become condensed and

permanent. Thus, too, nature works out
those great changes in the material world
that are to endure when the ravages of the
tornado are passed and forgotten.
Jealousy is said to be the miserable disposition with which a little spirit regards the
achievements of a great one. Whether
this be always true or not, one thing I
have noticed: that men who are most indebted to another for their mental attainments and conspicuous stations are the first
to denounce their benefactors and claim the
intellectual wealth they have borrowed as

FINANCIALSCHEMEFOR THE CHURCHES.
their own. This, however, is generally
true of men of base qualitie~ which would
have passed unnoticed in the obscurity in
which newly developed truth found them,
but which have been made conspicuous, and
perhaps increased by sudden elevation.Thus the sunshine which operates kindly
on a good soil and causes it to bring forth
an abundant harvest of good fruits, causes
also the foul and pestilent vapors of the
unwholsome marsh to yield copious volumes
of miasm. It is a misfortune of some men
never to deserve too well.

enriched by a variety of exotic words and
idioms which under the influence a literature conversant alike with the ancient classic and modern languages, makes a harmonious whole out of coarse and disjointed
materials. Like our most useful fabricks
it is a mixture of linnen and cotton, of silk
and wool. But without doubt, as it is the
most comprehensive, if not the most elegant,
it is the most useful.

THEKNOWLEDGE
OFLETTERS.
The knowledge of letters was conferred
upon us in the providence of God, for useful purposes. It is a mysterious power by
which we supply ourselves with the visible
symbols of thought, and by which the mind
of the individual may be put in communication with the minds of the whole community. No people have ever advanced in
civilization without it, or some visible symbol of thought; no individual has-ever been
able to perpetuate the knowledge, however
important or interesting he may have obtained. His ideas are imprisoned within
himself or confined to the small circle: who
come in contact with him instead of sending them abroad to give light to thousands
and to bless generations yet unborn. But it
. is not only the element of civilization; it is
also the standard of a true or more showy
civilization; for the intellectual advancement
of a people will keep pace with the use they
make of letters and of the facilities for intellectual communication. The civilization
of the American Indian may be estimated
by an acquaintance with his picture-writing
or quipus, whilst that of Greece and Rome
may be read on the inspiring pages of a
Homer, a Herodotus, a Virgil or a Cicero in
that beautiful contrivance of a few simple
characters as the representatives of sound,
which we call an Alphabet, and by which
the most delicate shades of thought that
ever passed through the mind of man may
be carried down to the latest ages. The
English language is a fair representative of
the civilization of the nations who speak it.
It is a happy blending of various dialects,

financial scheme, which he recommends for
the adoption of the churches. We hope it
will commend itself to the favorable consideration of the brethren every where; for assure dIy, something is needed to call out
and properly use the treasure committed
to our hands as Stewards that must give an
account. It is ajust, equalizing and entirely practical plan for all who wish to glorify
God with their substance:
"The Church of Christ at-----impressed with the importance of adopting
and p~acticing a scriptural system Qf Finance, with the design of sustaining 1st.
The Pastorship of the church, with the expense incident to the worship. 2d. The
relief of the poor and needy, the sick and
afflicted, the widow and orphan; and 3d .
The proclamation of the gospel in destitute
parts at home and abroad, and the dispensation of the scriptures all over the world,
has resolved to attend to the weekly contribution as the Lord has prospered and enabled individual members, male and female,
old and young. And in order to the accomplishing an object so ardently desired,
and so infinitely important it has been considered expedient to adopt a classification
system varying from 5 cents per week to
50 or 100 cents, as the case may be. Thus
1st class 5 cents; 2d class 10 cents; 3d class
25 cents.
For convenience sake the names may be
obtained in an alphabetical order, and the
amount they can afford to contribute may
be in a column opposite their names.Those names and amounts may be transferred to a book comprising the classes.

FINANCIAL
SCHEME
FORTHECHURCHES.
THE following is Bro. JOHNT. JOHNSON'S

THE
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FOR EXAMPLE.
the poor, the widow and orphan, or disaFirst class five cents per week.
bled preachers.
A. B. Daughter,
58th.
All cases of expenditure are to be
B. C.
"
5 examined narrowly to prevent imposition.
C. D.
"
5
Now brethren, in conclusion, let me reA. E. Son,
5 commend to you to expend your funds for
B. F. Father,
.
5 the dispensation of the Bible through the
Second class ten cents per week.
American and Foreign Bible Society. This
C. B. Mother,
10 society is in operation. It solicits our coA. C."
10 operation. We have been honored by it;
A. D."
10 and it would rejoice me to witness a ~ordial
C. E. Daughter,
10 co-operation. It may result in a )orious
C. F. Widow,
10 union.
"
"
10
I pray the Lord's blessing upon you and
Third class twenty-five cents per week.
upon his cause in our hands. And the
B. B. Husband,
25 blessing of heaven is entreated upon your
D. C.
"
25 active co-operation in this labor of love. I
D. E. Bachelor,
251 pray the Lord that the churches may act
D. F.
"
25 promptly, and make report through the Ch.
""
25 Journal and Union and other papers.
""
25
Most affectionally,
J. T. JOHNSON.
The above is a specimen of the Record
Elder
and
Evengelist
in the church of
Book of the church, to be preserved as saChrIst
at
Georgetown,
Ky.
.
cred by the clerk. To perfect and carry inP.
S.
The
above
is
adopted
by
several
to execution the above the church can oppoint 1st. a committee of 3 or 7 members classes.

of experience to superintend and put in execution the system adopted and to disberse
the funds. 2d·. A committee of 3 or 7 female members of experience to superintend
and relieve the necessities of the female department. 3d. The clerk to act as treasurer, whose duty it shall be to furnish each
class with a list of their names and receive
and receipt for the contributions when
paid.
4th. Each class shall select its own receiver or receivers, collector or collectors:
who shall receive the contributions and pay
the same weekly as they are paid to the
treasurer.
5th. The committees, clerk and receivers
shall make a quarterly written report to the
church.
6th. One tenth (or more as the case may
be) shall be expended in the· proclamation
of the gospel in destitute parts at home and
abroad, and in the distribution of the scriptures.
7th. One tenth (or more as the case may
be) of the contribution shall be received for

"THE

AMERICAN

MESSENGER."

THE above work is the organ of the
American Tract Society, and is said to have
a circulation of 100,000. It is filled generally with instructive information concerning Romanism. The last number has the following from an Iowa correspondent, residing
in an Infidel neighborhood:
"One large family, headed by an aged
Campbellite, purchased $5 worth of books,
expressly, as he said, to keep his children
from being infidels. Others express similar
anxiety. '.'
It would, give us a better opinion of the
sinC€rity and Christianity of Presbyterian
Editors in general and Colposteurs in particular, if they would cease to slander a
people who abhor party names, bycallinrr
them Camphellites!
The above was in~
tended as a compliment, but we cannot receive a compliment at the expense of our
true profession, and in dishonor of Him "of
whom all the family both in heaven and earth
is named." Give us rather the humblest
name bestowed up~m the children of God
than that of any human. leader, however
honored or honorable, in our estimation or
that of the world.
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RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

We are gratified at the interest Bro. Reeves takes in
the ultimate success of the CHRISTIAN MAGAZINE,
and hope he will aid us in extending its ci•.culation.Will our Beloved Bra; Smith, inform us of hi. address,
as we are-anxious to have his co-op~ration in .gaining a
general circulation for the MAGAZINE in the South.
Brother RICHARD HOOPER, Mount Zion, Texas,
informs us that himself and a few breth •.en to the number of twelve have formed themselves into a congregation to keep the ordinances of the Lord. Brothers Defer
and Withers preach fo•. them occasionally. May their
numbe•.s increase and their little -vine abound in the
fruits of righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit. This will certahlly be the case if they walk worthy
of God, who.has called th~m to his kingdom and glory.
B•.other T. W. CASKEY, Clinton, Ala. writes that
Brother Hooker and himself bave been Iabo~ing for a
few months together, du•.ing which time forty persons
we •.e added to the Lord. 'Ve are gratified to receive
his proof of interest in behalf of our enterprise, and
hope he may be able to ~nc•.ease our cjrculation in his
travels.
Brother N. HACKWORTH, Harrodshurg, Ky, writes
"we have had a great religious excitement here for several weeks. Some one .hundred and twenty or thirty
persons have joined the different denominations in the
place. Th~ Christian church has received a considerable accession.
B•.othe•. JOHN UNDEIt"VOODjr., Bellfontaine, Ohio,
iufo•.ms us that "the flaptists have organized a small
church in that place, but a"e making but lillie p'rogress.
We have no church in town, nor have we had allY of
our proclaiming Brethren amongst us since your VIsit.
A large number of pe•.sons hcre are convinced tbat we
are advocating the Religion of the Bible, and I have no
doubt would unite with us had we some one to enforce
their duty upon them, How much we would rejoice to
to see you again, and pa•.ticipate in the pleasures of the
puhlic worship of the Lo•.d. Our neighbo •.ing churches,
are getting along in peace. I am delighted with the
"MAGAZtNE," andbol'e the Lord will prosper your effo•.ts in publishing and proclaiming the gaspe!."
We feel thankful to B•.othe•. U. fa•. his kind efforts
in behalf of our paper. We expected a list of subscribers from our old friends in his village and vicinity,
and we feel sure that the Magazine will obtain a general
circulation in tbat section of Ohio in which we first attempted the proclamation of the truth, to which his exertions will g "eatly contrihute.
)'our rea·Jers."
Brother JOHN L. GOODALL, Sparta, Tennessee,
The Bible Advocate reports some fifty accessions to says "1 have never with more pleasure enclosed a snbThe "MAGAZINE"
deserves a
the cause of Christ in its last issue. Our beloved Bro, scription to anyone.
wide circulation to which I shall be happy to contribute.
ther Howard retires from the editorial chair, but will I esteem it one of the happiest auxi.Jiaries that Primicontinue his contributions to the Advocate. He has tive Christianity has and ~ust such an one as the South
written several excellent essays for the Christian l\laga- has been greatly needing.'
Bine, which shall appear in due time.
•
_,.
Our venerable Brother, D. MUNROE of New York,
OBITUARY.
informs us that Brother Craig of Ky. has been laboring
DEAR BRETHREN:-We
have just heaped the last
with tbe B •.ethren in the city, and they have had some shovel full of clay upon our much beloved and much Jafew additions. The congregation is walkiug in the or- mented brother S. G. EARLE. He died on Wednesdinances of the Lord in peace ann.love.
day uight last, in about thirty minutes after he was taBmther PRIOR REEVES, Notasulga, Ala., writes us ken. What a mysteriously awful providence! Truly
that he is •.iding as an Evangelist in Macon county.the ways of the Lord are imsea •.chahle, and hi. judge"The cause is onward and all that it Jacks is faithfnl and ments past finding oul. Bro. Earle was one of the
able advocates. Oar numhers have been inc•.eased by first baptized in the reformation in this country, and no
accessions from the Baptists and Methodists, of the man has done mo•.e to k~ep it forward, inall the regions
most intelligent and honest character.
B•.o. G. H. of South Carolina than he. In his death, widows and
Smith has recently visited us;:a most noble, zealou. and ~orphans have lost a benefacto •., and this whole commuefficient advocate of 'rruth."
nity a valued friend.
J. MOORE.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Brother JAMES SHANNON w•.ites us fmm Harrodsburgh Kentucky, that "during the past eight days we
ha.-e had twenty-two accessions to our Church, five by
letter, and seventeen by confession and baptism. Among
the latter were several pupi Is of the "Greenville Institute," including my second daughter, about twelve years
of age, and one student of Bacon College. "Bless the
Lord, 0 my soul, and forget not all his benefits."
Broth~r A. PADEN, Po •.t Gibson, Mississippi, writes
us that" Amidst all the va •.ied changes of men aud
things, I find myself standing, 0" rathe.. travelling side hy side, with many noble fellow-countrymen,
in the great moral and doctrinal reform of the nineteenth
century. In 1842 I begau in Hickman count~ Kentucky,
and the adjacent parts of Tennessee to p•.oclaim the ancient gospel-siuce that time I have been through Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and Missouri, bearing the glad
tidings formerly announced by the holy Apostles. In
common with my brethren, I have endeavored eve" to
be prepared for my portion. Sometimes sinners would
listen, believe, repent, obey and rejoice; while others
wonld scoff in unbelief, "saying,away with this Christ,
we will not have him to reign over us; "-The
complete result of which, I shall never be able to learn Iintil the Lord comes. Finally, after wa •.•.ing at my own
expense for the last five years, I am settled in Port GibBon Miss" under the patronage of the brotherhood here
-Fayette and Utica-for ~vhomI labor as an Evangelist this year. I shonld be glad, were it in my power
to give quite an extended history of the Church in the
South, hut at present I cannot. I can say, however, as
far as I can learn, that Oli~numbers are very (ew, arid
are almost destitute of proclaimers. In all my travels
I do not think that I have seen so great a field for Evangelicallabour as south Mississippi and Louisiana.However, when I look over our whole country and see
the religious dearth that' pervades all departments of religious society, I am ready to exclaim with our hies sed
Lord and say, "the .field is white-re"dy to harvest, and
the laborers are few," exceedingly fe:w· We are enjoying the labours of our excelltnt b•.other, Dr Gatchell,
from Cincinnati, O. I will report his success in my
next, and what else would probably be of interest to
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miraculous gift of the Holy Spirit by the
imposition of his hauds,) plunged himself
tie the Question. By JOHN III. BARNES.
in the gall of bitterness and in the bond of
5th. Another case is presented in Acts iniquity; that his heart, in consequence of
8th ch. which deserves much attention, for indulging and acting out this thought, was
several reasons. It is the case of Simon not right in the sight of God. He therethe sorcerer. This case is often adduced to fore tells him to repent of this his wickednulify the words of the Lord that "he that ness, and also informs him that he had no
believes and is baptized shall be saved;" and part or lot in the matter of imparting the gift
it seems also to have puzzled some WiselOf the Holy Spirit.
Peter thus clearly
heads. I think all the difficulties will van- shows that he believed that all Simon's sins
ish by carefully attending to the words of except this one were pardoned.
the sacred historian. Jesus has positively
Upon the supposition that his past sins
declared that "he that believes and is bap- were pardoned when he confessed his faith
tized shall be saved," that is, have his past in the son of God and was baptized, the
sins pardoned. Luke as positively declar- words of Christ and tllOse utterred by Peter
ed, that Simon did believe and was baptized; are reconciled; and nothing falls but the
and Peter unequivocally said he was in the notion of 11yper-Calvinism that those once
gall of bitterness and in the bond of ini- converted cannot fall away: even here we
quity. How shall this difficulty and these have not an unpardonable sin, for Peter's diapparent contradictions be reconciled? rection to Simon leads us to conclude there
Shall we say, with some, that Simon was a was a possibility of his receiving the pardon
hypocrite? this would not only flatly con- of this sin. We learn also from this pastradict Luke, who says he did believe, but sage that one sin, unrepented of, will place
it would make Peter's words to Simon us in the gall of bitterness and in tlw bond
wholly irreconcilable with his own lan- of iniquity.
BAPTrSM,
.4 plain Di3Cotlru for plain people, or an endea~er to set-

i

guage to other sinners, and with sinners'
6th. The case of the de\"Out Centurion,
case; for his language on Pentecost and in recorded in the lOtlJchap. of Acts,next claims
Solomon's porch is about the forgiveness of our attention. This is a strong case and
gins, and if Simon had been a hypocrite and i exhibits forcibly the importance of baptism.
only said he believed when he did not, his i Cornelius was a pious man, fearing God
past sins, yes all of them were to be repent- and giving much alms. His prayers and his
ed of and forgiven; yet he says, "Repent, alms had gone up for a memorial before
therefore, of tit is tlty wickedness and pray God; yet an Angp,l was despatched from
God, if perhaps the thought (not thoughts) heaven to tell him to send for Peter, who
of thy heart may be forgiven thee. This should tell what he ought to do for the sal.language of Peter to Simon convinces me vation of himself and family. (Compare
that he believed that all of Simon's sins Acts 10 eh. 1-6 v, with Acts 11 ch. 14 v.)
• committed before his faith and baptism had He was not then in a s.aved state; he had to
been forgiven; but that he had, by indulging hear words and do something by which he
one wicked thought, (1hat he could pur- and all his house were to be saved. Peter,
chase 1with money the power !o confer lhe in ohedience to the will of (lO(], risited Jlim
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JOHN lit BARNES.

and preached to him and his friends what l the following paraphrase equivalent to the
had never been before proclaimed to Gen- whole direction? Or might not Ananias
tiles; that they should be fellow-heirs with the have said, "Saul, you have been a great perJews of the good things promised to Abra- secutor of thli Christian faith, yet, Jesus,
ham; among these things was the remission that he might prove that he came into tile
of sins. God satisfied Peter and the six world to save, even the chief of sinners
Jewish Christians who had accompanied and show forth all long suffering and exhibit
him, that, with him is no respect of persons, a pattern to them who shall hereafter believe
by bestowing a miraculous gift of the Holy on him to life everlasting, has appeared to
Spirit upon the Gentiles. Peter, immedi- you and convinced you that he is the Mes
ately commanded them to be baptized.siah, the son of God, the saviour of sinners;
God bore them witness that they believed you now believe that glorious truth, you now
and of course all that was now necessary sincerely repent of your past sins, and as he
for the remission of their sins, or for their has declared that 'he that believeth and is
salvation from sin, was their baptism. "He baptized shall be saved,' why do you tarry,
that believeth and is baptized shall be saved." arise, and be immersed, and thus (in attendCornelius believed and Peter told him to be ing to the appointed means:) wash away
baptized and thus, according to Christ's your sins." Can any man say that this lanword's, told him what he ought to do to be guage is a misrepresentation of the affair as
saved. How long will men reject the coun- it is set forth in the new Testament and consel of God agai?st themselves?
nected with the teaching contained in that
7th. The conversion of Saul of Tarsus volume? I think not.
demands attention as setting forth with
'Ve have thus seen how Peter acted ungreat clearness the same great truth. Acts der a commission for the perfect execution
22 :16. This passage viewed in connection of which he was endued with infallibility;
with Acts 9:6 and Acts 22 :10. furnishes an and also how Saul of Tarsus, called to be
evidence of the truth of baptism for remis- an Apostle to the Gentiles, was taught.
sion of sins which no sophistry, no quib- Did he thus teach others? We will see.
bling can set aside or invalidate. Saul,
8th. At Corinth (Acts 18th ch.) his teachconvinced of his sin in opposing Christian- ing and conduct is in entire accordance with
ity, asked what he should do? 'fhe answer what we have shown to be true in his own
from lips that never deceived was "go to case. Luke informs us that "he reasoned
Damascus and it shall be told you what you in the synagogue every Sabbath, and perought to do; yes what you must do."
suaded the Jews and the Greeks."
It is
At this moment Saul believed with all manifest that he persuaded them either to
his heart and truly repented of J:t.issins; he believe or to do something, or both to behad seen Jesus and had conversed with him lieve and to do; and that some reason was
and yet his sins had not been forgivenpresented why they should believe and act
something was yet wanting; and Ananias as he wished them. That he desired them
was appointed to tell him what that was. to believe that Jesus is the Christ, is evident
This man was well qualified to do this, for for he testified to this truth; and that he both
he was selected by Jesus himself. Saul was wished and commanded them to do someto be an Apostle and every consideration re- thing is plain, for they did something. We
quired that there should be no error or mis- are told that many of the Corinthians, heartake in his case. He was to be told to do ing, believed and were baptized.
Were
something. After being a mourner for three these persons saved? Were their past sins
days, Ananias comes to him and tells him forgiven? Let Paul answer, 1 Cr. 6 :11.
to do three things. 1st. Arise, 2nd. Be bap- "Such were some of you; but ye are 7pashed,
tized, 3rd. wash away his sins.
The 1st. but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified in
was necessary to the 2nd., and the 2nd. ne- the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the
cessary to the 3rd., or in submitting to the spirit of our God." Did they perform any
2nd., the 3rd. was accomplished. Is not outward act by which it could be said, liter-
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ally that they were washed? Yes, they had. "bodies had been washed in the pure water"
be-en immersed. If the word is used here of baptism by the influence of the word of
figuratively it must have a literal washing to Jesus, that "he that believeth and is baptized
justify or authorize the use of this and is shall be saved," then there is no sense in
preferred to the word purified, which would language.
have been suggested and used if water had
10th. To the Romans, the Apostle is as
been sprinkled upon them.
clear and explicit on this subject, as words
9th. Another case even stronger than this can make him. In ch. 6. in illustrating their
is recorded in Acts 19th ch. Paul visited obligation to live free from sin, he tells them
Ephesus and finding certain persons there, they are dead to sin by their profession.
who were called Disciples, he asked them "Know you not, that so many as are bapjf they "had received the Holy Spirit SINCE tized into Jesus Christ are baptized into his
they believed 1" We should bear in mind death 1 Therefore we are buried with him
that Peter had placed the reception or gift by baptism into death: that like as Christ
of the Holy Spirit as well as remission of was raised up from the dead by the glory of
sins after faith, repentance and baptism in the Father, even so we should walk in newthe Pentecostian discourse.
Now Paul ness of life." Having proved their obligaai.ked the Ephesians if they had received tion to walk in this newness of life he thanks
the Holy Spirit since they believed. Did God v. 17. "that though they once were the
he mean to connect baptism with faith 1 We servants of sin, yet they had obeyed from
shall see. They said "we have not so f the heart that form of doctrine which was
much as heard whether there be any Holy delivered them; and that they were then v 18.
Ghost."
This astonished Paul.
They made free from sin, and had become the
are called Disciples and had not heard of the servants of righteousness."
The form of
gift of the Holy Spirit. Paul was anxious doctrine was their baptism as a fit and beauto know how they could have been induced tiful emblem of their death, burial and resurto submit to baptism without a promise of rection to walk in a new life. The learned
receiving the Holy Spirit, and he asked, agree that Romans 6 :4. refers to baptism.
"unto what or for what, then, were ye bap- Baptism cannot therefore be sprinkling or
tized 1" "They said unto John's baptism." pouring, but must be immersion; and v. 17
This explained the difficulty, and they were and 18. referring to the same, declare that in
immediately "baptized in the name of the it their sins were forgiven.
Lord Jesus."
This case completely des11th. Remission of sins must be enjoytroys the orthodox notion of the reception ed in Christ, noi out of him. If so, then the
of the spirit before faith and baptism, for I sinner does not enjoy it till he enten, into
after their baptism they received it. But IChrist. He does not believe into, but in or
the Apostle settles both questions forever in on Christ. It is by baptism and not by faith
his letter to these persons, when he says or repentance we enter into him. Gallatians
ch. 1 :13. "In whom ye also trusted, after 3: 27. "For as many of you as have been
that ye heard the word of truth, the gospel baptized into Christ, have put on Christ."
of your salvation: in whom also, after that Being thu::!constitutionally "in him, we have
ye believed ye were sealed with that holy redemption through his blood even the forspirit of promise &c." Here we are told giveness of sins, according to the riches of
that they were sealed in, not out of Christ, his grace."
and if in Christ, then after baptism, for bap12th. The last case and argument in proof
tism is the only means of getting into Christ. of our position is from the pen of Peter,
In the 5th ch. 25 and 26 vs. Paul commands who positively declares "that eight souls
"husbands to love-their wives, as ChTist also were SAVED in the Ark by water." He then
loved the church and gave himself for it, affirms that "baptism (of course in water,)
that he might sanctify and cleanse it with i doth also now save us by the resurrection of
the washing of water, by the word." IfthelJesus
Christ." He says, in parenthesis,
Apostle does not mean by this that their 1 that baptism is not the washing away of
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the filth of the flesh, but, that it is the anIf it be admitted that things exist, and
swer of a good conscience toward God.that events have transpired, and that there
Will any sinner be saved without the an- are truths, which the sceptic has not experiswer of a good conscience? ·Willthe 01'- enced, if his doctrine be true, men are so
thodox answer yes. They dare not. Will constituted that they cannot believe the
they dare say that any thing is the answer of truth!! But it is manifestly true that any
a good conscience except baptism? Then fact which should be believed on the evidence
let them show it by plain and honest teach- of the senses, may be reasonably believed
ing from the word of God.
on testimony, for it is true; and all truths
Sinner, the subject is now with you. You 1 may, and aught to be, believed. But no
are called upon to obey God and live. man can know all truths by experience;
Refuse and continue in disobedience and therefore, he should believe them on adcyour destruction is certain.
quate testimony.
To those who sprinkle or pour a little
It is a very common remark of these scepwater on children and adults, and call it bap- tical philosophers, that 'Our belieHn human
tism, I would most affectionately ask for testimony is founded in our experience of
this momentous subject, a sober second its veracity.' This also I deny. On the
thought. You have much at stake for your- contrary, those who are the least acquainted
selves and your conduct influences many with the world-as
children and ignorant
others. Remember the words of the great persons-repose
greater confidence in what
Calvin with reference to this matter, "that is told them than persons of more experithe church has always retained the right to ence. Children believe implicitly what they
change the ordinance somewhat, retaining hear, and it is a wise arrangement that they
the substance."
In connection with this do. No one could live beyond the age of
acknowledgement of a change from immer-l childhood if he were so constituted that he
sian to sprinkling, call to mind the language could not believe on human testimony; if
of one greater than Calvin, "In vain do ye his faith was limited by his experience.
worship me teaching for doctrines the cOIn- Great and numerous are the dangers of this
mandments of men." Amen.
period of human life. The child has no
experience, and it, therefore, lives by faith.
It knows neither by experience nor by reaMIRACLES-No.4.
soning on the subject, that fire will conHume's sceptical doctrine leads to some sume it; still it believes it because it has
strange results. He who refuses to believe been told so by others. On the same testion human testimony, does not believe any mony it believes water will drown h; that
fact which has occurred beyond the narrow certain plants and mineral substances will
range of his senses. Certain it is that events poison it, if it eat them; and, therefore, it
have transpired which he has not witnessed shuns them.
or experienced.
But he cannot believe
Faith is one of the first exercises of the
them! It is undeniably true that there are human mind. It is able to believe when as
such cities as London, and Rome and Paris; yet ithas no experience, and long, long bebut he has never .seen them, and therefore, fore it is capable of reasoning. The infant
cannot believe that such places are on the man not only lives, but he also learns by
face of the earth!! That the poor deluded faith. His teacher informs him that a cersceptic himself exists, according to his phil- tain character is called A. The child beosophy, cannot be believed by anyone who lieves him, and forever afterwards calls it
h~s never s~en him; and for ~ll the good he by that name. So also of the whole alphaWIll do to himself or others, It matters not bet. Numbers, the elements of Mathe~vhether he docs .really exist. If testimony matics, are learned by faith without experiISnot to be cred!ted, how can anyone be ence. The teucher informs his pupil that a
assured that t~e pres~nt r?sembles the past, ~certain character stands for one, another for
and that expenence ISun:fonn?
~two, and so on. The pupil believes on the
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bare word of his teacher, and thus in faith jfalsehood; which on the other hand, itteachlays the foundation of his future knowledge, es us to confide in that which is presented
eminence and greatness.
with the marked characteristics of truth.
So far is it then from being true that our When sceptics assert, therefore, that expeconfidence in human testimony is the result rience teaches us to doubt the veracity of
of experience, that experience is the school testimony, which is it our experience teachin which we are first taught to doubt. Here es us to doubt? Is it that ~vhich bears the
we learn th;:tttestimony may be false.
marks of deception? I admit the assertion
It is proper here to ll;dd an explanatory of this species of testimony. But we do
remark. Although experience is not the not make the same admission concerning
source of our belief in human testimony, it all testimony. On the contrary we affirm
is certainly the measure by which to regu- that testimony has been given, having such
late the degree of confidence we ought to strong marks of truth, that we can say with
repose in it. Children, until deceived, place the utmost confidence, it never has decievequal confidence in every thing they hear, ed us, and never will. The sophistry of
whether true or false. Their confidence sceptics consists in their making all testimoin testimony is blind and undiscerning, un- ny responsible for all instances of falsehood;
til corrected by subsequent experience. whereas each species is responsible only for
They have not yet learned to discriminate its own instances. The moment testimony
and sort the different kinds of testimony. is reduced to its proper classes, the sophisThis experience enables them to do:
try of the argument appears. We repose
While it must be admitted that experi- confidence in any narrative to which we.are
ence produces distrust and diffidence as to listening, according to the kind of testimothe truth of testimony in general, there is ny with which it is confirmed. It does not
not this growing diffidence as to the truth lessen our confidence to be told that testiof every species of.testimony in particular. mony has often deceived us. We naturally
If there were, it would appear that faith and ask, has this kind of testimony deceived us?
reason are opposites; which is not true, as It would be doing great injustice to lay upwe trust will most clearly appear in the on one man of acknowledged honesty, the
course of our observations on this subject; distrust which attaches to another of the
for OUl' faith in testimony does not rest on a opposite character. Equally improper would
principle different from our experience of its it be to lay upon testimony, marked with all
truth.
the attributes of integrity, that weight of
Still sceptics insist that experience is 1 distrust which belongs to testimony of the
against the veracity of human testimony. very opposite characteristics. Suppose a
It is so, we admit, in respect to some kinds dozen pieces of coin to be offered a person
of testimony, but not in regard to all testi- in payment of a debt. He inspects eleven
mony in the aggregate. The proper dis- of them closely, and perceives them to be
tinction has not, we think, been generally counterfeits. Would this be a good reason
made between the different species of tes- for rejecting the twelfth piece, which has
timony, either by the friends or opponents all the marks of genuine coin, and which
of christianity. There is, however, a great we know to be not counterfeit? It would
difference in the kinds of testimony, and certainly not be very discriminating to lay
the degrees of credit to which they are en" the burden of discredit which attaches to
titled; which should never be lost sight of in the eleven pieces of base metal on the only
the investigatio~ of this su)Jject.
good and genuine piece, because it hapIn ~ne species of tes~unony our ,con~- pened to be in company with counterfeits!
~ence IS weakened, and m anotl~e~kmd It Is not this precisely the course pursued by
IS greatly strengthene~, by exp~nence.sceptics? They charge the general testiWe are taught by expenence to dIstrust that mon of human witnesses with falsehood
.
. presente d to our and Y
testImony
on Iy wh'ICh IS
make this charge adhere to all and eve-,
notice with the uS~lal characteristics of.ry sort of testimony. They think it enough
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to set aside the credibility of reputed mira- to be signs and attributes of an upright tescles, that we never experienced miracles to timony.
They forfeited every interest
be true; but that we have often experienced which was dear to them-the countenance
testimony to be false. But we ask, did they of friends, the approbation of relatives, the
ever experience the sort of testimony to be comforts and security of home, the enjoyfalse of which we speak? Did such testi- ments of domestic society, the honors and
mony ai!l we rely on ever deceive them? pleasures of affluence, and even life itself,
They lay on the testimony in favor of scrip- in confirmation of their testimony. Upon
ture miracles, the burden that belongs to the closest scrutiny, nothing is seen in their
other and inferior kinds of testimony. Be- whole life which countenances the idea of
cause the latter kinds have deceived us, imposture, or the frenzy of enthusiasm.
they infer that the other may deceive us The subject-matter of their attestations were
also.
palpable facts, addressed to senses wllich
Suppose that a dozen men should testify could not by any possibility be deceived, beto the death of a single person. The court, cause they were often repeated, in the light
to be convinced of the truth, must be satis- of day, and were addressed to both the
fied of three things: That the witnesses sight and touch. Now we ask, did such tesknew the persons whose death they assert; timony as this ever deceive us? We unhesthat they could have no motive to deceive itatingly answer NO.
the court; and that the evidences of the perIt is objected that the truth of such facts
son's death are demonstrative of the truth involves difficulties unexampled in the hiswhich they assert. What is the evidence? tory of our race. Our answer is, that the
The witnesses all testify that they saw the falsehood of such testimony is equally unexman lying with his head severed from his bo- ampled in the history of our race. If it be
dy. Would it be a sufficient offset to this urged that we have no experience of such
teatimony, that a whole College of Surgeons events as the apostles record turning out to
should affirm that they had more than once be real; our answer is, that we have no exbeen deceived in the signs of death i.n per- perience of such testimony as they have
sons; that they would frequently have been borne turning out to be false. There is
willing to qualify to a person's death, and nothing in the occasional falsehood of other
afterwards found themselves mistaken?and inferior grades of testimony, which can
Would not a wise court naturally inquire of disparage this. It is above the suspicion
them whether they were ever deceived by which attaches to them, because unlike
evidence such as that in the case above them in every thing of a questionable charnamed; whether they ever knew a man to acter. So that experience, while it weakbe alive after having his head severed from ens our faith in one kind of testimony,
his body? The question would not be strengthens it in another-in the kind borne
whether any kind of evidence of a man's by the witnesses of scripture miracles.
death had ever deceived them; but whether
B. F. H.
the kind mentioned by the twelve witnesses
.1
had ever deceived them? So in regard to
"PRACTICAL CHRISTIANS."_A
NEW SECT.
the evidence in favor of scripture miracles.
A company of persons have recentlyorThe question is, has such testimony as that
borne in favor of these miracles ever de- ganised themselves into a religious commuceived us? Take for example, the miracles nityat Hopedale, Massachusetts, under the
They are
of Christ and his apostles, which have been title of Practical Christains.
testified to us by a number of individuals, communitists in principle, (Fourierites,) and
with all the indications of moral honesty. look forward to a time when a better organ'We see in their testimony a directness, a ization of society will banish poverty and
simplicity, and a high tone of manly virtue, all its train of evils from the world. We
and a consistent and minutely circumstan- know but little of them, but of the comtial narrative, which all experience declares munity system we have many things to say
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~t the proper time. The following is their
abstract of principles:
"I believe in the religion of Jesus Christ,
as he taught and exemplified it, according
to the Scriptures of the New Testament.
I
acknowledge myself a bounden subject of
all its moral obligations, Especially do I
hold myself bound, by its holy requirements, never, under any pretext whatsoever,
to kill, as;;ault, beat, torture, enslave, rob,
opp£ess, persecute, defraud, corrupt, slander, revile, injure, envy, or hate any human
being-even my worst enemy; never, in any
manner, to violate the dictates of pure chastity; never to take or administer an oath;
never to manufacture, buy, sell, deal out,
or use any intoxicating liquor as a beverage;
never to serve in the army, navy or militia
of any Nation, State or Chieftain; never to
bring an action at law, hold office, vote, join
a legal posse, petition a legislature, or ask
governmental interposition, in any case involving a final authorized resort tophysical
violence; never to indulge self-will, bigotry,
love of pre-eminence, covetousness, deceit,
profanity, idl~~ess, ?r an u~ruly tongue;
never to partICIpate In ~o:tenes, games of
chance, betting, or pernlcl~us ~musement~;
never to resent reproof, or J~stlfy myself m
a known wrong; ne~er t~ aid, abet, or approve others in anythmg smful; but, through
Divine assistance, always to recommend
and promote, with. my entire influe~ce, the
holiness and happmess of all mankmd.
"And I will earnestly endeavor to lead a
'.
'k
1
life, accordmg to the fore~oJD~ ac ~~w
edgementof duty; to walk m UUltyWit a
.'
f h' C
.
my fellow disCIples. 0 t IS o~muDlon
wherever I may have mtercourse With them;

"JESUSIS THECHRIST,"
EXPL.'\INED.-No.
I.
All the arts and sciences, of any great
practical utility, are few and simple in their
elements, Machinery which is complicated
in its structure, and which requires a great
deal of time, labor and expense to put it in
operation, is comparatively of little consequence; while that which is simple in its
construction, and requires but little mental
effort to comprehend, and not much time
and labor to construct and put in operation,
is often greatly beneficial. The same may
be said of the useful sciences. The Newtonian philosophy is based on one principle,
simple in its nature and certain in its exis-'
tence. It was simple reasoning which led
to the discovery of America.
And the
steam-engine, when reduced to greater simplicity-which will doubtless soon be done
-will be both more safe, and capable of
being more extensively applied to purposes
of greater practical importance.
The operations of any machinery, or the
minutire of any science, cannot be understood without a previous knowledge of its
principles.
All languages have their first
principles too, which must be understood
before a knowledge of their structure and
government can be obtained. To no subject do these observations apply with greater force and propriety tllan to the Christian
Religion. Its principles are intended for
general adaptation. They must, therefore,
be few in number and of easy apprehenS
d
h' th " t
sion.
0 says reason; an sue IS e lac.
The entire christian superstructure rests
t cardl'nal truth which is that
on one grea
"
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God. This
,
t
f th
h 1 dl'
ISthe bottom corner-s one 0
e woe e to contribute liberallY,of my temporal ~oods fice. Take away this and the building
towards the preventIOn of poverty, Ignorbl
'
'
..
f tum es to rums.
ance and vice, and for the d IssemmatlOn 0
,
h' h th
' t
t
The tmportance w IC e SCTlpures apractical ~hristianit!; ,and to co-ope~atel tach to this proposition, may be learned
cordially m estabhshmg local Practlca
'd t'
,
,
from a few consl era IOns.
Christian Communities so constituted as to
'f
h Ii d
t l'
t
'
,,1.
It IS 0 suc un amen a Impor ance,
harmonize the I~terests and ?bhgatl?nS of that God would not intrust the first disclothe members, Without destroy1U~ theu pro.r 't to any created intelligence in the
per individual freedom, enterpTize and res- su~e 0.1 t
. T "
umverse.
ponslbl Ity.
For the purpose of revealing this astound-
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There is not a just man on eart I1, tllat ~ing truth, God, the Eternal, stooped
Tl from
'
docth good and sinncth not.
1 his lofty throne in the heavens.
ICtllne
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he chose to make the important disclosure fer it to be so now; for thus it becomes us to
was the most suitable that could have been fulfil all righteousness.' John acquiesced.
selected. It was the time of his Son's bap- And the two walked into the water with a
tism.
slow and solemn step. Not a breeze ruffled
The Jews were in full expectation of the waters; nor a voice interrupted the soltheir Messiah. The sacrifices which they emn stilness of the occasion.
Every eye
offered daily were evidence of this expec- was fixed on the majestic stranger; every
tation. Their morning and evening pray- heart beat with the deepest interest; every
ers went up to God, perfumed with the 0- ear was bent forward to catch the first words
dor of their offerings, for the immediate ap- that should be spoken. John slowly and
pearing of the long-desired Messiah. This solemnly laid the meek stranger beneath
approach was the suhject of every COllVer-the parting waters, and gently raised him up
sation; the key-note in every anthem chanted 1 again immediately from the refluent stream.
to the praise of Israel's God; the desire of It was then, while he yet stood all dripping
every heart. Already his fore-runner had with the waters of Jordan, that the Almighty
appeared. His home was on the banks of Father stooped from the lofty dome of the
the rolling Jordan. The free air of the de- universe, and reaching over the battlements
sert played around his head; the chirp of of heaven, delivered to the listening multithe locust, and the hum of the wild bee fell tudes the most astonishing oracle ever
upon his ear. He was God's messenger heard-"This
is my beloved Son, in whom I
sent to announce the approach of his Mes- delight!" The heavens at "the same mosiah, who was among them now, but to be ment parted, and the Holy Spirit descended
made known by baptism. For God had in a bodily shape, and cowered like a dove,
said to John the Baptist-'Upon whom so- upon the head of Jesus. It was then after
ever you shall see the Spirit descend and Jesus had acknowledged the authority of
abide, the same is he.' And John had told his Father in submitting to his institution,
the Jesus he was sent to baptize for the pur- that the Father in the presence of astonpose that the Messiah 'might be made mani- ished thousands, acknowledged Jesus his
fest to Israel.' Already had John baptized own beloved son. Every eye beheld the
many. Another baptism was announced. wonderful spectacle; every ear caught the
The time was fixed and the distant J Ol=dan rapturous sound; every heart beat with joy,
was the place. Thither the thronging mul- and the J udean desert rang with the sound
titudes bent their eager way. They went of praise.
streaming onward till every road leading to
It must be a momentous truth that rcthe place was crowded. Messiah's advent quired such an announcement, by such a
alone occupied their thoughts, and hope a personage, and on such an occasion.
hovered on the eve of expectation. The
2. The miracles of Christ were wrought
anxious spectators thickly lined the banks to prove him to be the Messiah.
of the deep-rolling Jordan; and on the
Standing in imagination on the shore of
brink of its turbid waters stood the humble Genesareth, we behold a dark portentous
Baptist, clad in the habiliments of his of. cloud floating along the heavens in dreadful
fice. On foot and alone a stranger trod his grandeur. A ship lies, becalmed, on the
weary way to the solemn gathering. He bosom of the sleeping waters. A storm
was of humble mein, but dignified appear- springs up. The sea begins to heave, and
ance; he advanced to John, and asked bap- the waves roll in awful grandeur, and foam
tism at his hands. Majesty beamed from with rage. The creaking bark rocks, and
his countenance. Awe-struck, John stood rolls from side to side. The winds howl,
dumb as with a paralytic; but recovering and string the canvass. The sailors, alarmed,
from his consternation, he excused himself run from post to post, in consternation.
All
from performing the honorable deed on the aboard are in wild confusion, except one in
ground of his own unworthiness. The human shape, who lies with his head on a
stranger replied, in tones of mildness, 'suf- pillow in peaceful slumber. Apprehensi\'c
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every moment of being engulphed in the Christ's words or promises made to individvasty deep, one of the crew, pale with fear, uals, during his lifetime, and denominate
approaches and wakes the Saviour, who them 'the gospel of Christ!' Suchforexamlooks up with a serene countenance, and pIe, as his address to certain individuals, in
says to the winds and to the sea-'Peace, be which he said to them-"Your
sins are all
still!' Instantly the murmuring winds are forgiven you!" Or to the thief on the cross
lulled; the azure skies exhibit their placid -"This day shalt thou be with me in Parabeauties, and the vessel rides upon the gent- dise!" What gospel facts and commands,
ly-rolling surface to its destined haven.
and we may add, what gospel promises are
We stand by and hear Jesus with a word here? The promise of forgiveness, in the
awake Lazarus from a four day's sleep in cases alluded to, generally, if not always
the sepulchre, and see him present to the has reference to the cure of bodily diseases.
delighted sisters, tlIeir brother alive, and in Frequently a physical cure was the benefit
health and vigor. We press through'the
conferred; the conclusion deduced from the
dense crowd that throng the Saviour as he miracle was, 'the son of man hath power on
journies, and behold him with a word pour- earth to forgive sins.' But from no view
ing light upon the eyes of Bartimeus, who that may be taken of these cases, can the
never saw before. The maimed at a touch gospel of Christ be found in them. Surely
are made whole, and the lame to walk and no one, after all, will assert that the gospel
leap for joy. Such are the marvellous works ~is to be found in the promise to the thief on
of Jesus. They are all benevolent. He ~the cross! Look at the gospel items again,
performs the most astonishing cures without and then tell us wbether they are to be found
the aid of medicine, and in a moment of in this case.
time. None but divine power could perThe gospel of Christ is an address to all
form such miracles. And the question ari- mankind. The instances which we have
ses, For what purpose were they performed? examined are special cases; they are adThe answer is 'to prove tlIat Jesus is the dressed to individuals; to individuals in peChrist, the Son of God.' Important, then, culiar circumstances;
circumstancss in
must be this truth to call forth such stupen- which mankind generally are not, may not,
dous works.
B. F. H.
cannot be found. It was the peculiar conTHEGOSPEL
m' CHRISTIDENTIFIED.-No.
4.
dition in which the individuals were found,
As the gospel of Christ was not fully de- that made the addresses to them good news;
veloped, but only revealed in principle, in but 'as no others be~ide themselves. ~,"er
type, in promise, under the old Testament, were or can be foun.d III the same conditIOn,
we of course will not look for ~t there, be- ~the same proclamatIOn cannot ,be ?ospel to
cause the search would be fruitless. Nor ~them. But tlIe gospel of Chnst IS an addid John the Baptist preach it fully. His dress to all men, because all are in the same
course is called 'the beginning.of the gos- condition-all are sinners, and Christ has
pe1.' He introduced the Messiah, and an- died for sinners; it requires the same connounced the approach of the new economy. ditions of all, as terms of pardon, because
Nor did the twelve and the seventy preach they qualify them for its bestowment and
the gospel when they were sent out among for its benefi~swhen be,stowed. Hence, althe cities of Judea.
Equally true is it that so, the blessmgs promised are the same to
Christ himself did not preach it to the peo- all. But these operations cannot be found
pIe during his life-time. Recall the gospel in any i,ndividual case aJ~u~ed to, that ?cfacts' examine its commands; look at its curred m the personal mmlstry, and durmg
promises. Were all or any of these preached the life-time of the Saviour. They cannot,
before the death of the Messiah? If not, therefore, anyone of them, be the gospel
the gospel was not preached; for these are of Christ.
the gospe1.
<
There is still another method of identifyHow absurd, then, to seize upon any of~ iug the gosp J or Christ, anu thnt i:< by il.<;
:l
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THE GOSPE1. OF CHRIS'r IDENTIFIED-NO.4.

attributes-its peculiarities and powers j peculiarities and powers ascribed to it, which
are not, in the scriptures, ascribed to any
other message, announcement or proclamation, to mankind whatever.
These distinctive features, which all unite
in the gospel are1. ITs UNIVERSALITY.-Jt is Christ's address to all mankind. See the commission,
"Go ye," said the risen Messiah, to the
Apostles, "into all the world, and preach
the gospel unto every creature. He that
believes and is baptized, shall be saved; and
lIe that believeth not shall be damned."~
The nature of the gospel message is such
that it may be proclaimed to every man for
himself, for his own good. It addresses
every man's condition. The truth, or facts
of the gospel are attended with evidence of
such a nature and in such a degree, that
everyone may believe it; "and he that believes and is baptized shall be saved." The
gospel 'is the power of God'-so called because it is the medium through which his
power to save sinners is manifested. This
is its

the fear of death; for though the valley be
thorny and narrow, and nothing appears
there either interesting or agreeable; yet it
conducts to the glories of an immortal existence. The dreary avenue opens into the
bright regions of the Paradise of God.
Such is one attribute of the gospel. It
offers salvation to the believer. Faith is
the hand that lays hold on the salvation of
the Lord. It lifts aside the curtain of time,
and with penetrating eye explores the regions of eternal joy.

Another attribute of the gospel is to condemn. 'This is the condemnation that light
is come into the world, and men love darkness rather than light, because their deeds
are evil.' Messiah's message is intended,
not to destroy, but to save; yet all who will
not receive it are condemed, because they
reject it and will ultimately be damned, if
they persist in rejecting it. And 'what else
could the sinner expect? Can worms of
the dust think to trample under foot the authority of God and treat the blood-sealed
message of his Son with impunity? God
will not hold him guiltless who will disdain2nd Attribute, by which it may be identi- fully turn away from the offer of pardon and
fied. It 'is the power of God to salvation of life eternal. The fire of his anger may
to everyone that believes' it. Notlling do slumber on the bosom of the cloud that homankind:need so much as salvation. The vers over the sinner's destiny; but the day
only prospect held out to the world by all of reckoning will come. God's message
systems of philosophy, was to grope on. to the world will be the means of acquittal
through the moral gloom which involved or condemnation to everyone that hears it.
mankind; to travel blindfold throlIgh the de- 'He that believeth not shall be damned.'_
sert of life alone and unprotected, and at What an awful sentence! and yet how just!
last to tumble headlong down the precipice He who rejects the Messiah here, will not be
of death into starless and unknown regions acknowledged by him hereafter. He shall
.-perhaps
of oblivion-perhaps
of suffer- be damned! Who can comprehend the soing. But the glorious gospel of the blessed lemn import of that word? It will remain
God has timously visited the dreary regions for the gnawings of a guilty conscienceof man's abode, relieving his anxiety, dis- for the flames of a Tophet-for the sufferpelling his gloom, and the uncertainty which ings of the incorrigible in the regions of
hung over his destiny, and pointing him to bottomless perdition and rayless despair, to
the bright star of Bethlehem as his guide to estimate. Through the thick folds of the
the sun-lit regions of celestial bliss. Never surrounding gloom of the bottomless pit,
was a message so welcome-news so cheer- the hoarse voice may send up forever and
ing as that announced in the gospel of ever, in groans unceasing and lamentations
Christ. 'He that believes and is baptised unending, the blood-chilling sound of damshall be saved:' saved from sin-from its nation-still its awful import will remain
practice, and from its state. Saved too from untold. Its meaning can only be felt!
·'Mark 16: 15,.16.

B.Y.H.

~~~~~~~~:...--~~~~~.

WHERE

ARE WE?-UNIVERSALISM.

WHERE ARE WE?
10f life. Chaos will give place to order and
"For more than eigh~een hundred y.ears beauty. Free men and true will walk on
the w~rld has had moralIty preac~ed to I.t,- the regenerated earth, and the charms of ••
mor~!J~y,both heathen, and philosophICal, Eden will be restored with more than its
ChrIstIan and natural. And what has all primeval glory."
this preaching brought about? Riches and
•••
Luxury to Churches and Cloisters, to Priests
UNIVERSALISM.
and Princes; Hunger and Poverty to the PiThe Boston Universalist "Trumpet" of
ous and Obedient; Apathy in regard to the Jan. 8th, copies with approbation an article
Holiest and Highest; Pride and Haughti- from the N. Y. "Christian Enquirer" the
ness on the part of Scholars and Sages; following sentiment over the signature of·
Doubt, Prejudice, and bIllIORALITY on the "A Unitarian Universalist:"
.
part of the Masses. Yea, verily, your
"Eternal punishment andfuture punishpreaching up of Morality has produced a ment are vastly different. All punishment
state of Immorality which can scarce be is future-or
rather, all punishment must
more horrible or of wider extent." Moral- follow crime-it is future to the offence.ity indeed~ In an order of society where And if we imagine a grievous crime to be
it is admitted that the Christian principles the last conscious act of a responsible being.
are set aside whenever dollars and cents Universalists have no doubt [but] that punare in the question,-where
female virtue is ishment will follow that crime."
sold in our cities for the price of a pair of
Such then isthe doctrine of Universalism.
shoes,-where
one "gentleman" stabs ano- On the above extract we remarkther in broad daylight without losing his
1. That it proves what we have long known
rank,-where
duelists and debauchees are and have repeatedly affirmed that the docthe guardians of public 'morals,-where
trine has no mercy in it. The Christ of Unidrunken men stagger in our halls of legis- versalists never forgives a crime-he never
lation,-where
our honorable merchants remits a penalty. So the above writer says
despatch vessels freighted with disease and in the same article, "no repentance, howe\'death to distant shores,-and wllere the muf- er sincere, can excuse [release] a culprit
fled priest with the oath of God on his soul, from the just punishment due to his of..
connives at the iniquity which he dares not fences." Pardon is remission of penalty.
rebuke,-it
is a beautiful thing to talk of But there is no such idea in Universalism.
morality! Morality, forsooth! We wonder It takes the offender by the iliroat-yea, the
that the sun does not veil his face as he looks ~humble, repentant, weeping sinner, and
down on a world so stained 'lnd spotted wiili says, 'Pay me that thou owest!' It casts the
hideous sins. 0 man, is "tllere no flesh in debtor into prison, and with unforgiving,
thy obdurate heart," that thou dost not qui- inhuman feelings, says to him, 'You shall
ver in consternation at the daily spectacle never come out till you have paid the last
which meets the eye? Wiili what cup of item of debt. I will not remit one farthing.'
devils hast thou been drugged, to look on And then the advocate ofthis doctrine turns
this scene of misery so unmoved? Is there around and asks God to forgive him as he
no God in Heaven, no truth on earili, that has forgiven his debtors!! How is that?
thy drowsy soul is lulled in these deceitful Why not at all!
dreams, as the Elysium of human destiny?
2. If deserved punishment always folBut thanks to the Almighty Providence, lows crime; and if there is no after-death
these direful exhibitions are but the pangs punishment, as the "Trumpet" maintl).ins,
and convulsions of the social infancy of our when, and where, and how is the sinner punrace. We must needs go through this stage ished? And the high wayman, and the
of universal movement. A crisis will ar- duellist, who dies in the act of taking away
rive. The time of transition will come.- the life of his fellow?
B. F. 11
Humanity is struggling with the mighty
throes that precede a higher manifestation
Open rebuke is better ilian secret love.
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~KETCHES OF SERMON&--NO.
SKETCHESOF SERMONS.-No.3.

The One Faith.-Eph.
4: 5.
1. Show the difference between faith and
other things, which are not unfrequently taken for it.
The difference between faith and knowledge.
Knowledge, properly, embraces
things which have come within the range of
our senses-of
feeling-seeing-smelling
hearing-tasting.
Faith is the crediting of
testimony.
2. The difference between faith and opin'ion. Opinions are mere inferences-deductions--conjectures-speculations.
They
begin where faith ends.
.
, 3. The distinction between faith and demonstration. One is the result of moral,
the other of mathematical evidence.
4. Faith and credulity are not the same,
The one rests on evidence; the other .believes without evidence, relying upon
dreams, impulses, &c., as evidence of pardon and acceptance with God.
5. Show the differenc between faith and
presumption, which causes one to act rashly, and expects God to take care of him; or
which causes him to expect miracles, or
special providences to be interposed for his
sake.
, 6. Scripture faith does not consist in the
admission that the bible is true. The Jews
believed in Moses, but did not believe what
he wrote. John 5: 45-47.
7. Nor does it consist in admitting the
proposition to be true, that Jesus is the
Christ. One may believe a proposition to
be true, and yetnot believe the truth contained in the proposition. Example: There are
thr,ee miles in a leage. One may admit
this proposition to be true, but if he does
. not understand the terms of the proposition
separately and relatively, he cannot believe
. the truth affirmed in it, for he does not know
what it is.
8. Scripture, or evangelical faith does not
consist in believing God's truth on human
testimony. The testimony of our minister;
the faith of our parents, or of anyone else
is not a sufficient reason why we should believe in Christ; and though we should believe
the truth itself on such testimony, it will be

of no avail-it would not produce any practical good result. We must believe God's
truth on God's testimony-because
he says
it, and gives evidence of its truth. We
find the evidence where we find the facts to
be believed, in the Bible. We must search
the scriptures for both.
9. Believing our explanation, or the explanation of anyone else, that Jesus is the
Christ, is not believing the truth of God contained in the proposition. We must believe
what God says, not what we may explain
him to mean.
10. Believing in Christ does not consist
in believing in new revelations, which we
may call "the witness of the Spirit."
11. In what, then, does the one faith consists ? We must believe in him as the scriptures say. John 7: 38.
1. It implies an understanding of the
proposition; and of the truth contained in it.
Acts 8 :30. Luke 24: 45. Mat. 13: 23.
2. Includes conviction of the truth, or
the assent of t4e mind to the proposition.
3. Implies trust. Eph. 1 : 12, 13.
4. Consists in believing in Christ on the
evidence of the scriptures. John 20: 30,
31. 17: 20. Luke 16: 31.
5. All who have the one faith believe the
same thing-they believe alike.
One may understand and another may not.
One may believe, and another may not believe; but when both understand, and both
believe, they both believe the same thing.
4. The one faith consists in believing the
saving truth of God.
III. Why necessory to believe?
1. The nature of truths to be believed is
such that they cannot be learned in any
other way. They are historic, and
2. We can't please God without faith.Reb. 11: 6 .
3. Unless we believe, we must be damned.
Mark 16: 16.
IV. The faith that saves produces or leads
to a change of heart-change
of life, or
obedience.
Rom. 10: 6-10. Ja's 1: 25.
V. Difficulties in the way of believing
God's truth.
1. The love of worldly applause-the
honors of men. John 5: 44.
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2. When some hear the truth the Devil! prostrated to gratify an adamantine, envious,
takes the word out of their hearts.
Luke and suspicious heart?
A malevolent person
8: 12. He blinds the minds of some, (2 can without much difficulty set in motion a
Cor. 4: 4,) lest they should receive the light train of measures, which may for a season
of truth.
cause a worthy and useful member of socie3. The love of the world-hardness
of ty to be distrusted
and depressed.
It is
heart-and
evil dispositions prevent others easy, by an ingenious hint, a shake of the •
from believing. Mat. 13: 22.
head, a suspicious look, and various other
VI. What is it that believes?
artifices, to bring a cloud over a person's
We walk with our feet-labor
with our good name, and to cast about those slanderhands-speak
with our tongue-see
with ous reports which Soloman compare's to fireour eyes-hear
with our ears, &c. and be- brands, arrows and death.
There are inlieve with the heart. Rom. 10: 9,10. Acts 1 dividuals in every community, to whom no
8: 37.
feast is so agreeable as that made on murVII. What must we believe?
dered reputation.
These do often succeed
1. Not in new revelations.
in depressing, temporarily, the most upright
2. Not in some abstract principles, such and deserving, by involving them in the mists
as the five points.
But
of general suspicion.
3. In Jesus Christ-that
Jesus is the
It is a severe affiiction to be deprived of
Christ.
1 John, 5, 1. John 20: 30,31.the means of subsistence, to be cast moneyMat. 16: 16-18.
less upon the charities of the world; it is
4. This truth must be believed on scrip- a greater still, to be called to consign to the
ture or Apostolic evidence. John 17: 20, cold grave an only relative or friend.
But
21. 20:30,31.
1 John4: 1,6.
if from the wreck of fort.une and family,
5, Evangelical faith consists in believing one is able to save what is more precious
in Jesus as he is revealed in the scriptures;
than all,-an
unsullied
reputation,
a good
and in believing in him on scripture evi- name among
his fellow-beings,-he
still
dence. John 7 ~38.
He that believeth on possesses something to support him; someme as the scripture hath said.
thing worth living for; something by which
•••
he may honor God, and be useful in his day
SUSPICION,
and generation.
By making suspicion the
Some one has defined suspicion to be the
ground of measures with respect to one,
"imagination
of the existence
of someyou may rob him of his last, his best, his
thing without proof," or upon slight evi- only treasure.
It is the prerogative of a
dence, or upon no evidence at all. Suspinarrow and uncharitable
disposition to look
cion proceeds from the apprehension
of
at the dark side only of one's character;
to
evil: it is the offspring or companion of
put the worst construction an doubtful cases;
jealousy.
"Suspicion (affirms Lord Bacon) and endeavor to preserve in remembrance
are among thoughts like bats among birds, those lesser, venial enors and misdeeds,
they ever fly by twilight."
They find no over which oblivion should drop her pall, and
resting-place
in a candill and benevolent bo- th e t races 0 f w h'ICh th e t ears 0 f repen t ance
sam. As bats shun the day, so do suspicions
h
I'
,
't
h d
"
~may ave ongsmce qUi e was e away.
sink frem the sunshine of an honorable and ~
._---_
unpolluted
mind.
Their appropriated wel- i
"RESTITUTION
OF ALL THINGS."
ling-place is a soul narrow shriveled cold
Universalists talk a great deal about the
"
,
"
restitution of all things.
dark, selfish, little and malevolent.
Is ,a
R es t'tI u t'IOn means th e p I'acmg 0 f a thO
,
mg
man to be pronounced
gUIlty upon no eVI- back where it was before, in its originai
dence at all, or upon insufficient evidence? ~condition.
Well, Universalism
maintains
Is it not plain that suspicion is an inadequate
that man when created was just what he is
basis for measures essentially affecting the now-a
fl ail, sinful, dying mortal.
Then
ri~hts, reputation, and happiness of a fellow-I when man in the resurrection
shall be resbemg?
What security
is there for the in- tored to his former original condition, he
nocent, if they may be lawfully assailed and will be again a frail, sinful, dying mortal!
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UNIVERSALISM.
UNIVERSALISM.

Hosea Ballou 2nd, in his Universalist
Quarterly for Jan. 1848, speaks of three
changes through which the denomination
has gone since its rise in the United States.
The first consisted in the rejection of the
divinity of Christ and his atonement. This
change took place aboutthe commencement
of the present century. 'The second took
place between the years 1817 and 1824,
when the tendency which had long been
increasing, to confine all sin and its consequences to the present life, assumed a more
determinate character, and became prominent.'
In the Universalist 'Trumpet' of Feb.
5th this same Mr. Ballou so qualifies the
above remark as to mean 'all sin and its unfavorable consequences, or all sin and its
disadvantages,' or all sin and its evil effects.
On the above quotations from one of the
most distinguished Universalist writers, we
have a remark or two to make.
1. The past history of Universalism in
this country as set forth by one of its best
friends, and one of its ablest advocates, justifies the conviction that its tendency is
downward; that it is growing worse and
worse; that it is drifting farther and farther
from the bible. Already some of its advocates in the north and west are beginning
to reject the inspiration of the scriptures,
and the verity of the miracles they record.
It is evidently destined to the port of open
infidelity unless it 'tack' soon.
2. The above extract shows what we have
long affirmed-that modern, New England,
Ballou Universalism, is not to be found in
the sacred scriptures, nor in the history of
the church for 1800 years, but that it is in
truth a 'Yankee notion,' invented and exhibited, and which began to be peddled off
about the year 1818!
3. The article shows also that Universalists believe sin to be a good thing in its ultimate consequences. All its evil effectsif there are any in the estimation of Universalists-are
confined to this life. Sin,
therefore, does more good than evil to the
world of mankind! And, on the whole, must
be a good thing!

The same paper (the Trumpet) from
which we have made the above extracts,
contains the following: 'How were those
saved who lived anterior to the death of
Christ?' asks a correspondent. 'We answer,' says the Trumpet, 'just~as.Christians
are saved now, i. e. by faith.'-by
faith in
the Messiah to come-as the subsequent
part of the~paragraph maintains.
If we understand Universalists generally,
they do not believe in the pre-existence of
Christ. The article in question states that
the death of Christ was to manifest the love
of God; to attest his own love to mankind;
and as a proof of his doctrine.
Now, according to this doctrine how could
any be saved before the death of Christ?They could not be saved except by faith
in the death of Christ; but Christ had not
yet died, and no evidence had yet been given that God loved them. They could not
love God without this evidence. As yet no
proof had been afforded that the word of
God was true, for Christ's death was for the
purpose of proving it true, and they could
not believe without that evidence. Consequently, according to Universalism, no one
could be saved by faith before the death of
Christ. For where there is no testimony
there can be no faith, and there can be no
salvation without faith.
On his principle we cannot see how the
Trumpet can contend for universal salvation.
He says persons are saved under the gospel
by faith. But all persons have not faith.Many die without it; consequently cannot be
saved. He may perhaps say they will obtain
faith :after death. When-where
and how,
we ask, is this faith to be obtained? Can
the Trumpet prove that gospel, saving faith
may be obtained in the future life? If he
cannot, on his own principles he can not
prove universal salvation. So his doctrine
goes by the board.
B. F.H.

"SUCCESSis all in all with common mind9: and we daily
see the VUlgar shouting at the heels 'of those they are ready
to crucify at the first turn offortune. Is it not surprising that
so many forget their God in an endeavor to court the people!"
The tendency both of IDLENESS and PRIDE is to place self
before GOD, and cause us to believe not only that we merit
. all we receive, but that we create a good share of !t.

SELF·ADVICE!!
"Command thyself-no sudden answer glveWith zeAl do good; for that alone you live;
To know the worth of time, remember death,
Thy life is shOrt, And passing is thy breath.
Be sober-minded-wcar
a look sereneAct before God, allhough by men unseenSpeak not in vain, nor foolishly depart
From gentle words and purity of heart
To Truth, and Charity, and Peace inclined,
With caution censure or applaud mankfndSeck knowledge fair; but shun insipid mirth;
There is no time for folly while on earth.Feed no iIlwiJI-no sudden friendship mAkeBetray no trust-no obligation breakWhatever you neglect, to this attend,
Pity the poor, and be the stranger's friend.
Promise with heed-weigh every action right,
And scan the conduct of each day at nightInstructed by past failings to be wise,
Let every wish, from purest fountain rise.
In talk secure,-pursue
one steady plan,
For actions show the noblest part of man.
Ac(with relation to a future state,
Retort no slander-render
love for ba.te."
For the Christian
PHILIP

AND THE

~[aJJa7.inc.

EUNUCH.

EthIopiA shall soon stretch out her hands unto God.
Psalms 68:31.
The hot rays of noon fen glancing on the sand,
And the Ethiop's charriottoiled slowly
Along the silent road; for the reapers
Had left the half-mown sultry field, and slept
Beneath the cool shadows of the hedge;
'The shepherds slumbered beside the fig-trees
That with their green shades dotted o'er the plain,
While under the stinted bush and wild vine
Of the hill their panting flocks gasped for Air.
In the far distance, like a lake of silver,
Gleamed a "certain water," and an eagle,
Poised above on moveless piutolls, seemed asleep
Amid the clouds.
But the Eunuch slept not.
The mystic ceremonies he had seen
In worship at the Temple, from whence he
Now returned-the
robed a.nd mitre,j priestThe sprinkling hyssop-the choired psalmThe kneeling crowds with doves, and Jambs, and kidsThe altar-and the sacrifice-but, chief,
The rapt words of prophecy read to the people
From out Esaias' holy book, that spoke
Of ONE who was to suffer, uncomplaining,
Even as the lamb Jed dumb to slaughterYet dwelt Among his thoughts. With a finger
Jewelled by the signet of Candace,
He the sacred seroH unfolds, and, musing,
Reads once again the Seer's forecasting speech.
The hidden meaning he may not perceive,
Pondering the text in vain, untH a prayer
Rose unconscious from his troubled heart, that
An interpreter, more skilled in heavenly love,
Might be vouchsafed him.
And, lo! as he prayed,
The Evangelist stoed at his side, saying,
"Understandest what thou readeaU"
The Eunuch answers, "How can I, except
Some man shall guide meT' And tOllched by Philip"
Look and tone fraternal, in a soft and
Pleasant voice of courtesy, bade bim enter
From the heat oppressive sun, and hold discourse.
"I pray thee," Asked the TrellJlurerj "of whom

Speaketh the Prophet here, or of himself
Or of Another?" Then the PreAcher, kindling'
With zeal, preAched Jesus, Annointed Son of God.
Of Him, did Israel's Teachers make comment,
. And, inspired, foreteU the birth of poverty
And the death of shame;-the wondrous work,s
Wrought hy His Jove: the lame should walk; the bluld,
See; the deaf, hear; the dumb, speak; the dead, wake.
All which has been fulfilled. He was born obscure
While angels made announcement, and the stars '
Flocked above His lOWly couch. He sCAttered
Blessings in His path; yet was"rejected
Of His own; and hung upon the cross accursedA spectacle the Sun refused to witness,
And the Earth rent her rocky weeds, and men
Started from the sleep of death, amazed.
On the third day He from the grave arose
Victorious, and offered with all maukind
His victory to share, and commissioned
A faithful few-Philip among the restTo spread the glad tidings through the world,
Disciple and baptize.
Tbe Euuuch
Listened with g]jstening eyes, an'd heaving brea.st,
And burning heart the while that Philip preached;
And as they neared the eagle-haunted, sUver water,
"What," he cried, Udoth binder me to be baptized1
Since He commands, and was Himself example."
"If thou believest," Philip said, ·'thou mayest."
The Eunuch answered, "I beHeve Jesus
Is Son of God."
They stayed the charlot
On the pebbly shore, and both, dismounting,
Entered among the clear waves, rippJingagainst
The breast of each; and while tbey remembered
The burial of the Savior,of which
This was an image momentary and faint.
Philip the believer in His name baptized.
As the Ethiop from the stream emerged,
In which, for inward faith and penitence,
Evinced by outward and obedient act,
His sins had been forgiven, a thrilJ of joy
Passed tbrough his frame, and he called on Philip
In the fulness of his bliss; but he, e'en then,
Caught away by the spirit of the Lord,
Was found preaching at Azotus.
G.M.W.
"OUR COUNTRY;

RIGHT OR WRONG."

Our country is the right-no SOil,no cHme,
No spot on earth, no period in time.
Where truth re:sideswith liberty and love,
There is OUI Father-land, below, above.
Disciples we of Christ,-of God the seed;
Ours be tbe right in thought, in speech, in deed.
To Truth alone aIJegiance we pay;
Ours is the light-our walk be in the dayl
Dear is the realm alone where good abides,
Where justice dwells, and equity presides;
There is our homestead, there our altar-place,
Our Fatber, Godl our brotherhood ,the race!
He the true patriot, and only he
Whose heart and hearth's-stone burn amid the free
Whose sou) is consecrate to manhood's cause,
Lives in the truth, and promUlgates its Jaws.
Our country right, not wrong, be this our boast;
That most l;mr country, which to man is most,
This be our aim of life, our theme of song,
Our country ShAll be right, and right the wrong.
S. D. R.
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were debarred the privileges of Roman citizens. True, we should except that splenFAILINGto destroy the apparently feeble did interval of peace which extended over
and unprotected ~hurch of Christ by means the larger part of th~ second century and
of a people suffiCiently powerful to procu,re which has been described as the happiest in
the death of its founder, ~nd, of many of its the annals of mankind, and during which
followers, Satan calls to hIS aId a,nother pow- the church gathered strength and means for
er, and the Pagan Roman EmpIre becomes future progress and glory, By professing
so diiectly his agent for the ,overthrow of Christianity men were supposed guilty of
Christianity, that in the symbohcallanguage an annatural and unpardonable offence.of the Apostle, it is described a,s a firery They violated the religious institutions of
Red Dragon, and called t~e ~evI1 and Sa- their country, dissolved the sacred ties of
tan.*' This was truly a gigantic power. It education and custom, and impiously deshad subdued the earth, and from the Eu- pised whatever their fathers had revered as
phrates to the Atlantic, and from the fore.sts true and holy, The gods of Rome, of the
of Germany to the sands of t,he ArabIan Empire and of mankind were looked upon
desert, held the most .consohdate~ sway with contempt, which excited the surprise
that had ever kept the trIhes and natIOns of and resentment of the authorities of the
the earth together. What the Jewish peo- government,
pIe and rulers could not effect, it was supThey were persecuted, also, because they
posed the empire of Rome could sepure, were confounded with the Jews, who had
and beneath the power that had conquered by their obstinacy rendered themselves obthe fairest portions of the earth the Religion noxious to the implacable vengeance of
of the peasant of Nazareth would easily be Rome. And strange as it may sound in our
overthrown.
ears, they were publicly charged with the
The contest between Judaism and Chris- crime of Atheism, because their ideas of
tianity has been called a civil war, whereas the Divinity conflicted with and were supethe conflict with Paganism, may be regarded rior to the vulgar notions of the people;
as an advance upon new territory. We and upon a charge so foolish the government
need not particularize the details of this and citizens of Rome were worked up to
conflict, as the general opposition and per- take inhuman delight in the sufferings of
secution is all that we need to observe to men of most inoffensive faith and worship,
feel the force of this proposition, viz: that who were regarded as fitonly for victims to
in the most unequal and discouraging cir- appease the anger of their insulted idols!
cumstances, the most powerful of earth's But in these instances, as in all similar ones,
monarchs not only failed to destroy the Christianity so far from suffering by persechurch, but aided by their opposition in its cution was raised from its primitive obscuuniversal establishment,
rity, and made to assume an importance,
Historians have marked some ten dis- which forced it upon the attention of many,
tinct persecutions waged by Roman empe- who might otherwise have been ignorant of
rors against the church, either of which was its existence; whilst the new and astonishsufficient, so far as human calculation is ing manner in which the sufferers endured
concerned, to have destroyed it utteriy.their trials and calmly submitted to cruel
But they had as well have marked twenty deaths was calculated to recommend it to
as ten, unless it was to gratify a supersti- all who had seen and felt the insuffiency of
tions love for the number ten, as it suited Pagan philosophy to sustain the soul amidst
their interpretation of the ten horns of the its severest conflicts.
Apocalyptic Beast. For near three hunVarious apologies have been offered for
dred years there was scarcely an interval to !the persecution of a people who of all
the bloody persecutions of Christians, who others would seem to have deserved the
alone of all the citizens of the Empire \ common benefits of an auspicious govern'Rev, 12th: 13th. &rnI19th. ch"plers,
ment, by those who love to call forth our adTHE CHURCH OF CHRIST-No,

"Th.gat •• of h.Ushallnot
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prtVail against it." Mal. 16:18.
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miration of the greatness of the Roman of Marcus Aurelius what would we expect
Empire and the wisdom and goodness of from a brutal and gladiatorial Commodus?
its Emperors, such as Trojan, Hadrian and
But our design does not embrace the
the Antonines.
We are told that they mis- questions of history. All admit that umetook the character of the Christians; that lenting hostility to the new and wide spreadthey really regarded them as disturbers of ing religion was the policy of the Roman
the public tranquility and their association Empire,-and we have only to ask, was that
as one of ambitious and seditious individu- policy successful? Did the power which
als; as setters forth of strange gods, calcu- had crushed the earth, and had broke belated to seduce the people from their re- neath its iron rule the mightiest nations,
spect for the venerated religion of the em- crush and subdue the unprotected and always
pire and their allegiance to the government. retiring religion of Jesus? I need not anBe it so. And may not this apology be of- swer. The Religion triumphed. The powfered for every persecution? Does it in erful policy could not subdue its faithful
the least, alter the fact? Was not the and patient adherents. The world heard
learned and magnanimons Saul as really the gospel. The chains of superstition
a persecutor, when he believed his per- were broken. The splendid temple of
secution the service 6f God, as he would idolatry, founded by Grecian and Roman
have been had he not believed it? His philosophy and upheld by imperial power
character, indeed would have been altered and the homage of all nations, fell in ruins,
but the persecution would have been the never, never, to rise again; and the Empire
same. Instead, therefore, of offering apol- itself at last, lent its countenance and gave
ogies for the persecution, the efforts of its power to the establishment of the
the charitable historian should have been Religion it had sought vainly to destroy. In
directed to an apology for the misguided a little over two hundred years after its oripersecutors .. I can admit the gentleness gin, Constantine ascended the throne as a
of Hadrian and the:virtues of Marcus Aure- Christian Emperor, and a Pagan authority
lius, and yet know that they persecuted the states that almost all mankind, had abanchurch of God. The fact is unquestiona- doned the worship of their fathers and unible. The church met the vulgar prejudices ted themselves to the Christian church.of the people, the opposition of philosophy With the single exception of JULIANit may
and the sword of the Empire. Marcus be said, that from this period Christianity
Aurelius, compared with Nero may be called was the Religion ofthe Emperors. But from
a virtuous prince and a high minded phi- this period we notice a crisis in its history.
losopher, but under his reign Justin, and A change was effected in the pure and perthe aged Polycarp and thousands of others secuted religion after it assumed the impeperished beneath the scourge and fires of a rial purple, which forebodes more evil than
cruel martyrdom.
They were dragged all the rage against it could effect. We
through the streets of cities, they were reserve a notice of this crisis to another and
plundered, they were stoned, they were a highly important chapter, wherein we will
nailed on crosses, they were sown up in be called upon to mark the effect of a new
skins of wild-beasts and exposed to the effort on the part of Satan to overthrow the
fury of dogs. Many perished in loathsome church.
dungeons, many died from painful dislocaMeanwhile let us remember with gratition of their limbs in the stocks, many tude, that violence destroyed the violent;
were led to an amphitheatre and before ex- that the conflict overthrew with fearful punposure to the tender mercies of wild-beasts, ishment the heathen persecuting powers
were confined to heated iron chains until with all its actors and temples of idolatry;
their flesh reeked upward with offensive and that the despised Disciples of Christ
odors. Such are the facts which no one overcame thev- enemies, not with weapons
h3:s the temerity to deny. And if these of death, but by the blood of the Lamb, and
thmgs were done under the virtuous reign the word Qf his testimony, which caused
3
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OUR TEACHING

R~VE~ALSE

AND GIVES TRUE GROUND OF REtIG!~~OMFORT.

them to love not their lives unto death."The blood of the martyrs is the seed of
the church;" for it is written of Christ and
cannot be reversed: "The gates of Hell
shall notprevail."
J. B. F.

~

iright and t~e true.

We deny t~is momentary conversIOn, and the certamty of salvation dependent upon it. We cannot separate the faith of the gospel from .a. holy
life. We deny that the Holy Spmt by
special interposition, does for a man what
God requires him to do for himself. We
OPPOSITION TO THE REFORMATION.-No.
HI.
tell sinful men whether they profess mi3. Another objection urged against our raculous conversion or not, they mnst reviews of Reformation is: that it takes away pent or they will perish. We tell all men
the props upon which Christians have been that they must work, anxiously and constantwont to lean for support amid the varied ills ly work or their faith wiII be accounted as
and afflictions incident to human life. I dead or worthless.
Every day must he
admit the justice of the objection. Men strive, watch, guard, pray and keep himself
have been taught to place reliance upon under all possible restraint until he has contheir feelings at particular seasons and times; quered his habits. He may be admitted into draw their support and comfort from cer- to the church and obtain an unalterable astain calms, substitutions and reliefs which surance that his past sins are forgiven him
had no foundation in reason or the word of in christian baptism; but if he would be a
God: and to teach such their mistakes is ta- holy man he must become so by perpetual
king away their religion itself. 1 have no effort. This is the business of his life and
doubt a pious Jew would have made, with to it he must make every thing subservient.
equal justice and propriety, the same com- Now, the best men in all religious denominplaint of the Apostles and early teachers of ations admit these truths, though oftentimes
Christianity. They had their feasts and they are mixed up with mystical doctrines
holy-days, their Sabbaths and new-moons, which destroy their influence; and because
on which their souls relied and from the ob- we seek to disentangle them from such inservance of which they drew their religious fluences shall we be regarded as denying
support and comfort. And when Paul all religion? We ought to be looked uponrawould say, "let no man judge you in meats ther as benefactors so far as we are successor with respect to a holy-day or Sabbaths or ful in this duty, than as subverters. of the
a New Moon," declaring that all these things faith!
were insubstantial shadows,' it was like robWe think that we teach every holy, wholebing the Jew of all he had heretofore held some truth which others teach; but that we
dear. And so with the pious Catholic.teach them less mixed with human opinions
Take from him his confessional, his crosses, and superstitions. We teach the absolute
his intercession of saints, his relics and com- necessity of faith; but it is faith based upon
fortable absolutions, and he feels that you scriptural testimouy. We teach unreserved
have robbed him of his religion. We seek obedience; but it is obedience to the laws
to take away all false reliances; but we of God instead of the commandments and
would substitute a more sound, more ration- traditions of men. We teach the assurance
aI, and consequently more safe ground, of of sins forgiven; but it is an assurance based
assurance and comfort in an intelligent be- upon the word of God and not our changing
lief in the promises of God, and a hear~y and changeable feelings. We teach the enobedience to his commandJ~ents. Tl~e~e IS lightening, comforting and sanctifying ina true and a false foundatIOn for religIOus fluences of the Holy Spirit; hut we expect
hope. There is a rock and a sandy basis these influences in a way that is rational and
upon which men place their reliance.scriptural and not by a special interposition
There are superstitious wants of human na- of miraculous power. We teach the necesture, which may find satisfaction in super- sity of living lives of godliness; nor do we
stitious grounds of assurance; but the real attach merit to our works more th~n others;
wants of man can be satisfied only with the but we teach that the path of holmess, and

t

that path alone, will lead to abiding joy and
peace in believing. And this teaching has
given to thousands the assurances of pardon which they have sought in vain in the
ordinary sources of comfort held out by
their quondam religions teachers; so that if
we take away support and comfort from others we are not without these in our knowledge of the power of primitive Christianity.
On the contrary, an intelligent reception of
the Religion of the New Testament, unadulterated with human additions, undiminished by human subtractions, has given us
patience and comfort in sorrow; hope and
peace in affiiction and trouble; strength in
temptation; forgiveness in our often departures from the holy commandments delivered us; and in every situation has caused us
to see that from it alone we can derive life
and peace, and be led to zeal and watchfulness, self-denial, and activity with a prospect
of a crown of unfading joy laid up in heaven. It alone can give us a living interest,
and an animating devotion, and a well
grounded hope.
J. B. F.

all of whom should be so interested in the
moral and religious condition of the place a!l
to contribute liberally to the building of a
place of worship there. I have no doubt,
many of them will feel the obligation and
discharge it. Visiting the city now, they have
no opportunity of meeting with the church;
they are exposed to the ten thousand dangers of a luxurious and voluptuous place,
and often mak~ shipwreck of their faith under the influence of its facinating amusements, and the example of a society swallowed up in gain-gathering, pleasure-seeking, and self-indulgence.
For their own
interests, temporal and spiritual, they should
build a house to which they can resort on
the day of the Lord, for the salutary and
saving helps we all need at all times, and
especially, when exposed to such v..aried
temptations.
But New Orleans appeals strongly to the
liberality of the Brethren every-wlwre. It
is becoming one of the greatest cities in the
world. Indeed, there is no calculating its
future importance. It is a very congress of
nations and people during one half the year.
From it, as from a Jerusalem, may be soundCHURCH OF CHRIST IN NEW ORLEANS.
ed out the word of life to most of the States
DurinJ our recent visit to the great Em- of the Union, and the nations of the world.
porium of the South and West, we were I know no religious enterprise that promises
much gratified to learn that our Brethren so much present and future and permanent
there are making an effort to build a meet- good as the establishment of the cause in
ing-house in an eligible part of the city.the Crescent City. Letthe Brethren, then,
They are, however, but few in number and send in their contributions, and aid the little
few of them are blessed with a large amount band that is now there, struggling against
of this world's goods, and consequently, all sorts of influences and seeking to plant
they will be compelled, in a great measure, the standard of our Master in a a proud and
to look for help from abroad. Their condi- luxurious city. A worthier, more harmotion and wants should be presented to the nious, and, apparently, devoted people I have
Brethren throughout the Mississippi Valley never met with. Beyond their ability they
at once, and we trust when presented they have promised to contribute, and surely
will be responded to in such a manner as to those whose substance is yielding its insecure success to their most important ent.er- crease yearly under the blessing of a kind
prise. Hundreds of our Brethren are large- providence, in a country unequalled upon
ly interested in the morals and religious con- the globe, \"ill be ready to assist them in
dition of this great centre of Western com- their present praise-worthy effort. Let us
merce; they have business that calls them remember, ere our blessings fail, that all we
there for weeks and months in every year; have are the favors of God's benificence,
hundreds go there seeking relief from the which shogld be used for the accomplishcares of business or to recruit their health, ment of his purposes in the promotion of
-whilst hundreds more send their produce his cause upon the earth; and if we prove
unfaithful in our present trusts, how can he
and receive their supplies from the city,0'0
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commit to us the true riches:- "There is! sake; and when he keepeth the ungodly for
that giveth and still increaseth, and there is 1 the day of wrath."
that withholdeth w~at is meet but it tendeth ! Query 2. Is there any Theological dif..
to poverty. The lIberal soul shall be made ference between the meaning of sacrifice
fat."
J. B. F.
and oblation?
J. A. B.
Oblation means simply an offering. It
comes from the Latin Oblatu8, which sigQuery 1st. How are the wicked made for nifies "brougltt before;" and as offerings
the day of evil?
D. M.
were brought before God, it came to signify
I suppose our Querist refers to the saying any thing proferred or offered to God.of Solomon, Pro. 16:4. We consider the Sacrifice, however, has not only the idea of
expression as equivalent to what Job ex- an offering, but of a slain-offering; somepresses in other words: "The wicked is re- thing killed or given up for the sake of
served to the day of destruction. They something else. Scripturally, its most com.
shall be brolIght forth to the day of wrath." mon meaning is the mfliction of death, by
In other words, God, in disposing all things the shedding of blood, as an act of religious
to their proper ends, has set punishment servi.ce. It has. also a subordinate meaning
over against wickedness; so that his servants and IS used to mclude good works, when
may know that however prosperous or long- these works are performed from a sense of
lived the wicked may be, it is no proof that God's authority and favor. The difference
Jehovah approves them or that they shall is, that whilst both sacrifice and oblation
avoid a just punishment in the day of wrath. signify an offering, the former means a
God has made all things wisely. He tem- bloody offering and the laUer a bloodless
pers the severity of winter and brings on one: Sacrifice means more than oblation.
summer; he gave the night for rest from the Hence Christ was both an oblation and a
'labors of the day; he appointed pain to fol- sacrifice to God. Eph. 5:2; Heb. 10:10.
low the violation of physical laws, that we
The words differ in the original. eUUtlX
might preserve our bodies entire or keep them is usually translated sacrifice, whilst Ill/ouin quietude that they might be healed when CPOI/ll-, is translated offering or oblation; but
broken: every thing, in a word, has its use, as is usual, both words are sometimes used
and so, also, the wicked, though they may interchangeably.
strengthen themselves in tlleir wickedness,!
Query 3. Where is the origin of sacrishall yet see a day of evil, which will vin- fices?
J. A. B.
dicate the majesty and justice of the governEvidently in the unrecorded command
ment of God. It has been well said that given to Adam. They antedate all human
God punishes the wicked. in this life that history; and we have good reason to believe
they may repent, and in the life to come if that the first blood ever poured out upon
they will not repent. The wicked, then, this earth was sacrificial blood, attesting, in
though free to be wicked, are not Gods, but the beginning,the nature of sin and the methwill yet be made to bow to the authority of od of approach to God. The origin of sacan Almighty Sovereign. It is, therefore, im- rifices may be learned from Gen. 3 :21: "unpossible for us to live viciously and escape to Adam, also, and to his wife, did the Lord
the consequences of vice, for sooner or God make coats of skins and clothed them."
later they will come upon us, with fearful That the beasts from which these skins were
power. This seems to be the idea before procured were slain in sacrifice is eviden t
the mind of Solomon, and hence he says in from the following considerations: 1. They
the next verse, "Everyone that is proud in were not slain for food, for the grant of aniheart is an abomination to the Lord; though mal food was, not given until after the dehand join in hand he shall not be unpun- luge.-Gen.9:3.
2. It is not likely that
ished." Coverdale translates the passagethey were slain solely for their skins for
"The Lord doeth all things for his own other materials were existing in abundance
QUERIST'S
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~w~h-ic-h~c~uld
have-;~;plied them with gar- \S;:C;ifice, we ~:bserve,
originates in
ments, which have since furnished their' the fact that our lives are preserved to UB by
descendants.
The most probable view is, the death of others. One generation dies
therefore, that the whole bodies of the to give place to another; animals and vegebeasts were offered as a sacrifice and their tables constantly die to sustain our exisskins retained as a commemorative cover- tence; nay, we, ourselves, are dying daily
ing. There is another method by which we that we may live: for parts of our bodies are
come to the same conclusion: It is unrea- constantly perishing to give place to other
sonable to suppose that the human imagina- parts by which life is sustained. So that
tion originated sacrifices. For what con- this first truth is presented to us-if we will
ceivable connection, can anyone discover, receive it-with equal force with which it
aside from a divine appointment, between was presented to the the first sinners.
the blood of a brute animal and the sins of
But the Christian has positive proof that
a human being,? Indeed it would be more sacrifices originated in a divine appointment.
reasonable to suppose that God would be The first plain account which we have of
offended at the unauthori'sed destruction of them is in the examples of Cain and Abel;
hiscreatures, than so to accept them as to for- and the author ofthe epistle to the Hebrews
give the sins of their destroyers. And hence declares, that "by faith Abel offered unto
Pagans are more rational than many Infi- God a more excellent sacrifice than Cain."
dels and those Christians, who ascribe the Now faith is the belief of the word of God;
idea of sacrifice to a human origin, for they (Rom. 10 :13;) and so God must have dehave unanimously, in all ages, ascribed it to clared his will in this particular or it could
a divine command.
not be said that Abel offered to God by faith.
We conclude, therefore, that the first blood In our Lecture upon the third and fourth
shed upon the earth was the blood of asac- chapters of Genesis, we have examined
rifice, and the first death a typical represen- the origin and design of sacrifices at length,
tation of that death which was inflicted for which we hope, at the proper time, to pubsin and uncleanness, by which we have "re- lish. Meanwhile we submit the above as
demption, even the forgiveness of sin."
indicating the course of our reasoning
I have tried sometimes to realize the pow- upon a most important and interesting suberful impressions .which the first sacrifice ject.
made upon the mmd of our first parents.
Query 4th. What means Jeremiah 7: 22
They had just sinned against their Almighty 23. Hosea 6: 6· Isaiah 43: 22-24?
'
Creator and had been driven from their bliss-'
,
,
,
JAB
ful abode under the divine sentence of
. . .
DEATH. They could form but a vague idea
We have always regarded such expresof what death meant. But when the inof- sions as those used by Jeremiah and Hosea,
fensive lamb was placed upon the altar, and as very pointed examples of the idiom
the instrument of death by divine ,direction of the Hebrew language, by which things
plunged into its vitals, what must have been of less value, when placed by the side
their feelings as they heard its piteous and of those more valuable, are spoken of as
unavailing cries, and saw its streaming blood having no value. The true idea, therefore,
and struggling agonies, until its last throes is: God desired purity of life and holiness
ended in a quietude, breathless and ghastly, of conduct more than all whole-burnt offerwhich God called DEATH? To feel that ings; for without these such offerings were
they, by their sin, were the authors of these a solemn mockery. Our Savior adopts the
sad scenes, must have been painful in the ex- same form of speech: "Take no thought
treme; and that the lesson might never be for your lives," for take less thought. "Labor
lost, they were clothed in the skins of these not for the meat that perishes," for labor less
for it or make it subservient to the meat
animals, which were called their covering,
from a Hebrew word, which signifies much which endures to everlasting life. Any
the same as our word atonement.
other view is not only a violation of the

I
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laws which govern the meaning of all lan- truth in such declarations. Of all such he
guages, but will also serve to make the scrip- requires purity and not sacrifice; a proper
tuers contradict themselves. We are required acknowledgement of God more than burntto provide for our lives, our families and for offerings. And when such come to present
our nakedness. See Eph. 5: 25 28; 1 Tim. themselves before the Lord they ought to
5:8; 2 Thess. 3:1012; 2 Tim.4:13. When be taught in the language of the Savior, as
one thing is to be preferred to another a they were taught by the Prophets, "Go and
forcible method of expressing that prefer- learn what this meaneth, I will have mercy
ence is to speak of the one as though the and not sacrifice." Matt. 9 :13.
other did not exist.
Query 5. Please reconcile 2 Kings 8 :26
The passage in Jeremiah, however, may and 2 Chron. 22:2. One says that Ahaziah
refer only to a question of time: "For I was forty two years old when he began to
spoke not unto your fathers nor commanded reign and the other that he was twenty-two?
them in the day that I brought them out of
G. E. TAYLOR.
the land of Egypt, concerning burnt-offerThe "forty-two years" is evidently a misings and sacrifices." Not that he did not take of the transcribers who should have
command them, as the Querist seems to un- written twenty-two, as in 2 Kings 8 :26.derstand, but that he did not command them Any person who will notice the Hebrew
at that time-"in that day." When on their alphabet will easily see how such mistakes
way from Egypt to Sinai, God did not re- would occur in copying the text. Suppose,
quire of them oblation or sacrifices; but for example, the Hebrew letter Vau (~) was
he required obedience to that which was mistaken for another,( Yod-') which looks
right in his sight, that they should give ear very much like it; and suppose that the first
to his commandments and keep his statutes. represents FIVE, and the second, FIFrY
This we find was true, by comparing Jere. years, you will see at once how easily mis7 :22, 23, with Exodus 15 :26.
takes in Chronology would be made. I
Isaiah 1 :11-20, affords a good and a clear have no doubt that this single fact will accommentary upon the passages refered to by count for many, if not all the difficulties of
the Querist. The Jews reproved by Jere- the Hebrew Chronology, which have been
miah, Hosea and Isaiah were hypocritical the subject of controversy for hundreds of
in their services and had no love for God in years, which in the nature of things can nevthe multitude of their offerings. They were er be settled. For my own part, after a
dilligent in offering incense, and sacrifices, patient examination of such questions, I
but they offered not always to God; and have learned to place no reliance on the
when they did offer, their hands were stained Bible Chronology, and to use the one rewith unrepented crimes. God teaches, by ceived, not because I regard it as the true
Jeremiah, &c., that he had never command- one, but because a true one cannot be found
ed such sacrifices; that he could not be and it will answer all important or practical
bribed with such gifts; and unless they obey- purposes. The statement in Chronicles is
ed his voice and departed from all evil, it a mistake or the son, Ahaziah, was two years
would be true to them that he had never older than his own father!
commanded nor would he accept their sacThus .much had we written before we
rifices.
So, now, we may say to a hypocrite who
has been baptised,that God never commanded his baptism; or to a covetous, adulterous,
profane, intemperate or otherwise criminal
professor of Christianity, that God did not
command his prayers, his observence of religious worship or his assembling with the
saints, and there would be no violation of

opened Dr. Clark's commentary upon the
passage; and perhaps it will be some satisfaction for the reader to see that he has taken
the very same view. "Hebrew numbers,"
says he, "were expressed by single letters
and it is easy to mistake MEM, (O,)forty, for
CAPH,(~) twenty." Withoutknowingthatthis
was the manner in which Hebrew critics reconciled the difficulties of Chronology, the
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FEET-WASHING-HOLY

KISS-THE

first time ever we noticed a Hebrew numeral alphabet the idea WM spontaneously
suggested ..
These slight mistakes, whilst they are sufficient to prove stumbling-stones to men
averse to the Bible, are too slight to affect
the faithof a rational man, who knows that
no important fact is altered by them. For,
I venture it as true, that if all the variations
of all the manuscript copies of the Bible
were collected together, no truth of divine
revelation would be placed 1n the least
jeopardy by them; a fact which shows a remarkable providence in the uncorrupted
preservation of the truth of God.

J. B. F.
QUERIES

'"

ADDRESSED TO T. FANNING.

1. Should teachers engage in feet-washing, as a church ordinance, rather than offend their brethren?
It is the duty of preachers to teach their
brethren, that feet-washing is classed with
"lodging strangers, relieving the distressed,"
and such other "good works;" but is no
where put as a church ordinance. No work
can better evince the humility and love of a
brother, to those whose feet need washing,
than the act of "girding himself with a towel," and washing their feet; but to wash
feet as a mere form without any meaning,
and in the absence of either command or
example, would be as idle, as to feed and
lodge such as need not. Strangers and the
starving, should have our attentions, but to
go through forms wit):I those who are, perhaps, in better circumstances than ourselves
is quite as ludicrous, as to use the square
and compass in "thin air" and a pent-up
room, and call it Masonry.
2. Paul directed the disciples to "salute
one another with a holy kiss." Did he intend it to be observed in a congregational
capacity? (Some of our brethren think so
and act accordingly.)
The holy kiss, was evidently not a church
ordinance, and whether it meant any thing
more than a hearty Christian congratulation
I am not prepared to state.
3. Do we take the Lord's supper understandingl y on any day of the week, save the
first?
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LORD'S SUPPER-EXCERPS.

In my judgment, there would be as little
meaning in taking the Lord's supper on any
other day besides the first, as there would
be in baptising any other, than a believer.

.•.

T. F.

EXCERPS OF THINGS NEW AND OLD.

The spirit of trade, which is now so active
in all parts of our community, seems to prefer wealth to happiness and power to morality. When this is the case we always calculate that evil will follow. It creates a false
standard fot the government of society, and
incorporates moral diseases into it which
sooner or later affect all its relations. I
know it is a question whether or not good
and evil bring their rewards and punishments in this life. The truth is, that the
principle holds good both with respect to
this state and that which is to come; for it is
an eternal principle, and cannot be rendered
nugatory. Whilst, then, our hope of reward
and fear of punishment should be mainly
directed to the world to come, at the same
time, in our daily concerns we should expect
that our transgressions will meet with a
portion of their punishment even upon earth.
Every observer of men will tell you, that as
a general rule, an upright, high-principled
course of conduct, though it may for a
while lead through severe trials, will at last
end in more happiness than the reverse; and
that all the shifts and expedients of cupidity cannot prevent the disappointment and
misery of those who adopt them. Virtue
leads the way to happiness here and, necessarily, opens the way to happiness hereafter.
Selfihness produces more misery than sickness; hatred more sorrow than poverty; and
the wounds which our pride receives, the
paroxisms which our passions create, and
stings which remorse inflicts, and the restlessness and uneasiness which disobedience
produces, are a few of the evils we mayexpect, even in this life if we depart from the
good and the right way. "Know, then, (says
the Prophet,) and see that it is an evil thing
and a bitter to forsake the Lord thy God;"
and of old hath the Psalmist declared, and
all observing men confirm the truth, "I have
never seen the righteous forsaken nor his
seed begging bread; for he is evcr merciful
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SHOUTING RELIGION.
and lendeth, and his seed is blessed. Depart, therefore, from evil;" do it at once and
An American author who has done much
hesitate not-"and
dwell forevermore."to give weight and character to American
Ps. 37: 24-27.
literature abroad, says, in a recent work
of his: "As soon as a man begins to shout
Some men talk and act as though they in religion, he may be pretty sure he is 'holbelieved that mankind never knew any thing lowing before he gets out of the woods.'previously to the last twenty or forty years. It is true that all of our feelings exhibit
This is a great and may be a fatal mistake. themselves more or less, in conformity to
That important advances have been made habits and manners; but there is something
and are now making in many departments profane in the idea that the spirit of God
of knowledge no one will now deny, but manifests its presence, in yells and clamor,
that certain great truths have been under-j even when in possession of those who have
stood before the present race of visionaries not been trained to the more subdued dewere born, and that they will last long after portment of reason and propriety. The
they and their verdant schemes are forgot- shouting ~nd declamatory parts of Religion,
ten, is equallyclear. We often times fail to may be the evil spirits grumbling and yelldistinguish between tbe time when we be- ing before they are expelled, but these must
came acquainted with certain truths and all not be mistaken for the voice of the Anpast time; forgetting that the truth existed eient of Days."-Cooper.
before we knew it, and was never made dependant upon our knowing or not knowing
"SUCCESSis all in all with some men; and
it. This is the great error of Reformers we daily see the vulgar shouting at the heels
after men recognize them as such. Before of those they are ready to crucify at the
they gain this character, they ever, in all hu- first turn of fortune. In this good land of
mility, acknowledge their indebtedness,' for ours, popularity adds to its more worthless
the truths they have discovered, and seem properties the substantial result of power;
not to be astonished that they have discov-! and it is not surprising that so many forget
ered them; but when their vanity is assailed God in their endeavor to court the people.
by flattery, they feign to believe until they In time, however, all these persons of misdo believe, that their genius developed what taken ambition, come to exclaim with Shakevery well-read man knows was developed speare's Wolseyand acted npon before they were born.'HadI butservodmyGod withhalfthezeal
.

.

The tendency wtth such persons IS to place
self before God, and to suppose that they
merit all that they enjoy, and that they actually are the authors of a good share of it.
Pity that man should ever forget that at best
he can only act a second'lry part in the universe of God, or that his rebellious vanity
should cause him so far to forget his God
as to suppose that either capacity, success
or power are any thing more t.han the short-l
lived gifts of Him who has given them from
the beginning, and takes them again whenever his purposes are accomplished. It
will yet be found that our province is not to
create, and that Solomon was not mistaken
when he said, "the thing that hath been is
that that shall be; and that which is done is
that which shall be done, and there is no
new thing under the Sun."-Eccll:
9.

I served my king, he would not in mine age

Haveleftmenakedtomineenemies.'
"-COOPJl:R.
"There is another point of view in which
we could wish to protest against the shouts
and fallacies of the hour. Trade, perhaps
the most corrupt and corrupting influence
of life--or, if second to any thing in evil,
second only to politics-is proclaimed to be
the great means of humanizing, enlightening, liberalizing, and improving the human
race! Now, against this monstrous mistake
in morals, we would fain raise our feeble
voices in sober remonstrance. That the intercourse which is a consequence of commerce may, in certain ways, liberalize a
man's views, we are willing to admit; though
at the same time, we shall insist that there
are better modes of attaining the same ends.
But it strikes us as profane to ascribe to this

EXCERPS

OF THINGS

frail and mercenary influence a power which
there is every reason to believe the Almighty
has bestowed on the Christian church, and
on that alone; a church which was opposed
to most of the practices of trade, which rebukes them in nearly every line of its precepts, and which carried out in its purity,
can alone give the world that liberty and
happiness which a grasping spirit of cupidity is so ready to impute to the desire to accumulate gold !"-Cooper
ComIERcE, brings many blessings to a
people, but when trade becomes a principle
instead of a means of improvement, woe
betide the people who become its dupes.~
A man who lives only to accumulate, is cer-·
tain to have all his nobler and better feelings
blunted by his grasping energies, and he
will sooner or later loose sight of the great
objects of his existence. What is true of
man is true of communities. If they set
up the idol of Commerce to worship instead of their God, they will degenerate into
all the vices of self-indulgence, and cupidity.
No worse sign can be seen in the aspect of
any people than that where every other interest is made to bow to gain-getting.
THE

FULFILMENT OF PROPIIECy.-aso

far as the human mind has yet been able to
penetrate the mysteries of our condition
here on earth, with the double connection
between the past and the future, all its just
infeJ"encestend to the belief in an existenc.e
of a vast and beneficent design. We have
somewhere heard, or read, that the gipsies
believe that men are fallen angels, toiling
their way backward on the fatal path along
which they formerly rushed to perdition.This may not be, probably is not true, in
this special detail; but that men are placed
here to prepare themselves for a future and
higher condition of existence, is not only
agreeable to our consciousness, but is in
harmony with revelation. Among the many things that have been revealed to us,
where so many are hid, we are told that our
information is to increase, as we draw nearer
the Millennium, until "The whole earth shall
be fillp-dwith the knowlNlge of th!' Lord,
4
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as the waters cover the sea." vVe may be
far flOm that blessed day; probably are; but
he has lived in vain, who has dwelt his half
century in the midst of the civilization of
this our own age, and does not see around
him the thousand proofs of the tendency of
things to the fulfilment of the decrees, announced to us ages ago by the pens of holy
men. Rome, Greece, Egypt, and all that
we know of the past, which comes purely
of man and his passions: empires, dynasties, heresies and novelties, come and go
like the changes of the seasons; while the
only thing that can be termed stable, is the
slow and sure progress of prophecy. The
agencies that have been employed to bring
about the great ends foretold so many centuries since, are so very natural, that we often lose sight of the mighty truth in its
seeming simplicity. But, the signs of the
times are not to be mistaken. Let any man
of fifty, for instance, turn his eyes towards
the East, the land of Judea, and compare
its condition, its promises of to-day, with
those that existed in his own youth, and ask
himself how the change has been produced?
That which the Richards and Sts. Louis of
the middle ages could not effect with their
armed hosts, is about to happen as a consequence of causes so obvious and simple
that they are actually everlooked by the multitude. The Ottoman power and Ottoman
prejudices are melting away, as it might be
under the heat of divine truth, which is
clearing for itself a path that will lead to the
fulfilment of its own predictions."-Cooper.
THE GOVERNMENT

m'

TIlE

UNITED

STATES.

There is no government upon earth so
free as that of our own glorious republic.
In it every man, however humble, may aspire to the highest honors,-may select his
own career and carve out his own fortune
in his own way. Intelligence is not confined to a favored few but like the light of
the bright luminary of heaven may be shed
abroad equally upon the poor and rich.The consciousness of independence awakens an inherent impulse and a feeling of
self-reliance unknown to the timid subjects
of despotism, an,d the collision of mRI1
with man ex('.ites a nobk emulation that
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• Since writing the above we have news from France, that
Loui.s Philippe has left, and the people are in an insurrection
and have declared for IJ. Republic. Verily, 'the end i. not yet.'
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be preserved by its influence, It is not the Illcurable dIsease, and ISdoomed to be taken
wisdom of her statesmen nor the valor of to pieces and thrown into an unclean place
her soldiers; it is not the i~telligence of her to be bur~ed with fire, for strong is th~ Lord
people, nor the greatness of her commerce; God who Judgeth her. The recollectIOns of
it is the number of her righteous men that her past glory, and the mementos of her
has saved the nation thus far, and we trust pride, scattered in magnificent ruins about
in God will yet save her.
her, cannot awaken her ambition; and the
Its presence among a people, is the sure monuments of her ,civilization as found in
indication of life, but let it be withdrawn, the pages of her LIvy, the eloquence of her
and disolution will follow; the elements of Cicero and the poetry of her Virgil are not
decay which are slumbering among the able to break the night of ages, which seeks
masses, only need opportunity to do their to hide her hideous deformity and cormpFor the Christian Maga,in.,
"YOU ARE THE SALT OF THE EARTH,"-CHRI8T,

work, and as sure as fire will burn and poison will kill, so will these destroy the fairforms of society and leave behind nothing
but a putrescent mass. We need only refer to the history of the past to find the most
abundant pfoofs to sustain these premises,
Take one example, that of Rome; under
the influence of Christianity, she might
have lived in all her glory to this day had it
generally prevailed, The chun~h planted>

tion.
The place in which philosophy had gained
her brightest laurels, where poetry had sent
forth her most harmonious numbers, where
architecture had erected her most stately edifices, and where the painter and the sculptor had achieved the noblest triumphs of
their art, presents a wilderness of ruin and
decay. And why so? Because the salt has
lost its saltness, and has no power to stay
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the tendencies of corruption. The very
form of the true religion is wanting,-its
power has been lost for ages. It has a
Church but it is neither the Jewish nor the
Christianj nor the Mahomedan nor the Pagan, but the fit emblem of which is a woman
sitting upon a scarlet colored beast, full of
names of blasphemy, having seven heads
and ten horns, whose name, written upon
her forehead, is "Mystery, Babylon the
Great, the mother of Harlots and abominations of the earth."
JAMES CHALLEN.

Some object to co-operation with the Baptists because many of their leading men
have shamefully slandered us and onr principles,aI1 over the land. This we have felt;
but we should remember that but comparatively afew and these of the least respectable
sort have engaged in this work. Many
among them have as much fellowship for us
as they have for their more immediate brotherhood. Many of them entertain the same
views of Christianity. Besides, they have
so amended the constitution of their Society
as to remove all the objectional features of
which we have complained. They have
THEAMERICAN
ANDFOREIGN'
BIBLESOCIETY. appointed our Brethren as their officers and
This Society is engaged in a great and
And if there was no other reason,
a good work. It is sending the Book oflife agents.
h
t
ey
are
efficiently
engaged in a good and
to Atheists, Indians and Pagans of every
glorious work in which we may labor with
name abroad; whilst it supplies the poor at the
h fi II 1 . 1
d' fi 11fi 'th
m c edr u y, ovmg y an III u alhome with the same blessed volume. It has
commanded the efforts of the most intelli- struggling against common difficulties and
gent, pious arid benevolent Baptists, and obstacles of which but few can form a proper estimate. They are sowing the seed
many of our own Brethren, with 11 com- of life broadcast over the earth. And I
mendable liberality, have also engaged in h t'l
' h th t all
h
h
ear I y WIS
a
our c urc es were
this good work. This well corresponds
with our prefession. We are preaching the cordially and earnestly co-operating with
bible as the only authoritative source of reli- them that together in the great gathering
gious information and government, and we of the harvest, we might bring with joy our
sheaves to the Master's granary. 0 that
ought therefore, of all people, to be most we could rouse the church from its heartready and active in sending it abroad to
bless mankind. It is a noble and God-ac- less indifference, to deep, prayerful and earncepted work to reclaim man from ignorance, est thought upon its obligations to a world in
ignorance and sin!
superstition and crime; to remove from lands
Bro. E. A. S3fITH, has been appointed
of darkness and moral death, the clouds
which intercept the light and glory of that General Agent for this Society. He has
day-spring from on high which has visited visited our churches in Philadelphia, Baltius; and it is a one in which the wisest and more, Eastern Virginia, South Carolina and
Georgia, and I understand they have generbest men of all ages have been engaged,and shall we refuse to co-operate in its suc- ally acted with noble liberality. He is on
cess with those who are now at work in his way to Tennessee and Kentucky, and I
this noblest of causes? Shall we refuse to do hope our brethren in these States will be
distribute the bible at home and abroad? ready with their contributions, awaiting his
J. B. F.
Shall we impede the current 0 f Ch"rlstIan corning.
",
benevolence in sending forth the volume for
REPORTOFEVANGELISTS,-No.6.
the knowledge of which we have suffered DEARBno. FERGUSON:
and labored so much during the past twenty
During the month of February your
years? I know we will not, for hundreds of evangelists visited the congregations followthe most gifted, sincere and pious amongst ing:
us are already engaged, and all the con1. Brawley's Fork.-The
inclemency of
scientious, I have no doubt will be, when the weather prevented most of the brethren
the claims of the bible cause shall have from coming out. From what we could
been fairly presented.
, gather of the sentiments of those present,
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the pl~ns of county and state co-operation pared to state what funds each congregation
were approved, and on Lord's day a small will fu:nish, for the general obje:t. Efforts
contribution was made. We confidently ex- were hkewlse made for Columbia, towards
ect that when the brethren at this point raising means for building a suitable meet;hall have a better opportunity they will ing-house, which have, resulted, so far, in
signalize their benevolence by a heart~ sup- the donation of the groun~ a~d several hunport of the plan. While there we enjoyed dred dollars towards bUIldIng. ,May the
the hospitalities of our much esteemed Lord .grant that the Church ,of Chnst at CoBro. Curlee whose health for. se~eal years llumbla may go,on t~ perfec~l~n, a~d tba~the
has prevented him from engagmg m exten- ~pU,re an~ radiant ~Ight o~ Its holmess may
sive Evangelical labors. The churches in shme wI,th even I~cre~sl~g lustre on the
Cannon have contemplated securing his commumty by which It IS surrounded.services for that county the present year and Leaving Columbia we preached at New Liwe trust he will be able to meet their wish- bert yon Thursday and Thursday night, prees. Leaving Brawley's Fork we passed sented the letter from Columbia, on which
through Millersburg and Fosterville preach- the brethren acted with commendable
ing at both places, and likewise to the con- promptness. This church contributed libgregation of Berea, and on Saturday before erally to State co-operation last fall. We
the 2d Lord's day commenced laboring at
preached at Williamsport on Friday night
2. Columbia.-The brethren at Colum- and arrived next day at
bia were laboring under many untoward in3. Dunlap, in Hickman county.-At this
fIuences. Meeting irregularly and at long point we labored till Tuesday evening, preintervals, without a place of worship other senting co-operation, general and local. On
than the Court-house and under the blight- l Lord's day a contribution was made to
ing operation of a lax discipline and the. at- send the gospel to destitute regions of
tendant reproach of disorderly members, the State, and the proposition of the Coas might have been anticipated they had lumbia church postponed for future confallen into a deep spiritual lethargy. From sideration.
One united from the Bapthis condition we endeavored, with the valu- tists. While here we enjoyed the hospitalable assistance of our beloved bro. J. K. ities of our energetic and esteemed Bro.
SPEER,to relieve them, and God be praised, MICKS,who is slowly recovering from a sewere not without success. Steps were ta- vere illness. He is one of the old veterans
ken in the first place to restore the gospel of the Reformation in Tennessee, and we
discipline, and the effort was crowned with hope he may long be spared to do valiant
even unexpected results. All hindrances service in the good cause. On Tuesday
were removed and many who had been out- night we again preached at Williamsport,
standing for months and years were brought and on Wednesday and night at Blocker's
into the fellowship of the congregation and school-house. Thursday morning we comrejoiced to be associated with those now menced meeting according to appointment
solemnly pledged to a higher spirituality and ~at _
deeper devotion to the interests of Messi4. Catlty's Creek, in Lewis county.-Conah's kingdom.
~uring the mee~ing two tinued laboring till Sunday night, preaching
made the confeSSIOn and one uUlted from and teaching. Efforts will be made by the
the Baptists, so that in all thitteen were add- congregation towards co-operating with the
ed to the church. The subjects of State or Maury co. Churches, pursuant to the proCounty co-operation were urged and ap- position from Columbia. On Lord's day
proved, and letters addressed by the breth- contribution was made for general purposes
ren at Columbia to the different congrega- to the amount of $23,25. It was encourations in Maury-two
on its borders-reging to see old and young, bond and free,
questing a county co-operation meeting to brethren and sisters all contributing accordbe held in Columbia on Saturday before the ing to ability. Whenever the mass of the
2d Lord's day in March by messengers pre- brethren act, much good can be done, while
I
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the system of imposing all the labors on a
few strong-handed and strong-hearted brethren, while the majority do nothing, will
greatly paralize the best efforts that can be
made.
From Cathy's Creek we returned to Columbia and preached to a very respectable
assemblage on Monday night, and learned
that all things were working together for
good.
Your brethren in the Lord,
J. J. TROTT,
JNO. EICHBAUM.

South is certainly the ripe field for the gospel sickle.We felt often, as we made a hurried trip along its mighty river, a few days since, that there was not a city or
town, that might not be taken by any two faithful yokefellows in the gospel 01 Christ in a few months of pro.
per exertion. We trust our Brotherhood will be aliTe
to the demands of this great aud growing country; the
future centre of the world.

Brother J. R. FRAME, Lafayette, Ohio, gives u.
the encouraging intelligence, that "this morning (Feb.
9th) nine persons were immersed in that beautiful
stream you so often troubled when you were here. Six
of them are young ladies attending my school and one
the oldest daughter of the late Brother Watson. 1 had
labored anxiously to inculcate the principles of Chris.
tianity into their juvenile minds and 1 thank the Lord
for the result of my laLon. 1 think that now would be
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE,
ETC.
a most propitious time to plant a church in the city of
Brother A. GRAHAM,of Marion Ala., under date of Columbus. 1 know your interest in that city)nd we
March 1st inform. us :that his health-for which we, trust you will yet be able to make known the gospel
in common with his nnmerous acquaintances, have been there. There have been several immersed at the Peoexceedingly anxious-has greatly improved. He says, pIe's house in Clark county, but 1 have not learned the
also, "Our little church is doing well. \Ve meet every particulars.
Lord's-day, and hold a Bible-class twice a week. The
Brother JAMES HOLMES, Murray, Ky., writes us
MAGAZINEis a most welcome visitant. I do hope the that he is not "able to speak on account of an affection
present character of the paper will be preserved. It is of the throat, but I hope by Spring to be able to engage
decent, yea, has something of elegance in its appear- again in the service. I expect by Mayor June to visit
ance, whilst the articles are sufficiently plain, yet writ- your country. 1 am exceedingly pleased with the C.
ten in good style. 1 like thp. spirit also very much.MAGAZINEand will do all in my power to circulate it.
Let it continue manly, dignified, decisive and free from 80 800n as 1 shall be able to travel, 1 think 1 can obtain
little things, and it will succeed."
many suhscribers."
Brother JAMES E. MATTHEWSof Miss. writes that
[We feel assured that Brother Holmes can do much
the past six months we have immersed nineteen
to promote the prosperity of the MAGAZINE, and we
of the convicts in the penitentiary and a number of oth- doubt not he will use all his efforts.]
ers, respectable persons, in and around Jackson. I will
Brother W. W. STEVENSON, Little Rock, sayswrite you particulars hefore long."
"The second number of the Christian Magazine has
Brother T. J. WRIGHT, writes Bro. Fanning: "I been received. 1 am very much pleased with the work.
see that Bro. Trott is employed to visit the churches iu The original articles are in keeping with the expectaTeunessee, and 1 wish to inform him that there are se- tions raised Ii'om the exterior. Such a work i. much
veral hundred disciples East of the mountains in Tenu. needed; for we need a periodical of respectable appear.
who would be glad to see him. Our co-operation meet- ance that will become the medium of teaching the 'first
ing will be at Buffalocreek meeting house, in Carter co., things,' so necessary to young Disciples." We learned
including the fourth Lord's day in August. All the saints on our way to New Orleans that Brethren Johnson and
would rejoice to see him at that meeting.
Rice bad quite a successful meeting at Little Rock, duBrother JAMES A. BUTLER, Hamilton, Miss., in- ring the past month.
forms us that, the venerable and pious S. A.McMEANS
Bl'Other P. B. L"WSON, Marion Ala. writes: "Your
and Bro. KIRKP ATRICKare now laboring in South Al- work is highly spoken of here by the Brethren who have
abama. He calls upon the Brotherhood, who are rich read it. 1 am glad to see in your last that personal difin this world's goods, and who would escape the dis- ficulties will have no place in it; for that 1 consider a
pleasure of the Lord when he comes to reClon with the dark spot in any periodical. MoreoTer, Christians
Stewa,'ds, to disconnect these brethren from the world, ought not to have these difficulties, and if they are so
and so aid them that they may go forth to the work of unfortunate as to have them, a religious periodical
the Lord with all their powers. He says to the Breth- ought not to herald them." So we think, Brother L.,
ren and he says truly: "There is but one way in which and so we act. We haTe always thought, that it gave
they can convey the goods of earth beyond the house of evidence of a defect either in the judgment or the heart
the dead, and that is in good deeds. He that gives as of a man to hoist a personal difficultyeither into the
the Lord has directed will find it returned to him again pulpit or the press.
In full patrimony, with good titles in the celestial inherBrother SAMUEL H. HARVEY,La Fayette, Ky., initance. The reign of the wicked is short-tIle triumpb
forms us that his brother Elder J. J. Harvey has reof the righteous is certain. 1I'IayOurKing speed the
moved from Kentucky to Illinois. "We are delighted
day when the flag of the cross shall wave over every
with the MAGAZINE. We looked f(lr something valland." We trust that the appeal of our long-tried aud
uable and imposing, but our most sanguine expectaself-sacrificin~ fellow-laborer will not be in vain. The
tions are more tban realized. May the Lord bleu and
"within
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sustain you in your labors for the good of maakind."[Brother Harvey has our thanks for the fresh proofs he
has given af an interest in the success of our periodical;
and we hope his new subscribers will find it worthy of
their patronage.]
Brother G. C. METCALF, Athens, Tenn., writes us,
"I am more thau pleased with the MAGAZINEand
shall use all my influence to extend its circulation. The
cause ,advances here but slowly. We have not yet
quite paid for our house, and in the hope that we would
be able to do so soon, I have thus long delayed an acknowledgement of our indebtness to several of the
churches in Kentucky for their liberaIity in assisting us
to do so. I expect to commence teaching a private
school in a few weeks, and of course can do but little
towards proclaiming ti,e word. We haTe not a preacher in ths county-and have to contend against indiffereuce, ignorance, bigotry and sectarianism

in all its grades

and forms. We need and must have help, before the
cause can advance in Atbens, or tbe surrounding country. Meantime, I shall try and do all in my power.The blessing of the Lord attend you.
Brother J. J. HARVEY writes us that he has removed from Elkton Ky. to Washingtoa Illinois. May
peace and prosperity attend him in his new field of labor. I hope that he now feels that the "Harbinger"
has done him justice.
The March number of the 'Millennial Harbinger' repurts Bome NINE HUNDRED accessions to the King.
dom of our Lord-the result, in many intances, of last
year's lahar in the Evangelical field. Tbe success of
the proclamation, is by no means, what ought to be expected. Let us "search our ways," and find out the
reason why Zion languisheth. 'Let us cease our complaints to man; "and lift up our hearts, with our' hands
to God, in the heavens."
"Turn unto us, 0 Lord,
and we shall be turned; renew our days, as of old; forsake us not for so long a time; 0 forget us not forever."
For thou art our Father and we are thy people: say to
us, once more, "Fear not, I am with thee, be not dismayed; I will strengthen thee, I will help thee; yea I
will uphold thee by the right hand of myrighteousness."
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Instuction, free from the dogmas of creeds,
and sectarian badges offaith. The mind ofthe
students will be directed to the fountain of
all truth, the noblest branch of all science,
and thus will learn whilst reading the book
of science and nature to submit their reason and conscience to God, who is the author of all truth whether scientific or religious. We have already many noble Institutions, which we sincerely hope will ever
be governed by such elevated principles,
and will keep themselves exempt from all
sectarian bias both in their government and
course of instruction, and thus prove lights
to the age and blessings to mankind.
Minerva College is a new and somewhat
remarkable enterprise. For whilst it proposes to give a full course of English studies, such as is pursued in the best Female
Academies in the country, it will offer to
those that may desire it, as thorough instruction in classical and mathematical learning as is given in Colleges for males, bestowing degrees and honors equivalent to
those received by the other sex. Its most favorable feature to us, is,that it will have an eye
to the physical education of its students, affording such employment and exercise as
will insure health, and promote their future
usefulness. It is this feature which commends it to the patronage of all who have
estimate the true interests of their daughters and of society generally.
The spirit which has dictated the enterprise and which animates its board of Trustees, gives a strong guarantee for its successful prosecution. Our friends, we trust,
will see that it merits the exertions and
patronage of the community in its behalf,
and we do hope they will come forward with
generous efforts to sustain those who have
already embarked in this useful enterprise.
We have wealth, and numbers, and influence amply sufficient. Let us consecrate
these and, our scho?ls of learning will arise
and flounsh, ~akm? many glad for our
commendable ltberahty.
.

Below will be found a report of the first
meeting of the Trustees of this Institution.
We take pleasure in seeing that our Brethren are awakening to the important interests of female education. There is as yet
no sectarianism in our Institutions, and so
10nO'as this is the case there is no good
rea~on why we should n~t share in the honors and rewards of educating the youth of
the land,ofboth sexes. Indeed, the principIes we profess, should place us forward in
energetic efforts to diffuse light and intelli-l nIEETING OF TRUSTEES OF nUNERVA COLLEGE.
gence upon all subjects. Every well-regu-l
The first meeting of the Trustees of Minlated Institution, will include in a course 'ofl erva College, under the charter granted at
liberal education the great principles of Bible !the last sitting of the Legislature of Ten-
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nessee, was held on the evening of the 7th friend and a brother; but they "sorrow not a. those
who have no hope." A few years since, he lost a
March, at Franklin College.
Present, S. E. Jones, John M. Barnes, lovely little daughter, to whom he was devotedly at.
tached. He was not able to speak but a few words af.
G. W. McQuiddy, James S. Fall and T. ter he was attacked until just before he expired, when
Fanning.
his speech and reason returned. He camly looked UpOIl
1. Geo. W. McQuiddy was called to the his approaching dissoJution, observing to his Jittle sons
chair as President, pro. tern., of the Board who were with him, '1 shall soon be with my little
daughter,' and shortly after fell asleep in Jesus.
of Trustees.
S. E. Jones was unanimouslyelected Treasurer, and John M. Barnes,
Bro. FANNING:
Secretary.
Mother JANE TRAVIS died Nov. 17,1847,
2. On motion, it was Resolved, That and for'the sake of tbe friends at a distance, I would be
glad you would give this notice in the Christian Maga.
Minerva College be located at Elm Crag, zine. She had been a member of my family fifteen
near Franklin College, Davidson County, years, and I can truly saY,she was a Christian, and she
died in full hope of immortality. Shewas 72 years old.
Tennessee.
Yours in hope,
3. Resolved, That John M. Barnes, be
McMinviIle, Jan. 1848.
F. Y. HAbIILTON.
appointed General Agent to obtain funds
It was my privilege to be well acquainted with the ex&c., for the said College.
cellent sister whose demise is reported above, and .she
4. Resolved, That Sandy E. Jones, be was truly one of the faithful of earth. She was the
appointed superintendent of the buildings wife of Daniel Travis, who was a coadjutor of B. W.
Stone, early in the present century, in preaching down
intended to be erected.
creeds, and calling men to the Bible, as the only rule of
5. Resolved, That S. E. Jones and John action.
T. F.
M. Barnes, be appointed a Committee to
.t,
DIED-In Murfree.borough, on the morning of the
make arrangements for laying the corner
22d March, Elder R. B. HALl., in the 52d year of his
stone of Minerva College.
age. Bro. Hall had been a faithful minister of the gospel
6. Resolved, That the minutes of this,
for the past twenty-five years; was long known and well
first meeting of the Board of Trustees and ueloved by the Brethren of Middle Tennessee, and his
the charter be published in the next number loss will be deeply felt by all that knew him. 'Ve had
but a slight "ersonal acquaintance wi th him, but we ever
of the Christian Magazine.
regarded him as one of that estimable number whom:tbe
7. Resolved, That this meeting be adApostle calls "good men and full of faith."
Death
journed and that the Trustees meet again did not take him by surprise. He lJlld lived to die and
on the first Monday in April next.
to teach others their mortality.
His labors are ended;
he bas finished bis course; and we rejoice to believe
GEO. W. McQUIDDY,
Pres't,pro. tern that for 'all such there is laid up a crown of life which
the Lord will give to all who Jove his appearing.
JOHN M. BARNES, Secretary.
It
'1
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OBITUARY·
Died in Cass county, Texas, on the 15th day of November, last, WILLIAM O. MATTHEWS, in the 50th
year of his age. The suhject of this notice was the second son of Joseph l\Iatthews, long knowll bithe brethren as a devoted and zealous Christian, and who still
survives his departed son. The deceased was also the
brother of Mansel 'V. Matthews who has long been an
eloquent and devoted minister, of Christ. Willian O·
Matthews, at the time of his death was returning homeward from a journey; was seized witll a chill about
midnight and died the following evening. The writer
of this had heen much with him, and probably no person
knew him better, and in his opinion he never knew a
man who possessed a more 'Varm and generous heart
or a m;re unyeildillg integrity. In the domestic and
•ocial relatiolls of life, he was beloved by all, and as a
Christian, he had many years enjoyed the confidence
and love 01 the brethmll. In his death, society, his
family and thc c1ll1rchfeel that they have suffered an
inc;,araule loss. They mourn a husband, a falher, a

Died, in the Christian faith on tbe first of February,
Bro. N. E. CHANDLER, of Gainesville, Ala. The deceased was a native of Virginia; tlll'ee years ago he
was buried with his Lord in baptism; he was zealous
in his Master's cause until called to his reward in heaven. His illness was protmcted alld painful, which was
bourne witb Christian resignation.
A few hoors before
his dissolution he exclaimed, "Come Lord Jesus, come
quickly."
Iu the death of bro. Chandler, bis family,
the church, and the whole community have sustained an
irreparable loss; but we sorrow not as tbose that have
no hope, but can truly say with the faithful of old,
"blessed are the dead that die in the Lord."
'ViII the M. Harbinger, Christian Messenger and
Bible Advocate please copy.
T. W. K.

J:I::i'To CORR~SPOXDENTs.-We have been deluged with
communications of varied interest from the time we COm •
menced. Many of them discuss subjects already hefore our
readers--others are written in a rnurmming, complaining
mood. which never did and never can effect any rea] goodwhilst a large number "cc on file for pUblication and will appear so SOonas a few of our serial essoys shall he COllllllctcd.
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lation ate similar examples. And need I
ask, which of his saints has not been guilty
ULATED FRO>! lIIS SONS-TlIE
FULFILMENT
OFTlIE P!lOPlI' ,of
that whereof he is now ashamed?
'
I:CtES
CONCi:RNU\G
TIlE;"I{-TIIE
ORIGIN'
OF SLAVKRY,
AND <"
••
Id
• TIlE lNCAPAClTY
OF 'filE NEGRO RACE-TlIE
BLES.,NG
OF ~
Bul who would thmk that CrIme wou
SHEM-PRACTlCAL
REFLECTIONS.
overthrow him who had escaped from the
The imperfections in the otherwise un- waters? Who would expect the' discomblemished character of Noah claim a pass- fiture of a man who had stood firm and un·
inl] notice. I would have you observe that moved in a time of geneal corruption and
th: sacred history records the imperfections vicious habits?
Neither the idolatry, deand crimes of its historic personages with bauchery, violence and injustice of the mythe accuracy and fidelity with which it de- riads of his contemporaries could divert
tails their virtues; and those, too, which be- him from confidence in the promise of God.
long to the characters presented as our ex- But what these could not effect, wine effecamples. It thus gives us a true picture of ted. What an unheard of quality does this
man-of .man as we find him in all ages, fearful agent possess! Eaten from the clusexhibiting him as neither an angel nor a ter it is sweet and nutricious, but fermented,
dremon, but as liable to many follies and it partakes of the nature of the "black wasins, as well as capable, in a high degree, of ters of death and Acheron," turns the blood
moral worth and veritable excellence.
The into liquid streams of fire, course~the veins,
sacred writers indulge in no eulogy upon the mounts to the head aI1d dethrones reason
character of their moral heroes; no extrav- from his sovereignty, and overpowering eveagant praises flattering to human .nat~re ry faculty, leads captive the godlike mind.
ever fell from their lips or pens; but IIIslm- Ah! 'tis a sad sight and disgusting to look
pIe language, they state simple f~cts, wh.ether upon. The eye, radiant with intelligence,
favorable or unfavorable to a high estimate settles into a frenzied glare, the cheek of
and leave them to the reflection ~f the rea- serenity is tinged with the flush of madness,
der. This is no mean argument In favor of and the form of majesty and strength, reels
their claims to inspiration; for to say the furiouslv before us or falls beast-like to the
least of it, it is unusual if not entirely un- earth whilst the mouth, once streaming with
exampled in the history which men give of burntng words of wisdom and eloquence,
each other. Never were men more deserv- now sends forth a frothy gibberish, which
ing of eulogy than those whose history they makes the astounded hearer blush to own
narrate, view them in what light you will- himself a man. In this case six hundred
~ never men ho ~eceived le.ss. "Noah was years of flgorous and pattern-like sobriety,
a just man III IllS generatIOn and walked are overthrown in an hour, and he who rose
with God," is the statement concerning his up a man, sublime and commanding in his
character; but ere the history closes, the government, lies down a beast. Behold!
same narrater says, he was "drunken and 0 son of Noah! the potency of wine, and
uncovered in his tent."
Matchless can- remember to abstain from it "when it is red,
dor and simplicity! But it is not uncom- when it giveth its color jn the cup; ,wh~n it
mon iJ;l this volume. David's falsehoods, moveth it.self aright: for at the last It blteth
Moses\ indiscretion, and Peter's dissimu- like a serpent. and stinget.h like an adder."
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But Noah sinned but once; and his ignorance of the effects of wine, then for the
first time fermented, and the debility of his
age unable to bear it, offered him an apology. I believe he was innocent, for he was
gifted by prophecy, and described the condition of his descendants to the present
generation.
Still, his misfortune comes
upon us with as much of warning instruction as if he were guilty, and we tremble
whilst we know that he who could not be
tainted by the sinful examples of the old
world, in an unwary lOllr,begins the exampIe of vice in the new. 0 Lord! abandon
us not in temptation; for our only strength
is in thee! But we invite your attention to
the important part of our subject, viz: the
origin of the nations of the earth.
1. The world was overspread, subdued
and populated,from the three sons of Noah.
This is what is claimed by the sacred historian, and laying so high a claim this section
of his hist()l'y must be, if true, a record of
inestimable value, being as it is the most
ancient ethnographic document we possess.
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crossed the straits of Bherring and scattered
over the wilds of our own extended land.
That of Ham settled the southern quarter
of the globe, particularly Africa, and the
Shemites central Asia, particularly those
parts that border on the Euphrates. For
the sake of perspicuity, we have made out
the following table and present it as the resuit of much personal reflection and examination, coinciding, generally, with what the
learned have said upon this valuable piece
of ancient history.
1. The sons of JAPIIETH were Gomer,
Magog, Madai, Javan, Tubal, Mesheck anl
Tiras. From these nations descended as
follows:
1. GO~lERprogenitor of the Cimmerians,
Armenians and Germans.
2. MAGOGof the Scythians, Circassians
and Tartars.
3. MADArof the Medes.

4. JAVANof the Greeks or Ionians, Macadonians &c. who call Japheth Japetus.
5. TUllALof the Iberians.
6. MESIIECKof the Muscovites.
Here is the fountain of that long stream of
7. TrRAs ofthe Thracians and the inhabnations whose names and exploits fill the
•
itants upon the Tiras and Dneister.
pages of the earth's unfolding records. Re-'
These took up their dwelling-place in
presenting the three grand divisions of the
North-western
Asia and spread over all Euearth, Asia, Africa and Europe, stand Shem,
rope,
from
whence
they have ever gone forth,
Ham and Japheth. It is impossible, howethe
conquerors
of
the world. These nuvel', owing to the changes in language that
merous
swarms
of
a
northern hive, beside
have obtained among their widely scattered
the refined Grecian and Roman and modern
descendants, to trace in minute detail, the E
II d b I
f J h .
.
.
.
.
uropean, are a
ou tess 0
ap etrc 01'vanons natIOns and tnbes of the earth to ..
Th'
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Istory
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rate
and reeac h b ranc h 0 f t h e N oa h IC tree.
e can
.
nowned, and a mere reference to it is all
state the general facts WIth confidence and ~ h .
~t at ISnecessary.
accuracy, but farther we cannot go and feel
that our feet are firm.
II. The sons of HAM were Cush, MisriJapheth had seven sons, Shem five, and am, Phut and Canaan. From these nations
Ham four, making in all sixteen. We may descended as follows: From
from this fact with a degree of probability
1. CUSll, the Ethiopians and Southern Aaffirm that seven-sixteenths of the whole hu- rabians.
man race descended from Japheth-five2. MrzRAm, the Egyptians and many
sixteenths from Shem and four-sixteenths African Tribes.
from Ham. Nearly one half of the whole
3. PHUT, Lybians and Mauritanians.
family of mall may therefore claim J apheth
4. CANAAN,of the Cananites: Amonites,
for their primogenitor, whilst but one-fourth Girgusites, Hitites, &c. &c.
only look up to Ham.
III. The sons of SHE~Iwere Elam,Ashur,
The numerous progeny of J apheth, peo- Arphaxad, Lud and Aram. From these napled the north-west of Asia and all Europe, tions descended as follows: From
and with strong probability, we may say they < 1. ELAM, the Persians whose land was
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called Elam by the Prophets. Isaiah 21: 2; tudes of his numerous progeny, Noah says,
26: 6; 11 : 11; &c.
"Make room for J apheth-He
shall dwell
2. ASHUR,the Assyrians.
in the tents of Shem and Canaan shall be
3. ARPHAXADof the Hebrews, and thro' his servant." In exact accordance with
J oktan of the Chinese, Japanese and East this prediction we learn, in the subsequent
Indians.
and undisputed history of the world, that
4. LUD of the Lydians.
the Tartars, Greeks and Romans, Scythi5. ARAM,of the Syrians and the many ans and Britons have taken the tents or
tribes of Mesopotamia. Thus we have lands and dominions of Shem. Contests
these famous nations, the Syrians, Assyrians, tbey have often had with tbe descendants of
Persians, Lydians, Armenians and Hebrews Shem and Ham, and oftentimes the conflict
descended from the five eminent chiefs of has been doubtful and even for a time deciShem.
ded against them, but in the end J apheth has
It is thought by some that the Hebrews 1 proved .victo~ious, and the dominion. has
received their name from Eber the grand- passed mto his hands. The Carthagenlans,
son of Arphaxad. But this is evidently a for example, descendants of Ham, long conmistake. Abraham is called a Hebrew be- tended with the Romans, and their armies
cause he had passed over the Euphrates, were headed by skillful generals, but Scipio
the word signifying a passer-over, a travel- was victorious over Hannibal-the white man
ler. Gen. 14: 13.
Hence Joshua, also, triumphed over the black-whilst Carthage,
says to the Jewish people, 24: 2, 3, "the as a republic, sunk to rise no more. Look
Lord God of Israel took your fathers who at all the east even at this day, opening their
dwelt on the other side of the flood (i. e. the lands, and yielding up the sceptre into the
river Euphrates,) and I took Abraham your hands of J apheth in the persons of the Brifather from the other side of the flood," &c. tain and Russian, and thus enlarging his alAll who passed over the Euphrates might ready world-wide dominion. Babylon has
properly be called Hebrews or passers-over, fallen, Persia is but a name, Egypt, once
and the Jews are emphatically so called be- the cradle of learning and the arts, is dimcause their fathers are the most distinauish- ed with age and robbed of her glory, whilst
ed of the transplanted colonists. B:sides, China and Hindostan turn their backs to
the Jews have been wanderers in every age, the. "isles of th.e Gentiles" and. gi~e their
and they are to this day scattered over the darmg sons their tents and theIr kingdom.
earth, without home or resting place, and J apheth can only be conquered by J apheth.
like Abraham their father, they well deserv~ No She mite or Hamite can long hold a scepthe descriptive name of Hebrew, a name tre over him when once his fury is stirred,
prophetically given and marvellously char- and the rage of his roaring is heard as the
acteristic of the whole nation.
Lion of the earth.
We will now go back to notice,
2. But Canaan shall be a servant of ser'"
' t'
·zz
vants, (a Hebrreism for Canaan shall be a
.
II . Tlie propllecy concernwg Ilese I us.
't
ift
h
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d domestic servant.) He shall serve both
t rIOus progem ors 0 ' IlC u1llan.J anll yan
"
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Shem and J apheth. Let us note here that
escen an s.
IS pre ICIOn emt Ilelr
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Canaan instead of Ham receives the den une wor.
et us re- . .
.
b races th e h ISory 0
eat it:
ciatton of slavery, because at the time of
p
C
i the writing of this history, eight hundred
" ursed be Canaan., delivery, the descendants of
· i years after ItS
A servan t 0'f servan ts s1la11h e b e to h IS
brethren,
Shem in the person of the Hebrews were
Blessed of Jehovah, his God, be Shem, waging a war of extermination against the
And Canaan shall be his servant,
Canaanites. There is but little doubt that
God shall enla~ge Japheth,
both Ham and Canaan were embraced in
He shall dwell III the tents of SheJ;Il
. .
.
And Canaan shall be his servant."
the prediction, and some manuscl'lpt~ read
..
Ham. Many persons have fallen mto an
As If addressmg the assembled multi- egregi{)us mistake just here. They lJal'c
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supposed that the conduct of Ham was the I "The whole continent of Africa was peo-'
cause of this curse, and very justly demand- i pled by the descendants. of Ham j and for
ed-why curse Canaan for the sin of Ham? I how many ages have the better parts of
It should be noted that Canaan is not cursed that countrv lain under the dominion of the
for Ham's offence. The offence of Ham Romans, a~d then of the Saracens, and now
only becomes the occasion not the cause of 'of the Turks! In what ignorance, barbarithe denunciation. Do we wish to know the ty and slavery live most of the inhabitants!
causes of the curses that came upon the Ca- and of the poor negroes, how many hunnaanites, let us turn over and read the 18th dreds of them are sold every year and
of Leviticus and similar passages, where the bought like beasts in the market; and conblack specifications of the crimes of the Ca- veyed from one quarter of the world to do
naanites are detailed. We shudder whilst the work of bea'5ts in another."""
we read them.
But the ignorance, idolaMillions of their race in slavery at home;
try and beastiality ofthe other tribes of Ham millions are in slavery abroad and from all
have brought upon them similar punishments. that we have seen in attempts to liberate
'Ve have another remark ere we call your them, we are warranted in the conclusion,
attention to the fulfilment of the prophecy. that their national destiny is fixed. They
The curses of God denounced against un- were liberated in the West Indies, and St.
born generations does not effect individuals Domimgo from being one of the most flourso much as nations j and a curse denounced ishing, and highly important islands in acomagainst a nation as such, may prove the mercial pointof view, can now barely support
greatest of moral and spiritual blessings to its home population, whilst frequent rebelthe individuals of that nation who will pre- lions and brutal masacres turn the cheek of
pare themselves for a blessing. Here is the Philanthopist pale as he beholds his fond
wisdom let him who readeth understand, visions melt into thin air. Fifty-six years
and he that has read his Bible without dis- ago the negroes were liberated but the indecovering this truth has read it indeed to lit- pendence of the island is not yet establishtie profit. Remembered, it is not only con- ed. St. Domingo, the greatest and most
firmed by voluminous facts, but it illumines flourishing of these islands, and containing
many pages of the history of God's deal- nine thousand square miles of the most ferings with our race. We cannot enforce and tile lands and in one of the most producillustrate it here. But to the fulfilment.
tive climates of the habitable earth, and
Eight hundred years after the delivery of which in 1789 exported nearly 700,000,000
this prophecy thirty kings of the Canaanites pounds of sugar and 87,000,000 of coffee,
were subdued by Joshua, and thousands of after the liberation of the blacks exported
those of their subjects that perished not be- not one pound! This fact is unparalleled
came the bond slaves of the Jews "forever." in human history. In less than forty years
(See the law concerning them Lev. 25.)- s the wealth, produce and trade of St. DominThe descendants of Shem took Canaan and go dwindled to nothing. The industrious
divided it among themselves, but afterwards habits and prosperous aspect of the island
gave it up to those of J apheth who dwell in has disappeared; the agriculture of the
their tents to this day. Where is the Ca- fields has ceased and from being the greatnaanite? He is dead or in slavery! And est exporting island it has ceased to raise
where are his enslavers? Scattered through- any sugar j whilst the population is reduced
out the earth. And who possess their tents? to half the amount and have relapsed into
The descendants of J apheth. Read Chris- the ignorance, misery and inactivity of savtian and acknowledge the God of Noali.age life.
Read Sceptic, and remember that the scriFEven British historians admit, as they deture cannot be broken. Again:
tail the horrors of their revolutions and the
The Carthagenians and Tyrians served indolence which characterised their liberthe Greeks and Romans, and th~ir descen- ated St'lte, that as a race they have shown
dants now serve the Saracens and Turks.
-Bishop Newton.
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themselves incapable of the continued ef- all history attests. But again: "Did not all
forts, the sustained and persevering toil nations start alike in the career of infant
necessary to erect the temple of civilized improvement 1 And was not Egypt the crafreedom. They are proverbially inactive dIe of civilization, nearer to Central Africa
when left to themselves, and this is neither than the shores of Britain 1 In the earliest
the result of pusallanimity nor the absence representations of nations in existence, the
of virtue. They indulge their passions like paintings on the walls of the Tombs of the
the rest of mankind and are often engaged Kings of Egypt, the distinct races of the
in hostile warfare with neighboring tribes. Asiatics, or the Jews, the Hottentots and
But their rude ignorance has never invent- Europeans are distinctly marked; but the
ed any effectual means of defence; they blue-eyed and white-haired sons of J aare incapable of forming extensive plans of pheth are repl'esented in cow-skins, with the
government or conquest, and such is their hair turned out-ward, in the pristine state of
obvious inferiority of intellect that they have pastoral life, while the Hottentots are alreabeen pTeyed upon by the sons of Shem and dy clothed in the garb of civilized existen~e.
J apheth from the time of the first con- What since has given so mighty an impulse
quests. Thousands annually embark from the, to European civilization· and retained in a
coasts of Africa, sufficiently numerous to stationary or declining state the immediate
overrun the whole world; but they embark neighbors of Egyptian and Carthaginian
in chains never to return to their own greatness 1 It is impossible to arrive at any
shores! Does anyone
dispute their in- other conclusion, but that in the qualities
feriority with these facts before him?requisite to create and perpetrate civilizaDo they tell us that they are equal in tion the African is decidedly inferior to the
vigor, courage and intelUgence to the European race; and if any doubt could exEuropean race? Then why has it hap- ist on this subject it would be removed by
pened that for more than four thousand years the subsequent history and present state of
they have remained at horne in a savage the Haytian republic. * When nations startstate or have been taken as slaves to their ed they were equal; the descendants of Ham
fairer complected brethren? Why have not seem to have been the first in the road to civmighty empires arisen upon the banks of ilization, but soon they yielded their thrones
the Niger, the Congo and the Quana, as and their persons to the sons of J apheth
well as upon the Euphrates, the Thames, and Shem and have served them ever since,
the Tiber, the Seine and the Mississippi? in hopeless prospect of a release from the
It will not do to say that the heat of the cli- iron rod.
mate, the exclusive deserts and intricate forWe are not of those, however, who justiests have prevented;
for these exist fy slavery from the fact that it was predicted
in the plains of Mesopotamia, Hindostan of Heaven. Many events have been preand America. Nor will it solve the problem dicted which God has not authorised. And
to say that Europeans have held these tribes all admit that were that perfect "ystem of
in their degraded condition by violence, in- God, the Christian religion, to prevail unijustice and the slave-trade. Tis the hold- versally that all slavery, oppression and mising in slavery that we are noticing. And ery would give place to a well-balanced libwe demand why have they been held? erty, justice and happiness. God ~aused
How has it happened that the inhabitants of Noah to foresee the fortunes of his descenthat vast and fruitful region have not arisen dants; but at the same time, although he has
in their might and avenged the wrongs of given over the descendants of Ham to their
their enslaved and injured countrymen? enemies to sell and enslave them, he will
Why have they not repelled with extermina- hold their oppressors accountable for the
ting slaughter the ruthless invaders of their
• See Allison's History of Europe and the authorities he
homes and firesides? So would the sons of quotes for a confirmation of all we have said above, from

l

l

which we have taken most of the language of the above par-

J apheth have acted; so have they acted, as

agrapb. Vol. If, 2:;1.
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manner in which they afflict them. The
covetous practices and barbarous tyrranny of
those who have enriched themselves from
the sweat and blood of the African will tell
a fearful tale in the day when Hamite and
Shemite and Japhethite distinctions shall be
swallowed up forever. Slavery may be
made a mutual blessing to both master and
servant and in many instances I know that
it is so made; but this cannot be where no
other principle actuates the slave-holder
than avarice, and the moml and spiritual
well-being of the unfortunate dependant are
entirely neglected.
. As a particular and astonishing example
of how the dAscendants of Ham became

ly accomplished, when the Hebrews subdued, destroyed or enslaved the Canaanites,
and it should be remembered that the scattered remnants of these tribes, for the most
part, were expelled by David from the landof Canaan, and settled in those parts of Africa, which first fell under the dominion of
the Romans, the undoubted descendants of
J apheth, and thus they were and have been
in bondage to both their brethren. They
bowed to the sceptre and whip of one, and
centuries after, to those of the other, and
they remain to this day a proof which no
infidelity can withstand, that the words of
Noah are sure words fastened by the master
of Assemblies.

and are now literally servants of servants,
we need only to look to long-deoased and
down-trodden Egypt. Egypt, the glory of
kingdoms, the fountain of knowledge and
the oldest of monarchies, after having maintained a regular succession of native monarchs for near two thousand years, has for
more than two thousand been doomed in
her government, to slavery, in subjection to
slaves. "The natives of the country," says
the sceptical Gibbon, "are condemned to
perpetual servitude under the arbitrary dominion of strangers and SLAVES." The
Mamelukes, long the governors of this doomed country, were slaves bought and stolen
from the Circassians (descendants of J apheth) who in time have become rulers of
the land; and thus literally the Egyptian is
a slave of slaves. For 2400 years has she
been the prey of other nations, and her govemors who were purchased as slaves havjng usurped the government, are replaced
by slaves purchased from their original
country.
But enough.
Let the sceptic
ponder this fact and consult his own authority, Gizo's Gibbon, vol. II. page 355.
To conclude, we can say with confidence, that although other nations have been
sometimes enslaved, they could not be retained in slavery, they burst the bonds and
threw off the yoke that held them. Not
so the descendants of Ham. They have
remained in their servitude and will remain
in it always unless released by foreign aid.
The prediction of our text was specifical-

3. Blessed be the Lord God of Shem; or
blessed be Shem of the Lord God. He received the inheritance of Canaan in the line
of Abraham. All the .spiritual light that
has ever beamed upon the intellect or heart
of man has shone through the descendants
of Shem. His family is most honorable of
all the families of earth. For his are the
fathers, all the Prophets and the Apostles,
and of him as concerning the flesh has the
God-man descended, the Christ, who is God
over all blessed forever! J apheth received
the largest estate of sea and land and the
most numerous progeny; and his are the
hardiest, fairest and most enterprising and
skilfull of the sons of men. Still, Shem is
blessed of Jehovah; for until the coming of
Christ, his descendants comprised the vast
majority of all the true worshippers of God
and afterwards they became honored depositories of the rich blessings of Christian
revelation and the happy instruments of
preaching the gospel to all nations. Truly
has Jehovah been the Lord his God; for in
Judah (of them) has God been known, and
his name has been great in Israel; in Salem
also is his tabernacle and his dwelling is in
Zion. But why need we speak of accomplishments of this prophecy when we rememeber that most signal of all facts in the
history of man, viz: "the word which in the
begining was with God, and was God, was
made flesh (literally pitched his tent, ca"'lI'WUEI', tabernacled) among the Jews the descendants of Shem!
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But there is a fact here worthy of note. the consecration of temples, altars and oth,It is that although God has blessed Shem er sacred places j seventh, the custom of
and Jehovah has dwelt in his flesh and sanc- worshipping God bare-footed; eighth, fasttified it by the gift of his spirit, he had to ing and abstinence from all fleshly appetites
make room for J apheth in a spiritual as well before religious services; ninth, the order of
as a literal sense. The gospel, though first ~the priesthood; tenth, the universal tradipropagated by the Shemites, has long since i tion of adeluge; the universal regard paid
passed into the hands of the J aphethites to the rainbow as a sacred sign. Many of
and has made its greatest progress among these have been changed since the introducthe Europeans, Americans and those Asi- tion of the Christian religion, but they have
atics who descended from this enlarged son universally obtained among all nations, tribes
of Noah.
The Shemites, though natural and tongues.
branches, have been broken off and the Ja2. We should never forget how fully the
phethites graffed into the good olive tree. fulfilment of the above prophecies and the
And even in our own day the voice goes profound facts we have stated, demonstrate
forth-make room for J apheth,-make room the divine original of our holy scriptures.
for his conquests -as he unsheaths his sword This word stands upon an immovable basis,
in the celestial empire or on the shining banks and therefore a1l its instructions and comofthe Indus or the pathless woods of the Mis- mands are authoritative. Learn then, your
sissippi and Amazon j and make room for guilt and danger in neglecting them, and rehis wider and more glorious victories as he joice to know, that if you heed the invitaenlarges the spiritual tents of Shem and in- tions of the gospel, accept of its precious
vites his brethren to repossess them. May salvation and rely -on its unchanging promthe voice still be heard and its tones become ises, that its exceeding great and gracious
louder and louder, until indeed more shall blessings will be certainly secured. Thus,
be the children of the desolate than of her and thus alone, may we escape the dangers
who hath a husband. All the pure and holy of the curses of Jehovah j hide ourselves unaddress him and say in the sublime language del' his pavilion and realize the full blessof the She mite Prophet,
edness of that man who trusteth in Jeho"Enlarge the place of thy tent
vah, the God of Shem.
And let the canopy of thy habitation be extended!
3. The prophecy was a calamity to Ham
Spare not! lengthen thy cords
b
..
h' 1
1
And make fast thy stakes!
•
y glvmg 1m mow edge of the future charFor onlheright hand and on the left
acter and lot of his descendants j but it has
Shalt thou burst forth and increase;
been a curse to his descendants beca e f
And thy posterity shall inherit tbe nations
And people the desolate citie..
Whatever weapon is formed against him
It shall not prosper
And against every tongue that contendeth witb thee

.

u~ 0

Ithe descendants

of Ham now rest, may be
converted into an individual blessing to
everyone of them who will have a blessing'

Thou shalt obtain thy cause:
This is the inheritan~eof the serv~nts of Jehovah
And the blessmg whIch they receive from me, saith the
Lord.
isAIAH
5:4.

A few practical reflections and we close
our lecture:
1. We learn the. common origin of nations from our subject of to-day. We have
other, we consider irrefragable arguments
confirming this view of our subject such as
-the computation of time by weeks of
seven days j second, the setting apart of the
seventh day for religious purposes; third, the
numbering by ten; fourth, the use of sacrifices which obtains among all; fifth, the giving of the tenth to support the altar; sixth,

•

theIr aggravated cnmes and corruptIOns.
The national curse, however, under which

'

I

and thus, though doomed to slavery, it may
be an honorable and a profitable servitude,
if they remember their Master in heaven.
It is easy to see how slavery may prove amutual blessing to {Ilaster and servant if regulated by the great principles of justice and
benevolence on the one hand, obedience and
faithfulness on the other, and though
distinguished in color and station and capacity both may be equal in the redemption
and glory ofthe Lord of all. Do we disregard
these principles we should remember, that
he by whose providence the distinctions
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the consequences of our sins. Infinite are mon sacrifices of contrite and grateful and
his ministers to humble the pride of the op- fraternal hearts, and where together we may
pressor and to lift up the head of the lowly exult in a sympathy which is world-wide
and fallen. Despotic thrones have always and a love which regards man as the crea~
fallen and private oppression cannot long en- ture of God and the child of hope and
dure. Let the fervent and all comprehend- immortality!
Thanks be to God for his uning philanthropy of the Christian religion speakable gift.
J. B. F.
lead us to remove the wrongs and evils of
slavery as they may exist among us; let us
not fear to morally educate and elevate our
l\lIRACLES.-No.
V.
,.
unfortunate brethren, and we will make
I
do
not
for
a
moment
hesitate
to admit
them better servants, whilst he who will not
that
a
greater
amount
of
testimony
is rewink at injustice and inhumanity, will look
quired
to
establish
some
facts
than
others.down with approbation and prepare both
servants and master for a world of bliss and An event of rare occurrence demands more
joy at his own right hand.
~vidence for its confirmation than one which
4. It will be noted that as the curses of IS repeated every day. That there will be
God are national and may be blessings to a total eclipse of the sun requires more evithe individual, so his blessings in our sub- dence for its confirmation, than that the
ject are national and prove curses to the in- sun will rise to-morrow. Yet the former,
dividuals who despise them. Thus, al- by an accumulation of testimony, is as cathough the posterity of Shem were bless- pable of being set in as strong a light as the
ed with a long line of moral heroes, Apos- other, and of being rendered as certain,
tles and Prophets, and with the flesh of but by a higher grade of testimony. But
Christ himself, many of them were the worst the greatest of all testimony is required
criminals that ever disgraced human nature, when the event is miraculous. Yet, even
and for their crimes they now are suffering this, by homogeneous evidence, may be renthe vengeance of Heaven.
They killed dered as certain as any other occurrence.
the Lord Jesus and were contrary to all men, The veriest sceptic would admit the truth of
and his blood has been upon them even to a miracle which he witnessed himself in
our own generation. Learn, here, the sov-l circ~mstanc~s wh~c.hwould utterly preclude
ereignty of God and the responsibility of the Idea of ImpOSItIOn. Now what may be
man. Neither a blessing or a curse pro- believed on the evidence of the senses,
nounced upon unborn nations can relieve should be believed on the evidence of tesany man from his individual accountability; timony. Suppose, for illustration, a man to
and hence the gospel addresses all men in have been witness of his neighbor's death.
all conditions and circumstances and invites He saw him breathe his last breath, and felt
them to its rich and rapturous blessings upon the effort of his last pulse. Long after the
equal conditions made equal to all. 0 bless- signs of life had disappeared, he saw a
ed equality! How delightful to know that a spear pierced through his heart. He saw
amid all the necessary and unnecessary dis- him buried. Two days after he saw the
tinctions of this earth; although we may be body in a lifeless state. Now suppose that
colored by the yellow sun of Asia, the red three or four days afterwards he should see
sun of America, the black of Africa or the this neighbor alive and walking about, in
fair light of Europe; though separated by open day, with all the signs of life. He
tongues and customs and habits; however, knows him to be the same man whom he
elevated in civilization or fallen in barbarism saw dead, and pierced through the heart,
we may have been, there is one place where and buried and in a state of death two days
we meet in the fellowship of a common hu- subsequently. He goes to the grave and
manity; one home, aJather'shouse, in which finds it empty. He converses with his once
we have a common and glorious inheritance; , dead neighbor. lIe sees tlIe wound inflic-
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ed in his side ~y the spear. He e~ts with \ l~ws of our nature, we ~re compelled to
him. Feels his pulse. He sees him forty yield our assent to the scnpture statements.
days in succession in circumstances which The frequent occurrence of such events as
preclude the possibility of illusion. He the scriptures record, would utterly destroy
tests his eyes by other objects; his touch by their efficacy; because we would not disother substances, his hearing by other criminate between what was natural and
sounds, and finds them sound, and incapa- what was miraculous-for
they would be
ble of being imposed upon. Nowthe ques- equally frequent,. and, hence, equally unobtion· arisea, Is this man justifiable in believ- served.
ing, on the evidence of his senses, that his
If it should be still urged, as a set ofr to
neighbor, whom he saw dead, was subse. our arguments, that no experience has furquently alive ? Would you yourselves be-j nished another instance of such an event
lieve it, had you witnessed such a thing? being true; our answer is, that no experiYou tell me, doubtless', )'ou would. YOl,l ence has furnished an instance of such tesadmit, also, that the man whom we have sup- tintony being false.
Should it be said in
posed to have witnessed such amiracle, was reply, that the establishment of a miracle
justifiable in believing the fact on the eVi- requires stronger telltimony than an ordinadence of his senses. Then you admit ry event; we respond, that if the stronger
that the testimony of this person, in the cir- 1 testimony only be multiplied as much as
cumstances supposed, is eQtitled to credit. the weaker, the result would be that the
In other words you admit we should believe miracle would be rendered more credible
his testimony. How greatly would the tes- than an ordinary event. Just such an accutimony be increased if all these facts had mulation of testimony will be found to prove
been witnessed ·andreported by twelv~ men, the resurrection of Christ. We may safely
or five hundred, instead of one.
affirm that there never did occur in the anNotwithstanding all that has been said, nals of our race, the falsehood of such tesdoes the sceptic still hang upon the fact timony as that borne by the Apostles and
that testimony has often deceived us ? We others to the fact in question.
reply-so have our senses often deceived
It thus appears that no solid argument
us. But the question is, Did the senses of can be urged against this branch of Chrisan individual in the circumstances of the tian evidences. It has been the fat~ of
supposed case, ever deceive him? The an- Christianity to be opposed by sophistry and
swer must· be in the negative. So, we af- falsehood from the beginning. False witfirm, that such testimony as we have sup- nesses were sought against its Author, as
posed the individual to bear, has never de- false arguments are now against the system.
ceived us-it has never been proved to be There is no more agreement between the latfalse.
I
ter than there was between the former.Now just such testimony as the above, is Truth alone is consistent.
Such is the
that in favor of scripture miracles. It has Christian system. The arguments against
been sifted and turned over, and examined, l it vanish when brought to the test of truth
and tested in every way, but still it remains l as the first witnesses against its Author rein all its force. Then we s~ould credi.t ~he! turned abashed and confounded when quesstatements of the Apostles without requmng tioned concerning what they knew evil of
the additional evidence of our own experi- Jesus.
B. F. H.
ence. They are of such a nature, many of
them, and such as stand at the head of the
THE RELIGION OF LIFE.
Christian Institution-the
resurrection of! There is a maxim universally accredited,
Christ, for example-that
they cannot be and yet practically believed by no one,
repeated.
We are so organized as to be- which drops almost. involuntarily from all
lieve any fact, however strange and miracu- lips, and seldom enters any ear. It islOllSon such testimony as is borne in favor Of\ Life is short. By the side of it we may
these miracles; and unless we \'ioJate the place anothnr· of pCJnnl rrprlif, if nol of
I
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equal prevalence, viz: Time unimproved is wisdom both in its plan and arrangement.
Zostforever. In seasons of joy and festivi- This earth, however surrounded by waters
ty, as well as at times of grief and solitude, and chained hy mountains or deserts, is
the :truth of these sayings come stealing still capable of,producing more than all its
upon the surface of our thoughts and for a inhabitants can consume; and these very
moment agitate them and plunge beneath mountains, oceans, deserts, serve to make
with ruthless power and again arise and as healthful and abundant the narrow home of
suddenly depart, as sensitive visitors who man which they environ.
fear their welcome. It would be well for
So is thy life. It is wasted in body cares
us occasionally, at least, to pause and esti- and contracted by apparently arbitrary remate their force and applicability. Suppose quisitions; but enough of it yet remains,
we bring the subject before us as a matlIe- even that small twelfth, for all the purposes
matical problem: "Life is short; required: of reason and virtue, of religion and God.
how much of it is saved from loss 7" About' But thou must be diligent; thou hast not
one third of it is absorbed in sleep; one enough of it to squander upon trifles or
twefth inevitably appwpriated to the other waste upon fortuitous amusements. The
demands of nature; one twelfth to the ty- small portion of the earth which is left for
rannyof custom; one twelfth tl>superficial man must be cultivated or the race will perdecorations of our body, and the reciproca- ish. So the short allotment of thy time
tions of civility; one twelfth is stolen from must be improved or the thousand chances
us by lassitude and languor; one twefth by of disturbance or interruption that surround
disease; two twelfths by petty cares that thee will steal ALL away.
have only respect to the body,-and how
To man, dwelling upon the islet home he
much have we left, ()ver which we have su- possesses ill this world, mountains and depreme control far soul-perfecting purposes? serts are made tributary and serve for his
Ansurer: but one twelfth! Is it possible? I knowledge, support and comfort. So may
hear the serious man exclaim! It is cer- our necessary and apparently unsatisfactory
tairrly so, and the estimate is more favorable employments be made tributary to our
than one half the human race experiences. knowledge and religious improvement. We
"Surely every man spends his life in a vain have but to reverse the maxims of the wastesho .••
,." It is a painful picture, and melan- ful, the profligate and the Godless. Do
choly souls ought not often to look upon it. they live to eat, we must eat to live. Do
But we have another contrast, which if it they set no value on minutes but allow all
does not booe equal discontent and grief, their lives to fall useless to the earth 7 We
may assist us tl>a useful conclusion:
must remember that minutes make up our
Look abroad over this land upon which lives, and we should seek mental or bodily
we dwell and of and about which natural rest only to arise invigorated to prosecute its
philosophers and great travellers boast so great designs, by performing assidulously
much and so entertainingly.
Three fourths the common duties of life.
of it is covered by the uninhabitable waters
But does my laboring brother-and
all
of old ocean. A large portion of its dry are laborers who are usefully employed,
land is encumbered by naked mountains, whether it be the mind work or the body
or embedded in burning, barren sands; ano- work, or both as it ought to be, that occuther portion is locked up in eternal frost, pies his time-does he tell me, that t~ atwhilst its opposite is scorched with uninter- tain the religious uses of life, he must dis. rupted heat. What a small portion is left miss his business, exclude his pleasure, and
for the proouction of fruits and plants. or change the whole course of his pursuits?
adapted to the habitation of man. Reader! And does he wait for a favorable opportunidoes this true and unalterable view of the ty to do this1 Is it after he has gained a
earth cause thee to despise it. Thy con- fortune or become eminent in a profession,
tempt is ill-spent, and thou wilt sooner make I or otherwise established himself in the
thyself a fool than show the earth without: world? I tell him if he thus waits he will
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never be religious. That the designs of life. To the indolent It IS a wasted life;
life are attainable at a lower price. That but to the man of faith and piety it is a theChristianity, I mean the Christianity of htre for noble, honorable and happifying emChrist and not of the priest, of God and ployments; a school in which to acquire panot of man, that does not consist in the love tience and perfection, virtue and the favor
of power or worldly dominion or in useless of God; a church where every duty is an
griefs and unnatural exstacies; the Chris- altar whereon we may offer the incense of
tianity that was intended for life-for this gratitude to him who gave us liberty to live
life just as it is when not perverted in its 1 and the hope of life forever more.
uses-this
Christianity will sanctify your
Delay not then to use it properly. Begm
business if it is a proper one, ano will save the religious purposes of life ere so much of
you from abusing it or yourself with it; will it runs to waste or is worse than wasted 11 pelevate, refine and purify your pleasures, on pursuits that injure thee or that might
will restrain their extravagance and will benefit thee if properly pursued.
make them pure, cheerful and healthful;
"Degin; be bold, and venture to be wise;
and will breathe a gracious influence over
}Ie who defers this work from day to day
all your pursuits, and make them, however
humble or exalted in the world's view, worthy of a high-born, rational creature. 0,
what a happy world even this would be,
if we could only learn that our pursuits
and conditions in life, that our professions
and callings, our amusements and recreations, are ordained by heaven as the elements of good and may be prosecuted and
enjoyed with cheerful innocence' and devout
gratitude. How our homes would be gladdened; our duties be rendered pleasant and
the dark scowl of worldliness and pride be
driven from the land. We would no longer
look upon the woIld as a prison and our labor as a task; but the world would be to us a
school for the training of our higher nature
and our toils, as our heaven-sent teachers.
And age to age instead of echoing sighs,
groans and complaints, as though the abode
of man were a gloomy penitentiary, would
roll the songs of joyousness down the stream
of time which would be echoed from mountain to mountain, by religious laborers, in
strains of holy friendship and love, until the
perfect day.
Let every man, then, remember that life is
his estate; and an "estate that will produce
nothing without cultivation, but will abundantly repay the labors of industry, and sat.isfy the most extensive desires, if no part
be suffered to lie waste by negligence or
overrun with noxious plants, or laid out for
show rather than use." To the worldly it
is a worldly life. To the vain it is a vain

Does 011 a river's bank expecting stay,
Till the whole stream which slopped him shall be gon.,

That runs, and as it runs, forever will run on."

J. B. F.

* Act.

1:8. Johl\ H:8. Mat. IU:2S. Luke 22:28, :10.
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binding were they enacted elsewhere. And, in the Apostle Peter's address to the multito be constitutional, the laws of pardon in tude and his answer to the question prothe kingdom of Christ, must come from pounded by the three thousand. The order
J esusalem.*"
or relative position of the gospel items is
The date of laws is another important observable also in this sermon; and the atitem. Have they been repealed, or super- tributes of the gospel likewise. Behold the
ceeded by subsequent enactments? or 11ave wisdom and the goodness of God! Reader,
they ceased to be binding, the time for look over the Apostle Peter's discourse
which they were enacted, having expired? 1 again. It is radiant with beams of light.
Nothing of this kind can be pleaded con- It is the focus where all the rays of prophecerning the law of pardon enacted by the cy and promises meet in a blaze of glory.
Apostles. It was for all the world, and for It is the living, crystal sea of love into which
all time to come. There has been no sub- all the gushing springs and streams of living
quent enactment by divine authority, super- water empty! It is the focal centre from
ceding or modifying this law. It is, there- which radiate the ten thousand beams of
fore, still in force,-it is still binding-and
gospel light, which shine out to the circumwill so continue till the end of time. The ference of the whole earth! It is the first
Apostles began to preach after they were gospel sermon ever preached. Itis the openendued with power from on high. t That ing Qf the reign of favor. It is the conwas the date of their authority.
centration of the divine power in: the' gloriBut is it constitution ill? And did it have ous gospel of the blessed God. It contains
the seal of Heaven? These questions we the truth which is d<:stined to effect the
likewise answer in the affirmative. But to m9ral regeneration of the world. It has
make this appear to the satisfaction of some both wounded and healed many a heart.
of our readers, it may be necessary to pre- It has cheered many a weary pilgrim on his
sent the matter in a somewhat different way to glory. It has guided many on the road
light.
through the valley of death, and led him
We have been led, by our investigations up the hill of heaven.
of the subject before us, to Jerusalem-to
No marvel, then, that we hang upon this
the day of Pentecost-and
to the first ser- sermon; that we linger about the sacred spot;
mon of the Apostle Peter, for the gospel that we clustre around this tree of lifelaw of pardon. Here, all we need do to this' spring of living waters! It is the belearn what the gospel is, is to read the ser- ginning corner of the king Messiah's great
mon of the Apostle Peter delivered on that survey, which he commissioned and grantever-memorable occasion. Hence the facts ed the Apostle Peter to make. Having beand the predictions all correspond.
Did fore us on the map of inspiration, all the
prophecy and promise fix on Jerusalem as ~courses and distances, we find no difficulty
the place, the day of Pentecost as the time, j whatever, in processioning out the original
and Peter as the first person who should 1 survey. Samaria, Cesarea, Philippi, Corproclaim the gospel of Chri~t? They all inth and even Rome itself, are only so many
find their fulfilment in the Apostle Peter's line-trees. Jerusalem is the beginning corsermon.
ner, Pentecost the date of the filst survey
The constituent principles of the gospel; ever made, and Peter the man who made it.
the three facts, the death, burial and resur- When tauntingly asked why we always fly
recti on of Christ; the three commands, to to Peter's Pentecostal sermon to find our
believe, repent and be baptized; the three doctrine? Our answer is-for
the same
promises, the pardon of sins, gift of the reason that a man goes to the beginning corHoly Spirit and eternal life; are all, all, ner of a tract of land when he wishes to proeither in form or substance', to be found cession out the original survey. Then by
following the original lines-in their courses
.• Luke 24:47. Acis ]:8.
and distances, he is certain to find the whole
t Acts 1:4, e. John 16:7.

i
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plot.
So shall we, provided
we observe
and adhere to the original land-marks.
It
is highly important to begin right, and at the
right place.
Peter preached the death, burial, and ressurrection of Jesus, God's Messiah.
Three
thousand believed
what he said, and anxiouslyenquired
what they should do. Peter
told them to repent and be baptized, in the
name of Jesus Christ, for remission of their
sins, and that they should receive the gift of
the Holy Ghost. 'if
There is no ambiguity here; and after all
the questioning
and cross-questioning,
and
torture to which the passage has been subjected to make it speak differently from what
it says, it still speaks the same truth that
Peter, the Apostle of Jesus uttered on the
day of Pentecost.
In the great commission
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very same things, and to preach the
same things for pardon to the Jews, Samaristans, and Gentiles.
Whatever, therefore,
anyone
of them preached for pardon, at
one time, in one place, they all preached, at
all times, and in all places.
This is a settled truth.
'Remission
of sins' in Peter's
sermon, th'erefore, is equivalent to 'saved'
-and
equivalent also to being baptized 'into the name of the Father, of the Son, and
of the Holy Spirit,' in the commission,Jesus told the Apostles to preach repentance and remission of sins in his name,
among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem,
Peter told the Pentecostians
to repent and
be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for
the remission of sins.
,
We propose in our next to examine the
various expositions which are given of Acts

l

which Christ gave his Apostles, he told them 2:38.
B. F. H.
to go, teach the nations, baptizing them into
the name of the Father, of the Son, and of
"JESUSIS THE CHRIST,"EXPLAINED,-No,n,
the Holy Spirit. 'if He commanded
them
The fundamentality
of the proposition
to preach repentance and remission of sins that 'Jesus is the Christ,' may be leamedamong all nations, beginning at J erusalem·t
3. From the fact that the Church
of
He told them to preach the gospel to every Christ is built upon it. Upon this rock [ta
creature;
saying, he that believeth and is Petra] said Jesus to Peter, "I will build my
baptized shall be saved,t Acting under this church."'if
He did not mean that he would
commission,
and in obedience to it, Peter
b Ul'Id h'IS CIlUrc h on P e t er, as th e R omanlS' t S
,
began at Jerusalem to preach repentance
I' h
erroneous I"y ImagIne j b u t on th e t ru th WlIC
and , remissionDf
sins iu the name of Jesus ~P
t
h
d
'
t
fi
d
Th
t
J
'
~ e er a JUS con esse a
esus IS
Chnst.
'Whatever Jesus commanded the tlIe CI'HIS,t th e S on 0 f th e I"Ivmg G 0,d TI'liS
Apostles
to preach, Peter did preach,, th. e grea t t ru tl1 w h'IClIes
I I'
r
d aIS
a ttl Ie loun
Whatever terms of pardon he commanded
t'LOn0 f tlIe c h ns' t'Ian e d'fi
I ce j th e c h'Ie f corhim to offer to the world, he offered to the ner-s t one upon w h'ICI1 tl Ie spm
"t ua I h ouse 0 f
Pentecostians,
The Apostles were direct- G ores
d
t s. Th e SCflP
' t ures no were
h'
IIIt'led to preach the same facts, the same com- rna t e tl la t h e wou Id b Ul'Id h'IS Ch urc h on P emands, the same promises, the same gospel t er, nor on any h uman cree dR' omls h or P roto all the world, beginning at Jerusalem.
t es t an,t b u t on tlIe Irre
' firaga bI e t ru th th a t J eThe Apostle , Peter, therefore, preached
the
'
th
Ch'
t
' t th e c Ilurc h b UI'It
.
sus IS e
flS . A gams
very same thmgs on the day of Pentecost,
on this foundation, the gates of hell shall not
that he and his fellow-Apostles
were com- prevUl'I . It'll WI St an d fiorever.
N0 power
manded in the commission,
to preach
in ,all s Ila II ever b e a bl e t 0 preval '1' agaills t't 1.,
the world; of course, the same thmgs whIch Standing on this rock, far above the reach
were preached
in Samaria, in Corinth, in of all opposition, the church will smile at
Rome, at the house of Cornelius, and every! the ineffe ctual efforts of her enemies to dewhere " else.
The commission is a unit and ~
It'llWI St an d i rna I'ISI't
11 ,
was gIven to all aItke.
Those sent out bYJ
Jesus to preach, were all sent oul under the
same commission'
they were all to preach
,
l<

Acts

2j~8.

Mat,23;I~,

t Lljke24;17, T Mark16:16; Acts~:38,

"Likesometaliclitf that Iinsits awfulform;
Swelisfromthe vale,and midwayleavesthestorm;
Thoughroundits headtheragingstormsmayspread,
Eternal sunshine settles on its bead."

*Mat.16; 18,

~
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4. The church is to be increased by thiS! jng made known. Hence he' confessed ib
truth. In other words, members are uni- knowing that his life would be the forfeit.
ted with the church on the belief of it.
'I am the Messiah; I am the King, of tlte
It is the great fundamental article in the Jews,' and submitted to his fate! This
creed of Christians. It is not only by be- event better than language can express,
lieving the truth contained in this proposi- show~ the vital importance of this truth.
tion that persons are united to Christ; they
6. All the labors of the Apostles were
are united to the church, and to one another performed to establish this fact-to conby it. It is the bond of union among the vince the world that Jesus is the Christ.followers of Christ, as far as faith is con- This was the subject-matter of all their discerned. 'No other foundation can any man courses. Whether they addressed the perlay [for Christian union] than that which is secuting Jews, the reviling Greeks, or the
laid, which is [that] Jesus [is the] Christ.' exasperated Romans, this was the burden
And it is reasonable that the principle of of their message. Though interrupted by
union to Christ, should be also the principle the rage and clamor of the enemies of the
of connection with the church and of union cross-some
of whom laughed and others
with its members. The same state of the mocked-they still preached that 'Jesus of
mind and. heart that admits o,n~to ~ellowshi.p N azareth i~the Chri~t, th~ Son of God; they
with Chnst and to a particIpatIOn of hIS preached It to the pnests III the Synagogue,
blessings, should also be the state of the to the judges of the supreme court of
mind and the heart that entitle him to the fel- Athens, in the midst of Mars Hill in polished
lowship of the church; and nothing else, as Athens; they proclaimed it with trumpetfar as the heart is concerned, is necessary tongue in imperial Rome, the mistress of
to fraternal Christian affection.
the world. With the name of Jesus on their
5. Christ died for this truth. He was floatina banner the plighted band of Christ's
arraigned without any very specific charge. soldie~ achieved the most signal conquests
Witnesses were subourned to testify to recorded in the annals of time. It was not
various false accusations, b~t, bein~ con- by the power of numbers, nor by the force
tradictory, they could avail nothmg.of arms their victories were gained; it was
The trial was brought to a pause. The ma- the Omnipotence of truth; by the power and
lice of his enemies was bent on his condem- name of Jesus. It was this which won their
nation, and their ingenuity wa.s taxed to victories-victories,
not over the arm of
suggest some ground of further accusation. flesh but over the heart. This marvellous
Then the high priest said to Jesus, 'I'adjure truth' subdued the stubborn spirit of proud
thee by the living God, tha.tthou tell us whe- man and gained a willing surrender of the
ther thou be the Christ, the Son of God l' soul' to Christ and a ready submission to
Jesus answered him, thou hast said,' or it is his governme~t. What a mighty theme!
as you say. He was then accused of blas- And it is as lovely as it is mighty. O! it is
phemy; and the people said, 'What further a theme worthy the meditation of any heart,
need have we of testimony 1 We have heard the employment of any tongue. For this
him ourselves.' ,He wa,s then bound and the Apostles suffered and confirmed the
led before Pilate, who said to him, 'Art thou truth with their own heart's blood. And
the King of the Jews l' Jesus answereth, this new-known truth, first taught in the J u'Thou sayest it.' It is as you say.' On his dean desert rolled on, like a cloud of glo'
own confession he was put,to death. UT'th
n I, - ry; and it is destined yet to regenerate the
out these confessions hIS conderonatIOn world.
could not have been secured.
But the
It will, doubtless, at once strike every
truth that Jesus is the Messiah, is a matter mind that a truth of so momentous imporof such fundamenfal importance, and a tance; of such morally revolutionizing powknowledge of it is so necessary, that it must er; of such wonder-working~~cacy, should
not be concealed even if the murder of be understood. The proposItion that Jesus
Jesus should be the consequence of its be- is the Christ has in it no talismanic power,
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~~,.,.,-~~~--~~~no magical charm; its efficacy is in its truth, \ were annointed with oil, as in the case of
the ideas which it coniains. All Its influ- Aaron and his sons. Ex. 8: 30. In reference depends on its being understood.ence to his office as Priest, Jesus is called
Hence the expressions, 'If you know these Messiah in Dan. 9: 25, 26.
things, happy are you if you do them j' and
Kings were likewise annointed with oil
'he who receives the word of God into an before they ascended the throne, 'ind had
honest and understanding heart;' and 'un- the sceptre of authority placed in their
derstan~est thou what thou readest?' and hands. Samuel was directed by the Lord
'lest they should see with their eyes, hear to annoint Saul to be King of Judah. All
with their ears, understand with their hearts, these official annointings were typical of
and should be converted and I should heal the annointing of the Saviour with the Hothem;' and 'if our gospel be hid, it is hid to ly Ghost before his entrance into the office
them that are lost; in whom the god of this of Prophet, Priest, and King. He is called
world hath blinded the minds of them who Christ because he has been annointed with
believe not, lest the light of the glorious the Spirit.
gospel of Christ, who is the image of God,
All these types of Christ were God's anshould shine unto them.'
nointed prophets, priests, and kings; but
From these and similar passages, we may Jesus is the annointed, the Christ, because
learn that God's truth, to have any effect he is the great antitype of all these typesupon us, must be 'received into honest and the long-promised Messiah-the last great
understanding hearts.'
Prophet, Priest and King sent to the world,
II. We come next to explain the import to teach, to atone for, and to govern and
of the proposition, that Jesus is the Christ.I guide mankind to eternal joy.
The word Christ in Greek and Messiah
B.Y.H.
.,.
in Hebrew mean the same as the English
FE!1ALE INFLUENCEIN RELIGION.-The
word annointed. The word Christ was first
used as an appellative, but afterwards as a support and progress of religion depends very much on the female part ofthe communiproper name. To understand it, we must
look into the Old Testament, where it is ty. Their influence in forming the mind and
character is immense.
The heavier transused in its primary signification.
Three classes of personal types of Christ actions of society fall most heavily upon the
men; but women, in a more retired sphere,
under th e former dispensation, were an- may exert an influence no less t.han the men
nointed with oil in the name of the Lord, in all religious matters. Their tender and
at the time of their consecration to office. feminine minds- are more easily impressed
These were the prophets,priests and kings, with gospel truths, while their relations in
and it is in allusion to these, as his types, life render them more susceptible ofreligiolls
impressions, and more anxiousto enjoyrelithat Jesus is called Christ, or annointed.gious comforts. Their conditions in life
He, however, was not, like them, annointed are attended with fewer diversions from the
with oil, but with the Holy Spirit. Persons, duties of religion. It is but seldom, in this
before they took upon them the responsible, Christian country, that we see among females
the holy and the important office of Prophet, an infidel, a drunkard, or a contemner of divine things. There are more females truly
were consecrated to the work by being an- pious than males, and a smaller number
annointed with oil in the name of the who depart from the faith and become castLord. It was a sort of oath of office; away. Hence; seldom do females become
and designated them as public, inspired subjects of discipline, as the history of the
church proves. The religious education of
teachers of the people. So Jesus, before he children depends chiefly upon the mother,
entered upon the work of the public minis- especially in its earliest stages, while receivtry, and began to announce the approach of iug those impressions that will influence
his reign, and to teach the way of life, was them through life. The mother can best aannointed with the Holy Spirit. This took dapt herself to theii capacities. She with
the most tender care rears and watches the
place at his baptism. The Priests, also be- tender plant. A curse awaits that child that
fore entering on the duties of their office, despises to obey his mother.
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Or thunder, or the lightning's crooked ja~s,
Or tempest or the angry ocean's roll;
A nd therefore, tho' I look on nature's face
With meditative eyes, and scan her grace
With Jooks of love, and listen to her voice
With deep attentiolJ,learning
her sweet love,
And in her bonndJc~s loveliness rcjoiceThe eternalm.ind of man can move 7TH! more.

REQUfEM.
Gone art thou in youthtul sweetness,
Time's short changeful voyage o'er;
Now thy beauty in completeness
Blooms in Heaven's unfading shore;
,",Vllatto us is life behind thee-1
Darkness and despair alone!
When with sighs we seek to find thee',
Echo answers moan for moan!

s .....

."

Not in winter's stormy bluster
Didst thou droop in pale 'lecay,
But mid summer light and lustre
Passed tp Paradise away.
Yes! when toned to rapture only,
Sang the birds among the bowers,
'Rett from earth to leave us lonely,
Bliss was thine and sorrow ours!

THE CHRISTIAN'S
RESIGNATION.
Father, thy will 011 earth be done
As it is done in lJeaven,
De all our daily wants supplied,
And all our SillS forgiven.
When dearest friends aresnatchc(l
And we are left alone,
M.y we in swcet submission say,
.Father, thy will be done.

away,

Oft have we felt affliction's roo,
But when the hIow was given,
We meekly said Ihy wiJI all earth
De done as 'tis in Heaven.

:Mourners, solemn vigil keeping,.
Knelt in silence round thy'bed;
Could tbey deem thee only sleeping,
When to Heaven tby spi,jt fled?
Yes that spirit then was winging
Upwards from its shell of clay
Guardian angels round it singinguWelcome to tbe realms of day."

Teach us, oh, Father, day by day,
To read thy holy WOfft,
To live like Christians ought to live
Like Jesus Christ, the Lord.
Teach us no longer to repine,
When earthly ills shall come.
But calmly say, with thy dear Son,
Ohl Lord, thy will be dOlle..

Fare-thee-,vell, a tract of glory
Shews where e'er thy steps have been,
Making life a lovely s~ory
Eartb a rich romantic scene;
Dim when duty's way before us,
As tbe magnet charts the sea,
May thy pure star glowing o'er us,
Point tlle path to Heaven and thee!

Father, thy will on earth be done,
As it is done in Heaven,
Be all our needful wants supplied,
And alI our sins forgiven.

DELTA.

MEN" AND NATURE.
Sunset is glorious, and the break of day;
The full mOon in a cloudless frosty sky,
AmI the everlasting stars on high,
Dimmillg their sheen with her o'crpowering ray,
Are beantifulj-the
infant life of spring;
The carol of young birds upon tbe wing;
The prime of summer, and autumnal tints,
And winter's hoary dew, are beautiful;
The walking wind, whose airy foolstep prints
Deep dimples on the wave, her whispering song,
As the thick leaves of June she plays among.
Her cooHng kisses when the eve grows dull,
And breath that stole its balms ftom buds half cleft,
With tltoughts of beauty all are interweft.
The chasms. and cra~s, and cataracts [headlong
'1'hat hurl themselves a thousand fathoms down,]
Of mountains huge, whose unclimb:d summlts frown
Defiance at Time, and with a bar as strong
As death, keep hack the raging hurricane,
That ever beats its angry wings in vain
Against its moveless rocks; the stormy deep,
Dashing to Heaven its water-spouts of spray,
When all the winds are wakened from their sleep,
Like hungry lions howling after prey;
The hundred-throated thunder j and the flash
Of volleyed fire; and yawning earthquake's crMh
1\Jake thought ascend like flaming fire on high,
And shake the soul with dread sublimity.
But there is someth'ing lovelier in the ,nind
Of 1nan,than sunset, or hreak of day,
Or all the ne\y·born life of dewy 1\1ay,
Or moon or stars, or music breathlng wind;
And there is something grander in It is soul,
Than motlJltains with their cataractB and cra~ij;

[CURA.

["DEATII IN HIGII STATION.-There
is a
peculiar
solemnity
and mournful
grandeur inspired by death in high station, which
adds much to the moral impression made by
mere grief or regret.
Through
such visitations of the mighty ones and rulers of the
earth death speaks to all beneath them,
and gives a warning which reaches alike to
'I the humblest subject and the greatest rulers and leaders.
The strange and stately verses of Shirley
(which are said to have chilled the heart of
Cromwell himself, by moving some mystic
sympathy,) marked as they are by an obscurity that deepens their gloomy sublimity,
suggest themselves here as they often do in
similar circumstances."]
The e'lories of our mortal state
Are shA.dows. not substantial things:
There is no armor against fate;
Death lays his icy hand on kings.
Sceptre and crown
:Must tumble down,
And inthedusthe
eqnal made
With the poor crooked scythe and spade.
E'orne men with sword8 rna}' reap the field,
And plant fresh laurels wnere they kill;
But their stro1\.2'nerves allast must yieltl;
They tame but one another still.
Early or late
They stonp to fate,
A nel must give up their conquerin~ breath,
When they, pale captives,crecp to death.
The garlands wither on yonr bro\v;
Then boast no mOre your mighty deeds;
Upon deatJl's purple altar no\v.
See where the victor victim bleeds!
AJJ heads nlllst come
To tbe cold tomb.
Only the action8 of theju8t,
Smell S1Dectmid bloskom in tho ousl.
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fip-dheroes of the empire, dead Statesmen,
Poets, and Philosophers, we soon had deiTHE next and by far the most successful fied Apostles, Prophets and Martyrs i-for
effort of Satan to destroy the church, was the vestal virgins of their mystical worship,
that of FRAUD. He failed when he stood we had nuns secluded in monasteries i-for
opposed to it as an enemy. The violence their sacred fanes, we had;gorgeous temof his opposition but gave it power against pies, erected under the patronage of some
its destroyers, and carried it to the utter- tutelary saint. Even the sacrifices of the
most ends of the earth. Seeing the folly of Heathen were imitated and as they were
his efforts as an enemy, with the most mas- in the habit of propitiating the manes of
terly policy, he veers about and approaches their departed friends by costly festivals so
the once persecuted religion, in all the the Christians built up the tombs of Marsoothing, winning arts of a friend; and he tyrs and established costly festivals in their
would fain, in the persons of Roman Empe- honor, to which thousands of pious worrors and lordly Popes insinuate himself into shippers resorted; and Dearly one half of
the bosom of that very chu~ch he had vain- the whole year was spent in these idolatrous
ly sought to destroy. A master stroke of past-times.
this policy was the union of the civil and
We survey a long period of history under
religious power in the elevation of the the influence of the frauds of Satan, called
Christia,n Emperor-Constantine.
The in the Scriptures the deceivableness of unstrong arm of governmental policy and pow- righteousness. We caDnot particularize, but
er were thus stretched forth to brinlT the the general facts will not be questioned. A
whole world, with all its superstition, idola- long night of apostacy, desolation and spirtry and crime, into the embrace of the once itual death followed the influence of the
pure and purifying church. Princes, Phi- world thus introduced into the church. The
losophers, Warriors, Senators and mighty elements of Paganism, Judaism and Chrismen, with all their unsanctified ambition, tianity were blended together and the abomiwere brought into it. And as these could nable mixture palmed upon the world by amnot be made to bow to pure and genuine bitious, dissolute and rapacious Bishops and
Christianity, Christianity was corrupted; its Clergy. From being unpretending and
primitive purity and simpl(city were sup- world-renouncing ministers of the cross,
planted by vain philosophy and superstition, they became, when advanced to power, fanso that in a few years, such was the likeness cifullords ministering in a Pagan or Jewish
of the church to the world, that it would ceremonial, and ready to assume and exerhave been difficult to distinguish them.cise all civil offices. They professed the
The name of the Church of Christ re- power of sealing the eternal destiny of
mained, but its glory had departed. The man. They ruled not by the force of Chrisvery spirit to which it was most hostiletian virtue but by the inalienable authority
the passion for power, dominion, pomp, pre- of a divine office. They held the keys of
eminence, became its governing principle. heaven and opened and closed its doors to
It became the seat of the very lusts, vices whomsoever they pleased. They sent forth
and crimes which its true spirit most abo the sentence of excommunication which
horred; and its history thereafter is a mel- cast back whoever opposed them to the
ancholy record of persecution, torture and hopeless condition of the anathematized
CHURCH OF CHRIST.-No.

v.

"The {fates of Hell shall not prevail a{fainst it." Mat 16:18.

bloodshed, under the direction of inflamed ,
bigoted and powerful sectarian chiefs.
. B y establishing
f h
. Christianity as the ReliglOn 0 t e empire, the Paganism of Greece
an d R orne, which it came to supplant, was
b
ht . t 't
d
'fi db'
roug III 0 I an sanctl e
y Its hOly
name. In place of the demi-godll.or dci-.
3

heathen.
Under the influence of this fraudulent
policy speculative controversies 'Yere introduced, which so far from settlin"lTany practical truth, amused or enraged the world
with orthodox or heterodox theories explanative of mysteries never revealed, and
b.e,yondthe ken of mortn1"to unfold. \Vith
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discussions concerning the tripple division
of human souls; the nature and power of
invisible families of genii who presided
over and directed the destiny of individuals
and nations; whether man was the offspring
of primal light or the great principle of
darkness; whether Christ was the efflux of
the God of Light as Light of Light, or was
he self-subsistent,-I say, with such foolish,
speculative and absurd discussions, the
Trinitarian and Arian controversies commenced, which have agitated the world for
ages and are to-day as near their final adjustment as they and their kindred subjects
were the day that Pagan philosophy first introduced them into the church. Controversies which never can be settled, and which
always offered a melancholy example of
the triumph in the mind of man, of the
shadowy over the real, of the speculative
over the practical; of his vain ambition and
insubordinate presumption, when unhumbled by his ignorance, and unabashed by
the limited boundary of his observation.

define the Almighty Creator, served only to
circumscribe him to the limited and ignorant bounds of mental conception.
To
them it was sufficient to know the character
of God as revealed in the words of the Holy Spirit, and to acknowledge him by such
a faith, walk and hope, as was condensed
in a holy, lovely and Christ-like behaviour.
Admirable simplicity! which' adored a common Father, in peaceful harmony, in the
freedom of the purified sanctuary of their
own hearts and in the equal bonds of an
everlasting love. When the Christian world
shall become wise enough to learn from the
simplicity of Primitive Christians, they will
see that the Trinitarian controversy, originated in the abuse of philosophy and was
more the result of corruption and passion
than of reason or faith.
Under the early influence of these fraudulent corruptions of Primitive Christianity,
infant membership and infant baptism originated. In order to tax the whole world, it
was necessary that the whole world should

Only think of man, ignorant, short-lived
and circumscribed man, attempting to define
the nature and mode of existence of the
Almighty, self-existent and incommunicable
One who inhabiteth Eternity" dwelling in
light inaccessible! But the world was diverted from practical godliness by these
senseless and arrogant controversies-heresies were produced in the church-the
servants of God and of Christ became inflated despots ruling the world and the church
with the rod of iron-the
flood-gates of
disunion, persecution and crime of every
name were opened and Satan effected his
purposes! The primitive Christians were
content to worship with undefining ardor,
their Heavenly Father as revealed in the
gospel of his Son. They believed and
repeated with
devout adoration, the
names given to Christ in the language of the Sacred Writin'gs, and knew
nothing of the nice discriminations which
philosophists pretended to make between
each manifestation of the Godhead. And
thus in their simplicity they knew more than
all the boasted learning of a corrupted Theology, for they knew that every attempt to,

be brought into the Church. And as the
world could not be brought by force of reason under the dominion of an ambitious
priesthood, the initiatory ordinance of the
Church was given to infants, under the
sanction .of the idea that all the race of
Adam were polluted and the ordinances of
Christ were the means of effecting, as by
magic,. the purification of all. It is certain,
as all the unprejudiced admit, that neither
Christ nor the Apostles ordained infant baptism.
But we cannot in a general survey dwell
upon particular instances of frauds imposed
upon the church. It is sllfficient to know
that the world degenerated-the
ages of
superstition and darkness were brought on;
the sun of science had set upon the fairest
portions of the earth, and was casting its
last lingering rays on all lands,-and
it
wpuld seem that Christianity with decayed
and corrupted learning and philosophy was
fast seeking a grave in those leaden epochs
of the annals of mankind. The man of
Sin described by Paul; the Woman upon a
Scarlet Beast painted by John, and the powerful dominion of corruption and tyranny
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predicted by Daniel,~ held universal sway- faith. Frequently they were reduced to a
made war with the saints and truth of God; mere remnant, perhaps not larger than that
took the temple of God for a possession and which had not bowed the knee to Baal in
dwelt in it as though it were a God, ruling 1 the days of Elijah, but their doctrine, worover the kingdoms of this world with tem- ship and conduct bore the measuring of the
poral and spiritual authority such as no hu- reed' of the angel and were accepted of
man dominion has ever assumed.
God; whilst the outer court was given up to
But I am asked again, did fraud so cor- the unclean who were formal, superstitious,
rupt as to destroy the church?
Did the idolatrous and persecuting worshippers.corruptions of the early centuries which Are we still asked did Satan prevail? Ask
eventuated in that mountain of iniquity, the Novatians, the Donatists, ,the Cathari,
blasphemy, idolatry and crime, ycleped the the Albigenses, the Waldenses, the true ProPapacy, swallow up the pure faith and ob- testants of all ages. Ask the Reformation
literate it utterly? Did the gates of Hell of Wickliffe, of Huss and of Luther. Ask
prevail by fraud, having failed by violence? every advancement back to Pl'imitive ChrisWe are prepared to answer. This policy tianity since their day. Ask the word of
was more efficient and successful than the God translated into almost all languages;
first, and its influences extend even to our opened l!:tthe hearth-stone of all Christenown day, but it did not succeed! The cor- dom, free from comment or addition, in
ruption of the Church by the introduction ofl which all are pointed to the way of life thro'
all manner of deceit, rage and violence, sup- its own ordinances and divine preparations.
ported by the most powerful monarchies of Ask the right of 'private judgment,' subject
the earth, prospered and prevailed for a long only to God in matters of religion, now seand dismal period: but it drove the true cured to many, and asked for all people.church into the wilderness; where amidst Ask the hatred of tyrranny,-the love of liball its trying vicissitudes the Lord prepared erty, the knowledge of the rights of man,
a place for it, and during the time of its the broken arms of oppression and superstiobscurity and distress he fed it, and gave it tion and the tottering thrones of despotism!
power to obtain a victory through faith and Ask the pure and enfranchizing gospel now
patience, over the beast, and over his image, publishing throughout the land as erst it was
and over his mark, and over the number of preached by the holy Apostles, before the
his name. (Rev. 15: 2.) During all this Jewish and Pagan corruptions of Christianperiod we find men who bore a uniform, uni- ity were known or the Man of Sin was born!
ted and courageous testimony against the Ask your own soul, as it surveys these
impositions of Satan, and who, if they did 1 mighty facts, and as it now recollects that
not in their often-times desolated condition as revolution has succeeded revolution, it is
enjoy tlle ordinances of the gospel accord- made to see more clearly and imposingly
ing to their original appointment, still wor- the bright, pure, glorious truths of Him who
shipped God and honored Christ and were said full eighteen hundred years ago:owned of him as his annointed ones."Upon this rock I will build my Church and
Theirs was the inner, if not the outer Tem- the GATESOF HELL SHALLNOT PREVAIL
pIe, the spiritual and real if not the exter- AGAINST
IT!"
nal worship. From caves and dens of the
The violence of earth and Hell have not
earth; in garrets and cellars; among tomHs destroyed it; the frauds, heresies and corand deserted ruins, in the fastnesses of l'uptions of ages of darkness and desolation
mountains, or the seclusions of deserts, have not destroyed it. Jerullalem has faltheir voices of thanksgiving and their an- len; its temple is buried and its worshippers
thems of praise went up to God, whilst the ar,e scattered without priest, teraphim or
blood of millions streamed upon the altars of ephod. Rome Pagan has been desolatedthe desolated church in testimony of their Rome Papal is consuming; but this day Chris*2 The"".
2<1,Rev. 13th.17lh, and Daniel
7thchapters. < tianityris as fair and full of promise as ever;
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and she will stand until the sainted dead edge, maqifested by those whose minds are
shall be raised; her worship, discipline and not properly enlightened on the subject of
communion be restored in their primitive the Christian salvation, are evidences of its
purity-until the knowledge of her Lord importance. How often is it sung by such:
shall cover the whole earth; the Jews be
"Tis a point I long to know,
h bl'
f
Oft It causf'S anxious thought;
d
d
k
f
converte an parta e 0 t e
essmgs 0
Do I Jove the Lord or know1
her kingdom-universal
peace, tranquility
Am I his. or am I not1"
and safety over all prevail, and the kingdom
Now we must either be the children of
and dominion and the greatness of the God, or not his children. We are not left
kingdom under the whole heaven be given in doubt hero. The Apostle. uses the laninto the hands of, the Saints of the most guage of certainty:
"Now are we the
High. Preceding which great and glorious j sons of God." How are we to ascertain?
events, we look for the Messiah to come Before entering upon t.he inquiry, we will
with vengeance upon the incorrigibly wicked remark, that we have two classes of eviand take up his abode with his people.dences; first, the evidences to be found
Even so, come, Lord Jesus!
within ourselves, in our own bosoms, and
J. B. F.
connected with our own consciousness; and
second, those to be observed by us in othTEST OF BEING CHILDREN OF GOD,
ers, and evidenced to us by their character
A.. DISCOURSE-DY
JOlIN
R. HOWARD.
conduct. In the discussion of our subject,
"Behold what manner of love the Father we will observe, .
hath bestowed upon us, that we should be
I. What are not tests of being children
called the sons of God: therefore the world of God, but are regarded by numbers as
knoweth us not, because it knew him not. such.
Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and
1. Faith alone is no test. 'Mark, we do
it doth not yet appear what we shall be: but not say that faith is no test, for it lies at the
we know that, when he shall appear, we very foundation of all tests, and without it
shall be like him; for we shall see him as he there could be no such thing as any test; but
is. And every man that hath this hope in that faith alone, or merely of itself, is no test
him purifieth himself, even as he is pure."or evidence. Paul say~, "we are all the
1 John iii. 1 :3.
children of God by faith in Jesus Christ,"
The Apostle has here set before us the but he does not say by faith alone, as the
greatness of the love of God to us, in con- part immediately succeeding that just quoted
descending to call us his sons and to become will abundantly show.
Again he says,
our heavenly Father. To be a child of God, "though I have all faith so that I could rea member of his spiritual family on earth, a move mountains, and have not love, I am
citizen of that kingdom over which the nothing." Here love is made just as essenLord Jesus Christ reigns as the "king eter- tial a principle in the Christian character as
nal, immortal, invisible," is the most exalt- faith itself.
cd privilege on earth; and superior to all
2. Feelings alone are no test. One of
earthly distinctions, however wise, or noble the great errors of the religious age in which
or honorable. By coming into this high we live, is the, great prominence wllich is
state of honor, we become "heirs of God, given to the religious feelings. With many
and joint heirs with Christ; if so be that we they seem to be the alpha and omega of their
sufier with him, that we may be also glorifi- religion. They are the evidences of their
ed together."
acceptance with God as his children, and
Now to kJ;loWwhether we are the children the tests of their Christian character.of God or not, is a most important point, Their religious enjoyments seem to be gradand one upon which greatly depends our de- uated entirely by these; and to increase and
gree of spiritual enjoyment here.
The diminish, rise and sink, with the thermomesolicitude, the deep and restless solicitude, tor of religious feeling. Hence they have
the earnest desire, to arrive at this knowl- their seasons of "joy and rejoicing," and
I
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of gloom, despondency and darkness; one God;" and may thus, being in Christ, and
day, revelling in shouting ecstasies, and the "having Christ in him the hope of glory,"
next, perhaps, wading in the "slough of des- be enabled to "rejoice in the hope of the
pond." And such must be the state of all glory of God."
those ~vhorely upon mere feelings as tests'l
1. The knowledge of God and of Christ:
We wish the reader to observe that we do "This is life eternal, to know thee, the only
not exclude the religious feelings, but that true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou has
we say that these alone are not tests. We sent." John xvii. 3. The Christian has
are as much in favor of feeling in religion, within him the principle of eternal life.
as are any. We go further, and affirm, that This is plain from various passages of Scripwithovt feeling, man cannot be religious. ture. "He that heareth my word, and beA religion that does not address itself to lieveth on him that sent me, hath ever lastthe feelings of man, as well as to his intel- ing life, and shall not come into condemnalect, and engage the afl'ecti?ns as well as tion; but is passed from death unto life."
the understanding, will never benefit him in 1 John iv. 24. Again, "He that believeth on
a spiritual point of view. But while faith me, hath everlasting life." vi. 47.
Once
alone is too barren, cold and speculative, more: "God hath given unto us eternal life;
feeling alone is to'o blind, erring and spec- and this life is in his Son. These things
ulative. That our feelings alone cannot be have I written unto you that believe on the
a proper evidence of our acceptance with name of the Son of God; that ye may know
God, is plain from the fact, that a LIE BE- that ye have eternal life; and that ye may
LIEVED will excite the same and as deep believe on t.he name of the Son of God."
feeling as the truth itself, until it is de- 1 John 11 :13. But as man has to be born
tected.
'
of water and of the spirit into the kingdom
3. Doubting is no test.. Absurd as it may of favor, to enjoy the spiritual life that he
seem to make doubting a test of the cer- previously possesses, so he must be born
tainty of sonship with God, such has, never- from the grave, of the spirit to enjoy tillS
theless, prevailed to a great' extent among "life eternal."
To know God and Christ,
some classes of religionists, and still pre- is eternal life ; but how are we to ascertain
vails among many. Doubting a test of cer- that we know God? The answer is at hand;
tainty! It is like a thing being true and false and to find it we need not t.ravel out of the
at the same time. A sensible writer has epistle of John: "And hereby do we know
well observed on this subject: "These that we know him"-how?-"if
we keep
doubts are regarded as proofs of a given his commandments." 1 John ii. 2. All othproposition; and this power is claimed for ers-those
who obey not his commandthem in reference to no other. But the ap_l ments are liars: "He that saith, I know him,
plication of fuese doubts, as proofs, to the and keepeth not his commandments, is a
proposition, establishes its truth. It is now LIAR, and the trufu is not in him." ii. 4.
to be regarded as proven. All doubts touch- We will examine, and see what are his
ing its verity must now cease. But when commandments, necessary t.o be obeyed in
these doubts cease, the truth of the' propo- order to become a child of God, when we
sition ceases. Thus, the doubts confirm get through with our other tests of being
the proposition, and this being done no more children of God.
doubts can exist; and when doubts cease to
2. Love of the brethren is another test:
exist, the proposition is no longer true."
"We know iliat we have passed from death
II. In the second place we will now no- unto life, because we love the brethren."
tice what are really tests of being children 1 John iii. 14. This is a t.est often appealof God, so no one may be at a loss hereed to; and many imagine that. if they can
may have any doubts of his being in this merely feel the sensation of love to the
state; but may be enabled to say in the lan- ~brethren, it is evjdence enough t.hatthey are
guage of John, "now are we the sons ofl pardoned, and in a state of acceptance as
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children of God. But as we asked how
were we to ascertain that we knew God, so
. now we enquire, how do we know that we
love the brethren? Does the Scripture furnish us with an answer? Let us hear John
again: "By this-we know that we love the
children of God, when we love God, and
keep his commandments." 1 Jno. v. 2. So
this test is resolved into the same as the preceeding.
3. This brings us to the love of God as a
test. Love to Him is also a test much relied on; and many think that if they can just
feel the sensation of love to Him, it is sufficient. And hence they err as greatly as
those to whom we have just now referred.
Now how do we know that .0 love God?
"For this is the love of God, that we keep
his commandments; and his commandments
are not grievous." 1 J no. v. 3. So this also resolves itself into the same test as both
the preceding. Like so many converging
rays, they all meet at the same point.
4. Righteousness another test: "he that
doeth righteousness, is righteous, even as
he is righteous. In this the children of
,God are manifest, and the children of the
devil: whoever doeth not righteousness is
not of God, neither he that loveth not his
brother." 1 Jno. iii. 7-10.
This test also
resolves itself into obedience.
5. The witness of the Spirit, another
test: "The Spirit itself beareth witness with
our spirit that we are the children of God."
-Rom. viii. 16. "Now if any man have not
the spirit of Christ, he is none of his." 9 v.
Mark, that the Spirit bears witness with, not
to, our spirit or consciousness. According
to the popular theory and common idea, it
witnesses to our spirit by some secret inspiration or indescribable operation on our
feelings. But it not being to our spirit it
bears witness, how does it witness with our
spirit? We will illustrate. In court a witness does not bear testimony to another witness, but with him; and to the facts testified.
Now here are two that testify: the spirit of
God and our own spirit; and to one fact,
namely, that "we are the children of God."
Hence "the spirit itself bears witness with
Dur spirit, tlut we are the children of God,

OF GOD.

by our faith and obedience. And as in
court, one witness bears evidence with another by his words, so the spirit of God
witne;;ses with ours; by the word-by faith.
"He that believeth on the son of God hath
the witness in himself: he that believeth not
God, hath made him a liar; because he believeth not the record that God· gave of his
son. 1 Jno. v. 10. By receiving the record
as true in his mind, he receives the witness,
and has it in himself. The.disposition and
character must both accord with those of
Christ; must be evidenced by the fruit of the
spirit: "The fruit of the spirit is love, joy,
long-suffering," &c.
The Holy Spirit is not given to us to make
us sons, but because we are such, as we
must become sons before we can receive it:
"Because ye are sons, God hath sent forth
·the spirit of his Son into your hearts, crying,
Abba, Father." Gal. iv. 6. Now how do
we become sons? It is on the principle of
faith, as we have shown, but not by faith
alone: "Ye are all the children of God by
faith in Jesus Christ. For as many as have
been baptized into Christ, have put on
Chrjst." Gal. iii. 26, 27. Thus we become
children, not by faith alone, but by faith and
baptism; and are thus "born again," of "water and of the spirit." Jno.iii. 3,5. Hence
the necessity of obedience to receive the
spirit: "And we are his witnesses, as is also the Holy Spirit whom God hath given unto all them that obey him." Acts v. 32. Repentance and baptism for remission are both
necessary to the reception ofthe Holy Spirit:
"Repent and be baptized, everyone of you,
in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of
the Holy Spirit." Acts ii. 38.
III. The commandments of God. We have
adverted to keeping, or obeying, the commandments of God as tests of being his children. 'Ve now consider those necessary to
be obeyed, in order to sonship, or to become
"the children of God."
We observe in the first place, that the gospel may be resolved into facts, commands,
and promises: Facts to be believed-commands to be obeyed-and promises to be
received.
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I. Facts three-(1 Corinthians, xv. 3, 4.) \ lates to state. In obeying it we pass/out of
1. "That Christ died for our sins accor- ( the unpardoned intothe pardoned state, Acts
ding to the scriptures." Isa. liii. 3.
ii. 38. xxii. 16; out of the unsaved,\into the
2. "And that he was buried, and"
saved state, Mark xvi. 16. 1 Pet. iii. ~1. Tit.
3. "That he rose again the third day, ac- iii. 5; out of the unjustified and unsanctified,
cording to the scriptures." Hos. vi. 1,3.
into the justified and sanctified state, EphII. Commands threev. 25. 1 Cor. vi. 11; out of the unregener1. Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and ate, into the regenerate state, Jno. iii. 5.thou shalt be saved," Acts xvi.31,&c. "And Thus it produces a change of state.
this is his commandment, that we should beIII. Promises threelieve on the name of his Son, Jesus Christ,
.1. Remission of sins: Acts ii. 38. xxii.
and love one another, as he gave us com- 16. Rom. vi. 3-7, 17, 18. Col. ii. 10-14.
mandment." 1 Jno.-iii. 32.
Relates to the past.
2. Repent-"Repent,"
&c. Acts ii. 38.
2 Holy Spirit: Acts ii. 38. v. 32. xix. 1"And the times of this ignorance God wink- 6. Gal. iv. 6. R~lates to the pre~ent.
ed at, but now commandeth all men every
3. Eternal Llfe.-:-to be obtal~ed by perwhere to repent." Acts xvii. 30.
severance. Rom. II. 6, 7. Mat. XIX.16. Rev.
3. Be baptized-"Be baptized," &c. Acts &c. R~lates to future .
.. 38 "A'
db b . d" &
..
IV. It doth not yet appear what we shall
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x. He're then we have the commands to be destiny. We may be saved, or we may be
obeyed, and that too in the arrangement in lost eternal!y-be "a c~s~.away." Hence
which we have laid them down in order to the necessIty of unremlttmg perseverance.
become children of God.
'
. "The race is not always unto the swift, nor
The first command, "Believe," relates to the battle to the strong." The unfading
facts, and is dependent upon them. Obedi- crown is to be the reward of perseverance.
ence to it is that act of the mind by which we "Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give
assent to the testimony or record of facts, thee a crown of life," is the conditional promand trust or confide in the subjects or objects ise of Christ. The reward of eternal life
of them. Hence faith comes by the word of ;villbe only to those who by patient continGod, (Rom. x. 17,) and the Corinthians, uance in well doing, seek for glory, honor
"hearing, believed," &c. See alsothe case and immortality. Or, we' may understand it
of the Samaritans:- As to the measure, or as having reference to the kind of body that
necessary quantum, required, of faith, to we shall have in a future state of existence.
justify a man, and make him a child of God, It is to be a 8piritual body, immaterial and
we remark, that when his faith is strong indestructible. We see nothing around us
enough to produce a change of heart, and ~in nature res'embling it, and hence "it doth
cause him to feel his confidence and trust in not yet appear whatwe shall be." But, eonGod and obey him, he has faith enough.
tinues the apostle, "when we see Him, we
The second command, "Repent," relates shall be like him, for we shall see him as he
to motive. To cause men to repent or re- is." We shall behold him, in that bright
form, we must place motives before them. and glorious spiritual body, he now wears,
See Rom. ii. 4. 2 Cor. v.l1. Acts ii. 38. iii. before which Paul fell to the earth, and John
19. Repentance produces a change of con- in Patmos was prostrated as dead; and we
duct; and when a man has sorrowed enough shall put on a body like it. This is enough
for sin to induce him to forsake it, he is for us to know. It should stimulate us to
penitent enough, and has agonized and holiness, for, "without holiness no man shall
mourned long enough and deep enough.- see the Lord." We must be pure, and holy,
This is the true measure of repentance.
and spotless, in this world, to wear that body
The third command, "Be baptized," re- in the next. Hence, "everyone wh!)has
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SHOULDOFFENDEDMEMBERS
FORSAK~HE COMMU~ION?~

this hope purifies himself even as he is plea for partially withdrawing from the compure." Bllt those who refuse to obey his munion, is to be found.
commandments, who thus knolV him not,
Two passages of scripture have someand who remain finally impenitent and dis- times been urged in defence of this practice.
obedient,-ah,
what will be their eternal The one is, 1 Cor. xi. 17. where the memdoom? Will you, hear it, 0 trembling sin- bers of the church at Corinth, when they
nero? It' IS wn'tt en, as WI'th a sunbeam , as met, under the pretence of eating the Lord's
with fire, on the divine page. "The I.ord supper, are said to come together, ~ot for the
Jesus shall be revealed from heaven with better, but for the worse. But thIS has no
his mighty angels, in flaming fire taking cbnnexion with the point befor~ us. .What
vengeance on them tbat know not God, and the apostle is here condemnin.g, IS t~e lrregobey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ; ular and tumultuous m~nner III whIch they
who shall be punished with everlasting des- assembled, .and by whJc~ they perverted a
truction from the presence of the Lord and solemn ordmance of Chnst, to ~ s~ene of
the glory of his power' when he shall come feasting and drunkenness.
ThIS IS appato be glorified in his ;aints and admired in rent from the following context. The other
all them that believe." May you obey the passage is, Matt. v. 23. "Therefore, if thou
Lord and escape from eternal ruin, is my bring thy gift to the altar, and there rem~mberest that thy brother hath ought agalllst
prayer.
thee leave there thy gift before
THE IMPROPRIETY
OF •PARTIALLY
FORSAKING'
, _ the altar, and
THECOMMUNION
OFACHURCH,
ONACCOUNT go thy way; first be reconcIled to thy brother,
OFAPRIVATE
OFFE.'JCE,
and then come and offer thy gift." It has
It is not uncommon to find members of been supposed from these words, that if one
churches, who, whenever they meet with member oia church is offended with anothany thing that offends them in the conduct er he is called to stay away from the comof their brethren, or hear of such a thing in m~nion, till his offence be removed. The
the form of surmise, immediately withdraw import, however of the leading clause in this
from the communion, till their difficulties be passage, is overlooked. It is not said, and
removed. Now, this practice appears total- there rememberest that thou hast ought
ly indefensible, from any thing eit~~r in the against thy brother, but that thy brother hath
express precepts, or general SpIrIt of the ought against thee. It points out the proword of God. What has ,come to the knowl- priety, not of the offended party abstaining
edge of an individual may not yet have come from the communion of the church, but 01
to the knowledge of the church. If so, the one who has given cause of offence to ancommunion of the church is not defiled j and other, going immediately and having it rewe are not to renounce the communion of moved. If anyone has done so, we will
the whole church, on account of what we allow he can with no propriety join in the
know about one of their number. If, from communion, while this plain duty is neglecunavoidable circumstances, a case of disci- ted. But if he should do so, the guilt lies
pline be delayed, the spirit of the gospel with himself. The offended party is not to
seems to require, that I consider my brother blame in being there, nor is the church
innocent, till he be proved guilty. We may blameable in the offender being present,
here remark, however, by the way, that while they are either ignorant of the offence,
churches ought to guard against any unne- or after they know it, lose no time in getting
cessary delays, in following out cases of dis- it substantiated if it can be proved, and in
cipline j and where the guilt is manifest and applying to the delinquent the discipline of
gross, exclusion should not be delayed at the word of God. In this way, the passage
all. Ifthere is want of evidence of a per- before us very much corresponds with the
son's criminality, we have already seen a admonition the apostle gives to the church at
church cannot proceed. If there is evi- Corinth, 1 Cor.' V. 8. "Therefore, I~t us
dence, and the la w of Christ is applied, as keep the feast, not with old leaven, neither
soon as that evidence is brought forward, no . with the leaven of malice and wickedness,
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but with the unleavened bread of sincerity
and truth."
There appears then, to be no scriptural
authority for occasionally withdrawing from
the communion of a church. IT we are connected with a professedly Christian society,
we can only withdraw from it, from a conviction that it is not a church of Christ; that
it is a Society, either originally resting on an
unscriptural foundation, or whatever it may
have been at first, that it is now incorrigibly
obstinate in neglecting or opposing some of
the commandments of the Lord Jesus. In
such a case, we are called, not occasionally
to abstain from its fellowship, but completely
to separate from it, that we may not be partakers of other men's sins.
We need hardly remark how unseemly it
is, to see brethren absent from the collmunion, while few or none know the cause of it;
and how little this is calculated to exhibit to
the world that mutual affection, harmony and
confidence, which a church of Christ ought
to pre·sent. Nay, it ought to be remembered, how much such a practice may ten to
impair the discipline of a church. If we inquire after one, who is absent from carelessness , is there not somethina0 very wrona0' if
such a person can find a cloak for his carelessness, by quoting the example of others,
r.
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IN EUROPE,

Within the Jast month, events have accumulated which would have filled the history
of antiquity for hundreds of years, A powerful monarchy under the direction of one
of the most shrewd, worldly-wise and successful kings; having unlimited resources of
wealth under his control; a subservient
house of Peers and Deputies to do his bidding; 300,000 of the best disciplined troops
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in the world at his command; his throne and
city begirt with fortifications that seemed to
bid defiance to the world ;sustained and fayo;'ed in all his schemes of royal aggrandizement by the powerful governments of Austria, Russia, and Britian; his children prospective heirs to the thrones ofBelgimh,Spain,
and other dynasties,-a monarchy thus supported and swayiug an unrivalled Sceptre
over millions, has been swept away in a day
-its monarch a fugitive from home, destitute and deserted, in a borrowed coat and
with the aid of a fishing boat seeking an assylum on a foreign coast! We are forced
to moralize:- What is honor after this? A
breath !Ifair. What are riches? A bird of
passage whose course no one can calculate.
What is the splendor of kings? A childish
pageant, their thrones and crowns the toys
of fickle multitudes, Louis Phillippe, is the
last king of the French!
But it is an interesting, s.ublime and wonderful sp,ect~cle to b,ehold 40,0,00,000 of
people anse IIIthe majesty of!helr strength
and peacefully destroy the throne of a king,
convert his palace into a hospital for the poor,
/lnd at the same time respect the sacred
rights of life and property, and . deliberately
go to work to form a RepublIcan government!
,,
"
The toJ1mgmillIOnsof all Europe
, , seem to
be awakened to a sense of theIr nghts, and
no political Soothsayer ,is wise enough to
tell what a day may
fOrth. Already
' bnng
,
we hear of revolutIOns m old, time-honored
".
and despotic Austna, and If the throne of
the, Cresars trembles, who can tell what shall
abide? Beneath , all Europe the giant
of
,
popular freedom lS
at
work,
upheavlllg
her
,
mountain dynastIes, and threatening the
overthrow of , the last vestiges of all those
kingdoms, whIch thirteen hund{ed years ago,
overrun and divided the Roman Empire and
afterwards lent their power to the dark tyrrannyofthe Pope, The mind,guided by the lamp
of divine prophecy, as it traces the chart of
human gtlvernments Imows thatthe ten kingdoms of Europe-the
last remains of the
iron empire of Rome; the toes of the feet
of the metaJic Image of the Despot of Babylon, are like the golden, silver, brazen and
iron dynasties of Babylon-Mredo-Persian,

l
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Grecian and Roman origin to be ground to
the dust of the summer threshing-floor and
'd so fH eaven. H owcarne. d away b y th e Win
'b
ever una bl e t0 d escn e th e d e t al'I e d resu Its
o f R evo1ut·IOns,h e wh'0 IS en l'Ig1It ene db y th e
wor d 0fG 0,d h as no d ou bt 0fth e fina 1conse' d
fE'
quences. TIIe TENk Ing oms 0 'urope are
"
1
t
d oome d an d th elr gory mus pass away.-

IN EUROPE.

IDEARBROTHERFERGUSON:-

Well,
,. sir, 1848 brings with it the most
astonishIng" events. "The Ides of March
are come.
When they have past, we shall
know "who killed Cresar." Methinks the
.,
.
spmt of Brutus has awaked from ItS slum.
bers. But let us drop these pagamsms and
,
pagan reflectIOns, and look a moment at the
They gave their power to the Beast-(Rome
state of affairs. What events in the annals
Papal)-in
turn, they turned against that of nations are equal to those that have transMother of .abominations and.,have eaten her i plre
. ddt
"
. E urope. ?
,an are now ranspmng
In
flesh [her !'Jches and authonty] as WJthfire; ~A monarc h'y ISswep t away In
'd a ay.I P ubl'IC
and they, with her, are to be smitten and opllllOn
,.
h as prove d more power fiu1th an 10r£'.
ground to powder. Read you, out the book t resses an d fire-arms. 'fl Ie veslges
t'
f
R
0 oyof the testimony of God, and learn these aIty h ave d"Isappeare d from F rance. Th e
facts; "for the wise shall understand."
For spin
"t 0f free d om possesses It a1y, th e S'ICIles,
'1'
,
1370 years have the TOESof the Image of Switzerland, Germany. A revolution has
NebuchadnE'zzar (Dan. 2nd, 7th.) held the t al'.en p 1ace III
'V' lenna,. th at cen t re an d h ear t
government of Europe-some five hundred of Despotism. Meternich has fled, the Aposye~rs longer than either ofthe governments tIe of Despotism. Like Joab of old, perwhich they have succeeded were allowed a haps, his hoary head may not descend to the
.
1 empIre.
.
Th e government wh'ICh grave in peace. Hungary declares herself
umversa
sprang up amongst them, the Roman Papacy, independent.
The freedom of the press is
(the little horn spoken of in Daniel 7th-the
proclaimed in Vienna. The citizens and
Beast of the Apocalypse,) was to last but students have possession of the city. Ber1260 years. Who that can look upon these lin has similar troubles. Magdeburg has
facts and not know that the end draws nigh? 1 experienced the same. Dublin has her
Rome Papal must fall; the TEN kingdoms monster meetings. What means all this?
of Europe must go down to the dust; the Each Government has to look to its own afdestroyers of the earth must be destroyed; fairs. Yet in the midst of all these moveand the kingdoms ofiliis world must become ments, when there is no appearance of atthe DOMINION
of the Lord and of his Christ, tack from any quarter, France is arming and
whose kingdom i$ an everlasting kingdomequipping her tens of thousands, 'rapidly orand whose dominion shall not pass away.- ganizing a vast force, as if the allied powers
Let all who fear the name of the Lord, bolli were at her borders. In England the House
small and great, rejoice in the knowledge of of Commons have voted £1,425,308 for
the final, triumphant and glorious issue.
employing a nltval force of 43,000 men.We cannot forbear to cry out-All hail! These are omens of war, methinks. France
to uprising and revolutionary Europe! The talks of, and hopes for peace, and yet presigns in her political heavens are ominous. pares fo, waT. The spirit of the French
Watchmen! upon old Zion's walls, what of people is warlike. There are signs in all
the night? What 'coming events' are now iliese things that are not to be mistaken.'casting their shadows before?' Does the Old Rome has run her course of 1260 ye ars,
morning seem to dawn upon the mountains? and these are but the beginning of troubles.
Do its st'lrs of promise betoken joy or grief? How like the risings and tumults in PalesThe following private letter from a former tine, which preceded the overthrow of that
companion and a true-yoke-fellow in the country by Titus. But who can tell now
gospel, accords with our feelings and views. what a day may produce? Ere these lines
He speaks as one who holds the testimony shall reach you, other governments may be
of Jesus aod looks for the reward of his ser- overturned and changed. What power can
vants;EDITOR. , resist the voice of the people? It is the
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voice of God, the sound of mighty waters, virtuous ofthe earth. Well, sir, it will come,
the confused roaring of seas agitated by the and will not tarry. No human power can
winds. Crumble ye despotisms, remove ye stem the torrent which now pours its despokings, give place 0 Rome, to the Sceptre tism-desolating flood through the nations of
and the crown of him who was born in Beth- Europe. Onward let it roll and sweep from
lehem. This is the issue ofthe whole.earth the last vestige of a tyrant's sway. The
Messiah must sit on David's throne and rule words of ;f ;f A. are ended.
over the house of Jacob forever. Prepare
your bands, 0 Russia, and let your Cossack
CALL FOR PREACHERS.
horsemen sweep the fields of Asia and drive
There is scarcely a mail that does not
the baleful crescent from the promised land. bring a call upon us to visit some part of our
Politicians are lost in wonder and amaze- widely extended country in the character
ment. They are at their wit's end. Their of a preacher. The past week has laid upwisdom avails them not in this day of trial. on our table, a call from Memphis, one from
They know not what is coming. They are Ohio, and another from New York City.like seamen in an unknown ocean, carried The latter desires that we visit the city with
by an unknown tide, driven by fierce winds, reference to a residence there, urging the
their compass and their reckoning lost.importance of the place and the unanimous
What will come? The overthrow of Pope- wish of the church that we should make it
ry. Let us who are of the day and not of our home for years if not for life. To all
darkness, turn to tile book and read. 'The such calls we have to say, that we know no
ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings.' field of usefulness in which we can do more
These have one mind, and shall give their good than that of Nashville; that there is a
power and strength unto the Beast. 'And church here of over five hundred members
the ten borns which thou sawest upon the which needs constant teaching and overbeast, these shall hate the Harlot, and shall sight; that our congregations are now so
make her desolate and naked, and shaH eat large that our house will not accommodate
her flesh, and burn her with fire.'
them; and that the church with great unanHow did the church of England bring this imiiy and liberality are willing to sustain the
to pass in the subversion of all Romish es- permanent teaching of the word. So long
tablishments.
How did France verify this as these things are so, we do not believe,
in her hatred of tile Romish Clergy and in that the Providence of God would bless us
disposing of their property. Spain also in in leaving, however consonant it might be
applying church fund to state pu rposes. to our wi~hes, to do so; and, therefore, we
Look to what is now doing, and where is the must be excused.
property? The money, the jewels, the silOur great cities, however, are much negver and gold of the clergy must pay the ex- lected. We need laborers in almost every
penses of the people in their wants and in city of the West-men of industry and devotheir wars. The people have labored and tion; men who will work whether encourtoiled, and the great have heaped up the aged or discouraged; who will disentangle
price. It must go back to the people. Ha- themselves from all worldly cares and be
tred against Rome, will give place .to the willing to be living sacrifices to the labors
former renovation on the part of the people, and sufferings of an Evangelist,-and I have
and she must be stripped of her costly gar- yet to believe that such men will not be 8U8ments, her wealth and her power. The up- tained!
The work is of great self~denial,
rising of nations, the people's voice must and but it holds out a glorious reward; and a
will destroy that crown of abominations and few men of ordinary capacity, with the propMother of Harlots. 'The Ides of March er views of Christian obligations and minishave come': Come forth thou spirit of Bru- terial warfare could build up a large church
tus, rouse your Romans, and plant the steel I in any of our cities. We have recommended
of your vengeance in the bosom of the Man' a Brother, without his knowledge, to the
of sin, who has 50 long trod to the dust the Ichurch of New York, of the above character
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AN IMPORTANT

QUESTION.

and with more than ordinary ability; and
we hope they will be able to procure his
services.
Whilst we hear so many calls for preachers, we beg leave to say-we need men who
arc themselves under the influence of religious truth; who have proper views of duty,
of piety, of virtue, of spiritual excellence;
who can labor, through evil and good report,
because they know themselves engaged in
God's work, the noblest and most honorable
ever entrusted to man; men who unite or at
least seek to unite the wisdom and prudence
of the serpent with the mildness and innocence of the dove; who can accommodate
their ministry to the wants and demands of
their congregation. We need enlightened
men-I mean, students ofthe word of Godwe need earnest men-the only truly great
men-I do not mean men ofloud voices and
vehement gestures who have acquired the
tricks of oratGry-but men of a deep, solemn and sincere concern for the religious
improvement of their race. We need'faithful men; not necessarily debaters, but men
who hesitate not to declare all the truth of
God. We need men possessed of the spirit
of reform-who, whilst they do not indulge
romantic notions of changes in society, at
the same time du not limit the capacity of
their fellow-men for progress and improvement. Such men, bringing the powers of
their minds and affections to bear upon the
work, will do good any where; and I believe,
as firmly as I believe that God governs the
world, that such will be sustained. Lord
enable us all to be workmen who need not
to be ashamed-servants in whom thou shalt
be glorified-and teachers who can labor
for thee and wait the rewards of an eternal
inheritance.
J. B. F.
~UERIST'S

"'0

DEPARTMENT.

An ImpOThDt Question.

MR. FERGUSON:

Dear Sir-From your repeated kindness
to me, I am free to ask you the following
question, being well assured that you will
give me a full, definite and candid answer:
Why do you, as a religious people, give
so much prominence to the 38th verse of
the second chapter of Acts?
Q.

I cannot, Dear Sir, pretend to give the
answer why others of my fellow-laborers
have attached such importance to the passage you refer to; but I will give you, in
brief, seven reasons why I so frequently refer to it when attempting to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ.
First.-It was delivered on the day of
Pentecost, the last under the old dispensation, a feast which was kept as an anniversary of the giving of the law; and may, therefore, be regarded as the new law of the new
Law-giver, Jesus Christ, made known according to the typical indications of tlle preceding economy. The law of the Mosaic
dispensation, was delivered upon Mount
Sinai, in commemoration of which the Feast
of Pentecost was kept. This law of the
Christian dispensation was delivered, when
that feast had fully corne, and embodies the
Christian institution in a preceptive form.
Secondly.-It was delivered in answer to
a most solemn question, involuntarily propounded by thousands, under the influence
of such sensible displays ofthe divine presence, as had never before been seen since
the creation of the world. It should be remembered that these thousands were of the
most devout and pious out of every nation undel' heaven; the best representatives of the
living world.
Thirflly.-It was delivered by a person
-Peter-to
whom the Lord Jesus Christ
had committed the keys of the kingdom of
heaven, sustained by the presence and
countenance of all the Apostles to whom,
just before, the Lord had given the charge
of converting the world; of 'binding and
loosing, of remitting and retaining sins.'
Fourthly.-It was delivered in perfect
accordance with the arrangement ofthe Lord
Jesus Christ, who with reference to this very occasion had said: 'Repentence and Remission of Sins shall be preached in my
name, beginning at Jerusalem.'
Fifthly.-Jt was delivered in accordance
with the appointment of God himself, as revealed by the Prophets Isaiah, Joel and Micah; and is, therefore, the law of the Lord
which he promised should go forth fi'om J erusalem.
Si:rthly.-It is the first precept promulged

• 1 Cor. 11: 7, 20,33.

t Acts 20:7. t Acl.2:42.

§ 1 Cor. IC:16,17.

II Chap.

12.
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SPEAK

AND

WRITE

WITH

ENERGY.

those to whom he speaks, before whom he ; souls must be fired, that we may kindle the
acts, and for whom he writes.
Vigor, activ- . flame in others.
Away then ye prozy, ye
ity, energy, are indispensable in a command-I dull, ye slothful, ye lazy writers and speaker. What he feels himself,he makes others ers.
Lay down your pens and write no
feel. His boldness and daring are infused more.
Ye dull, ye stupid speakers, close
into the soldiers which he commands.
The your mouths and let your voices be heard
sound of his voice, the rapidity of his mo- no more.
Arise ye men of life and vigor
tions, the decision of his own mind, give and let your voices be heard in the streets,
character to his troops.
The orator sends the highways and wheresoever the sons of
forth the living fire, which burns in his own men will give an ear.
We must make an
bosom, and kindles the kindred flame within impression.
We m,ust put on righteousness
his hearers.
The reader will call to mind and knowledge
and holiness and be clad
a multitude of facts illustrative of the truth with zeal as with a cloak.
The people must
of these remarks, and needs not to hear the feel the truth which we have.
Their hearts
names of great and celebrated
men, who and souls must be melted like wax, that they
have, by word and deed, roused the spirits may receive the seal, the impress of truth.
of nations to deeds of war, have called forth Vigour and energy are "always effectual
the slumbering literary genius, prompted to whether in good or bad men.
They are
the execution of schemes of benevolence
powerful in the captain of a company of
and philanthropy,
and thrown the light of robbers, or in the leader of a great reform.
glory on the age which gave t em birth.They stop not to find set phrases or beautiWhat has Luther that mighty reformer"acflll forms wherewith to clothe themselves.
complished?
What were his words? What Their own life often bursts through the rules
fire in that eye, what vigor in those words, of artificial language ; nor will even the lover
what power in those lines, which roused of art condemn them for this. Life and power
Germany from its superstitious
slumbers,
must develope themselves.
For my part, I
and shook Europe to its centre.
There was would rather look on the rude and stu pendno slowth, no laziness and drawl of voice, no uous magnificence of nature, displaying unlanguishing and womanish looks-but
armed dying strength and vigorous life, than on the
with the truth, and clothed with its puissant most exquisite devices of art. Mountains,
majesty, he went forth mighty and invinci- rocks and forests, roaring and thundering
ble.
The great fabrick of Romish abomi- cataracts, are nature's
works, giving evinations was struck and tumbled.
Fear took dence of the existence of life and strength.
hold of the Lion of the seven Hills, and Luther's heart was full, his soul was big
though his roarings were terrible, amightier
with thoughts, and they rolled forth over
voice was heard-'twas
the voice of nations Germany, like a torrent rushing
from a
and multitudes waked from their slumbers mountain.
There was no time for tameness
and arming themselves for the conflict. Lu- and slowth of idea. The work must be done.
ther had spoken with energy, and written The regeneration
of nations was a mighty
fearlessly, and acted with decision, prompt- deed.
Nature must exhibit its own resourness and vigour.
See the mighty effect of ces in>its own way.
Luther was a man In
the words and writings of that man John the fnll proper import of that term; and his
Calvin.
I speak not of the truth or falsitY' sons were like him:
Those whom John
of his system, but of that power which bound Calvin have begotten bear his image ·to this
his hearers and readers, and which binds day. The impress was made powerful, deep
them now.
Like begets its like in every and lasting.
Such must our energy be, if
department of life. Men will hearken to we would accomplish a world's redemption.
him who calls them earnestly and powerful- We must be felt. Our image will be imly. Let interest be felt and men must feel. pressed either for good or bad.
The genTo what did Mahomet owe his success?
eration t.o come will speak of us as we ought
If to one thing more t.han another, it was his to be spoken of. They will estimate our
zeal, his boldness, his perseverance.
Our I works and our words.
If the impression we

l
I

I
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DIALOGUE-HOME-WHAT

make is feeble, then our work will soon be
forgotten.
If otherwise, our work will last
forever.
Write with vigour, speak with life,
act with promptness
and decision, and the
victory is ours.
The confidence of men will
be gained, and glory will crown our efforts.
H.T.A.

llAPTISIII.
A V1:RITADLE

CONVERSATION
AND

BETWEEN

A PIOUS

it.. DISCIPLE

OF CHRIST

METHODIST.

Disciple.-Did you not tell me, Bro. M.,
that you believed in baptism?
Methodist.- Yes; but I do not belive that
~od has appointed
it for the remission of
sms.
D.-Pray,
then, should a man be baptised
after he has obtained remission?
If so, how
soon?
M.-Certainly
he should, and so soon as
his heart is changed by God's spirit.
D.-For
what purpose should he be baptised?
M.-For
the answer of agood conscience.
D.-Were
you ever baptised?
M.-O yes; my parents were unlike yours:
They had me" baptised in infancy, and thus
at the commencement
of life, dedicated me
to God.
D.-In
infancy!-For
the answer of a
good conscience in infancy-? M.-Hem!-I
don't know.
D.-Had
you then a change of heart?If so, it must have been from good to evilfrom a state of infantile innocence to that
of sin and reprobacy.
M.-I
did'nt visit you to argue.
Good
morning!
D.-Stop.
Do not be hurried.
Had you
a change of heart, before you were baptised?
Were you baptised for the answer
of a good conscience?
M.-I
can't stop.
All the Religion of
your people is in their heads-Good
morning.
D.-Fare
well-I
hope to see you again
when your reflection will give me a candid
and serious answer.
J. B. F.
ETERNITY.
ThOll Tallest on, Oh! deep unmeasured
seal
Thy length and depth a mystery profound:

Days, week!", years, centuries-in imwensity
Pass on, nor leave a footstep )lor a sound.
Thou liftest up thy smooth ullwrinkled
brow,
Beyond the limits of our utmost tbought,
A shoreless space-where
ages 111Utely bow
Like bubbles on thy bosom, and are not!
VIe hear a tramp of feet, \",e sec a throng
Of generations
Jashin~through the groom;
They fade, aud others rise, and far along
The caverns, yawn, and nature fillds lIer tomb
In thee-but
thou, Bor young, nor old, art evermore
One all pen'ading
15pace-a sea without a sllore!

IS NECESSARY?

~~- 159

HOIIIE.-What
a solace there is in a
cheerful home!
The bright fire-side, if it
be made bright but by a single pine-knotthe cleanly spread table, if it contain but
one dish-the
contented wife and happy
children, made so by the kindly tone of the
father, who in his business transactions may
be hard, cold, stern, yet correct!
How
cheaply may such a home be purchased, by
a uniform show of kindness,
or sympathy,
and by a slight yielding to the whims and
caprices of its inmates.
That man who
mak~s his will law, and exacts implicit obedience to it, has no home, properly
so
called, but merely a petty kingdom, of which
he is the ruling tyrant.
"
What a thrill of pleasure is given by
words of kindness spoken by one whose
heart is full of the true milk of humanity!
Happy the children who have such a father,
and joyful the wife with such a husband!But there is no man without his "crusty"
moments; the wear and tear of business, the
irritation consequent upon it, must, sometimes, give rise to harsh conduct, when at
Lome, in the domestic circle.
Then comes
the test of the good wife-the
looks of affection, the assiduous cares, the cheering
words, the smile, the tear of sympathy, and
the honest common sense and useful advice.
Ah, if we could bear in mind how necessary it is to bear and forbear, how much
more profitable are the words that turn away
wrath, than those that annoy, irritate and
engender
quarrels, our sum of happiness
would be increased a hundred fold.
'VHAT IS NEcESSAJly?-There
arc many
things that are not necessary.
It is not necessary that we should be rich or great in
this world; or that we should be gay and
gaudy in om dress; or that we sh~uld enjoy
sensual pleasures.
It will not be a pin to
choose, ere long, what part we have acted
here; when the sceptre and the spade shaH
have one common grave, and royal dust shall
be blended with the beggar's ashes.
But it
is necessary that we should be bora again;
it is necessary that we should submit to the
yoke of Christ, and own his commands, and
live to the Lord-there
is nothing necessary

but this.-Matthew

Mead.
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FRANKLIN COLLEGE-NEWS

FRANKLINCOLLEGE.
We arc not of those who puff
olleges
without knowing any thing of their character
or usefulness.
But where merit exists it
ought to be known and recognized.
The
distinguishing
features of this institution
commend it to the attention and patronage
of the community; and they neud only to be
stated to present it in a most favorable attitude before all those, who have seen the
evils of the present popular system of Collegiate education.
1. It is generally true that young men
who seek an education in our most reputable Colleges return home either with diseased constitutions or dissipated habits, or both.
If they have been diligent students they
generally undermine or greatly impair theiI
constitutional health. If they have not been,
they return with debased minds, the plague
of society and disgrace of their race.
Who
that has looked upon the sallow-faces, languid bodies, and disgusting manners of most
Collegiate graduates, has not seen this?Franklin College by making labor honorable
and attractive,provides for the physical health
of all its inmates.
An? as all-President,
Professors and students-are
work in the open air, provision

AND NOTICES.

culture, so as to make one as attractive and
as desirable as the other.
I have no doubt a few years will raise up
similar institution~ all over the land.
AIready, I see, that one is proposed for the latitude of New York, taking Franklin College
as a model; whilst every session it has opened
has been so crowded as to cause it to refuse
a large number of applicants it could not accommodate.
We make these remarks after
mature observation
and reflection, which
are as unsolicited as they are true, and with
the sole desire of calling the attention of the
wise and good to an example which deserves
imitation; and of which we feel some pride,
as it originated with a Christian brother and
fellow-laborer who well deserves the name
of a Reformer of the 19th century.
ED.

I

RELIGIOUS NEWS.-Brotber
S. 'V, LEONARD,
under date of April 11th, writes:-"
Brethren Challp.n
and Jameson are preaching in Madison la. Four persons have Leen added to the church of God by immcrsion at the meeling,

anu prospects

are

very flattering

for more additions.

Brother W, P. Clark has just cloin Louisville, Ky., and one in
Jeffersonville, Ia. One Methodist, and eight or -ten
/i'om the world have been immersed.
Six persons were arlded to the Church of God at
Charleston, Ia., recently; and seventeen at Mt. Byrd,
Ky.
sed two meetings,

one

required to
ENCOURAGEMENT.-A gentleman ill oUl'city, not a
is made for member of allY church, has set sufficient estimate upon

the "MAGAZINE" as to send us twenty dollars for his
subscription; and another, a brother of a distant city,
handed us twenty-jive for his. 'Ve confess tbat such
early, unexpected and cheerful evidence of an interest
in OUl'enterprise a"e peculiarly eocouragillg, and especially as we calculated not ollly to give our time and laschools in the fact just mentioned:
All la- bor to the work without pecuniary reward, but also to
..
I
expend not less than $100 extra to secure a neat and
bor-there
are no casts III It-a I work be- respectable paper for the first year. Our prospects now
cause it acts on the principle that all need are, that the work will pay for itself, althourrh in the
style in which it is printed it coats more than a~)yof om'
physical exercise for a proper developement
periodicals. We have flattering testimonials of its charboth of body and mind.
It continues these acter and usefllilless from many of our distinguished
Brethrell, and also from the literary and political press
exercises throughout the whole course of of the count'?,. For all of wbich we thank Him to
education, which is as thorough as any given whom we at rst committed tbe work, and take courage.

the health of the body upon which both that
. d
d
I
tl d
d
o f t h e mill an mora s grea y epen s.
2. It differs from ordinary manual labor-

in our best Institutions.
I do not hesitate to say, therefore,

OBITUARY.
that

a short and painful illness, at bis residence
ill Jefferson county, Arkansas, on the night of the 27th
College is March, Brothcr DANIEL F. SALLEY, in tbe 50th year
Died-after

the principle upon which Fran.klin
founded is conceived more in the spirit of of his age. Brother Salley was for several years a memthe age, promises more for the rising gener- ber oftbe Baptist churcb in Orangehurg Dist., S. C.,
ation and better deserves to be regarded as but finding it unwilling to abandon the Baptist creed and
take the Bible alone as its rule of faith and lJ,-actice, he
left it and by letter unitcd himself to the Christian
Cburch. He was a lover of the brethren; noted for his
hospitality, liberality to the destitute and the orphan,
and his consistent conduct as a professor of the Christian
Ii 11
.
h
. . I .Religion. He has gonc to his reward, believing that
success u y carrYlllg out t e great prlllcip e as Jesus died and rosc again. cven so those who slecp
of uniting physical, intellectual
and moral in Jcsus will God bring with-him.

an advance upon ~ll past systems of education than any practically recognised in any
College in the United States.
To its President and Professors belongs the credit of
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ilAnd Jacob ,vent out from Bcersheha, and went to\vard
Haran. ~lld he lighted upon a certaIn place, and tarried
there all mght, because the sun was set: and he took of the
stones of that place, and put t1M1n, fOT his pillow. and lay
down in that place to sleep. And he dreamed, alld, behold, a
ladder set upon the earth, and the top ofit reached to heaven:
and, behold, the an~els of God ascendl11J.{and descending on
it. And bcho:d, the Lord stood aboVe it. and said. J am the
Lord Go,l of Abraham and of Isaac."-Gcn. 28: 10-13.
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NO. VI.

Are we asked for an- interpretation; we
are ready to give one but are diffident in a
matter so univerBally interpreted otherwise.
Still, our interpretation coincides with the
general tenor of Scripture, and gives additional meaning to the words ofthe patriarch
and to the whole proceeding. It is, that J acob had a vision similar to that of Daniel ,

We remark upon this history:
Isaiah and Micah, as recorded Dan. 2nd,
1. That we entertain a different view of Isaiah 2nd, Micah 4th. He saw a heaped
his ladder which Jacob saw ,than that which up mountain
with several gradations repre.
is generally ~eceived. We doubt, very much, 1 sentmg the great and mighty ~overnments
whether the Idea of a ladder was in the mind of the earth, on the top of whIch was the
of the Patriarch at all. We are told by He- Messiah, whose authority and glory overbrew cirtics, that the word here translated shadowed them all: and, hence, when he
ladder, occurs only in this place in the He- awoke he ~as willing to be content with
brew Scriptures. The verb from which it fQod and raIment for the favor of Him who is
is derived, however, is of frequent occur- exalted above all earthly power and granrenee and uniformly expresses the idea to deur, and who commands the ascending and
cast up, to heap up, as in a pile, to elev~te, descen~ing angels having charge of earth's
like mountains. Thus, in Isa. 57 :14, it is mounta:ns or governments. Isaiah 'saw the
translated "cast ye up, cast ye up, prepare mountalll ofthe Lord's house established on
the way." 62:10 "Castye up a highway." the ~ops o~ t~e mountains and all nations
Jere. 50 :26, "Cast her up as heaps and des- flowlllg to It III the latter days. So did Mitroy her utterly."
The view of a ladder is cah. N ebuchadnazzar saw four successive
never once found in the usus loquendi; ~o.narchies and the fourth divided into ten
and the word in our text would never have IlltImately connected with the Lord's peobeen thus translated, but that the bare idea pie; but from a mountain he beheld till a
of "rising up" was in it.
Mountains stone was cut without hands which in turn
are sometimes called ladders for the same became a mountain and filled the whole
reason. Josephus speaks of a mountain earth. Every Bible student is aware that
called the ladder of the Tyrians. Nehe- moun~ains in the Bible are the emblems of
miah also speaks df the klimakas, literally supen~r go~ernments, as hills and islands
ladders, of the city of David which were are oflllfenor ones. And, hence, John, in
stone steps excavated in the side of the hill. the Apocalypse, when he beholds in vision
Are we asked, then, what it was that Jacob the Messiah appearing in the glory of his
saw in vision, according to this renderina everlas,ting kingdom, sees every mountain
of the word? I answer he saw a heaped u; fall a~d every hill bow, and every island flee
Mountain upon the Summit of which rested away III honor of the Lord of Lords and
the L.ord himsel~, .a.nd ascending and de- King of Kings. So Jacob, one of the Fascendlllg the decllvltlCs of which were the thers of the church and the or e '1
1 '
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(Gal. 6 :16.) and whose life is no mean rep-I he returned to this land. And when prer esentation of its revolutions and persecu- dieting the coming of the Messiah in the
tions, is allowed a vision, which his honorable days of the authority of Judah, he says unto
descendants the Prophets and Apostle also him shall the gathering of the people be.
see, ofthe glory of the Lord and the Moun- That is, interpreting both together: I shall
tain from of his everlasting Monarchy.
have an immense progeny but they shall be
Jesus Christ, in the flesh, is the repre- gathered to Shiloh.
, sentatlve and personification of that MonWhat the mountain mass was to,the heap
archy in its suffering state. Christ in his of stones, so would the countless multitude
glory and the glory of his Father as he comes of his descendants be to himself, as alone, an
upon the clollds (}fheaven., is the representa- exile, he sleeps upon the field at Bethel, betive of that kingdom in its Mountain strength neath the cloud of night.
nnd triumphant glory. Hence he said to one
3. "He called the name ofthe place Bethwho was just becoming his disciple, and el." The name Bethel, signifies house of
who, too, was· a guileless Israelite, in the God and by this name the patriarch, perpetvery language of Jacob's vision, "Hereaf- uates the character of his vision, and also
ter, you sha:ll see heaven open and the an-l establishes a monument of the divine goodgels of God asce/Rding and descending on ness there' manifested. He had lain down
the Son of man."
in a desolate \spot;. he awoke as in the
2. We remark that the phrase ~'behold' temple of God, havingdwel't alI night, as it
the Lord stood above it," is translated by were in his presence, attended by t1iebrig1Jt
those who have given most attention to the and holy retinue of angels. A visitation
subject, "the Lord was firmly established which seemed to him as opening tIle gate of
upon it." This translation affords a confir- heaven, was worthy of being commemorated,
mation of the interpretation we have given and what more appropriate memorial could
above: For the vision is made- to declare be given than to name the place with the
that the future mountain kingdom of Christ, awful name of God'. He sets up a pillar alwill not only rise superior in glory to all so whichhe annoints with oil, and thus conearthly kingdoms, but it will be firmly and secrates as a monument of the grand and
everlastingly established above them. Dan- glorious vision with which he had been faiel had 'the same view, when he said the vored. Here he makes' his covenant with
kingdom shall stand (shall befixed,grounded the God of his father Isaac and his grandor estabz.ished) forever-it
shall never be father Abraham and vows allegiance and
destroyed or left to other people, Dan. 2 :44. devotion such as induces his Almighty ProAnd so also Isaiah says the Mountain of the tector to rank him with these holy men
Lord's house shall be established (immova- whose names have become a part of the dibly placed) on the top of the mountains.vine memorial to all generations; for from
The ideaofthe phrase "stood above it," then, this day, God is not only the God of Abrais, that it was both pre-eminent and establish- ham and Isaac but also the God of Jacob.
ed, in honor, glory and duration above all the Higher honor could not be conferred upon
kingdoms of the world. Jacob was imme- man, than to be called by the name of God,
diately taught that as the heaped-up moun- and yet this honor is made free to all, who
tain which he saw infinitely exceeded the are born of God, under the new and everlittle heap of stones beneath his head, so lasting covenant. "Beloved, now are we the
would the kingdom of his descendant, the sons of God and it doth not appear what we
Messiah, exceed all the grandeur and honor, shall be, but we know that when he shall
upon which mortals can rest. He also saw appear we shall be like him for we shall see
that his own seed would be multiplied withihim ashe is." John 3:1, 2.
reference to that kingdom, and hence he af.
The people of God are called after the
torwards acknowledged the truth shewed name of this Bethel under the new dispenhim when wit.h his wIves and hi~ children I sation: Some sixtef'n times do the Apas-
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tles speak of Christians as forming a house
of God a temple of "living stones," a "holy
temple,""a spiritual house," none other than
a sacred and consecrated "habitation of
God, through the Spirit." Christians then
are themselves Bethels or houses of God,
where his word and promises should be deposited, and from which his praises should
ascend, upon the voice of thanksgiving and
with the incense of prayer; whilst their hopes
ever look forward to an everlasting kingdom.
We notice that wherever the ancient servants of God pitched their tents, the3' erected altars to Him 'a'J'l~called upon his holy
name. "The voice of rejoicing and salvation is in the tabernacles ~f the righteous"
was the sign of the celebration of Jehovah's
praises under the Mosaic dispensation.And under the Christian dispensation, the
house of every believer, becomes a place
from which resounds a voice of thanksaiving and melody, transporting hymns and ~olemn prayers in honor of that Great Redeemer, who has crushed our strongest enamy and has exalted us to the high privilege
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'My spirit,' says Jehovah, 'shall not always strive with man.' % This passage suggests several ideas: 1st. There is such an
agent as the spirit. 2nd. This agent is tllO
spirit of God. 3rd. This spirit strives with
man. 4th. He will not always so iltrive
with man. And from the connexion in
which the text is found, we may learn, 5th.
That his strivings are not irresistible.
1. There is such an agent as tlle Holy
Spirit. Gen. 1 :2. 'And the Spirit of God
moved upop. [brooded over] .the face of the
waters.' 'As many as are led by the spirit
of God, are the sons of God.' Rom. 8 :14.
'If the spirit of him thn.t raised up Jesus
Christ from the dead dwell in you, he that
raised up ChTist from the dead will also
quicken your mortal bodies by the same
spirit .thn.~?wellet\i? you'. v. II.
TIllS d~vl.ne~gen
ca~le~th~ Holy Ghost
Holy Splnt, III con radlstmctlOn to other
Spirits whic~lare unholy. Heb.l.0.:15. Luke
3 :22. He IScalled ~l~othe S~mt of God,
Mal. 3 :1.6: The Spmt of C~nst, 1 Pet. 1:
11. S~l~'ltof God and of Clmst, Rom. 8 :9.
The Spmt of truth, John 14 :16, 17,26.15:
.
26. These expressIOns teach us clearly,
that although the H~ly Spirit is divine, and i.n
some sense One wIth the Father, yet he IS

1;

not in all res~ects identic~l with the Fa~~r.
Personal actIOns are ascnbed to the Spmt.
'
The Apostle Paul and others were forbldden by the Holy Spirit at a certain time to
.
.
.
preach the word III ASIa; and were not suj..,
fered to go mto Bithyllla. Acts 16: G, 7. He
is represented in the scriptures as speaking.
, .

.

~cts 13 :2; ~s stn.vmg, Gen. 6:3; as testIfylUg, or beanng Witness. Acts 20 :23. 1 Pet.
1 :11. He is, in reference to important
events and circumstances, associated with
the Father and the Son. Mal. 28:H:I. 2GorSTRIVINGS m' THE SPIRIT.
13 :14. 1 Cor. 12 :4-6. 1 John 5;7.
Our subject is trite, but important. It is
From the above, and !)lany other passanot our expectation to offer any thing new; ges which might be cited, we perceive that
we are in search of old truths.:. We would the Holy Spirit is not a mere disposition,
revive the teachin?s of :he holy apostles temper, or attribute of character. Moreoand prophets on tillS subJect. 'We have no ver, personal affections are ascribed to him.
darling theory to support, either old or new. He is represented as being grieved. Eph.
We shall aim neither to oppose nor to SUP-!4;30; pl:ovoked. II.cb. 3:7-0. The scripport any man's vielYS. W 0 shall endeavor t.ures speak too of the love of tho Spirit.
to present the truth, for the trutlJ's sake.Rom. 15 :13.
-----------------May we do it in the love of the truth?
* Gen. 6:3.
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The Holy Spirit, moreover, is not the
word of God.
The word is in the mind and
heart before one is a child of God-before
he confesses Christ, Rom. 10:8; but the
Spirit is received after he becomes a child
of God. Gal. 4 :6. The word is received
when it is believed; but the Spirit is not received till afterwards. Eph. 1 :13. The word
of God is the sword of the Spirit, and not the
Spirit itself. Eph. 6 :17. What havoc would
such an idea make of the word of God!Substitute
word for Spirit and read the
scriptures! 'And [the word] the Holy Ghost
descended in a bodily shape like a dove upon him.' Luke 3 :22. 'This spake he of
[the word] the Spirit which they that believe
on him should receive, for [the word] the
Holy Ghost was not yet given, because Jesus was not yet glorifjed.' John 7:39.
The above may serve as specimens.
Such
reading makes the scriptures an unmeaning
jargon, a bundle of contradictions,
the very
essence of foolishness.
And yet in this way
some persons read the sacred scriptures !-1
Suppose we apply this new idea to a f'3w
other tests of scripture.
'And because you
are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit
[the word] of his Son into your heart!' Gal.
4 :6. 'In whom, after that you believed, you
were sealed with the Holy Spirit [word] of
promise! Eph. 1 :13. Such is the unintelligible, false and contradictory
reading of
the scriptures according to this novel theory.
The scriptures teach that the Holy Spirit
is ever present with the church; that he
dwells perpetually in Christians.
'Know ye
not that you are the temple of God, and that
the Spirit of God dwelleth in you?' 1 Cor.
3 :16. 6 :19. 'But you are not in the flesh,
but in:the Spirit,ifso be that the Spirit of God
dwell in you. Now ifany man have not the
Spirit of Christ, he is none of his.' Rom. 8 :9.
eYe are builded together for a habitation of
God through the Spirit. Eph.2 :29. I will pray
the Father, and he shall give yo,u another
Comforter, that he may abide with you forever; even the Spirit of truth; whom the
world cannot receive because it seeth him
not, neither lmo'weth him. But you know
him; for he dwelleth with you, and shall be
in you.' John 14:16, 17. The churches,

'walking in the fear of the Lord, and in the
comfort of the Holy Ghost, were multiplied.'
Acts 9 :31. These texts cannot be misunderstood.
No one will attempt to apply
them to the word alone.
The following injunctions prove that the
indwelling of the Spirit is a perpetual blessing to the people of God: 'Walk in the Spirit, and you shall not fulfil the lusts of the
~flesh.' Gal. 5 :16. 'Be filled with the Spirit.'
Eph. 5 :18. 'Quench not the Spirit.' 1 Thes.
5 :19. 'Grieve not the Spirit of God.' Eph.
4:30.- 'My Spirit is upon thee, and my
words have I put into thy mouth.' Isa. 59:
21. Tbe Spirit in these passages cannot be
explained to mean the word, nor a temper,
or disposition of mind.
They must be understood of that mighty and wonderful, divine agent, the Spirit of God, who is mentioned also in 1 Cor. 14 :4-6.
(Now there
are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit.
And there are differences of administrations,
but the same Lord.
And there are diversities of operations, but it is the same God
which worketh all in all.)
The 'Spirit,'
'Lord' and 'God' are used in the above quotations interchangeably.
We understand the scriptures to teach1. That Divine Influence is exercised in
the conversion of sinners-in
turning them
from the error of their ways:
2. That the Holy Spirit is the agent by
whom this energy is put forth.
3. By 'Divine Influence' we mean that
energy, ten4ency, and adaptation to produce
effect, which God has communicated
to the
action of causes, agents, and means, in their
respective combinations.
4. By the Spirit's striving with sinners,
we understand that he operates on them according to the laws of mind, by employing
truths, agents, principles,
and facts adapted to change them from the love of sin to
the love of God, and practice of holiness.
Now the question arises: 'How does the
Spirit strive with man?'
To this question
three answers have been returned.
1. That the Spirit strives with man by a
direct and immediate operation on his mind
and heart, apart from the word of God, and
wholly independent of its truths, evidences,
andmotil'es:
That the Spirit operates on the
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mind by an inward impression, without the 1 to be a Quaker, another aMormon, another
employment of any means whatever; and a Millerite, another a Shaker, &c! Yet one
that the word of God has no more tendency class of these errorists has just as good reato convert the soul than an Almanac.
son to believe they are guided by the immeWe arc not prepared to receive this idea diate agency of the Spirit as another, and
for the following reasons:
can give to others just as much evidence of
1. 'Ve have not been able, by the most such guidance as any other class can give.
vigilant search, to find it anywhere taught in
The only rational conclusion, we think,
the word of God.
to which we can come is, that these persons
2. In our humble judgment it detracts are all mistaken, that they are under the infrom the sacred Scriptures; destroys confi- fluence offanaticism, or delusion.
dence in the word of God; and makes it of
5. The opinion that the scriptures teach
none effect, and renders it in the salvation the doctrine of the immediate guidance of
of man, utterly worthless.
the Spirit in religion, is a fruitful source of
3. It makes salvation, not of faith in the ~Infidelity. Ifhe so leads one, it is reasonaword of God, but in new revelations, and ~ble to conclude that he will so lead all. But
I
the evidence of pardon to consist in feeling, ~all do not feel that he so leads them; those
impulses, and rhapsodies. Whereas the Bi- who profess to be so led, go in different dible teaches us that we are saved by believ- rections, and entertain contradictory sentiing in Christ, as the scriptures reveal him to ments, and obs,erve conflicting principles.
us, and upon scripture evidence, and make Such a state of things is well calculated to
the evidence of pardon to consist of faith in make thinking men reject the Bible, which
God's promise to pardon when we shall have they have been taught to suppose teaches
complied with his specified terms of pardon. such a doctrine, rather than to adopt the more
4. This idea also opens the door to all difficult, because less reasonable conclusion,
kinds and degrees of fanaticism; and is the that a wise, benevolent, and all-powerful
hot-house in which have been nurtured, and Being would so deal with his creatures.
where alone can live Quakerism, Shakerism,
6. The idea of the immediate guidance
Mormonism, Millerism, and all other sys- ofthe Spirit engenders a spirit ofintol~rance
terns of delusion which have bewildered the and persecution.
Let a man be satisfied
shattered brain of apostate man. Each of! that he is infallibly guided in his principles
these sects supposes that God teaches their and practice, and what toleration can he pospeople directly from Heaven, without the sibly feel for those of an opposite character?
intervention or means of the word. Why go And this intolera,nce will be in proportion to
to the. scriptures to prove that God does thus the strength of his conviction that he is inspeak, and address communications to them? fallibly right. And in proportion as he is
We have just as much al}thority for be- devoted to his principles, and believes the
lieving that God communicates directly with adoption of them by others is essential to
one ofthe above classes as anotrer. But their salvation, and as he loves the souls of
no one can believe that he communicates men, will he do all in his power to make his
directly with all ofthem, and leads them in principles universally prevalent. And in
contradictory ways, Nor do we understand the action of these will a spirit of persecuhow we are to believe he so leads and teach- tion be engendered.
es them, unless we can suppose that he
7. After all, the Spirit's direct guidance is
teaches men to believe and act in opposition by no means satisfactory eyen to those who
to what he formerly, in the days of the pro-l entertain the sentiment. They have their
phets and apostles, taught them to believe period oflight and darkness, of joy and sorand do. Nay, unless we can suppose that row, of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Duhe now teaches persons contradictory ways ring the period of sunshine, and prosperity,
and principles! Who, for instance, can be- and quiet, all does :,ery well; they are conlieve that the Divine Spirit teaches one man tented and satisfied with their guide; but
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when storms arise, and darkness gathers
about the horizon, and difficulties press, the
scene is changed, and they fancy themselves
deserted by tlleir guide and left to grope
their way alone and unaided. Such persons
too, are given to change. Their feelings are
like the ebb and flow of the sea, only more
frequent and irregular. They are restless,
and apt to exchange one set of schemes, and
fancies for another, more visionary and untenable than the former.
8. Facts are opposed to the idea of the
direct teachings and guidance of the Spirit.
He does not teach ilie heathen. They are
shut up in ignorance of God and the way of
salvation. They are not even taught that
iliere is one God, for they suppose there are
hundreds, and thousands. The Spirit tells
them nothing of the crucificial denth of
Christ; for they, many of them, offer the
fruit of their body for the sin of their soul,
and in various unnatural and unscriptural
ways attempt to appease the wrath of their
supposed offended gods. Hthe Spirit, without the Bible led and taught any people under heaven, reason, philanthropy, and Christianity say it should be the heathen, who
have no revelation; for those who are blessed with his holy word are required to make
it the man of their counsel.
Again: Where the Bible is not, we hear
of no conversions to God. There the way
of salvation is unknown. The people live
without God and without hope. Desire for
ultimate happiness iliey may have, and some
undefined, vague ideas of another state of
existence, ilie result of the far-off scintellation of God's revelations. which all the nations once enjoyed. But'they chose to forget God to reject his written word, and as
they did ~ot like to retain a knowledg~ of God,
he gave them up to their own will to work
all abominations with greediness. And having rejected God's method of teaching and
leading mankind, they are left without a
knowledge of God.
9. The Scripture history of the Spirit's
operations shows the idea of his instantaneous instructions to be incorrect. We might
refer to the whole Bible in proof of the correctness of this position. But we will limit
our references to a few cases. All the con-

CAMPDELLITE.

versions from Judaism and Paganism recorded tn the Acts of Apostles show that the
Spirit did not instruct, or strive without the
word. The people heard the word, obeyed, and were converted to God. In no instance did the Holy Spirit instruct the peopie except by the words spoken by the ApostIes. The Pentecostians heard Peter preach
the word of God, and were thus pierced to
the heart. So in Solomon's Portico. The
Samaritans too, heard Philip preach the
things concerning the Kingdom of God and
the name of Jesus Christ, and were baptized.
In all the instances recorded in the Acts,
the people heard the word before they were
turned to the Lord. The Spint taught tl1Cm
by the preaching of his Ministers.
With one Scripture quotation, confirmatory of what we have said, we close this article. 'For the heart of this people is waxed
gross, and their ears are dull of hearing,
and their eyes have they closed; lest iliey
should see with their eyes, and hear with
their ears, and understand with their heart,
and should be converted, and I should heal
them.' Acts. 28 :27.
B. F. H.
".
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Sectarian:-Mr.
D. will you tell me why
your people have such a sensitive dislike to
the name Campbellite? I never could understand it.
Disciple:-Yes
sir; it is easily explained.
Some object to it becaus~ i~ is tauntingly
used, and they ha~e the dislike com,mon to
human nature, whIch, when unsanctIfied by
religious influences, illy brooks a scornful
gibe: ?thers ~islike it be.cause, tilie~ fear
that thel1'capaclty and acqUlremen.s WIll be
unde~valued, should it.be supposed that iliey
have m any way been mdebted to the labo:s
of Alexander Campbell: and these, such IS
the inconsi~tency of vai~ ambi:ion, are generally more mdeb~ed to him than ~ny am~ngst
us; for they are mdebted to him for Ideas
they might have learned had he never been
born. But there are oiliers who feel the authority of the Lord Jesus Christ and their
indebtedness to him, so as to be unwilling
to divide his honors with any human being;
and it exhibits an equal lack of good breed-
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i:g and Christian court~~c~=
What name would;;
name of any man however distinguished or l give the administrator and the subject?
worthy.
S. Well, Sir, I call you Campbellites
because you preach and practice according
to the teaching of Alexander Campbell, and
I do not think I cOI~mit a breach of Christian politeness in so doing.
D. Without discussing that point at present, wiII you answer me a few plain and
respectful questions.
S. Certainly.
D. Suppose a stranger should visit your
city for the first time, and should, after delivering a discourse upon the claims of Jes s
to the Messiahship, of such power and
such evidence, as to convince twenty persons that he was the Son of God, and induce their willingness to obey him, and
should the same day baptizelhem everyone
upon the confession oftheir faith, what would
you call him? Would you have any dilliculty in knowing where to place him?

S. Campbellites; and I would say he had
acted very unmannerly to interfere with a
religious meeting where he ought not to
have gone.
D. Suppose, another is reported in our
city papers as having visited the most pious
and benevolent amongst us, and learning
that he had not submitted to the authority
of Christ as he understands it, he commands
him to be baptized.
S. You need not go further. They are
all Campbellites; and that is just the way
your brethren do. They take advantage of
such persons; tell them they have never
obeyed the gospel; and they ought by no
means to delay, and thus steal many good
persons from the churches of their fathers,
and lead them down to destruction.
I
D. You say all such are Campbellites?
S. Certainly; I know not what else you
would all them.

S. Not the least. I would call him a
D. Then were the Apostles and EvangeCampbeIlite.
lists of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,
D. Suppose after leaving our city he all Campbellites.
Then were all those
makes his way to a neighboring village, and churches and individuals, whose history is
whilst journeying on he overtakes a fellow- recorded in the New Testament, Campbelltraveller, and, after the usual civilities, ites! Thenhe presents the same subject upon which
S. Stop Sir!' Tell me how you make
he had preached. Whilst interchanging their that out.
views, they come unexpectedly to a stream
D. Did you ever read the 2nd of Acts?
of water, and the traveller demands baptism. If so you wiII recollect that Peter is there
The preacher baptizes him, and we hear of represented as preaching the claims of Jesus
the circumstance.
What more would you and when thousands asked what they should
call him?
do, he commanded them to repent and be
S. I fear, Sir, you wish to entrap me.
baptized in the name of the Lord. He acted
D. Not at all. You promised to answer exactly as the man to whom I first alluded
my questions. I hold you to that promise. acted. Ifthe one was a Campbellite so was
S. Proceed, I will do so.
the other. The history of Phillip and the
D.. By what name would you speak of Eunuch presents just such a case as that of
the two travellers.
the travellers to a neighboring village. Acts
S. Campbellites!
8th. That of Cornelius will answer to the
D. Suppose that in another city you pious and benevolent man Ijust referred to.
hear of a stranger visiting a Methodist pray- Now, Sir, can you, as a Christian gentleman,
er-meeting, and after looking on for some call any man a Campbellite who follows such
time he is called upon to know if he is a re-l illustrious, and heaven-authorized examligious man; and if so, has he any thing to pIes?
say. He responds to the call, and after
S. I have always heard that your people
stating his understanding of the Christian have the Scriptures on your tongue's end and
reliO"ion
is taken l it is not 'worth while' to talk with you. But
I'
, a devout woman present

TIlE GOSPELOF CIlRISTIDENTIFIED-NO,vI.
I would like to know which of the Apostles everyone of yon in the name of Jesus Christ,
ever visited a prayer meeting and acted as for the remission of sins, and you shall reyour Campbellite preacher did.
cei~e the gift of the Holy Ghost.;,y.
D. Let us read the 16th of Acts: "And
The bare reading of the text cannot fail,
on the Sabbath we went out of the city by a we think, to suggest to the unbiassed mind
river side, where prayer was wont to be the true idea inculcated'by the Apostle; but
made; and we sat down, and spake unto the so wonderful hasbeen the perversion of God's
woman which resorted thither. And a cer- truth, and so numerous and contradictory
tain women named Lydia, a seller of purple, are the ideas which have been instilled into
of the city of Thyatira, which worshipped the minds of men from the earliest dawn of
God, heard us: whose heart the Lord open- iheir intellect, that when the5' arrive at the
ed, that she attended unto the things which age of discretion, their minds are so bewiI·
were spoken of Paul. And when SHE WAS-dered and perplexed with conflicting sentiBAPTIZEDand her household, she besought ments-and
not having quietly and indeus, saying, if ye have judged me to be faith- pendently seated themselves down to an un~
ful to the Lord, cgme into my house, and disturbed and patient investigation of the
abide there: and she constrained us."
Scriptures for themselves, with an anxious
Will that do? And, Sir, if you will read desire to know what they teach'--that they
the Acts of the Apostles through, regarding find it difficult to see the plain:esttruths, and
it as the word of God, and not confess that are unwilling to trust their own judgment
the examples I have given are true repre- upon God's word without the aid of some
sentations, and that they are only a few of spiritual guide.
In theEe circumstances
a number equally pointed, I will never com- persons are very likely to understand the
plain of your calling me a Campbellite.Scriptures to teach what their parents and
Nay, I believe tlIat if you will do this in, the ministers have before taught them to believe.
fear of God, that like the traveller, the pIOUS Thus generation after generation lives, and
woman, the God-fearing benevolent man and matures, and passes away, and thousands,
the hundreds in the city of Jerusalem, you in religion stand on the very spot where their
will rejoice that it is your privilege, also, to ancesters stood centuries ago.
obey the Lord Messiah in his own ~pp~intSome translate"or rather paraphrase, the
ment that you may realize all the objects text thus: 'Repent for the remission of sins;
therein contemplated.
J. B. F.
and be baptized for the sake of Jesus Christ,
in respect of remission of sins'-not to reTHE GOSPEL
OFCHRISTIDENTIFIED.-No.
VI.
ceive remission of sins or pardon, because
In order to the full and complete identifi- they are supposed to have been in actual
cation of the Gospel of Christ, it remains possession of it when commanded to be baponly to ascertain the import of the Apostle tized.
Peter's instructions to the Pentecostians.ThiS we suppose to be the most common
'He had preached to the assembled nation understanding ofthe text by those who rethe Gospel of Christ-that
Jesus had died ject the'doctrine of baptism for remission of
for their sins, was buried and rose again for sins. Let us examine this interpretation.
their justificp.tion. The listenig multitudes
In the first place, we observe that this inbecame interested in the proclamation. As terpretation overthrows the notion of justifithe inspired preacher detailed fact after cation, pardon, orremission, by faith onlyfact, and piled' evidence on evidence of the the cherished doctrine of all who' favor this
truth that Jesus ofN azareth was the promised rendering of the text. Peter does not comMessiah, three thousand believed, and in mand the Penticostians to believe. Faith
great agony of Spirit, anxiously inquired of and repentance do not mean the same thing.
'Peter and the rest of the Apostles, Men, and They hold that justifying faith follows repenbrethren, what shall we do?' 'Then Peter tance. They tell us that Peter taught these
said unto them, Repent, and be baptized '1\c\52:3, 4, 3E,
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persons to repent in order to pardon, and
as the condition on which they were to receive it, and yet they hold that pardon is
promised to faith, and not to repentance!
2. The advocatee of this doctrine teach
also that faith is the gift of the indwelling
Spirit, and that no one can believe until he
first has the Holy Spirit to give him faith;
and yet the Apostle Peter promised the three
thousand the gift of the Holy Spirit on condition of repentance and baptism. Now if
remission of sins be promised to faith and
if faith be an immediate operation of the indwelling Spirit; and if this operation was
promised to the Pentecostians on condition
of repentance and baptism and not before,
does it not follow that their sins were not
remitted until after they were baptized?
3. No one supposes that the Pentecostia)ls were pardoned when they instituted the
inquiry to Peter and,the rest of the Apostles
-'Men and brethren what shall we do 1'Nor does anyone suppose they were pardoned when Peter commanded them to repent in order to pardon; for had they been
pardoned, he would not have told them to
repent that they might be pardoned. In the
same breath in which he commanded them
to repent, he commanded them to be baptized also. Ifthey were to repent in order to
pardon, andto be baptized forthwith because
they were pardoned, they must have been
pardoned after Peter told them to repent
and before he commanded them to be baptized. Yet, not a moment had elapsed, and
they had no time to comply with the first
command~'repent'-before
he added the
second-'and be baptized.' And yet, if they
were commanded to repent in order to remission, and to be baptized because their
sins were. remitted, this remission must have
taken place during the time-if there was
any-that
elapsed between the Apostle's
pronouncing the two commands'! This is
unreasonable, if not preposterous, and in the
circumstances, impossible. .
4. A distinguished w.riter deduces from
the popular question the do~~rine,that 'persons are to repent that they may be pardoned, and afterwards to be bapt.ized for the
sake, or on accol.mt of Jesus Christ as Sa-

VI.

viour, not for remission of sins, but because
their sins are already remitted, that the fact
may be symbolically represented.'
We are not certain that we understand
what the writer means by the phrase-'for
the sake, ~r on account of Jesus Christ as
Saviour.' It cannot be that persons are to
be baptized ,because they believe Christ to
be Saviour; for he assigns quite a different
reason for their baptism, viz: 'believe their
sins are remitted, and that this fact may be
symbolically represented.' But why be baptized as an evidence of pardon rather than as
a means of pardon? To whom is b~ptism
an evidence of pardon ? to the subject, or to
others? If to the subject, does it apply
equally to infants, and adult believers and
unbelievers 1 Then there can be no evidence to anyone, or to that class, whomsoever it may include, to whom it is such an
evidence. And ifthey have no evidence of
pardon before baptism, in what sense can it
be true that they are baptized because they
are pardoned 1 And what evidence have
they of pardon before baptism 1 If they have
any other satisfactory evidence of their par,don before baptism, why be baptized to obtain such evidence.q The evidence, or
knowledge of pardon, or salvation, is obtained at the same time the pardon itself takes
place. 'To give knowledge of salvation unto his people, by the remission oftheirsins.''''
Abel obtained witness or evidence of his aeceptance with God, by complying with the
conditions on which God promised to acceRt him.t The Jews under the law, when
they sinned, offered the prescribed sacrifice,
and God, according to his 'promise, pardoned them.:/: How did a Jew know he was
pardoned; what evidence had he of it 1 The
answer is: God prescribed the terms of pardon, and promised whenever those terms
were complied with, that he would bestow
the pardon promised. The evidence of
pardon, therefore, consisted in the knowledge of having complied with such conditions. John peached the baptism of rep entence for the remission ofsins.Q When the
people repented and were ba,pt.ized, God
*Luke 1:77. tHeb. J1:4.
tLev. 4:1-35. ~Luke 3:3
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all the world, and preach the gospel to every times in increased, impenetrable worldlicreature; he that believeth and is baptized, ness; and often takes the form of philosophy
shall be saved.' He does not say, 'He that and manifests itself in that most lamentable
believeth and is saved may be baptized.' We of all dispositions, indifference. But howhave seen before that 'saved' in the com- ever manifested, the spiritual designs, the
mission is equivalent to remission of sins in religious uses, and the eternal perpetuation
Peter's sermon on Pentecost. The com- of that life are either disregarded or denied.
mission then means-'He that believeth and
Religious teachers are engaged oftentimes
is baptized shall receive remission of sins; in substantiating the claims of the Bible and
and .Peter's sermon-Repent
a~d be bapti- developing the evidences ofthe truth ofChriszed 10 the name of Jesus Chnst-and you 1:ianity; and it is an honorable engagement.
shall be saved-pardoned, forgiven.
But alas! how many disregard evidences
The subject is now before our readers. . however convincing; proof, however .overB. F. H.
whelming. They hear them not; for away
'01
back, beyond the point at which these eviTHE RELIGION
OFLIFE.
dences attack them,is deep-rooted scepticism
"Whatfromthisbarrenbeingdowereap1
in the spiritual uses of life itself, which if

i

OUf senses narrow, and our reason frail,

Lifeshort,andtrutha gemwhichlovesthedeep,
. Andallthingsweigh'dincustom's
falsestscale;
Opinion and omnipotence,-whose

veil

Mantlestheearthwithdarkness,
untilright
Andwrongareaccidents
andmengrowpale
Lest\heirownjudgments
shouldbecome
100 bright,

removed would enable their moral being to
assert its claims, and they would at once acI
~
fl'
h
cept t le pro ers 0 sa vatlOll t rough our
Emanuel.. It is the office of the preacher
to remOVethis scepticism. Men must be

And their free thoughts be crimes, and earth have too much

light."
There is nothing beneath the heavens so
full of mystery as human life. True, there
are profound and .unfathomed mysteries in
Creation, Providence and Redemption, and
in this view the mysteries of human life are
seen not to be singular, but to form a part
of the unfathomable designs of Him whose
ways are "past finding out." But like the
mysteries of physical nature, religious teachings, and superintending Providence, they
should not deter us from understanding
what may be underst'Ood, or from rememing that while secret things belong to God,
revealed things come within t4e province of
human investigation. There are mysteries
in human life; but there are also revelations,
clear, manifest, and instructive revelations,
which no man can disregard without serious
loss to his own dearest interests.
The mysteries of human life, like the
mysteries of religion, have led oftentimes to
scepticism-not a scepticism in its existence
-though some have been insane enough to
deny their own being-but
a scepticism in
the religious capacities and eternal destiny
of that being. This scepticism manifests
itself sometimes in a disgust of life; sometimes in dark, gloomy misanthropy; some-l

made to feel the deep wants of their nature
and the sublime uses of their existence if we
would lead them from vice to virtue, from
worldliness to spirituality, from sin to holiness, from earth to heaven. Often, it is
true, they learn this lesson of themselves,
without the preacher or despite his aimless
efforts. But they need his efforts and his
efforts ought to be given.
Now there are impressions and convictions that come upon the mind of every
~an at certain seasons, which cause him,
however surrounded by grossness and seIlsuality, or beclouded by cares and pursuits
to meditate upon his lot and feel himself a
man, with all his wants, his infirmities and
spiritual desires crowding upon him. His
head sinks upon his hand, and his mind
on the car of memory rolls back over his
life already passep, and with trembling anxiety looks into the undeveloped future. He
cannot check the struggling sigh, and were
he not afraid of his own voice,that sigh would
articulate itself in a prayer going forth for
help and protection, aye, and forgivenes,
more than human. He feels the consciousness of a soul within him, whose immortal
thirsts, open towards the infinite, the eternal, the divine, with longing anxiety. To
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such a man you may preach and he will
hear you if he believe you are capable of
teaching him; he will hear you though you
never entered a pulpit, never read a homily;
whether you be white or black. Yes; convince a man he has a soul and make him
feel its wondrous power, and you will have
but little difficulty in convincing him there
is a God, a Heaven, a Redeemer.
But I am told that man exhibits himselfin
human life in so debased and gross a condition that we cannot make him believe he
may be an heir to immortal crowns divine:
Hast thou tried, patiently, honestly, faithfully tried? And failed? Hast thou taught
him, how in the very nature ofthoughts the
meanest things suggest the noblest-the.
humblest, the mightiest? Can he think of
the finite, and not conceive the infini~e? Can
he discern the limited and not have suggested the unlimited? Can he believe in things
seen and deny the unseen? Can he credit
the existence of time and deny eternity?Can he believe in creation and not in a Creator? And here', the views we would impress have been so much better expressed
than we are able to express them, that we
beg leave to lay before the reader an extract
or two from a living author who writes like
one who feels the moral significance of life:
"In man the humblest instruments reveal
the loftiest energies. This is not enthusiasm,
but philosophy.
Modern philosophy has
distinctly unfolded this principle; that all
our mental conceptions suggest their opposites; the finite, the infinite; the seen, the
unseen' " time eternity' , creation , a God .The child that has tried his eye upon surrounding objects, soon learns to send his
thought through the boundless air, and to
embrace the idea of infinite space. The
being that is conscious of having li;ed a certain time, comes to entertain as correlative
to that consciousness, the conception of eternity. These are among the fundamental
facts of all human experience. Such, to a
man in distinction from an animal, is the instrumentality of his very senses. As with a
small telescope, a few feet in length and
breadth, man learns to survey heavens beyond heavens, almost infinite; so with the

aid of limited senses and faculties does he
rise to the conception of what is beyond all
visible heavens, beyond all conceivable time,
beyond all imagined power, beauty and glory. Such is a human life. Man stands before us, visibly confined within the narrowest ,compass; and yet from this humble frame,
stream out on every side the rays ofthought,
to infinity, to eternity; to omnipotence, to
boundless grandeur and goodness. Let him
who will, account this existence to be nothing but vanity and dust. I must be allowed
on better grounds, to look upon it as that,
in whose presence all the visible majesty of
worlds and suns an d systems sink to'nothing.
Systems and suns and worlds are all comprehended in a single thought of this being,
whom we do not yet know.">\,
Stir up the soul within a man and he will
look out upon the universe with new emotions,and have awakened within him'the power infinite.' Sights most common become
grand, magnificent and glorious, where once
he saw nothing as it should be seen. The
Heavens of night, as they stretch themselves
over his head with measureless canopy,
and revea~ the bright gems that deck the
azure crown above him, will lead his thoughts
from human insignificance and infirmity to
contemplations of divine power and wisdom,
and teach him to trust a Being who promises
immortality and glory to his earth-bound
~reature. The ~arth beneath him, whether
It wear the ope~mg beauty of vernal youth
or the mellow tmt of summer, or the sober
hue of autumn, or even the dark mantle of
hoary. winter, will, in its ten thousand adapta~IO~s and arr~ngemen:s, call forth his
admIratIOnof the wIsdom of ItSCreator,whom
he can learn to love .asthe Preserver of man
and beast. In man WIllwe see new charms.
No lo~gert~e drudging slave o~ care and toil;
the dIsappointed tool of suffermg and want;
the selfish, plotting disturber of his fellow's
h~ppiness,-for whi~ewe may see all this in
hIm an~ more, we .wIllalso ~ehold the object
of Almlghty affectIOn and Interest, and the
heir a~par~~ to thrones of hon,or and immortall,ty, In :h,e boundless r~gIOns of his
Father s dOmInIOns. New obJects of admi*Dewey'slliscourscson

human life, page 127.
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ration, new beauties and new sources of de- away; and from thy loneliest dwelling a voice
light everywhere will unfold themselves to of thanksgiving may ascend that thou dost.
the mind alive to its own sublime existerice, now live and hopest to liveforever. 0, let us
whilst a cloud of sense spreads its dark live our life with courage, whatever ills bemantle over all the fair face of nature to the tide; let us struggle amidst its difficulties with
soul deadened by sensuality, or dumb to the an eye fixed on heaven, and when its labors
voice of its own divine teachings. A sort ofl are ended,and its responsibilities are over we
creative power is thus given to the soul of may resign it into the hands of Him ~ho
man by which it makes its own world, its gave it with confidence that we shall find
own hap~iness i.ndeed, its own self. The ~ore than its blessings or sorrows in••¥1angloomy live not Jll the world that God made, sums of eternal joy.
J. B. F.
but in their own world. The desponding,
the sensual, th~ worldly live not in God's
JESUS
IS THECHRIST,
EXPLAINED.-No.
III.
world but in a prison Qf their own erection,
III. What is implied in believing that
whose incarcerating walls become thicker Jesus is the Christ?
'.'
and thicker by the additions or' gloom and
1. It is not merel y to admit that there was
sorrow or servility by which they surround. once a personage on earth whose name was
them. When I see such men I am ready to say Jesus Christ. This was admitted by Paine,
to them, brethren, break down your prison and Voltaire, and Volney, and most other
doors, and 'come forth and walk abroad in Deists and Infidels; but yet none of them
God's world. The Heavens beaming in believed the saving truth of God's word.
glory invite you; the earth teeming with
2. Nor is it simply to admit the proposiplenty spreads her board to welcome you; tion to be true, that Jesus of Nazareth is the
society, friendship, and love wait for you Christ, the Son of God. The most of Chriswith extended arms i-come forth, then, and tendom, Romish and Protestant, do this; and
enjoy them; come forth and be a man! But yet alas! how few comparatively are Chrisam I asked what is it to be a man? I an- tians! The truth of the proposition may be
swer,-Does the world insult thee? be above admitted, without being understood. But
insult, and thou wilt be a man. Does it an 'understanding heart' is ess~ntial to a
frown upon thee? heed not its frown and a profitable reception of God's truth. Simply
make thine own smiles, and "thou wilt be a to believe in Christ is not enough; this is'
man. Does' it affect state. and pomp and not what God's word requires; it is to becircumstance? or look down upon thee with lieve in him as the Scriptures speak of him.
contempt? Then look thou up and thou Nor is it enough to believe in him on human
wilt not see the scowl of narrow contempt, testimony; the testimony of our parents, of
for it is lower than that look, and thou shalt our minister, of our neighbors. This is inbe a man. But forget not to be humble in adequate, and leads to no practical good rethy looks for thou art weak and worm-like sults. We must believe in him on the tesand wilt belie thy condition if pride take timony of the Father, of Christ himself, and
hold upon thee and be just the being thou of his inspired Apostles. It will not do to
would'st avoid. Let thy dealings be just, believe in him on account of a dream, nor
thy walk be humble and thy hand benevo- the secret whisperings of an unknown Spirit;
lent, and thy reward the approbation ofthine Christ payed for those who should believe
own conscience and thy God, and thou wilt on him through the word of his Apostles.'"
be a man-a Christian man, a part of a new Very little preaching and religious instruccreation called the family of Christ, whose tion generally at the present day is calculadestiny cannot be p~evented by all the pow- ted to convince the world that Jesus is the
ers of earth and Hell. This life will be a Christ, or to lead to intelligible views of the
r.eligious life; its labors will teach thee pa- proposition; hence comparatively few are
hence and long-suffering; its pleasures will able to give a reason for their hope, or the
elevate and exalt thy soul; its sorrows will nature of their faith.
wean thee from a love of a world that passes \ -:-*-:J-:oh-n-:l::::7:-:::~O::-.------------
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3. To believe in Jesus Christ, is to be- of God's children, he desires to enjoy. He
lieve the truth affirmed in the proposition sighs for the fountain of living waters. He
that Jesus is the Christ.
is like the caged eagle that beats against the
The apostacy of man has involved the bars of its prison, and pants to be free. He
race in ignorance, in guilt, and in slavery. groans beneath the weight of Satan's galling
Jesus-and the very wo~d means Saviauryoke, and sighs for the liberty of the children
has come for the purpose of delivering man- $ of God. In this condition he looks off from
kind from all these; for sin includes them $ himself, and the eye of his faith rests upon
all, and Jesus has come to 'save his peopLe the Lamb of God, who is also the King of
from their sins.' To believe then that Jesus Kings ana Lord of Lords. He beholds his
is the Christ is to receive him as the Divine banner unfurled, and flies to it for deliverpersonage sent. of the Father to save us ance and protectiop. He renounces his own
from the ignorance, guilt, and slavery in judgment for the teachings of Christ. He
which sin has involved us. To believe, relinquishes his own will for this law and
therefore, that Jesus is the Christ is to be- guidance. Wise in the wisdom of Jesus,
lieve that, apart from the teachings of Christ, righteous in his righteousness and pure in
We are ignorant of God, and of the way of the blood of his atonement; and strong in
salvation; that we are unable by our own his strength, and secure under his protecefforts and wisdcm to search out the way, tion, in vain do hell's battaUions hurl at him
and that we rely unreservedly on the teach- their fiery darts, and their barbed arrows fly
ings of Christ to obtain salvation. In other in vain!
words, we know nothing of ourselves, and
Thus does the mind yield a sincere and
can know nothing, and take his teachings as hearty assent to the truth contained in the
the infallible instructions concerning the ·proposition before us. Butit is possible for
way of life, and therefore betake ourselves one to have his intellect merely excited on
to the diligent study of his word that we the subject: to admit with a cold indiffermay be saved. It implies also that we reject ence the truth of God. But evangelical faith
all the uninspired teachings of men; all pro- effects the heart. 'With the heart man befessedly new revelations, and all human in- lieveth unto righteousness. A deep, pungent
structions on the subject of salvation. We conviction and sorrow for sin is excited , rereceive the teachings of Jesus; and cast our- sulting in a hearty, thorough change oflife.
selves unreservedly upon it, and it alone, Under the influence of this sentiment, he
for information concerning the way of life. casts himself on Jesus for deliverence, proWe receive him, however, not only as our tection and guidance. He accepts his sacProphet, but as our Priest also.• This im-. rifice as bis propitiatory. He cheerfully
plies guilt, and a knowledge of it. When, complies with the Saviour's requisitions for
therefore, we believe in Christ as our Priest pardon, and obtains the boon of Heaven.to atone for us, we feel, we acknowledge He thus receives Christ, and relies upon him
ourselves guilty before God; we acknowl- as his Prophet, Priest and King. He reedge, moreover, that we carr make no atone- ceives Christ fully, and has his very heart
ment for ourselves; that nothing we can do stired within. him. His hatred of sin is
will either make God propitious or ourselves aroused, and the pure, holy, ardent love of
better or more acceptable in his presence. the soul' is fixed, firmly and steadily on
Nay it implies that we rely alone on the Christ as the only Saviour of guilty, helpless
blood of his atonement for salvation'; for so sinners. He casts himself, soul, body, and
he as a Prophet teaches us.
spirit on Jesus. He trusts in Christ alone
To believe that Jesus is the Christ implies for salvation.
B. F. H:
also confidence in Christ as King. The
sinner views himself in slavery, the slavery
Let the laws ofthycondition be thy study,
of sin; and sees that he cannot extricate him- and learn only to govern thyself and thy deself from its bondage. Liberty, the liberty pendants.
I
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SAUL.-1

SAM. 28:15-25.

THOUwhose spell can raise the dead,
Bid the prophet's form appear.
'Samuel, raise thy buried head I
Kjng, behold the phantom seer!'

U
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Cricd~apale one~give me joy,
I have borne a cherub boy ..
Borne a boy! The world js full,
Crammed itll game of push and pullYou have giv'n that cherub life
For a gauntlet race of strife.
If his heart be large and tender,
Sadly will his means be sle'nder;
Everlasting duns wHl push him,
Poverty wiJl cramp and crush him.
Ifbis heart be small and stony,
It will canker with his money;
Rust will gnaw it through and through,
Care will vex it black and blue;
And the wretch, 0 hapless mother,
Iu hi. wealth will starve and smother!
Cried the mother;God is living,
llIest the boon is of his giving;
I will trust him that the boy,
Living shall be full of joy,
Truth antI justice-self denia!Shall prepare him for the trial,
Into which be must be hurled,
Of a scuffling, brutal world.
Watch will I }lis opening soul,
Kindling with the living coalLove to God and Jove to manWorking out his Maker's plan.
Who shall say this boy of mine
Shall not as an angel shine;
WinninlYto the heavenly state,
Ifcart l~OW tilfed with strife and hate;
Calling down that better day,
When the good will bear the sway,
And the brutal slink away?
Ceased she, and her deep blue eye
Flashed the glories of the sky.
From her faith not to be dri en,
With a love to angels-given,
Kissed she then that gift of Heaven.

.

."
ALLEGORY,

INSCRIBED

TO A. DEAR

FRIEND,

A. DEUTIFUL

WHO DURIED
INFANT

Earth yawn'd; he stood the centre of a cloud:
Light changed its hue, retiring from his shroud:
Death stood all gl !tssy in his fixed eye;
His hand was wither'd and his veins were dry;
His foot in bony whiteness, glitter'd there,
Shru,nken and sillewless, and ghastly bare:
From lips that moved not and unbreathing frame,
Like cavern'd winds, the hollow accents came.
SaUl saw, and fell to earth, as falls the oak,
At once, and blasted by the thunder stroke.
'Why is my sleep disquieted?
Who is he tbat calls the dead?
Is it thou, oh king? Behold,
Bloodless are these limbs, and cold:
Such are mine; and such ~fiaU be
Thine, to,morrow, when with me:
Ere the coming day is done,
Such shalt thon be, such thy son.
Fare thee ,vell, but for a day;
Then wa mix our mouldering clay.
~rhou, thy race, lie pale and low,
llierced by shafts of many a bow:
A nel the falchion by thy side
To thy heart, thy hand shall guide:
Crown less, breathless, headless faU,
Son and sirt', the house of Saul!'"

"
FROM JO[l, IV.1i>-21.
"A SPIRIT pass'd before me; I beheld
The face of immortality unveil'dDeep sleep came down on every eye save mineAnd there it 8tood,-all formless-but divine:
Along my bones the creeping flesh did quake;
And as my damp hair stiften'd, thus it spake :
'Is man mOre just than God1 Isman more pure
Than he who deems even seraph» insecure1
Creatures of clay-vain dwellers in the dust!
"fhe moth survives you, and are ye more just1
".Ph'illgsof a day! you wither ere tbe night,
Heedless and blind to wisdom's wasted light !""

HER ONLY cnILD,

DOY.

How peaceful amI happy I deemed her lot,
The ivy* and hollyt encircled her cot,
And pleasure was ever a guest;
The angels that watch oe'r mortals below,
Well pleased, a rare gift were fain to bestow,
And thus was she more than thrice blest.
A sweet little daisyt they laid in her hand,
With transports of joy she saw it expand,
'Twas truly the pride of her life!
She gav~it the sunshine, the water and shade,
And said in her heart 'it never can fade,
A thing with such loveliness rife I'
nut soon it was clailned by the angel of flowers,
As meet to adorn Eden's lovelier bowers,
He bore it away-but by heavenly powers,
Left graven these words from above:
'Set not your affections on things of the earth,
But place them on those of celestial birth,
They lead to the mansious of love.'
* Ivy-wedded love. t Holly-domestic
t'DaisY-beauty and innocence.

happiness.

FRA:NCE AND FREEDOM.
"Dut France got drunk with blood to vomit crime,
And fatal have her Saturnalia been
To freedom's cause, in every age and clime;
Because the deadly days which we have seen,
And vUe ambition, that built up between
Man and his hopes an adaOlantine wall,
And the base pagellnt last upon the scene,
Are grown the pretext for the eternal thrall
Which nips tife's tree, and dooms man's worst-his secoutl
fall.
Yet, freedom! yet thy banner. torn, but flying,
Streams like the thunder-storm against the wind:
'}'hy trumpet v..oice, though broken now and dying,
'}'he loudest still the tempest leaves behind;
Thy tree hath lost i s blossoms, and the rind,
CbOpp'd by the a;e, looks rough and little worth,
But the sap lasts,-and still the seetl we find
Sown deep, even in the bosom of the north;
So shall a. better spring leESbitter fruit bring forth."
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THEREVOLUTIONS
IN-;U-;;~hanges-than
those of five hundred years
last conflict preceding.
I will not speak of the two
of Despotism with all its terrible calamities portending;
French Revolutions of the past century-of
-convu.lsions revolutions and wreck of nations to an ex-

.sttention directed to the Rev. xvi. 17-21 ;-the
1

tent never before witnessed, foreshadowed
ets; the seven vials-and
of Ohrist.

by theproph·

the final triumph of the kingdom

Greek emancipation-the humiliation of the
Ottoman empire-of
the Political or great

"Comeandsee
Religious Reformations ofthe same periodThecypress,
heartheowlandplodyourway
ofthe unparalleled advances of the physical
O'erstepsof brokenthronesandtemples,
yeI
.
Whosea"oniesareevilsofa day
sciences; but certainly I may s-ay,that a SlA worldIso
at ourfeetasfragileasourclay."
lent, rapid, and 'rresistible preparation has
The revolutions in Europe are progressing been making~rriaking, perhaps, for a sudwith fearful rapidity. Led on by France, den, subversive, and universal change. What
the pivot upon which the crisis of the world will it be Z The battle of Armageddon? The
now turns, the kingdoms of Europe have all Mellenium? The new Heavens and Earth?
been placed in a transition state, which not Perhaps all of these, preceded by the comonly threatens the downfall of despotism, but ing of the Son of Man in the clouds of heaportends a new partition between ilie profits ven. Nothing in the prophecies withholds
of capital and the wages of labor-and a his coming, that I have seen. The events
change in the whole social system of the we expect to precede that great event, may
world. We presume our readers are con- follow it. The character of the second, as
versant with the newspaper reports of the was the first advent, may have been mistae will not f~rther ~ken. Nothing wiiliholds the revelation of
rapid progress of events.
burden their attention With a narrative of this great period, but the ong suffenng of
iliese, but we cannot forbear to remark up- Messiah, if! have read Peter and Daniel and
on their relation to the prospects of those John aright. I expect no reign of peace,
who hold the testimony of God and lookf~: till human passions and human interests
the time when "His wrath shall be finished. shall once more have expended themselves
Five years ago we wrote and published as in a grand convulsion-until
the nations
follows:
.
who have given their power to the Beast,
"I will not burden the reader With an at- shall have made a 'battle-field of the globe,
tempt to show that iliere is now a conver- and ~he earth be once more drenched in ilie
gance of great and small circumstances to a blood of her t>resumptuous and haughty sons.
crisis. I will not attempt to prove ~o him The result will, nevertheless, be glorious.
that Italy, the seat of the last power that shall Messiah directs the storm, as it sweeps the
destroy the earth) is now placed upon the land not only as a destroyer, but also as a
very verge ofa smoulderi~g political :,o!ca- reno~ator. The great sea of nations, upon
noe ;and that, as. she s~b~lsts not by opmlO~, 1 which ilie power of the Apostate Mother h~s
but by suppressmg opmlOn-her tenure IS been seated, will be alike the scene of hiS
short. The governments of the Papacy ar.e majesty and her destruction; for by his alold in corruption, and- the success of the~r mighty power, he will penetrate to its very
old' and infernal plans has be.numbed ~elr depths, and roll its abominations in thunder
faculties, so that they cannot discern commg to the shore changing its whole motion, its
events. Every nerve is strai~ing to ~x~end aspect, and its uses; giving it a grandeur in
her superanuated and hystencal dommlOn; its convulsions, equalled only by the granbut her nerves will break, I fear-I hopedeur of its 'ultimate serenity-when
every
in the struggle. Nor will I speak of the nation and kingdom under the whole heapresent critical situation of all Europe. I ven shall bow to his authority, and that of
I only' w.ish to awaken reflection, by a sim- the saints. HE will drive the waves of hupIe suggestion. To my mind, the materials man commotion, lashed into fury before the
accumulated within the last centu.r!, taken rolling mountain of his kingdom, to a calm
in connection with the present politICal and like that which fell upon the dar~ sea of
religious state ofthings, are more ominous of ~Galilee, when he said, 'Peace, 1;>e
stilL'"
extraordinary events-of rapid and radical ~ We refer to these expressIOns of our
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;lews, formed by ~ dilligen~e
\ thought I had se~ at lea;;i~~;prophecIes and an occasional observation of' ed out; and it may be the seventh is now
the state of the world, not to boast of any opening. Without giving the reasons here,
superior sagacity; for we have expressed I will say I have been want to regard the
what hundreds believed, and what any ordiFirst vial, as answering to the French
nary observer might have prognosticated.Revolution of 1792 and its grand effects upBut we wish to arouse the attention of our on the Roman Catholic world.
Brethren to the study of the words of the
Second. To the naval warfare, the most
Apostles and Prophets. Our attention has wonderful in the history of time, which sucbeen too much engrossed by what we call ceeded.
the facts of the gospel to the neglect of its
Third. The severe battles of the Repubpromises. These ought we to have studied, lican Armies of France and the Piedmonand not to have left its glorious promises tize, Austrians,&c., which annihilated whole
neglected. We have, too, from an over- imperial armies and made the "rivers and
weening love of systematizing, spoken of fountains of water" in northern Italy run with
the promises ofthe gospel as being three to human gore.
correspond with the three facts spoken of
Fourth. The scourge of Europe by Naby Paul, 1 Cor. 15th, and we have seemed poleon which resulted in his elevation to be
to believe there were but three. The prom- the Sun of Empire, to scorch mankind.
ises of the gospel are more than we can
Fifth. The sore afflictions laid upon
number. They spread themselves over the Rome-sacking
the city, confiscating vast
whole Bible, old Testament and new; and amounts of papal property and taking the
for my own part I have never seen any dif- Pope himself as prisoner, by the armies
ference between receiving a human creed of Napoleon.
and receiving such a narrow prescription of
Sixth, The gradual decline of the Turkthe joyful promises of Prophetic and Apos- ish Empire, foreshadowing its speedy overtolic gospel, as would confine them to any throw.
specified number. This overweening deThis is but a mere sketch of the manner
sire to systematize leads to many absurd and in which I view the 16th of Revelations.fatal mistakes of which we cannot now speak He that is well read in.European history can
particularly.
We introduce the matter only carry it out. But let us look to the seventh
to advise our readers that there is such a vial:
Book as the Apocalypse in the new,and such
"And the seventh angel poured out his viProphets as Isaiah,Daniel, Ezekiel, &c. &c., al into the air; and there came a great voice
in the old Testament, whose words are still out of the temple of heaven, from the throne,
the words of God and must be studied and saying, it is done. And there were voices,
regarded if we would be recognised as be- and thunders, and lightnings; and there was
lievers in the testimony of Jesus. Let us a great earthquake, such as was not since
now read the 16th of Revelations. Read men were upon the earth so mighty an earththe whole chapter for it is short. Let me quake, and so great. And the great city
advise you to care nothing for the popular was divided into three parts, and the cities
distrust, manifested whenever you apply the of the nations fell: and great Babylon came
prophecies to modern and existing events. into remembrance before God, to give unto
You will be told that men have fallen into her the cup of the wine of the fierceness of
very extravagant and foolish errors by so his wrath. And every island fled away, and
doing. Admit it. And have they not fallen the mountains were not found. And there
into errors upon other subjects? Let this fell upon men a great hail out of heaven,
question silence all the suspicions which every stone about the weight of a talent: and
world-calculating prudence may suggest, men blasph-em€d God because of the plague
and seeking to adopt nothing withput evi- of the hail: for the plague thereo~ was exdence, fear not to read the words of the ceeding great."
AposHes. There are seven vinls. J have
It should be rrcollf'('tcd that the events of
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one vial are never finished until those of an- able to know what they want. New schemes
other commence. We hesitate to speak of of government, under the direction of men
events yet to come. But does not the fall never so enthusiastic, cannot meet the wants
of the French monarchy and the commotion of human nature which is manifested by its
it has produced in the world, appear like the restless, longing, unsatisfying demands; for
first shock of a political earthquake, which they can be met only by the appliances and
may result in the destruction of nat ions and hopes of the Christian Religion. Human
kingdoms, and may lead to convulsions, and government transcends its province whenevrevolutions "such as has never been wit- er it attempts to provide for that for which
nessed by men upon the earth?" The king- God will alone provide. Fourierism, no
doms of Europe are becoming enraged and more than Monasticism, St. Simonianism,
are preparing for battle. Men may proph- Mohamedanism, Roman Catholicism, can
ecy peace, peace, industrial reforms and the never satisfy the demands of a being whose
dawn of the age of human perfectibility. relations respect two worlds, and wllOse
But I have no prospect of peace for the restless hopes are always chafed and disapworld till Messiah comes to smite the Des- pointed whenever directed to human wispotisms that either now bestride the earth or dom for relief. I sympathise with Fourierin the changing revolutions shall gain the ites and with them look upon the selfishness
ascendency, and to give to Mystery Baby- and corruption by which they are surroundIon the "cup ofthe wine of the fierceness of ed, and sigh for relief. But their organizahis wrath. " We WILL IIA VE an age of peace; tion of Society will not, cannot relieve us,
,ve will see the downfall of all spiritual and it is disregarding the lessons of all hisand temporal Despotisms, and we will be- tory to expect it. This effort in France,
hold the only true perfectibility of man, but it therefore, to establish a Fourierite governwill not be yet, nor need we expect either ment will only lead to greater and still greatfully to come until the sign of the Son of er results; producing a crisis in finance,
Man shall appear upon the clouds of hea- threatening the rights of all property, and for
ven.
a time setting all society adrift from its anThe Revolution in France is tending to cient moorings. The present attempt to orsocialism. The poor are arrayed against ganize labor against capital in France, we
the rich, and government is vainly attempting look upon as an event calculated to bring on
to appease them by using the treasures of more wonderful results than any which has
Royalty to meet the demands of an idle and yet occurred.
clamorous multitude. But the treasures of
But whilst the thrones of all the kingdoms
Royalty will fail. The funds of the govern of the world are trembling and falling; whilst
ment and all its resources will soon be ex- the very foundations of the social system are
hausted. The multitude will clamor, a na- threatened and calamity is succeeding cation of impoverished millions will rise again, lamity upon the great theatre of prophetical
and there will be no power to restrain their geography and the days of vengeance seem
appetites for plunder and conquest. They to be drawing nigh-while
political earthwill demand employment; the State will be quakes are shaking the world and "ponderunable to give it without opening to them a ous hailstones" may dash to pieces everything
career in the army; numbers will be arrayed upon which they shall fall, and the day apagainst property and no man can divine the proaches when every mountain and island
result. In vain may we calculate that the [i. e. inferior and superior governments] shall
visionary theories of Fourier will save them. flee away," let us with renewed interest turn
They may, and no doubt they will, make a our attention to the Book of the testimony of
grand Fourier association of the whole gov- Jesus, and learn to rejoice that though the
ernment, but they will find the old Adam in political and literal heavens and earth shall
Fourierite governors as well as in kings and fall, not one word of all the exceeding
nobles, and they will equally fail to fulfil igreat and precious promises of God shall
the expectations ofa people who are not yet 1 fail Entil all are accomplished. The king-
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dom of Messiah shall finally triumph. A \ its magical powers; science will gain and
glorious era shall succeed the downfall of spread its mighty triumphs, and the whole
human despotism and crime. The reignof will lead to a social sys~em which will give
Christ and his saints shall be established.permanent additions to the inheritance of
The mountain of his kingdom shall fill the mankind. The principle which promises so
'whole earth. The increase of his govern- much is the principle of human perfectibiliment shall have no end. There shall bo one ty. It teaches that there is an indefinite
kingdom and one king and olle people. For progress in human affairs, not only in sciJudah's scattered sons shall be gathered.entific acquisition but in moral and relig:ous
The sleepers in the dust of the earth shall elevation and sociai advancement.
awake. Gentile fulness shall come in. And
In common with my race, I delight to cona glorious triumph of virtue, righteousness I template the future as b:r.iUiantwith advanceand truth shall swell the songs of all who ment, perfectibility and social bliss. I have
have kept their garments undefiled and have never despaired of my species, and I can in
washed them in the bloodofthe Lamb. This truth say that I believe there is just ground
is the perfectibility of man. This is his for the most cheering anticipations with reproper and glorious destiny. Then let the gard to the future destiny of the human race.
angel of God pour out his last vial upon the Man will survive every catastrophe, howe vair; let the storm from nation to nation sweep er dark and portentous it may appear, and
over the world, sending its ponderous hail- from age to age he will transmit a sacred
stones with destructive power, thundering fire that will burn with additional lustre until
along its terrific path, until the earth shall be it illuminates the whole world. But whilst
strewn with fallen thrones and broken scep- I thU6freely express my faith in social protres, and the whole structure of avaricious, gress, I cannot shut my eyes to numerous
despotic God-forgetting l'rivilegef! and prej- ovils attending many if not all the associaudices shall fall to rise no more. Whatev- tionist schemes of the present day.
er tumults arise, whatever kingdoms are
I believe a c~mmunity of goods to be a
desolated, let all Christians rejoice th.at we IdaY-dream; for It would ruthlessly sever the
"IIAVE RECEIVEDA KINGDOl\I
WII;CII CAN- sinews of industry and cloud the eye to that
NOT BE MOVED,"which should, under all vigilance which is the price of every blessing
circumstances, lead us to "serve God with of our present state. In its very eflorts to
reverence and religious fear !,j
procure harmony, it would multiply dissen"
EDITOR.
tions. It would destroy the natural and inI
nocent pleasure of saying "this is mine,"
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PERFECTI.and would preclude the idea of benevolence ;
BILITY.
fur where all are equal1here can be no gifts.
The present age is one of progress. We Take away the idea of property, and the
find men every where dissatisfied with things right t<lit, und where is the virtue of liberalias they are. No organization, whether civil ty? It would not only check self-interest,
or religious, has within it a sufficiency of but it would destroy all interest. Yea, veripromise for the high hopes of the moral Re- ly I believe I can show irrefraaably show
.
'
'0'
forme~'s of the tImes. New elements a~d ~that it would preclude home education, and
agencies are at work upon the great fabl'lc ~extinguish all natural affection.
of society and their rapidly increasing influI love to see good men united, but I know
ence, will soon make for us an edifice of of no unity where all are alike. Sameness
exquisite strength and beauty. A new age and unity are two things. Harmony and
is dawning upon the world, and already its measure in music are good, but both hargleams of promise may be seen upon .the mony and metre are destroyed when chanupper clouds as they betoken the rising of ged into sameness of tune and time. Prea brighter day. Knowledge has opened serve the chords of each note, and the greatand is opening its vast and unfathomable er the variety of tones the richer the music.
treasures; art is develop:ng and will develope \ So preserve the individuality of men and I
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care not what variety you may have, if harmony be maintained.
I sympathise with those men who look
upon the corruption and selfishness by which
they are surrounded, and sigh for relief. I
weep when I behold them laboring for society with martyr zeal, and yet find themselves
unable to arouse their countrymen to activity and virtue. I know, all know, that hundreds of men in every community, who, in
the possession of property, hold in their
hands immense influence, are blind to the
lights of the age and deaf to the calls for the
advancement of their species. I know also,
that neither wealth, power or prosperity are
standards of intellectual, much less of moral
excellence. But such men will exist, and
may they not exist but to require more virtue and Christian fortitude in the good citizen of their communities? So I think and
so I would act. But more anon.
J. B. F.

that one has hardly time to note one shock
before another and another follows, and the
mind becomes confused and the sense weary in following the course of this fearful
tempest."
The eloquent language of Byron descriptive of storms in the cloud-capped Alps, is also used:
The storm is up. Far along
From realm to realm the rattling thrones among,
Leaps the live thunder. Not from one lone cloud
But every nation now hath found a tongue
Aud kingdoms answer through their misty shroud
Back to the joyous France, who calls to them aloud.

I might fill a page with similar quotations.
Still, it is from Russia, by far the most extraordinary power on earth, whether we regard the extent of its territory, the character of its population or the greatness of
its power-I say, Russia is the region from
which Southern Europe, Asia Minor and
Syria are to expect the most tremendous
storms. An empire which extends from the
Sea of Kamschatka to the Baltic, which
REVOLUTIONARY
STORMS
IN EUROPE. holds an iron sceptre over sixty millions of
A COINCIDENCE.-TheApostle John says human beings, and has resources enough to
the seventh vial of the wrath of God shall be sustain one half of the whole race, may
poured out upon "the air." In the notices well be looked upon with <fread; and, eswhich the press ofthe world take of the pre- pecially, when we know her to be possesssent revolution in Europe, we are surprised ed with an all-swallowing gluttony, which
to meet constantly with such expreEsions as would regard Egypt and the Ottoman Emthese: "The gathering storm j" the "Hurri- pire as but a~ ordinary meal.
cane at last." "It seems that the news from Ezekiel speaks of MAGOGmuch like the deParis, must have set men's minds all astir, scription given of the effectsofthe pouringand filled THE AIR with ominous shad- out of the seventh vial. Magog was the son
ows of preparation." "Orators ofliberty are of Japheth. The Septuagint takes the word
not wanting; lawyers, students, artizans, I ROSHfrom which we now have RUSSIAN,as a
mount a tribune at the corner of every proper name. To the Turks or Russians
street. They use sharp, double-edged, uim- the prophecy in ch. xxxviii. evidently reble piercing volleys of sarcasm, which fill fers. What we would have the reader now
'the air' with strange sounds, and make to observe, is, that the imagery of John
kings and thrones ridiculous."
"The Aus- concerning the seventh vial and that of Etrian AIR is not want to hear such words." zekiel with reference to Magog is similar:"Viva la Republique, goes forth thundering "Thou shalt ascend and come like a storm,
like the voice of a tempest into the aston- thou shalt be like a cloud to cover the land,
ished world. Over the Rhine they hear it, thou, and all thy bands, and many people
it reaches Vienna, it rings over the Alps, with thee; and I will plead against him with
and echoes on the Po!" "Like a convulsion pestilence, and with blood; and I will rain
of nature, so is this convulsion of society. upon him, and upon his bands, and upon
The hurricane of Reform sweeps over the the many people that are with him, an overland, and thrones topple before it. One flowing rain, and great hail stones, and fire
thunder peal follows another from this over- and brimstone."
Let the Bible student
laden atmosphere in such rapid succession I mark these coincidences.
ED.
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ence of improper teaching in his church.He has been taught that baptism is the door
into the church, whereas Christ is the door.
DEAR BRO.FERGUSON:(John 10.) Baptism brings us into Christ,
Please give me an explanation of the not into a church or an assembly, as the
Scripture, "The Lord added to the Church word signifies, (Gal. 3 :27. Rom. 6 :3,) and
daily such as should be saved," Acts 2:47. every company of men who have the least
A preacher in our village has recently stated claim to the name 'Church of Christ,' are
that the passage should read, "the Lord ad- $ bound to admit into their assembly all who
ded the saved to the church;" and he says, $ are saved, all who are in Christ. Baptism
as baptism is the door into the c~urch, we may be the door into the Baptist Church,
must be saved before we are baptIzed.
but it never was the door into any church
L. T.
planted by the Apostles. Faith is not the
It is admitted by all modern interpreters, door, nor repentance, nor baptism; these but
that the passage should read: "The Lord prepare the sinner for the holy association,
added tlte saved to the congregation." The as it prepared the Pentecostians i-and havwhole phraze is the translation of a partici- ing believed, repented and been baptized,
pIe, [TOVc; aWsOpIiYOVc;,] which literally signi- he has come under the authority of Christ,
fies, tltose saved, or those who have obtained which gives him the right of admission, not
salvation. The verb (Iwsw) is used in the only into one, but into.every church of his,
40th verse, "Save (i. e. deliver) yourselves upon the whole earth.
from this untoward generation," which was
The whole matter may be presented in
to be done as he had directed, verse 38th.
the following questions and answers: What
If it be asked how they were saved, we was the church? The company of baptized
will let the Lord Jesus Christ answer, who, believers who had been added to the hunwith reference to all who should be conver- dred and twenty. Whom did the Lord add
ted by his gospel, said, "He that believeth to this church? The saved. How were
and is baptized shall be save~." Mark 16 :16. they saved? "He that believeth and is bapThe word saved in both passages is the tized shall be saved," see 38thv. How were
same, and is equivalent to pardoned, they added? Of the particular manner we
forgiven, &c. Three thousand believers are not informed, for it is not important, but
had been commanded to repent and be bap- it is simply stated they were added.
tized in the name pf.the Lordfor tlte remisBaptism adds believers to the Lord, not
sian of sins, 38th v. After their baptism to the church, and all added to the Lord will
(not by it, as our Querist's preacher teaches) soon join themselves tohis church. A man
they were added to the Apostles and the added to the Lord has become a Chdstian.
hundred and twenty disciples in Jerusalem. A man added to the church by tlte Lord, has
(1st chap. 15v.) "Then they that gladly joined himself to other Christians to serve
received the word were baptized, and the the Lord, and keep his ordinances. Every
same day were added to them about three child can see the difference.
thousand souls," 2. 41. They were first
J. B. F.
baptized, then added. The Apostles and
AREPREACHERS
HIRELINGS1
Disciples after this,had favor with all the peoQuery 2. Are not our Brethren departple, and as an evidence of it, there were
daily additions to their number. Do we ask, ing from Primitive Christianity, in giving to
who were added? The historian answers, preachers larger salaries, than many of the
tlte saved, those who had believed and had sects give theirs? Is not this degenerating
so severely
been baptized, as were the three thousand, into the hireling system-we
and as the Lord had ordained.
/
denounced in the beginning of the ReformaThe mistakes of the preacher to whom tion?
L.
our correspondent alludes, arise from his
To the first part of your question, I ~nignorance of the Scriptures and the influ- \ swer, they are not, unless the sects give
QUERIST'SDEPARTMENT.
ACTS II.
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enough or too much. I know of no one of such a man, would pay him to abandon the
our preachers who receives more than a field. He defeats himself, disgusts the peocompensation for his services, or who by pIe, shames the church, and gratifies a few
his salary is enabled to live better than a murmuring cynics, who are never pleased
majority of the people for whom he labors; with any body or any thing that satisfies othwhilst I know many who do not receive half er people; and their misanthropic gratificaenough to maintain them comfortably. We tion is all the reward the preacher has for his
should remember, that it has been foreor- public censures. I need not say that this is
dained of heaven, "that they who preach the unwise; I was about to say, for I have often
gospel shall LIVEof the gospel; and every felt, that it is a prostitution of the proclamasentiment of honesty concurs with the word tion of the gospel of Christ. Such men
of God in teaching, that "the laborer is wor- never will be sustained, for they take the
thy of his hire," Christian preachers are best method they can select for their own
called "soldiers;" and we all know that no defeat; and although in their vanity they
soldier goes to war on his own charges, may suppose themselves numbered with the
whilst all experience teaches that no man many benefactors of men who have been
can war successfully either for Cresar or neglected, no reflecting person' will ever so
Christ, who is not "disentangled from the regard them.
affairs of this world." No people under $ Still, the preaching of the gospel is a work
heaven prosper, no people ought to prosper $ of self-denial, and no man who has succeedwho will allow the unhallowed love of prop- ed in it, but what, if gain were his object,
erty or money to prevent their libmality for could have realized more by some other
the extension of the gospel of Christ; who profession than that of preaching. This is
will neglect those who serve ~hemfaithfully my obselvation. Besides, taking preachers
and assiduously labor for their welfare as as a class, in the United States, of all demen who must give an account.
nominations I feel prepared to say that they
Where there are difficulties upon this subl'b' I
t II'
' .
,
are more 1 era -ac ua y gwe more money
ject, the fault IS frequently chargeable to propor t'IOna1 t 0 th'ell' ab'l't
th
1 I y,
an any 0 th er
both preacher and people. The preacher is c1ass 0 f men. Th ell'
' names are upon every
exorbitant, or majesterial.
He ,will not la- bit
t th ey mee t more 0f th e d'lS,
enevo en I'IS;
bor-nay, he Willnot even do his own part t resse d an d' give more t 0 th em; lor,
" firom th'ell'
-unless he is supported. He throws him- very POSIlOn,
't'
th ey are .orce
"d
t 0 see more
self upon his independence, and demands suuermg,
Jr'
d
h
f
tl
an
ear more 0 Ie d eman d s
that all bow to his measures. Whilst in turn, upon Ch ns' t'lan b enevo Ience. A s an illS
' t ance
the people are selfish, equally stubborn, and amongs t us, I WI
'II st at e th at a B ro th er wh 0
determine that as they cannot consistently t rave Is as ex t'enslve Iy as any, an d wh 0 nevsupport, ,one so haughty
and, so destitute
of er d'd
' a fixe d sa Iary, t 0Id me th at
,
,
I
receive
the Spmt of Chnst, they Will do nothmg.h
th
I
muc
e arger par t 0 f h'IS suppor t was reboth, are ,.wrong; for
all
such
ultraism
is
as
'd
fi
..
celve rom th e 1lan ds 0 f PREACHERS.
antI-Chnshan as It ISunwise. A little more
of the self-denying Spirit of our profession , ,But t~ answer your last question direc~ly,
would correct all such evils.
It IS OWIDgto how you use the word lnreAgain: Preachers often act very unwisely ling. If you use it so as to mean one who
in constantly pressing their claims. The preaches only for wages-who has no highpeople come together to hear the gospel of er motive in view than the dollars and cents
Christ,-which, if it be proclaimed proper- he receives, and if we have any such hirely, will make them feel all their obligations lings, I say we are, so far as they are con-but instead thereof, they hear den uncia- cerned, degenerating. But it is as ungenertions of the selfishness and covetousness ofj ous as it is unjust to apply ,t~e word in this
the church, which disgusts them with the sense to one who labors dllJgently for the
preacher, if not with the church itself; and honor of his Master, simply because he rethe Brethren, so far from desiring to sustain ceives a proper support. I have no squeam-
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ism dislike to the word hireling.
The holy teach. Read 1 Cor. 9th. Gal. 6 :4-10; and
Spirit has used and sanctified it. And if if you have any further difficulty, we would
the reasonable maintenance of a man who be glad to hear from you.
J. B. F.
spends his days and nights, his strength and
money in preparing himself to disch~rge
the CHRISTIANS OUGHT TO GUARD AGAINST TOO
•
dnties of a minister of the word, be called
EASILY TAKING OFFENCE.
a "hireling system," I hesitate not to say,
When an offence takes place between one
that I am in favor of it. There is no degen- Christian and another, from what appears a
eracy in going back to Apostolic usages and personal injury, the spirit of the gospel will
divine appointments.
The Apostles call dispose the offended party to explain that part
such a maintenance, HIRE.
We may do the of his brother's conduct, which is the ground
same. It gives evidence to the minds of ofthe offence, in the most favorable way. He
reflecting men, of a narrow mind and deep will see,ifit can be imputed to a deficiency in
seated prejudices, to be offended by a word; the knowledge of some part of divine truth, or
and especially by one which is applicable to to a casual neglect, or to some view which,
every ploughman, Mechanic, or school-mas- though false, was conscientiously held by
tel' who receives wages, or food and clothing the aggressor, or to some peculiarity in his
for his labor. Allow me also to remark: If temper, or situation in life, which particuI understand what you mean by "hireling larly exposed him to temptation. This is
system," our Brethren no where, so far as the manner in which love naturally opel am informed, have any other than that rates. We discover this every day, in the
which justice, the honest sentiment of the attempts which the partiality of friendship
community and the word of God authorizes, makes, to apologize for those parts of the
except wbere they neglect the law and ordi-l conduct of one to whom we are attached,
nation of God, that "the laborer is worthy of which :eeailymay in themselves be in a great
his hire." But there are many places where measure indefensible.
men, to excuse their idolatrous, covetousWe may go, indeed, too far in justifying
ness, or to appear great by denouncing great a friend's conduct to the world; and.ifwe do
and good men, or to wantonly gratify their so, it may have a pernicious effect: it may
disposition to murmur and complain-men
have the appearance of sacrificing truth to
wltom Jude describes as clouds without WA- partiaiity. But I question if it be possible
TER, or raging waves of the great sea of to go too far, in endeavoring to mitigate, in
human selfishness, who foam out their own our own minds, what appears to us a pershame-who
talk of "hireling preachers" sonal injury. One thing is certain, that if
and large salaries to which they never con- there be an extreme on this side, it is
tributed a dime; the failure of the Reforma- one into which men very rarely fall, while
tion, and the direlections of the Brethren; they almost universally fall irrt(}the opposite
and these, I suppose, will exist so long as one. It is equally certain, that while such a
sin exists, to test the temper and try the disposition to take the most favorable view
faith, and love of all good men. To teach we possibly can of a man's conduct, who
such their error and danger is one of the has offended us, is evidently that which the
duties of an Evangelist, which he is com- spirit of the gospel inspires, it tends greatly
'manded to perform with all long-suffering. to prepare the mind for the removal of the
May we all-both preacher and people-be
offence, and for the complete restoration of
.able yet to learn that "we are not our own;" mutual confidence and affection.
that all we have and are, whether oftalents,
But, of all considerations, that which is
education, or substance, has been given us calculated most effectually to subdue every
as the Stewards of the Lord, to whom we improper feeling here, is a deep conviction
must give an account; for surely most, if how much we ourselves need forgiveness.
not all, have received more than we have There must be a great deficiency in our
used for his glory. So I believe and so I impression of this truth, if we do not discov-
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er the utmost readiness to promote a reconciliation.
Our Lord taught his disciples to
pray, "forgive us our debts as we forgive
our debtors;" and on this part of his prayer
we have his own iljlfallible commentary:

Wilson, in his:Hebrew Grammar, says, "the
name JEHOVAH,in the original, is expressive
of the self-existence, independence and eternityof God. It has been said, and perhaps
justly, that its full meaning and energy cannot be conveyed by a single term in any lan"for ifye forgive men their trespasses, your guage. It appears that, even in the time of
heavenly father will also forgive you. But if Josephus, the custom obtained, which still preye forgive not men their trespasses, neither vails among the Jews not to pronounce the
will your father forgive you your trespasses."
sacred name, from the reverence which seems
Matt. 6 :14. The necessity of habitually
to savour of superstition.
'God revealed to
cultivating a forgiving temper, is also finely Moses'says
the historian, 'his proper and peillustrated in that beautiful parable, which is culiar title, never before made known to men,
recorded,
Matt. 18:23. to the end.- Wm. which it is not lawful for one to mention.'

Innes.

I'

l
From the Port Folio.

LOVELINESS.-lt is not your neat dress,
your expensive shawl, or your golden fingers that attract the attention of men of
sense.
They look beyond these.
It is

JEHOVAH.
JEHOVAHis the ineffable name of God. In
they study.
If you are
Hebrew it consists of four letters, i"T ~ i"T ~ your character
trifling and loose in your conversation-no
and hence it is called the noman tetragrammaton, or quadriliteral name. It is derived from matter if you are as beautiful as an angelIt is the
the substantive verb i"T .~ iT havah TO BE, and you have no attraction for them.
true loveliness of your natures that win and
as it contains in itself, the present, past and continue to retain the affections of the heart.
future forms of the verb, it is to be considered
as designating God as immutable, eternal; the Young ladies sadly miss it who labor to imonly being who can say forever, I AM,THATI prove their outward look, while they bestow
AM.
Among the Jews it was considered un- not a thought on their minds.
Fools may
lawful to pronounce the name of God, except be won by the gew gaws and fashionable,
on certain occasions when it was only uttered showy dresses; but the wise and substanby the High Priest in the Holy of Holies; tial are never caught by such traps.
Let
therefore, when the word occurred in reading, modesty be your dress.
Use pleasant and
the Jew substituted the word Adonai ~.),~
agreeable
language,
and though you may

l

or Lord. The custom of not pronouncing this not be courted by the fop and the sap, the
name probably originated from a wish to pre- good and truly great will love to linger in
vent its becoming known to surrounding na- your steps.
tions and being by them blasphemously applied
_
to their idols. "Some of the Jews" says Dr.
CUARACTER INDICATED BY THE LAUGH.
Mackey, afterwards attempted, by an ingeni- -How
much of character is there in a laugh!
ous corruption of the text of Exodus-"thisis
You know no man till you have heard him
my name forever, and this is my memorial unto laugh-till
you know when and how he will
laugh. There are occasions-there
are huall generations, to change the word OS)) olam mors, when a man with whom we have been
L alam, that is long bfamiliar,
which signifies "forever" to O/~
b
k' shall quite
. startle and repel
us,
y rea mg out !Illo a laugh which
"to be concealed" and hence the passage was comes manifestly right from his heart, and
translated "this is my name to be concealed," which yet we had never heard before.
instead of "this is my name forever."
Even in fair ladies, with whom I have been
The Jews believed that the holy name iT1iT\ much pleased, I have remarked the same
which they held in the highest veneration was thing.
As in many a heart a sweet angel
possessed of unbounded power. "He who pro- slumbers unseen till some happy moment
nounces it, say they, shakes heaven and earth, awdakes .it'blsOthhere sleepsd0ften. in gracbiouks
'
.
'. astolllshment
an amla
e .c aracters
ac
an d Inspires
t h e very angels With
d
I
'..eep Inh' the
h
'
,
"
groun,
a qUIte vu gar spmt, w IC starts
an.d terror., There IS a sovereign ,authonty ,I,n into life when something rudely comical
thiS name; It governs the world by ItS power. * penetrates into the less frequented
chll,ll1*CahnetsDictionaryor the Bible.
( bers of the mind.-Blackwood.
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frost of the poles.
The temperate region
I was once conversing with a very intelli- is that one where our feelings, regulated by
gent and decidedly pious Methodist gentle- knowledge and judgment, swell into admiman, on the general character of Revival- ration, gratitude and praise, the result of an
ists. His father kept a large house, and active faith in the great realities of Religion.
ever had an open door for all strangers, but The convert made by such forced influences
especially for preachers of all denomina- and the incorrigible sinner both falsify the
tions, which gave to my friend the opportu- divine purpose in man. The one, cowers
nity of observing the disposition and char- before God, as before a devouring pestiacter of a large number of this genus homo. 1ence, which is ·onlyto be escaped by costly
Said I, "What is your candid opinion of Re- offerings and self-imposed penances i-the
vivalists generally? I know you will not other, exalts himself above God as though
hesitate to tell me, whether it be favorable there were none. The God of the convert
or unfavorable."
is a chimera of a diseased imagination; that
Said he, "Mr. F. I have known many"of the sinner, sheer pride. But to the man
and here he mentioned the names of the who intelligently submits to the God of the
prominent Revivalists in the U. S.-"I have Bible, there is a ceaseless spring of true enseen them under all disguises and with their thusiasm, because a spring of intelligence
masks off-and whilst I have known some and life. The motives which move such a
arrant scoundrels, I never knew ONE good mind to action are ever living, young and
man among them! I have known them sin- powerful, and need no hypocritical cant to
cere and honest men when they commenced fan them into flame, but they expand with
their revivalist efforts; I never knew one to the infinite expansion of human reason, and
remain so. The flattery of their friends; the ceaseless progress of Christian perfection
the deceptive means to which they are com- The religion of Christ addresses itself to
pelled to resort to get up a revival; the high the whole man: to his head and to his heart;
excitement of the animal passions which in- to his understanding and to his affections,
evitably accompanies a revival; the power and sanctifies each to God.
they gain over the weak and ignorant-all,
We were reminded of these thoughts by
have a tendency to tempt and corrupt them. hearing, a few nights since, a beginning efI have known many-I never knew one who fort, of a man excluded from u respectable
was proof against the temptation!"
1 Christian church for gross immorality, to
The observation of my friend is my own get up a revival. He talked of the "emerobservation; and when we consider the. aId cedars of the City of Rocks"-of
"telmeans resorted toto get up a revival, there is egraphic despatches from heaven"-of "cano wonder that its public agents are wicked mera obscura, Daguerreotype likenesses
men.
of the Savior upon the sinner's heart"-of
I am not opposed to revivals of Religion, "hell-fire and brimstone"-of
"individuals
where religious zeal and devotion have died rolling upon a fiery ocean"-interspersed
out; but I am opposed to religious revivals; with the usual anecdotes of the conversion
to mere momentary excitements, gotten up of dear husbands, loved wives and darling
to add numbers to a particular church, children; detailing conversations between
which is generally effected at the expense my loves and my doves, etc., etc.-which
of truth, of decency and of good ordermade tlle weak minded weep; the sceptical
by appeals to the baser passions of human smile and the profligate laugh, and all open
nature, and trespasses upon the ignorance, their eyes with different feelings of sursuperstition and servilityofthe multitude.Let prise and disgust, that such a man, with
no one understand us as advocating a cold such materials, should have the support of a
and formal religion, because it is orderly respectable people and be able to make sinand respectable. This is the other extreme. cere and respectable men do hi~·bidding.
One i~ the heat of the tropic~; the other the.
The following very judiciolls remarh.
REVIVALISTS
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VAGRANT

THOUGHTS

ON SOLITUDE.

=~~pres;n-l
cations of h~~:;=~re
out:f
ted in the form of a caricature are true to place. You wIll be shorn of your strength,
.
. ' .
.
if men should fail to know that you were an
the lIfe. Let the lovers of smcenty, punty
.
t" . I
h"
d h
h 11
emmen reVIva preac er; an
ow s a
and truth, read and ponder the.m. The! they know it, unless you assume the attitude
show how to get up a modern revIVal,and If and perform the functions of one~ How,
their directions are followed there can be no unless you assert your appropriate prerogadoubt of success:
[En'
t!ves'"and proclaim your abundant qualificat
Ions!
"Have a systematic and stereotyped proYour vocation and work are solemn and
cess of d.ea.lingwit~ saints a~d sinners.you must persuade men by the terro~s of
Bang Chnstlans untIl they WIllweep and the Lord. But many minds are better
confess, and "break down all before God," reached by somethin<Jfacetious or ludicrous
(you need confess nothing yourself;) then therefore becoming ~ll things to all men, b~
declare them. fit for the work and urge them ~occasionally theat.:ical, aud act the stageforward continually, to pray and exhort, and player.
"bring everybody in to partake in the gloWhen you can reckon a number of conrious work." Urge sinners, whether con- verts, be prompt to teach them how natural
victed and anxious or not, press them by it is for them to feel a strong attachment to
public and private appeals, to put themselves those who have been so earnest for their
in the way of a blessing; to come to the conversion. Bring out the peculiarities of
gospel pool; to submit themselves to God's your sect, and get them into the church.
method. Tell them of scores and. hunAnd, now, if examples and counsels like
dreds who have found mercy by c.ommg to these are Scriptural and judicious, adopt
the anxious seats, and thus breakmg down them.
If you hesitate, read the life of
their pride. Assure the~ that none hav6 Christ, the Acts of the ApostleS', together
been blessed at such a tIme, however anxth Paul's counsels to Timothy and Titus,
ious they may have been, who r.efused to and learn a more excellent way. The mecome. It is God's way and he wIll not de- moil' of Nettleton, also, may be useful, anu
viate from it. Rejoice 0l?enly'in every in- aid you in winning souls. AN OBSERVER."
stance of outward complIance; encourage
New York, March 28."
the first indications of hope and peace; and
•.
when they will open their mouths for God, i
For the Christian Magazine.
pronounce them converted.
v A G R A NT THOU G H T s.
Strengthen your own heart, keep alive the
SOLITUD>:.-BY
R. P. F.
faith of working Christians, strike sinners
The poets saying, that, "God made tIle
with wonder and alarm, oy proclaiming every day the number converted or awakened. country and man made the town,1' has beTell the Lord and the people how the inter- come trite from continued repetition; but
est is continually rising, how intense is the the fact, the feeling, the constant realization
feeling manifested, and what a glorious of its truth is not trite; but liveth ever in the
work is going to be wrought, if you but hold ,bosom of him, who has alike attempted to
on to the arm of the Lord. If you should
hear of opposition or disapprobation from make friends in the crowded mart, and the
any quarter, proclaim it as another to- fair fields; of the hum of the city, and the
ken for good. Say "the devil has got mad, hum of birds j of the paved walk, where the
as he always does when his kingdom is sha- hurrying passengers jostle and elbow each
ken" and his minions are exceedingly
I d
d h
h
vex~d. If the work at any time should flag other, and the.unt.ramp e woo, w ere"t e
or stop, you can charge the blame on the calm footstep IS hmdered only by the broadPharisees and hypocrites; and when you ~armed oak, or hastily draw~ bac~ from the
depar~ shake o~ the dust from yonI' feet as 1 fair face of some beseechmg WIld flower;
a testlIDony agamst th~m. You are ~lean, blushing till then, unseen, but ODDOdesert
and they are responsIble for the rums of .
h . .
d
'ld
hundreds that would have been converted if all'. Many ent USIashc pens, an
WI,
they had not hindered.
withal, have descanted on the pleasures of
Move the minds of the people by anec- solitude; but, in my estimation, they have
eat placed solitude wl~ere she is not-in the
dot~s, startlin~ stories, your own
achl~vements .m other pla~es, and voclfera- valle or the field, the mountain crest, and
tion til preachmg and praymg. They must
y,
know that you are filled with the Spirit, en- the oce.an-shore.
.
dued with the power from on high, and so
Not m the vale-where
t~e nvulet, now
familiar with the Deity that the usual indio , moaning over some gentle npple, now murI
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muring th:ough some tedious winding-way, and the brav~;:;~ke
~:.::~
now burstmg ~ver some precipice with the to the abyss of waters, in mingled blasphehea~~ ro~r of h?erty, and then laughing on- my and prayer-there, with the curtain of
war
until swal- the sky out-hung with lam ps t 0 b ear, wh om
I
dIII Its.. unimpeded
I
fi' course
.
ow.e up III Its lappy rUltJOnof waters.he will, safely over-there, as ever where
Sohtnde dwells not there.
else, forever!
y
Not in the cultured field-where the bee
among the clover tops shameth man forever;
But to the man deeply impressed with
among the cattle of a thousand hills, low- the. wants of poor, depraved human nature,
ingtheir gratulatory deep bass, in that never Sohtude, a desolate feeling of loneliness,
ceasing concert, of which, the many fami- falls over him more desparingly in t.he cit.y,
lies of birds, perched on. the scattered trees than any where else. It is that acute feelspared by the merciful woodman, t.ake the ing of utter isolation of mind and affections,
Iligh tenors, and the bleating flock, during st~iking into his heart, as he surveys the hursome casual intercession, throw in an ever rymg crowd be~ore him, caused by the sponmournful s~lo. What if the swine grunt.s ~~aneous reflectl?n, tha~ none. of these movforth, from Jaws unmusical, his grat.ing dis- i mg sha~es, fashJ~ne.d In the Image of God,
cord.? Is not the concord tlrat fGllows the have a smgle asplnttJOIlbeYOOld
t.he business
sweeter? and is there ROt a lesson fraught. of th.e present hour; that the Gods of Comwith meaning in his autteral teachinas-that
merce,.of Pleasure, alld of Fashion rule sudiscord jars life's sw:etest melodies:that the premely here; and that. lie, whose thoughts
"trail of the serpent" is .over all, the whole would penetrate the God's Eternity; whose
footstool of God.
eye would even pierce, from this low point
Solitude on the mountain top ?-Any of obser;ation.' into,the spirit-land-into the
where else but there. There-where
the Everlastmg-Llfe-Kmgdom;
pierce to the
mind takes in the immensity of creat.ion shoreless domain of Infinity, even to the
and the heart struggles within, like a st.ron~ "Dismal Deat.h Kingdom;" and whose voice
man, in the omnipotence of its feelings even here would fain join in the song of the
'd
.
and both rise higher, up, with the mountain ?ran orchestra of the universe, aye, fancy
itself, into nobler thoughts, emotions, and Its ~otes heard by spirits of more glorious
aspirations. Where the bold rocks heave bodIes-that he, were he t.o cry reform to
up their awful forms to the clouds, and the these people, would find his voice soundclouds, rushing to the embrace pour forth less, when rung against the breath of Comtheir thundering diapason, or rest, glory- merce. !his Solitude? No: this is hard by
sunned, upon the rocks' uncovered heads to Despair. Happy he, who with strong
till night provides her diadem of stars.
'mind and lungs, and world-wide affections,
Nor on the resounding shore :-Not where shall raise his voice, ill such a place as this,
the billows with sparkling crests, sportive- amid ~is living desolation; this splendid
ly chase each other to the line where their desolatJOn of columned palaces glittering
proud waves are stayed, on sands "red rib- with riches, and soul-palaces untenanted;
hed" or iron-bound shores. Nor yet in the glorious desolation of moving God-shaped
midst of old ocean himself. The Ancient figures, even under Fashion's caricatures,
Mariner was mistaken. He was not,
travelling whither they know not and care
Alone,alone,all,all,alone,
not-happy he, I say, who shall erect himAlone on a Wide, wide sear
So loneitw~sthatGodhimself,
se If' m firon t 0 f tl'US tIl'
rave mg column of
scar~eseemed
theretobel
i would-be immortals, and raise his voice for
Even the Marmer soon found "a thousand the truth and right, unappalled in the Fiend's
li;ing things." God is in the sublimest of Empire around him; who shall despair not,
hiS works-there, as the Btrong ship ploughs in this noisy solitude-; for strong perseve~er way through the waste of waters-there,
ranee will break the enchanted canopy
m the storm that engulphs her, when up- raised by the Devil's clamour to hinder man
rises "from sea to sky the wild farewell,", made upright, from looking upward; it wili
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voice will break through it! named Eve. From these two-male
and
'
l
.
in the end, and ascend, and be heard, and' female-have sprung all human bemgs who
be answered.
now inhabit the earth. There is, then, pri."
marily, no distinction, no castes, no priviFor the "Christian Magazine."
leged degrees, among their descendants.DIGNITY
OF CRISTIAN
CHARACTER.
The flesh and blood of the most worthless
In all ages of the world, there have been vagabond on the face of the earth, is as
grades in human society; and these owe pure, and as noble, as is the flel$h and blood
their origin to, and are regulated by circum- of a king upon his throne, swaying the hustances arising from the nature of the case. man destiny of a nation'. Now, though this
At this day human society is composed of is true as regards mere fl~sh and blood,
several grades or castes, the lines of which there is a distinction in human society,
are so distinctly drawn as to be easily dis- which the creator recognizes, growing out
tinguished by tile most superficial observer. of the relation between cause and effect, to
These may be designated thus :-The high- be observed. This distinction, however, is
est, or first class; medium, or second; lowest, not based npon any classification of human
or third class. These are not unfrcquently society as given above; but upon the formasubdivided; and the lines of sub-division tion of such a character as accrues from an
marked by peculiar circumstances, the ab- obedience to the laws of God. In the folrogation of which would prove disastrous to lowing passages, God is said, not to be a rethe caste. The above classification embra- spector of person, viz: Deut. 10: 17; 2 Ch.
ces the whole human family, with a single 19: 7; Job 34: 19; Rom. 2: 11; Ga. 2: 6;
exception, of which we will presently speak. 1 Pe. 1: 17. The contexts show, however,
So distinctive are the lines of each that it is that he is a respecter of character. With
a principle of primary education, to infuse God, then, the standard of good society isinto the mind of the young, the importance Christian character; and the means of atof preserving them inviolate. As soon as a taining to that character, are an obedience
child is capable of comprehending the to the laws of his revealed religion.
meaning of words, it is urged upon not to
This, then, is the Christian's duty-by a
disgrace it$elf, and the circle to which it, by continual observance of the laws which rebirthright, belongs, in crossing the line of gulate the sphere in which he moves, to keep
demarkation in the scale of society. Thus himself separate from all such othe~ influthe first class are not to look upon the sec-. ences of society, as are, in their character
ond, as equals; nor the second to look upon and tendency, calculated to bring a reproach
the third, as such. It is not our intention upon the society to which he belongs. If
to complain of these divisions. We view the different grades to which we have rethem as necessary, in a great degree, to the ferred are to be preserved pure and un conharmony and peace of society. We have taminated, by their respective members
called attention to them but to show that moving within their proper sphere or circle,
there is another caste in society-overlooked
we contend that christian dignity of charand forgotten by many it is true-and which acter is to be preserved, in like manner, by
is, every way, pre-eminently superior, above an obedience to the same character of laws
all others. This fourth class or caste, is that govern the others-that is, moving withCHRISTIANSOCIETY. To show wherein its in its own sphere, and preserving its dignity
superiority exists, is the object of the pre- by refusing to incorporate any of the rules
sent essay.
of action which govern those circles so manDivine History informs us that, the Crea- ifestly inferior. If the first class of hutor took of the dust of the earth, shaped an man society cannot, without evident danger
image, placed within it a principle of life; of compromising its dignity, condesc0nd to
and this image became a living soul, and re- place itself upon a level, and receive into
ceived the name, Adam. From a bone of social compact and fellowship, the second
this being, God created another, who was class, or the second the third, neither can
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Christian society welcome to its embrace from golden instruments, will salute with
the governing rules of the others, without sweetest tones, his immortal ear. The wine,
evident danger of compromising its dignity, new in the kingdom of heaven, will gladden
and insulting the wisdom and benevolence his heart. The songs of the innumerable
of its author. There can be no compoun- host will cheer his spirit forever and ever.
ding,-no
equalization,-no
levelling of But the mind is not competent to even faintChristian character to that of either of the lly describe the joys and blessings of the
divisions we have named. They are as an- meek and lowly, but dignified follower of
tipodal as opposite sides can be-as truth is Messiah.
to falsehood-as light to darkness-as
day
In view of all this, what is the difference
to night. To coerce a fellowship between between the dignity of the Christian, and
Christianity and humanism in any, or in all human standards of merit. All-more than
of its phases, which will meet the approba- we can possibly describe. "High as heation of high heaven, without detracting from ven, broad as earth, deep as hell."
the dignity of the first, is as impossible as
Mayall christians see the importance of
to coerce the incorporation of oil and water maintaining their true dignity of character
without destroying the quantity or quality of pure and inviolate; and then do it.
either. It cannot be done.
';Yemay, at some future time, resume the
'd
•
f thO
b'
t
S%%'!i-%
True, people do say, a Christian is but a consl eratlOn 0
IS su ~ec .
.
man-therefore he is no better than one of
-.the world. But we say, that a Christian is RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.-EXTRACTS

FROM LETTERS.
Brother G. W. H. SmTH, New Orleans, April 17th,
writes us: "1 have immel'sed several in different parts
of the South since I left your city; a worthy man in Ihis
city last night, from Lafouche. A few servants made
confession in St. Francisville last Lod's day. I immersed a lady in Whiteville, Miss., on the Lord's day
before. My efforts in Texas, I trust were not in vain.
I leave this evening for the Yazoo country.
"1 was glad to bear from bro. Reeves (S. C.) and
and that he so zealously exerts bis powers in the Re·
deemer's cau.e. 1 learn with great delight the success
of bro. McCall. Truly, we have many worthy brethren
strewed over the South. I hope the CHRISTIAN l\:lAGAZlNE will reach every neighborbood where the Lord
has a follower. But, Ob! tbe drooping tidings of departed friends-bro. EARLE is gone-and another in
tbe same state (S. C.) at Erwinton, amiable and in tbe
morn oflife. Mydear bro., 1 condole with the friends for
tbelossofwortband
innocence, benevolence and purity.
"'Ve have a building enterprize in tbis city wortby
tbe ambition of every man of might. Jerusalem needed
aid and obtained it. Cbristianity might find a city in
our land where a house might be erected and a door

more than a man-is more than humanity
itself. In what does that superiority consist? It consists in being "a son of God;"
and if "a son, then an heir." Can you comprehend the superiority of christian character above every thing human? You cannot. It is impossible for the mind of man,
comprehensive as it is, to determIne the
magnitude of the dignity of the Christian
above that of all other stations in human
society. The hope of the Christian reaches
beyond the grave-far, far into the endless
ages of eternity. Human life is but the
first moments of his existence. Death, for
him hath no terrors. The grave is but the
r' h b t l'
t
1 f, r't
A
an I-C am er 0 us e ern a e ICIy.
ngels, "bright shining as the sun," will be his
future companions. God's everlasting kingdom will be his home. His "God is the
rock of his salvation." The God of the
.

..

.

l

opened for th~usands and hun~reds o~ thousands to hear
the word of lIfe. But "chanty begllls at borne" and.
w111 ends! As 1 am a traveller, 'going about,' it is not
.

ulliverse IShiS God. Jesus, the Chnst,
be his leader, commander, witness, friend, slrange tbat 1 should admire benevolence as extensive as
brother and protector. His acquaintance- the broad eartb, an~ as boundless as the pbilanthropy of
h'
'th
d . f'll
t
him who left home (m beavcn) to bless man and bestow
S lp WI sorrow an gne WI come 0 an an eternal inberitance; he was ricb but has divided bis
end. All traces of grief will be wiped,! patrimony."
from his eyes. Trials and afflictions will no Brother JOHN R. MCCALL infonned us, as he passed
more impede his way. Dark and lowering througb our city, of a large and respecta~le Baptist
I d
'll
I
b d' h' h .
cburcb in Alabama who bave declared .gamst tbe huC ~u S WI no .onger e 1m JS onzon.man name, Baptist, and have resolved to keep tbe ordiHIS pathway WIll lay through one eternal nances as they were delivered to the primitive church,
region of glory.
The music of heaven, and to hold fellowship wilh all who conform to tbe reo
I
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quisition. of the New Testament.
Thi. denomination
have published some works which are working like leavcn in many of their congregations. And whilst many
of their authors and people would regret exceedingly to
be ranked with us, owing to the reproaches we have
suffered at the hands of some of their teachers, at the
same time, we recognize them as advancing to the very
same point where, twenty years ago, our Brethren took
their position.

In this we

rejoice,

20th write.: "The editorial ability and mechanical exexecution of the Magazine arc of the most excellent
stamp, and their reward among an enlightened people
ought to be an extell3ive patronage."
Brother JERE.IIAH DUCKWORTH, Portland, Ala.
writes: "Our affairs touching the Lord's business get
along slowly. 'Ve necd efficient help. Brother Hooker, an excellent man and a preacher calculated to do

and as we ask 110 much go.od, gave us a visit some months sillee.

one to corne to us, bnt to return to the foundation laid
by the Apostles of our Lord, we will continue to rejoice
at every movement which tends that way, whether we
.be acknowledged or not. Fa" my own part, I belong to
no party under heaven but the Lord's party, and I am
f,'ee to recognize his people everywhere and in evcry
gradation of their advancement to that Jerusalem which
is the mother of us all.
Brother McCall in conjNnction with B,'nther Hooker,
Rives and others immersed over oue hundred during his
recent tOUl'to the South.
Brother J A>IESK. ALLEN, Todd co. Ky, 18th Apl'il,
informs us "that rmder the labors of Elder R. F. and
brother John D. Fcrguson, the Brethrenhada delightful
meeting at Allensville, where the cause has beeu languishing for some time. Two were added and some re8tore,1 to the fellowship of the church, and all were
strengthened and eneouraged, and were made to partake
of a spiritual faith."
One was added in Elkton also.
[We rejoice in the reconeiliatiou of the difficulties at
Allensville. For this end we have labored and prayed
and suffered reproach for two years. The Lord enable
us ever to follow the things which make for peace and
whereby we may edify another.]

He has

Elder JAMES A. BUTLER, Hamilton, Miss., April
18th, writes: "I delivered three discourses in the l\iasonic Hall, Aberdeen, on yesterday, to full houses. In
the mornin~ I attended the Baptist Sunday school and
by request heard a class, and delivered an addre~s to
the school. I was never treated with more christian
respect. The school numbers, as Dr. Dunklin informed me, one hundred and thirty. The principal,
bro. Walton, seemed to be a perfect gentleman and
christian.
"May the mantle of Heaven he over every institution
devoted to the amelioration of man. May the broad
streams of favor issue tram the .Appe"i" •• of God's
philanthropy, and run swiftly through all lands.
"The devoted, liheral and influential bro. J. M, An..
derson and Ius most ammble consort, are much stirred
up to the good cause. Sister Manly is a walking luminary in the firmament of Zion. The cause will triumph.
"A, Ie tt e' 'b efiore me ~
,rom b 1'0. B • Cooper, M'anon AI.,

been successful in Lownds and Green counties. We
~are very anxious to have the labors of Bro. Hall."
i B,'other AMOSK,RKPATR,CK, Meigsville, April 9th,
writes: "I am sixty-nine years old. 1 have heen enlisted in the cause of God forty years, and soon shall
receive my discharge.
Go on, my deal' Erother, and
do all the good you can. We will get our reward after
a while. Some of our people discontinucd your excclJeut paper because of its price. A low-priced paper
suits our people best."
[Brother K" we cannot pub!ish a paper of the size and characte,' of ours for less
price. We do not expect to realize any pecuniary advantage from it at its present pricc; but we will selld it
to anyone who will tell us he is not able to pay for it.
Our low-priced papers are geuerally gotten up in most
miscrable style, and are mostly re-prints of articles in
other papers, and they must be so until either their patronage or change of priee will allow them to do better.]
Brother H. 8. CAMPBELL, Gainesville, Ga., 10th
March, writes: "I stand alone in this community, surrounded by the different parties in religion, nOne of
whom seem willing to examine the things advocated by
the Disciples of Christ.
"I became obedient to the faith some sixteen months
since by read,ing t~'~ word of God, aided ther~in,by bro.
A. Campbefl s wl'ltmgs. I seldom see a DIscIple and
out tW? ?r thre~ proclaimers of the ancient ~ospel Imve
ever vIsIted tlus place. Bro. E, A. SmIth stopped
with, m~ a d~y or two in 1844, and I have been anxiousIy wlslung Ius return, hoping he would bring some of the
proclaiming brethren. I hope some of the brelhren
who p~oclaim the ancient o~der of things will find it
convement to pass through tlu~ country and call on me.
My eldest daughter would become obedient now, but
there is no one nnder sixty miles to immerse her.
"My Brother, think of the privations I suffer! 0 how
I would be encouraged and eomforted had I even two or
three brethren to assemble with me on Lord's day! How
would I be edified! how would I abound! May the
Lord be ever with you and crown your labours with
abundant suecess."
[Wil~ not ~ome of au'' proclaiming Brethren who are
at eas~ III ZIOn, tlnnk of the gTeat harvest field of the
South.]
Brother A. P ~DON,Port Gibson Miss., March 15th,

April 2d, says, 'Bra's. 1\1cCall, Hooker, Reeves and
myself laboring in the south. Thirty.six have recently
been added to the good cause.'
"0 L
'
.
ord remember thy ZIOn III Ala. Go on brethreno Sow the good seed, broad-cast."
Brother B. B. 'V ASHnURN, Gainesboro, Ten., 13tll
A'J
.
"H'
I 1
, pn ,wntes:
aVIll~dcr
cbol~ey.read the MAGAZINE from
Its commencement, an
e levmg it i3 just such a paper
as we need in promoting the great and important t,'uths
at Christianity, I will use every excrtion in m
"
,.
y power
to p"omot~ Its cll'culatlOn m my county."
Brothe, A. S. GRAY, Mount Pleasant, Texas, Feb.

writes, "On the 2d inst. I visited the beautiful city of
Baton Rouge, La .., and found ~ company of excellent
Brethren, numbermg about tlmty, wh~ had been gatI?ered together by l1I'o.. J. A. Gano, durmg his recent
v's,tto the South. He Ilnmersed more than one half of
them. The Brethren meet. every Lord's-day to show
forth the deatll of their Redeemer, t.o read his word, and
to teach one another the ways of r",hteousness "
El'Other JOHN MEE, Charleston, Tenn., 10tl; March,
writes: "We have constituted a church near this place
o~ seventeen .n~eJllberS,who have to contend wi,h all
kllld of °pP?SlllOn. Bro: H. Randolph is labol'erCor us,
whose dlstnet extends IOta GeOl·gla. I have an acquaintance with Bro. Fanning. 1'Iease say to him I
hope to III eet him ill the heavenly Canaan."
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sown III many earts, hereafter to bring
DEARBRO.FERGUSON:
forth an abundant harvest unto eternal life.
In the month of March we had the We commend this point to the attention of
pleasure of visiting the following churches: all travelling prodaimers who may have it
1. Cedar Creek, Marshall co.-Met with in their power to give a call. Efforts will
the brethren but once; presented the impor- probably be made at an early date to build
tance of co-operation, general and local, both or otherwise secure a suitable meeting
of which enterprises were approved so far house.
as we could learn. They resolved to adThe following Lord's day, or last in
dress a circular to the churches in Marshall March, was spent at Woodbury, where it
requesting a meeting at Lewisburg, to con- was our intention to have made an effort on
sult on sustaining the gospel in the county. co-operation, but the great confusion into
We here met with our beloved bro. Cone which things were thrown by the destrucwho has since been ca!led by the Maury tive freshet of March, induced a postponeco. co-operation to labor in that part of the ment to a more favorable period. We here
Lord's vineyard. This church is under the ~~t wi~h bro. Curlee, ;vho, in all probacare of bro's. Hardison and Fox who seemed bllity wIll, consent to Evangelize through
much interested in co-operation.
Cannon, so far as his health will permit.2. Lasea, Maury co.-This
congrega- Ne~t month, the Lord willing, we shall visit
tion ~sold, numerous and influential, planted White, Overton, Jackson and Smith counand trained chiefly by bro. J. K. Speer, and ties.---Yours
in hope,
at present under the oversight of Elders
J. J. TROTT,
Hardison and Shires. Entered fully into
JNO. EICHBAUM.
the spirit of gospel effort, contributing some
[The above report w~s not received until
$16 for general purposes and likewise uni- after the May No. was Issued.-ED.]
ted with the brethren throughout Maury for
local evangelizing. While here we had the
'l'EMPERANCE.
pleasure of hearing the confession of a
BRO.FERGusON:-Please give the followdaughter of our estimable bro. Speer.
ing queries a place in your valuable paper.
3. Berea, Marshall co.-One of the old1. Are not Christians, in view of the curest churches in the state, and estimable for
piety, intelligence and zeal in sustaining the rent Temperance reformation, called upon
good cause. Though visited in the week to take decisive ground upon the question
and not under favorable circumstances, they of total abstinence?
manifested their liberality by a contribution
2. Admitting that they have the abstract
of over $14, for state co-operation. Bro's. . h (
Manire and Thompson, members of this ng t and this only for argument) to use
congregation, occasionally labor in the word ardent spirits, should they not sacrifice this
and doctrine.
right, if its exercise manifestly bring a re4. Liberty, Marshall co.-On Friday we proach upon the church of Christ?
reached the meeting house, found doors
3. Is it not true that in the eyes of a larae
dosed, and soon learned to our great re.
.
b
gret that our letter containing appointment ~portIOn of ~ven the unprofessl~~ world ~vehad not come to hand. Efforts were made ry drop of liquor drunk by Chnstlans, brmgs
to secure a congregation next day-met and their religion into disgrace and contempt?
suggested the subject of co-operation. Th.e
4. Is it practising those things which are
brethren were not th~n prep.ared to contn- pure lovely honest and of good re art for
bute, but gave a cordml sanctIOn to the plan
'
,
..,
. 'P '.
proposed. After discoursing on Lord's day professor~?f the Chnstlan religIOn to dnnk
we journeyed next day to
ardent spmts?
5. Shelbyville.-The
congregation at this
5. Does not the principle which Paul
point was scantly organized, embracing avowS in Rom. 14: 4. "It is good neither
some twenty
appeared
., wwe nor any thmg
.
"f
ltd names.f They. d"
Th to be to eat fles,h nor to dnnk
o one lear an 0 one mm .
ey meet
.
every Lord's day in an humble school-room whereby thy brother stumbleth, or IS offento keep the ordinances and improve in ded, or is made weak;" apply with full force
Christian knowledge. At these meetings to those members of churches who are now
bro. Anderson usually presides and teaches. offending not indeed their weak brethren
We labored in the fundamental principles
....
of Christian doctrine for several days be- but. the stron.gest, ~y.perslstmg.m a practice
fore very respectable and increasing au- iwhich public 0pllllOn unequivocally condiences and trust that the good seed was demns?

I

I
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6. Is not Christianity the purest, most reformatory, civilizing and refining institution
in the world, and is not the vice of drunken-

A.

SMITH.

~

LETTERFROM
ELDEREPHRAIM
A. SMITH.
ATHENS,Ten., 6th May 1848.
BELOVEDlIRO.FERGUSON:
Health, peace and prosperity! I see
ness a legitimate object of its reformatory in the last "Magazine" that special meetings
influence and if so, are Christians doing have been appointed by the brethren for
right in withholding their influence from the next month at Clarksville and Oikiadelphia.
present Temperance reformation?
With the blessing of the Lord I hope to be
7. How shall Christians give their influence one amongst them. Hope I shall be able
to reach your city by the 4th Lord's day of
-through
human organizations or through this month.
the Christian organization? If through huThanks to you for your kind notices of
man organizations, will not this be detract- the Am. and Fr. Bible Society, which is doing so much from the glory due to Christian- ing a good work. I hope the brethren every where will prepare themselves to furnish
ity and is not the proof of such detracting liberal assistance. "The Lord loveth a
tendency to be found in the very common cheerful giver." I am assured that such
assertion so triumphantly made, that the will be greatly blessed. 0 that the hearts
"Sons of Temperance" are doing more for of God's people may be truly opened to do
the will of the Lord!
society than Christians?
Yesterday, I received a letter from the
8. If members of churches, now Sons of corresponding Sccretary; and from a printed
Temperance, would devote the extra time, notice accompanying it, I see with joy, that
money and electioneering influence, now more has been done through this society
consecrated to their order to the advance- during the year, than in any preceding, by
several thousand dollars. Still, the demands
ment of the Christian religion and the cre- for the good book, increase. The Baptists
alion of a proper public opinion on Tem- in the South have greatly fallen off in their
perance throughout the churches, would contributions. Cannot the Disciples supply
not much more real good be effected and the deficieucy; and, also, greatly increase
that without offence?
the amount? I feel to hope they will.
In my rapid journey through Georgia the
9. Is there any probability that a man-de- few Disciples whom I met tendered me
vised instititution, based upon purely selfish nearly $150, besides promises for more.
and carnal principles, can be of permanent
The example of the Brethren in New
duration? Is it not certain, that Christiani- York city-where they have the best opporty will abide forever, and, therefore, is it not tunity of knowing the operations of the Society-is worthy of imitation. Several have
wise in Christians to give their influence to made themselves life directors and life memTemperance, a real good, through the ever- bers by the payment of 30 and $150.lasting organization of Christ's Church?
A letter from one of the Elders, informs me
10. Can any good reason be assigned that the church recently, unanimously rewhy all Christian churches should not be solved to take up collections for the Bible
Society on the first Lord's day of each
substanl'ially, though not formally, "Divi- month. May the Good Lord greatly bless
sions of Sons of Temperance," and every them in their labors of love!
indivIaual member of every Christian church
Cannot you consent to act as bro. Henvoluntarily pledged to total abstinence?shall of Richmond Va. is doing? To wit:
Do no t th e t·Imes d eman d th··
IS! C an 1ess receive whatever the brethren of Tennes.
see, Alabama &c., may collect, and send
be done and the prosperIty and honor of it on to the Society, at the same time, rethe Christian Institution remain unimpaired? ceipting the amounts on the cover of the
Other questions su age st themselves but Christian Magazine? I trust there are maenough for the presen~
ny brethren and c111~rchesin this section
who may, through thiS channel, act. I reI n searc h 0 f t ru th yours
'"
knowlllgt
.
h atanum b ero f prea;ch e;s
'
J'E
JOlce.lI~
L
t
f
Ch
.
t
h
.
.k
are
glVlngthe
tenth
of what they receive III
[ et ev~ry servan 0
rIS W 0 see s their labors. May the Lord greatly bless
those "thmgs that are acceptable to GOD them! Hoping soon to be permitted to see
and approved of men," answer. "Happy you,1 close.--Your
brother in' Christ,
is he that condemneth not himself in the
E. A. SlVIITH, Ag't.
things that he allowcth."-En.]
ou~r~:':'E~I.1 willingly forward any amounts entrusted to
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questions which plainly exhibited their igERIlORS
UPONTHECOM'NO
OFCHRIST
CORRECTED-THE
RISE, norance of the design of his coming, asCHARACUR
ANDDOWNFALL
OFTnEAPOSTACY
FROM
PRIMh
h h
'11
h d
"'IVECHRISTIANITY-THE
FULfILLMENT
OFPAUL'S
PROPH-sures t em t at e WI not come at t e esEey, A DEMONSTRATION
OfHISINSPIRATION-THE
PAPAL
1 truction ofJ erusalem,nor until after alongpePOWER
ANTICIPATED
BYALLTnEEARLY
CHRISTIAN
WRIT-riod of calamity and corruption
in which
I

ERS,

BY TIlE

VSK OF HIS PROPHECY-ITS

CONSUMPTION

EVERLASTINO
OVERTHRow-Brief
of a Discourse

AND
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hIS dIscIples should be sufferers; that J eruEditor.
salem would be desolated-their
nation sufNowwebeseechyou,brethrenbythe comingof ourLord Ii h
d dfi I
d 1
JesusChrist,and [by]our gatheringtogetheruntohim,that er t e most rea u vengeance, an at ast
yebenotsoonshakeninyourmilld,orbetrollbled,neitherbyb
. d
f
1'1
11
spiritnorbyword,nor bylelleras fr~mus, as that the day e carne
away, as cap Ives, amono a naof Cluib'tis at hand. Letnoman deceIveyoubyany means: tions
He as always in all his teachings
for [that day shallnotcome,]excepttI,erecome a falltng
.
,
,
away first,and that manof smbe r~vealed,thesonof pe~- takes advantage of the circumstances to cordition'wlloopposethand exaltethhImselfaboveall that IS
called'God,or that is worshipped;sothat he,as,God sitteth rect what was erroneous in their views and
in the temple of God, shewlIlg hunself that he IS God. Re,
memberye not,that when I was yet with you, I toldyou to give them those true notions of his charthese things? And now ye know what withholdeth that
he might.be revealedin his time. For tile mysteryof acter and government so necessary to their
Iniquitydothalreadywork: onlyhewho nowletletll[wJ1l.
...
'
..
let)until hebe takenoutof theway. Andthen shallthat VIrtue and mtegnty m every conceivable SltWicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the.
..
.
spiritof hismouth;andshalldestroywiththe brightnessof uatlOn. He that WIll take thiS vIew of that
his coming: [Even him,] whose coming is after the working
.
.
of Satan,withaUpower,and signs,andlyingwonders,and chapter, and ItS parallel passal'les m Mark
with all the deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that
.
.
o.
perish;becausetheyreceived.notthe loveof truth,thatthey and Luke, WIll have no dIfficulty III undermight be saved. And for thiS cause God shall send them
d'
I .,
.
strong delusion,that they shouldbelievea lie:that they stan mg the c llef deSign of our SavIOur's
mjuht be damned who believed not the truth, but had plea.
.
surein unrlghteousness'.-2 Thessalo"ia"., chapter II,first dIscourse, and WIll be saved from many
12verscs.
of the perplexing difficulties of the ComTHE primitive Disciples, owing to their mentators.
Let me here say, that, the chief
Jewish prejudices and prepossessions, fell design seems to be to withdraw the minds of
into many errors. They expected, in common his disciples from their mistaken notions of
with their nation, that in the advent of the worldly power and prosperity.
In doing
Messiah, the general judgment would take this he predicts the righteous judgment of
place, the dead saints would be raised, and God upon their city, land and nation j forethe Lord, in unapproachable majesty, would warns them of the calamities they themestablish his court in the city of Jerusalem,
selves should suffer, from the persecutions
and cause all nations to come bending be- of infidels, the treachery and fraud of false
fore him. A simultaneous regeneration of brethren; that his kingdom, in all ages of
all things, was connected, in every Jewish sin, would exist in a suffering condition, liamind, with the coming of the Messiah.ble to violence without, and corruption withThe Disciples partook of this view, and du- in; and, therefore, he lays it down as a rule
ring the pilgrimage of Jesus among them, to govern their conduct in all ages that, in
never entirely lost it. It was to correct this 'their patience they must possess their souls.'
error in them, and to prevent the fatal con- There is, in my opinion, no view of the subsequences that would result to them in the ject so erroneous, and so calculated to misfinal overthrow of Jerusalem
during their lead the mind of the candid student, as that
generation,
that our Lord delivered them Christ came, in any sense in which the
his discourse as recorded in the 24th chap- words that express his coming indicate, at
ter of Mrrtthew.
He there, in· reply to the destruction
of oTerusnlem. This was
by the

l

1

1
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the error of the disciples that both Christ
and Paul labored to correct; and it has always appeared passing strange to your
speaker, that reasonable men should use the
very passages in which the error is corrected, for the purpose of fastening it upon
themselves and others. It can be accounted
for only, in the general disposition of men
to find all the judgments of God visited
upon others, and expect his blessings upon
themselves i-forgetting that our God is no
respecter of ages or persons, but in all, and
upon all, his blessings and judgments come
alike, according to the character of each.
It would seem that this error of the disciples was so wide-spread, that even the
expressions of the Apostles with respect to
Christ's coming in the future judgment, in
their letters and speeches, were calculated
to favor it. To prevent this misconstruction of his letters and speeches, the Apostle
wrote the epistle to the Thessalonians from
which we have selected our subject. He
warns them to be neither shaken in mind
nor troubled in spirit by any thing that he
had said or written. Nay, that the opinion
that the Lord was at hand, would be not only

Church of God; claiming divine honors;
nay, exalt itself above all that is called God
or is worshipped.
5. Its adherents would be visited with
strong delusions.
6. It would be gradually consumed, and
finally destroyed.
1. We assume that all these particulars
except the 6th, have been fulfilled, and that
the fulfillment stands out before this generation as a confirmation of the truth of Christianity which no man can gainsay. There
were many apostacies in the primitive
church-even
in the Apostolic day the
mystery of iniquity was at work. The
names of many heresiarchs are given in the
New Testament, and all history assures us
of the existence and character of these and
many others. But they all concentrated in
one-a concentrated and- stupendous fabric
of corruption, idolatry and crime, such as
never was before, nay, nor ever shall be
again. I refer to the ROMANPAPACYas
the Apostacy here described, and !he Pope
as the Man of Sin.
2. This is the grand Apostacy-the Apostaey predicted by Daniel the Prophet. A
king is often used in the sacred style, for a
deceptious but highly injurious. "Let no succession of kings. (Daniel 7: 38.) And
man deceive you by any means, for the fal- th us P au I spea k S 0f a H'Igh P'nes t fior a
ling away must first come, and the Man of
..
h
ffi
Th
successIOn In t at 0 ceo
us a woman
Sin be displayed."
also represents the bride or Church of
The design of our remarks shall be to Christ, and also the harlot of Babylon. So
consider the prophecy contained in the text the man of Sin represents that succession
-to present its fulfillment as a moral de- of corrupt princes, claiming civil and spiritmonstration of the divine inspiration of ual authority, known by the name of one
the Apostle, and thus seek to elicit and con- man, as it is of one office-the Pope of
firm the faith of all who hear us this day.- Rome. He is the son of Perdition; for
The prophecy is very remarkable, and may, Judas-like, he has betrayed the cause he
very naturally, be divided as follows:
professedly espoused, and though a man, he
1. An apostacy, or falling away from pure has ever affected divine prerogatives.
Christianity would take place.
3. The Apostacy existed in the primitive
2. It would be of such magnitude and du- days, but it could never assume the control
ration as to claim the distinguishing names and government of the church and world,
of "THE falling away;" "THE MANof Sin i" while the Roman Empire swayed a sceptre
"THE SONof Perdition" coming with all the of universal dominion.
This empire was
power, signs, miracles and lying wonders of the hindrance of which the Apostle spoke,
Satanic agency.
for it curbed all authority but its own, and
3. It was at work in the Apostolic days, kept the church in abeyance under severe
but it could not be revealed until some hin-l and repeated persecutions. But in the days
drance was taken out of the way.
\ of Constantine the Great, this empire be4. It would arise in the temple or the icame nominally Christian, and thus the way
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was opened for the avarice and ambition of were invented,-"the
deceivableness of
the Bishops of the Church which finally led unrighteousness"-and
Christian legends
to the Papal usurpation.
So that when this were fabricated to work upon the popular
empire was subverted by the incursions of minds j and the doctrine was universally renorthern barbarians, who also came under cognized, that, to deceive a man into Christhe influence of the Church, the hindrance tianity, as the object was good, was to hallow
of the Apostolic day was entirely removed. the deceit. Day dreams and night visions
A total change came over the manners and were palmed off as the revelations of God;
habits of a majority of Christians, when and a shadowy period was gradually formed,
their Religion arose from the darkness and in which reality melted into fable, and falilood of persecution, to be the mistress of ble into sober truth. The Bible became a
the Roman world. That which existed in book of fanciful mysteries and influences,
embryo was then developed in vigorous and its clear, historical, moral and spiritual
manhood. The infant apostacy became a truths, were made to minister a rich harvest
man. The venerable Paganism of antiqui- of imaginate teaching, secreting in its hidty did not die without terrific struggles, den meaning all the reveries of enthusiasts
which the pregnant church beholding, re-! and politicians. Statues and images were
ceived its expiring impress and image to be worshiPfed, and with lights and frankinmarked upon the Son to which she gave cense men appeared before them as tutelary
birth. The power of the Bishops of the gods. The Virgin mother became the subprimitive Church was exercise<! .over one ject of Christian art, and her statue the reflock, and was persuasive, amiable and ex- presentative of a Deity of popular worship.
emplary j but when they were dazzled by The world crowded to the tombs of the
the prospect of civil authority over states saints with costly oblations,and precious ointand kingdoms, an unshaken hierarchical au- ments, and a 'Superstitious veneration of rethority arose, which caused princes to trem- lies, and veneration of mortal men, took
ble and all men to fear. As their power the place of a rational respect for the dead,
increased, so also, in an equal ratio increased and the true and proper worship of God.
their insolence, their wealth and their pomp. So that, in a great degree, while the RoFestivals in honor of the martyrs took the man empire became Christian in name
place of the attractive and bacchanalian and outward appearances, it remained heabanquets of Pagan ceremonial. The weal- then in fact; and worse in later times than
thy heathen had been accustomed to pro- he~thenism, so far as gentleness, social virpitiate the manes, or spirits, of their ilIus- tue, benevolence and peace were concerned.
trious dead with the most costly festivals; Christianity, instead of being as she was
and their gayity, excitement and luxury were intended to be, the minister of all earthly
imitated and often excelled in banquets and heavenly good, became the serving
made to saints whom their fathers had cruci- maid of fraud, idolatry and the most corfied. Paganised idolatry and worship, with rupt tyranny. John, in the Apocalipse,
simply a change of duties, prevailed every saw the Dragon, or the Pagan empire, give
where j so much so, that one of their own up his seat, his power and his great authorday charged them with substituting their ity, to a terrific beast; and this apostacy set
love-feasts for the sacrifices of the heathen: up its throne in Rome, and swayed a Ro-"In the place of their idols, you have set man Sceptre, civil and religious, over the
up your martyrs, whom you worship with subverted empire.
the same ceremonies- as the Pagan Gods.We have thus the origin and character of
You appease the manes of the dead with this Apostacy. Adopting the graphic lanwine and drink offerings." Nearly one guage of one of the closest observers of
hundred days of the year were set apart to our times, we may say: the man of sin was
these festivals, besides those occasioned by an embryo in Paul's time; an infant in the
extraordinary circumstances.
Pious frauds timeof Victor, A. D.195j a bold and daring
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lad in the time of Constantine; a sturdy
stripling in the days Of Leo I., when auricular confession came in; nineteen years old
in the days of the Justinian code; and a
young man full twenty-one, when Boniface
III. received from Phocas the title of "Uni-.
versal Bishop." This is a very clear view
of the case, and I would only suggest that,
Gregory I., instead of Boniface, was the
man of sin aged twenty-one, to which this
same author, in a recent tract,'" has consented. In examining the history of the
Popes some five years since, I was compelled to this view, and I have felt much confirmed in my opinion by the recent statement of one whose name is a bulwark of
authority on such a subject. What is remarkable, this very Gregory, whom all historians, Infidel and Christian, style Pope
instead of BISHOP,the name given to all his
predeceswrs, pretended to the very works
of the apostacy given in our text. He declared that he had seen a celestial light warning
him to take the papal power, and he even
sought to confirm that power by the testimony of ghosts and miracles, which his credulous adherents fully believed. Thus, "he
came after the working of Satan, with all
power, and signs and lying wonders." I
need not tell this assembly that the Papacy
has been propagated and maintained by the
same means from that day to this.
4. The Papacy has ever claimed divine
honors. The very name Pope is blasphemous. "Call no man father on earth," said
Christ.
But Popes have not only been
called Pope, or Father; but Lord God the
Pope; a God of Gods; a Lord of Lords. Catholics have claimed divine prerogatives for
him, and have said that his power was greater than all created power, extending to
things earthly, heavenly and infernal; ovei'
angels, men and devils. Tr'uly he sits in
the temple of God, and claims to be a god,
and "exalteth himself above all that is worshipped." So spoke the Apostle; and I
know not how it is with others, but when I
look at the profile he has given of this Man
of Sin, and call up a tithe of the history of
th.is unexa~lpled power? I. am .ov~rwhelmed
With the eVidences of hiS mSplratlon.
'See Tract on the !lible, by A. Camphell, Jla~e
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5. Its adherents were to be visited with
strong delusions. And where, I ask, in all
the world, has there been a people more
basely deluded than the poor Catholics?Among whom have there been such forgeries of revelations, frauds and impostures?
Have npt the very senses and understandings of the people been deluded? They
have believed the pretended miracles of
Priests and Popes. They have worshipped
the same relic in different quarters of the
earth, at the same time! They have sold
and bought wood enough, as the wood of
of the true cross, to build up your city,
thrice over. In a word, with a stupid admiration, a blind reverence and a servile
submission, they have bowed before the arrogant claims, and multiplied superstitions,
that all human ingenuity and Satanic stratagem could devise and propagate, and they
continue their subjects unto this day. I ask,
then, in the' co~clusion of this portraitureIn whom do these marks of "the Apostacy"
meet if not in the Roman Papacy? Other
apostacies there have been, there are now,
and there will be; but is not this, emphatically, "that Apostacy?"
Could any thing
more exactly coincide than this prophecy
than its fulfilment? Look at their legends,
their pretended miracles, their worship of
images, saints and angels; their doctrine of
penances and purgatory, transubstantiation,
and absolution; the character and power and
place of their Popes; in a word, to any
marked feature of their character or history ;
look at these, with this prophecy before your
eyes, and tell me, if you do not believe,
would you believe if one rose from the dead?
So remarkable was this prediction, that
the Fathers almost exactly concur with the
modern interpretations of this passage.They anticipated for the prediction just such
a power as has since arisen; and although
they could not make an exact application of
every particular, yet their general view has
been fully borne out by the facts of the history. We give but a few examples, where
we might give many: Justin Martyr lived
five hundred years before the full establishment of this Apostacy, and he was able by
the usc of the Prophecies to consider,
"The man of sin, or as he elsewhere
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calleth him, the man of blasphemy, as alto- ( in his explanation of this passage says, that
gether the same with the little horn in Dan- Antichrist 'shall sit in the temple of God,
iel: and he affirms that he who shall speak either at Jerusalem (as some imagine) or in
blasphemous words against the Most High, is the church, (as we more truly judge,) shownow at the doors. Irenams, who lived in the ing himself that he is the Christ and the
same century, hath written a whole chapter Son of God: and unless the Roman empire
on the fraud, and pride, and tyrannical reign be first desolated, and Antichrist precede,
of Antichrist, as they are described by Dan- Christ shall not come-"And now ye know
iel and St. Paul in his second epistle to the what withholdeth that he might be revealed
Thessalonians.
Tertullian who became fa- in his time," that is, ye know very well,
mous at the latter end of the same century, what is the reason why Antichrist doth not
expounding those words "only he who now come at present. He is not willing to say
letteth will let, until he be taken out of the openly, that the Roman empire should be
way," says) 'who can this be but the Roman destroyed, which they who command think
state, the division of which into ten king- to be eternal. For if he had said openly
doms will bring on Antichrist, and then the and boldly, that Antichrist shall not come,
wicked one shall be revealed.' And in his unless the Roman empire be first destroyed,
Apology he assigns it as a particular reason it might probably have proved the occasion
why the Christians prayed for the Roman em- of a persecution against the church.' J epire, because they knew that the greatest ca- rome was himself a witness to the barlamity hanging over the world was retarded barous nations beginning to tear to pieces
by the continuance of it.
the Roman empire, and upon this occasion
"Origen, the most learned father and ablest exclaims, 'He who hindered is taken out of
writer of the third century, recites this pas- the way, and we do not consider that Antisage at large as spoken of him who is called christ approaches, whom the Lord Jesus
Antichrist. To the same purpose he like- shall consume with the spirit of his mouth.'
wise alleges the words of Daniel as truly St. Austin having cited the passage affirms,
divine and prophetic. Daniel and St. Paul, t.hat 'No one questions that the Apostle
according to him, both prophesied of the spoke these things concerning Antichrist:
same person.
and the day of judgment (for this he calleth
"Lactantius, who flourished in the begin- the day of the Lord) should not come, unning of the fourth century, described Anti- less Antichrist come first.-"And now ye
christ in the same manner, and almost in the know what withholdeth."-Some
think this
same terms as St. Paul, and concludes" was spoken of the Roman empire; and there'This is he, who is called Antichrist, but fore the apostle was not willing to write it
shall feign himself to be Christ, and shall openly, lest it should incur a prremunire,
fight against the truth.' A shorter and fuller and be falsely accused of wishing ill to the
character of the vicar of Christ could not Roman empire, which was hoped to be
be drawn even by a Protestant. Cyril of eternal.' St. Chrysostome, in one of his
Jerusalem in the same century alledges this homilies upon this passage, speaking of
passage of St. Paul, together with other pro- what hindered the revelation of Antichrist,
phecies concerning Antichrist, and says that asserts that 'when the Roman empire shall
'This, the predicted Antichrist, will come, be taken out of the way, then he shall come:
when the times of the Roman empire shall and it is very likely: for as long as the dread
be fulfilled, and the consummation of the of this empire shall remain, no one shall
world shall approach. Ten kings of the Ro- quickly be substituted; but when this shall
mans shall arise together, in different places be dissolved, he shall seize on the vacant
indeed, but they shall reign atthe same time. empire, and shall endeavor to assume the
Among these the eleventh is Antichrist, power both of God and men.' And who
who by magical and wicked artifice shall hath seized on the vacant empire in Rome,
seize the Roman power.' Ambrose arch- and assumed the power both of God and
bishop of Milan in the same century, or man, let the world judge."-Bislwp
NewHilary the deacon, or the author (whoever ton.
he was) of the comment upon St. Paul's
6. But this power was first to be conEpistles, which passeth under the name of sumed and afterwards destroyed. It was to
St. Ambrose, proposes much the same inter- be consumed by the word of Christ which
pretation, and affirms that a[ter the ~alli~g has been the most powerful weap:n ever
or decay of the Roman emplTe, AntIChnst
..
..
.
shall appear.
used agamst It. ThIS ISthe weapo~ whIch
"J erome, Austin, and Chrysostome flour- all Protestants, both b~fore a~d smce t~e
ished in the latter end of the fourth, or the days of Luther, have WIelded Withsuch slgbeginning of the fifth century. St. Jerome 1 nal success, against the "mystery of iniqui-
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ty." Before it, in conjunction with the
principal kingdoms which at first lent
their power to aid, b'lt have since been
turned against it, the. ti~lra upon the head
of the Pope has trem151ed, and as I write
nods to a fall.
From the day in which
the proud successor of the fisherman,
bowed before the majestic mandate of the
Corsican, and was carried as a prisoner to
Paris, the talismanic power of his holiness
over princes has passed away, never to return. The Pope was taken Prisoner by Napoleon, and the power of the Pope is no
longer a terror: it is "consuming away."And as I write, the Jesuits, the armedguard of his power, the main artery of his
life, are being banished from Rome. The
horizon of all the papal states of Europe
is thickening with clouds and evey steamer
brings alarming tidings. All its proud
monarchies, which have held their sceptres
obedient to the Papal nod, lo! these hundreds of years, are threaten(;ld with the visitation of a hurricane, which under the providential dispensations of heaven, will clear
the heavy atmosphere of nations, and whilst
it spreads deplorable calamities over the
scenes of wickedness and corruption; still,
like storms and earthquakes, it will but advance the designs of God perhaps amid the
'
smoke of cannon and through rivers of
blood, and lead the way for the downfall of
all spiritual and political despoti3m, and the
establishment of a glorious refuge for all
the saints
and
.. of God in the all-subduing
...
ev~rlastmg kmgdom of MeSSIah: For It IS
written and cannot be reversed, that the
Man of Sin shall be utterly destroyed by
the BRIGHTNESS OF HIS COllIING!
"

SKETCHES OF SERMONS.-No.

IV.

Text-Col. 3: 1-4.
if [ei.] does not always express doubt,
nor imply contingency. Hoften occurs where
no doubt exists, to express the idea more
forcibly, and is equivalent to an affirmative:
See John 13:31,32.
In Acts 11: 17, it is
rendered for-as-much. "For-as-much [ei]
then as God gave to them," &c. Such is
the meaning of the word In our text, as is
clear from the 12th v. of the preceding
chapter, where the Apostle affirms that the

IV.

Colossi an Christians had 'risen' with Christ.
Knowing, and having affirmed that the
saints in Colosse had risen or been raised
with Christ, we cannot suppose he would, a
few moments afterwards, express a doubt
concerning the fact. The idea, then, is'for-as-much then as you have been raised
with Christ.' On the fact of their having
bp,en raised with Christ, he bases an exhortation to them to set their affections on things
above.
The phrase "risen with Christ" does not
imply that the persons spoken of had been
raised at the same time nor in the same way
that Christ was raised; but raised in a way
similar to his resurrection.
In other words,
there is a point of resemblance between the
resurrection of Christ from the dead, and
the raising of the persons spoken of.Hence the phras~, 'Crucified with Christ.'
Gal. 2: 20. 'Buried with Christ'-Rom.
6: 4.
We submit the following proposition for
present discussion:
I. It is a law of the kingdom of grace, that
all its subjects are persons who have been
buried and raised with Christ in baptism.
By the 'kingdom of grace' we do not
. t s, b u t
mean h eaven, th e fin al a b0d e 0f sam
..
f s::
h
the present dIspensatIOn 0 .avor on eart .
th e ms
. t'tI ut'IOn ca IIe d In
. the s cnp
. t ur es the'
'kingdom of God'-the 'kingdom of heaven'-the
approach of which the Baptist,
Jesus and the seventy disciples aU an' d th e reIgn
. wh'ICh w as set u'p on the
nounce,
day of Pentecost, and the door of which
was first opened by the preaching of the
Apostle Peter on that ever memorable occa.

Sion.
This is the kingdom of which we say the
above is a law.
What evidence have we that such is a
law of this kingdom? We have what may
be called Prima Facia evidence of it; which
may be found in the fact that the Apostle
addresses the Colossi an saints-the whole
of them-as persons who had been buried
and raised with Christ in baptism. He was
not personally acquainted with them; he had
never seen them-CoLI;
4; 2: 1. How then
did he know they had all been buried and
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if

~iili

Christ~?
The answer fly Ghost before ~};day of Pentecost.
must be, because they were in the kingdom Holy Ghost baptism consist, in the convertof grace and acknowledged as members of ing and sanctifying influences of the spirit;
the Church of Christ; and inasmuch as none then it follows that no one was ever conwere so acknowledged except those who verted nor sanctified before that day. Or if
had been thus buried and raised, they, there- there were persons converted &c., before,
fore, had been buried and raised with it must have been effected without the SpirChrist in baptism.
it!
He addresses the saints at Rome in the
Hence none were saved before that day;
same way-chap. 6: 3, 5.
or if so, were saved without having been
He had then never been in Rome-chap.
converted, or else converted without the
1: 13. Moreover, he says here that all Holy Spirit!
who have been baptized into Christ-him2. The baptism of the Holy Spirit consis,
self among the rest-had been buried with ted in the gift of tongues. Acts 2: 3, 4.him in baptism.
10: 43, 46.-11: 15, 17.
It is true, then, that all persons who can
There was no such thing as the gift of
claim scriptually to be in the kingdom of tongues before the kingdom of grace was
grace, have been buried and raised with opened, because there was no necessity for
Christ in baptism.
The only question, them before. The Jewish was not a prosetherefore, that remains to be settled is, lyting religion. The Jews had their oracles
What baptism is meant? What baptism in their own language. But the Christian
is it in which they had been buried and religion was intended for all mankind of all
raised with Christ?
nations and all languages. Therefore the
The scriptures speak of but four baptisms: gift of tongues.
-of suffering-of fire-of the Holy Spirit
This gift of tongues or the baptism of the
and of water.
Holy Spirit w.as to cease. 1 Cor. 13: 8.
1. Is it the baptism of suffering? See
Observe, persons are raised as well as buMat. 20: 21. Luke 12: 50. This includes ried with Christ. If it be spiritual influsuffering and death. This is not the one, ence in which they were buried, they must
for the persons who are spoken of as having be raised from under the same influence
been buried, and in baptism, were alive on when they become christians!-The
very
earth.
reverse of the truth.
2. Is it the baptism of fire? This copOur Paidobaptist friends say-many of
sists of suffering. See Mat. 13: 40, 42.them-that the baptism mentioned in Rom.
Mark 9: 43, 47. It is hell-fire; see also 6: 3, 4, and Col. 2: 12 is Spiritual baptism.
Mat. 3: 7, 12.
This they admit is a burial and resurrection.
This then is not the baptism meant.
I would ask them what they understand to
3. Is it the baptism of the Holy Spirit? be the design of water baptism? They
This was first spoken of by the Baptist.uniformly tell us it is to represent spiritual
He speaks of it prophetically. It was ful- baptism.
filled on the day of Pentecost. See Mat. 3:
Well then, if spiritual baptism is a buri11. Acts 1: 4,5-2:
1,4.
al, and water baptism is like it, must it not
Those who understand it to be Holy be a burial likewise?
Ghost baptism in which all christians have
3. There is but one other baptism in
been buried and raised with Christ, under- which Christians have been buried, and with
stand spiritual baptism to consist in the con- Christ; i. e., Water baptism. This must be
verting and sanctifying influences of the the baptism alluded to in our text, because
spirit.
it cannot be either of the other three. Our
Look at some facts with this explanation being buried and raised from under the \Vabefore you:
l ter resembles the burial and resurrection of
1. There never was a baptism of the 110-1 Christ from the grave.
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To thiB Paidobaptists object, and say if
SCRIPTURAL
EXPOSITIONS.
we attempt by our baptism to represent the
ROM~NS. cn~PTER
VI.
burial and resurrection of Christ, we should
The sixth chapter to the Romans, has
remain three days and nights under the wa- been regarded by many of the most proter.
found students of the word of God, as a
In reply, we would ask, 1. What design
have our Paidobaptist friends in sprinkling
or pouring water on their subjects 7 They
tell us it is to represent spiritual baptismthe converting and sanctifying influences of
the Holy Spirit. Then, as remarked before,
othey should bury the subjects under water,
for they admit spiritual baptism to be a burial.

passage of scripture of the greatest interest, as one which throws more light on the
transition of man from sin to holiness than
any other. The Apostle', in the argument
of the preceding chapter, had stated that
such was the abundance of God's favor to
the human family as manifested in the death
and power of his Son, that wherever sin has
abounded grace has superabounded.
This

2. They should not baptise infants, un- statement would naturally lead to the quesless they can make it appear that they are tion-"shall we then, continue in sin that
thus the subjects of spiritual influence.
grace may abound 7" To which he gives a
3. How'long do they suppose the spirit prompt, decisive and unhesitating replycontinues to operate or influence the souls God forbid, or no, by no means, which in
of the righteous 7 Their answer is, all their its proof and elucidation becomes the burlifetime. How is it, then, that they can in den of the chapter. We have, in reply to
a moment, by sprinkling or pouring a little this question, and in the statement which ocwater on the face or head of the subject, casioned it, the two grand lessons of Chrisrepresent the influences of the Spirit, which tianity, which if learned will make us wise
continue for many years, and we cannot by unto salvation; if neglected, will leave us in
immersion, in a moment, represent the bu- the darkness of those who are without Christ.
rial and resurrection of Christ!
By the divine declaration that, the favor of
4. The Lord's supper is intended to re- God has abounded for the forgiveness of all
present the sufferings and death of Christ. our past transgressions, we are warranted
But he was six hours on the cross. Yet no in expecting forgiveness for all the offences
one thinks it necessary to remain that length of our lives, however many or aggravated.
of time at the Lord's table in order to show By the truth that, whenever wehear the offorth the Lord's death acceptably.
fers of God's grace, and accept them we
5. But we do not commemorate the time are freely forgiven all the past, we are not
-three days and nights-that
the Saviour allowed therefore to continue in sin, but we
was in the grave-the
intervening period are e~pected to devote our lives to godlibetween his death and resurrection; but ness III order to obtain everlasting life-,-we
his burial and resurrection.
This can be are called to an honest and determined hadone as soon as the act of burying and bit of holiness, by which sin is to loose its
raising the subject from under the wa- dominion over us. These, indeed, are the
ter can be performed.
two lessons of the last commission,-that
Recapitulate the baptisms.
commission which contains the will of God
II. The exhortation: "Seek the things" $ for all the world, for sinners and for saints
'$ an d upon wh'lch the whole New Testament '
&c.
Things on earth-Fleeting-Unsatisfying
-We shall soon leave them.
Thin~s above-Durable-Satisfying-we
may gam them.
B. F. H.

dispensation is predicated: "Teach or convert the nj;l.tions,baptising them into the
name of the Father and the Son and of the
HoI Y Gh OB.
t" T eac h t1lem, wh en thus conII
verted, to "observe all things whatsoever I
. ~an commences ~is ~ilgrimage through have commanded you." The first is the
l~fe III tears, and !helr sprlllg never dries until frozen by the Impenetrable frosts of death proclamation of forgiveness to the obedient
believer, through the power of the Father,
and the grave.
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Son and Spirit, manifested in the gospel; resented by our baptism we should live
the other is indemnity for the future, in the with reference to the life of purity upon
holy life of the believer, thus forgiven.which we shall then enter. If Christians
These grand truths are briefly-there is no could be made to feel the power of this arsin into which our mce has fallen, to which gument, and engage in the service of God
tlie gospel does not apply a veil of forgive- after their solemn profession in baptism as
ness, whilst at the same time it positively they did engage in the service of Satan,
prohibits a future life in sin: it proclaims the temple of God would arise in grandeur
oblivion for the past and a war of extermi- and glory in every quarter of the earth, and
nation against all future sinfulness. On the world would soon be filled with the
this second point the Apostle argues from knowledge of the Lord. And it is a source
various considerations:
of just grief, that so many who had pro1. From the fact that in their baptism, fessed to die to this world, are still alive to
they professedly die to sin and are buried all its influences, and are using their powers
and raised with Christ. As he was literally for the increase ~of its wealth and luxury,
buried to the living world around him; and whilst every holy consideration ought to
as he was raised up from that burial to die I urge them to be alive unto God and the adno more, even so we were raised from the vancement of that kingdom which cannot be
waters of our burial to a perpetual life of shaken.
holiness: "that like as Christ was raised
2. From the fact that we have professedl
from the dead by the glory of the Father, to be servants of God, the Apostle argues
we also should walk in newness of life."that we should yield ourselves to hirri in hoThe obligation of Christians to be holy is Iy living.
shewn in the impressive and solemn manner,
3. From an appeal to our own experience.
in which they become Clu-istians: They die "What fruit had you in those things whereof
to sin , are buried in the waters of baptism , you are now ashamed." And a solemn defrom thence they arise as though they were claration that the end of them is death.
arising to another life. In the act of buri-! 4. By the consequence of continuing in
al they give up the old life; in the act of sin-"The wages of sin is death"-and by
arising they take upon them the new. The the resources of a life of righteousnessold life was a life of sin on account of "The gift of God is eternal life through our
which Christ died, and to which we die with Lord Jesus Christ."
him and are baptised unto death; the new ~ Throughout this connection the Apostle
life is a life of holiness into which Christ 1 states as a truth, that in becoming a believer,
has entered, and we enter, through a resur- we in some sense die with Christ. The
rection with him.
Almighty Father seems not to regard time;
Our baptism, also, is emblematical of our and although eighteen hundred years ~1ave
literal death, burial in the earth and resur- rolled away since Christ suffered in the
rection to the eternal life of a future state. flesh yet, whenever we obey the gospel, we
The baptism of Christ exhibited, in an em- are regarded as dead with Christ. Thus
blematical manner, his own death, burial we are jointly planted with him, as seeds
and resurrection; and hence in speaking of are sown together in the field. And this
his sufferings he calls them a baptism. So, truth becomes a great preventive against sin.
also, Christians are represented as having re- He that recollects that he has died with
ference to their own death and resurrection Christ, and jointly partakes with him in his
when they are baptised, and hence the death to the world, and is regarded by the
Apostle demands, if there be no iesurrec-' father as thus partaking, could have no
tion of the body why are they baptised for stronger motive for living a life to God.the dead or the resurrection froin the dead. i Hence the design of another ordinance of
1. Cor. 15: 29. As, therefore, our f.'\ith in i our holy religion is, to keep his death ala future l'e~l\I'rection from the <'karl, is rC'p- ways in om memory.. "Do this in 1'('mC'lll-
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brance of me" and "you do show forth my
death until I come." Paul accordingly declares that the cup of blessing and the loaf
which we bless is, to us, a joint participation
in his death. And to keep this fact viz: the
fact of his death and our joint death with
him to sin, in memory, will preserve us from
sinning against him. Hence, he says we
are saved by the gospel if we keep it in
memory; i. e., the death, burial and resurrection of Christ will save us from sin by
reminding us of our death, burial and resurrection with him: our death to sin, our
burial to the world, our resurrection to a
new life of holiness, the end of which is
eternal bliss. Who can live in sin thus reminded 1 And who will fail to be thus reminded that will sincerely keep the ordinances of the Religion of Christ.
The Saviour declares that whosoever believes on him has everlasting life. Paul
teaches us the same truth when he shews
that the believer in his baptism is raised to
a life of holiness; and death, natural death,
to a holy man, a man already dead to, or separated from, the world and alive to God, is
a mere circumstance, however horrible to
his natural feelings, for it interrupts not his
life in God upon which he has already enteredo Every holy man, then, has passed
from death unto life.
If, then, by faith in the Son of God we
have passed from death to sin unto life in
holiness; if the end of a continuance in that
life is eternal bliss from which even natural
death cannot debar us; and if we had no
fruit in our former conduct, the end of
which was death, how can we as children of
God allow "sin to have dominion over us 1"
"Let not sin, therefore reign in you mortal
bodies."
J. B. F.

NEW

AND OLD.

moral trial. I lament that I have fallen, but
all the more am I thankful that I can rise.
I thank God that I can spiritually sorrow and
struggle, and spiritually can gain the victory.
But now shall I surprise you-shall I seem
to say too much if I say, I thank God that I
am mortal. I thank God that he has put a
limit to this earthly probation. Not with
grieving but with hope, do I recognise the
solemn truth that one day-what day I know
not, and for that too am I thankful-that one
day, appointed in God's wisdom I shall die!
-that I shall lay aside this body for another
form of being! I would not live always. I
would not always feel the burden and barriers with which mortality has surrounded
and overlaid' me. Some time or other, I
would part hence; some time or other, I
would that my friends should part hence.Oh! could we go in families! But that too,
I see, would not be well. For then how
bound up in our families should we be-how
selfish and how reserved an d exclusive!No, I take the great dispensation as it is,
and I am thankful for it. All its strong
bonds all its urgent tasks, all its disciplinary
trials-I accept all, and accept all with gratitude. Sweet, angel visits of peace are
these also; thrilling pleasures in my sensitive frame; lofty towerings and triumphs of
intellect; blessed bonds and joys of society;
the glorious vision of the infinite perfection; I am thankful for them all. I am
thankful that every age of life has its character task, and hope; that childhood comes
forth upon the stream of life, in its frail
but fairy and gay vessel-with its guardian
angel by its side-the banks covered with
flowers, and the vermillion tints of morning
upon the hills; that youth stands amidst the
bright landscape, stretching its eye and its
arm to the cloud-castle of honor and hope;
EXCERPTS OF THINGS-NEW
AND OLD.
Reade r, d'd
I you ever i.".lee 1th an kfiu1th at you that manhood struggles amidst the descending storm, with resignation, with courage,
are a man - a mort a1.1 You answer, no.Hear then what one of your race says in with an eye fixed on heaven; and that alanswer to the same question:
though shapes of wrath and terror are
"I re';ol'ce
that
I'
't'
the .guardian angel too
J
am a man-a senSIlve, amidst the elements,
..
intellectual, social, moral being: above all, is there, holdlOg hiS bright station in the
that I a . alb
.
I"
th t I clouds; and that when age at last comes,
m .mora elOg.
rejOIce a
life's struggle over, life's voyage completed
hav~ ~ conSCience, an~ a kno\~ledge of God. I-that light from heaven streams down upon
I rejOice that I am a bemg subject to a great, the darkness and desolation of earth, and
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the good angel is by its side, and pointing common mass of our suffering race.upward says, 'thither-thither
shalt thou "There are periods also of mental agitation
go.' "-DEUEY.
when the most gifted of mortals must be
ranked with the weakest of his brethren;
A. character moulded in firmness, shows
and when in paying the general tax of humost to advantage in adversity, when it
manity, his distresses are even aggravated
seems akin to those trees which beautify
by feeling that he transgresses in the indulour forests by their heaven-ward and fair
gence of his grief, the rules of religion and
proportions, produced by their scorn to be
philosophy, by which he endeavors in genbiased in their mode of growth, even by
eral to regulate his passions and actions."
the influences of the prevailing wind, but
shooting their branches- with equal boldness
"The instinct of self-preservation seldom
in every direction, show no weather-side to fails, even in the most desperate circumthe storm, and may be broken, though never stances to recall the human mind to some
bent. This, however, has no application to degree of equipoise, unless entirely overstubbornness which refusing either to break awed by terror, and hence sense of danger
or bend, is not unfrequently torn up by-the will sometimes bring us to our self-possesroots without prospect of ever sprouting sion when nothing else could."
again.
"Let the tide of the world wax and wane
Goodness and worth are not limited to as it will, enough will be found to fill the
places which chance renders vacant; and
any single form of religious observance.Under the rigor of the strict Calvinist, in the usual amusements and avocations of
whose religion seems to consist more in Ju- life, human beings will succeed each other,
daical observance of Sunday as a Sabbath as leaves upon the same tree, with the same
and a supercilious condemnation of all man- individual difference, and the same general
ly past-times and innocent recreatians, for appearance."
which narrow-spirited doctrine they cite vaHave you ever heard a bounding stream,
rious texts of Scripture, all detached from
their context-even
among these you will murmuring among the stones or clefts of
find marked instances of piety and resigna- the rock, that intercept its onward course,
tion to the divine will and often all. active through the savage scenes of some dark rabenevolence which commends itself even vine? Remember, when thou hearest, that
to those they so bitterly denounce. J have there is a sea, which will receive it into its
seen pious Catholics, sedate Methodists, de- bosom, and hush all its murmurings in its
vout Presbyterians, humble Episcopalians, own dreadful sounds. And there is an eterand pure-minded men every where, which nity for man, when his fretful and hasty
has taught me not to confine goodness and course through the race of time shall be
ended; and what the petty foaming of the
worth to any religious system.
stream is to the vast billows of a shoreless
May I ever be ready to forgive all who of- ocean, so are our cares, hopes, fears, joys
fend against me, reconciled to this course and sorrows to the objects that must occupy
us through the awful and boundless succesby a prospect claiming all my attention-a
prospect of a happy exchange of frail dust sion of ages. Why chafe, then, with the
and ashes for the company of angels and rocks that stop thy course for a moment?
the spirits of the justified-of
darkness for Try and resemble the tranquil flow of a
day-of mortality for immortality-of earth stream through plains of fertility, beside pafor heaven!
laces of splendor-for all tend to the same
ocean.
It is not only by misfortunes overwhelming our worldly estates and subjecting us
There are certain presentiments of misto corporeal wants and infirmities, that men fortune; for I have often been harrassed by
of talent are oftentimes levelled with the. oppressive and indist.inct fears that all was
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dol' and crowned with a wreath of roses,
can never confer real happiness; the evil
consequences of our crimes long survive
their commission) and like the ghosts of the
murdered, forever haunt the steps of the
malefactor. But the history of the world
proves that the paths of virtue though seldom those of worldly greatness, are those
"The human mind is to be treated as a of pleasantness and peace.
skein of unreeled silk, where you must
The Christian who, though he may be
cautiously secure one end before you can
alone and separated from all earthly counsel,
make any progress in disentangling it."
in the most arduous and distressing situa"I have read explanations of all that is tion, may have recourse to a friend and an
clear and dark, and all that is neither dark adviser whose ear is opened to the cry of
nor clear, but hovers in the. dusky twilight the poorest and most distressed of his peoof the regions of Caledonian darkness."
~pIe. He may kneel and pray with fervent

not right, immediately preceding the greatest calamities of my life. I remember one
wherein these fears produced a sickly sensation of my whole frame. The effect of
those fears and the succeeding calamity
have never forsaken me-have been the ruling events of my life.

As deep calls unto deep, so does one bad ~sinc~rity; and al~~ough h~ may not.rec~ive ~
assion awaken another' the fiend of ava- speCIal answer, bourne In upon hIS mind,
;ice invokes that of prid~; and pride must to his earne~t petition., yet laying. open his
be supported by cruelty and oppression.
doubts and dIstresses In prayer, WIthproper
feeling will necessarily in the act of doing
So nearly does the mental portion of our so, purify the mind from the dross of worldfeelings resemble those of our physical na- ly passions and interests and bring it into
ture, that the first severe blows that we re- that state wher e the resolutions adopted are
ceive, bring with them astonishing apathy, likely to be selected rather from a sense of
which renders us indifferent to those that duty than from any inferior motive. Ah!
follow. Thus have we all felt upon whom nothing can so fortify the heart to ensuccessive afflictions have descended with dure affliction and face difficulties, as sincontinued and reiterated violence.
cere, fervent, and never-ceasing prayer."I would that men pray every-where lifting
They are the happiest men who act as
up holy hands without wrath or doubting."
mediating spirits and endeavor by the alka'"
line smoothness of their disposition to neuLETTER FROM DR. B. F. HALL.
PHILADELPHIA,May 24, 1848.
tralize the ascidity of angry controversy.DEAR BRO. FERGUSON
:-1 am here in
'1'0 the complaints of all they lend an unprejudiced and attentive ear, and endeavor the city of "brotherly love," alias the "Quaker city;" and I find more Quakerism, so
to excuse rather than defend either.
to speak, than brotherly love, even among
When the novelty of our fashionable the so-called Friends.
amusements is over we show too plainly
Almost every thing flourishes here but
that the gaudy coloring with which we have pure, primitive Christianity:; it has a hard
veiled our unhappiness, affords us as little struggle to keep its holy ~ead above the
real comfort as the gay uniform of the sol- proud waves of sin, sect'lrianism and infidier when it is drawn over his mortal wound. delity. But still it struggles on midway beAny religion, however imperfect, is better tween hope and despair. The brethren
than cold scepticism, or the hurrying din of here have many difficulties to contend with.
dissipation which fills the ears of worldlings They are few in number, and generally
until they care for none of the purity of vir- poor. They have a house of worship, it is
true, but it is in a bad location-an out·of-the
ture or the resignation of rectitude.
way place, and otherwise unfavorably situGuilt though seated in a temple of splen- 1 ated. It is difficult for stranaers
to find it,
0
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and·~m~a~n-y~w~il-I-n~o-t-v-i~s~it~jt-w~h-o~k-n-o-w-it~s-l~o'"";"-l
k:s, D. D." of England. This book was
cation. The brethren; finding it difficu~t,!for .some time extensively cir~ulated and, I
if not impossible to bUlld up a church III belIeve, approved by the Baptlsts generally.
their present location, have, as I think, wise- In the mean time a number of our brethren
Iy concluded to sell their house and build got hold of the book, and were pleased with
in a more suitable place. But they are not it in the main, and re.commended it to others.
able to build in a suitable location without All at once the principal Baptisthouses quit
help from abroad.· How shall this help be selling it. This I observed and regretted.
obtained? A thought has been suggested I have just found out the cause.
to me.
.
Since I have been in this city, I have been
We number in the West and South-west to the Baptist Book Depot, enquiring for
among our brethren from a hundred and Jenkin's on "The Union of the Holy Spirit
fifty to two hundred merchants· who pur- and the Church." I was answered, rather
chase each annually from the merchants of crustily, that they did not keep that book
Philadelphia from five to twenty thousand for sale! "Why, " said I, "you recommenddollars worth of goods of one kind and ano- ed.it highly a year ago and sold a number
ther. Those of our brethren have been, of copies to my knowledge."
"True,"
many of them, for years, and are yet contri- said the person~ "but we have ceased to sell
buting to the we aIth of the~e Philadelphia it." "Why so 1" I enquired. "Because,')
merchants.
Our brethren, (the merchants,) I was answered, "we found out it was all
are in the }Iabit of visiting this city twice a erroneous book!" "Then you did not
year to purchase goods. Now suppose each know what was in it a year ago," said Lone of these one hundred and fifty, or two "No"-was the answer. "How then could
hundred merchants solicit from the mer- you so earnestly and conscientiously recomchants here from whom they purchase goods, mend it at that time as a good book 1" I aska contribution for the purpose of building a ed. "To tell the truth about it," said. the
good house for our brethren in this city. I person, "a copy of that book and an other
firmly believe that from ten to twenty thou- on the subject of Spiritual influence were
sand dollars could be obtained in this way. sent us about the same time for examThIS, together with what the church here ination. The Rev. John M. Peck examcould raise by the sale of their present ined the other book and approved it. He
house, and otherwise, would buy. a suitable thought that book was Jenkins'.
This is
lot and put up a good house, creditable alike the "iay th mistake occurred!"
to the cause and to the city.
I am not aware that the Baptists have, by
I need . not mention the
advantages
that
their
editors , been informed of the above
...
would result from getting a house of wor- mistake. I think it should be corrected,
ship by the means suggested. They will that the brethren who might otherwise read
readily occur to the reflecting who are at all the book and approve it, may know it is eracquainted with the customs of this city.
roneous and does not contain their sentiIf the editors of the Millenial Harbinger ments!
H.
and others approve the foregoing suggesTHECAUSES
WHICH
IMPEDEREFORMATION.
tions, will they please copy them into their
Why
is
it
that
your
society does not sucpapers, with such remarks as they may think
ceed
so
well
in
some
of our cities as in
proper to make 1 And if they can suggest
others
1
a better plan, we should be happy to hear it.
This arises from many .causes, some of
B. F. H.·
which
are removable and some are not.
.,.
GREATMISTAKE
CORRECTED-THE
WRONG
BOOK. 1: There are causes of sectarian prosBRO.FERGUSON:
You are aware that a few perity which a thurch of Christ are not alyears since a Baptist house in Boston re- lowed to bring to bear. The fashionable
published a book entitled "The Union of worldly-minded, and those who have the
Holy Spirit and the Church, by --Jen- weakness to love the attentions of fashiona.
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ble

people, are ~uentl;-a~;r
But, t~,
though oft~~ili;~l~~
church for the sake of making fashionable, we do not succeed, not only in cities but in
acquaintances, and Illlxmg in fashiona- country-places, are not always the hindranble society. Such persons seek those ces. There· are others equally powerful,
societies which are most popular for the which we will also ·enumerate.
resort of such classes. The same influ1. We have advocated in a rancorous,
ence, also, which led them to join them, self-important, and denunciatory spirit the
leads them to support them; to contribute great principles that distinguish us.
largely to have things in what they call fine2. These have called together bad men;
style. Whilst, therefore, all Christians are bad preachers and bad people. We speak
taught to love order, propriety and decency, plainly, in plain language, for we wish to be
they are not allowed by their Lord to en-1 understood. I do not allude to the impercourage the pride of life, and, consequently fections of human nature to which all men
can never expect to influence the slaves of are subject. But we have had men who
fashion, and the lovers of pleasures, such as were careless about their obligations; some
cushioned pews, gaudily tresselled pulpits, who have no dignity of character j some'
and simpering hypocricy, to their associa- preachers who, with the aid of a Latin and
tions. A man of ordinary discernment Greek dictionary, could spout Greek to the
ean see how any people can build up popu- disgust of all sensible men, pretenders to
lar societies. We need only to make the what they were not; and some who have
church sufficiently worldly to bring in the lived in the violation- of more than one of
whole world; sufficiently fashionable to the commandments of the Decalogue. No
bring in all the foolish patrons of show and cause can long prosper under the advocacy
parade; sufficiently Satanic to introduce of such men. Whilst Ihesitate not to write
Belial, himsel£
the above as a true though sorrowful pic2. The popular churches are sustained ture, perhaps I ought to say that the memby the ignorance of their adherents. I do bers of our churches are second to no class
not mean that they a~e ignorent men as of men for honor, industry, justice, truth,
the world accounts ignorance. For the temperance, love. A large proportion of
world has its way of accounting men wise t.hebest men Ihave ever known, are amongst
or foolish, as it has of estimating them by us; and I thank God, I have been placed
their coats, the extent of their wardrobes, where I might know them.
or the heads of their canes. But I mean,
3. We have sometimes managed badly.
and it is be.yond dispute, as many of their Have organized churches with improper
best ~en Willacknowl.edge, the~ a:e lament- materials; have placed tyrannical, selfably Ignorant of the Bible. ThiS Ignorance willed and presumptuous men in the offices
of the Bible gives their preachers a decided of the church who have ruled them so as to
advantage. ~any of the people think t~eir dash them to' pieces, vainly supposing that
eternal salvatIOn depends upon supportmg the wrath of man would promote the righttheir particular church, and in the manner eousness of God.
pointed out by their Clergymen. 'rhev are
4 W h
I
b
1'.
d' h
.
"
'.
e ave not a ways een lavore Wit
accordmgly whipped mto measures. Our ~ d
h
W h
h 'd
(?)
...
. to tier
h" Igno- ~goo teac ers.
e ave
own SOCietIes,m
proportIOn
, a great . men,
'bl
d
h
.
d'
h
who
have
caused
multitudes
f
h
B
rance 0 tel
e an t elr evotlOn to t e
. to stare and
.
.
.
"
wonder that one small cram urn could conpnde of life are subject to like mfluences.
. II h k
Th
h
h ld
1'.
.
tam a .t ey new.
ey ave e
a lew
But truth-that IS not the preacher's truth
' meetmgs . until their. capital was exhausted j
b ut G 0 d' strut h'-see k s no sue h support.
..
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d
and dangerous taste;
3 . Th e system 0f horne miSSIOnsa110r s have excited a foolish
'"
.
Th"
.
h'
created
spasmodic
eXCitement,
which lasts a
t h em support.
IS IS a wIse mac mery;
for it makes the old and stronO"societies up- few days; collected a few dollars for colleges,
hold the young and the weak. We have papers etc. etc., and have left with the decinone such.
ded impression that they are e.'l:tra men in
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left behind them.
These
are a few of the causes removable,
and as the first three are perhaps irremovable.
Let the good and the true set their

V. To lead us to an imperishable inherit,mce, among
the just; and, finally, to be glorified with Christ in the
heavenly age.
Oh, then! If such be the great design of the Holy
Bible, how necessary it must he for everyone to pay a
serious and p,'oper attention to what it reveals. The
word of God invites our attentiive and prayerful regards,

face
learn

to prcss forward eagerly to our high calling-to the
hope set before us; and then closes its gracious appeals

in terms the most engaging

against
all wickedness,
and s~rive to
how to "please
all men to theIr good

and persuasive.

It urges

U9

to edification,
following
those things which ~by proc!aiming, ':,Whosoever..will, let hi~ ta~e the wae acceptable
to God and approved
or! tel' of Me freely. -Rev. XXII.17. The mfiUltetenderar
"
.
ness of the divine 'compassion to sinners flows in Ihe
men,
and tI~e caus~
WIll succ.eed
~ny langnage of the inspired writers with which they address
where.
That IS, we wIll succeed In savIng
the children of men, and the most gmcious promises of
ourselves,
and a few, and sometimes
many,
of those that hear us.
.
"tion,
"\Ve humbly
submtt the above as
home
truths
for home consumption."
We could
have written
more flatteringly,
but perhaps
not more conscientiously
in answer to your
.
important
questIOn.
ED.

the Lord of Glory accompany the divine invitations.
Neglecting the Bible, under the Christian dispensa.
is despising the pity and tender mercy of God and
the blessings of his gracious covellant. Then neglect
not these precious truths, for the Bible will be thy stay,
and the guide of thy pathway-it is the sacred word of
the most high: and-"How shall we escape, if we neglect so great salvation1"-Hebrews
ii.3.
It is to be feared, we are so much accustomed to the
sight of a Bible, that we are in danger of looking upon
it merely as a common book; but every time we cast our
eyes npon the Sacred Volume, our minds should be im-
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"NEVER open the Word of God, without rememberin~ that you must be tried by its rule at the judgment pressed with its character, and that it is the inspired
sc;t of Christ.
revelation of the Lord God Almighty!
Whcn you read the Scriptures, Jet not your attach. ~
THE EXCELLENCY OF THE SCRIPTURES.
ment to the systems or the sentiments of men obscure ~
their meaning, or induce you to prevert them.
MORE to be desired are they than gold, yea, than
,When you disc?ve~ a~y tr?th in the Bible, receive ~t much fine gold; sweeter, also, than honey and the honeyWith candour, mamtalll It WIth meekness, and avow It
bPI
. 10
with couraae.
com .sa ill XIX.
.
When ygu discover any duty in the Bible, meet the
The Bible is the only book wbicb teaches every tlling
discovery with II cheerful obedience.
tbat our Creator requires of us either to know or beIn your daily perusal of the Sacred Volume, receive r
d h
' I' d
:
its doctrines with a lively faith, practice its duties with .eve, or , 0, ~ at we ~ay escape lIS eserved d,s~leasholiness and virtue, that these doctrines and these dnties ure, obtam hIS sovereIgn favor, and dwell forever m tile
may become the fountain and the stream of genuine bliss of his immediate presence.
Chris,tian disciplesl!ip.
,In
the Scripture, we are tau~ht the purest morality
Th,s book contams the Jaw of the most HIgh God.
.
~
,
It foullds its claim to this divine origin on the harmony perfectly accordant With the dIctates of sound reason,
of its facts with the records of ugiversal history; on the and confirmed by the witness of enlightened conscience.
mora,lcharacte! of its insr.ireapenmen; on the suhli,!,e
In the Scriptures we see described all the secret
yet Simple m~esty of stye; on the excellence of ,ts
k'
f h h
. d .
h' II d
doctrine; on the purity of its morals; on the rapidity
wor mgs 0. t.e
u.ma~ mm , .m a mal~ner W Ie
ewit)1 which its truths we,'e originally promlligated, lin- mOllstrates the mSplratlOu of HIm who IS the searcher
del' circums~ances the n!ost unpromising; on the evi- of hearts. They giTe us a particular account of all the
dellce of und,~p':'table !",racles..
.
spiritual maladies of man lvith their various symptom~
To the Chl'lstmn, tlus volume supplIes a surer gUIde
. '
,
than the Israelites enjoyed in the pillar of cloud by day, and the methods of theIr cure. From thIS .ource tlow
and the pillar of fira by night. It ullfolds the consoling all the pure streams of spiritual and healing knowledge,
doctrine, and the directing precept; the warning threat, to bless mankind wilh recovery from their fallen stateand the cheering promise; it exposes our guilt, pro,"h r ' '"
' d'
r
claims our danger, and reveals our duty; it condems to Wit SalvatlOn rrom sm an Immorta Ity.
justify, and justifies to condemn no more.
Although many hundreds of thousands of books have
. To the, dead it speaks life, and to tbe Jiving it unfolds been written in different ages by wise and learned mell,
Immor~al!ty. It makes the ~v~ak, str?ng" and to the even the hestof them will hear no com arison with the

strong Jt mcreaseth

strength;

1t inVItes mql1lry, and am-

~.

.

.

..

p

.

.

ply rewards the honest inquirer; it holds up a guiding SCl'lptures,m respect eIther of relIgIOn,moraltly, hlsto·
~tar through the pilgr!mage o.f life, and extends the hor- ry, or purity and snblimity of composition.
non of our m,oral eXIstence mto the boundless ocean of
The fdirest prodllctions of human art, after II felY
a happy etermty.
,
d tI
' I'
h d
d
perusals, lIke gathere
ower., WItleI' moor an s an
THE DESIGN OF THE SCRIPTURES.
lose their fragrancy; but these unfading,plants of paraTHE Scriptures are especially designed to make as disc become, as we are accustomed to them, still more
wise unto salvation through faith in Jesus Christ.
I. To reveal to ns the mercy of the Lord in Him.
and mot'e beautiful; th";'r bloom appears to be daily
II. To form us after the likeness of God our Savionr. hei~htened; fresh odors are emitted, and new sweets
I,n. To build us up in wisdom and faith, in love and areOextractedfrom tltem. H.e whohath once tasted their
hohness.
,
h'
" dI
I V. To ~ake ns thor!,ughly fUl'Uished.unto good excellence may well desll'e ~otas~e t em agam;, lin ur
works, ellablmg us to glonfy God on earth; and
who tastes thelll oftenest, Willrehsh them best,
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POETRY-REMEMBER,
REMEMBER,

0 LORD-THE

NATIVITY-FEARLESS

AND FAITHFUL.

Telling God how good he was,
How bis alms made glad the poor;
Not Jike that grim Pu.blican
Standing at the opened door:
Then the couple, travel-worn,
.stood before him in the Inn,
Craving shelter till the morn,
Gazed, beseechingly, on him,
Long centuries ago.

0 LORD.

nY R. F. F.

Remember,O Lord,
The reproacll, alul the shame
'I'hat has gathered for ages,
On Jsr~el's old name:
Our land is the stranger's,
Our hamlets arc theirs,
And thy Mount, and thy city's
Defied with their prayers!

Spake no more; but one out·breathctl,
Many a sad and weary sigh;
Words could not her yearnings teIl,
For a sorrowing hour was nigh.
Bnt the [n" "'as jull-an1tbey
Heard the doom: and staggering back,
Sought-and
were not spurned awa.yThe oxen, at the rack,
I~ong centuries ago.

And the maiden's lament,
And the fatherless wait,
AmI the widow's moan float
On the world·drifting gale;
lIIust we alt he beck
Of all nations stillIJow1
.Must the slave yet rule on
Where Thou governed but now!
And our hearts have grown faint,
And our eyes, they are dim,
And our voices refuse
'-1'0 Jehovah the hymn;
For our Princes and Elders
Lie cold in their graveS',
And thou, God, hath left us,
The servants of slaves!

No: there was not room for her,
Daughter of old David's line!
And where beasts of burden fed,
There did she recline I
Some poor shepllerds watching under
Night's dark cloak, beheld a light
In the region of the th\mder,
And they sUJlk to earth in fright,
Long centuries ago!

Remember, Jehovah,
The moaning request,
Of tbe infautthat hung,
On its dead Mother's breast!
Remember the virgin's
Mad cry on thy name,
When death came in mercy,
To cover her shame!

But an angel saill-HFear not:
Know Messia now is born •.
Go, and seek him"-and
they got
Up, and sought him ere the mom.
And the vilJageJnn, o'erflowing,
Wist not that the Christ had come;
Selfish hearts and heads unknowing,
For the Lord eould have no rooIn,
Long centuries ago.

We have sinned: but in terror
Our Jives wear awayWe have sinned: but if suffering
E're can repay,If a broken up heart,
If the billeresttears;
Can avail us, give back
The lost jo)'s of old yearsr

Blcsse(! Shepherds, humble watchers,
Under Heaven's star flashing bell,
Ye, the first, the earliest catchers,
Of the glory as it fe1lYour descendants-for
the poor
Are your children now, as thenCherish hearts tlIat still have room
l~or the Born of Bethlehem.
Though centuries have past!

Tis vain! there is blood
On the brow of the bill,
Of old Oalvary yet,
Un repented of stilH
A nd the cry of that blood,
Shall evermore ring
In your ears, till you worship
Your crucified king!

And the Pharisee's proud cbildren
Are the rich in spirit-they
Uoom have never for the Saviour,
In their hearts of grossest clar,
Thus, the lord of Bethlehem's Inn,
Knew the Christ not when they metj
Aud his children knew him not,
J1.ndthey do not know him. yet!
TllOUgh centudes have past!

But God will have mercy:
The oppressors are torn
From their thrones, and their crowns
But as playthings c.re worn!
H.uLl

KINGS

OF 'rUE

EAST!

Know ye notlhatthe
spray
Of Euphrates, is f.::.1lillg,
And wasting away!

•

F01' the Christian
'fHE NATIVITY.
BYR.F.F.

A COUI}lesprung from Gallilee,
Wandered on to Bethlehem,
Cresar's summons to obey,
Humbly-who
should notice them!
And the viIIage Inn was full,
Where the righteous Pharisee
Told his worth to listners dull,
And talked of charity,
Long centuries ago,

Jlfagazinc.

'I
FEARLESS AND FAITHFUL.
Labor fearless, labor faitbful,
Labor while the day shall last,
For the shadows of the evening
SOQn thy sky will overcast.
Ere shall end lhy day of labor,
Ere shall rest thy manhood's sun,
Strive with every power within thee,
Tbat tbe appoillted task be done.
Life is not the traceless shadow,
Nor the wave upon the beach,
Th.ough our days are brief yet lasting
Js the sta.mp we give to each.
Life is r4?al, life is earuest,
Full of labor, fuJI of thought:
Every hour, and every moment
Is with living vigor fraught.
Fearless wage life's earnest conflict,
Faithful be to thy high trust,
If 1houl't have a memory cherished,
And a path bright as the just.
Labor fearless, labor faithful,
Labor until ~et of SUH,
Aud the welcome shall a.wait thcp.
Promised platldit of u'llJBU done."

APOCALYPSE.
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ItEV. v AND VI-TilE
OPENING
OF TilE SEALS.
•
Ions that now shake the
NOT to pander to idle curiosity, not to ~ar~h, tIll we can with confidence say;encourage an unbridled imagination, not to HItherto shalt thou come and no further
raise high expectations we cannot gratify, and h~re shall. thy proud w'aves bll staid."
do we direct attention to the fulfilment
Besl~es, amId all the bewildering fancies
of some of the remarkable predictions of of the. mterpreters of this Book, there is
this wonderful book.
We are not so be- one thmg we know and ~o which attention
wildered by the tremendous events of this cannot be too frequently directed.
We
year as to be able to see every thing the know that since the triumph of our king
world has ever expected in them. We ex- over ~eath, Hades and the Grave, he has
pect the Seine, the Rhine and the Tiber to been mvested with all power.in Heaven and
flow on in their usual chanels to the great upon Earth, by which he will as certainly
ocean that swallows up all. The threaten- make w~y among the nations for th", uHiing waves of commotion that are now mate, tnumphant and universal establishmounting high in terrific fury and threat- I~ent of his kingdom, as that he is King of
en to engulph thrones, states and people, kmgs and L~rd of lords. With this truth
will find their level, and advancing time like e~er present III the mind and regulating the
the streams referred to, will roll forward con- cond.uct, we fear not the gathering storm.
veying all that now agitates them into its si- Let It come, says the voice of faith as it
lent sea, where all is dumb. ' The condition turns its eye to the Heavens 'and to their
of the world from the time of the delivery king-Ie~ it. co~e-let
the old and time~
of these prophecies down to the present honored mstJtutJOns fall; let fierce and wild
hour, so far as it effects the Religion of and thundering commotion spread every
Christ, may be seen in the graphic delinea-l ,:here, ther~ will yet be a calm; for a spirit
tions of the prophets. And now that the hke that whIch brooded over old chaos, perworld is convulsed with changes more omi- meates the world and soon a voice will be
nous than any that have ever occurred in heard, like the fiat of Omnipotence ~vh.ich
the history of ma~; and approaching tem- spoke the first heavens and earth into being,
pests, gathering fearful power, threaten to wh~se omnific mandates shall never cease
shiver to atoms the proudest monarchies unttl the New Heavens and the New Earth
that have ever withstood the wasting of time' shall come forth, array.ed in the imperishaand the whole fabric of human governmen~ ble glories of God and the Lamb.
seems insecure; now that the throne of the
1. Our first remark' upon the ·book of
Capets has already fallen, one of the most Revelation, is-that it is to be understood ali
powerful of the ten which the judgment of eve.ry other book. When it speaks in syinJehovah has threatened, and its fall has bohcallanguage w~ must leave it to iriterbeen made the signal' of revolutions from pret its own symbols. When it does not
Paris to Con~tantinople,' so that not a na- deal in symbols, we must understand if litetion on the wide continents of Europe a~d rally as we would every other composition.
Asia that does not tremb'le' for its power _ For example; we read of seven stars and
it wpuld betray an indifference, to' 're- seven candlesticks. Now, no human sagacity
fuse to look at tIle Propheticroll, \~hich'would c~uld understand what is meant by these mag7
savor more of infidelity than of a faithful mficent symbols. But the Apostle does not
keeping of the sayings of Jesus; itself per- leave us in doubt. The seven candlesticks,
haps the most wonderful as well as fearful he says, are seven churches, whose names
sign of the times. The Lord brings not evil and character he gives us.
Again: He i~
upon the nations without having previously made to behold a woman seated -upon a hythreatened it. He hath set a limit to the revo- dra-headed dragon, having in her hand it
lutions and convulsions of the human ocean cup filled with the wine of fornication and
a" he ha" to the phy"icaJ, and it would b~ on her head a sign'ificant llame written j and
'.~'
\Y{'11 for3 11" to learn the trndcnr,y., of thCfl'e 110 her. the hn(N
of tll ea,1'111 h ow d"o\\n.,·
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We would be at a loss to know what was intended by this imagery, but he removes our
doubts by saying, "This woman is that
great city which reigns over the kings of the
earth." Examining this book therefore, in
the light of the meaning it attaches to its
own terms, we may be able to give such a
general.view of it as shall amply repay us
for all tIle pains and ttouble we may expend
upon it.
II. It was promised by Jesus Christ, that
when the Hofy Spirit should be received by
his Apostles, it would show them things to
come. In this book are things in which we
are particularly interested. The book, however is divided into three chapters: (1) The
things which had been: (2) Those that
were: (3) Those which must be hereafter.
The things stated concerning the seven
chuIches-:-if we except the promises to
him who overcomes, were the things that
had been and were then existing. With
the fifth chaptell commences the iliings that
were opened tOJthe mind of angels and
.men, by Him who has the keys of David
aud is the Lion of the tribe of Judah.
III. We notice the opening of the }'IRST
"And when the Lamb opened one
of the seals, I saw and beheld a WHITE
HORSE, and he that sat on him held a bow;
and a c;,rownWas given unto him, and he
went forth conquering and to conquer."The imagery here is that 6f a white horse,
wiili a crowned rider, holding a bent bow.
What certain index have we by which to
understand this representation?
Seventeen
times is this word white uS.edin the Book
of Revelation. Let us see it we cannot
understand the meaning by these repeated
llses:SEAL.

. His head and (hi_) hairs [were) white like wool; as white
snow. Rev. 1: 14.
To him that overcometh win (give a white stone; and in
the stone a n~,v name written, which no man knoweth, sa.
ying him that receiveth (it.] Rev. 2: 17.
Thou bast & few names even III Sardis which have not defiled their garments; and they shall walk with me in 'lDhite;
for they are worthy. Rev. 3; 4.
lie that ov~rcollleth, the same sball be clothed in ",hit.
raiment; and I will not blot outltls name out of lhe book of
life, but I will confess his name before my father, and before
hi_ angels. Rev. 3; 5.
,
And round about the throne [were) four and twenty _eats;
and upon the seats I sa.w four and twenty elders sitting,
clothed in ",hite raiment, and they had on their heads crmvns
of gOld. Rev. 4; 4.
,
After this I beheld, a.nA10, a 'great multitude, \vhich no
man could number, of a.Jl.natio1'ls,a.nd kindred, and people,
and tongnes •.jll,Ood 'before tlte throne, and before the Lamb,
e!othed 'l;Vit/UDmt. r9tliis, and palms in their hands
.
.. And onetl.f'the Elae~ an.wered, saying unto me, Who
&s

FIRST

~-~~-~~-~~

SEAl,.

are thc!e which Are arrayed in white robes? and whence
came they1 And I said unto him, Sir thoo knowest.
And
he said to me, These arc they which tame out of great tribulation, and have washed their robes, end made them white in
the blood of the Lamb. Rev. 7: 9, 13, 14.
And the seven angels tame out of the temple, ha'rirrg the
seven plagues, clothed in pure and white linen, ana having
their breasts girded with golden girdles. Rev. I:;' 6. '
And I looked, and behold, a whit. cloud, and ••.p&n the
cloud [one] sal like unto the Son of man, having on his head
a goldeD crown, and in his hand & sharp sickle. Revp 14: ]4 .
. . . . For the marriage of th~ Lamb is come, and his wife
hath made herself ready. And to her was granted tllat she
should be arrayed in fiue linen, clean and white; for the fine
linen is the righteolls acts of the saints.. . . . .. And I saw
heaven opened, ahd behold, a white horse; and he that sat
upon him, (was) called Faithful and True; and in righteous.
ness he doth judge and make war. His eyes [werel as
ftames of fire, and on his head [were] many crowns; ana he
had a name written, that no man knew but himself; and he
[wa.sl clothed with a vesture dipped in blood; and his name
's calied The Word of God. And the armies (which were)
in heaven folJowed him UpOIl 'JOlIite horses, clothed in tillC
linen. 10hiteand clean. And ont of his mouth goeth a sharp
sword, that with it he should smite the nations; and he shaH
rule them with a rod of- iron: and he treadeth the wine press
of tlle fierceness and wrath of A 'mighty God. And he hath
on rhisl vesture and on his thi~h a name written, KING OF
KI[lJGS, AND LORD OF LORDS. Rev. 19; 7,11-16.

With all these passages before us can we
be in doubt as to the White Horse and his
rider? It is unquestionably a description of
Christ and his church.
White is the emblem of his character and of that of his
people whom he has purified in his blood.
He himself was holy, harmless and seperate from sinners, and he died that he might
redeem to himself a people not having spot
or wrinkle or any such thing. Eph. 5: 26.
It is for this purpose he has given himself
for us that he might redeem us from all iniquity and purify unto himseff a "peculiar
people zealous of good works." Titus 2.The clean white garments which will entitle
his saints to a seat at the marriage supper
of the Lamb, are declared to be the righteousness, or the righteous acts, of the saints.
Making the WHITE horse with his conquering rider to refer to the church or kingdom
of Christ, comports both with the imagery
of ilie Prophets and with the character of
Him who shall reign and conquer until all
hi~ enemies are subdued. Zechariah 1st
and 6th describe kingdoms and rulers under the figure of horses of vadous colors
denoting. ilie character of the several governments described. David addresses Christ
and says"Gird thy sword upon thy thigh, 0 thou lIli;;hty One!
Thy glory and thy majesty.
In thy majesty ride forth successfUlly.
'For the cause of' truth, of clemency and ri;;hteommefs,
And let thy right. hand show thy admirable deerls.
Thine arrows are sharp: people shall fall under thee;
They pierce the hearts of the king's enemies."

Thus the inspired Psalmist contemplated
the illustrious One as an invincible warrior,
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wielding the two-edged sword of his word \ France, Infidelity assumed a power which
with mighty energy and warlike prowess.killed with the sword, with spiritual hunger
But that no doubt may rest upon the mind and by the use of kingdoms (or beasts) unof the reader upon this subject, we have on- der its power, in a manner unprecedented in
ly to turn to Rev. 14: 14, already quoted, the history of civilized nations ..
where the Son of man is Tepresented with
The fifth seal opened, represents the mara triumphant crown; and in the 19th chap· tyred host of God's elect, who have been
ter, after his conquests are gained and his slain for his word, \vith one consent crying
warfare ended, we behold him again upon the out in the enquiry, How long shall their
10hite horse wearing the name of the faith- judgment be delayed, their blood be unaful and true witness, judging the nations in venged, and the persecuting powers of
righteousness and followed by the armies of the earth remain unsubverted. The sixth
heaven upon white horses.
seal brings on a dreadful earthquake, which
Christ then is the all-conquering rider in its effects seems to promise events which
which John saw upon the white horse, or the final judgment alone can accomplish;
government so called from its truth, purity whilst the seventh evidently describes the
and love. By means of his gospel, he went results that will terminate the spiritual histoforth among all nations, and glorious were ry of the world.
the conquests of his warfare. Satan, like
The seven £eals', therefore, present belightning, was seen to fall from heaven.fore us:
•
Light triumphed over darkness, righteous1. A WHITE horse and a crowned rider,
ness over iniquity, purity over corruption; representin(1o Christ and his •all-conquerin(1
0
the idols of the Gentiles fell, and Jerusalem kingdom.
herself was a conquest of his power. Thou2. A RED horse who took peace from the
sa~ds upon thousands-multitud.es
both of earth, representing Mohammedanism and
pnests and people became obedient to the its bloody conquests.
cross. Upon the wings of every wind the
3. A BLACKhorse and his rider with a
breezes of salvation were wafted to earth's yoke in his hand, representing the Roman
remotest bound. Thus were his conquests Papacy and its spiritual bondage; t.he exact
commenced and they will continue until all counterpart of Christianity, as white is to
his enemies shall be subdued, and the king- black or freedom to the galling yoke.
do~s of the world sh~ll be embraced .in one
4. A PALE horse who is followed by
umversal, all-conquerIng and everlastmgDo- lleath and Hades, representing Infidelity
MINION.
and its awful slaughters and the spiritual
The contest for t.he victory was not to be hunger or dearth it creates, especially as
of short duration. Other horses are seen seen in the reign of terror, in France, and
painted llpon the opening roll, as its seals by means of its dependent governments,
are broken.
The bloody conquests of the here called beasts.
Mohammedan Religion which destroyed a
third part of men, has his course as the Red
5. These marked and distinct powers ~eHorse whose rider wears a great sword with ing described, the fifth seal represents the
which to take peace from the earth, that men martyrs of all age3 dem<t~ding the time of
may slay each other. Then follows the vengeance which they are informel! will be
Black horse-the Papacy-whese
rider ap- brought on so soon as their fellow servants
pears with balances (or literally rendered a shall also be killed. Let Christians not be
"tT
M I 11 29 30 A
15 10)
h astonished if they are yet called to bear
J. oke,
at 1.
:
,
;
cts .:
; W 0
produces a famine of the hearing of the witness to Jesus even uute;>death.
word of God so great that it may be com6. The sif'th shows the great judgments
pared to a dearth wherein a grain of wheat of God ending, at last, in the final downfall
is sold for a penny. Then we behold the of every power that has disturbed the

i

l

pale horse of Infidelity which follows hard church.
upon the corruptions of Christianity. From.
7. The opening of the seventh shows how
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us the manner by which Mohammedanism,! pel of the fishermen is waving over
the Papacy, Infidelit.y and all corruption shall every land and is destined to gather under
be exterminated from the earth. Seven its folds men out of all the nations of the
trumpets and seven vials poured O:.ltupon earth. Hark! Did you hear that noise? It
the governments of the earth complete the is the driving of a moral whirlwind sweepmystery of th'e seven seals and show how ing over the states of Europe and Asia, beall the- enemies of Ghrist must bow before neath which' thrones are creaking and fallhim.
ing, the superstitions of ages are passing,
We think the seals open the spiritual his- ~and fearful labyrinths are opening to receive
tory of the world; as the trumpets and the, all these massive powers that have destroyed
vials refer to the political. The eveqts ofl the earth. Do you tremble to hear?
See
these seals neednot,nec.essarily,follow each then, that your robes are white, washed in
other. They are described before we hav.c the blood of the Lamb, and that you keep
an account of the political revolutions; and your garments clean, for when the last note
tbey should be looked to as giving the mark- of that trumpet is heard, the marriage suped features of the Religious world in alll per of the Lamb shall be spread and all
l
ages, until all the servants of God shall be shall be there who have on the wedding gars..ealed, th~ enemies of truth, of Christ 'Ind ment.
•
J. B. F.
of the church shall be driven from t.hepre00'
s.ence of the Lord, and the innumerable
REVIVALS AND UEVIVALISTS.-No.
IT.
multitude of the elect-the tlJOusandsof the To our argument on modern revivals-illat
tribes of Israel and the countless thousands they are gotten up by crafty and discreditaout of all nations, and kindreds and tongues ble management, partaking more of simulashall stand before the Lamb with while tion than sincerity, of love for power and
robes and palms in their llands.
influence over the weak-minded and gulliWe must not think that all these seals ble, than for the salvation of souls; and,
are opening in reg~lar and successive ·peri- that they are generally either .originat.ed or
ods of time. They are all opened and have directed by irresponsible men-we add anbeen from the day in which John sawthemj other, and to us, weighty objection:
Their
and ilie destinies of each are to be loo)<ed direct and striking tendency is to overfor in every period of tim"e,until the myste- whelm the mind of the seeker with forry Iof God shall be finished. Taken togeth- eign i,njluences, so as to take from it its
er they show tIle triumph of Christianity self-control and self-direction.
There is
over Mohammedanism, the Roman Papacy, no readiness so quick as the readiness of
nnd Infidelity, and the grand, blissful and fear! The power to will and determine,
glorious results of that conquest. So we without· which there can be no virtue, no
regard them and we are helped by our view praise in our actions, is led captive, and the
to .a consistent, sometimes clear ana always unfortunate individual is made. to.do wllat
instructive understand ina of the aeneral he approves merely because he IS bIdden by
teaching of the whole bo~l{,
b
the authority of the agents in the Revival, to
We ask, in conclusion, were the prophetic that wllich others, equally passive and serindications of these opened seals verified? vile, are doing. The themes of Religion
We are answered: The Roman empire, the are powerful themes. Its terrors are awful
most powerful that ever bestrode the earth, terrors, and used by unscrupulous hands,
was in existence in all its pride and glory, they overawe the mind, and carryall before
when these indications were given by an them as before a resistless hurricane.
A
exile on Patmos, under the power of its i feverish, restless, agonizing season is prostrength. The history of that empire is duced and communicated as by contagion,
now an old story j its glory and majesty have which spreads like a raging epidemic.passed away and its power and peop1e are Means are always at command, whether of
no where to be found. And all this whilst. good or of bad report, by which the excite-
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ment is urged onward until all power of~ The doubting season, which invari~bly
deliberation and dispassionateness is sub- succeeds the excesses of Revivals, we reverted, and many who were once regarded gard as a benevolent provision of nature for
as calm and temperate men, arc lost in the relief of the unnatural tension of the
the sweeping sensation, and carried away mind; being the counter working which
as by awhirl wind. They come under the brings back the calmness, collectedness, and
magnetic influence of the prevalent pas- dignity of reason, and relieves the unfortusion, which is generally a mixture of enthu- nate enthusiast from a partial insanity,
siasm and terror, and all the former fortifi- which, but for its neutralizing effect, would
cations which reason, knowledge, and a be confirmed.
sense of propriety had establ\shed for the
We regret that Religion is thus used.
regulation of the conduct, are broken down, That that system which was intended to
and the citadel is taken by storm. This secure'the individual liberty, responsibility
passion is kept alive by skilful management, and virtue of all men, should be abused to
-the multitude are not allowed to escape destroy personal independence, and cause
its influence; everyone who objects to, or the honest seeker of salvation to yield his
reasons against it, is denounced as a scof- mind to the exclusive influence of leaders
fer, and the rage of the phrenzied js excited and teachers who contribute nothing to the
against them, whilst the preacher is careful intellectual advancement or moral strength
to condemn or threaten them with the dam- of those who bow before them. But, we do
nation of Hell. The persons brought to not wish to be misunderstood. We are opthe anxious seat are never allowed to es- posed to those excesses, and we know tbat
cape the grasp of the leaders, or their sub- they are often gotten up and carried forordinate agents.
All the private or public ward by vagrant, irresponsible, and selfmisfortunes of their lives are sought up seeking men, but we are not opposed to a
and used as perpetual stimulants which are ~temperate enthusiasm, or a sincere earnestmade to bear upon the diseased subjects, ~ness in Religion. I love 'to see the heart
until their mental capacity is exhausted, and 'warmed, the soul kindled and brightened
they yield themselves to whatever impres- with strong and generous emotion, provided
sions their leaders choose to' make upon we understand what mov'esus, and our reathein. If left in this state they would, in- son is not dethroned from that government
evitably, become raving maniacs, as alas! is which it must ever exert over our actions
often the case; but nature, more kind than and f~elings if we would be rational creatht:lir leaders, comes to their relief, and as tures. A delightful sympathy will ever
the influences of the revival ebbs away, a spring up bet'ween thos~ who are united
dull, cold. doubting season flows in, whIch in .common labors or mutual sufferings.provi~entially affords time for calm and de- Besides such an union calls forth new forliberate thought. Then they doubt, and ces, moves new interests, and imparts new
anon they fear. They doubt the necessity strength to all our powers, which, when
and utility of their conversion. They fear properly directed, leads to efficient and vigthat they have been duped and led into un- orous exertIon. It is by such union, and
necessary, into fo01lsh extravagances; and> such community of feeling and interest,
happy ~re they, if they have .moral powt:lr that all the mighty works ofm~n .are acenough left to renounce their delusions , complished. Nature, herself, bows
. before
and seek a more rational way. But many the power thus concentrated. Mountains
turn sceptics-not only in the propriety of are leveled; oceans are diked, pyramids
such extravagances, but in all Religion, and are raised, and earth, air, and sea are made
rush as headlong into sin, as they were subservient to our purposes. But all this
driven into the church, and become decid- is calmly and' deliberately, though often
edly more wicked, blasphemous and licen- rapidly accomplished.
It shows 'the protious, than before they thought of "getting priety and efficiency of union, but it argues
Religion."
nothing for its abuses, or for the ill-conceiv-
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great principles of Christianity-faith,
hope \ baptised in the name of the Lord." When
and charity,-are to be gained crowns of im- Paul found disciples at Ephesus who had
mortal glory.' This is the theatre of action known only John's baptism, he said unto
which tries the souls of men as by a fiery them: "John verily baptised with the bapfurnace, and happy he who passes through, jtism of repentance, saying unto the people,
unscathed by the many evil influences that they should believe on him which
which surround him, and by a steady ad- ~should come after him, that is, on Christ
herence to principle, an unw.avering diS-l Jesus. When they heard [this] they were
charge of duty, wins for himself the wel- baptised in the name of the Lord Jesus."
come applaudit-" Well done thou good Again: "Know you not that so many.of us
and faithful servant, enter thou into the joy as were baptised into Jesus Christ, were
of thy Lord."
S;Jf.;Jf.;Jf.;Jf..baptised into his death
Being
then made free from sin you became the
For the Chrislian Magazine.
servants of righteousness."
Again, Peter:
TAUGHTOF GOD.
"The
like
figure
whereunto
baptism
doth
No man ean come to me, except the Father \vbich h'ath
sent me draw him, and I will raise him up at the last also now save us, (not the putting away of
day. Jolm6: 44.
the filth of the flesh, but the answer of a
How are men drawn to Christ by the good conscience toward God) by the resurFather? Ans: By the testimony the Fa- rection of Jesus Christ."
ther has given concerning his Son. How is
These several passages are faithfully
this testimony received?
Ans: By faith. quoted. 1. The Savior says that faith and
" Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by baptism shall save those who believe and
the Word of GOd."-PAUL.
Having heard obey. 2. Peter says to the Jews who be
the testimony, and believed it, they are lieved, repent and be baptised in the name
taught of God; and, "Every man, there- of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins;
fore, that hath heard, and hath learned of and he commanded the Gentiles to be bapthe Father, cometh to me."-JoIIN.
Now, tised in the name of the Lord. 3. Paul
man cannot be taught of God unless there caused the baptised disciples of John to be
is a lesson to be learned; but there is a baptised in the name of the Lord Jesus.
lesson on this subject, and it is this,-J esus 4. Paul declares the Romans were baptised
Christ is.the Son of God, and the Savior of into the death of Christ and thus obeying
his people. Where do we learn this? Ans: from the heart that fon~ of doctr;ne were
In the Word of God. The reading of this made free from sin. 5. Peter says the like
Word, then, produces faith; faith (which is figure whereunto baptism doth also now
thus th~ gift of Go~) dr~ws man to the save us.' CC!nnecting these passages thus,
Father III contemplatmg hiS goodness, and and takin" their contexts who can doubt
'"
, Baptism cannot
elicits love for the Savior. Thus are we the design of baptism?
drawn by the teaching of the Father to the have two or mo~e designs. It must be for
Son, and to an obedience of the faith of remission of sins, or for some othet purthe gospel of our salvation.
S;Jf."if
;Jf."if. pose.
Who, with the force of these pas•••
sages before him, will say "that it is not for
For the Christian Magazine.
remission?
S;Jf.;Jf.;Jf.;Jf..
BAPTISM

FOR REMISSION

OF SINS.

Jesus Christ says: "He that believeth
and is baptised shall be saved." Peter says:
" Repent and be baptised everyone of you
in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and you shall receive the gift
of the Holy Ghost." Again: "Can any
man forbid water that these [the Gentiles at
house of Cornelius] should not be baptised
...........
And he commanded them to be

l;tUERY ANSWERED.

COLUMBUS,
MIS., May 1848.
MR. FERGUSON
:-Please give me an exposition of Eph. 2: 8, and show how faith is
the GIFTof God.
. J. G.
The passage you refer to, is not clearly
translated in our version.
Dr. Macknight,
a Presbyterian Divine, renders and paraphrases it thus: "By the mere feaor of
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God yo" Jews and Gentiles are saved word and the capacity to hear it. And thus,
through faith; and this salvat.ion is no whilst faith is the gift of God, at the 'same
work of yours: it is the free gift of God.,,! time Paul declares that he gives it by
This view of tbe passage certainly comports hearing, and hearing by the word of God.
more with the original and harmonises with Romans 10: 17.
the design of the Apostle. His object was
A similar passage to the on~ under conto show their indebtedness to God for their sideration is Phil. 1: 29,-" For unto you it is
salvation. He had just shown that they given in the behalf of Christ not only to
h'ad been involved by their sins in a state of believe on him, but also to suffer for his
death. To save tbemand all thus involved, sake." That is, an opportunity or privilege
the kindness or grace of God had provided to believe was granted them by the preachforgiveness, salvation and life in the gospel. ing of the gospel. In the same manner
This salvation came not to them by their Christ grants or gives repentance. Acts 5:
own seeking or wisdom, but was free- 31, and 11 : 18. The whole church at Jely provided by God for all nations, was rusalem rejoiced that "God had granted
clearly his gift, which gift they had received to the Gentiles repentance unto life."
Do
througb faith in God's arrangement, and you ask how he granted it? He establish.
not by works of their own appointment. ~ed a system of salvation, which Peter
But lest they should mistake, from this dec- preached to the Gentiles, ,,,hich they relaration, that because it was not by works ceived, and, by an institution of which, they
that, therefore, they had nothing to do, be as- came into the name or under the authority
sures them in the next verse, that they of Christ, in which name both repentance
were the "workmanship of God created in and remission of- sins are preached to all
Christ Jesus unto good works, which God nations.
hath before ordained that we should walk
Summarily we may say, A system of
in them." The salvation was of God, for grace and mercy has been provided by God
the very principle (f'lith) by which we re- by the knowledge of which, faith may be
ceived it and the very works to which it leads produced and room made for repentance;
us, are according to his appointment. Being and as God has given the capacity to beentirely indebted to God, he goes on to lieve and the right to repent, when we do
teach them not to forget that indebtedness, believe and repent, our faith and repentso as to boast themselves over the Jews, ance may be called his gifts, seeing that
but remembering their former ignorance without his gospel we could have done
and alienation, and the high honors now neither.
J. B. F.
conferred upon them, they should, in all hu'1.
mility and meekness, keep the unity of the
spirit in the bond of peace.
LETTERFROMHENRYT. ANDERSON.
Were we to admit, however, that our SWN OF THE TIMES-THE
LAlIMAN
AND REfORMED
CLER'
translation is a good one, still there need
GlIMAN REVIEWED-EXP08ITION
OF ROM. 11TH, &c.
be no difficulty in the passage. Do you
LOUISVILLE,Ky., Jmm 1, 1848. '
ask, how, then, is faith the gift of God? I
BELOVEDBROTHER:-It is well to speak
answer: Just as food, health and friends are of things to come. I wish to hold a brothhis gifts. He gives us seed, soil, and the erly conversation with you on the subject of
ordinances of nature, with power to sow, the future kingdom. To you I will express,
reap, and gather our harvests, and thus he with all candor, my views of things to come,
gives us bread. And so of every good and knowing that you will hear and -receive' with
perfect gift that comes from above. He all readiness of mind whatsoever the scrip~ave ~s a Savior an~ the testimony concern-l tu.res say. I have som~ difficulties wh~ch I
mg him, and capacity to understand and ~Wish removed. I have listened very patlentvalue that testimony, and thus, when we be-IIY to the Elders of this Reformation which
lieve, it may bcsaid, he gives us faith. In a we plead, but remain, as yet, unsatisfied.
word, he gives us faith by giving us his t The Layman and the Reformed Clergyman
I
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The La man had the advantage, I thought, world, what shall the recl,JlVlng of th~m
y one pom
. t . Th e exp OS'lt'lonof the be but life from the dead? , [It bemg
except on
",
h
f
P
111. c apter 0
e t er gave the advantage to necessary
"h to cast them off m order to
'd
asl'de
all
reconcile
the Gentiles,
how muc, greatthe R eforme d Cl ergyman. I Ial
, ,
.
d
'
t
th
hole
suber
the
benefits
ansmg
from
preconceive sentI men s on e w
,
" their recepI'
,Ject an d l'k
h'ld
I
I'
t
d
to
them
tion.
Their
receptIOn
agam
I e a c I,
ISene
., will be a Ife
both., I h ave aIso pal'd equa I resp ect and from the dead. The nation has been III
. to oth ers wh 0 h ave sp oken . Still a state of death for
attentIOn
'" some 1800 years. Now
b
. the W,ay to bring them agam to their own will . e a
there are some t h'mgs wh'ICh I'Ie III
life from the dead.] If the first fruit be
and of these I WI'II h ere spea k .
. holy, so is the lump. If the root be holy,
Let it be conceded that a proper expos 1- so are the branches. [This is a most.striktion of Peter leads to the belief of a uni- ing fact. The first fmits were gathered by
versal conflagration. In the widest sense, the Jews and offered to God. The first
the earth and the things on it will be burned fruits being taken from the whole mass, if
up. Then I turn to the langua,ge of ~he these were holy, so was the mass, the lump,
Apostle Paul relative to the JeWish natIOn the remainder.
The first fmits of which
contained in the xi. chapter of his letter to Paul here speaks are the first converts from
the Romans, an exposition of which I will the Jewish nation.
These first converts
endeaver to give. I will begin with the are taken from the whole body of the naeleventh verse. Have they stumbled that tion. If then, the first fruits are holy, the
they should fall? by no means. But through whole nation is also holy. We are not to
their fall, salvation is come to the Gentiles, understand the term holy as used by Paul
to provoke them to jealousy.
[The mean- in such a sense as to lead us to suppose that
ing of which I take to be this. It was not the unbelieving part of the nation was acdetermined ~~at they ,should stumble, so as cepted through Christ. No: but the nato fall; but If they did stu~ble over that tion as a nation, is holy as being beloved on
stone, which God laid in Zion, it was deter- acc~unt of the fathers, as Paul speaks in
mined that they should fall: and .as this had the latter part of the chapter. That this is
taken place, now is the salvatIOn of the the sense in which we should take it, begospel given to the Gentiles in order to pro- comes evident from the whole of his reasvoke them to jealousy and cause them to oning, as we shall see. If the root be holy,
receive it also.] But if the fall of them be so are the branches. Here the same nathe riches of the world, and the diminish- tional holiness is spoken of again. I reing of them be the :iches of the Gentil~s" gard Christ as the root, and the whole nahow much more their fullness. [Th,~t IS, tion as the branches, " kata phnsin," natural,
how much more shall the world be ennched or according to the nature of the whole in'when the full time allotted them shall come. stitution. John says of Christ, he- came to
From this I reason thus: It became neces- his own, and llis own received him not.
sary because of their stumbling, to take The Greek is, "cis ta idia clthe kia oi
from them the gospel, and give it to the idioi anton ouparelaboll."
Dr. George
Gentiles. Now if this fall of theirs has be- Campbell translates this by these words:
come the means of enriching the world, He came to his own home, and his family
how much more will the world be emi,ched did not receive .him. The land of Paleswhen they are graffed into their own olive, tine was his home-the
Jews his family.
after the full time shall come,] Now I Now, as we speak of a family and its
speak to you Gentiles, inasmuch as I am branches, so may we speak of a tree and its
the Apostle of the Gentiles, I do honor to branches. The Jewish family was of the
my office, if I may thus provoke to emula- flesh and blood of Christ, and he partook of
tion my (own relations in this) flesh, and the samf', Tn a family relationship this figmay saVf>~ome of them. For if the casting nre is most simple and natural. As a tree
4
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of which he is the root, the figure remains be cut off. [Here is another warningequally simple. He calls himself the root Ithou shalt be cut off, if thou continue not
and offspring of David. Now, such being in his goodness. The Gentiles have not
the case, some of the branches were broken continued in God's goodness, and must, for
off by unbelief .. The branches were his that reason be cut off.] If thou wert cut
" kala phusin" according to nature: that is, out of an olive tree wild by natUre, and wert
according to the nature and design of that graffed, contrary to nature, into a good olive
whole institution. "To the Israelites per- tree, how mU'chmore shall these, which arc
tained the adoption, and the glory, and the the natural-branches, be graffed into their
covenants, and the giving of the law; and own olive tree. For I do not wish you to
the service, and the promises." And Christ be ignorant brethren of this secret, (lest ye
himself came from them according to the be wise in your conceits) that blindness in
flesh. He being the root of David, and part, has happened to Israel, until the fulDavid being king over Israel, and the whole ness of the Gentiles be come in: and so all
family of Israel thus being his, we have no Israel shall be saved,as it is written, "there
difficulty in the figure used by Paul. Now, shall come out of Zion the Deliverer and
some of the branches being broken off be- turn away ungodliness from Jacob."
[How
cause of unbelief, the nation still remains in ably and wisely does Paul continue this ar·
a holy relationship to God, and the promise gument. First, he supposes it possible for
is, that· these branchesf1the Israelitish na- the Jewish nation to be graffed in, then the
tion, will yet be graffed into their own olive probability, and then quotes the scripture
-in other words, they will come back to which boldly says that all Israel shall be
Christ when the fullness' of the Gentiles saved. Let no one here say, that this is
come!! in.
the spiritual Israel of which Paul speaks.
I· will now continue the examination of He is speaking of the natural branches
the chapter.] If some of the branches throughout; and the natural branches form
were broken off, and thou being a wild 01- the subject of his argument. The natural
ive wert graffed in among them, and with branches shall be saved, that is, the whole
them art partaking of the root and fatness house of Israel. Why should he go about
of the olive, .boast not against the branches; to prove that the spiritual Israel should be
but if you do boast, do not boast that thou saved, when that needed no proof? And,
bearest or sustainest the root; but that the could he apply to the spiritual Israel, that
root bears thee. Thou wilt say then, the scripture,-" the Deliver shall turn away unbranches were broken off that I might be godliness from Jacob"?
But so stands his
graffed in. You say well. Through unbe- argument, and we read in this portion of his
lief they were broken off, and thou standest writings the fates of the sons of Abraham,
by faith. Be not high minded, but fear; and of the Gentiles. Were there no other
for if God spared not the naturl branches, portion which gives information, this would
take heed lest he spare not thee. [This is be enough. The Gentiles will be cut off,
a warning which the Gentiles have utterly and the natural branches will be graffed in
forgotten. ' Oh! that the church had given again when the fullness of the Gentiles
heed to it. But the time is come now in comes in. But I must notice the conclusion
which God will not spare; but he will cut of the whole.]
For as in time past you
off the wild branches of this wild Gentile have not believed God, but now have obtainvine, which has produced the fruit of ini- ed mercy through their unbelief; even so
quity and sin. The clusters of the vine of these have not now believed, that, through
the earth are ripe, and the angel is about to your mercy they may obtain mercy. [Just
put in his sickle and reap. See the move- so certainly then will the gospel return to
ments in Europe.] Behold then the good- the Jewish nation, as that it was taken from
ness ~nd severity of God ; on them which fell, them and given to the Gentiles. Such is
seventy, but on thee goodness, if thou con- the statement in this last quotation which I
tinue in his goodne§.~ otherwise thou shalt have made from Paul.]
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,But, one will say, what,has all this t~ do (Christ, standipg opposed to the' progress of
with a general conflagratIOn? Be patient the gospel? It is even so. Then I believe
and we shall see. The gospel of Christ will that, as far as that Image extended its inflube restored to the Jewish people, and their ence, so far will the severe judgment of God
being graffed in upon their good olive will extend. But this Image was smitten on the
be the riches of the world. Let us leave feet and toes. The smiting has begun on
this, and take our observation from a differ- these very toes. Look at Italy and France
cnt point. Did you never read in the scrip- particularly. The influence is spreading
tures, the stone which· the builders rejected, itself far and wide, and the Russian Autothe same has become the head of the cor- crat may, as the hammer of the Almighty,
nero This is the Lord's doing and it is ~mite the whole Image in a few years, and
marvelous in our eyes. Wherefore I ~ay to bring it to the dust.
you, the kingdom of God shall be taken
Now as the kingdom of the Messiah will
from you, and given to a nation bringing fill the whole earth; and as all nations will
forth the fruits thereof.
And whosoever become his,and the whole earth will be subfalls on this stone shall be broken; but upon ject to his government, I confess I know
whomsoe.ver it shall fall, it shall grind him not where to place Peter's burning. The
to powder? The Jewish nation falling up- Lord will come and destroy the wicked; and
on this stone have been broken. Thus they gather out of his kingdom all things that
have stood for 1800 years. But they have hurt and offend, and them which do iniquinever been ground to powder as yet. Is there ty. All the nations of the earth are to beany thing in the scriptures that will answer come his, the kingdoms of the world are to
to this expression, 'grind to powder'? There become his, and I know not where to place
is. The little stone cut 'out of the moun- this universal conflagration.
If there is
tain without hands, smote the Image of Ne- such a burning, what becomes of the nabuchadnezzar upon the feet and toes; and tions, and where are the Israelites? But
they became lik~ the chaff of the summer you see my difficulty. Dispose of it as you
threshing floors, and the wind blew them may be able.
away. This I take to be the fulfilment of
The whole may be reduced thus:
that saying of our Savior. The Ten Toes
The kingdoms of this world will become
are the Ten Kingdoms of Western Europe the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ.
which, though professedly Christian, have
The whole earth will become subject to
not continued in the goodness of God. his government after the overthrow of the
They must be ground to powder by that present existing kingdoms.
stone which represcnts the kingdom of this
Such a state supposes the human race to
Messiah. But the stone became a moun- remain on the earth, particularly the race of
tain and filled the whole earth.
the Jews.
Now let it be noted that,while this stone
Should there be a universal conflagration,
smites' the Image and grinds it to powder, all the nations ofthe earth must be destroyed.
the sons of Abraham, being no part of this
Therefore, either no such universal conImage, are unto~ched. Moreover, this Im- flagration will take place; or, no such uniage comprehends the regions formerly oc-l versal subjugation of the nations of the
cupied by the Assyrian, Medo-Persian, earth to the Messiah's government.
Macedonian or Grecian, and the Roman
I readily admit, and cordially believe,
Empires. The whole of these regions are that God will make use of fire to destroy his
visited with severe judgments; for not the enemies. But a universal fire, I doubt.
feet and toes only, but the iron, brass, silIn truth and love,
H. T. A.
ver and gold, are all reduced to powder
[I would respectfully ask my studious and discriminating
and taken. away.
Do not the Romish and brother, Whether all he has said may not he true and there
.and Mohametan religions flourish in these still be an univer~al confiagralion1 May. not the n~tu~al
branches

regions? and are they not the enemies of

the JeWIsh nation. he graffed mto the ChrIstiAn

Church, ~heten kingdom., In all their division, together with
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the Papacy and Mohammedanism he destroyed, the age of
Bro. S. BRADFORD, Memphis, Tenn., writes, June
Millennialglory, as the richesof the world hebrought on; and lst: "Our congregation, which was partially set in oraner all these great and glorion. events, at the close of the der less than one year ago, now numbers between 60
Millennium, in the last, final and complete overthrow of Satan and all his hosts, the purgation of the Earth, by firc, of

and

which Peter spcaks,take placel
Most of Our mistakes are
made in fixingthe order of events. That certain events will
take place we may be never so confident and yet, by fixing
upon an arbitrary order of occurrence, confuse our own
minds and those of others. The present convulsionsof Eu·
rope may not close until the Euphrates sh.n he dried up-the
scattercdsons of Judah rcturn to the homesof.thcirf~thersi

day for wo•• hip-though
often without a preacher,
This does not, nor will it likely soon, prevent the meet·
ing of the brethren on thc first day of the week, for the
purpose of attending to the ordinances of our Master's
house-prayer,
praise, fellowship, and brcaking of
bread."
Bro. T. "V. CASKEY, Gainsville, Ala., writes: "I

70 members.

We

meet

regularly

every

Lord's

and after these events, the age of peace and righteousness
come on, to be interrupted, only, by the purifying conflagrations of the last day.
Again: Is it correct to expect Russia to he used as the
hammer of the Almighty to break in pieces and grind to

sant labors of the last month. In Benton, MISS., I laborcd alone cight da)'s; four obeyed the Gospel. This
is the first fruit in that place."
[For the remaining
church news in his letter, bro. Caskey will please sce
bro. Matthews' letter above. ED.]
,

llnd receive the reli1rionof Jesus; the stone smite the Image
.
.
., leet an d (es
\" t roy every ves t'13"ell 1&t remain.. of it·. ~ returned home a few days ago, worn out WIth the
mecsUllOl1 Its
.

powder the image, when the Prophet declares the Ustone" or

.

kingdom of Christ shall smite and destroy it"l I have not
room to affirm or prQve any thing here, but 1 ask these sug·
geslive q;lestions, that in your future consideration of the
subject )'ou may have them hefore YOJ. For myself I look
for a personal return of the Messiahto the ealth, and I have
not yet been ahle to s~e' any thi~,g in the prophecies which
doe. not encoura~e thIS.expecta~,onafler the fall of the Ro·

man Papacy.

HIS eODlHlg

Brothcr A. G. BR~N~Anr, UnlO~, Sumner county,
Ten., June 10th, wntes: " A meetmg was commenccd
at this place by bro. W. P. Clark, on Saturday last,
and closed on \Vednesday following, with 4 additions,
all by immersion. Bro. Clark preached t!,'ice cach day,
much to tl)e edification of the brethren alld the co;,viction of alicns. May the disciples Jonu cherish the

may mtroduce each and all or tile

..

grand events to which )'ou refer; for the heavens only retain
llim until the TtM'S (not until after tlte fulfilment) 0" the
fulfilment of the things spokell by the holy Prophets. Acts
iii. IIfy readings of the Prophecies, and my observations of
the state of the world, lead me to say often,
"Haslen, Lord the glorious day."
i
The ~irnegiven to lI1y~teryn~b)'lon, and the lon.gsuffering

of Christ towards all Ius enemICS, are the only thmgs WhICh

I"event his appearing while I write. As the head of the
church and Prince of the Kings of tbe Earth, he oomes
to redeem his people, to tlestroy alt human government
represented in the man·like stalue of !lab)'lon's king,
ami thus to make way for the moun\ain state of his everlast.
ing monarchy. Every conceivable form of government has
been tried and found wanting; and wilh every agitation that

•

.

1:1

.

good ImpreSSIOns made u~on thetr hca.rts, and .0 h~e
tllat others may be constrallJcd to glonfy our Father III
Heaven."
Brother Clark, during his labors last year as an Evangelist, obtained two hnndred and eight additions; and
during this year, up to April, sixty two more. Bro. C' ••
labors havc been bl~ssed in almost every part of the
,.
d
Lord s vllleyar . ED.
The ",Bible Advocate" for June, reports 1 addition at
Fayttte, 1 at Randolph, and 3 at Boonville, Mo., under
the labors of brethren Allen, White and Gaines; 5 at
Fort Madison, 11 at Lost creek, and 20 at Green Bay,
Iowa' 9 at Gr ind Stonc Fork of Grand river Mo. und tJ' I bo
f S S· T .
d 2 t L"
'11' III

threatens their downfall, we are made to look for the day
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when he shalt come wltose right it is to sway the sceptre of
The "EccleSIastIcal Reformer" of June 10th, report.
universal dominion.
8 immersions at Columbia, Ky., under the labors of bro.
I have a difficultyalso upon your illterpretation of the root, \V. G. Swinney.
hranches, &e. of tlte good olive tree, but I must lea"e it to a
Bro. ,V. H. HOOKER, Richmond, Ala., May 23<1,
more "convenient season."

I Ilcartily concur in your gene-

ral observations, and hope you will continue them.-En.]

0'
RELIGIOUS
INTELLIGENCE.
Bro. J. A. BEALL, Lynville, Tenn., writcs:-"\Ve
are gctting along here as well as could be expected.
We have additions occasionally,"
[At this point it ap'
pears the truth mcels with much opposition (and where
does it not1) but it will finally triumph over all to the
glory of God the Father, and tJ,e discomfiture of its enemies. ED.]
B,o. J A~IES E. MATTHEWS, Jackson, l\liss., writes
l\Iay25: "BrethrenClark,Caskey
and G. "V.H. Smith
have just closed a meeting at Brandon, 12 miles east of
this 'place, at which 21 were immersed and 4 Baptist
brethren united with us.
•.
Previously
there were but I I mcmbers; now there are 36. When
we reflect that this place was much under the control
jmd intluence of the Sccts, we must regard the result of
the meeting as a great triumph of the cause of Truth.
Two others were recently added by immersion, to the
church in this place,"

writes:

"On yesterday I closed a meeting of two da)'s

at this place at the water's edge, wh~re I buried five
with our blessed Lord in Baptism.
The eause in this
country needs only a rew more proclaimers to carry the
gospel to the affections of tite whole community.
Bro. A P ADON,Port Gibson, 1\1i., !\fay 24th, writes:
at home, after an absence of
three wecks, during which time J have traveled through
Adams and 'Vilkinson counties, Miss., and East and
Wcst Feliciana, La. In all my travels I find many
"very many," inquiring to learn the truth. I have la.
bored since last fall, from Hinds county, 35 milcs above,
to Baton Rouge, La., 200 miles hclow; and generally
have had large and attentive audiences. But my labors
are too much extended. I must occnpy less ground and
cultivatc the better.
The lst inst. I organiscd a little band in Bayou Sara.
Ma,. the Lord water and give abundant increase. About
nine miles north-east of Bayou Sara, there is a congregati~n of about 20 or 30 members; at Whitesville, ;Mi.
there is a remnant left ,!f about 13 of Bro. Mathews'
labors; Qne was added there recently by immersionj at

i" I this morning arrived

!
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Old Bethel, three miles east of Woodville, Mi., thcy they say in a late letter, as goo-l a house to worship God
They express their
number about 35, who meet regularly to acquaint them. in as any society in that section.
thanks as follows: "The Lord be praised for a house
selves both in the theory and practice of Christianity."
among so many of America's Nobility."
PARlI, TEI'II., JUNE, 1848.
I( some devoted and intelligent brother ETangelist
Dwr Broth'" Ferguson:
would visit Lafayette, Chambers county, Alabama, he
1discover in .your las~ Magazine you made a small
would be received with pleasure by the brethren at that
mistake in giving, the \lccount of a conversation had
place; and about thirty miles below, he would find bro.
while in Nashville, touchi,ng a Baptist Church, who
Prior Reeves, 'a devoted disciple, with several congre- (\
avowed their determination to be governed solely by the
gations to whom he speaks, who would also be glad to
word of Gpd in name and practice. The Church was
in Georgia, near the Alabama line, composed of about see him.
Yours, in the Lord,
120 members. After hearing somc five disconrses by
JOHN R. 1\I'CALL,
one of our teachers, t!ley unanimously (as far as we
learned) determined on such a course. 1 also learned
that several preachers and congregations were deter·
CO·OPERATION
MEETING.
mined to~come up to Apostolic Chri~tianity in Georgia.
MEMPHIS, May, 1848.
S.me 'of the most devoted prcachers in the Baptist
The Church of Christ at Memphis appointed for co·
connexion are preaching and writing in the South, as operation, b"ethren B. W. Stone, Simon Bradford,
well as North, urging a "Pure Christianity as ,the John L. Sweeney, Sidney Smith, Delegates.
world's only hope."-such
being the title of a work cir·
The congregation at Memphis, was set in order, by
culating among them. Also a: work by President Jen· the collecting together of about twenty members, on the
k~'n, on the Holy Spirit, }n which he treats the subject - day of ---,
1847, by bro. B. W. Stone, Evaniu a clear and lucid manner, as well as a very pure and ,gelist, who still retains-his membership in the same.
scriptural s:tyle"alld added'to this a splended work from Presellt number of members 45. Organizatioll imperthe ~i, of Dr. Johlls6n, of South Carolina, of'2:i lec- fect. Mect lst day of each week.
tures, entitled the "Gospel Devel~ped," a ,;'ork taken'
Church of Christ at Union meetillg-house, Shelhy
8S a whole, not inferior; in my humble judgment, to any
county, Tennessee. 1\1. ,'I;. 'Vebher, ,Joseph P. Duthing 1 hav,e read i-for a strict adherence to the Bible, val, C. A. Starr, Delegates.
Organi7.Cd about 9 years
and as its title imports, the Gospel Developed. 1 think ago-about 45 members-2 elders-3
deacons-mect
he has done much to strip its ordinances and teachings monthly-a weekly prayer meeting-a
good house of
of modern snperstitions and humanisms, and to make it worship-llf. W. Webber, minister-promised
$90 or
.hine forth in its original beauty and perfection. .I do .$100 to co-operation.
hope it will be scattered" broadcast" over Ollr ~meriChurch of Christ at Republican meeting-house, Yal·
can land, and in other lands also. 1 might speak of labusha county, Mississippi. H. Wilcox, Delegateother' works, but these must suffice. .
50 members-l
evangelist-2
elders-2 deacons-tolYou ·have ,the best )vishes of the brethren ,lor the suc- erable prospect of doing good-'-not willing to sti pulate
cess of the" Magazine" wherever 1 have been, and I a certain amount of money, usually cOlltribute about
hope we sha)l be able to give a fair an~ c~rreet account $200-meet week ly.
on its pages of the luctess of truth and its trioTe';'ents,
Church of Christ at Bethel meeting-house, Tippah
",iihout designing to injure the feelings of those,who are county, Mississippi.
J. L. Ethelridge, Joseph G"eer,
opposed to the cause \\'e, plead: for 'I vcrily believe if -Delegates-25
members-2 evangelists-l
elder-l
they understood i!. they w~ul~ plead it wit~ zc,;i and' deacon-meet twice in Ibe month---:bro. Ethelridge ~Olldevotion. ,
'
.
tributes $12.
1mentiol.ed to you tilat about one hundred perso~s ' Church of Christ at Nonconnah 1\1. H., Fayette,
llad bee~ added to the army of the faithful last winter counly, Tennessee.
37 members-l elder-2 deacons
arid spring through dlC,!i'bor~ of b,'ethren Cooper, Cas- -meet monthly':"'have a good house.
key, Ho()~er, Reeres an~ myself, in Soutll Alabama;
On motion of bro. B. W. Stone, the following resomost of who[l1had bee,! immersed by us: others of them ,lution was adopted, together with a preamble suggested
having. been immersed, were not re-immersed' unless .hy bro. M,"\V. 'Vebber.
:it were their wish. A good many of the'BlIptist,pmiWREREAS, The contributions received at this coted together with others on the ,Word of God.
operation' meeting, being insufficient, to enAble ,us \0
One of our teaching bret)1ren told me he had immers- commence the benevolent work of evangelizing in this
ed three Paido-baptist preachers, in the last 18 months, country; Therefore
in Alabama and 'Georgia.
Nothing is needed in tl;e : Resol'lfd, That the brethren of this meeting be in·
South, in my opinion, but a proper' and'.spiritual exhi- structed to visit 'the Churches and brethren in their res. bition of truth for its success alp0,:,g the people. They peclive vicinities, and solicit from them collectively and
will compare with any people, in devotion and kindness, individually, contributions for the pm'pose of evangelizwith whom I have met. But' in" order to .do go()d, we ing-subject to the action of the meeting when assem·
must go and labor as did the Apostles, fo~ weeks and bled; and urge them to give according to their several
months, at'a place/ 1 deliverec! sixty-five discourses in abilities, as directed or instructed by this meeting.
the town of Lafayette" in sixty-five days, besides exhor·
,The meeting adjourned to meet at Thyatira M. H .•
. lations,. and teachir% from house to house; and formed a Desoto county, Mississippi, on 'Vedoesday before the
congreg~tion' of 2s noble ~~ldiers, ~vhoare ke'epihg the third Lord's day in September" present A. D.-wher.e
ord'inances, as they write me, and win Boonbave; a~ we hope to meet with delegates from every congrega-
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tion, feeling an interest in this great work and individual brethren also, not connected with any congregation, coming up liberally and mightily to the help of
the Lord.
Will the Editor of the Christian !\fagazine please
publish this slleet and request our venerable old brother
of the Harbinger, together with the brethren editing
our other journals, to copy.
MATTHEW
W • .wEBB~:R,!\fod'r.
STARKE Dupuy, Sec.

.•.

CO-OPERATION

IIIEETING.

Brother W~LLIAM W. PURCELL informs us that
"A co.operation meeting of the churches at Bagdad,
Jennings' creek, and Line creek, was held at Red
Boiling Springs, l\1acon county, Ten., on the 4th Saturday in !\fay last, having for its object to provide a fund
to sustain an Evangelist within their bonnds. These
churches invite the assistance of Red Spl,jngs and
Trace's creek churches. Bro. Samuel Dewhitt consented to become their Evangelist for nine months; and
to receive from $125 to $150 for his labors. There
was oue addli~n on Lord's day.'~
[The want of room compels us to make a synopsis of
the report of this meeting. ED~]

."
APPEAL IN BEHALF OF NEW ORL'EANS.
To all woo <all upon the name of the Lord, in tho United
Statu, in sincerity and in truthBELOVED BRETHREN:
In behalf of the Christian congregation of this
city, yonr serious attention is respectfully called to,
and yonr generous liberality invoked in behalf of, the
subject matter mentioned in the sequel.
It is known to most if not all of you that a congregation of Disciples has been formed here upon tbe Bible
and the Bible alone; and it is also known by all who are
acquainted with the pecunary circumstances of its members that, they are utterly unable of themselves to obtain
a suitable house in which to worship. Indeed they
have manifested great liberality; under all the circum,stances in relieving the distressed, and in contributing
from year to year, for the rent of an obscure upper
room, in which they have not neglected to assemble
themselves since their organization.
From this it will
appear obvious tbat, in asking your aid in the procurement nf a permanent and suitable place of worship, we
are not actuated hy motives nf selfishness, but rather
by an ardent desire to be tbe better able to throw around
your sans, and daughters, your husbands and wives,
your kindred and friends, whatever genial inflnence
might be exerted by congenial spirits who worship at
the same shrine. We who are here and who realize
the frequent departures from the paths of piety by
strange brethren from the country-led
nn step after
step by various and seductive allurements-may weep
and mourn over the neglected cause of Zion here~ but
unless some assistance is readered, unless you who can
and will determine to heed this our l\1acedonian cry, we
may continue to shed the unavailing tears of inability
to do as we would wish, until in the Providence nf our
Heavenly Father, we shall all he called to render an account of the manner in which we have used the talents
confided to our trust.

Let it not be said,we pray you, bredlren, in tbat great
and final day, that thiN priest-ridden and spiritually benighted city has invoked your aid in vain. Nor are you
asked to contribute for the cause of Christ here, as did
the poor widow who gave all s4e had. No you are only
entreated to bestow of your abundance, some small
pittance that the congregation may be eoabled to purcbase a lot and erect a house in which to worship, and
to which they could ilOt only affectionately invite, but
induce many to visit who otherwise would not attend
the preached word. When you consider the importance
of this poiut-the
rapidity of its growth-already
the
great emporinm of the South '~nd West-and
rellect that
this appeal is made in behalf of innumerable souls tending to the bar of God-and then imagine that the amount
you lend to the Lord may cause many in after ages, and
in eternity to call you blessed; we Can but hope tbat
such reflections will excite your speedy and liberal action.
.
'Ve would adopt the language of one of Louisiana's
most gifted sons, and say that with your sufficient aid,
the congregation here would "plant a tree the shade of
which it may not be given us to enjoy, but we should
cherish the conviction that our children's children would
one dllY 'nestle under its goodly branches, blessing the
memory of their provident sires."
!\fay the Lord incline your hearts to do his entire will,
is the ardent desire of your brother in Christ.
P. W. R.

T'
WHEN

AN OFFENCE lilA Y BE CONSIDERED
REMOVED.
'

AS

Where an offence has taken place we
s,hould never suppose it removed, till love be
restored. Never let false delicacy, or a
wish to avoid trouble, lead anyone in such
a case, to disguise his sentiments. Let the
matter be fullyex'amined, without delay.Better take a little more time' and trouble
too, that the difference, if possible, may be
effectually 'done away, than huddle up the
business, by professing satisfaction when
it is not real. If a difference be thus superficially patched up,merely for the sake
'of. p~ace, or to avoid the discipline of the
church', or tlje censur.e of s\lch of the brethren as may be acquainted with it, it will
prove like a wound not properly healed.When it meets with the most trifling injury,
it is·perpetually apt to break out afr,esh.
One way, in which an old offence. is thus
sometimes revived, is by referring to it, if
any new cause of difference between the
parties should ~fterwards take place. This
is exceedingly improper. r Wherever a profession of 1"epentence for an offence has
been ma~e on the one hand" and accepted
on the other, it should never be touched

upon afterwards, whatever subsequent difference may happen." I have sometimes
found, when a member of a church had occasion to reprove a brother, though the reproof be allowed to be just, if any thing
had ever occurred in the history of the reprover, which served to afford matter of
crimination, recourse was had to it, in order
to take off the edge of the reproof that was
given. Tllis plainly shewed;that it was not
received in a proper spirit. Such a person
had no more title thus to recall what was
past, than a member would have to resort to
an old account, which had been settled long
ago, in adjusting some new debt. If what
is thus mentioned by the reproved party be
something of a private nature, which was
known to him, but which he never brought
forward before; by introducing it now, he
condemns himself. If it was really an offence, why did he not bring it forward sooner? He was surely chargeable with a criminal violation of the law of love, in not taking notice of it earlier, and making it the
subject of admonition or roproof. We shall
only add, that mentioning any thing of this
kind to others, though not to the person himself, by whom the reproof is administered,
is equally improper.-WM. INNES.

his, their angry and intolerant passions are
invoked to aid in his destruction. All this
have I seen in a few weeks, and it has caused me to thank God for the consolation of a
Religion that teaches love even for enemies,
and enables its votaries often to be associated
with holy Apostles and Prophets in filling
up what is behind in the sufferings of the
saints. The reign of the wicked is short;
but the righteous man shall abide forever,
saith my God.
J. B. F.

.,.

YOUNGMEN SHOULDREADGOODBOOKS.
-We have never known a young man who
was not fond of reading become either as
intelligent, or moral, as those who, with a
fondness for reading chaste and useful
works, indulged such a taste whenever opportunityoffered.
We have always hopes
of a young man when we see him purchasing books instead of cigars or tobacco.Mark such a young man, and you will see
him certainly become one who is looked up
to when he becomes a man. Three cents
spent every day for cigars, or other nonsense, if treasured up for books, will purchase eleven dollars, worth of books in the
course of a year, and just look at the difference of the application. Money spent
for books, is like purchasing that kind of
food which invigorates the soul, and nourishes it for noble actions, while money spent
in the ball-room or theatre, or for the gratification of an evil physical taste, is like purchasing that which takes away the proper
nourishment of the" mind, and certainly
is injurious to the body. Young men should
read good books.-Scientijic American.

ENVYOF GOOD MEN.
It would seem that some individuals,
even among professing Christians, are so
under the influence of the Spirit of Satan,
that they hesitate not to adopt any method
to destroy the influence of a good man. If
his exertions are not made in favor of their
party, they feel the sanctuary of their pride
and prejudices invaded; they envy his good
name; the admiration, which the rich and
THE DOOMOFOURWORLD.-The North
the love, which the poor and the respect, British Review says: "What this change is
which all give to him; and like lone}y owls to be, we dare not even conjecture, but we
under the thick shade of their selfish and see in the heavens themselves, some traces
ungodly feelings, they hoot if it were only of destructive elements and some indicato disturb the harmony of those who sing tions of their power. The fragments of
more melodious notes.
They leave no broken planets-the
descent of meteoric
stratagem unattempted to bring him under stones upon our globe-the wheeling comtheir power. Their pride is alarmed at ev- ets wielding their loose materials at the soery advance he makes; their jealousy at eV-jlar surface-the
volcanic eruptions of our
ery attainment the community recognize; own satelite-the
appearance of new stars
and frequently stung into resentment when ~and the disappearance of others, are all a
their base conduct is put in contrast with l foreshadowing of that impending convulsion
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REVIV AL CONVERTS.

the fellowship of the Baptist Church in Pittsburgh, not more
than forty miles (rom the place where the offenceswere said

.

.

to h'\ve been committed; and that seventeen years have since

The converts
of a modern
reVival meetjng seem so pure and happy
for a short
'.

'

time, that some are almost
tempted
not to
regret their early death
pretty much
upon
. .I
h.' h
d h J
the same pnnclp
e, w IC actuat~
t e
udiciary of Spain, of the 16th Century.
The
law then was
that the convict doomed
to

elapsed and Mr. F. has all that time, been sustained by the
Baptist community, who regard hiln as a gifted an,l succes.·
ful preacher. As, therefore, I know nothing Of Mr. F. per·
sonally, with reference to these charges, and as he is sus.
taiued by the Religious community witl. which b~ stands
conneeted, who are responsible for his conduct, having no
de~ir~to aid in his injury, with the above facts before me, I
cheerfully withdraw my allusion to him. My object was to
ex~se ~he indefensibl~ .manage~,~nt and folly of modern

I

,

Capital
rament

REVIVALIST.

In an article, in the 1&'1. No.ofth~ uCURlSTIAN
l\lAGAZIN~n
on "Revivals and Revivalists," J alluded to 1\lr. Fisher ~
having been eXcl~ded' from a Christian Church for "gross
immorality." That a·lIusion was made from my recoJIection
of published statements concerning him, which I ha.d sup ..
posed were supported
uTleq~ivocal testimony.
Since
writing that article, from a careful exa.rnination of the publi.
cations aga.inst 'him. I have been made to regard them, as exparte and.contradictorYi and I have learned that they were
made eight years after the offences \Vere said to have bee»
committed, during a part of which time Mr. Fisher lived in

on the ceme-

on mausoleums

in the school

THOMAS J. FISHER-THE

is doomed.
is to be burnt

as it were

let us learn

taught

which

heavens

away,
worlds,

of the world

on a planet

RevIvalJs:m, and not to lllJurc'or :ud In the.mju,ryof any man;

execution,
"should
receive
the s~clike a Catholic
Christian
and after
.

'.

and, therefore, it affords me pleasure to prevent so far as it is
in my power any injustice to Mr. F. that may grow out l){

.

my alJmdon to him.

that be executed
as speedily
as pOSSible, m
order that his soul may pass the more securely!"
It is a great misfortune
to be lar•

I have had several interviews with Mr. F. both before and
since his Icave of Nashville, \vhich have enabled USI;onora.bly, amicably a~d in a Christian spirit toadjus~all.t/JCdifficur·

•

ger at buth than at any other
religious
life.
The
converts

tIC~

that wcre hkely to grow out of the publIcation rcfernd

perIOd of our
to Primitive

to, and we parted under the inJluence of the reconciling and
peaceful spirit and principles o{ the Christian Religion.

ChnstJamty,
were born mfants and grew to
the perfect
stature
of men
anef" women
in
Christ.
whilst the modern
convert
is born

I am satisfied we do injustice to Mr. F. with reference to his
reputablestanding forthe past seve.;teen years among the Bap·
tis~s.in circulating the reports w~ich have been pUblis.heda·

.

.

.

.

,

I take this oppOrtunIty, also, of saying to our Brethren, that

.

gatnsthis·character.

full grown, and lives to dwindle
back to the
littleness
from which
he so suddenly
and

I have examllled the whole matter uopar·

tially,andI am convinced, that if we seek those things which
prevent strife and which do not stir up the passionsofthebaser
sort of every community ,we will circula.te them no longer. l\lr.

unnaturally

emerged.

F. i. often represCllted•••denouncing us asa religious people.
Would it not be well for those who complain of this, to reo
I.

A

member how much l\e is provoked to it by the manner in

CHECK TO ARROGANCE.-I

never

yet

which, some amongst u. have treated him, in giving curren·
cy to aspersions of his character w Wch the Baptist commu·

found pride in a noble
in an unworthy
mind.

nature,
nor humility
Of all trees,
I ob-

nity regard as exaggerated and nnsustainable. We are taught
to loveour enemies; to do good to those who despitefully use
and p~rsecute us.

And I cannot, as a Christian Editor, lend

serve that God hath chosen the vine, a lowly
plant, that creeps
upon the helpful wall; of

my aid or countenance tothe spirit of retaliation excited by
lhe bitter and denunciatory publications of both farties. We

all the beasts, the soft and patient
all fowls,
the mild and guileless
When God appeared
t.o Moses,

Iy; but we can do it in love, "notseekin~ our Own profit,but
the profit of many that they may be saved." We advocate
no religiOUSprinciple that we would hesitate to defend be·

state our,convictions of truth unhesitatingly

lamb;
of
dovfil.it was not

and cOt\TageouE.

fore the whole world, whilst at the same time if it be possi-

in the lofty cedar, nor
but a bush
an humble

,

,

the spreading
slender
abiect

'J

palm;
bush

as if he would
by these
selections,
che.ck
the conceited
arroaance
of man.
Nothing
'lb h
'1'
h·
pro d ucet h I ove l 1 {e uml tty; not mg hate

ble, we would live in peace with all.
.
We parted as friends, Mr. F.leaving me free 10 say of our

,

ditnculties whatever

l

seemed to me proper.

Christian maa-

nanimity would not allow me to say less than I have, an:r
the examination I have made of ·allthat our friends have
published against him.
EDITOR.

like pride.

"'.

"A
grievous

A
that

soft

answer
words

wrathful
is slow

turnetll

stir up
man stirreth

to anger

away

wrath:

but

anger.
up strife:

appeascth

strife."

but he

The Brethren at Republican, Clark counly, Georgia,
have appointed their annual meeting. It will begin on
Wednesday night before the second Lord's day iu September next.
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the fruits of his warfare; just in supporting the claims of his allies, and altogeth-

er venerable and exemplary in his age, and
IN this chapter we open upon a new era throughout all the succeeding ages of huin the life of our patriarch, which differs, man history.
materially, from all that preceded it. We 1. War is a strange,and awful, and 'alway,~
have beheld him, when constrained to de- a SINFULwork, though all engaged in it may
part from his home, his country and his not be sinners! It undervalues and conkindred, cheerful and prompt to obey, and temns the true worth of man; it is blind to
willing to become an exile', under the full all the claims of his nature, and plants its
assurance that, his Heavenly friend could, vulture foot upon all. the principl~s of virand would, indemnify him for all the sacri- tue, religion and God. It is usually, if not
fices he would be called upon to make. always, selfish" mercenary, hard-hearted,
Again, we have seen him, when compelled fraudulent and heaven-daring.
But men
to separate from a near and beloved kins- have, from motives the most honorable and
man, to whom he was bound by the double conscientious, entered into its dreadful conties of nature and fortune, with admirable flicts. Heroic and disinterested Abraham
condescension, give up to his inferior, the thus engaged in it, and howeve'r we dislike
most fertile and lovely part of the land its very name, we cannot withhold our .apwhich the Lord God had given him-a land proval and admiration of his conduct. To
watered as the garden of the Lord.
But repel aggressign-to
rescue the. innocent
we look again, and we behold him who was captives from the heaviest sufferipgs and
ready to sacrifice every worldly advantage the worst of slavery-to su~cor the weak,
for the sake of peace, putting on the armor and secure the great ends of peace, were
of the warrior, and at the head of his train- the motives which actuated him in his, ared servants and allies, wage a short and duous undertaking; and hence, he extends
successful conflict against the confederated not his possessions, he takes no spoils,. he
princes who had invaded Canaan.
His 1 receives no reward. Thus, in anticipation,
conduct as already contemplated, is noble his conduct condemns that infamous trade
and dignified; but upon this occasion, and in war which makes the staple in hUIllan ~listhroughout the transactions here detailed, tory; which engages man in mortal conflict
there are other and important and interest- with his fellow for profit or for promotion;
ing traits which must also command our ad- which concentrates all the varieties of Immiration. So eager and strong in his natural man.misery, murder, p~stjlcnce and famine,
affections as to be led to forsake the hap- infamy and beastiality; which covers the fer~
py plains of Mamre to rescue his captive tile earth with mangled corses, fills the lifenephew from the hands of strong and pow- giving air with the groans and shrieks of
erful conquerors, we behold him honestly the dying, distracts and breaks the exindignant at tyranny and oppression; skilful quisite workmanship of God, and fills sociin his plans, and vigorous and intrepid in ety with infernal passions.
their execution; moderate in the uses of
The causes of the battle in which Abram
victory j disin terested in refusing a Rhl\rcof. was engaged wen~, tyranny on the part of
WITH
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Chedorlaomer, and rebellion on that of the ters, rescued from the hands of a victorious,
Kings of Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, Ze- ferocious and licentious soldiery. And
boiim and Zoar. Twelve years had they such was the judicous disposal of the at.
served their conqueror, but in the thirteenth tack, the prompt execution of his measures,
they rebelled, which caused Chedorlaomer that ere, upon the swift camels and dromeand his 5:onfederates to come up against daries, the booty could be carried away, all
them. He and his allies smote the Re- the baggage was captured and restored to
phaims, (or giants) the Emims (who occu- its owners.
The King of Sodom, who
pied the eastern hank of the Jordan from doubtless escaped by concealment in the
near its source to the desert,) the Horites, .slime-pits, hastens, with exultation and joy,
(or dwellers in caves) the Zuzims, the Amal- to meet and congratulate the returning genekites and the Amorites. They approach- eral. Learning that all they had given up for
ed the plains of the Jordan, and were met lost, was, without their own efforts, recoverby the five Kings above alluded to. They ed, and the spoile-rs spoiled, he not only
fought in the vale of Siddim, and fared no hails Abram and his little forces as the debetter than the other tribes; for they were liverers of their country, but very reasonacompelled to hide themselves in the salt-pits, bly and gratefully proposes that if Abram
whilst their forces were scattered upon the will return him the recaptured persons, he
mountains, and ma!1y taken captive incIud- wiII give to him all the spoils of the sucing their women, and Lot, their ,?-ewally. cessful conflict. But behold the just and
A salt sea now covers the place of their magnanimous patriarch !-"I have lifted up
struggle. The conquerors pillaged the ci- my hand to the Lord, the most high God,
ties of Sodom and Gomorrah, carried off the possessor of heaven and earth, that I
all their goods and provisions, not unlike will not take from a girl's fillet, to a man's
the predatory bands of the Arabs, who, to shoe-latchet, and that I wiIInot take anything
this day, unexpectedly surprise a city, or a that is thine, lest thou shouldst say, I have
caravan, and with but little sla.ughter, carry made Abram rich. The possessor of heaven
off the booty into' the wilderness, where it and earth had engaged to provide for him;
is often impossible to pursue them. But and, besides, he would not allow his motives
one of the friends of Lot escaped the gen- of benevolence to be misconstrued by reeral captivity, and brought the evil tidings to ceiving a reward from the possessions, even
the tent of Mamre) the Amorite, the friend of earthly potentates. In justice to others,
and confederate of Abram. Abram hears however, whilst refusing every thing for
the catastrophe, collects·his trained servants, himself, he asks that the portion of the spoils
and placing himself at the head of these which the young men had eaten, and Aner,
and the forces' of ¥amre, Eschol and Aner, Eschol and Mamre, had taken of the booty,
with whom he was associated for mutual pro- might be left to them.
tection, he set out on the perilous expeHe went to wa~, .then, ~either for ~p~ils,
dition of re<;overing 'Lot, and restoring no~ fa7e.
He diVided hiS troops skJlfully,
peace to the land of Canaan. He skilfully an. se ected a proper season for the surdivided his troops, surrounded the encamp- pflse .a~d attac~, and then depended upon
ment of the enemy at night, surprised their the ~Ivme blessmg for. succor and success.
victorious armies with his slender compa- He mterposed for a k~nsman, aveng~d his
nies, and smote them with a great slaughter. wr~ngs, and rescued him as well as hiS asHe killed the royal co~mander and his al- soclates, and asked no other reward. To
lied sovereigns, and pursued the retreating God ~e looked fo~ victory, an~ in t~e use of
army as far as Robal!, on the north side of all h~s own faculties, he obtamed It. The
the far famed city of Damascus. He re- confll~t over, he returned with his faithful
covered his nephew, and restored to the and tn~llnphant se~vants tot~e happy scenes
painful and distre.ssed husband
d f: th
of t~eIr .pastoral life, une~tlCed by ~l~ecor·
.
..
"
s an a eIl! 1 ruptmg mfluence of avance, ambition, or
ofthe pllla~ed Cities, their wIves and daugh- i the thirst for unlawful dominion.

i

WHO WAS MELCHISEDECK?·

II. But Abram, the Hebrew, was metby an- whose genealogy is not given by Moses,
other, and a more illustrious King than Bera and is involved in mystery; who had neither
of Sodom, whose name affords an agreeable predecessor nor successor in his priestly ofcontrast to the task he was compelled to fice; and was thus, in rank, above Abram,
perform: Melchisedeck, King of Righteous- and a most eminent type of Christ. As
ness, and King of Peace! There are a num- there was no record of his descent, no limit
ber of idle, and foolish opinions concern- to his office, and as he was in dignity above
jng this King. Some have supposed him Abram, the highest of the Jewish ancestors,
the Holy Spirit-others, one of the duna- he excelled in superiority all Abram's demii, or emanations from God-the logos- scendants, among whom were the Levitical
an angel-a man formed before Adam out Priests, and, therefore, h'e better serves to
of spiritual instead of earthly mattershow the superiority of Christ's Priesthood
Enoch sent back to earth-Job
and Shem. over that of Aaron; and he is thus used by
It is only necessary to recite these opinions, the Apostle Paul. Abram, the father of
I apprehend, as no one of them has ever Aaron, paid tithes to Melchisedeck; and,
been defended upon tenable grounds. In- therefore, ,acknowledges his superiority of
deed, they but serve to exhibit the avidity rank and dignity.
with which curious man seeks to dive into
He met Abram with bread and Wine, and
what are considered mystical or abstruse refreshed him when exhausted from the fasubjects, whilst the plain and valuable truths tigues and toils of his late battle. He also
of God are neglected or despised. Self- blessed him, saying-"Blessed be Abram of
conceit is its first principle, and it not un- the Most High God, possessor of heaven
frequently leads to presumption, imperti- and earth; and blessed be the Most High
nence and contempt.
The only opinion God, which hath delivered thine enemies
above that has any claim to plausibility is into thy hand." . Doubtless Abram regardthe prevalent hypothesis among the Jews, ed this benediction of far more value than
that he was Shem. But I ask, why call the captured spoils of war. Already blessShem, Melchisedeck? Why veil his identi- ed of God in a rich inheritance, in the esty, seeing that he has been called by his teem of Kings, in the 'deliverance of a reIproper name all along? Besides, Paul says ative, and a victory over his enemies. But
that Melchesideck has no genealogy. This that blessing of God, which maketh rich
is not true of Shem. We know his father, and addeth no sorrow-which
descends
the beginning of his days, and the end of from heaven, and leads upward again-was
of his life. We know not either of Mel- now pronounced upon him; and, perhaps, in
chesideck.
It is impossible that Shem the notable personage before him, he saw a
should be a reigning King in the land of type of his more illustrious descendant, who
Ham, and Ham still in the possession of it, has neither beginning of days, nor end of
as he continued to be for hundreds of years life, and who imparts blessings without reafterwards. But there is still another rea- ceiving any thing in'return but the offerings
son, which must forever settle the claims of of a grateful heart. Truly is he blessed
Shem. On this hypothesis, Melchisedeck whom the Lord blesses. My hearers, we
and Levi are of the same descent, for Levi also have a King of Righteousness, a Priest
was a descendant of Shem; whereas the or Prince of Peace, and of the Most High
whole reasoning of Paul is upon the hy- ,God. Let us submit to his authority, and
pothesis that their descent is widely differ- we will be blessed of him in life, and after
ent. Heb.7 ch.
our victory here, where he is, there may we,
T.he opinion which I consider most probable, and which certainly stands out upon
the face of the narrative, is-that he was,
a righteous and peaceful King, a Priest of
the Most High God in the land of Canaan,

as his servants, be.
In conclusion, I have a few reflections
upon the momentous subject of war, which
are suggested by this history, and to which
1 beg leave to call your attention.
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III. The c;:ses of most wars have'been, that should actuate u~~;::;'
booty" plunder and fame. But we have regulation of outward conduct. The exseen that these were not the principles which' ceptions and limitations, therefore, to his
actuated Abram. We learn from his histo- general rules are left to the self-love of man
ry, as well as from the dictates of reason, to make, he being held responsible for makthat an enlightened and just man or nation ing them in accordance with the spirit and
may ~ometimes go to war. A nation that tenor of his master's teaching. That exsubmits'to wwng from timidity, or the sor- ceptions and limitations would be made,
did love of gain, or the voluptuous pleasures our Saviour expected, as is evident from
of ease, is more I:ulpable than one who ju- the nature of the regulations themselves, as
diciou~ly repels insult, and maintains its well as the subsequent teaching of himself
right from the aggression of invaders. A and his Apostles.
faint-hearted, self:indulgent people, cowerThere is a distinction, however, that
'ing ,under menaces, anq shrinking under should be ever kept in vievv, and that is:
peril, and willing to buy repose by tribute That while we are required to submit to the
Or servile concession, forf~its th~ir self-l powers that be, even should they demand
respect, and deserves the c,hams which they our property, liberty, or life, for Christ's
cannot escape. But a civilized ,and en- sake, at the same time, we have an unques.
lightened people will bear much and long tionable right to the protection of the laws;
from a principle of humanity and love; and and in questions of great importance, there
nothing but moral blindness-:a blindness are imperative duties that require us to avail
to the interests of man, and the sympat.hies ourselves of that protection. Justice to
of v,umanity-will induce them to see high- creditors, requires that we should not yield
er glory in the triumphs of arms than in a our property to the demands of unreasonable
dispassionate forbearance.
men; justice to our families, that we should
The dignity an,d safety of a nation may protect them in their rights; and justice to
require 'that, wh~n its spirit of justice, hu· our lives, that we defend them when assailmanity and forbearance, irrstead of securing ed. Not in a spir!t of revenge, but from a
the,g~eat interests of peace, provoke fresh love of justice, and a proper appreciation
outrage from an unprincipled foe, this out- of the blessings bestowed upon us. It is
rage ought to be met and 'repelled by force. true-and we should be thankful that it is
Bllt I am asked-Does
not the Christian so-a Christian will seldom have occasion
Law require that we resist not the injurious? to prosecute, a criminal, there being always
or, how far may a man be allowed, by the men of the world enough to do this; but at
Christian Law, to defend his property, his the same time, neither right reason, nor the
liberty and his life, when assailed by an il- teaching of Christ, prevent his doing this,
legal assailant? I answer, that he is not if he has a proper cause before him, and is
only allowed to preserve these against all actuated by a Christian spirit in the prosecusuch assailants, but he is actually required tion. "The law was made for the lawless;"
to do so. He is required to provide for his and was made in vain, unless executed.
family; and is said to have denied the faith,
It is also certain that, the whole spirit of
if he do not. He is required to hold his Christianity is opposed to the spirit of war;
property as the Steward of God. And such and that it is one of the' purposes of the
is the estimate set upon his life, by its AI- mission of Christ, to destroy it from the
mighty giver, that he is regarded as offering earth. His disciples are, therefore, men of
contempt to its author 'and his image by 1 peace, and they are bound to concur in the
throwing it away.
great work of restoring peace to the dominBut: Are we not commanded not to re- ions of their King. To effect which the spirsist evil? I answer-We are. But it should it of Christianity strikes even deeper than
be remembered, that the legislation of our this. It makes the inter~sts of men one,
Lord has re~pect to the principle, or spirit" and, thus, does away with necessity of legal
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prosecutions j it calms and controls the pas- by eflgaging in it, than by tame submission
sions that lead to invasion of rights, to vio- to repeated aggressions. The government
lence and force: and the struggles for prop- that engages in it should marshal its armies
erty and distinctions, the exasperated neg- as the champion of truth-as the minister
lects, jealousies and reproaches, the inju- of a righteous God-and as the appointed
ries both of word and deed, would all be vindicator of moral right, without which life
done away, were its spirit universally to is not secure. It should never go to war in
prevail.
a doubtful cause.
But its spirit does not prevail. MeanI have to say, then, I am a son of Peace;
while governments are instituted, tribunals I long for the day when peace shall spread
of justice are erected, legislatures are cloth- her blooming olive over the earth; when the
ed with a law-enacting po\ver, and the sword blasts of the war trumpet shall be no more
is put in the hand of the civil magistrate, heard; and that I am bound as an individual,
pledging the whole force of government a citizen, to be a peace-maker; but at the
for the administration of justice, and the same time, I believe that there is often a
security of life, liberty and property to its painful necessity for war, which should be
rightful possessors.
Happy that govern- entered into as a solemn duty, and prosement that secures these ends by the admin- cuted with vigor, to secure the great ends of
istration of its laws according to the spirit righteousness, justice and truth.
and principles of Christ-the
principles of
We have some practical lessons to enall correct government.
force, and we have done. 1. Abram is
I do not say that governments are gov- presented before us as a good master, one
erned by these principles. By no means. to whom his servants were so much attachThey partake of the depravity of man j and ed, that they were willing to buckle on the
their history is blackened by crime and armor and lay down their lives in his sercrimsoned by blood. Pride, selfishness, re- vice. Such ought we to be, and then our
venge are the principles which, alas! too of- servants would be equally attached to us,
ten control their counsellors and enact their and we could, in full confidence, commit to
laws. False ideas of honor, a bewildering them the defence. of our property, reputaglare of glory, and not unfrequently a love tion, or life. Think you our slaves could
of booty and plunder, urge on the spirit of be armed against an invading enemy 1 Vewar, and fill the earth with deeds of vio- rily, I believe I know some that could be,
lence, and generate a spirit destructive to but they are a small minority of the many
all that is just, benevolent and good. But ~sons of Ham committed to our solemn trust.
these melancholy truths prove the necessity \ All could be thus confided in, if, like
of government-the
necessity of a defence Abram, we wele just and benevolent masagainst aggression, of vindication of right, ters, commanding our house-holds that they
and make the stern necessity for war-of keep the way of the Lord, and illustrating
a righteous and wisely ordered war. Such that command by a holy example. No tie
was the war of Abram and his allies against under heaven so attaches men to their felthe murderers of Canaan, which resulted low as the consciousness of their holiness.
in restoring the property stolen, and the cap- It may not be an attachment of awe and revtives enslaved; and such have been many erence, but it is an attachment stronger than
of the wars of subsequent history.
all the bands of iron, coercion and oppresThere is such a thing, then, as an honor- sion. Slavery may be a blessing to both
able war-a righteous war. It should be master and servant. Let it be so made with
engaged in with sentiments of unfeigned us after the example of the patriarch
sorrow, under a consciousness of not only Abram.
the righteousness of our cause, but also of
2. Let us pause often to reflect, when we
its wisdom; by which I mean that more good read this part of the divine record, and othwill be secured, and more evil restrained" er parts that detail the.history of wars, that
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it is a strange work for human beings. What
countless millions have been swallowed up
by the foolish and bloody contests of nations! How is the way of the historian
marked with streams of blood, as he fills his
pages with the details of desolation that
make up earth's records. Exquisite suffering, and fiendish guilt, every where exhibit themselves. But a nobler contest is
before the Christian-may
he prove victorious:
"'He braves the world's low sneer.
The faggot and the flame
The taunt, the ribald jeer
The loathed, though deathless name,
He falls as olle should fall
Who owns a Lord in heaven,
Not one of all his foes
Is left to be forgiven.
o there's a conquest herc,
O'er passion and o'er pride
O'er ridicules pale fear

CHRISTIANITY

Resistallce raging tide
Ahl me, no worldling's fight
The saints cut heart can cure
Ah me! how easier 'lis
To

STRIKE,

than to endure!"

3. There is but one righteous government,
and its king is the King of righteousness
and peace. He is the Apostle of God, the
high Priest of our holy profession ;-exalted higher than the heavens, that he may
save and succor all who come to him. Are
we under his government? Have we bowed to his unlimited authority? Then let us
imitate his spirit, follow his example and
look off, amid the conflicts of sense of passion and of sin, to the glorious rewards
which he has promised to him that overcometh! We have enemies more fearful
than the Kings slaughtered by Abram; and
a more glorious Benefactor than Melchisedeck, awaits our return from the war to
refresh us with the bread and the wine of
the Paradise of God. We must conquer
ignorance and superstition with truth, vice
with virtue, hatred with love. We must extract the root of bitterness from our own
hearts and rise victorious over arrogance,
presumption, revenge. We must show that
it is not fear but love which makes us friends
of peace. That it is not to avoid the sacrifice
the hardship, the toil, the exposure, that we
oppose war. And to do this we must be
willing, in the cause of Christianity, the
cause of human happiness, to make us many

sacrifices, show us much unshaken courage,
and undaunted resolution, as the men of tha
world show. Let us war against human
misery, let us struggle in the diffusion of
truth and virtue, and the principles of our
King will take the world and banish all
wars of violence and blood. Let us be
willing sacrifices to the principles of our
holy Religion and we will display a moral
heroism, the triumphs of which will be seen
in their propagation throughout all lands
and their transmission through all time,
making a spiritual conquest upon earth to
be compared only with the triumph of the
martyred millions in the descent of the
New Jerusalem and the tabernacle of God
amongst men!
J. B. F.
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"IT
was the great purpose of Christ to
create the world anew, to make a deep,

broad, enduring change in human beings.
He came to breathe his own soul into men,
to bring them through faith into a connexion and sympathy with himself, by which
they would receive his divine virtue, as the
branches receive quickening influences from
the vine in which they abide, and the limbs
from the head to which they are virtually
bound.
It was especially the purpose of Jesus
Christ to redeem men from the slavery of
selfishness, to raise them to a divine, dis interested love. By this he intended that his
followers should be known, that his religion
should be broadly divided from all former
institutions. He meant that this should be
worn as a frontlet on the brow, should beam
as a light from the countenance, should shed
a grace over the manners, should give tones
of sympathy to the voice, and especially
should give energy to tile will, energy to do
and suffer for others' good. Here is one of
the grand distinctions of Christianity, incomparably grander than all the mysteries
which have borne its name.
Our knowledge of Christianity is to be measured, not
by the laboriousness with which we have
dived into the depths of theological systems,
but by our comprehension of the nature,
extent, energy, and glory of that disinterested principle, which Christ enjoined as
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our likeness to God, and as the perfection Christ, to which the Christian world are
of human nature.
now waking up as from long sleep, and
This disinterestedness of Christianity is which is to do more than all things for the
to be learned from Christ himself, and from renovation of the world. He loved indino other. It had dawned on the world be- vidual man. Before his time the most adfore in illustrious men, in prophets, sages, mired form of goodness was patriotism.
and legislators.
But its full orb rose at Men loved their country, but cared nothing
Bethlehem.
All the preceeding history of for their fe llow-creatures beyond its limits,
the world gives but broken hints of the love devoting themselves to public interests, and
which shone forth from Christ. Nor can especially to what was called the glory of
this be learned from his precepts alone. We the State. The legislator, seeking by his
must go to his life, especially to his cross. institutions to exalt his country above its
His cross was the throne of his love. There rivals, and the warrior, fastening its yoke
it reigned, there it triumphed.
On the on its foes and crowning it with bloody laucountenance of the crucified Saviour there rels, were the great names of earlier times.
was one expression of calm, meek, uncon- Christ loved man, not masses of men; loved
quered, boundless love. I repeat it, the each and all, and not a particular country
cross alone can teach us the energy and and class. The human being was dear to
grandeur of the love which Christ came to him for his own sake, not for the spot of
impart.
There we see its illimitableness; earth on which he lived, not for the lanfor he died for the whole world. There we guage he spoke, not for his rank in life, but
learn its inexhaustible placibility; for he for his humanity, for his spiritual nature, for
died for the very enemies whose hands were the image of God in which he was made.
reeking with his blood.
There we learn Nothing outward in human condition enits self-immolating strength; for he resigned grossed the notice or narrowed the sympaevery good of life, and endured intensest thies of J es us. He looked to the human
pains in the cause of our race. There we soul. That he loved. That divine spark
learn its spiritual elevation; for he died not he desired to cherish, no matter where it
to enrich men with outward and worldly dwelt, no matter how it was dimmed. He
goods, but to breathe new life, health, pu- loved man for his own sake, and all men
rity, into the soul. There we learn its far- without exclusion or exception.
His minreaching aim; for he died to give immortal- istry was not confined to a church, a chosen
ityof happiness. There we learn its ten- congregation.
On the Mount he- opened
derness and sympathy; for amidst his cares his mouth and spake to the promiscuous
for the world, his heart overflowed with grat- multitude. From the bosom of the lake he
itude and love for his honored mother. delivered his parables to the throng which
There, in a word, we learn its Divinity; lined its shores.
His church was nature,
for he suffered through his participation of the unconfined air and earth; and his truths,
the spirit and his devotion to the purposes like the blessed influences of nature's sunof God, through unity of heart and will with shine and rain, fell on each and all. He
his Heavenly Father.
lived in the highway, the street, the places
It is one of our chief privileges as Chris- of concourse, and welcomed the eager
tians, that we have in Jesus Christ a reve- crowds which gathered round him from
lation of perfect love.
This great idea every sphere and rank of life. Nor was it
comes forth to us from his life and teaching, to crowds that his sympathy was confined.
as a distinct and bright reality. To under- He did not need a multitude to excite him.
stand this is to understand Christianity. The humblest individual drew his regards.
To call forth in us a corresponding energy He took the little child into his arms and
of disinterested affection, is the mission blessed it; he heard the beggar crying to
which Christianity has to accomplish on the him by the wayside where he sat for alms;
earth.
and in the anguish of death, he administerThere is one characteristic of the loye of ed consolation to a malefactor expiring at
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his side. In this shone forth the divine onments and death, was a new light from
wisdom as weIJ as love of Jesus, that he heaven breaking out on earth, a new reveunderstood the worth of a human being. lation of the divinity in human nature. Then
So truly did he comprehend it, that, as I it was, that man began to yearn for man
think, he would have counted himself re- with a godlike love. Then a new voice was
paid for aU his teachings and mighty works, heard on earth, the voice of prayer for the
for all his toils, and sufferings, and bitter recovery, pardon and happiness ofa world. It
death, by the redemption of a single soul. was most strange, it was a miracle more
His love to every human being surpassed wort}JYof admiration than the raising of the
that of a parent to an only child. Jesus dead, that from Judea, the most exclusive,
was great in aU things, but in nothing narrow country under heaven, which hated
greater than in his comprehension of and scorned aIJ other nations, and shrunk
the worth of a human spirit. Before his from their touch as polJution, should go
time no one dreamed of it. The many had forth men to proclaim the doctrine of hubeen sacrificed to the few. The mass of man brotherhood, to give to every human
men had been trodden under foot. Histo- being, however faIJen or despised, assuranry had'been but a recold of struggles and ces of God's infinite love, to break down
institutions which breathed nothing so the barriers of nation and rank, to pour out
strongly as contempt of the human race.
their blood like water in the work of diffusJesus was the first philanthropist. He ing the spirit of universal love.
Thus
brought with him a new era of philanthropy; mightily did the character of Jesus act on
and from his time a new spirit has moved the spirits of the men with whom he had
over the troubled waters of society, and lived. Since that time the civilized world
'will move until it has brougllt order and has been overwhelmed by floods of barbabeauty out of darkness and confusion. The rians, and ages of darkness have passed.
men whom he trained, and into whom he But some rays of this divine light break on
had poured most largely his own spirit, us through the thickest darkness. The new
were signs, proofs, that a new kingdom had impulse given by Christianity was never
come. They consecrated themselves to a wholJy spent. The rude sculpture of the
work at that time without precedent, wholJy dark ages represented Jesus hanging from
original, such as had not entered human his cross; and however this image was abusthought.
They left home, possessions, ed to purposes of superstition, it still spoke
country; went abroad into strange lands; to men of a philanthropy stronger than
and not only put life in peril, but laid it death, which felt and suffered for every hudown, to spread the truth which they had man being; and a softening, humanizing
received from their Lord, to make the true virtue went from it, which even the barbaGod, even the Father, known to his blind- rian could not wholJy resist. In our own
ed children, to make the Saviour known to times, the character of Jesus, is exerting
the sinner, to make life and immortality more conspicuously its true and glorious
known to the dying, to give a new impulse power. We have indeed little cause for
to the human soul. We read of the mission boasting. The great features of society are
of the Apostles as if it were a thing of stiIJ hard and selfish. The worth of a hucourse. The thought perhaps never comes man being is a mystery stiIJ hid from an
to us, that they entered on a sphere of ac- immense majority, and the most enlightion until that time wholly unexplored; that tened among us have not looked beneath
not a track had previously marked their path; the surface' of this great truth.
StiIJ
that the great conception which inspired there is at this moment an interest in human
them,ofconvertingaworld,hadneverdawned
nature, a sympathy with human suffering, a
on the sublimest intellect; that the spiritual sensibility to the abuses and evils which delove for every human being, which carried form society, a faith in man's capacity of
them over oceans and through deserts, progress, a desire.of human progress, a deamid scourgings and fastings, and impris- sire to carry to every human being the
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means of rising to a bctter condition apd a
higher virtue, such as has never been witnessed before.
Amidst the mercenariness
which would degrade men into tools, and
the ambition which would tread them down
in its march toward power, there is still a
respect for man as man, a recognition of his
rights, a thirst for his elevation, which is the
surest proof of a higher comprehension ofl
JesusChrist,and the surest augury of a happier
state of human affairs. Humanity and justice are crying out in more and more piercing tones for the suffering, the enslaved, the
ignorant, the poor, the prisoner, the orphan,
the long-neglected seaman, the benighted
heathen. I do not refer merely to new institutions for humanity, for these are not the
most ambiguous proofs of progress. We
see in the common consciousness of society, in the general feelings of individuals,
traces of a more genero~s recognition of
what man owes to man. The glare of outward distinction is somewhat dimmed.The prejudices of caste and rank are abated. A man is seen to be worth more than
his wardrobe or his title. It begins to be
understood that a Christian is to be a philantropist, and that, in truth, the essence of
Christianity is a spirit of martyrdom in the
cause of mankind."
W. E. C.
••
FortheChristial'
MISSIONS.

Magazine.

caught. Perhaps we think that until we
have exhausted all our means here, and
have worked up all the material about us,
we ought not to seek any other field of labour; so reasoned not the Apostles, and the
primitive Evangelists. The field with them
was the world-and it should be so with us,
as we profess to have restored original
Christianity, let us have its spirit, its enterprize, its zeal, as well as its field of labour.
We have been content, in seeing the fruit
of our easy toil, on lands already cultiva~
ted, and among a people civilized and to
some extent Christianized.
The moral dignity of the missionary enterprise, and it!!
paramount importance, we have not considered. Truly in this we have erred. "Be ye
also enlarged," is an exhortation well befitting us at the present time. I would, then,
entreat you to hear our plea, and to do it
with candour, with seriousness and with
prayer.
And 1st. Efforts to convert the Heathen,
by sending them the Gospel, are not to be
regarded as extra work. It is not to go "beyond our line" in reaching them with the
word of life. It is not magnifying the work
of the Evangelist to send him where the
Gospel is not known. It is his appropriate
work, his appointed task, his proper field of
labour. Consider, thatthe whole world lay
in the wicked one, when Jesus, the Great

BRETHRE:"1:
Permit me to call your atten- Missionary, came to earth on his errand of
tion to the duty and importance of engaging mercy. There were in his eye no favored,
in the great work of Missions, for the con- choice spots, on the earth, no pre-occupied
version and salvation of the Heathen.
ground, except Palestine, and whatever verI am ashamed to mention the fact that dure was seen there, was the verdure of the
hitherto we have done nothing in this 'field, thorn and thistle. The wild boar of the
absolutely nothing. By the Disciples, by us fores~ had devoured. ev~ry p~ecio~s thing;
Christians, no portion of the territory, beJ the vmeyard was laId m rums, Its walls
ond Christendom has been entered much prostrated in the dust, and the ground all
iess occupied, for the Evangelization' of the run to ~aste, and beyo~d, in Gentile lands,
Heathen. We have certainly been strange- lay a Wilderness of rums, a valle.y of dead
ly neglectful of duty on this head; if not men's bones, and of all corruptIon. And
spell-bound by some fatal infatuation in re- yet Jesus came to seek and to save the lost
lation to the duty itself. It has not occurred and redeem the world.
to us, that we have any thing to do, beyond
2d. Look at the field in which the Aposthe little field of labour on which we have ties entered, and what was it-the worldalready entered. The ambition of an Apos- and every creature in it. They were sent
tie to enter upon untrodden fields, where I' by the Saviour "into all the world, to preaGh
thc Gospel i::;not known, ,re have not as Yilt the Gospel unto every creaturil." - Inbre!1d
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with the spirit of their Master, they went
every where preaching the word. So that
from the Hill of Zion to the banks of the
Tiber, and from thence to the western
ocean, and among the islands of the seas,
they fully announced the message of the
Rfildeemer and made the Gentiles obedient
by word and deed.
At first they lingered about J erusil.lem
and among their own countrymen, the Jews,
just as we are now doing, but at length the
grandeur of their mission was opened up
before them, in the house of Cornelius,
and from thence they entered upon untrodden shores, and proclaimed the Gospel of
the blessed God. And do we need another
angel to summon us to our task; or must
another sheet, knit il.t the four corners, be
let down from heaven, with symbols of all
nations in it, to awaken us to our duty? Or
shall we not rather, as God has graciously
honored us in the re-proclamation of the
ancient Gospel, carry the blazing torch to
the nations that sit in darkness and in the
region of the shadow of death? I think
that we wilt I have some presentiment that
the day is at hand. And it will be a day of
joy, and of triumph, and of glory. I cannot
but think that the patriarchs, and prophets,
and apostles, and the spirits of all the good
in the world beyond, are looking down upon us, and anxious to know what we will
do in these premises.
And 3dly. Look at wnat has been done
for those lands now blest with the light of
Christianity. What was the condition of
the fairest portions of them previous to the
introduction of the Gospel r Were they not
all idolatrous and Heathen
But a few centuries past England was in a state of barbarism given up to the most brutar superstitions and horrid idolatries, and by what
means has she become civilized and Christianized? By the means of the Gospel,
and by missionary efforts. And see what
has been done in the Sandwich Islandswhole tribes and nations have been brought
under the influence of the Christian religion, even in our own day. And what have
not· Ward, and Marrhman, and Carey, and
Morrmon, and Judson and his missionary
wife, accomplished within less than a cen·
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tury? And shall we hesitate to emulate
theirexample?
Were the lands they visited, and in which
they laboured, better than other lands? Was
there something more favorable to success
appearing in their fields of labor, than is to
be found elsewhere? By no means. They
chose the darkest regions, the most steril
fields; and with a faith that never failed
them, they laboured on and on, until the
light began to spread out on the mountains,
and the wilderness began to blossom as the
rose, and the desert in weary places has become as a garden which the Lord has
blessed.
Suppose that no Missionary had ever visited the lands which are now civilized and
Christianized, would they not have remained
in a state of incurable ignorance and barbarity? would they not have been to this day
what the inhabitants of Africa now are, and
the inhabitants of Terra del fuego?
And what if no cry is lleard for aid from
heathen lands? what if they send no messengers to our shores imploring our assistance? What if they are perfectly satisfied
with their hoary superstitions? Their very
blindness and stupidity should plead eloquently with us to hasten to their rescue.Their ignorance and idolatry, their helplessness and misery should awaken our tenderest and deepest sympathies. It was the
wretched condition ofthe world that brought
the Redeemer into it; that moved him to
send, as his ambassadors, tlie Apostles to
plead with them to be reconciled to God.And this is the true missionary spirit, that
kn~ws of no favored spots to be specially
taken care of-of no geographical lines to
iimit our labours but what takes as itEwide
domain, the world as the territorial limits of
the Messiah's kingdom, and the field of our
Evangelical effort; and no more right have
we to keep back the word of life from the
perishing millions, than to keep in our storehouses the precious fruits of the earth, after
our own wants are supplied, when the wail
of grief is sweeping over the waters on
every gale.
Special honors and rewards are promised
to those w.ho turn many to righteou!ness.
It would seem from this, that it would be a
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work demanding great sacrifices, much seld hearts 1 We would feel it fadiating in ten
denial, and unwearied toil, for these are the 1 thousand different points. Its beneficial efconditions of success in any enterprise, and fects would be felt in giving a deeper tone
the virtues, when cultivated, which are sure to our piety, a steadier light to our zeal, a
of reward. If in the fulfilment of the every broader and more extensive spirit of phiday duties of the Christian life, the world lanthropy would be awakened among us.about us were to be converted, then no spe- It would quicken OUfdevotions in the chamcial rewards would be held out to those who ber, it would enlarge our hearts at the famiturn men from the evil of their doings. It ly altar, and it would put fresh incense upon
indicates a loftier purpose, a nobler aim, a the golden altar of the sanctuary.
more generous and enduring spirit, than is
Let us but start a mission to some destiseen in the common walks of Christian life. tute region, I care not where-in Texas, in
It is the equipment of the soldier with the Oregon, among the Indians westof the Miswhole armor of God; it is the moving the sissippi, on the coast of Africa, in China,
arm with all its strength, and the heart with in Burmah, or in any of the islands of the
aU its courage. It is the cry of the battle seas-let a suitable corps of laborers be set
word "victory or death," which only can be apart by us, and sent to some destitute reuttered by those who feel that all is to be gion as a mission family, and let us pledge
won or lost by the impending conflict.
ourselves to sustain them by our money and
We are in the habit of appropriating our means, and the effort would produce
those encouraging Scriptures to the labours such a pulsation at the heart of this great
of the faithful minister, or the self-denying community, that it would be felt to the reo
missionary. But why may we not apply motest fibre.
them to a congregation or to a community of
A mission family should be composed of
Christians, who may band themselves to- one or more Evangelists with their families,
gether to do good; who by their zeal and some two or three teachers, a physician,
liberality send the Gospel to the destitute, farmer, artizans of different kinds, among
and by their agents visit every clime, and by whom should be a practical printer, so that
their mission-ships, freighted with the Gos- the arts of civilized life might be introduced
pel, whiten every sea, and touch at every along with the Gospel.
port, bearing the rich cargo of life and salIt would seem to me that God has put
vation to the perishing and the lost 1
into our hands his oracles, and the true GosSuppose that all the Disciples in this west- pel, in order that we might bestow those
ern valley should engage in the work of precious gifts upon the destitute now given
Evangelizing the world-with the unadulter- up to the vilest superstitions in heathen lands.
ated Gospel in our hands-what mighty re- Let us then, Brethren, as good stewards of
sults would follow! Surely the experiment the manifold favors of God, be faithful to
ought to be made, if it were only to test the the trusts reposed in us. Doubtless there
efficacy of that instrument whose power we are those among us, who when the question
scarcely know any thing of, in the midst of is asked "who will go 1" will respond, "Here
a sectarian and half christianized popula- am I, send me." The rising up of our
tion. Let the pure light of truth come in people to this noble enterprise, will impart
direct conflict with the garnered darkness of the true missionary spirit to many who
_ centuries, and it would be like the pillar of would gladly enter upon the good work.
fire, that shot up to the heavens on the night
And as for the means, we have them in
in which Israel departed from Egypt. It abundance. I speak not extravagantly.would be like the sun bursting from between Our gold and silver are heaped up so enorthe clouds and pouring the light of day on all mously, that I fear for the want of active
around.
employment, it will be eaten up with rust,
And how great would be the reflex influ- and the very rust will rise up to heaven and
ence of lIuch II movement on our own I witness against us. In fact the very rltsf,
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tions before the churches, requiring the
There are men among us who could give "voice of many," are particularly apt to
flom one hundred to one thousand dollars produce the state deplored. Even while it
-per annum, to support foreign missions'l is admitted by all, or nearly so, among us,
and scarcely feel it. In truth, they would that this is the highest decision of the kingthen have left in their hands more unappro- dom of Christ, it is still lamentably true,
priated means than enough, to min their that all are far from being satisfied with it.
children by ministering to their pride and The disaffected will always find occasion
voluptuousness.
to resort to the common maxim, that majorAnd now, Brethren, let us have a conven- ities are often wrong, perhaps at least as fretion called at some suitable point to meet quently as minorities, if not oftener. But
this fall, say in October, to take this matter the objection is misplaced-affords
no reminto consideration, in connection with the edy of the evil complained of-and never
Bible cause, and other kindred enterprises. can become a rule of action to the churchLet us meet in Louisville, in Madison, in ~es of Christ. He has ordained otherwise,
Maysville, or in Cincinnati, I would prefer with the interests, as well as the frailties of
the latter; but will go any where, so that all in his eye. And here, were I allowed to
the meeting can be had. And let us look at put the question in hand, to every Disciple
all these measu~es, and enter upon the work, of intelligence in the United States, the anbefore us, as wIth the heart of one man.swer would be without one dissenting voice.
The editorial meeting could be held at the All would reply-"every
question which is
same time and place.
legitimately submitted to the whole body,
Will the different publications of our must be decided by "the voice of the many."
Brethren, and all friendly to the above pro- If this be so, then should the minority,
posal, give this an insertion and speak out in under the fair operation of their own aprelation to it.
proved rule, as divinely ordained, act acIn hope of that day when the kingdoms cordingly with all possible cheerfulness.
of this world shall become the kingdom of Who can say nay? We may be dissatisfied,
our Lord. and his.Messiah, I am affectionate- upon grounds substantial and true i-we
Iy yours In the faith,
may feel all the conviction and force of
JAS. CHALLEN.
right and truth, and yet be called on by
Cincinnati, May lOth, 1848.
l these striking and imposing circumstances,
~to bear and forbear, trusting in God, who
For Ihe Christian Magazine.
i kno vs our frames
Contrary to our con-
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As in the lives of individuals so in the vlctlOns and most dehberate Judgment, we
existence of churches, we not ~nfrequent- derive far more good ultimately by thus
Iy meet with times of agitation-troublesubmitting to an apparent evil, than to be
discontent-alarmin f1 difficulties' which may unduly pertinacious by wrong means, in
become so great as ~o jeopardi~e the very having it corrected.
existence of such churches. Sometimes a
Then again. The majority may be supdangerous faction will spring up, threaten- posed to be as candid-sincere
and honest
ing immediate destruction-at another time, in its conduct as the minority;-so that the
lesser difficulties originate among members latter can only, fairly charge upon the forproducing alienation of feeling, and by de- mer, g.eater intellectual weakness;-an ingrees threaten virtual if not open dismem- firmity, to which both must be ever more
berment. This state of things may arise or less subjected.
If the charge be more
from numerous causes, both great and small gross, then it becomes a new question of
in their beginnings.
When the water is discipline, by due course of action. I have
once troubled, it is hard to tell how far the 1 had some experience in church difficulties,
ripple may extend. I have frequently found I and after many years of trial, can honestly
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Lo~d's ~=opl~
the right way-the best way-and the only his servant Moses-his tribunal, and his final
way for poor erring mortals, to settle their decree against the sin of presumption.
difficulties. Whenever we take these mat- How awful! how imposing! But it is God's
ters out of his administration, alas for us! ordinance-it
is right-it
is the best for
alas for him! alas for his blessed cause!
his creatures-they must submit to it-it must
Dear Brethren all, into whose hands these stand.
lines may fall, I ask you to-day, honestly,
But says an objector, "we are not under
before the great searcher of hearts, will you Jewish government-we
are under Christ,
not give yourselves-your
interests-your
\;,ho ha~ broughtyght and bestowed greater
wishes, into the hands and government of liberty. '
To hIm then let us go. Moses,
God, in the church difficulties, which are so in prophesying of Christ, says by the Holy
like a volcano, ever ready to burst forth its Spirit, "I will raise them up a Prophet from
liquid fire on all around? Will you not? among their brethren, like unto thee, and
If you respond no, it will be in vain to bring will put my words in his mouth; and he
his word to your ear or eye i-but if you say shall speak unto them all that I shall comyea, then like true men of God, readmand him. And it shall come to pass, that
pause-reflect-bid
the tongue be still;whosoever will not hearken unto my words
and what the Lord commands, do and all which he shall speak in my name, I will rewill be well; any where, and every where, quire it of him." Deut. Peter's paraphrase
that may be suffering from any "root of of the last verse reads, "and it shall come
bitterness" whatever.
to pass, that every soul which will not hear
Let us read first how God dealt with his that Prophet, shall be destroyed from among
people under Moses.
the people."
How striking the parallel!
"If there arirse a matter too hard for thee Destruction awaits the rebellious, whether
in judgment, between blood and blood, be- under Moses or Christ.
It could not be
tween plea and plea, and between stroke and otherwise, while God and man remained
stroke, being matters of controversy with- the same.
But this all-pervading divine
in thy gates; then shalt thou arise, and get prerogative, did not spend its force in the
thee up into the place which the Lord thy preaching of Christ to the Jews merely,
God shall choose; And thou shalt come un- but runs entirely through the New Instituto the priests the Levites, and unto the judge tion, as it embraces both Jews and Gentiles.
that shall be in those days, and inquire; and We are not only to submit to Christ in orthey shall shew thee the sentence of judg- der to enter the church, but afterwards, in
ment: And thou shalt do according to the 1 order to reach the heavenly prize.
His
sentence, which they of that place which authority is as binding on the church, as it
the Lord shall choose shall shew thee; and is on the world, in all its issues with the rethou shalt observe to do according to all bellious. Let us see.
they inform thee: According to the sen"Moreover, if thy brother shall trespass
tence of the law which they shall teach thee, against thee, go and tell him his fault beand according to the judgment which they tween thee and him alone: if he shall hear
shall tell thee, thou shalt do: thou shalt not thee, thou hast gained thy brother.
But if
decline from the sentence which they shall he will not hear thee, then take with thee
shew thee, to the right hand, nor to the left. one or two more, that in the mouth of two or
And the man that will do presumptuously, three witnesses every word may be estaband will not hearken unto the priest that lished. And if he shall neglect to hear
standeth to minister there before the Lord them tell it unto the church: but if he negthy God, or unto the judge, even that lect to hear the church, let him be unto thee
man shall die: and thou shalt put away the as a heathen man and a publican. Verily
evil from Israel.
And all the people shall I say unto you, whatsoever ye shall bind on
hear, and fear, and do no more presump-l earth, shall be bound in heaven; and whattuously." Deut. xvii-8-13.
,soever ye shall loose on earth, shall be
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discipline, in which a scriptural decision is
declared to be binding. This teaching was

KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRUTH?
"While mazy error draws mankind astray
From truth's sure path, each takes his devious way!
One to the right, One lothe left recedes

designed for fallible men, though the rule
itself was infallible. If the decision agreed
Alike deluded as each fancy leads."
with the rule, then only was it binding in
FROU time immemorial this question llas
heaven; but in our circumstances, a wrong been asked. Philosophers of all nations
decision could not be detected perhaps, and h.ave complained, that truth has been so butherefore could not be corrected-and must ned beneath the folds of error that it is alconsequently be borne as a present evil, most impossible to discover it, or when disthere being no remedy. But did this decis- covered to be certain of its character. From
ion require unanimity? While this is al- the beginning of the history of man to the
ways desirable, it is not to be expected, present, this complaint has continued."Tlordoes it appear to be demanded. Paul Job refers to it when he says:
says to the Corinthians, concerning the in"Surely there is a vein for the silver and
cestuous person, "in the name of our Lord a place for gold where they refine it. Iron
Jesus Christ, when ye are gathered together is taken out of the earth, and brass is meltand my spirit, with the power of our Lord ed out of stone-But where shall wisdom
Jesus Christ, to deliver such an one unto be found? and where is the place of underSatan for the destruction of the flesh, that standing?" He informs us, by a most forcithe spirit may be saved in the day of the ble representation, that it is not to be found
Lord Jesus.
Therefore, put away from in the deep, nor to be valued with the gold
among yourselves that wicked person." of Ophir, nor compared with the onyx,
This was the whole church of Corinth com- the saphire and the crystal, nor purchased
manded to do, but was it done with unanim- with jewels, for its price is above rubies and
ity? We should suppose it ought to have it cannot be valued with fine gold. Desbeen; but as all might not have been pre- truction and Death (Abaddon and Appolyon)
sent, or being present, might have dissent- have heard of it, but God alone understands
ed in part, when alluding to the same case its way, and knows the place of its dwelagain, the Apostle remarks, "sufficient to ling. God, then, we learn from Job, as we
such a man is this punishment, which was learn from all authorized teachers, must reinflicted of many." The New Translation veal to us the way of truth or we never
has it, "which was inflicted by the majori- find it. Human sagacity is too dull-human
ity." The nature of membership in its va- observation too limited-human
research
rious circumstances, would utterly oppose too meagre, to trace out the path of the
the idea of unanimity being essential, as knowledge of the will of God. To Job,
well as this example.
If so, the voice therefore, and through him to all who read,
of the majority constitutes the rule.
But God has made known the path of truth and
what I aim to establish is the fact, or posi- knowledge:tion, that in reference to not only matters of
"To man he saith, Beholdl
discipline, but all questions which address
The fear of the Lord is wisdom
And to depart from evil is understanding?"
themselves to the action of the churches,
[Job 28.
as such, the voice of the majority, must
Man or Adam (for the original has the
constitute, under Christ, the rule of action same word, Job 28: 28,) had sought knowlto all concerned, minority as well as major- edge in a forbidden channel. His pre sumpity. Knowing that church difficulties are tion is therefore reproved, when God inof frequent occurrence, 1 have in the forms him that reverence for his authority and
hope of rendering available servic~ to the obedience to his laws are the only means of
best of all causes, determined to throw
these remarks before the Disciples. How arriving at wisdom or understanding.
No
lovely it is, to see brethren in peaceful man can ever learn the will of God, so as
unity.!
J. DU VAL.
to be benefited by the knowledge, who does
Kl71g and Queen Co., Va. May 29th.
~not reverence his authority. What we mean
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is exemplified by two declarations in the authority, whilst we should seek the assisNew Testament: Said Cornelius to Peter, tance of any to help us in our studies-not
Acts x:-"We are all here present before to give us their views so much as to enable
God to hear whatever is commanded thee us to gain the mind of the spirit. Thus
of God." He makes no exceptions, he in- men, as dependant beings, were intended to
terposes no difficulties-he is willing, as if aid their fellows.
in the immediate presence of God to hear
2. We must resolve, before God, that we
ALL things, commanded
by God. No man ~will do his will as we learn it, or there is no
that ever thus placed himself but what was certainty that we will learn it. It is by doing
able to see, understand and receive the truth the will that we learn to know the doctrine
concerning his salvation. Hence Paul de- that it is of God. No man can discover the
clares: "We (the Apostles who taught the truth, who indulges a disposition to find his
Christian Religion) commend ourselves to own pleasure; for if that pleasure be contrary
every man's conscience in the sight of God." to the will of God, the disposition to seek
He makes no exceptions and there are none. it, as it is contrary to that will, has nothing in
Every man who will place himself before common with the will of God. "The seGod and realize his true condition as pre- cret of the Lord is with them that fear him,
sented in his presence, will receive the gos- and he will show them his covenant." "The
pel as certainly as it is presented.
I know meek will he guide in judgment-the meek
what I say, for I believe what I affirm, and will he instruct out of his law." What
I trust the reader will observe it well. If would you think of a servant, who refused
any man hears the way of truth and' does to obey one of your commands because he
not approve it or walk in it, he may know did not know what next you would comthat he has not looked at it as "before God" 1 mand him? Thus Jehovah thinks of you
as "in the sight of God;" but as in the pre- when you profess difficulty in understanding
sence of his worldly interest, of the opin- his will while there are commands before
ions of men, of the honors, power or pleas- your eyes which you do know are his and
ures of this life. We must look at every! which you refuse to obey. Do what you
thing as if we were before God (his fear is have already learned and resolve to the best
the BEGINNINGof wisdom) before we can of your ability to perform what you shall
think, much less act, as we should.
hereafter learn, and you will be able, always,
to know how a sincere person may arrive
We answer the question directly by sayat a certain knowledge of the way of truth
ing-we can arrive at truth,
and safety. Is there not a duty which you
1. By diligently studying the New Tes- are now neglecting? Do it and you willsee
tament, as the last, authoritative and only another. Perform it and another will come
guide in matters of salvation. However up before you until your whole life shall be
large or small may be our capacity, if we made up with godly acts causing the way of
will apply ourselves to this word, with the truth as well as your path in it, to shine
fear of God before our eyes, we will as cer-' brighter and brighter until the perfect day.
tainly find an infallible guide that will lead
J. B. F.
us in the way of truth, as God has therein
revealed his will to man. There is darkTHE RELIGION OF LIFE.
ness and confusion in the world and doubt- And Job 8paTre and said, let the day perish, wherein I wa,
less in us also; and these will continue as born-Job iii. 2-3.
tests of our fidelity, so long as ignorance,
"THERE is a worldly habit of viewing
folly and perverseness continue-yet
des- this life, and especially of depreciating its
pite all these, we may be able certainly to value, against which, in this discourse, I
avoid all corrupt doctrines, and attain to a wish to contend.
It is the view of life
clear, certain, and satisfying knowledge of which many of the heathens entertained,
the plan of salvation. In this study of the and which better became them, than those
word of God we should rely upon no man's who hold the faith of Christians.
"When
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we reflect," says one of the Grecian sages,! many cherished habits of thinking about it.
"on the destiny that awaits man on earth, we The mind encounters the chilling selfishought to bedew his cradle with our tears." ~ness of the world, and it feels the miseraJob's contempt of life, so energetically ex-! ble insufficiency of the world to satisfy its
pressed in the chapter from which my text longings after happiness; and life loses
is taken, was of the same character. We many of the bright hues, that had gilded its
may observe, however, that Job's contempt morning season.
Indeed, when we take
of life, consisted not with the views enter- into account the unwonted and multiplied
tained by the children of the ancient dis- cares of this period, the want of that familipensation, and was emphatically rebuked, arity and habit which renders the ways and
in common with all his impious complaints, manners of life easy, the difficulties-and
in the sequel of that affecting story.
The embarrassments that beset the youthful adbirth of a child among the Hebrews was venturer, the anxiety about establishing a
hailed with joy, and its birth-day was made character and taking a place in the world,
a festival.
and above all, perhaps, the want of selfBut there are times and seasons, events discipline; when we take all this into the
and influences in life, which awaken in account, to say nothing of the freshness of
many, sentiment.s similar to those of Job, disappointment, we may well doubt whether
and which require to be considered.
the period of entrance into life, is the hapThe sensibility of youth sometimes takes piest, though it is commonly looked upon
this direction.
It is true, indeed, that, to as such. It is not, perhaps, till men prothe vouthful mind life for a while is filled ceed farther in the way, that they are prewith brightness a;d hope. It is the promis- pared, either rightly to estimate or fully to
ed season of activity and enjoyment, of enjoy it. And it is worthy of notice in this
manly independence, of successful busi- connection, that th.ose diseases which spring
ness, or of glorious ambition; the season of from. ~ental anxiety, are accounted, by
noble enterprises and lofty attainments. phySICians, to be the most prevalent beThere is a time, when the youthful fancy is tween the ages ,of twenty and f~rty.
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But over all these glowing expectations, happy.
Its employments, it finds, are tethere usually comes, sooner or later, a dark dious and its schemes are baffled.
Its
eclipse; and it is in the first shock of dis- friendships are broken or its friends are
~ppointed hope, before the season of you.th dead.
Its pleasures 'pall and its honors
IS yet fully past, that we are probably dlS- fade. Its paths are beaten and familiar and
posed t~ take th~ most o,pposite and discon- dull. It has grasped the good of life; and
solat~ views o.f.hfe. It I~ ~ere that, we find every thing grasped loses half of its charm;
~eal, III oppOSltI~nto factItIOUSsentImental- in the hand of possession everything is
Ism. Before thIS great shock to early hope shrivelled and shrunk to insignificance.
comes, the sentimental character is apt to
Is this manhood, then, sad or sentimenbe affectation, and afterwards it is liable to tal? No; farthest possible from it. Senbe misanthropy.
But now it is a genuine timent, it holds to be ridiculous; sadness,
and ingenuous sorrow, at finding life so absurd.
It smiles, in recklessness,
It is
different from what it expected.
There is 1 merry, in despite. It sports away a life,
a painful and unwelcome effort to give up ~not worth a nobler thought, or else it wears
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h~l;':ai~ts of
get tolerably through it. This is a wordly old.. Let the rejoicing apostles, rejoicing
manhood; and no wonder that its estimate in the midst of the greatest calamities;
of the value of existence is low and earthly. let the mild cheerfulness of their MasPoetry has often ministered to a state of ter, stand as monuments against the permind, loftier indeed, but of alike complex- versions of later times.
It has strangeion. "Life," says the Grecian Pindar, "is ly come to be thought a mark of great
the dream of a shadow."
piety towards God to disparage, if not
"What," says the melancholy Kirk White- to dispise, the state which he has ordained
"What is this passing life?
for us; and the claims of this world have
A peevish April day:
$ been absurdly set up, not in comparison onA little

:::;un,a little rain,

$

ly, but in competition, with the claims of
another; as if both were no parts of one
The melancholy of Byron is of a darker system; as if a man could not make the
complexion; one might anticipate, indeed, best of this world and of another at the
that his misanthropy, as well as gloom, same time; as if we should learn to think
would repel every reader; and yet a critic better of other works and dispensations of
has observed that this is the very quality God, by thinking meanly of these. Jesus
which has caught and held the ear of the and his apostles did not teach us to contemn
sympathizing world.
If the world does our present condition. They taught that
sympathize with it, it is time that the Chris- every creature and every appointment of
tian preacher should raise his voice against God is good, and to be received thankfully.
it. One may justly feel, indeed, for the They did not look upon life as so much
sufferings as well as perversions of that ex- time lost; they did not regard its employtraordinary mind; but its skepticism and ments as trifles unworthy of immortal bescorn must not be suffered to fling their ings; they did not tell their followers to
shadows across the world, without rebuke fold their arms as if in disdain of their
or remonstrance.
Its sufferings, indeed, state and species; but it is evident that they
are a striking proof, which the Christian looked soberly and cheerfully upon the
teacher might well adduce, of the tenden- world, as the theatre of worthy action, of
cy of earthly passion and unbelief to darken exalted usefulness, and of rational and inall the way of human life.
nocent enjoyment.
The pulpit, also, I must allow, bas fallen
But I am considering the disparaging
under the charge of leaning to the dark views of life; and against these views,
side of things. It may be said, perhaps, whether sentimental, worldly, poetical or
that if its instructions are to have any bias, religious, I must contend. I firmly mainit is expedient that it should lean to the dark tain, that with all its evils, life is a blessing.
side.
But error or mistake is not to be There is a presumptive argument for this,
vindicated by its expediency, or its power to of the greatest strength. To deny that life
affect the mind. And its expediency, in is a blessinO",is to destroy the very basis of
fact, if not its power, in t~is case, i~ to ~e 1 all religion: natural and revealed; and the
doubted. Men of JeflectlOn. an~ dlSCe~n-)argument I am engaged upon therefore,
ment are, and ought to be, dissatisfied WIth well deserves attention. For the very foundisproportionate and extravagant statements, dation of all religion, is laid in the belief
made with a view to support the claims of that God is good. But if life is an evil and
an ascetic piety, or a cynical morality. And a curse , there can be no such belief ' ration.
one mistake, the preacher may find is to ally entertained.
The Scriptures do not
the hearer, an intrenchment strong, against prove, nor pretend to prove, that God is
a hu~dred of his argu~e~t~.
.
good. They assume tbat: truth. as already
It IS true, also, that lellglOus men m g~n- ~certain. But what makes It certam? "'liprp
cral, have been accustomod to talk gloomdy ~docs, or can the proof come from? 01>of the present state.
J do not mean such i viol1sly, from this world, ami from no\yhC're
And then night sweeps along the plain,
And all things fade away."
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else. Nowhere else can our knowledge
FortheChristlan
Magazine.
extend, to gather proof. Nay more, I say, FAITH NECESSARY
TO THE ENJOYMENT
OF
SPIRITUALLIFE.
the proof must come from this life, :nd .and many other signs truly did Jesus in tlte presenee
from nothing else. For it avails not, if life of his disciples, whieh are not written in this book;
but these are written that ye might believe that Jesus
itself is doomed to be unhappy-it avails is the Christ, the Son of God, o11d that believing, ye
might have ble

not to the argument to say that this world is
fair and glorious. It avails not to say that
this outward frame of things, this vast habitation of life, is beautiful. The architecture of an Infirmary may be beautiful, and
the towers of a prison may be built on the
grandest scale of architectural magnificence; but it would little avail the victims
of sickn.ess or bondage. And so if this life
i~ a doomed l.ife, doomed by its ve~y conditIOnsto suffermgs far greater than Its pleas-'t

througl" his name.

John xx. 30-31.

FAITH in the great truth here set forth,
is indispensable to the enjoyment of life,
both here and hereafter.
He who does not
accredit this statement, cannot enjoy the life
contemplated in its belie£ "Without faith
it is impossible to please him: for 11e that
cometh to God must believe that he is, and
that he is a rewarder of them that diligently
seek him." Should there be any doubt as
to the necessity of faith, this quotation sets
'd
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t t tl
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u~es; If It IS>a curse and ~ot a ble~smg; 1£1 set forth in the text, not only to enable us to
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gladooss, it will avaa but little that heaven Father of the "author and finisher of the
spreads its majestic dome over our misery; faith." Having shown the indispensable
th~t the mountain ~alls, which echo. our necessity of being possessed of this faith
gnefs, are clothed WIthgrandeur and might; in order to life through the name of Christ,
or that the earth, which bears the burthen the question arises: How receive we this
of our woes, is paved with granite and mar- faith? Ans: Through the hearing of the
ble't or covered with verdure and beauty.
testimony given in the Bible concerning
Let him then, who says this life is not a Jesus of Nazareth.
"These are written
blessing;_ let him wh", levels his satire at that ye might believe." What was written?
humanity and human existence, as mean The works Jesus performed-the
words he
and contemptible; let him who with the spake. The faith then, that gives life
philosophic pride of a Voltaire or a Gibbon through his name, is a firm reliance upon
looks upon this wtlTld as the habitation of a the truth of the record concerning him.
miserable race, fit only for mockery and It is predicated upon testimony. "No tesscorn, or who with the religious melancholy timony no faith." The wisdom of the Holy
of Thomas, a Kempis or of Brainard, over- Spirit) operating through the medium of inshadows this world with the gloom of his spired pensmen, has arrayed this testimony
imagination, till it seems a dungeon or a in the record of the events before us, in so
prison, which has no blessing to offer but es- simple and comprehensive a style that, tho
cape from it; let all such consider that they "wayfaring man, though a fool, need not to
are extinguishing the primal light of faith err therein."
The capacity of man, howand hope and happiness. If life is not a ever weak, is, by the benevolence of our
blessing, if the world is not a goodly world, Heavenly Father, sufficiently strong to grasp
if residence in it is not a favored condition, this most important of all truths whenever a
then religion has lost its basis, truth its sense of destitution, and inability to sefo~ndatio~ in the goodness of God; then it cure, by human means, our own happiness
matters not what else is true or not true; comes over us. "These are written that
speculation is vain and faith is vain; and all ye might believe."
What was written?
that pertains to man's highest being, is Jesus had said that he was the Son of God,
whelmed in the ruins of misanthropy, mel- and attested his assettion by the writings of
ancholy and despair."-DEwEL
the Prophets concerning himself, and by the
[TO DE CO~'flNCED,]
miracles he performed before the eyes of
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the people. Many were convinced of the Apostles on all subsequent occasions, ~vith
truth of his assertion, and by an obedience like results, as is evidenced by all the recordto the requirements of his teaching, came ed cases in the Acts ofthe Apostles, and subinto the possession oflife through his name. stantiated by the teachings directed by the
'rhe faith of these was eye-seeing and ear- inspired writers to all the Churches whose
hearing. Jesus was with them and person- faith was predicated upon the truth that,
any taught them out of the Law and Proph- "Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God," and
ets that he was TIlE CURIST;and confirmed who, by believing, had received life through
his words by performing before their eyes his name.
such miracles as convinced them that none
But now we have not Peter and Paul,
other than a teacher come from God could James and John, and the other inspired
do such works.
j writers personally among us, to instruct us
But Jesus is not now in person with us; in matters of faith. Their respective works
we hear not the sound of his voice; no mir- are done and they have long since departed
acles are wrought by his power in our sight; to be at rest with him whose Gospel they
All his words have been spoken; his works proclaimed, and in whom alone is life everall performed; his entire mission finished; lasting. But we are not left destitute. 1nand he has returned to the enjoyment of the stead of the personal presence of the Christ
glory he had with the Father before the and his Apostles, we have the WRITTEN
foundations of the earth were laid. Yet WORD-TIlE INSPIREDWORDOF TIlE HOLY
faith in his identity with the Christ-the
SPIRIT-aS a guide for our faith and pracSon of God-in older to the enjoyment of tice :-"These are written that ye might belife, through his name, is as essentially im- lieve that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
port ant now as it was when he personally God, and that believing ye might have life
asserted this great truth, and confirmed it through his name." The Apostle Peter in
by his works. ~ow, then, are men in this his defence before the church at Jerusalem
day induced to' a belief of this great and by which he was accused of breaking the
life-giving tfl,lth? Ans: Through the be- law in going into the house of, and eating
lief of the 'r-e<;ord of these very works.bread with Gentiles, says, after explaining
" These jlfe·written
that
ye
might
believe;
the manner in which he was induced to visit
,
and that· believing, ye might have life them :-"Forasmuch,
then, as God gave
through his name."
Do the subsequent them the like gift as [he did] unto us,
events; recorded by the Spirit of inspiration, who believed on the Lord Jesus Christ,
jusdf.&:this position? Hear some of the tes- what was I that I could withstand God?
timon : Peter, inspired by the Holy Spirit, When they heard these things, they held
on the day of Pentecost declared to the their peace and glorified God, saying, Then
Jews that, that Jesus who asserted of him- hath God also to the Gentiles granted reselftllat he was the Son of God, and perform- pentance unto life."
How had He granted the works alluded to in the text, in con- ed unto them "repentance unto life"? Pefirmation of this truth, was TUE CURIST- ter preached to them Jesus Christ, the Son
the Jews' long-looked for, and anxiously-ex- of God. They believed the testimony prepected, Messiah. They believed Peter's as-j sented, and thus had "life through his
sertion, supported by the to them visible name." Proof: "Men and brethren, ye
manifestation of the Holy Spirit, and the know that a good while ago, God made choice
fact that the miracles referred to by the among us, that by my mouth the Gentiles
Apostle were matters of occurrence in their should hear the word of the Gospel and
own day, and within their own knowledge. believe.
And God, which knoweth the
Three thousand Jews, on that day, believed hearts, bear them witness, giving unto them
the things then spoken (since written for the Holy Ghost, even as [he did] unto us,
the exercise of our faith) for their faith; and and put no difference between us and
believing, received life through his (Christ's) them, purifying their hearts by faith." Acts
name. The same things were spoken by the xv: 7-9.
Thus, they believed the word:!
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he~lts were purified by faith-no difference! Tl,!E SEVEN TRU>!l'BTS.-(CONTINUED FRO>! l'AGE 2J2.)
being put between them and the Jews with I TUOSEwho have given most attention to
reference t~ th~ir acceptance ~vithGod; for t~e s~bject, concur in the following synopthe same faIth, IIIthe same testImony, produ- heal view of the seven trumpets. He that
ced the same effects. Peter spoke to them wi]] read attentively Gibbon's account ofthe
the things that are now written to us. They agency of the Northern tribes in the downbelieved, and thus had life through the fall of the Roman Empire; and the desname of Jesus Christ. Thus far, then, truction which was spread over Europe and
Jews and Gentiles are said, in the Bible, to Asia by the Saracen and Turkish powers,
have life granted to them when they believ- will be convinced that these were some of
ed the things concerning Jesus of Nazareth the events before the mind of the Spirit
and his kingdom.
when it dictated the 8th and 9th chapters of
The po:nt we wish to arrive at is this: By Revelations:
what means is life granted to Jew and Gen1. The irruption ofthe Goths under Alaric
tile in this day? The Bible says that, these upon the Roman Empire, and upon its prothings (those referred to in our text) are vinces by Radagaisus, with the drought and
written for this purpose. In that day, Jew fa~ine which followed the dreadful devasand Gentile believed these very thin oO'Sand
tatlOn of the progress of their furious hosts,
,
the Bible says, "God granted them repent- ma~ing smoking ruins of cities, and vast
ance unto life" (when they believed)-the 1 s~lltud:s of de~se]y populated countries;
Gentile like unto the Jew. Unless, then, dlssolvmg the unIOn of the Roman Empire:
there has been some new mean of salva- humbling its power in the dust, and estabtion instituted, the same is true of Jew and lishing a victorious reign of unknown barGentile at this day. The Christ is no longer barians in its stead,-answers
well to the
with us-the
Apostles have departed to STORM,CONFLAGRATION,
BLOODY
WAR,and
their place of rest-all inspired men have DESOLATION
threatened in the blast of the
passed away-but in their stead we have the first trumpet!
"The first angel sounded,
written-the inspired word of God Christ and there followed hail and fire [called by
and the Holy Spirit-together
with'the re- Gibbon the furrious TEMPEST,
excited among
suits produced by the preaching of the the nations of the North] mingled with
Gospel in the days of the Apostles, and all blood [the massacres which succeded the
declare-"These
things are written that ye d:~uge o! barbarians, ~lIing the streets of
might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the CitIes WIth dead bodIes] and these were
Son of God, and that believing ye might 5cast upon the ea,rth, and the third part of
have life through his name." Who will say the trees [whole provinces were blasted by
that there is not as much dependant upon the dr~ught, and the fires of the conquering
faith in this day, as in that? Who will say barbal'lans] were burnt up and all green
that like results will not follow a belief of the grass was burnt up."
same testimony? Who will say that "life
2. Next to ALARIC and the Goths, was
through his name" does not now follow the terrible GENSERICand his Vandal hordes,
faith in the things written concerning Jesus who sailing from Africa, invaded Rome,
of Nazareth? Who will say that God re- sacked the city, transported its treasure by
quires more or less of men now than he did ships, sunk or captured its navy, and spread
then? Life is dependant upon faith in the desolation upon its coasts, from the pillars
things written-look
well to the matter, of Hercules to the mouths of the Nile. Let
and take heed.
S~~~~.
the reader read Guizo's Gibbon, chapter 36,
____
-..•..-.
page 430, and revere the God of truth.The heart of "the prudent getteth knowl- N?th.ing c~n be more exact than the descl'lptlOns given by the Infidel Historian and
edge; and the ell' of the wise seeketh the. text :-"The second an~el soun?ed, a?d
unders~anding.
as It were a great mountain burning With
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fire was cast into the sea; and the third minion of the Turks.

See Gibbon, chap-

part of the sea became blood; and the third II ter 57.
.
part of the creatures in the sea which had
The first four trumpets denote the incurlife, died; and a third part of the ships were sions of the Barbarians, which led to the
destroyed!"
downfall of the Western Roman Empire;
3. Ranked with Alaric and Genseric upon the fifth and sixth, to the rise of the Sarathe page of history is ATTILA, king of the cens and the Turks, their religion, conHuns, and leader of many kings who in- quests and dominion, as the scourges of a
vaded the Eastern Empire, and vanquished corrupt church and people. lVe need no
its powerful armies in three successive en- other proof of this than the account of these
gagements. After this, he fell upon the re- great events given by the Infidel Gibbon, with
gions bounded by the Alps and the Appe- \ the utmost particularity and precision. The
nines, and litterally upon the people who' Goths under Alaric, the Vandals under
lived upon the "rivers and fountains
of Genseric, the Huns under Attila and the
waters," he came with the bitterness of Lombards with Odoacer, the first Barwormwood and a destruction which amount- barian king of Italy, gave no pause to the
ed almost to extirpation.
See Gibbon, wars which devastated the Roman Empire,
same chapter, and' read :-"The
third until the Sun of Rome set for the third
angel sounded, and there fell a great star part of the night, or until the rise of the
from heaven, burning as it were a lamp, Papacy. The first four trumpets indicated
and it fell upon the third part of the rivers, fierce judgments under the terrific symbols
and the fountains of waters; and the name of fire, hail, blood, burning mountains, stars
of the star is called Wormwood; and many falling, and the Sun, Moon and Stars smitmen died of the waters because they were \ten with darkness. So also with the tUJO
made bitter."
woes, with the equally terrific imagery of the
4. The fourth trumpet sounded the extinc- opening ofthe bottomless pit, darkening the
tion of the Western Empire, and Rome was \ luminaries of heaven, and slaying the third
left without an Emperor, Consul, or Senate. part of men. But as face answers to face
See Gibbon, chapter 36. If it be asked in a glass, so do the historic events in Rowhy the tTtird part of the Sun, &c., are spo- man, Mohammedan, Saracenic and Turkish
ken of when the whole Western Empire history answer to the prophetic delineations.
fell, we remind the reader, that the Eastern
The Saracen power with the Roman EmEmpire did not fall at the same time with the pire has been divided and its scattered fragWestern. Constantinople and the Eastern ments only remain. The third woe is at hand.
provinces remained for a future overthrow. The Turkish Empire wanes to its nadir, and
The day of the Sun of empire was darken- we live I in a day which foreshadows its
ed only for a third part of the night. The downfall. As the Euphrates of the sia:th
Pope as a new Emperor arose shortly after, seal it will be dried up-the way for the
with not only the power of the Cresars, but return of Israel will be prepared-the overwith authority to make Emperors; and throw of the last powers that have destroykings of France and Germany have receiv- ed the earth shall be secured, and the tried the title from him until the day of Napo-l umphant kingdom of Messiah shall over all
leon, when his authority to confer it was prevail.
J. B. F.
formally renounced.
[TO DE CONTINUED.]
I

5. The fifth trumpet introduces Mahomet
and the Saracen woe or scourge, which passed over Europe and Asia with unparallelled
power.
G. The sixth, the second woe which was
to follow quickly after the first, describing
most graphically the rise, character and do-

He that hath pity upon the poor, lendeth
unto the Lord; and that which he hath given will he pay him again.
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of
wisdom: and the knowledge of the holy is
understanding.
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DEPARTMENT.
it is the proof and pledge? Is it to you, as
BRO.FERGUSoN:-Please tell me what is it were, a weekly pause in the hastening
meant by the phrase "natural man." 1 Cor. march of time which is hurrying thee in
2: 14. Some of our Brethren understand thy career to the great hereafter, giving thee
it to mean animal man. Now if this be the a moment to ask the question-Whither am
meaning, I am at a loss to understand the I going? Does it bring leisure for thought,
design of the Apostle; for, if an animal for meditation, for holy resolution?
Does
man is changed into a spiritual man, there it spread open before thine eyes that Book
must be a time in which he received the of Ages, and awaken within thee that orathings of the spirit.
J. P. S.
cle-that
particular command or entreaty
The word Psucltykos translated natural, thou art habitually neglecting?
Does it
is understood to mean animal, sensual, pos- bring thee to the house of God where the
sessing animal life. It evidently means in death of thy Master is unveiled, the reconthis verse a man given up to and under the ciliation of man exemplified, the vista of
influence of his animal passions. While the tomb radiated and the soul stirred with
thus given up, or led away from truth and thoughts of purity, adoration, and immorpurity by the dominion of his passions, he tality? Is it to you a day of light in a dark
cannot understand or appreciate the things world, of joy in a grief world, of freshness
of the Spirit. He must renounce that do- in a monotonous world, of strength in a
minion before he can discern their true and weak world?
Do its public teachings
legitimate bearings.
The same word oc- and worship increase and hallow your emocurs, James 1: 15:-"The
wisdom which tions and affections? Do its songs awaken
descendeth not from above, is earthly sensu- gratitude, cheerfulness and praise-do
its
al, devilish."
And again, Jude speaks of confessions and prayers protect you from
some "who separate themselves, sensual perils and temptations of which you are
not having the spirit." Jude 19. The Heath- not aware? Is your sympathy, your Christen philosophers, and those under their in- like love awakened, and do the poor, the
fiuence, at Corinth, made their unenlight- sick, the broken-hearted, the imprisoned and
ened reason and their animal appetites the oppressed, the ignorant and besotted come
criterion of truth, and the measure of their up before you, as the family of sorrow, and
conduct. They paid no regard to the reve- soften your heart, subdue your pride and
lations of the spirit, and, consequently, re- quicken your benevolent purposes?
Ah!
garded the preaching of Paul as foolish- do you think of the heralds of the gospel
ness; which fact became the occasion for i and of those who might be heralds, if thou
the Apostle to say of them and of all men and thy brethren were more self-denying,
who judge of things by their senses and and of thy duty to a world lying in ignopassions, that they will not receive the rance, sin and death?
things revealed by the spirit of God. They
If the day of the Lord is all this to thee, I
regard them as foolish; and indeed, so long hail thee happy! Thy heart, big with emoas they are thus influenced, they cannot tions, will expand under its genial influence;
know or examine them for they are spirit- thy home will be enlightened with generous
ually discerned,-i. e. they are discerned and elevating truth; and thy heart will grow
by the light which the spirit (not our senses) in power to resist evil and do good, until
affords. So we understand the passage af- thy life of blessed hopes shall close in a
ter a re-examination of it in the connection a peaceful, tranquil death, whose pathway
in which it is found.
J. B. F.
leads to life forevermore! ~ut if it is not,
.•.
I have but one more questIOn :-Are you
THELORD'SDAY-A FEW QUESTIONS
FORSIN· endeavoring to promote arrangements which
CEREANDSERIOUS
MEN.
have a tendency to make the day of the
BROTHER,how do you spend the Lord's 1 Lord such as it should be to a.being hastenday? Do you embrace it as an opportuni- I ing to eternity, a~d do you dlsc.ourage and
ty for moral and spiritual improvement, pre-I seek the suppressIOn of every thmg that has
parative for that happy immortality of which ~the contrary tendency?

I

I
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With a desire to cultivate in myself a ated! When we view, as from afar, our
devotional spirit and under the influence of terrestrial ball, wheeling its course round
the feelings of a common brotherhood, I the central sun, and performing with unerask you to read, ponder, and answer the ring precision, its daily circuit, we see it but
above questions.
J. B. F.
as a single planet of the system-we
ad'"
mire the grandeur of the terraqueous mass,
SUNDAY
SCHOOL
LIBRARY.
and the mind, in its expanding survey, is
WE are glad to see our Brethren of Ohio soon lost in the abyss of space, and among
making a move to secure a Library for Chris- the affinities, in number and in magnitude,
tian Sunday Schools. We trust a similar of revolving worlds. But, occupying, as
effort will be made in Tennessee. The mat- we do, a fixed place upon its surfaceter will come up before our next annual treading its verdant plains-surveying
its
meeting. We would be glad to co-operate purple-lighted hills-gazing upon its interwith our brethren in Ohio and other States, minable expanse of waters, and looking upin this "good work."
How much every wards to the blue ether which canopies the
such movement indicates the necessity of a whole, the imagination quits the contemplamore harmonious and efficient organization tion of the universe, and ponders over the
than that which obtains amongst us as a Re- mysterious realities around.
The chaos,
ligious people. We heartily wish we could the creation, the deluge, the earthquake, the
have a full, pleasant and free interchange of volcano, and the thunderbolt, press themthought with our Churches, throughout the selves upon our thoughts, and while they
Union, upon this and kindred subjects. We mark the physical history of the past, they
have men, too, who have had long and suc- foreshadow the dreaded convulsions of the
cessful experience in the arrangement and future. Associated with our daily interests
instruction of Sunday Schools, and who and fears, and emblazoning in awful relief,
have ripened fruit of much faithful labor, our relation to the Great Being that ordainthat could and should be profitably present- ed them, we are summoned to their study
ed. We want something practical, and we by the double motive of a temporal and
expect it from men who have an intimate spiritual interest, and of an inborn and raknowledge of the difficulties that beset the tional curiosity.
path of the diligent and faithful labourer unWhen we stand before the magnificent
der the existing conditions of such Schools. landscape of hill and dale, of glade and
We want something worthy of our princi- forest, of rill and cataract-with
its rich
pIes, and which shall serve to elevate and foreground at our feet, and its distant horiimprove the present system, and secure the zon on the deep, or on the mountain range
proper and unbiased development of the tipped with ice, or with fire, the mind reMoral and Religious faculties of the rising verts to that primreval epoch, when the evergeneration.
We need system; we need lasting hills were upheaved from the ocean,
co-operation; we need charts, books, truth- when the crust of the earth was laid down
ful, reformatory, fervid, elevating books, and hardened, when its waters were enchanfree from Sectarianism, and imbued with nelled in its riven pavement, when its breast
the spirit and teaching of primitive Christi- was smoothed and chiselled by the diluvian
anity; we need improved systems of Sun- wave, and when its burning entrails burst
day School Instruction; and we need that a from their prison-house, and disclosed the
proper interest should be felt upon these fiery secrets of their birth.
subjects. How shall we have it?
ED.
When we turn to the peaceful ocean, expanding its glassy mirror to the sun, emboEARTH-OCEAN,-AlR.
soming in its dove-like breast the blue vault
Wn'II what events, moral and physicalabove, and holding peaceful communion
with what sympathies, social and domestic with its verdant, or its rocky shores, the
-with what interests, present and future, mind is carried back to that early period
are these magic words indissolubly associ-, when darkness covered the face of the
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the hollow of the land-and when the bro- know them" only as destroying agents, and
ken up fountains
of the deep consigned! take little interest in the wonderful arranrre.
0
the whole earth with its living occupants to ments which they subserve.
a watery grave. But while we thus linger
1Vhen on a serene morn the sounds of
in thought over the ocean picture, thus pla- busy life are hushed, and all nature seems
cid and serene, we are reminded of the recumbent in sleep, how death-like is the
mighty influences which it obeys. Dragged repose of the elements-yet how brief and
over its coral bed by an agency unseen, and ephemeral is its duration!
The zephyr
stirred to its depths by the raging tempest, whispers its gentle breathings-the
aspen
the goddess of peace is transformed into a leaf tries to twitter on its stalk-the pulse of
Fury-lashing
the very heavens with its the distant waterfall oeats with its recurring
breakers-bursting
the adamantine barriers sound-the howl of the distant forest forewhich confine it-sweeping away the strong- warns us of the breeze that moves it-the
holds of man, and engulphing in its waves mighty tempest supervenes, cutting down
the mightiest of his floating bulwarks.
its battalions of vegetable life, whirling into
But it is in the pure atmosphere which we the air the dwellings and defences of man,
breathe, and within the etherial envelop of! and dashing the proudest of his war-ships
our globe, that the most remarkable revolu- $ against the ocean cliffs, or sinking them betions must have been effected; and it is in neath the ocean waves. When thus awathis region also, that nature presents us, in kened from her peaceful trance, nature oftour own day, with the most fearful contrasts en summons to the conflict her fiercest pow-with the most peaceful repose of the ele- ers of destruction. The electric agents-ments, and the most terrific exhibition of those ministers of fire, which rule so peacetheir power. The primreval transition from fully when resting in equilibrium, and which
the chaos of the atmosphere to a pure and play so gently in the summer-lightning sheet,
cloudless sky, must have been the result of or so gaily in the auroral beams-frequentfi'equent and convulsive actions. The ex- Iy break loose from their bonds, to frighten
halations from the green and fermenting and destroy. When the heat of summer
earth-the gaseous currents from its heated has drawn up into the atmosphere an excess
crust, the empoisoned miasmata from its of moisture, and charged the swollen clouds
crevises and pores, and the watery vapours with conflicting electricities, the dissevered
from putrid lake and troubled sea, must elements rush into violent re-union, and
have formed an insalubrious compound, i compress in their fiery embrace the vaporwhich it required the electric stroke to pu- ous mass which they animate. Torrents of
rify and decompose. While there was yet rain and cataracts of hail emerge from their
no light on the earth, and the sun and moon explosion, and even stony and metallic mewere veiled with thick darkness, the "waters tears rush in liquid fire from the scene.above the firmament" must have descended The forked lightning-bolt flies with death
in torrents-the hail-storm must have rush- on its wing, rending the oak-trunk with its
ed from the upper air, and the tempest, and wedge of fire, and transfixing with its lurid
the lightning, and the thunder-bolt, must dagger the stalwart frame of man and beast;
have combined their tremendous energies and before life is extinct, the thunder-clap
before the rebellious elements were insula- rolls in funeral echo from cloud to cloud,
ted and subdued.
In now contemplating and from hill to hill, as if ashout were pealthe rerial granery which so peacefully sur- ed from the cloud of witnesses, in mockery
rounds and sustains us, we could scarcely of the helplessness of man, and in triumph
anticipate the character and extent of its ,over his fall.-NoRTII BRITISHREVIEW.
abnormal phases. The same powers which i
.
were needed for its original distillation
How much better is it to get wisdom than
seem to be required to maintain it salubriou~ gold? and to get understanding is rather to
and pure; and though these powers are in 1 be chosen than silver.
I

i
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SUPPER-JERUSALEM,
.••..

~

BY R. F. F.

~

What though thy temples, domes, and towers,
That man In strength and weakness marie,
Arc, with their priestsa,lHl regal powers,

Since the Sire has bequeathed me the wrath of the Son,
Strike freely, Benaiah, the deed must be done!
In this old frame boundeth a heart that is frcc,
Nor Captain, nor Monarch hath ruled over me.

In lowly dust and ashes lalll!
The story of thine ancient time
Steals on us, as it stole on them,
Thrice hallowed by the lyre sublime
Of thee, Jerusalemi

I have charged at the head of the host of the Lord,
And scatlerc(l his foes with the gleam of my sword;
In vain all my triumphs; this pulse it must cease,
For the innocent blood that I shed while at peace.

We see within thy patches, Paul
Uplift the arm, the voieeeommand,
Whose beaven-taught zeal, whose earnest caU,
Could rouse or paralyse the IandThough gold and pomp were his, and more,
Far God he spurned the glittering gem
And cast him prostrate all before
Thy gates, Jerusaleml

ueorne forth from the altar"1-No: here will I hold,
Till the blood leaves these hands-till this heart shall be cold!
Go tell the young King, whose great Father I throned,
Thus answered old Joab,the gnilty and bold!
I had hoped this war-harness to throw off at ease,
And lay this hoar head with my Fathers in peace;
But on these gray hairs, God has visited guiltThen here, on His altar, shall this blood be spilt!
THE SUPPER.
BT R. F. ".

For as often as ye cat this bread, and a'rink fhi" cup, '1Bdo
8'~Oto the Lord's death till he come.-l
Cor. Xl: 26,
This is my broken frame,
And this my saving blood,
Thus, in my memory take
This immemorial foo<1:*
This cup I'll drink no more
Till in my kingly homeBut ye-when
r am goneWill drink it till I come!
The saints have suffered longThe faggot and the fl<Ul\e
Have left on storied page
Full many a tIeathless name!
Anli hunted saints have sought
Rest in a caverned home;
And still the bread was broke,
And will be till he come!
The Heavens above are brass;
'Ve see OUf Lord no more;
But on His Day, the saints,
Their ceaseJess praises pourj
Onward
they march-and Time
Treads onward with the tralnAnd still the table's spread
Till He shall come again!
Feast on, my brethren, fcast!
The Saviour tarries nOll
Afflictions we'll forget
In Him, TUB UNFORGOT!
'I'he Heavens will not remain
An unrevealing dome;
Ah, who, with John, can say',
Lord Jesus, quickly comer
JERUSALEM.
BY WILLUM

SINCl.UR.

of the Lord whose name
The angelic host in wonder teUs;
The halo of whose endless fame
All earthly splendor far excelsTo thee from Judah's stable mean,
Arose the Prince from Jesse's stem,
And since hath deat.hless glorr beeB
'Yilh thee Jcru!-lalclII!

'1'1Iou cit.y

*'J'h(' Lalllh

4

:olaill 1I('fol'(, tll(' fonnilalion

of th(' world.

E,-en from the lIIount of Olives now.
When morning lifts her shadowy veil,
And smiles o'er Moab's lofty brow,
And beauteous Jordan's stream and vale,
The ruins o'er the region spread,
May witness of thine ancient fame,
The very grave-yards of thy deadOf thee, Jerusalem!
The temple In its gorgeous state
That in a dreadful ruin feU,
The fortress and the golden gate
Alike the saddening story tell,
How he by Hinnom's vale was led
To Galaphas, with mocking sbame,
That glad redemption might be shed
O'er thee, Jerusalem!
Fast by the Virgin's tomb, and by
These spreading olives bend the knee,
For here his pangs and suffering sigh
Thrilleri through thy caves. Gethsemane,
'Twas here beneath the olive shade,
The man of many sorrows came,
With tears, as never mortal shed,
For thee, Jerusaleml
Around Siloam's ancient tomus
A solemn grandeur still must be;
And oh1 what mystic meaning looms
By thy dread summits, Calvary!
The groaning earth, that felt the shock
Of mankind's crowning sin and ehame,
Gave up the dead, laid bare the rock,
For faU'n Jerusaleml
Kind woman's heart forgets thee not,
For Mary's image lights the scene:
And, casting back the enquiring thought
To what thou art, what thou hast bt:en,
Ah! well may pilgrims heave the sigh,
When they remember aHthy fame,
And shed the tear regreltingly
O'er thee Jerusalem!
For awful desolationJles.
In heavy shades, o'er thee and thine,
As 'lwere to frown of sacrifice,
And teUthy story, Palestine;
But never was there darkness yet
Whereto his glory never came;
And guardian angels watch and wait
By 'thee Jerusalem!
The lustre of thy ancient fame
Shall yet in hrighter beams arise,
And heaYenly measures to thy name
Rejoicethe earth, make glad the skies;
A nd, with thy gather'd thousands,
then
Oh! l~o"e allrl Peace~h:tll elwell whh 1I1f·1lI-.
Allli
Ood'f' own ~rory ~hill(' again
O'N

t1u'(>, J<'flll'lt\It'm!
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THE

REVOLUTIONS

iN

EUROPE-NEW

MOVEMENTS.

its dr-ead~~o:::i;ht~th~
MENTS.
most reckless would be serious,-a
night
WE carefully notice the march of events when all Europe was heaving with a moral
in the old world. And although we are by earthquake, and parts even of British dono means able to divine what will be the minion were trembling with the shock,-a
issue, we feel assured that the whole histo- night when stoutest men were silent, and
ry of prophecy is verging to a momentous some feared, and no one knew but on the
epoch. The most remarkable event in our morrow the streets of the mighty city would
late news, is the opening, in the city of run with the gore of husbands and brothers,
Prague, of a Congress of the Sclavonian -a signal for citizen to butcher citizen, for
Nationalties. Servians, Illyrians, Bosnians, revolters to exterminate the loyal, and the
Dalmatiaas, Istrians, Poles, Russniaks, Bo- loyal to show no mercy to the revolters,-a
hemians, Moravians, Silescians, and in short, night when noue breathed freely until assurthe countless tribes of the Sclavonian races, ance came that danger had disappeared,have all been represented.
They talk of a on such a night, to meet the conflicts of ingrand Sclavonian kingdom, which shall furiated multitudes with contemptuous mirth
reach from the Black Sea to the Baltic, betokens to the moralist the uprising of a
which ,:ill swallow up Austria, Poland.' Ita- more po.werful mob, and the visitation of a
ly, and mdeed most of Germany, and dll'ect- i destructlOn not wholly undeserved.
Heathed by Russia, which, as yet, appears in the en Niniveh, we read, put on sackcloth and
back ground, may prove to be the most gi- ashes when her destruction was threatened,
gantic power that has arisen since the fall but Christian England was thoughtless and
of imperial Rome.
This movement will foolish enough to laugh at the danger which
have a tendency to send Germany to Ameri- betokened her downfall. A nation that can
ca and the Latin races to Africa.
Mean- thus treat the wrongs of her oppressed milwhile, Turkey has refused to acknowledge lions, we could not pity even did she fall.
the French Republic, and Russia is assem- The British government has numerous and
bling her hosts of thousands upon her South- grave crimes to answer for. But we should
ern frontiers. Truly we are OR the eve of lament her disruption as one of the most
great events! We have our own views of fearful calamities that could come upon the
these prognostications, but as the time is world. Hence we shudder to view the vorshort, we will wait till fact shall take the tex she seems to be approaching. Ireland
place of speculation. A fearful storm is is starving, her patriots are ostracised, and
gathering in the North of Europe; another her demands for bread and liberty, will soon
ATTILA,with countless legions, will come be demands for Pikemen. The low moanforth; the divisions of the Roman Empire, jng of despair that comes from that fair
now upheaving, will fall: but what then? Isle, will find pity and relief. 0, think of
Time only can answer.
the sad sights of that miserable country.England seems calm at present; but we Think of hungry millions turning their longdo not think the British power safe. The ing eyes on arid fields, and up to the sky,House of Commons, it is true, laughed at counting minute by minute that is to bring
the "great Chartist" demonstration.
But them the relief that never comes,-clasping
to us it was a painful laugh. I have seen cow- each other on bare cold floors through misards laugh contemptuously when freed from erable night, a night whose sleep is interdanger, but it was not the levity of collected rupted by dreams of festivals and waking
courage, but of wistful trepidation, causing wails of famine! Ah! it is a sad sight, to see
them to look backwards lest their enemy emaciated fathers picking filthy herbs from
might hear their glee. For a grave and ditches, an unwholesome meal for wives
powerful legislature to make merriment of and little ones; it is still more sad to see him
large bodies of gaunt men gathered within search all day, and be compelled at night to
view of their sittings, like a dark cloud, and go home when he can find them no longer,
making all London a vastgarr;son to meet! -to behold a mother looking upon the bent
~VOL~~~:;;~;;-;~~!
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VS,

INFIDF.LITY.

and wasted form of him who once was her tionsare more powerful than swords. The
strength and support,-who
beholds her creatures of kings and priests are learning
children, as starving nestlings clustering that they are men, and it is this knowledge
around her and opening their mouths for which will bring down the proudest monarfood, when there is no food to give them! chies.
Such are the real scenes of Ireland; and
But let us not forget that God is in all these
think you they will always continue? I tell events; that his purposes concerning the
you nay.
This horrid gaze of misery is nations will be accomplished, and the great
seen in Heaven, and Heaven has ten thous- interests of his kingdom will be promoted;
and means by which to meet the wretched- and either in this life, or in that which is to
ness and despoil her oppressors.
And come, the wrongs of each of his servants
Heaven will do it. In the Isles of Britain will be vindicated. Hence he says, "Be
things cannot continue as they are. Stillj wise now therefore, 0 ye krcgs, and be inwe dread the shock that breaks that great structed ye judges of the earth: kiss the
Collossus,
A wave oflava may overwhelm Lord lest he be angry and ye perish from bea city and bury it; and }n avalanche may fore him when his wrath is kindled but little.
hurl a neighborhood into destruction; and Blessed are all they thai put their trust in
an earthquake may shake to pieces a whole him,"
J. B. F,
province,-but the city will be rebuilt, the
,_
neighborhood peopled again, and new adPROVIDENCE VB, INFIDELITY,
venturers will build their houses over the
IT is curious to note the manner in which
rent chasms of the earth, when its fearful Providence bestows its gifts of mind upon tbe
trembling subsides, But the works of mil- world. Select your century for observation
lions for a thousand years, would be buried and you will be able to see in bold antithesis
by the black flood that lays the British Em- for every eminent Infidel, an equally emipire low. You need not tell us it is a pow- nen t man 0f lUI
£'."th, Iior every Ph arao h a M 0erful superstructure.
Babylon, the glo- ses; fior every B a1aam a J os h ua; fior every
ry of kingdoms, and Bama Ete:na-vain
Nichodemus a Peter; for every Nero a Paul.
name !-were also powerful. FIerce and i It IS
' remar k abl c, btl'
u conso mg, t 0 k now,
dark passions are," boiling in the breasts of th at tlIe age wh'ICh gave b'lrth t 0 tlIe accommen, and they Willburst out m a fierce
. d us t'nous an d e1egan t G'bb
, tem- Pl'ISh e d ,In
lon, was
pest of hatred,
th e same In
'h' w ICI1 th e 1ab onous,
'
, terror and blood-wIll thun"
eru dOt
I e,
der, and stnke, and blast,-and desperatIOn an d lal
£'.'th£'.I
'
lU L ARDNER fl'ouns h e d ; an d 'tI IS
will achieve what no discipline can prevent. easy t 0 name B utl er WI'th H ume, R'Ied WI
'tl 1
Britain is powerful,
She commands th,e Diderot, Cuvier with Helvetius, Whitfield
most powerful, army
'tl1 Ro sseau, UT
'th V 0lt'alre, C amp, on earth. But she IS WI
n es 1ey WI
proud and dlsdamful, and refuses to hear b e 11 WI
"th 0 wen, I n pom
't 0 f sch 0 1aI'sh"Ip,
what God hears., Enthusiasm
will
be
a
'
,
d'
,
research, sCientific Iscovery, and ph'llosophmatch
for
her
skill-It
has
been,
and
may
be
.,
I d 0 no t h eSI't at e t 0 say, th at
,
. "
,lca '1 enquirIes
agam, The, fury of . desperate mIllIOns
will
tl
1
f
I
'th aII tllelr'b oast s,
'
Ie wor (S 0 n fide 1s, WI
sweep garnsons,
artIllery, and sohd columns are sma 11 an d con temp t"bl
,
lew Ilen compare d
of" soldIery, when
once," as
"th tllose Wh 0 pro fiesse delal"tl'I melth B"ble.
'
, the agency of re- WI
tnbutlve ProVIdence, It, IS
~Th'
, aroused.
~ IS f:actil spea (S ou dl y t0 tl1e young an-d
We tremble for Bntam,-but
we know II ar d en t wI10 are anxIous
.
tid
.0 mow an amb'1not the end., ,T~le soul of humanity is there! tious to excel. It should lead them at least,
at work" as It IS m all Europe,
and no power t0 examme
.
tlIe eVI
'd cnce upon wl'11C
h tllU t
.
of armies can conquer It, That soul must 1 f:a1'th IS
" pre d'Icat e d ; tlla t till
ley may earn w Iy
be fiee, and he. that mterferes In the asser- I"t' IS th at a11tlla t' IS exce 11en t' III sc1101urs1lip,
'
tion of its rights must b,e d~stroyed, ItS! science and philosophy has been obtained
arm can tear down the mightiest ramparts:
"
"
its voice can silence the loudest cannon; its by researches led on by the lamp of dIVIne
shield can blunt the sharpest bayonet. Emo- ~revelation!
J, B. F.
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TO REMOVE

OFFENCES,
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MUTUAL

CONCESSION

i

IS GENERALLY

NECESSARY.

GEN.ERALLY
NECESSARY,
How does he overcome them, and destroy
Wm';N a difference takes place between <5 th'elr re b e II'JOnagams
't h'lin! • I SlY
't b k eeptwo members of a church, a willingness to,
tl
t d' t
d 'fi'
t
'
"
mg lem a a IS ance, an re usmg 0 remake concessIOns on both Sides ISgenerally
. tl
• N' b t b tl
'h
f h'
celve lem!
o. u y Ie flC es 0 IS
necessary to the removal of it. 'When an of- condescension and grace he disarms their
fence is given, it :eldom I~a?pens that it is opposition,
He melts down their pride,
treated altogether m the spmt of the gospel. stubbornness and disobedience by heap!f one .party th~n insist th~t.he i~ entirely ing coals of ~re on their heads. 'It is in the
In the ~Ight, ,while the other,ls ,entirely and same way we ought to endeavor to gain an
exclusively m the wrong, It IS extremely offendina brother. It is thus we become
difficult to promote a reconciliation. On imitator: of God as dear children. If we
this account, whenever a person in. a case are influenced b; a desire to gratify our own
of difference can conscientiously say, that spirit we shall be disposed to brina the ofin some points it would have been better had fend:r in submission to our own feet. If
he acted otherwise, (and it !s seldo~ neces- we supremely aim at his spiritual profit, we
sary for a man to stretch IllS con.sclence to shall be more concerned to bring him to the
say so,) he ought cheerfully to do It. If the feet of our master.
part.y offended be willing to admit this
We shall only farther remark, that there
much, though the impropriety with which is often a danger of gratifying our own pride,
he is chargeable be nothing compared with when one has offended us, under the plauthat of the other, such a concession will sible guise of solicit.ude about our brother's
tend greatly to promote a reconciliat.ion, and spiritual good, and that he may be properly
to lead the offender to see the evil of his humbled, on account of the evil manifested
conduct.
in his conduct. Everyone who knows the
If one man has given such obvious ground deep deceitfulness of the human heart, will
of offence to another, that, as the phrase is, strongly perceive the necessity of being on
he may be said fairly to havec01ltn~itted him- his guard here. Such a solicitude ought
self, the spirit of the world would dispose undoubtedly to be felt; but we should bethe offended party not. to be reconciled, till ware of confounding it with t.hat self-gratuhe got the aggressor completely humbled, lation, which is apt.to arise from our supposand thus obtained a sort of personal triumph'j ed superiority to our offending brothe,r.
The spirit of the gospel, on the other hand, i This belongs to a very different spirit; and
which regards not the gratification of our as it is by far more common to demand too
own pride, butthe restoration of an offend- much, on such an occasion, in the way of
ing brother, will make us thankful for any confession, than too little, wherever this exappearance of his being convinced he is treme is to be found, whatever plausible
wroner and dispose us to restore him in as pretense it may assume, it may in most cases,
easy ~'manner as we can judge to b~ at all b~ very fairly trac~d to the unhallowed prin.
'th fid I'
h'
I
I
clple of secret tflumph and self-gratlficaconsistent. WI
e Ity to IS sou.
n- tion.-Wu.
INNES.
stead of peremptorily demanding the st.rongest language of confession and humiliaO:J=Bro. S. E. DUNNING,of Savannah,
tion, it will lead us rather in the first in- Ga" has mistaken our object in returning
stance, to try the effect of a forgiving dispo- his communication, in review of Bro. Johnsition, in order to promote the spirit of gen- son's financial scheme. We returned it because we conceived he had mistaken Bro.
uine repentance. In this case, the more Johnson, and also the regulation of "Primwe demand, the less we usually gain. It is itive Christianity" with respect to the concommonly after the exercise of such a for- tribution j and because he desired us to do
giving spirit, that the offender most deeply so if we deemed proper. To remove all
occasion of hard feeling, we now propose
feels the impropriety of his conduct.
to him to write a brief Essay, embodying his
Here, we have an admirable model for views upon the subject of "the Fellowship,"
our imitation, in the manner in which our and we will publish and review it.
ED.

l
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REPORTOFEVANGELISTS-NO,
VIII,

\ county again, when we hope to realise the
I fruits of our toil.
DEAR BRO.FERGUS
OX :-In
the month of i<
Yours III
'" lal'th , h ope an d c1un't y,
May we visited and labored in the word and ~
J. J. TROTT,
doctrine at the following places.
J. EICHBAUM.
1. Brawleis Fork, Cannon County.The cause of co-operation was labored at
this place, and the brethren made a second
contribution to send the word of life to the
destitute.
The churches in Cannon and
some in Rutherford, have sent and called

.•
BIDLECOLLECTIONS
INNASRVLLE,
TE"MAY 1848.
[Our indefatigable brother, E. A SlI1ITH,

Agent for the American and Foreign Bible
Society, has kindly furnished us with the following statement of his exertions in its
behalf in this city, during his recent visit.
forth our aged and zealous Brother Curlee, All things considered, we think the brethonce more into the great spiritual harvest. ren exhibited a commendable spirit in their
May he reap much fruit unto eternal life!
liberality. We cheerfully give the report
2. Chattanooga, Hamilton County-This an insertion in the "Christian Magazine,"
is a very important point, and bids fair to not only as commendatory of the zeal, of
become one of the most beautiful cities of I the Nashville Church, but as an example
the south.
We were kindly received and i worthy of imitation wherever the good of
hospitably entertained by the intelligent ~the cause is appreciated.
ED.]
citizens of this place and vicinity, especialBRO. FERGusoN:-At the suggestion of
ly Messrs. Covert, Parham and Brabron. one of the Deacons of the Church of Christ
Mr. Glass the accommodating gentleman in your city, I present a statement of monies
with whom we boarded on our arrival, soon handed me for the Am. & For. Bible Sociemade arrangements for us to preach in the ty, Lord's day, May 28th, 1848.
Presbyterian meeting house. Our meeting 1st. A collection from Colored Chil$6,35
continued from Friday night till Monday
dren in Sunday School,
night. We had respectable and attentive 2d. Public collection from Congrega50,20
congregations, particularly on Lord's day. \
tion after morning Service,
~any se~med to b.e pleased with our preachIllg, and It was said by those who knew, that
a good impression was made.
3. Harrison-This is the County seat of
Hamilton. We were hospitably entertain·
ed by Mr. Baird of this place during our
meeting, which continued from Saturday
until Sunday night. We had a very good
hearing at Harrison.
4. The Church in Bro. Baird's House,
Hamilton County-Here we had the pleasure of co-operating with Brethren R. Randolph and R. Jones, both good preachers
and good men and true.
They are both in

3d. Public collection amongst Colored people in galleries,
7,05
4th. Contributions in afternoon meeting, a good portion of which
was from the colored brethren 19,35

i

Total public collections,
$82,95
Two Life Members paid in $30 each, 60,00
Collections from various individuals
during the week, a portion of
which was from Paedo Bap40,75
tist friends, $40,75,

Total collections in the city, $183,70
I doubt not, several others would have
contributed could I have seen them. Some
of the above contributors have commen~ed
the field this year, and we hope will do a makin(f themselves Life Members-another
good work.
This meeting continued from hopes to become a Life Director.
Saturday till Monday. We held some other
I pray the Lord's bletsing upon His peaday and night meetinrrs at intermediate pIe, and upon this labour of love. Trust
points, during our stay i~ Hamilton County, ~muc~ good ,~ill resultTtll'omLiLd b'IVeshall
I
W ~reap If we famt not.
Ie or
ess you,
which is mostly a new field of abor.
.e l my brother, in every good word and work.
think some good seed was sown that .WJIl
Yours, respectfully,
brinrr forth much fruit at the proper time.
E. A. SMITH,
We intend (the Lord willing) to visit this
Agent A. 0/ F. B. S.

I
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feet and a light to my path.~--rh~~
the law of pardon', which consists

LETTER FRO~IA Q.UONDAM
M. E. PREACHER.
The following extract from a letter from
P. F. SOUTHERN, speaks for itself and needs
no apology for its appearance in the "Christian Magazine."
After some remarks, not
pertinent to the subject, bro. Southern, says:
"About this time I experienced
what the
sects call "getting religion."
I joined the
Methodist church and lived in all good
conscience before God for about four years.
They then made me a class leader.
I
led the class according to the discipline;
and in a short time they made me an exhortel'.
In this I labored faithfully and did
the work of an exhorter.
Shortly' after this
they gave me licence to preach.
In this I
observed all the Methodist rules and usages,
and preached her doctrines, for a year or
more;
travelled
from Camp-meeting
to
Camp-meeting;
until I came to this neighborhood, where I found a con(Jregation I
b
then called Campbellites.
Curiosity led
me to hear them.
I had taken a back seat

in faith

i

i

in the church, and directly the bishop ap-I
pro ached me, and asked me very politely, to
take a seat in the stand, and follow Bro. E.
in an exhortation.
I replied to the bishop
that I preached a different doctrine, and belonged -to a different church, and therefore
wished to be excused.
The bishop re~
marked, that he wished to cultivate good
feelings towards the sects, and urged me to
follow Bro. E. &c.
I at 10ngth consented
to do so; and after preachin(J was over
they took the Lord's supper band offered
to me the emblems of the broken body and
shed blood of the Redeemer.
I commun-'

the la~ of the Lord, I must forsake all,
otherWIse I could not be his disciple;
and
on Lord's day, the 5th of March last, I made
th,e good confession.
I gave my Methodist
f!'lends and all the sects my valedictory,
and the Christians my inaugural
address.
I then, taking Bro. L. N. Murphee, by the
hand, w.e both went down into the water,
and he Im~~r~ed me. I am since going on
my way reJolcmg.
I can now claim God as
my Father, Jesus my Elder Brother, Angels
my kindred
spirits, Heaven my home-a
house not made with hands, eternal in the
heavens, whose builder and maker is God.

ed with them. They presented nothing but ~
the Bible, and told me to practice its pre-,
cepts, as it was the only rule of faith and
practice.
This all appeared to me reasonable.
I went home and determined to give
the New Testament a patient reading.
I
read it through.
I was not satisfied.
I
then read it.the second time.
By this time

Yours, Fraternally,
P. F. SOUTHERN.
Hlckory Creek, Ten. April 5, 1848.

BRO.JOHNR. IIPCALL,Paris Ten, July 7th, 1848,
writes:-"Since I last wrote you, 1 have immerseda
fewpersons in the District. In places the fields are
while for the h,!-rvest,if we only had gospellaborers to
go into the fieldsto cultivatethem, there would be great
and gloriousresults; but alas the laborers are few, and
it began to dispelthe gloom that had for years bnt few pray the LOI'dto send.forth more laborers into
darkened my course, by lighting me on to hea- the field, as it would be inconsistant for them to pray
ven-born objects.
Truly, as one said in the that"prayerand not ai,dill the work, while the tiller of
days of old the word fG d
I
the oronndprays for IllS dailybread, he works to get it
,
0
0 was a amptomy
as t he I.ordd",reets. So, while a man prays the Lord'

l

,

repentance,
confession and baptism, in the
name of Jesus Christ.
This destroyed the
faith alone system, and the many baptisms,
I had so long contended for. I found in
the New Testament one Lord, one faith and
a~d one baptism.
What was I that I could
wlthsta~d God?
~fter solemn reflection, I
determmed
forthwIth to obey the gospel,
but according to the Methodist discipline, I
was compelled to quit preaching, for my license read as follows: "After due examination into the gifts and graces and usefulness of P. Southern, we grant him license
to preach so long as his doctrine comports
with the usages of the M. E. Church."
Signed officially by the presiding elder, in Short
Mou~tain. Circuit.
I had preached her
~octrme faIthfully for more than a year. The
tIme had now come when I determined to
throw off the yoke of bondage and be the
Lord's freedman.
Persecutions
soon be•
I
gan to .rIse..
was closely allied to the
MethodIst frrends-but
I had learned from

RELlGIOC8 INTELLIGENCE-LEANNESS
~~_

.....v-..~~~~"-~""""'-

to fiend laborers into the field, he askg, how is the Lord
going to do it-by meaus or without means1 The
prayer indicate8 means, and it would be foolish in the
extreme to pray such a praJ'er, if no means were to be
used.
Yours, in the good hope."

l

OF SOUL.
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is unrelenting at this time; but I think, inasmnch as
lour proclaimers do not meet with this wicked repulse in
the hall. of the Court Honse, they will doubtless do
wonders in the way of breaking down the strong holds
of prejudice and ignorance, which, for the time, appear

I

A friend at Ellisville, Jones county, Miss., wl"it~"' ~so ,hal:dto co~cili~te or,d,estroy. I repe~t, that, the in"I have received Nos. 1,2,3,4 and 5 of the "Chrls- qmry after Tl uth 18g~lOll1gground here, and under the
tian Magazine."
I am well pleased with it. Butthe labors of brother White, and others, we may look for
idea of a reformation in the Christian Religion, in the g,'eat good to the cause."
middle of the nineteenth century, is quite a novelty to
Bno. J. CALAHAN,Franklin Ky" Jnly 8th, writes:
the people iu this section of country.
They say, that "I baptised two persons at Barre,n Meeting House,
they have heard of such a "thing as Carnpbellism;"- Henderson county, since my last to you."
but they have heard of it in a way that causes them to
The "Christian Record," for Jnne 1848, reports 20
treat it as a "humbug."",
I would be truly gl~d that additions at Turtle 'creek, Sullivan county, Indiana; 5
some of your able proclalmers would travel thIS way, at Cloverdale, Ia.: 5 at Fort Wayne; Ia.; 5 at Grant's
ani give the snbject (the Christian Religion) a full ex- creek, 'Vabash county, Ia.; and 6 on Sngar creek,
planation.
This is all that is wanting for it to be un- Grant county Ia.; and 17 at Columbus City, Iowa.
derstood and embraced.
This is quite. a poor section
TI Ie CIlflS't' Ian R ecor)d' lor J u Iy, reports 5 a dd'"
JtltlOns
?fcount~y; and, generally, where there ~sp,overty, the,:e at Long Prairie, 6 at Sycamore, 2 at Mt. Auburn, 3 at
IS also Ignorance and deep-rooted preJudICe. In tins
Leatl le I' woo d J 5' In J e ffierson Coun ty, 4 a t BJu ff- S prmg
.
county are three Methodist Episcopal Churches, one and 3 at Y ouug "C
'
S
fee k -a 11'In I nd'lana.
Protestant Methodist Church, two lI'1issionary, and twO
Anti-Missionary Baptist Churches.
There is, in the
~h: "Ecclesiast~c Reformel·•.••JUlie 24th, reports ,16
same limits, but one resident Preacher-a
Protestant addlllons at Log Ltck, Ky.; 6 IIILaurel county, Ky.; 4
Methodist.'
~at Salem, Madison county, Ky.; 4 at Cynthiana, Ky.;
~and 2 at Cane Ridge, Ky.,
,BRO. W.r. M'CLANAHAN, Rockville, Md. June 12,
writes, "Our little congregation, meeting in our house,
,~h,e "E.cclesiastic Reformer" for July 8th, reports 2
.
.
ad tlOns 111
Arkansas' 18 in Kentucky' and 69 in Ohio.

i

contmue

lD

peace and love;

our progress must necessa-

"

rily be slow, for reasons known to you; however we
have some increase, four having been immersed during
the last year..
. • • • Should any of the travelling
(proclaiming) brethren, on theil' way to Baltimore a
Washington, caU on us, they might be of benefit to th
cause for which we desire to stand up, and listles
Rockville might perhaps be stirred up to love and ob
dienee.
Accept the christian salutation of me an'
mine."

A Brother from Bayou Sara, Louisiana, June 26,
writes: "I closed a meeting at this place yesterday, by
immersing five servants into the Lord. I never saw as
many blacks together at one time as I then saw. There
were many white people on the ground also; and a
goodly congregation attended our preacbing. Labourers
present, Elder 11'1.Reneau, R. Graham-agent for Bro.
Campbell-and myself. Bro. Graham preached (at 3
o'clock P. 1If.) a good disconrse, and was attentively

A friend at Lawrenceburg, Ten., July 1st, writes:

listened to. He is a promising young man, and destin-

"I think your excellent publication could be greatly extended, in this region, by a litlle exertion. The great
cause to which it is so valuable an anxiliary, is, I confidently believe, gaining favor and latitude, in the atrections of the people, in a happy degree; and although insuited, as it is in many instances, by the unfriendly pre-l
judices of its enemies, I still look forward with great
joy, to the ultimate victory of Truth over Error, and
the final trinmph of righteonsness against wickedness.
The church-house at this place (there is but one) has
been repeatedly refused our preachers, on the ground, as
stated, that "They are not orthodox." This illiberality

ed to do mnch good.
On the first Lord's day in this month, I immersed the
eldest daughter of Bro. T. B. Harris, of Bethel congregatioo, near '''oodville, Mississippi. I think others
will be immersed soon at that point. At White.ville
prospects are brightning.
Bro. M. Reneau takes my place at Utica, Hinds Co.,
where he immersed a servant on the second Lord's day
in this month. He reports good prospects in Franklin
County."

*The people are correct in this.
Campbellis'lU
is a humbug-meet with it where you may-nort.h, south, east or
,vest-and sO is every other ism. connected with Christiani·
ty. For the instruction of the good people of Jones County,
Misssissippi, as well as ortllase of other places in similar cir.
cumstances, we say that, we know of no such religious Societyas Campbellites.
If there be such a denomination, we
have yet to meet with it.
The cause we advocate is
Christianity AND NOTHING ELSE. We acknowJed~e no name
as a distinctive feature, but that which, hy divine mspiration,
was given to the first discipJes of our Saviour-the
name
CHRISTIAN.
Any other name attempted to be forced upon
us, through either the ignorance or malice of our-opposers,
whether they call themselves after any of the Theological
isms of the day, or confess themselves Infidels, is a gratui.

taus slander, both of our Lord and Master and of his follow-

ers.

L}iANNESS OF SouL.-Brethren, those of
you who are engrossed by the wealth, honors, or pleasures of this world, and who seeK
these things as El\'DS, not as lIIEANS, of good,
have you never read how God dealt with
old Israel "who lusted exceedingly in the
wilderness and tempted God in the desert?"
He gave them their request,
But sent LEA.NNESS to their SOULS!"-[Ps. cvi. H,.

These things happened to them for types
us that

[Should any ofollr proclaimingbrethren visit this de;titute; and are recorded as ensamples for
region they will find a hospitahle we!comeat the houseof;
,lId
'1tl'IIng~.
.
Joel E. Welborn, in Elli.ville-Ev,]
I we s lOU
notit·us ,tl'tel- CVl
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EXTRACT-OBITUARIES.

! the star that is the most use~

TABLE.

THE Lecture o~ Genesis published in this number,
takcs what we conceive to be the proper view of the
subject of 'Val', aud the duties of Christians with reference to it. War is of all controversies the most afflicting: it involves iunocent persons who have had no
part iu bringing it about, and who often suffer its worst
consequences; it is a terrible responsibility to array
man acrainst his brother aud make the soil of his home
a red :ea with life-streams of brothers' hearts, ruffled
with the curses of' those who siuk into despair together,
-but war has its morals as well as peace, and though a
sad work it may be a sober one, and should be long
pondered in the great court of conscience before entered'
upon. Between the ult>'aism of those who denonnce all
war, in all couditions of society, and the brutality of
that disposition which sauctions its spirit and continuance, we have sought the true medium.
'''Ie trust our
readers will closely examine its positions.
The subject of Missions introduced by Brother
Challen of Ohio, deserves atteution.
'''Ie do not
coucur with our excellent Brother iu the utility and propriety of urging this subject upon our Brethreu at present, but we leave our readers to form their owu con·
clusions.
At some future time we hope to be able to
examine the whole subject of both Mme and foreign
Missionary enterprise, so far as it commends itself to
the attention of the brotherhood.-Any
one whether old
or young, learned or ignorant, believer or infidel, who
will read the article on «,Religion of Life" will be well
repaid for his trouble.
•
ocrTbe co~munications from Bro, H. T. ANDER.
SONare unavotd~bly exclud~d from the present number,
One of them Will appear III our next. J. R. HowARD ou the Identification of the Church, also in our
next.
•••
BEAUTIFUL

ens we admire the most.
And is it not reasonable d at

t
man, 0
whom the whole creatiOn, from the flower
up to the spangled heavens, all minister,man, who has power of conferring deeper
misery and higher happiness than any be'
mg
upon earth,-man, who can act like God if
he will; is it not reasonable that he should
live for the noble end of living not for' himself. but for others?
.

1

•
-----~

••••
-----

is
suggested that our Annual Co-operation
Meeting be held at Rock Spring, Meeting
House, Rutherford County, commencing on
Friday before the first Lord's day in November next.
We think the selection a
good one, and the time such as we hope
will secure a good attendance. Matters of
importance will come up before the meet·
ing.
STATE CO-OPERATION MEETING.-It

ODITUARy.-Died, Apt'il 22, 1848, after an illness
of 5 days and 12 hours, Siste,' EI.IZABETH M. DUNN,
of --Alabama, aged 57 years. Sister Dunn was
baptized iu April 1829, by b,'o Jaco,b Warrener, at the
town of Liberty, Casey county, Ky., aud was, subse·
quently, a member of Cbrist's Church 19 years, during
which time she was a consistent and devoted Christain.
,
Her house was, at all ttmes, a home for preachers; and
she took great pleasure iu administering to their wauts
and comforts. She bore bel' illness with the patience
and fortitude known ouly to those who put their trust in
Him who raised Christ from the dead; the powers of
her mind remained unimpaired to the last; and she
closed her eyes in the sleep that shuts out from mortal
sight, confidently relying upou the promise of that bIessed immortality which the Master has given to all his
faithful children.
S. E. J.

i

EXTRACT.

GODhas written upon the flowers that
sweeten the air-on the breeze that rocks
the flower on the stem-upon the rain-drop
that refreshes the sprig of moss that lifts its
head in the desert-upon
the ocean that
rocks every swimmer in its deep chamberupon every penciled shell that sleeps in the

DIED, at Commerce, Tenn. on the 4th of July, 1848,

MRS. CORILLA WILLIAMS, wife of O. D. Williams,
in the 30th year of her age.
Mrs. W. was a member
caverns of the deep, no less than upon the of the Christian Church-was immersed in 1839. Her
mighty sun that warms and cheers millions husband bad made preparations for moving to De Soto
of creatures that live in its light-upon his ~ounty ~~ss. next fall wbere the deceased has three
works he was written, "None of us liveth sIsters hVlllg, from whom she had been separated 11
."
b bl
.
years. But alas! how uncertain are all things here beto himself.
And pro a y were we wise low, and bow vain the calculations of any one who builds
enough to understand these works, we beneath the skies! The deceased discharged all the
should find that there is nothing, from the relative duties of wife, mother, mistress, neighbor, &c.
cold stone in the earth, or the minutest to a commendable de~ree, and has d~parted with, the
.
,
sympathy and good WIshes of a large c.rcle- of ,'elattves,
creature that breathes-wluch may not III neicrhbours and friends. She left a husband and fOilI'
some way or other, minister to the llappi- children to moul'll her irreparable loss.

l

ness of some living creature. We admire
and praise the flower that best answers the
end for which it was created, and the tree
that bears fruit the most rich and abundant;

"Green be the turf sUovelhee,
Fricnd of lily better days,
NOlie kucw thee but to love thee;

l

NOllenamed IItee but to praise,"
0,

n. w.
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greed as to its meaning,-some
supposing
that it was the Divine LOGOS,others simply

DI·
IN

.

•

•

that a diVIDerevelatIOn was made to the paFAITH AND OF FAITll
IN GENAIIAL-HOW
WE BEOOME OlllL·
triarch. "In vision." Vision is sight, the
DREN OF THE FJ.ITH OF ABRAHAM.
act of seeing; and the Bible use is evidentWE commence our Lecture this morning ly seeing prophetically, or by divine light.
with a few preliminary observations on some Hence, prophets are called seers, a corrupof the phrases in the text:
tion of see-ers. The mind, without the or"After these things." We are told by dinary organs of sight, was thrown in conHebrew scholars, that the Hebrew term tact with invisible objects, which gave a sutranslated "word" in the Scriptures, is of- pernatural persuasion of the truth of the
ten equivalent to the subject of the word- things intended to be revealed.
I have
the thing to which the word is applied. sometimes thought in seasons of long con" Unclean words" are thus equivalent to un- tinued abstraction, that I had a faint conclean things; and that memorable declara- ception of the state thus attained.
tion of our Lord, that, for every "idle word"
There have been at least four methods
that men shall speak, they shall give an ac- of communication between the incommucount at the day of Judgment, is equiva- nicable God and his creatures. By personlent to every indolent or unprofitable deed, 1 al appearance, as in Eden, and by Jesus,
which is often the result of vain, useless God manifested in the flesh-by an audible
and corrupting words.
Deeds are virtual voice from the heavens with simultaneous
language; and when a man is said to be emblems, as at the baptism of Jesus, and
judged by his actions, we are understood to the transfiguration-by
visions in a state
say, we know his. principles, (words among not unlike the "magnetic sleep," which is
the ancients,) by his deeds; and hence the improperly called a sleep, being only simimaxim-"actions speak louder than words." lar to it in the truth that the mind does not
It is written of the conduct of all the pious exercise itself upon outward objects,-and
patriarchs, (Heb. xi: 14,) "that they who by the ministry of angels.
To this should
do such things declare plainly that they seek be added the powerful agency of the Holy
a country."
Here actions speak or "de- Spirit, as manifested in the history of the
clare." So, also, Solomon says of the fool Apostles, having a direct but undefinable
or foolish man,-"when
he walketh by the power upon the human spirit,-as at Penway, his wisdom faileth him, and he saUh tecost, and when these men were brought
to everyone he is a foo!."
His actions before kings, &c. enabling them to answer
virtually speak that he is devoid of wisdom. the accusations made against them without
In the passage before us, the word here previous thought, and with an eloquence
rendered "things" is the same rendered and wisdom which none of their adversa.words and evidently refers to the things ries could gainsay.
It was in vision that
spoken of in the preceding lessori.
God appeared to Abram, and I understand
"The word of the Lord."
This is the t.he text to teach that all that is related befirst time this phrase occurs as applied to a. tween the first and eighteenth verses, OCellI"
divine communication.
Critics are not a- red in vif'ion. Abram, when rclpaserl frolll
VISION-THE

ORIGIN

OF OOVENANTB-TllE

N ••TURE

OF lIlS

I

i
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COVENANT WITH

ABRAHAM.

the vision, received a confirmation of what as countless as the sands, shall be given
he had seen, and God was pleased to enter him. Abram believes the promife; and in
into an actual engagement with him, in a vision sees that it is accounted to him for
which he promises what might be expected righteousness; and a solemn covenant is
from the vision. We proceed to detail the made and entered into.
The sacred vicnarrative:
tims-the cow, the goat, the sheep, the dove
I. After the battle in the Valley of the Kings, and the pigeon, are selected, slain and diand the refusal of the victorious conqueror vided in the midst.
They are laid on the
to receive any of the spoils of victory, altar, one piece over against another, so
JEHOVAH,in-vision, appears to him, and as· that the covenanting parties may walk besures him that his magnanimous conduct tween.
Abram passed between the parts
met his appro-bation. The bounty of the himself, and waited until the going down
great JEHOVAHis promised him,-"I
will' of the sun, sacredly guarding the sacrifices
be thy exceeding great reward,"-or, I will from the birds of prey.
An hour of great
reward thee exceedingly. Nature and Re- darkness fell upon him, typical of the bonligion liad imposed the disagreeable burden dage of his descendants in the land of
of war upon the peacefutPatriarch.
Hea- Egypt, and in this awful visitation, God foreven approved his noble example of heroic tels the afflictions of his descendants, duoenevolence and generous sympathy for his ring four hundred years' pilgrimage in a
kinsman, and gave him success. He mag- strange land. He kindly intimates to him,
naminousJy refused a remuneration for a also, some incidents in his own personal
duty he owed to humanity and religion; and history-such as his attaining to a ripe old
God again assures him of reward. But he age, and a peaceful death. The visible towas more in need of defence than reward. kens of God's presence then passed beHe had defeated one confederation of kings tween the divided limbs of the victims, as
and excited their dread; he had refused the a "smoking furnace and a burning lamp;"
bounties of another, and excited his envy. giving a final ratification to the covenant
The surviving friends of the vanquished al- made between Gou and Abram.
Afterliance would rally against him; but JEHO- wards God appeared and gave actual prom iVAHsays, "I am thy shield.'r God will de- ses confirmatory of the vision. He here
fend those who do right.
Abraham had unequivocally covenanted with Abram to
jeopardised his property, his-peaceful home give him the whole land, from the river of
and his life. He did this because it was his Egypt, (Sicher ar Siher, which was on the
duty to do it; and when he had triumphed border of Egypt,) to the Euphrates,-a land
over all his enemies, as a reward for his du- then occupied by ten idolatrous nations.
ty, God says-fear not I am thy shield.
We have a few remarks upon the origin
The renewed declaration of divine favor, of the ceremonies of covenants. To make
drew from Abram an humble suggestion a covenant is a common transaction in the
of an insuperable difficulty in the way of history of mankind.
Controversies often
the fulfillment of the promise. He was issue in a covenant between contending
rich and respected. He had been victorious parties. Anciently they were entered into
over his enemies, and was in the land of very solemnly. The very word translated
his earthly inheritance; but in all these he covenant, signifies to cut, or kill, or divide
has no comfort or happiness,-for
he is a victim. In the history of our text, we
childless and is fast sinking into the vale of have an account of the origin of the cereyears. "This Damascene-Eliezer, born in monies which the Chaldeans, Greeks and
my house, is my only heir." But what saith Romans have borrowed from the Patriarchs,
the promise? This shall not be thine heir, (Jeremiah xxiv, 18.)
but one that shall come forth out of thine
"And here surely it is not unlawful to
own bowels shall be thine heir. He as- employ the lights which are thrown upon
sures him that, even from the aged Sarah, this subject, by the practice of the Gentile
a progeny, as numerous as the stars, and, nations, and the writings of those who are
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~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~,
styled
profane authors.
From them we
learn, that on such occasions the custom was,
that the contracting party or parties, having
passed between the divided limbs of the sacrifice, and expressed their full assent to
the stipulated terms of the agreement or covenant, in solemn words, which were pronounced with an audible voice, imprecated
upon themselves a bitter curse, if they ever
should violate it. "As I strike down this
heifer, or ram, so may God strike me with
death, jf I transg~ess my word and oath."
"As the limbs of this animal are divided
asunder, so may my body be torn in pieces,
if I prove perfidious."
Permit me to present one instance of many, from the two illustrious nations alluded to. The Greeks
and the Trojans, according to Homer, having agreed to determine the great quarrel
between them, by the issue of a single combat between the two rivals, Menelaus
and
Paris, the terms being solemnly adjusted
and consented to on both sides, the ratification of the covenant is thus described, Iliad,
lib. III. 338.:¥- "The Grecian prince drew
the sacred knife, cut off a lock of wool
from each of the heads of the devoted lambs,
which being distributed
among the princes
of the contending
parties, he thus, with
hands lifted up and in a loud voice, prayed;
'0 Father Jove, most glorious, most mighty:
o sun, who seest and hearest every thing:
ye rivers, thou earth,' and ye powers who in
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i the regions below punish
i perjured, be ye witnesses,

the false and the
and preserve this
~covenant
unviolated.'
Then,
having re$ peated the words of the covenant in the audience of all, he cleft asunder the heads of
the Gonsecrated lambs, placed their pal pitati,ng limbs opposite to each other on the
ground, poured sacred wine upon them, and
again prayed, or rather imprecated:
'0 J upiter, Almighty, most glorious, and ye other
immortals!
Whoever shall first transgress
his solemn oath, may his brains and those
of his children, flow upon the ground like
this wine, and let his wife be divided from
him and given to another.'
Thus when it
was agreed to settle the contest for empire
between Rome and Alba by the combat of
three youths, brothers, on either side; after
the interposition
of ceremonies
similar to
those which have been described,
the Roman priest who presided, addressed a prayer
to Heaven to this effect: "Hear, Father Jupiter, hear prince Qf Alba, alild ye whole
Albao nation. Whatever has been read from
that waxen tablet, from first to last, according to the plain meaning of the words, without any reservation whatever, the Roman
people engages to stand to, and will not be
the first to violate.
If with a fraudulent
intention,
and by an act of the state, they
shall first transgress, that ve.ry day, 0 Jupiter, strike the Roman people as I to-day
shall strikfJ this hog, and so much the more
heavily,
as you are more mighty and more
* It may perhaps be amusiug to the reader, 10 compare
And having thus spothe simplicity of the literal prose translation, with the poeti· powerful than me.'
('al elegance and spir it of the English Homer. The passage
ken, with a sharp flint, he dashed out the
follows:
brains of the animal."
"On either side a sacred herald stanfls,
"Thus in the three mQst distinguished na'The wine they mix, and on each monarch's hands
Pour the full urn; then drawli the Grecian lord
tions that ever existed, we find the origin of
IJjs cuUass shea.th'd beside his pond'rous sword;
1 their greatness, ill similar ceremonies; emFrom the sig-n'd victims crops the curling hair,
i pire founded in religion, and good faith securThe heralds part it, and the princes share;
ed by the sanction and solemn sacred rites.
Then loudly thus before the attentive ban us,
And is it not pleasing to find the living and
He calls the gods, and spreads his lifted hands:
true God, as in respect t.omajesty and dignity,
'0 first and greatest Pow'r! whom all olley,
SQ in priority
of time, taking the lead in all
Who high on Ida's holy mountain sway,
that is great and venerable among men?
Eternal Jove! and you bright orbs that roll
We find Moses the prince of sacred writers,
From cast to west, and view from pole to pole,
Thou, mother earth! and all ye living floods!
describing a religious sacrifice performed by
Infernal furies and Tartarean gods,
Abram one thousand nine hundred and thirWho rule the dead, and horrid woes prepare
teen years before Christ, which the prince
For perjur'd kings, and all who falsely 8wear!
of heathen poets so exactly describes as the
Hear and be witness. If.--.'
practice of his own country upwards of one
U\Vith that the chief the tender victims slew,
thousand years later j and which the great
And in the dust their bleeding bodies threw!
Roman historian relates as in usp. among his
The vital spirit issued at the wound,
countrymen in the time of Tullus Hostilius,
And Jell the members quiv'ring on the ground.
the third king of Rome, before Christ about
From the same urn they drink the mingled wine,
And add libations to the powr's divine;
six hundred and sixty-eight years. "-Hunter.
\Vhile thus their pray'rs united mount the sky;
$ II. We come, in the last place, to notice the
'I1ear mighty Jovel and hear ye gods 011 highl

I

II

And
Shed
J\lay
And

may their blood, who first the league confound,
like this wine, distain the thirsty ground:
all their comfort! aen-e promiscuou3 IUit.
all their race hE."s{'at1p.r'd as the dust!'"
PoP~" IIIind, Ill. ~76.

Inature and efficiency of Abram's faith

and

1 the purpose for which it is recorded. The
} promise in wbich Abram believed, so cor~diaJly and so firmly, was-"so
shall thy
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AND

STEADFASTNESS

OF

ABRAHAM'S

FAITH.

of his faith j Justifying faith, or that which is counted
consisted not s~ much in what he believed, 1 for righteousness, consists not in the belief
as the promptItude and steadfastness of of any paticular revelation, but in the
the faith 'itself. If this were otherwise, prompt and steadfast manner in which we
we who live in this age, could never have receive a revelation made to us by God.
a similar faith to his, and we would be shut To Noah, it was the belief that the world
out from all the honors and advantages of would be destroyed; to Abram, that his seed
an heirship with father Abraham.
The would be innumerable; to us, that God has
truth of Mosaic and Apostolic preaching is: raised his son from the dead-or rather a
that the faith which saves or justifies, is a reliance upon God who has raised his Son
reliance upon the power and faithfulness of from the dead, which reliance, as sinners,
God,-satisfied that he both can and will do we manifest in our baptism "for remission,
what he has promised. It is the prompti- of sins," and as saints, in our prayers and
tude and strength of Abram's faith, tvhich persevering continuance in good works,
should claim our attention and command knowing that in due time we shall reap if
our imitation.
He at once, and without! we faint not.
doubt, received the promise, and in· vision
We believe in the same God in whom
he saw that when he would so believe, it Abram believed; but the same promises, as
would be accounted to him for righteoas- tests of faith, are not addressed to us. He
ness.
showed his faith in God by believing, aThe Hebrew term here translated be- gainst all earthly hope and calculation, that
lieved, is aman, from which we get our his seed would be innumerable.
We show
word amen: "so let it be."
God said to our faith in the same God by believing the
Abram, Thy seed shall be as the stars, and promises of forgiveness of sins, the gift of
Abram believed the Oracle, or establish- the Spirit, and eternal life, assurances of
ed himself in it with such assured c~m- which are given us by the resurrection of
fidence in the divine promise, as to cause his Son from the dead.
the thing be to as it were, though it were
The Apostle declares, that righteousness
not; and thus faith was to him a substanti- will be counted to us if we believe on him
ating principle, making a thing unseen as who raised Christ from the dead. Faith in,
though it were already possessed.
Christ ~or reliance upon God, is the principle by
is to us the" Amen," the faithful and true which we are accounted righteous, and
witness, not only because his trust-worthi- without which it is impossible for us to
ness may be relied upon with. unbounded please him; and this faith is efficacious in
confidence, but because he himself is the proportion to the promptitude and steadvery ground or foundation of that confi- fastness of its exercise,-according
to our
dence. No better commentary can be giv- readiness to believe in, and our firmness to
en upon this passage than that which is adhere to, the divine promises. Sinnerfound in Romans iv: 18-22: "Who against the divine promise upon which you are
hope believed in hope, that he might oe- called to rely is, that, "He that believeth
come the father of many nations, accord- and is baptized shall be saved" or pardoned.
ing to that which was spoken, so shall thy Dost thou then, believe with all thine heart,
seed be. And being not weak in faith, he that Jesus is the Ch,'ist, the Son of the Livconsidered not his own body now dead ing God? Dost thou believe it as Abraham
when he was a hundred years old, neither believed the promise when childless, that
yet t.he deadness of Sarah's womb.
He he would obtain an innumerable progeny?
staggered not at the promises of God Then there is naught to hinder thee from
through unbelief; but was strong in faith, being baptized that through the death of the
giving glory to God; and being fully per- Saviour, thy faith may also be accounted to
suaded, that what he had promised, he was thee for righteousness.
But do you tell me
able also to perform. And therefore, it was that it is improbable that God will forgive
imputed to him for righteousness."
your sins in baptism? How is it improbable?

seeel be;" and the excellence

I

I

Has he not a sufficiency of power? Has perform?" Let me beseech you my attenhe not declared his willingness, when he tive hearers, to hold fast this persuasion.said of every creature under heaven, "that Stagger not through unbelief, and you shall
he that believeth and is' baptized shall be indeed be children of that faith of Abraham,
saved?" Has he not illustrated it by the ex- which he saw in vision imputed to him
amples of Pentecost and all the primitive for righteousness, as it was in fact, when he
saints? Can you read the history of con- obeyed the command of God. Remember
versions, contained in the Acts of Apostles, "it was not written for his sake alone, but
and not see that it is by baptism the believer 1 for us also to whom it shall be imputed if we
obtains the pardon of sin, comes under the believe in Him who raised up Jesus our
authority of Jesus Christ, and receives the Lord from the dead." 0 think of a resurprivileges and honors of his children? And rection from the dead as the blessed fruit of
do the promises of God borrow help from this faith. Think of life and immortality as
moral probabilities ? Was the promise to the end of this constant and steadfast reliAbraham whose faith is the great example, ance upon Him who raises the dead. And
of this kind? Did he not believe in hope this thought will assure you that the things
against hope that is, he believe.d when there that he requires as tests of our confidence
was no ground to hope _but in the promise of in his mercy and power, are not such triGod? Was there any probability that his fling things as will be soon forgotten or atseed would be innumerable, would dispos- tended with effects.for to-day and to-morrow;
sess powerful~nations, and inherit the land but they are things written down in the book
of Canaan, when he, an old man, and his of God, and will be exposed as representwife past age, and pilgrims in the land of ing our character in the day of judgment
the stranger?
Was not his faith contrary before men and angels, and will be attended
to the course of nature? to all experience? with important consequences throughout the
and moral probability?
Yet was he not ages of eternity. Wherefore,rememberthat,
WEAK in faith, for he considered not his "we are all children of God by faith in Christ
"own body now dead~when he was about an Jesus; for as many of us as have been baphundred years old, nor the deadness of Sa- tized into Christ have put on Christ; where
rah's womb-for he staggered not at the pro- there is neither Greek nor Jew, bond nor
mises of God, being fully persuaded that free, male nor female j for we are all one il'l.
what he HAD PROlIIISED:he was ABLE. also to Christ Jesus: and if we be-Christ's, then are
PERFORM!"
Cannot you thus rely on the we Abraham's seed and heirs according to
promises made you? The promise of sal- the promise."
J. B. F.
vation for sin is as certainly made to every
believer, as was the promise of Canaan
DEVOTIONAL READINGS.
made to Abraham. And when you have acPSAI>MS XLII AND XL'lIl.
cepted of this promise you come into the These Psalms should never have been seppossession of still greater promises, even arated, as the forty-third is evidently a conthose of the resurrection among the just tinuance of the forty-second; and is so reand eternal life of which the enjoyment of presented in a number of ancient manuthe Holy Spirit becomes the earnest and scripts.
pledge, while we remain in our earthly pilIt was certainly conceived in a period of
grimage. Your faith, I know, is against the great distress in the life of its author; perexperience and reasoning of the world.haps at the time David grieved for the unnaThe world promises you no forgiveness, no tural behaviour which led to the untimely
hope. Whither, then, shall you go but to death of his son Absalom. By reading
the promises of God, sealed by the blood the 17th of 2d Samuel we will be able to
of Jesus, in an everlasting covenant? Where appreciate, to some extent, the distressed
shall you find hope but in the glorious truth condition of David when hefted beyond
"THAT WIIAT he has promised, he is able to Jordan from the face of his son.
He had
> ••
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DEVOTIONAL READINGS.

received Absalom back after his treacherous and barbarous murder of the heir apparent, in the person of AMNON. Absalom
was a man of great comliness of person and
well calculated
in his manners
to win the
affections and confidence
of the people,He was obsequious
and humble, and would
converse witb the meanest
offering them his services

who amid the trials, sorrows and disappointments of his pilgrimage,
desires to ret.ain
his piety and devotion to the will of God, can
read this elegant complaint
without
receiving consolation.
XLII. As the deer panteth forthe water brooks,
So panteth my soul forthee, 0 God!
My soul thlrsteth forGod,forthe living God:
When shall I comeand beholdlhe faceof God?
lily lears are my foodday and night,
White they say to me pepetually,Where is thy God?
Of these thingsI make mention;I pourout my soulwithin me,-

of the peopleat court, and al-

ways
means

espousiug
their cause,-by
which
he was able to alienate them from the
k··mg and gam them to himse If. Wh en matters were ripe for his purposes, he obtained
leave of his unsuspecting
and affectionate

"When shaH I go in company, and lead the festivE mul~

tHude
To lhe house of God,with the voiceof joy, and praise?"
Why art thou cast down, 0 my soul! and disquieted
within me1

father
tence

to go to Hebron, under the false preof paying
a vow to God which he

Wait upon God,for I shall yet praisehim, for lhe help of
his presence.

had made in his exile.
Hebron was the
former place of the court of David, and of
Absalom's
birth.
It was well situated for

Wherefore I will rememberthee from the land of Jordan,
And of Hermon; from the hili of Mizar.

his wicked enterprise.
cy of his emmissaries,

All thy breakers and thy billowspass over me.
In the day, Jehovah commandeth his loving-kindness:
And by night, a song is with me, a prayer to the Godof
my life.
I say to God,My rock, why doslthou forgetme?

o my God! my soul is cast down within me;

Wave calJeth upon wave, when thy torrents arc roaring:

Soon, by the agenhe stirred up the Pp.o-

pIe, organized
his party and occasioned
a
general
and powerful
insurrection.
No
sooner did the king hear of his designs and
of his means for executing them, than he was
·
compelled to fl ee from J eru:;;a Iem an d retIre
beyond Jordan attended only by his guards
and principal
friends.
Imagine the Royal
Psalmist, driven from Jerusalem
and the pri-

Why do I go mourning for the oppression of the enemy1

In the hruisingof my bones,my enem.!esreproach me;
While they continuallysay to me, Where is thy God?
Why arl thou cast down, 0 my soul!
Why art lhou disquieledwilhin me?
Wail upon God,for I shall yet praise him,
Who isthe health of my countenanceand my God.
XLIII. Be thou, 0 God! my judge, and plead my cause
against a merciless people:

vileges
of the tabernacle
worship, loaded
with the bitterest
reproaches
and execra'"
h
tions, dwe II mg m uncertam
tents upon t e
mountains of Hermon, where it was impossib.le to meet with the devout worshippers

Rescueme from a deceilfuland unjust man.
For thou art God, my helper; why dost thou cast me otT?
Why

do I go mourning, on accOunt

of the oppre8~

sionof the enemy?
Send oulthy light and lhy truth; lellhem lead me:
Lei lhem bringme to thy holy hill, and to thy tabernacles:

of the sanctuary,
and remember that all this
was the fruit of the ungodly conduct of a
beloved and highly
you will be prepared
longings
and
Psalm.
·Note

accomplished
to appreciate

Then shall I go to the altar of God,to God, my exceed·
ing joy:
Upon the harp will I praise thee, 0 God!my God.
Why arl thoucasl down, 0 my soul!
Why art thou disquietedwithin me?
Wait upon God, for I shall yel plaise him,
Who isthe health of my countenance,and my God,"
NOTES AND REFLECTIONS.

son, and
the pious

plaintive
accents
of this
his melancholy
satisfaction

in remembering
the solemn festivities of the
house of God; his impassioned
desire to enJ'oy again those high sources of spiritual consolation;
the expostulations
which he uses
with himself by which to raise his feelings
above the sources which afflicted him; and
his prayers and resolutions by which he held
fast to his faith and hope in God.
No Christian who feels himself a stranger and pilgrim upon an earth, in which Satan
has usurped
an unnatural
dominion,
and

1. As the deer panteth, &c.-

When

the deer is nearly hunted down, his strength
exhausted,
the dogs in full pursuit, parched
with thirst and burning heat, he plunges into the stream,
as his last refuge.
As the
hunted deer pants for the cooling refreshment and refuge of the water-brooks,
so
the Psalmist earnestly longed for God, the
living God: that God who alone could preserve him from death and grant him the fa1 vor of life.
So the Disciple
of Jesufl,

I

DEVOTIONAL

READINGS.
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wh;;:;I:cedir:;h;f;:rful~'
tempta- \ 5. But evil as are his circu~~:~~;~',
tion and affliction, misrepresented and per- hopeless his condition, he expostulates with
secuted by his enemies, and-what is often his soul and prepares it for its despondency,
inexpressibly worse-deserted
or miscon- prescribing for all its afflictions that trust in
ceived by his friends-tempted
to discon- God, which to every night of calamity,
tent and urged to murmuring, he should fly brings a morning of brightness and joy.
to his God and whilst recounting his ten
6. Then addressing God, he says that althousand mercies his feelings will rise in though his soul was cast down on account
gratitude upon the full and overflowing be- of his absence from the Sanctuary, yet even
nevolence and love of his Redeemer.from the land of Jordan and the Hermonite
Here alone he finds his sufficiency; here he mountains and the "little hill" (Mizar) he
feels guilty of base ingratitude should he will remember God. So will the Christian
complain; his troubles cease to prey upon whithersoever he may be driven, and whathis burdened bosom; for here he finds a ever danger may surround him.
living, constant helper, and a treasure which
7,8." Wave calleth upon wave" The
the world can neither give nor take away.imagery is here borrowed from the scenery
"Lord to whom shall I go? thou hast the near his encampment. He was among the
words of eternal life ; and Ibelieve and am lofty mountains of Hermon, now called Ansure thou art the Christ which should come ti-Libanus; he heard their noisy cataracts
into the world."
and beheld their awful torrents as they swept
2. Face of God, or before God as it is the valleys with the roaring impetuosity of
rendered in the common version, signifies the mountain storm ! Wave succeeded wave
being present at the worship of God where with uninterrupted vehemence and impelled
his glory and favor are manifested to all, who among the crags of the rock tiley produced
approach him in sincerity and truth.
tremendous roaring. "\Vaterspouts formed
3. "!tTy {ears are my food"
He alludes of clouds by the electric fluid, poured down
to the grief which he felt in his forced ab- from their tubular cavities vast quantities of
sence from the sanctuary of his God; which water, forming amoving cataract, tearing up
had taken the place of necessary food.- ancient trees and snapping them against the
This was especially true when his idola- rocks, and bearing away whole sides of
trous enemies insultingly asked, as the ene- mountains and carrying them with fearful demies of Religion still ask the Christian vastation along the reeking plain. I have
when apparently deserted, where is thy seen water-spouts amid our own-AlleghaGod?
nies, whose desolations have extended for
4. He longs for the return of the holy miles. The painful calamities and accumudays-the appointed feasts in which he com- lated sorrows of the pious Psalmist are commemorated the wonderful works of God.- pared to these desolations as wave by wave
Now there are no processions, no festivals, no they pass over him. Amid his distress he
joyous assemblies to him-Zion is desolated looks for the loving kindness of Jehovah, as
and her altars forsaken! He pours out his men amid a fearful night-storm, hail the risoul within him whilst he remembers these sing of a bright, calm morning. So let us
things. So the Christian pilgrim, when ex- look to the Sun of Righteousness to shine
iled from the society of his Brethren, be- upon our gloom and dissipate the distress of
wails his absence from the joyous commun- our sleepless nights, with his beams of love,
ion and edifying ordinances of the Lord's peace and joy.
house. And even when there, he finds the
9, 10. There is no authority for the word
worship not what he would desire; he longs "sword" in the common version. We have
for the Celestial Zion, the jubilees of he;- given the correct translation above.
The
ven, the songs and the triumphs of angels Psalmist describes his mental pain as comand redeemed men, who with white gar- parable to the brusing of his bones. The
ments and victorious anthems appear before reproaches of his enemies were as the
the throne.
breaking of his bones. It will be remcm-
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QUERIST'SDEPARTMENT
.
.

bered tliat at the time we have supposed!
this Psalm was writte.n, as David passed Bahurim, a man of the family of Saul came out
and cursed him and cast stones at him.And when his friends desired to kill.his enemy, he said in the bitterness of his grief"Behold the Son who came out of my Bowels seeketh my life; how much more may
this Benjaminite do it?" David received the
curse, for he felt that he deserved it, and he
asked the Lord to turn away his afRiction.2 Sam. 16: 5-13.
XLIII. Ps. He prays to God that he would
be his judge. This is a fearful prayer.Whenever a servant of God commits his
wrongs to his Almighty Judge, woe to that
man who sinfully stands in his way. Let
him remember the fate of Absalom. He
implores him to plead his cause and to deliver him. He urges that his enemies were
ungodly; they were deceitful and unjust.He pleads that God was his helper. He
prays that his light and truth may break
forth: his faithfulness to his promises may
bring him again to his holy hill and to his
tabernacles. He promises, then, to go to
his altar; to strike anew his harp of praise
in the divine worship. And having ended
his promises and petitions he repeats for the
third time the chiding of his soul. He calls
upon it to rise up under its burdens and wait
upon God who is the health of his countenance, and "My God."
"My God." What a fulness of meaning
in these two words! Do Chistians appre-l
.
h ? If
h'
'II
d
'.
clate t em.
so, t ey WI never espau,
they will see a benefit in all their afflictions;
an object in all their temptations, and will
find instruction, reproof and consolation in
all that befalls them. Is the great Creator
my God; is the merciful Redeemer my Saviour; is the Holy Spirit my comforter?·
Wh at more nee d I as.k Th e per tiectlOns,
.
.
the very attnbutes of the glonous I AM, are
made nIY possession. What do I say? If
God is mine and I am his heir, what he is, I
am, to the measure of my capacity, Is he
Almighty Power? I, however weak ormortal, shall never lack a defender and a deliverer. Is he Omni-present? I shall never
mourn an absent God. Is he infinitely wise?

l

My ignorance may be infinitely corrected,
my powers of thought and knowledge infinitely directed. Is he the LIVINGGOD?
In his everlasting life I shall live forever!
What more can I ask? 0 my soul! what
more can'st thou desire? "Now are we the
Sons of God-and
if sons, then HEIRS:
HEIRS OFGOD and joint heirs with Jesus
Christ." Here is the whole philosophy of
Religion. He that understands it need
never fear what man may say of him or to
him or of his God. Does the sharp sword
enter his bosom? he may, for he is human,
lift up hjs hands with writhing brow and
agonised eye, yet though he sinks, because
he is God's or God is his, he sinks into everlasting arms. Does he sit down amid the
strange trials that gather upon him? Does
he feel that he must die or that his friend
must die? or what is still worse, that his
Brother is faithless? Does all of life seem
dark and desolate? Do unconscious sighs
burst forth from an almost broken heart, as
he feels the bitterness of his lot? Can he
but say "My God"-"our Lord and Saviour"
-comprehending the meaning of his words,
he will look up and know that this God wills
him no evil-seeks not his destruction, but
by all these means would bring him to holiness, to happiness and heaven. The light
shines forth, and 'tis a holylight-calamity
is seen to be but a dark speck in the illuminated sky, and he says in the fulness of his
heart,
. "Whyartthoucastdown,0 mysoull
Whyartthoudisquieted
withme1
TrustinGodforthoushaltyetpraisehim!
Whoisthehealthof thycountenance
andMV Gonl"
J. B. F.
'1'
QUERIST'S
DEPARTMENT.
1st. Is it necessary for a church to have
a plurality of Bishops, in order to be scriptueally organized; provided the circum stances
butl one and will
d of
. said
f h church require
.
a mit 0 t em supportlllg on y one after attending to their other duties?
O. D. W.
Certainly not. There is nothing arbitraJ;y in the organization of a Christian
Church. The obligation which calls together Disciples of Christ to keep his ordinances and observe his laws is a moral obligation. If a church have but one man qual-
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~:;;:~:r:~2d.'~~~ra~le';lan,
fo;:~
it according to "what it has and not accord-j chu~ch to.have one efficunt Bishop, or seveing to what it has not." And if it have no ~ral wejJicunt ones, as many of the Churches
man possessing the qualifications of a Bish- now have?
O. D. W.
op, yet may it be a congregation of the
Evidently to have an efficient one and
Lord, though of course it cannot enjoy the let the less efficient ones serve the church
advantages of that which it has not. In in some other of its many departments.this case the eldest and most experienced We should never look to the offices of a
members of the body, in proportion as they church as offices of honor or profit, but as
feel their obligations to the Lord and his to a work oftentimes, unnoticed and uncause, will do all in their power to secure requited for which Christ will reward
the growth, edification, and general pros- us. In this view, any place, however humperity of the body. Such Churches, like ~ble in the world's estimation, well filled, will
the Church of Corinth-(see 1 Cor. 16: 15, l reflect upon us equal honor in the regard of
16.)-will
submit themselves to the admo- Him who says: "He is greatest who is sernitions and instructions of all such, as they vant of all."
"He that desires the office
are commanded to submit to everyone who of Bishop desires an excellent work."helps and labors in the kingdom of Christ. ~Let us never forget that it is a WORK. We
I have never seen a community where there must disc!1arge the work,. or the nam.e, atwere Disciples enough to form a congrega- tended with all the splendid cer.emollles of
tion, where there were not some such per- the Church of Rome, cannot give us the
sons. And generally, the sense of the com- office.
munity points them out as tIle ones to whom 3d. I should be pleased to hear your views of
it looks for leaders in their worship and ex- the !Gth verse of the 3d chap. of the 1st
ecutives of their discipline. Never was a Epistle of John: "We ought to lay down
greater blunder made than to su pose that our lives for the Brethren."
Paul in his
every congregation must needs ~ave Bish- letter to the. Christians .atRome m.ak~shonops before it is scriptually organized. It orabl,~ mention of Aqulll~ an~ Pnscllla; h.e
mistakes what the commonest observation says these have for my hfe laId down theIr
must teach, viz.: that churches like indi- own ~ecks;" yet we find th~y were ~ivingat
viduals must have their infancy as well as the time he wrote the Eplstl~, which was
their manhood. Not a Church spoken of in subsequent to the fact mentIOned by the
all the New Testament, but what at one Apostle.
T. S. H.
time was destitute of Bishops; and yet not
The passage you refer to in the epistle of
one that fulfilled its object as a church but John affords an admirable exemplification
what in process of time developed the of the nature of the new commandment
qualifications of some who were appointed given by Christ to his disciples.
The old
to that responsible office. One of the commandment of the Jewish law required
grand objects anticipated in the organiza- that a Jew should love his neighbor as ltimself
tionof every church, is,that it may make, ButthenewcommandmentofChristrequires
qualify and prove, Bishops, Deacons, Evan-l that we love one another as he loved lts!gelists, helpers, laborers, both male and fe- He so loved us as to lay down his life for
male in all the ministry of love, bringing to us; and, hence, says the beloved Disciple,
bear upon the interests of the cause, all the refering to this distinguishing commandgifts, graces and perfections already in, or ment, "we ought to lay down our lives for
which may afterwards develope themselves the Brethren."
The idea is: Such is the
in the body. Any organization which prevents greatness of the condescension and love of
this whether it have one or ten Bishops (so God for us, manifested in the generous gift
called) is not a.n organization approved by and sacrificing death of his Son, that a sense
Him who says to every sClvant, "occupy till I, cf his goo,dness ought to make us wilI:ng
comp.'"
~to lay down 0111" li\'ps for him ",hi"h we d)
I

I
I
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when we lay them down for the Brethren! cause of Christianity, is every day laying
The Apostle, therefore, argues, that if the down his life for Christ.and his brethren!
test of our love is our willingness to expose Men talk about courage that leads them to
our lives for Christ, we may know that his resist insults, to triumph over their foes; and
love dwells not in us, if we see our Breth- poets and orators speak the praises of those
ren in need and shut up our bowels of com- who upon tented fields expose their lives to
passion from him by refusing to afford them threatened death, but give me the courage
relief and assistance. We of course may that will enable me to bear rather than resist,
know that we do not possess the greater ('lis easy to resist, for in our sinful state it
when we have not the less.
seems natural to both man and inferior aniBy the case of Acquilla and Priscilla, we mals,) a heroism which manifests itself in
see that by laying down one's life it does not doing good rather than injury to others at
follow that it is taken. We may offer it, all risks, which will enable me to act up to
sincerely and willingly, but the Providence I my highest sense of duty at whatever sacriof God may order that our offer shall not be fice, whether our enemies threaten or friends
accepted-our lives shall not be taken.blame, and I ask no more. This is ChrisThey for -their love for Christ, exposed tian heroism, the fruit of Christian love,
themselves to death for his servant. I ap- which enables whoever possesses it to triprehend that they exposed themselves to im- umph over the world, life and death.
minent peril-perhaps in the insurrection at
J. B. F.

i

Corinth, recorded Acts IS-but were them- IIJENTIFICATION
OFT:E CHURCH
OFCHRIST.
selves preserved from the same danger with
A DISCOURSE-By J. R. HOW.'RD.
which Paul was threatened, and which but "When Jesus came into the coasts of Cefor their risk would have proved his destruc- sarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, saying,
tion. All the churches of the Gentiles had Whom do men say that I the Son of Man
am? And they said, some say that thou art
reason to give thanks to God for the preser- John the Baptist; some Elias; and others,
vation of their beloved Apostle through the Jeremias, or one of the prophets. He saith
manifestation of their love.
unto them, But whom say ye that I am?.
..
..
And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou
ThIS love IS not ~mgular; nor IS It con- ~art the Christ, the Son of the living God.
fined to the ApostolIc age. Many of us, no And Jesus answered and said unto him
doubt, in times of sickness, general preva- blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jona: for flesh
lence of contagious diseases have rejoiced and blood hath not revealed it unto thee,
in God that we have found tl:em who would but my father which is in heaven. And I
....
say also unto thee, that thou art Peter; and
hazzard thelT lIves m affordmg us that atten- upon this rock I will huild my church; and
tion and comfort, without which we must the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.
have gone down to the grave. I rejoice to .L\ndI will ~ive unto thee the keys of the
believe that every age of the world when kmgdom of heaven: and whatsoever thou
.
'..
..
shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaItS secret ~Istory IS reve~led,. ~vIlldIscl~se ven; and whatsoever thou shalt loose on
numerous mstances of thiS spmt of self-Im- earth ~hall be loosed in heaven"-Mat.
xvi:
molation, placed upon the altar of Christ. 13-19.
And if patriots are found who are willing
In a preceeding discourse we discussed
for earthly fame to lay down their lives for the tests of being children of God. As
their country, shall we not for an immortal the most important enquiries which man
crown, lay down our lives for our Brethren? can make are those which involve the eviThis is courage, let him that reads, add it dences of his being a child of God and an
to his faith; and if not called to lay down heir of heaven, the next most important are
his life after the example referred to, let those concerning the identification of the
him remember that he who spends it Church of Christ. After ascertaining what
for the cause of God; makes his edu- is necessary to constitute us a Christian, or
cation, talents, money, industry, oppor- becoming satisfied that we are one, the next
tunities of doing good, all tributary to the I question is, to what church shall I attach
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myself?-where
is the true Church of
Christ, that I may enter into it, and there
enjoy the favor of God, and from that character which shall prepare me for heavenfor the enjoyment of the "saints in light"
and the "spirits of just men made perfect?"
To reply to this inquiry is what we now propose to attempt; and shall endeavor to do so
in the light of reason and revelation.
This is indeed an age "Churches," all
claiming to be orthodox, and to have the
authority of the Bible for their organizations.
The sincere enquirer after truth is frequently at a loss to kno tV what church to join, or
attach himself to; and generally aims to find
the sect nearest the Bible. To find the one
resting upon that divine volume, would always be the best.
It is a matter of the greatest importance
to know where the true Church of Christ
is, if it is to be found any where; as that alone
is to triumph and be preserved, and all
others are to perish and be utterly destroyed!
Now there were certain marks by which
the Church of Christ could be known in the
days of the Apostles. These marks we
have contained and described in the New
Testament; and where they will now apply,
that is the true Church of Christ; and by
us it can be ascertained and identified.
It is impossible for all the numerous and
different sects to be "the Church of Christ,"
as they are many and that is a unit; nor can
they be branches of it, as it never had
any. We have said there are certain marks
by which the true church can be identified.
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remission of sins should be preached in his
name among all nations beginning at Jerusalem." The Apostle Peter was, by special commission, made the honored instrument of opening it to both Jew and Gentile.
This we also learn from Matt. xvi. 13-19.
The doctrine of succession has nothing
to do with the matter under consideration.
It avails nothing to be able or unable to
show that we have come down in regular
line from the Apostles. It is sufficient to
be able to show that we have the characteristics or marks by which the Apostolic
church was distinguished. The body that
has these is the true church, or belongs to
it; and that which lacks them is not, and can
never be while it wants them and remains
in that condition.
The origin or beginning of Roman Catholicism, was at Rome; that of Episcopalianism at London; of Presbyterianism, in Scotland; of Methodism at Oxford in England;
of Baptistism, in Germany; of Lutheranism, at Wettemburg; of Calvanism; at
Geneva; and so on through the long catalogue of the "thousand and one" sects that
have arisen in Christendom. But the origin
of the Christian Church, or Church of
Christ, was at Jerusalem-"beginning at J erusalem."
The emperor Justinian was the fiounder
of Romanism; Henry VIII, the founder of

Episcopalianism; John Wesley, of Methodism; Menno, of Baptistism; John Knox,
of Presbyterianism; Martin Luther, of Lutheranism; John Calvin, of Calvinism; and
'Ve now proceed to examine them.
1. Origin and Perpetuity.-On compar- and so we may say as regards every other reliing the origin of the Church of Christ with gious party of human origin. But the Aposthat of the various sectarian organizations, tie Peter by special commission from the Lord
we find a most marked and manifest differ- Jesus Christ, to which we have adverted, was
ence. That began in the days of the Apos- the instrument in founding or originating the
tIes and was founded by them; but all others Church of Christ-of setting up the "kingin after ages, and were founded by uninspir- dom of heaven."
Matt. xvi. 19; Acts ii.
ed men. That was to commence at J e- 38; x. ch.
rusalem, and from thence to spread and exPerpetuity.-"On this rock," says Christ,
tend over the whole world. This we learn ( (the confession of Peter, "Thou art the
fmm that part of the general commission of, Christ, the Son of the living God,") "on
our Saviour to his Apostles, recorded by) this rock, 1 will build my church, and'the
Luke: "Thus it is written, and thus it he-l gates of hell [hades] shall never prevail
hovcd Christ to suffer and Jo rise from the; against it." Though for twelve hundred
dead the third day; and that repentence and and sixty years, it was, as predicted, in a
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state of depression, and perhaps of partial which as party distinctions he has, not only
corruption, yet it was never extinct. The not authorised, but condemned? Suppose,
Christian religion continued still to exist, for illustration, a husband takes leave of his
the Christian scriptures still to descend from wife to be necessarily absent for a long
age to age, through every revolution, change time, but is a faithful man, and leaves under
and vicissitude, in war, politics, learning, promise to return when he has accomplished
morals and philosophy, to our own age and the objects for which he goes; and when he
generation.
returns he finds her wearing another name?
It was first in a state of purity, as repre- Think you, that he would receive her back
sented by the "white horse," in the "first to his bosom? And thus as regards all
seal" in the Apocalypse; then in one of de- these sectarian organizations.
pression, and perhaps partial corruption, as
The C~urch now that wears the "Chrispredicted by the "black horse," in the "third tian" name, or those authorised in the nomseal;" and again it is to be in a state of pu- enclature of the New Testament, to the exrity and triumph, as represented under the clusion of all party or sectarian names; and
first emblem. Rev. xix. 11.
whose members do not own or wear any
This is our first mark of a tI;ue Church of others but those of "Christian" "Disciple"
Christ-origin
and perpetuity; and the &c. is, every thing else being equal, "the
Church that can now establish a claim to Church of Christ."
these, is the "Church of Christ," all things
III. Creed.-Such documents as Creeds,
else being equal. Jesus has said, "The Confessions of Faith, Disciplines, Articles
gates (or power,) of hades shall not prevail of Faith, Abstracts of Doctrine, Rules of
against it.
Church Government, &c. were totally unII. Name.-The
Church in the New known to the Apostles; never permitted by
Testament was known and recognised by them; have no authority whatever in the New
such appellations as: "Church of God," and Testament, bllt are on the contrary, subver"Churches of Christ." Jesus, as we have sive of its authority.
seen, calls it, "my Church." Hence we
The primitive Christians had no creed
may, with propriety, call it the "Christian but the Bible, nor had those that lived for ages
Church," or "Church of Christ."
after them. This alone was sufficient to
We are not scriptually authorised to call keep them united for three hundred years;
it any thing else, by any other appellation, kept out heresy; and was all-sufficient to
according to the divine nomenclature.perfect them in character and holiness.
The New Testament recognises no sectaIf the Bible alone was sufficient then for
tarian names-no party distinctive appella- all these purposes, it is amply so now; and
tions.
The names, "Roman Catholic we have no need of creeds. The Church
Church," "Episcopalian ChUlch," "Baptist now which has no creed but the Bible is
Church," "Methodist Church," "Presbyte- "the Church of Christ," all things else berian Church," &c. are no where to be ing equal.
found there; nor are the names, "Roman
IV. Unity and Catholicity.-Another
Catholics," "Episcopalians,"
"Baptists,", mark of the Church of Christ was its Unity
"Methodists," "Presbyterians"."Lutherans"
and Catholicity.
nor any similar ones.
It was but one-a unit-"church"
in the
Such names as party appellatives and singular-not "churches," in the plural.distinctions are condemned by the Apostles Whenever mentioned in the New Testain the most unqualified terms, and ranked ment, in the general or abstract, it is only as
among the "works of the flesh"-I Cor. iii. one. There is one body and one spirit,"
3,4. Gal. v. 20.
Eph. iv.4.-"the church which is His body,"
Will Christ when he comes personally i. 22, 23. "By one spirit we are all bapthe second time to receive his bride, "the tized into one body," 1 Cor. xii. 13; "we beChurch,"own any Churches wearing names ling mnny, arc one body in Christ," v. 5.-
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"now there arc many members, yet but one lian'; the Government by Preslyters, that of
body," 1 Cor. xii.20.-"ye
are the body of the Presbyterian; and so forth of the others.
Christ, and members in particular," v. 27.
The Terms of Admission into the Church
The Church was composed of one gen- of Christ, are Faith, Repentance, Confeseral body, not many 'sectarian' bodies; and ~sion and Baptism; in the order here preit had no 'branches.'
The term 'branch' is; sented; and in their Biblical import and apno where mentioned, nor is there any thing, plication.
either by inference or deduction to author'Faith in the Lord Jesus Christ;' 'Repenise such an idea.
tance, (or Reformation) towards God;'
It was Catholic too; not Roman Catholic 'Confession,' 'with the mouth,' 'before men,'
or Greek Catholic, but Christian Catholic. that 'Jesus Christ is the Son of God;' John
The t.erm Catholic, means universal; and xx. 30, 31. Matt. x. 32, 33. Luke xii. 8, 9.
the Church of Christ is the only true Cath- Acts viii. 37. 1 Tim. vi. 12, 13-must
be
olic or universal church.
made with the mouth, Rom. x. 9, &c. first
Where this unity and Catholicit.y, or apos- in the heart, when believed; then comes out
tolicity, are to be found,-that is the true of the mouth when confessed, the evidence
Church of Christ, all things else being equal. of its being believed-hence,
'whosoever
V. Foundation and Terms of Admis- believeth on him shall not be ashamed' to.
sion.-Jesus
said, "On this rock I will build confess him: 'Immersion,' ('into the name
my Church."
The expression, "rock," of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
means a firm foundation-one
that cannotl Holy Spirit,') 'in the name of Jesus Christ,
be shaken or moved away. See Matt. vii. for, (or in order to,) the remission of sins.'
24-27. Peter was not this rock, but only Acts ii.38. xxii. 16. x. 43,48.
had a name [Petros] that illustrated it, [PeWhen these are not all expressed together
tra.] The great cardinal truth that Peter in the New Testament, they are understood;
uttered was this rock: "Thou art the Christ, and hence persons were addressed with one
the Son of the living God." That Peter or more of them according to their various
was not this rock is evident from what Paul situations and conditions. If an infide , as
says, "Other foundations can no man lay, the Jailor at Phillippi, the first command is
than that which is laid, which is Jesus to 'Believe.' Acts xvi. 31. If believing, as
Christ." "The stone which the builders on Pentecost, the first thing told them is to
rejected, the same is become the head of 'Repent.' Acts ii. 38. If they have both
the corner." Peter himself says, "To believed and repented, as in the case of
whom [Christ] coming as unto a living Paul, they are then told to be baptized.stone, chosen of God," &c.-"a
chief cor- ~Acts xxii 16. x.48. The peculiarity of this
ner stone," &c. It is then on this great mark of admission, (baptism,) in this distruth, which we have quoted, that the Church cussion, is that it is 'in order to the remisof Christ is founded as on a rock.
sion of sins.'
Other "churches" are built on other founThe Church now that is founded as above,
dations-on
"human creeds," and the tra- and requires all these terms or conditions of
ditions, opinions and deductions of fallible admission, in the order, and for the purpoand uninspired men. The "Roman Catho- ses named, is, other things being equal, the
lie Church" is built on their 'creed,' tradi- "Church of Christ."
tions, assumptions, &c., the Episcopalian,
VI. Organization and Independence.on the Prayer Book; the Methodist, on the Persons thus admitted into the Church of
Discipline; the Presbyterian, on the Confes- Christ, were constituted into different bodies
sion of Faith;" and thus with the rest.- called congregations.
Some grand cardinal principle is their 'chief
These, after thus giving themselves to
corner stone.'. The "Infallibility of the each other and the Lord, were organized by
Pope," that of the Roman Catholic; "Dio- the appointment and ordination of certain
cesan Episcopacy," that of the Episcopa-\ officers: appointed or selected by the mem-
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bel's of the congregation, and ordained by Lords house; the Apostles' Doctrine or
prayer, fasting, and the imposition of the 1 teaching, Breaking of Bread, or the Loaf,
hands of the appropriate officers. The of- Fellowship or contribution, and Prayersficers consi~ted of three classes: Evangel- for "prayer, praise and thanksgiving."ists, Bishops or Elders, and Deacons and Acts ii. 42. xx. 7.
Deaconesses. The business of the EvanTheir Government was strictly that of the
gelist was to immerse penitent believers on New Testament form, as that contained all
a confession of their faith in Christ; to con- the rules or laws that they needed. By it
stitute or form them into congregations; and all cases of discipline were tried, and to it
to organize these by the appointment ,and was made all the appeal made to any auordination of the proper officers; and to thority.
place and keep all ':things in order." That
The Bishops were the executive officers
of the Bishop or Elder, to oversee or rule of the church, to see that the constitution
the ch urch or congregation; to teach or was not violated or infringed upon; and to
'feed' it; attend to all its spiritual concerns; execute the laws of the kingdom.
exercise a constant watch and supervision
The church now with this worship and
over all the members, &c. And that of the government, is, all things else equal, the
Deacons and Deaconesses, to attend to all church of Christ; and the Church having all
its temporal concerns, of every character, these marks is the true catholic, apostolic
which belong to it in its congregational ca- church.
pacity.
It has not been our design, in this disThere was always a plurality of the last course, to unchurch any denomination, or
two named classes in every congregation any class of religionists, any further than
where necessary. Neither had they any they have unchurched themselves, by a
jurisdiction or authority, ipso facto, or by want of the marks of the true church of
virtue of their ordination and office, in any Christ, which we have here presented) and
other congregation than the one to which i by an incorporation into their systems of
they belonged.
1 the 'doctrines and commandments of men.'
These congregations were all indepen- It behooves every church to examine itself,
dent of each other, as regarded their eccle- and see whether it is 'the Church of Christ'
siastical policy or church government, and or not. If it lack any of these marks, let
management of their religious aifairs.it acquire them; and if it has any thing inThere was no higher ecclesiastical body l consistent with them, let it cast it away.than the congregation; and to that was to be 5Every church may thus become 'the Church
the ultimate appeal.
of Christ.'
They sometimes co-operated with each
Brethren, we have assumed high ground,
other; but always for definite purposes; and the h~gl~eston earth; and let us endeavor to
without sacrificing any of their indepen. sustam It. Let our character and conduct
dence as individual congregations.
be consistent with this high and lofty emiThe New Testament is an utter stranger nence on which we are placed. The eyes
to all such bodies and things as General of the world and the sects are upon us; and
and Annual Conferences, General As- every aberration of conduct will be watched
semblies, Synods, sectarian Presbyteries,! with. the pryi~g eye of an e~er wakeful
Episcopalian Conventions, Associations, scrutmy and Jealousy.
It Will often be
general or diocesan Episcopacy, &c.
asked, 'Wherein you excel l' If we are no
The church now which has the character better than the sects around us, wherein will
and organization here described; and the in- be the inducement for people to unite with
dependence referred to, is the Church of us 1 Let us endeavor to 'live worthy of
Christ, where other things are equal.
that high vocation wherewith we have been
VII. Worship and Government.- Thus called, with all humility and lowliness of
organized, they met together on every Lord's mind.' Let us 'adorn the doctrine of God
day, to attend to the ordinances of the our Saviour by a pious walk and a godly
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FEMALE M. D'S.-SHALI.

WE INCREASE OR RE)1QVE·DIFFICULTIES-&C.

conversation.' We should indeed be "a
peculiar people zealous of good works,"
and thus be "purified for the Lord." We
should avoid every thing inconsistent with
that high and holy profession which we have
espoused; should endeavor to have "a good
report of those without;" and, like Zacharias and Elizabeth of old, be found "walking in the commandments and ordinances
of the Lord blamelessly." And may "the
God of peace, that brought again from the
dead our Lord Jesus, that great shepherd of
sheep, through the blood of the everlasting
covenant, make you perfect in every good
work to do his will, working in you that
which is well pleasing in his sight, through
Jesus Christ; to whom be glory forever and
ever. Amen."
'0

FEMALEM. D's.
Some of our eastern reform Journals seem
very much shocked at the refusal of Harvard University of a female applicant for the
advantages of Medical Lectures, having a
view to the profession of physic. They
speak, too, of such an application as a sign
of the progress of the age, and reason as
·though it were peculiar to these rapidly advancing times. They forget that more than
three hundred years ago, the Ladies of
Spain took part in the public exercises of
the gymnasium and delivered lectures from
the chairs of the Universities. It may have
been the effect of Queen Isabella's influence, but the Arabian Spaniards had the
same custom; and it would be well for those
rabbid radicals to read the history of the
learned ladies of Spain, and mayhap they
will be able to see, that there was a little
wisdom in the world before their times, and
especially when the axiom was written; "I
suffer not a woman to teach or usurp authority over a man." The sex have their place
as well as ours-and it is an equally if not
a more honorable one-and he is not their
friend who labors to deprive them of that
station to which nature, inclination and reason have assigned them.
ED.
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imperfect state of our being. Owing to
this fact, we will always find a class of men,
who with a little learning and less moral
purpose, seek to drive a religious speculation by creating doubt on sublime and intricate subjects, such as the seperate life of
a soul, the state of the dead; and, when
driven to desperation, the existence of God
and, the verity of all virtue. We can scarcely ever mistake this class of men, for their
overweening vanity will soon lead them to
give unmistakable signs that they are lovers
of themselves and pleasure more than lovers
of God. He is a good man and an acquisition to any community who labors to dispel rather than increase doubt, to remove Tadler than create difficulties, upon the great
and governing subjects of Life, Death and
Immortality.
..,

PAULNOT.IMMERSED.
DEARBRO:-You will remember that a few
years ago, some learned Doctor of Paidobaptist TJleology, offered a criticism upon
the Greek participle "anastas" found in the
address of Ananias to Paul, in Acts xxii. 16,
by which he makes Paul "stand up" while
the sacred ordinance is performed. This
sophistry, quibble, or pious fraud, I know
not by what name to call it, has been repeatedly exposed, still it is retailed by many
advocates of rantism as something of sterling merit. A Methodist champion of my
acquaintance, of great conceit and little
learning, has applied the Doctor's criticism
to the english verb "arise," and will have it
that Paul moved not an inch after standing
erect upon his feet, till he received the seal
upon his forehead.
He cannot imagine
"for the life of him" how Paul could have
been immersed, unless there was a tank of
water just five feet -inches deep, the
exact height of Paul, right on the spot in
in the middle of the floor where he stood!
The Lord said to Paul, "arise and go to
Damascus,1' and to Anania!>,."arise and go
into the street which is called Straight."These were journeys difficult to be per0'
fc;}nnedr if "anastas/1 ex vi termini, fixes
SHALLWEINCREASE
ORREMOVE
DlFFICULTIEsrthe subject in aN,erect stationary position.
There are difficulties and uncertainties In one account of this affair, the Lord said
which cannot be cleared up )n the present to Paul, Acts xxvi, 16, "arise and stand up-
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It is strange, too, if Paul was baptized
HAlllTS.
standing up, that by a recurrence to that act
Habit is a strange thing. It is the adophe should have been reminded of a burial!tion of, and continuation of certian kinds of
We are buried by baptism, standing up!!actions until they become easy and natural
This is a new 'mode' of sepulture!
to us.
But the power of habit is more
Ananias laid his hands on Paul that he strange.
Look at it. It often counteracts
might receive his sight, befor~ he arose and the most sincere determination.
It conwas baptized. Acts ix, 17, 18. I do not strains many to break the most sincere vows.
know how it is learned that the ceremony of With herculean energy, it contends with
sprinkling requires an erect posture of the resolutions of the mightiest minds, and nevbody. He who laid his hands on him for er will relinquish its tenacious grip, while
the solemn purpose of performing a mira- there is the least hope of victory. It sways
cIe in the name of the Lord, might have let our lives, molds our characters, establishes
fall a few drops of water upon his head, our reputations, controls our feelings, and
while in a recumbent, sitting or kneeling po- ! determines our destinies. See, then, what
sition. But, weak as he was, he had to I depends upon the habits you contract. How
arise to be immersed, and if "go to Damas- prudent should we in chasing at first a course
cus," was a command that could be obeyed, of action, Do you hear, young man, your
notwithstanding the force of the participle future destiny depends upon the habits you
"anastas" wh~chraised him from the ground, prefer now.
it would certainly strike an unprejudiced
mind as possible, that Paul could after rising
PAIN itself is not without its alleviations,
up, have gone to the river or to any other it may be violent and frequent, but it is selplace required in the command "be bap- dom both violent and long continued; and
tized and wash away thy sins,"
the pauses and intermission become posiA, G.
tive pleasures.
It has the power of shed•••
din" a satisfaction over intervals of ease,
;'1 never complained of my condition," wh~h, I believe, few enjoyments exceed.
says the Persian poet Saadi, "but once, when
•
my feet were bare, and I had no money to
The fear of man bringeth a snare: but
buy shoes; but I met. a man without feet,! whoso plltteth his trust in the Lord shall be
and became contented with my lot."
1 sale.
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bring their glory and honor in.to
Surely there must be some mlsLouisville, June 29, 1848.
take about our ideas of a future state.J. B. FERGUSON:John~s new heavens and earth cannot differ
BELOVEDBROTHER:- You request me to from Peter~s, nor can the state described by
continue my remarks on the subject intro- either ofthese differ from that of which.Ezeduced in your last paper. I cheerfully com- kiel and Isaiah speak. Peter reminds us of
ply. The novelty of those things has worn the words spoken by the prophets, and John
away and we can calmly consider them has his information from one of the pronow.' With me they are matters of faith phets, perhaps Enoch or Elijah-see his
resulting from the evidence which the word words, Rev. 22: 8. 9: "And when I heard
of God affords. I feel no excitement in and saw, I fell down to worship before the
looking forward to things to com~, but. my feet of the angel (Messenger) who shewed
faith gives me a quiet and holy satisfactIOn; me these things. But he said, see thou do it
it is an assurance that cannot be shaken, not-I
am thy fellow servant and of thy
based on the word of truth that is incorrup- brethren the prophets, and of those who
tible, changeless and eternal. While! have keep the words of this book." There can
my doubts of a universal conflagratIOn; I be no difference between prophet and prohave no doubts of a change in the constltu- phet, for all have one spirit. But has Isaiah
tion of the present h.eavens and. earth. I spoken of a new heavens and earth? He has
do most religiously believe the saymg of the and says, 66.22: "For as the new heavens
Saviour, "Blessed are the meek: for they and new earth, which I will make, shall reshall inherit the Earth."
The song of the main before me so shall your seed and your
redeemed that John heard, ended with the name remain. 'And it shall come to' pallS,
words "thou hast made us unto our God kings that from one new moon to another, and
'
. on the eart.h'" from one sabbath to another, shall all flesh
and priests
and we shall reign
There is a strong feeling of attachment to come to worship before me, saith the Lord."
the earth on the part of those who suffered Does not this look like the saying of John
here. So it would seem from this song of with respect to the nations bringing their
theirs. Sin has indeed brought u~on our glory and honor into it. Such was the case
race and upon our earth curses, which have in a less degree in Solomon~s reign, when
sadly injured both: The race ~as ~ecome the kings around him brought gifts to the
degenerate and wicked; and thiS fau globe temple. There will be 'a healing of the nllhas suffered from the consequences of the tions let the wise men say what they will of
sin of man. We have death, diseas~ and it. So~ays the Lord by his servant John.
pain; labour, sorrow and tears. But I~ that It is written, and we cannot unwrite nor renew state to which we hasten, there Will be verse it. Make it intellectual, moral, physineither death, nor sorrow, nor cr!ing, nor cal: still it is healing. Now on the generany more pain; and God shall wipe away ally received opinion, that there will be, in
every tear from our eyes. Not only so, but that state none but the resurrected, how
there will be God~s ta~ernacle with man, a can they' need healing?
I answer, they
pure river of water of life clear as chrystal, have no need of healing, for they are the
flowing out from the throne of God and the inhabitants of the city; and they have no
Lamb. On this river, there will be tree.s death nor pain, but are like the angels of
which will yield fruit every month;. t~e frUIt God. And why this tree of life? Shall
will he food and the leaves for medlcme, or, the resurrected eat of the fruit? I answer
as John says, for the healing of the nations.! es: for the Saviour says to the church at
What a glorious state this will be.
~ hesus "to him that overcometh, will I
But turn from this for one moment, and .p to e'at of the tree of life, which is in
, what healing of the natIOns
.
. h'? give
,
.
G o.d" B ut
tell me,
IS t IS. the midst of the Paradise of
Will the nations need healing in that state for whom are these leaves? . I answ~r;for
which John describes? And who arc tlwsc the nations. So says the testimony. I h8n,
"THE
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when the Tabernacle of God is with men, and Ezekiel (this last does not mention new
there will be nations of the earth who will heavens and earth; but the holy city, the waneed healing. Let the Doctors make of tel'S and tree of life) we find the nations
this what they can. If they spiritualize, ~subjugated. Therefore, (I think you 'must
thim it is spiritual healing. There is no es- permit this "therefore,") there can be no
cape. From all this, I infer [?] that there such burning as will involve the nations of
will be no such universal conflagration as the earth. I think, with all due deference
we are Wontto hear of. For if this univer- to those who think differently, that the wissal conflagration takes place, and none but dom of the wise has failed them on. this
the immortals shall remain, then wIlY·have point. Remember that I have said, I beleaves to heal, when there are no maladies? . lieve in a change in the physical constituLet the reader ramember that Isaiah and tion of the present heavens and earth.Ezekiel were J e Yl'3; that Peter and John Moreover, I believe that tIle Lord Jesus will
were Apostles of the circumcision and de- be revealed, taking vengeance, by flames of
scendants of this same family. Let the fire, on them that know not God, and who
raader also remember that one spirit taught obey not the gospel. This I religiously bethese four men, and that they all write in lieve and teach. But I am constrained to
the Oriental style, that Peter was at the Baby- interpret Peter so as to harmonize with the
Ion in Assyria, the very centre of the set- old prophets, and with John. Had I time,
tlement of the Jews, when he wrote, and I would here quote fro¥! Moses and the
that he wrote for the Jewish believers; and, prophets, the predictions relative to the land
then, with all these facts before him, he will of Canaan; not the land only, but the heabe able to comprehend what he wrote.vens above that land, and perhaps we might
And let anyone take heed hl;)\Vhe calls in find wondrous things out of the law, the
question the fact ()f Peter's being at Baby- prophets and the Psalms. But not to deIon in Assyria. But this, by the way; Isaial1 tain the reader with further remarks on that
says of Jerusalem, "the nation and kingdom subject, I will introduce to his consider~c
that shall not serve thee, shall perish."tion a subject of another kind, but bearing
Again: "I will make thee an eternal excel- upon the present one. First, then, a quesleney, a joy of many generations." And tion. Is the Messiah an heir of any thing
again: HThe siln shall no more be thy light yet to be POSS!3ssed? If so, what is that
·byday, neither for brightness shall the moon thing? Paul says, we :are heirs of God
give light unto thee: but the'Lord shall be and joint-heirs with Christ. This joint-heirunto thee an everlasting light, and thy God ship has some future bearing; something is
thy glory. Thy sun shall no more g<Jdown; yet t<Jpe developed. Is the Messiah now;
thy people shall be all iighteous; they shall on the throne of David, or the throne of his
inherit the land forever, the branch of my Heavenly Father? On the answer to this
planting, the work of my hands that I may question hangs the hope of Israel, and of
beglorified."
Now as Peter, John, Isaiah the Christian. If it can be shown that
and Ezekiel describe the same new heavens Christ is not on David's throne, then the idea
and earth, and as We find in Isaiah, Ezekiel of a spiritual Millennial reign vanishes "like
and John nations subject to the holy people, the baseless fabrick of a vision." Let me
we cannot conClude that that burning, of try the answer to that question. First, I
which Peter speaks, is one of ,a universal remark, that the passage in the 2d of Acts,
character, or so extensive as to involve the 30th verse, is not authorised. The words
nations of the earth: for then, verily, would "to kata sarka anqsteesein ton Christon,"
there be no nations to subjugate. So, you belong not to the text. In the next place, I
perceive, that the new heavens of Peter will quote from the Saviours words, Rev. 3:
and John being the same, the burning must 21-"To him that overcometh will I grant
take place prior to their existence. But in to sit with me in my throne, even as I also
the new heavens and earth of John, Isaiah overcome, and am set down with my Father
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on his throne." There is a throne which the times of the restitution of all things
he calls his, on which he will hereafter sit. shall come. Then will he sit on the throne
Open, now, Isaiah .and read 9: 6. 7: "For of his glory, and the kingdom, and the dounto us a child is born, unto us a son is minion, and the greatness of the kingdom,
given; and the government shall be upon under the whole heaven, shall be given to
his shoulder; and his name shall be called the people of the saints of the Most High.
Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, the Then shall the moon be confounded and the
Father of the Everlasting Age, The Prince of sun ashamed, when the Lord of Hosts shall
Peace. Of the increase of his government reign in Mount Zion, and in Jerusalem, and
and peace there shall be no end, upon the before his ancients gloriously. "At that
throne of David, and upon his kingdom,to or time shaH they call Jerusalem the throne of
der it, and to establish it .with judgment and the Lord; and all nations shall be gathered to
justice from henceforth even forever. The it, to the name of the Lord, tQ Jerusalem."
zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this." Jeremiah 3: 17. I did not conclude the
Well, then, the throne of David is his by q!10tation. "Neitl1er shall they walk any
inheritance, and he must yet sit upon it.- more after the imagination of their evil
He is the seed of David according to the heart. For the Lord will comfort Zion: he
flesh, and no other one can ever reign over will comfort all her wa.steplaces, and he will
the house of Jacob. Luke 1: 32, 33-"He
make her wilderness like Eden, and her deshall be great, and shall be called the Son sert like the garden of the Lord; joy anll
of the Highest. And the Lord God shall gladness shall be found therein, thanksgiving
give him the throne of his Father David. and the voice of melody." Isaiah 5 :13.
And he shall reign over the house of Jacob
I may at some futur" time give my view
forever; and of his kingdom there shall be of Peter's 3d chapter. I have not entered
JlO end."
This needs no comment. The into that subject, nor do I think it necessary
language is clear, simple and plain. I say now. I had long listl;lned for some interpreno one. but he can reign over th.e Jewish tation, which would -Cause that portion to
people. Where is their Priesthood, and harmonize with the other three that I mentheir kingly line 1 They are both lost to tioned, but my ears have not heard it from
them long since, but, safely preserved for any quarter. The facts that I mentioned
them in the perso~ of Christ. How conso- alone are important. Peter did ,not wri,te
ling this promise. I care not to enter into for the Gentiles, and I think his language
the difficulties of dark sayings;, Thi,s is is understood. only by those who give sU~h
plain. He shall reign over the house of an interpretation as will harmo[\ize ~ith
Jacob forever. A~d Peter said, 10; we Isaiah, Ezekiel and John, as well as other
ha.ve:left all and followed thee, :what shal~we prophet~. Be it kpown, that he wrote his
have therefor? Jell!ls said to them, "Verily letter a short time prior to the o~erthro\y"of
I say unto you, that you, which have followed Jerusalem, when that whole land, city and
me, when the Son of Man shall sit on the nation were threatened by the Romans.throne of his glory in the Renovation, shall The minds or"the Jewish people were n9
sit on twe~re fhrones, judging the twel~e doubt saqly.perplexed with the coming ventribell Qf Isiael. This will be the portion geance, and needed all the aid that the Aposof the Apostles, and everyone that ,over- 'tIe could give. There is something excomes will sit with him' ~n his throne.ceeding sad to my mind, (w,hat must it have
This is the con~ummatlon to which we pas- been to that of a Jew 1) in the whole of the
ten. He will have a throne of his owo, 'of 4th chapter of his first letter: but particularwhich he is tl,lesole he.ir, which no one else Iy in the 17th 'verse: "But t~e end of ail
can OCCJ.lpy,
bl].t which he will share with things is at !;Jand." They sound like the
the faithfl].l. When 1 In the Renovation, knell of the departing glory of the Jewish
when the fulness of .the Gentiles comes in; age. Imagine to yourself the homeless
when the man of sin is destroyed, when the wanderer, driven from his own land, perselsraelites tutn away from ungodliness, whel'l cuted for his l'eJigi.on. whi«}lhis Savior ba~
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given; he lias taken his last look at the glo-l No one, certainly who has correct and unriolls temple, the city of a thousand years prejudiced views of the teachings of the
and more, and the centre of all that was Holy Spirit, will do so. These commandloved on earth. The sound of war is in ments are addressed to a particular class;
the- land, the rumors of the approaching whose character is indicated in the comRoman host, the coming desolation, the end mands themselves-to sinners.
of which he knew not, all come before him;
To the other it is said-"Confess
your
lind then these sad and solemn words, "the faults one to another, anq pray one for anoendof all things is at hand." "Afire is kin- ther, that you may be healed."
"If we
died in my wrath which shall burn to the (Apostles and Disciples) confess our sins
lowest Hell." See Deuteronomy. These he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins,
awful words must have struck deep into the and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness;"
Jewish heart. But it is a sad theme. I'll "If any man (Apostle or Disciple) sin, we
turn from it with a quotation. "Yo. shall no have an advocate with the Father: Jesus
more see me until you say Blessed is he Christ the righteous. And he is the propithat cometh in the name of the Lord."tiation for our sins; and not for ours only
The time I trust is not far distant. The but for the sins of the whole world." "I
Lord hasten the day. Ne.vertheless, says write unto you, little children, because your
Peter, we look for new heavens and a new sins are forgiven you for his name's sake.
earth, wherein dwelleth Rigllteousness.- I write unto you fathers because you have
How striking this word, when contrasted known him from the begining.
I write
with the excessive wickedness and sinful· unto you, young men, because yo.have overness of the then existing Jewish nation.come the wicked one; I write unto you little
But enough for the present.
children, because yo. have known the FaYours as ever,
ther. I Jlave' written unto you fathers, be"
H. T. ANDERSON.
cause yo. have known him that is from the
begining. I have written unto you, young
For the Christian Magazine.
men, because yo.are strong, and the word of
P.\IlDON-SAINT
AND SINNEIl.

i

Many persons suppose that the Scripture God abideth in you, and you have overcome
terms of pardon for saint and sinner are the the wicked one." I might fill a volume,
same. This is a great "mistakej and has led with expressions of similar import. Who
thousands into a most fatal error. Theyare will say that these are 'addressed to sinners
as distinct as any two propositions can be. -to unbelievers. Surely no one who has
To the one it is said-"He that believeth and any regard for the truth that, "Order .is heais baptised shall be saved;" "Repent and be! ven's first law." If the first is applicable
b~ptised for the remissionofsinsj" 'Can any to the last, and the last to the first,
it not
man forbid water that these should not be evident' that confusion, and not order, will
baptised j" Arise andbe baptised and wash a- obtain?
way thy sins j' 'With the heart man believeth
The Scriptures promise pardo~ to saint
unto righteousness and with the mouth con-l and sinner; but the terms upon which it is
fession is made unto salvation j' "See, here granted, are as different as is the relation
is water j what doth hinder me to be baptIzed? which the sinne.r and saint sustain to Christ
If thou believest with 'all thy heart, thou and God. A saint is ofthe family of God-a
mayest." Many other passages of like im- sinner of the world. The former has parport, might be quoted, as every reader ofthe don upon express terms, granted them in
Bible well knows. What propriety would that family-the latter upon terms expressed,
there be in making any qne, or' all of these to bring them into the relation of a member
commands applicable to an individual who of that family. A man (a saint) already
has already obeyed them j and has thereby susta:ning the relation ofason,cannot be par"come into the possession of all the privile- doned by faith and baptism; because, the
ges and blessings they propose to bestow? l relation to which this state of pardon is ap-
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plicable, has already been changed. A man
(a sinner) who does not sustain the relation
of a son, cannot be pardoned by simply
confessing his sins to him "who is faithful
and just to forgive us (Apostles, Disciples)
our sins;" because, his relation has not been
changed by faith, repentance and baptism.
A sinner is introduced into the family of
God by an obedience to the commandments
addressed' to ltim as a sinner; and, by thus
becoming a saint, he may be retained in that
family by an observance of -the commandments addressed to ltim as a saint.
Who is so blind as not' to see the difference?
M. S. S.

READING.
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of the blessed Saviour, no sentiment of this
character is advanced. But on the contrary
he addressed himself to his creatures as he
found them. Did he find an "Israelite in
whom there was no guile?" he did not repulse him by telling him that his moral fitness was not such as would entitle him to
his confidence. Did he find a false friend,
who denied him with an oath in his greatest
extremity? he feared not to commit to his
keeping the keys of his kingdom. Did he
find a persecutor of his humble followers,
breathing 'out threatnings and death against
all who confessed his name? he no where
taught him that he must school himself for
'1'
years, to prepare him as an Apostle to the
For theChristian
Magazine, Gentiles. The language of the Saviour,
PREPARING
TOBECOME
A CHRISTIAN.
Many persons who are weU persuaded of ~f ilie Holy Sp~rit and of the Apos~les isthe truth of Christianity put off their adhe- now (to-day) IS ilie day of salvatIon-torance from day to day; under the delusive 1 day if you will hear his voice, harden not
hope that at som~ future time they will be your hearts as in the day of the provoca-
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better prepared to engage in its devotional tlOn.
,
..
.
'
exercises. A more delu'sive idea never enThe beauty and sImplICItyof the Gospel
tered the mind of man. Suc!:l persons do is its adaptation to all classes of mankind;
not understand th~,Gospel of Jesus Christ. and it is calculated~ ~nder all circumstance~,
They have lost-if
ever they knew-the
to better th~ condItIon .of' those. to whom .It
force and philosophy of that system which commends Itself-ilie kmg on hiS thr~ne IS
alone is calculated to make'them better.made a better man, and the beggar, 'm the
The very object of the Gos~~l ~sto ma~e d~rk and !oathsome alleys of i.nfamy and
man better by his doing what it proposes. It disgrace, I~ ennobled and. ennch~d, and
addresses itself to man as he is-wicked and crowned With a crown of nghteousness.proud and rebeliious i-not 'as he should 'be And this it besto,:"s upon th~m, without any
-loyal and humble and righteous. It pro- further prepa.ratlOn on theIr part, than to
poses to do for him what he can never do ~now that th~lr deeds have made them subfor himself-to make him a vessel of honor Ject to the displeasure of God; and a resoin the household of God. If a man could ~lution to forsake them. It is when they ardo this of himself, the'n '\\;ould there be no rive at this point, that the Gospel takes hold
nece~~ity for a plan for salvation. So the on them,. ~nd makes them better and wiser,
philosophy of my.Bible teaches me. Christ and happIer, and fits them for ilie pleasures
came to save the lost~those whose deeds of the ,rp.aster's house. To all such it says:
had rendered them obnoxious' to the' wrath
"Arise and be baptised, and wash away
of heaven. They that are whole need not -t!~ysins, calling on the name of the Lord."
a physician; but they that 'are sick. Our
M. S. S.
Saviour never'taught that man must attain
"F
11
'or the Christian Iagazinc.
to a certain degree of moral fitness, before
BlDLE READING.
he entered int~ the famil~ r~lation which he
Judging. by I~yself, I am disposed to think
came to establish; and thIS Idea now so ex- that the Bible IS not made a book of every
tensively pervading our race is as much the i day reading, to the extent it claims, and
doctrine and dogma of the man of sin, as l should receive from everyone who professes
are auricul'ar confessions and the perfor- ~to believe that it is the inspired word of
mance of penances. In all the teachings God. If it does contain a system of perI
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fected happiness, both for the latitude of Lord." Are you thrown into despondency,
this present, and of the future world (and and mape to look with a distrustful eye upthis I believe is conceded by all whoac- on your fellow-mortal, by the coldness,
credit it,) then to every believer in what it selfishness and wickedness, of those whom
teaches, it I'hould be a book of the first im- you confidently bel,ieved to be your friends?
portance; and to the study of which, our -there is one upon whom you may safely
first and purest thoughts should, on the re~ rely-"I
will never leave ,thee nor forsake
currence of each morning, bl.ldirected. In thee," ,Are you in danger of h,aving your
giving the mind this direction, there would liberty of person, or of property, comprobe a fitness nearly akin to inspiration.--; mised by the malicious machin,ations of
When wE: arise in the, morning, after a your enemies ?-your solacing comfort may
peaceful and refreshing slumber, the mind be found in this,-;"The Lord is my helper,
is said to be most comprehensive; and it is and I will,not fear what man may do unto
certain that it is then most pure and l).eaven- me." Are you, £l'omnatural ,inclination, or
like.We are then best disposed for meditating fro,m the force of circumstances, and the
upon the goodne!?s and benevolence of that influence of your associates, about to be
power which watched over and guarded us led away from the path of rectitude and
whilst shut out from all sensible objects 1n duty,-to mix, in the' giddy dance, or the
that kind provision implanted in our nature, st~ll mQre giddy frivolities of unreflecting
without which it would be impossible to anD.ine.xperienced y'outh-are 'you about td
sustain life. Then is the time to take up yield to the popular but,unb-lie opinion, that
God's w'ord, and for a season, to bend our the Bible cuts yl;nioff 'rrbm real aild neceswhole intellect to search after those immor- sary enjoyment, and,that the system of haptal truths that will fit us to go forth into the piness which'it teaches is one of unyielding
busy mart of human society, securely 'guard- mQ~al auste1rity-bindilig its devotees to a
~d ~t evcrrypoint.' It is thps that the Bi,ble strict compliance r with rigid, unnat~ral and
is to the Christiall- not only a shield. and tyr.anriical rules~d~priving them of every
buckler, but ,alIlQa bow and sword of de- i~nocent (s~ c~lled) amusement,! caldulated
fence. Thus panoplied, he is equally.pre- to lighten.'the ted10us iponofony of human
shall not
pared to meet the scorn and the caress of a existence ?-R,ead! Read !-"M~h
deceitful world; and at the same, time t<;Jlive by bread qlone, but by every word that
k,eep his own' hands, and feet, and tongue p~oceed~th -out of the ni~uth of God.~''''':''
from committing eviL.
Are you disposed to be haughty, proud, arLet no one suppose from the above that rogant ahd tyrannic~l ?-"Blessed
are the
morning Scripture reading is all that is ne- poor in ~pirit: for theirs is the kingdom of
cessary or required from a Christian: No. heaven. Blessed are the ,In:eek: for they
It is a bopk the study of which is adapted to for they s~all inhe~it"the earth. Blessed
every hour of life, and under all circum- are t~e' mer<;ifu'r:"forthey shall obtain in'erstances in which man can be placed; and it ci. ~'Blessed are the Reace-ma'kers': for they
is particularly calculated to check up the slial! 'be 'd,tled the children of God.'" And
wi'll when r,unning c·oun.ter to its holY'prc- hav~ you been robbed 'ot"health-stripped
.cepts. Take for example the following:of fortune i-has tlie'bligHtdjog inflt'I'enceof
WHen you are disposed to call down an slander passed, lik~ the 'withe'ring,'scorching
imprecation on the head of your fellow-be- Sitocco, over your' fair name; and blasted
ing, remember it is written,-"bless,
but your prospect for usefulness )n society?curse not." "Thou shalt not take the name Read, 0 read, and be contente9--"Blesseil
of the Lord thy God in v,ain." Do you are they which are persecuted for' righteousenvy your neighbor, and co'vet his riahes?ness' sake: (or theirs is the kingdom of
"Thou shalt not coveL" A,reyou disposed heaven. Blessed are ye \vhen mElDshall refrom some real ,or imaginary injury, to take vile and 'persilcute you, and say all manner
vengeance on your offe'nding brother?of evil against you falsely,'f6r my sake, re"Vengeance is mine: I will repay, saith the joice and be exceeding glad: for great is
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your reward in heaven; for so persecuted
they the prophets which were before you."
Have you lost by the unrelenting power of
death, father, mother, brother, sister, husband, wife, son, daughter, or friends near
and dear-are
you stretched on a bed of
languishing sickness, racked with pain, feverish and fretful with the excitement of uncertainty?-take your Bible, open its pages,
and let its comforting and solacing precepts,
teach you manly and christian resignation to
the will of your Father in Heaven: "Whom
"
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Would we continue healed as in a healthy
state, as our cure was conditioned upon our
obedience we must continue to obey and
live by the regulations he has laid down for
the spiritual health of all his Disciples.For he not only says: "Teach the nations
baptizing them i" but, also, teach the baptized, "to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you." Matt.28: 19,20.
J. B. F.
•••
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BAPTISMNOTA CAUS:' DUTA CONlllTIONOF
PARDON.
.IT is easy to distinguish betweed a cause
and a condition. A, is diseased, nigh unto
death; but has the utmost confidence in B,
as a physician, B, fully understands his
disease and prescribes a remedy which has
never failed to effect a cure, A, takes the
medicine and is healed. In this case the
cause of his cure is the ren:edy prescribed:
the condition upon which it depended, was
the taking of it. 80 with regard to the forgiveness of sins. Christ is the infallible
Physician i his blood is the cause of pardon,
,He prescribes for EVERY creature [Mark 16:
16.] He "that believeth and is baptized
shall be pardoned."
Baptism, therefore,
to the believer in the efficacy of his blood
as a remedy for sin is the condition of his
.pardon. The order in both instances is:
1. A competent Physician.
2. Confidence or faith in him and,his remedy.
'gion-the
3. Receiving the medicine.
4, Cure.
Remedy for Sin.
1, A competent Physician-Christ.
2. Faith in him as abie to same, and m
his blood as a remedy for sin.
3. Baptism in his name as the manner or
condition by which we accept the remedy,
4' Pardon, or the cure for our past sins.

ever dictated by honest s mpathy for the
spiritual welfare of men, betrays an adherence to the superstitious dogmas of past
ages of error and darkness, and an ignorance of the Christian Religion by no
means excusable. Well would it be for
those interrogated to ask, WHAT IS RELIGION? It is not a round of unmeaning ceremenies however venerable with age or imposing in form. It is not the excitement
which follows the efforts of crafty men,
wrought up to the highest pitch by the un.
natural al.arm of human fears!
Nor is it
the relief of the strained mind, after days
and nights of weeping and mourning on
account of sin, when by the perversion Of
some promise of the New Testament or the
application of the experience of some re~
generated individual present, the subject is
made to believe that God has pardoned what
a few inom~nts previously he believed were
unpardonable offences.. This is not ReliChristian Religion.
For men
can pass through all this dread and hope,
this dismay and rapture and be neither wiser
nor better. They are not more kind, more
benevolent, more frugal, more honest, more
industrious, nor in any sense better than
they were before, Nay, in many cases they
become manifestly worse, For, from being
kind and obliging neighbors and fellow-citizens, they become morose and unsocial and
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oftentimes bigotted, sour, furious and censorious.
They talk of the Holy Spirit
dwelling in their bosoms whilst they indulge hatred to all who may express a fear
that they have been deceived; and they
claim to have "got" .Religion when they either know not, or knowing, neglect its most
important duties.
Still I ask, what is Religion? Who shall
answer the question? Certainly not those
who by all sorts of means study to operate
upon the fears ofthe community; who, while
they shout glory to God and boast of it
copious· outpouring of the Holy Spirit, denounce all as children of the devil and as in
the broad road to hell, who dare to ask
such a question. Should we not rather ask
the Bible? Yes; let us go to the sacred pages of that llOly book, for it alone is the
standard by which all our principles and
actions are to be tried. Honestly and withont prejudice, willing to receive the truth
of God whatever it may be, let us examine
every passage of that sacred volume, where
the word religion occurs and by an i,nduction from the whole, obtain an answer to our
question.
First, mark, there is no such phrase in
the Bible as "Revival of Religion:" no
such language ever fell from an inspired
tongue or pen! You never read there of
"experiencing religion;" nor do you meet
with any of the popular questions: Have you
got religion? Have you an interest in Religion? Have you sought religion? &c. If
you deny this, ask your boasting Revivalists
for chapter and verse-point out one single
passage where such expressions or their
equivalent is found, and we will say no
more. The Bible speaks of Religion; but
it does not speak of it as many good peopIe do now. The Bible speaks correctly, and
therefore all who speak otherwise are in error, just in proportion to the amount of their
departure from its wholesome teaching. To
the testimony of the Living God let us apply
our minds:1. The first use of the word is Acts 26:
5. Saul says of himself: "After the most
strictest sect of our Religion I lived a Pharisee." He here alludes to his manner of
life as a Jew. The Religion here referred

ON

REI.IGION.

to is evidently the Jew's religion which he
abandoned when he became a Christian.
2. Gal. 1: 13, 14: "For you have heard of
my conversation in time past in the Jew's
Religion, how that beyond measure I persecnted the church of God and wasted it;
and profitted in the Jew's religion above
many of my equals, in mine own nation,
being more exceedingly zealous of the traditions of my fathers."
Zeal for tradition,
leading to violent persecution, made Paul a
Religious man under 'the Jews' religion,
which he was compelled to abandon in or·
der to become a Christian.
3. James, 1 : 26: "If any man among you
(Christians) seem to be religious and bridleth not his tongue but deceiveth his own
heart, that man's Religion is vain." And,
4. James 1 : 27: "Pure Religion and undefiled before God and the father is this:
to visit the widows and fatherless in their
affliction and to keep himself unspotted
from the world." This is tIle answer to the
question. And I ask what is the answer? Is
it excitement? or an undefined operation of
the spirit? a sudden emotion of soul? weeping, mourning, shouting, clamoring? Is it
anyone or all of these? No. It is benevolerrce, and mercy, and separation from all
moral pollution. Such is pure Religionsuch is undefiled Religion-not before men
or excited meetings; but before God even
the Father. Religion, then, is the conduct
of our lives, regulated by the will of God
·our Father. It is both negative and positive. Negative in its freedom from Sin, and
positive in its deeds of mercy. It is before
God-he cannot be deceived either by misdirected zeal or hypocrisy in the performance of external duties of apparent devotion, nor by the facinations of the vices of
this ungodly world.
The most excellent
sacrifice we can offer to him, "is to do good
and communicate;" and the most acceptable
worship, ascends whilst we hold up holy
(unspotted) hands and hearts free from the
vices of the world.
It is becoming a notorious fact, that those
who pretend to most zeal in religion, to
raptures and visions, are more bigotted and
propogate more calumnies against those
who differ from them, and are more ready
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to revile all who oppose their errors, than
LETTER FROM B. F. HALL,
any other class of the community. Well
Lake Erie, July 29, 1848.
has the Apostle said "if any among you BRO.FERGUSoN:-Passing down 6th street
seems to be religious and bridleth not his from Arch to Market, one day while in Philtongue that man's religion is vain!"
1 adelphia, I observed the fonowing notice,
J. B. F.
printed in large, variegated letters, occupyWHAT S-I-IO-U-L-D-C-H~RI"'~-T-IA-r>-'S-A-I~-I
AT AS
ing a very prominent position by the
CITIZENS1
side of the door of the Baptist PublicaIn a republic like ours, it is natural and it tion rooms: "A Scriptural Defence of the
is right that Christians who love the inter- Doctrine of the Trinity, or a check to modo,
ests of their country and their race, will ern Arianism, as taught by Carnp7Jellite.s,
exercise the elective franchise and perform Hicksites, New Lights, Universalists, and
the usual duties of citizens. In the enjoy- Mormons: And especially by a sect calling
ment of such a privilege, it will often occur themselves Christians. By Rev. H. Mattison,
that they will differ from each other, and New York. Lewis Colley & Co. 1848."
cast their votes for conflicting parties. In so
Knowing that we were the people called
doing they should act conscienciously and Campbellites in the above card, I stepped
accord to each other the unmolested right into the Baptist Bookstore, and enquired for
of supporting what measure or person may Mr.
Malcom, son of the Pres. of
be supposed by them best calculated to se-l Geo. College, and,1 believe, superintendent
cure the great interests of the human race. of the Baptist Publication concern. I had
Christians should vote religiously, and be seen Mr. Malcom before. We both lived in
separated from that denunciatory, partizan Louisville Ky. at the same time. He was
lind uncharitable spirit which cannot believe Pastor of the 2d Baptist Church, and I of
any man conscientious unless he act with the Church of Christ. He was living in
them. For myself, I feel that our sympa- Louisville when I went there. It was mo'e
thies should be with the people. We be- th~n a year, however, before I became aclieve that all humanity has been involved in quainted with him. He at length called on
an abyss of falseness and misery. Chris- me in company with an agent of the Baptist
tianity proposes a recO\}ery,but s.eeks not A. and F. Bible Society. Had not one of
to elevate a class or caste of society but to his brethren come along in sea,rch of money
secure spiritual and eternal blessings to all I doubt whether I would ever have had the
classes. And hence any measure 'or form pleasure of making Mr. M's. acquaintance!
of government which will best secure the Very trifling incidents sometimgs bring
elevation, independence and education. of l about important results. Notwithstanding
all, is that measure and government which our former acquaintance Mr. M. never called
Chistians should support.
Our, final aim- to see me in Philadelphia, although he knew
the holiness of man-should ever be before I had been in the city nearly four months.our minds. Any thing that will, in our es- Nevertheless I called to see him. The bell
timation, best secure the elevation of whole rang, and he soon appeared. After the usuclasses, races and commmunities into a al salutations, I asked for the above-menhigher condition of intelligence, morality, tioned book. With manifest confusion he
and general well-being, by most pacific handed it to me. After reading the titlemeans, should receive our cO,untenan?e and parre and looking a little over the book, I
most hearty support. And m choosmg beM M I
' t th'
"
tween measures having this tendency, let saId:" r. . protest ag.ams IS co~rse.
let everyone be fully persuaded in his own "What course ?" he enqUired. I replIed to
mind.
• the following effect: "You exhibit the card
He that denounces his Brother because he at your door placina it in the most conspicdiffers ,vith him upon questi?ns of :l.uman uous place,;o all pa~sers-by. thus'publishing
policy has much to \cam of the spmt and ~
'.
designs of the Christian Religion.
1 to the thousand who read It, what ~ou know
J. n. F. 1 to be a falsehood-that we lire Anulls; and
,0
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by associating us with the sects most ob- tributed any tking to their Bible Society;
noxious to the community generally, attempt that the above work was not published by
by slander to accomplish what you cannot their Publication Society, and that they had
do by scripture arguments, and open and sold but two copies of the book during
honorable controversy."
the last six months; that he hoped our
Mr. M. attempted to justify their course brethren would still continue to co-operate
and to prove that we are Arians, because one with them in the circulation of the scripof our brethren once told him he did not ap- tures, &c. &c.
prove the use of the word Trinit.y when
I answered to the effect that "it was true
speaking of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit! our brethren had contributed liberally to
"I have not called in to argue this question their B. Society, whether he knew it or not;
with you, Mr. lV{." said I. "You know we that some obscure scribbler had written the
are NOT Arians.
I stopped simply to above book; that a Baptist house in N. Y._
protest against your course of double- Colley & Co.-had published it, and that
dealing towards us. You send out your they in Philadelphia were selling the slanagents to the west and south-west, where derous falsehoods on commission; and that
our people are numerous, wealthy and re- the fact of their not having sold more than
spectable: they call on our ministers, and two copies of the book in six months was
with a smile in their face call us brethren.owing to the good sense of the people, not
They shake us heartily by the hand, and i to the disposition of the Baptists to do us
tell us since we are getting to understand ~justice."
one another, there is but little difference
Itold Mr. M. Iconceived it to be my duty
between us, and that as soon as we b~come to make known to our brethren in the 'Vest
a little better a~q~ainted we \~ill be united. the dishonorable and unjust conduct of the
They ask permiSSIOnto preach JD our houses Baptists towards us. After a good deal of
and to appeal to our congregations in be- other conversation we parted.
half of the Bible-cause, and to take up colA few days afterwards I again passed the
lections from our people. We cheerfully same place and there stood the same slangrant their requests; join them heartily in derous an~ouncement before the door of
the work, and get them all the money we the Baptist Publication Rooms!
can; because, in the simplicity of our hearts
For one I am opposed to our contribuwe suppose they are sincere in their pro- ting mone; to the Baptist Bible Society until
fessions of friendship, and because we ap- they learn to do us justice and to appreciate
prove the principle of giving to the whole our motives notwithstandina I am a life
world the sacred Scriptures in their verna- i
b
f t'h .
. t
0
i mem er 0
elf socte y.
cular w~thout note or ~omment, and b.ec.ause~ As at present advised, I am not satisfied
we are ID favor of untOn among Christians. that our contributions are satisfactorily apOne of our brethr~n at l.east has became an preciated, unless we are willing to support
~gent of your ~oclCtyWithout a salary, and Baptist Preachers, and pay them for retailIS now travellmg through the South and ing slanders and for preaching against us.West getting money from our churches for Nor are they prepared to appreciate our
the Baptist A. and F. B.. Society. Every benevolence and magnanimity.
I doubt
method that art could deVise has been reh th
d '
d 'th
.
weer
we are omg any goo WI our mlssorted to to get our money. While this placed charities. Moreover, if we are comgame ha~ been. played with us, in the South- pelled to defend ourselves against the unwest, qUite a different course IS pursued to- ,
k d tt k f
I Ih
0 'd
'provo e a ac 0 a peop e,
ave n I ea
wards us in the East. Here vou are pub- 6f fi . h'
th
'th
..
•
urms mg em WI prOVISIOns,arms
lishing, selling and circulating slanders
d
't'
t
th'
t d
'
"an
amum IOn 0 carryon
e unJus an
agam~t us. You should, to mamtam your
. k d
.
consistency
an d h onora bl e st an d'mg, cease WICe war.
from this course." He stated in reply that
I have several good reasons to offer why
he was not aware that our people had con-l we as a people, and individually, should
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tist Bible Society, but have not room to of- here by our Bro. Graham every week
fer them in this paper.
B. F. H.

requesting him to preach in different towns
and neighborhoods
where a few disciples

[It Isto be hopedthat the A. F. BibleSocietyandits agen- are congregated,
and other places where
cieshavenothingto do inthe circulationof the slandersreo there are none, the people desire to hear.ferred to.

They act towards us as Brethren, and treat us as

Christians.andso far aswecandiscover,they are freefrom Why is it then that our wealthy brethren will
""ctarlaninfluencesin theiroperations. We trusttheyhave not send out some good evangelist, or assist
a. higher motive in their friendship, than the mean and mer-

cenaryoneof ~eceiving
ourcontributions.Didr thinkwith in paying some one to travel through this
Bro. Halland manyother goodbrethren.I would at once southern clime and convert the people from
refuse all connection with them, and do a II in my power to

aid the ChristianBibleSociety,believingthat its organiza- the error of their ways, in place of sending
tion tobebothwiseandbenevolent.AsiUsI havetakenplea· their means to foreign lands 1 1 do think
sure In recommending
the claimsof theAmericanand For· most seriously that "charity begins at home,"
eign BibJe Society both from the pulpit and hy means of the

press. Ourcongregationin Nashville,aflerthe deliveryofa and that therefore
discoursenponthe worth of the Scripturesand the advan· sending the gospel
tagf!S

of their cJrculation, contributed near

$200.

T have

before we engage in
to the heathen in other

sinceforwarded$30. I wouldlove to hear Bro.Hall'srea· lands, (at least to any extent,) we should disson.fordiscountenancing
suchsupport,morefullyexpressed.seminate it fully in our own, so that the peoED.]
pie may have at least the opportunity of
doing their duty by becoming
Christians.
FOREIGNlIIISSIONS.
Ifthe brethren of Ky., Ten., Ohio, &c. would
DEAR BRo :-In the last Christian Magazine co-operate and constitute a missionary board
1 see a brother suggests the propriety of the for the purpose of evangelizing the United
Christian brethren spending some portion of
States, not many years would roll around
their vast amount of wealth in the spread
before every citizen ofthis wide-spread and
of the gospel amongst the heathen.
No
growing republic would have learned the
one more than myself feels the importance
plan of salvation in its ancient purit.y imd
of endeavors being made to convert the
simplicity.
When that is accomplished we
heathen, but at the same time 1 do seriously
may then exlend our munificence to the forthink our brethren are undertaking too maeign heathen.
The various der.ominations
n y things for the benefit of foreign heathens,
of the U. States who are wealthy and whose
to the neglect of our own country.
For it
seems to me that the "heathens are at our preaching has been heard in every hole and
corner of our land, are now able and are
doors" in lavish profusion, and more efforts
already sending the Bible and preachers to
are being made for t.hose in foreign than in
the heathen.
But we are few in number
proximate lands.
Why should our phil anyet, sparse of means, and many of our inthropy extend so far as to spend our trea.
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and mothers.
I think the proper course to only instance this as one out of many places
pursue is properly illustrated in the influ-l in the same situation.
I apprehend North
ence of a pebble thrown into a stream: at Mississippi is in the same situation.
first you see a small circle around where it
I hope the brethren will think of this matalights, which gradually extends itself until tel'. But with or without help our few brethit laves the banks of the pelucid waters.ren here are determined to do their duty.
So we ought to enlighten unitedly our own
The cause is progressing slo .vly here and
beloved land.
But even before this, each we hope the time is not far distant when a
congregation
should endeavor to influence brighter
day shall dawn.-when
the truth
its own llf~ighborhood, then its county, then of the everlasting gospel shall resound from
its state.
After this, the States unitedly,
hilltop to hilltop, from valley and glen, and
the whole land; and after this, heathen and shall pierce the hearts of the rich and poor,
foreign lands.
It js true that erecting the the bond and free, shall find an abode in the
standard in large towns, so that the gospel palace and the hovel, and the knowledge of
may sound out from thence, is a good plan, the Lord shall cover the earth, as the waters
and in accordance with Paul's.
He staid do the great deep.
Lord hasten the time
in Ephesus three years and until all Asia when brotherly love shall abound in every
heard the, word.
So ought we to plant the land, when a knowledge of Thee and Thy
cross in such cities as New Orleans and New ~character and a conformity thereto, shall be
York, Bos~on and Phiiadelphia.
I ·would the aspiration of every heart, and the prayer
give were I able $500 to build the church of every lip, and the daily food of every
in New Orleans before I would $100 to human being.
send the gospel to the heathen now, feeling
Yours inthe bonds of love.
a,~sured J would do more. good.
I love
P. B. LAWSON.
mankind every where, but my own country"
men the best.
13y the time our brethren
RELIGtoUSINTELLIGENCE.

I

i

The "Bible Advocate" for August, repo,'!s one hundred and fifty-nine additions, at Tarious points in Missouri and Illinois. The work goes bravely on in those
States.

contribute to pay Evangelists and for Bibles
to distribute in America, for two or three
good periodica,ls, contribute to the Lord's
Treasury at home for the support of the infirm, of Elders, home Evangelists, the ex-

The "Ecclesiastic Reformer" fur July 22, rep;,rts, in
addition to those published last month, under the Iahors
,
"
' of 131'0. \V. P, Clark, three additions at Stone meeting
penses of theIr respective churches &c., J house, Hardin county; six at Glasgow, and eightcen at
tl~ink t~1CYwill ~e sufficiently taxed. Let us do Berksville, Ky; a~d ten at Livingston, Ten.'
.
one tlung at a time, and as I before observed
A I3rOther at Clmton Ala. July 26, IS48, wntes:attend first to home, then to our neighbors
"Om' Church is strongly opposed here by the, other
.
.
.
,
'churches;
but we have the advantage, Ly far, III the
until we reach the heathen III foreign climes. non-professing part of the community, which is a source

i

Please give these reflections a place in of great encouragcment to us. Wc are adding a few
your pages, and consider me by no means ever~ mont~',or so. Bro. Caskey baptised a lady last
"
b t'
l'
L'
Lord s day.
an opposer 0 f miSSIOns, u simp y III lavor
[Opposition from otber denominations is, at all times,
of home missions first.
advantageous to the promulgation of the truth; for it
The brethren in Kentucky
Tennessee
not only dirccts the attention of the people to the Scrip-

'

t",'es to "see if those thing's are so," Lut a1m to the er-

an d ot Iler p I aces are so numerous
they do I'Ors of the Sects, which become more and more obvinot realizf! the destitute situation of good ous from investigation. Thus, a douLle good is accomand zealous brethren who are thinly scat- pJished; for which, however, our opponents are entitled
tered in other places as is the case in th'
to no praise,-because
they oppose from an improper
"
IS motive, being filled with prejudice, and, in many cases,
country.
With a few hundred dollars help wilful ignorance. Let them oppose: their opposition,
in addition to what the brethren scattered
witb their partyism, must come to naught.-ED:]
throurrh
several counties here could give , we $i Bro. J. A. BUTLER, of Alabama, reports .fifteen adb
might next year send out two or perhaps I ditions iu Chickasaw co•. an~ sixtecn il~ Itawamba co.

,

..

I

Among the latter was a M,SSIOnaryBapt,st preacher.-

three Evangeltsts, but as It IS now I fear we The Baptists, in tbis iustance opened their house for the
2hall not be able to pay more than one.
I accommodation of our brethren.

RELIGIOUS
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Bro. W. ANDF.RSON,Inuependence Mo. Jnly 20th, lcitcment in the town and country:but as yet has II:;}
1848, writes: "It will, I doubt not, be gmtifying to yon fcw additions,
Our Camp-meeting commences at
to l,ear of the prospects for the advancement of the Brown's creek on Friday hefore the first Lord's day in.
Truth in the Far West.
There was an effort made OctobCl', and our other meetings will follow regularly at
last Spring to ascertain the views of the brethren in Blood river, Henry co. 2d Lord's day, and at Clear
this region. ou the subject of Evangelizing.
To a call spring the 3d Lord's day in same month. \Ve also purfor this purpose some twelve churches responded; and pose holding a meeting in Paris after the close of the
on Friday before the second Lord's day in June, their others."
Messengers assembled at Pleasant Hill. From the in~
terest manifested at that meeting, we think that the
AMERICAN
AND FOREIGN BIDLE SOCIETY,
brethren are alive to the importance of the g,'eat work.
NEW YORK, July 30, 1848.
They resolved to employ one or two Laborers, for the
support of whom, liberal contributions were made.
Elder J. B. Ferguson:-Dear BrotherNotwithstanding the ~ower of the opposition brought "\Ve thankfully
acknowledge
the receipt,
by
to bear UPOllUS,(for Ithmk the cause hel'e has as ma~y your favor of the
17th inst., received
this
obstacles to encoonter as any where else,) we are slill d
f $30 t
t f t
b
G
F
gaining strength; while a firm reliance upon the Ull- ay, 0
,0
con s IU e
roo
eorge'.
changeable promises of God begets within us great Carpenter
of the Church
of Christ, Clinton
bolUness. We do cherish a hope that, much of the College,
Tenn.,
a life member
of this Sospirit of opposition, hitherto manifested towards us, ciety.
will soon cease; , and we believe ' that' the " "CHRISTIAN
Wide a so ten er our t Ilan k s rlor your comMAGAZINE" \VIII not only asSist 111 edlfymg, bllt tend,
'
greatly to confirm those who adhere to the Faith once plIance
wIth the request
of our esteemed
delivered to the saints, and also to uispel the prejudice Agent,
Eld. E. A. Smith,
in acting
as an
aud bitter sectarian dogmas brought to bear against the agent of our Society
for the reception
and

l

I

p,'ogress of the Truth.,
remittance
of funds.
The cause of T)'uth 's onwaru. .Men are beginning
to feel in spiritual as in temporal matters-i. e: they
The present
season is one of uncommon
feel that they should be free. But how hard it is to yield difficulty
in the collection
of funds, in conto the force of Truth when old and cherished tradition- sequence
of the pecuniary
distress
felt in
ary iueas have choked up the communicatoryavenues
. I
..
B
I L d b
to the soul of man."
i our commercia
cItIes.
ut t le
or
e
Bro. B. L. GoomlAN, Lafayette, Ala" August 3, ~thanked
th~t the Bible cause does not depend
1848. writes:-"We
have a little band of Christians I upon the f1ch or the worldly-prosperous.
(say thirty-eight) associated together here. We meet The large proportion
of our funds
comes
on the first uay of every week, break the loaf, sing, pray from those who earn their bread by the sweat
and reau a portion of God's 1I'0ru. \Ve will soon have
1
'
d ,I
_ _'
a house iu which to worship, as comfortable as any in of tae blOW, an \\ 10 have leatned
to pray
the place. This little banu is firm in the faith; and "Give us this day our daily bread."
Such
coulu ,be much increased in numbers, if we had such men, in this country,
do not feel in its worst
teachers for a short time, as are bretlnen McCall and extent the distress
of commercial
embarFanning.
Can't you induce some able and zealous
,
preacher to come among 1191 ['Ye can do no more than rassment,
although
m some degree
they alto call attention to the case. \Vhere are hrethren Cas- so are affected
by it.
Our receipts
are in
key, Hooker, and Ligon1 Cannot they be 'induced to consequence
somewhat
diminished
in comvisit you1-ED.)
parison
with what we anticipated
at this
The Metbodists have made a bolu push at this little
band-the
Baptists are now making an effort against season.
us, backed by the Methodists and Preshyterians-but
it
In respect to the suggestion
which you
will all prove in vain. We believe [know] we aJ'e make about a new version, permit me to say
right; and the machinations and devices of the sects that the subject is one of deep interest
and
cannot turn us away from the teachings of the Apostles ~
,
'B
to the traditions of men."
l well deservlllg
of attention.
ut whether
[This congregation was planted by Bro. J. R. WCall
last Spring'; but he was obliged to leave before his Iabors were properly apprecia:ed hy the community,\Vhen the Brethren finish theIr house, and have a little
time to recover from the expense such buildings necessarily involve, it is their intention to employ a suitahle
Evangelist.
They manifest a commendable spirit in
this, and well deserve an able and efficient proclaime...
-::'?J.

it will ever be the duty of this Societ.y to
take the initiative
in the enterprise
is a
uestion on which there may reasonabl
be
q ,
'
.
y,
a difference
of vIews.
That the thmg wIll
be done before
a great
while, I have
no
doubt,
and should it meet the approbation
of the Society,
the book may be ordered to

I-I. Vandyck, Henry co. Ten" Aug, 9, WI'ites: be printed

"Bro. McCall is at Dresden, and has created some ex.l the

merits

for those
of a new

who need
translation

or wish
thus

it.

If

adopt-
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A

VISION OF CONSOLATION-FELLOWSIIIP.

~

w~~ake~i-~--I
,
,
precedence
of the old. '
Yours in gospel bonds

;:;~;';u;;:~'he
;;::'~
Wreathed wIth glorylIkea star.
See,a sentenceradiant glowing
With the same fire in my breast;

,

It lights your smiles that beam on me:

"\VM. H. WYCKOFF,

"TnK >"AITlIFCL
DHD ARK
BLKST."
Your voicesharp familiar hymns

Cor. Sec.

I had not deemed to hear again!Oh, this is p e ac e !-I thank thee, GOD!Cried the worshippers,-"A me n!"

I'

For the Christian Magazine.
A VISION OF CONSOLATION.There are newer graves, a larger and smaller, and voices
that were to have sung with me are chairing in Heaven; and.
as I look, tIle folds of the Vision open, and two other young
Souls gaze upon me with a saintly love, and the grief that
was common between us has been cured in them by an un-

With the wild and thankful prayer,
The blissful trance had ended,
the peopled vision, clOUd-like,
Through the parting sky ascended.
And

speakablejoy.

And the loitering breeze passed onward,
A ud silence crept into the bell,
And from the far and silvery heaven
The gentle dews and starlight fell.
And an influence from on high

The prayerful congregation
Departed solemnly by night,

But I lingeredat the theshold
In the pale moon's glimmering light.
The earnest words of the preacher
Smouldered tire· like in my heart,
And restless and longing, I yet
Not as others, could depart.

Softly rained upon my heart,
And I felt, with rapture now
From the church I might depart.
G. ~1.W.

In the high and cloudedbelfry
A breezegurgledin thebell,
And the issuing hollow sound

Seemeda feebly-tollingknell.
Tears of anguish fell resIstlessJ unbarred the massive door,
And a prayer arose unconscious

As I kn~ltupou the floor.
The moonlight, like a halo,
Illumed the pages of The llookThe sltado'lOS of the vacant ChllTcll.
Sllapes 01 hUl1~anbeings took.

For the Christian Magazine.

FELLOWSHIP.
BRETIIREN:-In
the last No. of your papaper you kindly offer me to publish some
"brief remarks"
on the subject of the "Fellowship" adding that you will review them;
which meets my entire
approbation.
Indeed I am much pleased with the last proposition.
Only stipulating
for the privilege
iof reviewing your review through the columns of your Periodical,
should I consider
it necessary.
My position, is, that the New Testament
1 furnishes the evidence of the "Fellowship"
10r contribution, and the entire order Qf its
observance.
This I confidently
expe~t to
find in the plain language of the Holy Spirit. Let us see-in
the 2nd Acts 42 verse,
~Luke tells us that the congregation
at Jerusalem continued
[on the first day of the
week] "Steadfastly
in the Apostles doctrine
and Fellowship,
and in breaking of bread,
1 and in prayers," as steadfastly in all these
four acts, as in anyone
of them on every
i first day of the week. Is my faith an example worthy of all imitation,
for there is
I

A mother left her distant graveWhere wild flowers and the sun,
As she often made request,
The sweet lurf rest upon.
Her soft blue eyes dwell on me,
The open brow I descried,
Encircled with the lustre
'1'hatcrowlled her as she died.
Forgotten were the midnight summons,
The drear, drear shock of sorrow,
Tbe hastefulnp;S5of the fatal night,
And the desolate morrow.

On her knee sat the

prattler
That was once a. living joy\,Vith the brown hair of the mother,

As of old, it did toy_
On the cheek bloomed known roses,
On the lips the wonted smile'rhe pretty ways of artlessness
Could fundly still beguile.
Forgotten was the bitter day
When this little One grew sad,
A ud the tiny Jimbs, all motioltless,

Iu the ghastly shroud wereclad.
Friends, whom J fotIowt;ldto the tomb,
Or in lands remote were laid,
~at side by side together here,
Resurrected from the dead.
'Prom memory all dark traces
Were suddenly effaced,
As I mingled with these Spirits,
Embracing and embraced.
Once more, once more ye have returned,
Returned from journeys very far!-

I

l
I

no authority [except human] to omit any or
all of the observances.
This congregation
is justly denominated
the pattern or model, and may I not say the divine model for
all generations?
And I hazard nothing in
saying the congregations
of the Saints,
at
this day should studiously
follow so llOly an
example.
See to it brethren, if they do not,
they disobey the Lord Jesus Christ.

MISCELLANEOUS.
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And shall not we so attend to the order of
PLEASURE.
collecting the "fellowship" or "contribuBlessed be the hand that prepaies a pleation?" Paul will aid me in this matter as sure for a child j for there is no saying when
he gives all the necessary details, and no and where it may again bloom forth. Does
authority is more conclusive than his, and not almost every body remember some kindwithout hesitation, should be regarded as a hearted man who showed him a kindness in
settlement of all controversy on the sub- the quiet days of his childhood? The wriject. And what does he say, as expressed ter of this, recollects himself at this moment
in his orders to the congregations of Galatia as a barefooted lad, standing at the wooden
and Corinth? Why verily,"on the first day fence of a poor little garden in his native
of every week, let each of you lay some- village: with longing eyes he gazed on the
what by itself, accordin17 as he may have flowers which were blooming there quietly
prospered, putting it into ;he treasury." Can in the brightness of a Sunday morning. The
language be more specific and intelligible, possessor came forth from his little cottage
does it require one word? Is it possible to -he was a wood-cutter by trade-and spent
err in this matter? And does not its sim- the whole week at his work in the woods.
plicity and secrecy [for it is not to pass He had come into his garden to gather a
through a second hand) commend itself to flower to stick in his coat when he went to
every Christian who reveres the saying of church. He saw the boy, and breaking oft'
Jesus: "let not your left hand know what the most beautiful of his carnations-it was
your right does?"
We would respectfully streaked with red and white-gave it to him.
enquire who can point out a better? Any Neither the giver nor the receiver spoke a
thing added or taken from it would mar its word; and with bounding steps the boy
beauty. Does it require the change which ran home; and now, here at a vast distance
has obtained notoriety? No, verily, for iris from that home, after so many events of so
completely adapted to all time.
many years, the feeling of gratitude which
Let the Saints try it faithfully, and it re- agitated the breast of that boy expresses itquires no prophetic vision to give assurance self on paper. The carnation is long since
that the Treasury would overflow like the l withered, but it blooms afresh.-Douglass

l

I

fabled cornucopia.
Jerrold.
But you say I must be brief.
I shall, however, presume on your patience
OBITUARY'
PHILADELPHIA,
JUNE 27, 1848.
for a little while. I name a few of the sayJ. B. FERGUSON:-DEAR BRO:- You have doubtings of the Apostle to the Gentiles, in order Jess learned ere this that our dear Sister Elizabeth, conto prove some of the blissful effects of a sort of our esteemed brother O. B. Smith, is no more!
scriptural attention to the "fellowship." Let What do I say1 Nay, she still lives, but it is in a brighter
us hear him: "God loves a cheerful giver,
and God is able to make every blessing
abound to you. He that sowes bountifully
shall reap bountifully. For the administra-

and bette,' world than this.
She was born Aug. 17,1795, was married Dec. 27
1821,' and became a Christa in in 1842, since which tim~
she lived a devoted, zealous and consistent professor up
to the day of her death.
She obeyed the gospel at a
meeting which you held in Murfreesboro' Ten., and was

tion of this service not only supplies the baptized by our excellent brother Trott.
wants of the Saints but is abundant by Last Fall, you recollect, brother Smith and his amiamany thanks17ivings to God." But I must $ ble consort came to this city with the view of remaining
stop bese h~
t
d h 8th ~some time. Since 1 have been here, I have boarded in
,
ec mg everyone 0 rea t e
the same house with them.
Sister Smith, always apand 9th chapters of Paul's second letter to peared to be cheerful and happy, except on account of
his brethren at Corinth.
absence from some of her children, whom she left in
Very Respectfully
Nashville. From the time I became acquainted with
S C DUNNIN
sister Smith, I looked upon her as one oftbe best ofwo.,
G.
men. A more devoted wife, a more affectionate mother,
C If ------.---a kinder friend and a more excellent neighbor I never
U .lvate your memory so that the materi- knew. She was loved and respected in retnrn. She was
als which you gather, may nQt be dissipated sick with the Typhoid fever eighteen days, during which
and lost as fast as gathered.
, time I visited bel' every lew honrs, and I never beard

i
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her murmur or complain at the divine rrOVidence'-j
She expressed a desire not to die without seeing her absent children once more; but her 'good Father willed
otherwise. She fell asleep Lord's day evening at nine
and a quarter, just before I returned from church. I
had not, therefore, the painful satisfaction of seeing her
breathe her last. For some hours before her death sl,e
seemed to be unconscious; but I was told by a friend
who stood hy her bed, that for the first time for many
hOUl'S,she opened her eyes and appeared to cast them around the room; she smiled, closed her eyes and ceased
to breathe.
She departed like the morning star that
melts away into the light of heaven.
"She sparkled,
was exhaled, and went to heaven." A new pulse of joy
has thrilled through heaven, and another salllted spirit
has passed the threshhold of immortality.
May her children and friends follow her noble example, that they may die as she died, and meet her in that

after patieut endurance of present trial, we shall at last
be re-united in one inseperable company of redeemed
and glorificd spirits! For although
,
I
"Chastened we- are~ And bound in sorrow to this vale of t~ars,
We shall arise and in our youthful memories,
Treasure the end of innocence."

B.
I'

nURRIT

COLLEGE,

SPENCER, VAN BUREN COUNTY, TENN.

We received last montll, but not it time
for the August No., a request to notice this
Institution. Since which we find the following in one of the daily papers in this
city:
"We are erecting in our town a splendid
world where "adieus and farewells" al't~ words un ..
known; where friends long parted shall meet and mingle college edifice, known in the charter obtainin the anthem of the redeemed that shall swell and roll cd at the last session of the Legislature as
on forever.
"Burrit College."
We are progressing
Her husband and son appear to be inconsoJable. I i finely with said buildin<J and expect to have
trust, however, they will not sorrow as those who have i .
d r I . . .b'
.
no 'hope. Never did a wife and mother receive more It rea y ,or t le mstltutlOn to go mto operaunremitted, tender, affectionate, heartfelt attention du- tion by the first of October, next, if we can
ring the whole period of her sickness. Indeed brother be able. to procure a competent professor
Smith nnd his son Thomas have won the admiration, or professors by that time.
It is situated
respect and esteem of all here, for their devotion to
h
f C
bId
..
wife and mother, both in her health and sickness.
upon t e top 0
urn er an mountam, III
Yours in Christian affection,
the town of Spencer-an
exceedingly picB. F. H.
turesque and healthy location; Olleaffording
every facility to those who may wish to acFor lbe Christian Magazine.
quire an education. Can you not help us
DIED-On Monday the 17th ult. Miss CHARLOTTE in procuring a competent man to take charge

L. B. CLAIBORNE of this city. In the death of this interesting young lady, society feels that it has suffered a severe loss. Those who were previleged with her acquaintance, will long remember he,' extraordinary men-

of our institution, by giving publicity to this
through the columns of your excellent papaper? Proposals must be addressed to the
President of the board of trustees of Burrit

tal developement, he,' most fascinating add~ess, h~r varied re<ources of knowledge, her sparkllllg w,t, her i
frankness and sincerity. Dignified and courteous in College, Spencer, Van Buren
her manners and generous in all her impulses, her pre- be well recommended.
senee in the social circle was always a guarantee for
G. W.

I

free in.terchange of friendsh.ip and affecti~n. She was
the object of devoted affection to her family; the ornament of every circle ill which ~he moved; and orgatlized with peculiar delicacy of taste and sensibility of
soul, when associating with congenial spirits alld exalted
minds, she seeme~ well suited fo~ th~ enjoyment of a
long and happy hfe. BUI the lllsatiable destroyer
marked her for a subject, and in the bloom of life, and
the vigor of her intellect, she was called to go down to
his dark dominion. She dien, confidently reposing her
salvation in the IJands of that Redeemer she had early
acknowledged. We ought not to repine atanevent which
has terminated her severe sufferings and converted her
hope into glad fruition. Calmly, with entire submission
to the will of God, she expressed her willingness to depart. SilC is not dead, for she lives with us still in
sweet and tender remembrances.
Tholwh like the
flower

in autumn sh~ has disappeared

YORK."
[For ourself we have a partiality for the

good old name "Academy," and would be
glad if some of our Institutions would save
it from the entire obliteration now threatened by its more popular rival-"ColIege."
. .

•

vVhether It IS because the most pleasmg recollections of former years are associated
with an old Academy or because of the
. t
f th '
r. tI h
appropna enes~ o. e name. or le c aracter of the InstItutIOn, we WIll not now decide. vVe heartily wish them success,
wllCther as Universities Colleges or Acad.

'

Iemws.]

fron~ amongstlts,!

we rejoice in the consolatory and gladening rellection,
that shc has gone to a bn:;htcr anu bcttcr world, whcrc

county, and

.
-----
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Editor's remarks upon the 'Fl':LLOWSJIlr'
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able prophecies,
whose fulfilment stands
Up before us as an indestructible and unmistakable monument fo the inspiration of the
book of Genesis.
In behalf of the con-

XV.

GENESIS-LECTURE

A lIQ{;SEIIOLDER

AND CONANGEL
JE-

duct of both Abram and Sarai in this case,
We are introduced to new personages in it shouJa be remembered that they had now
our lesson for to-day.
The group of the lived in Canaan ten years after the promise,
Abrahamic family increases by the addition were both descending into the vale of years,
of Hagar and Ishmael.
Hagar was, no and had little hope of seed unless it were
doubt, procured as the slave of her mistress, through the womb of another, and that the
from Egypt, during the residence
of the promise had not been restricted to Sarai.
patriarch in that country-the
oldest s~ave i B.ut, as might have been exp.ec~ed, her exmarket of the world.
'Ve have seen, III a i pedlent; though sl1ccessful, laid the foundapreceding Lecture, that the descendants
of tion for domestic jealousy, and ultimately
Ham were to be servants of their brethren;
led to the flattering pride -and self-preference
and in this bond-maid of Sarai, we have a of Hagar, and the rigorous and wicked conpartial exemplification
of the denunciatory
duct of Sarai.
She drove the arrogant Hathreatening.
Ishmael (signifying, God has gar from her house at a time when, of all
heard) is the significant name given to the others, she should have been the object of
son of Abram by Hagar before he was born. her care and attention.
Hagar set out from
The circumstances
of his birth were re- the inhospitable home of her offended mismarkable :-Sarai,
as the wife of Abram, tress, and perhaps with the intention of rehad absolute control over her female slaves, turning to Egypt, the place of her birth.
and could do with them as she pleased,
But she faints under the fatigues of her
without regard to the will of her husband. journey,
and ol'erwhelmed
with distress,
Supposing that her own age prevented her she cries unto the God of Abram by the
from being the mother of the numerous pro-l fountain in the way to Shur. JEIIOVAII hears
'gony promised to Abram, and never sus-l her in her deep distress; expostulates
with
pecting
but that it was to be procured
her, and re.quires her return and submission
through natural means, she gave her slave to her mistress.
But he adds a gracious
to Abram, that she might have children by promise with reference to her embryo which
her.
It should be recollected here that con-1 contains the prophecy we wish to notLce tocubinage was, under that dispensation, per-I day :-"And
the angel of the Lord said unto
mitted, though always attended with evil con- 11er, I "Will multiply thy seed exceedingly,
sequences to all concerned;
and that chil- that it shall not be numbered for multitude.
drj(n born of a slave were considered as the And the angel of the Lord said unto her,
children of the mistress, being her absolute behold thou art with child, and thou shalt
property.
Hagar received strength,
and bear a son, and shalt call his name Ishmael;
conceived by the renowned
patriarch, and be~ause the Lord hath heard thy affliction;
through her he became the father of the ex- and he will be a wild man; his hand will be
traordinary nation of Ishmaelites,
concernagainst every man, and every man's hand
ing whom we have to notice several rcmark- i against him; and he shall dwell in the preHOVAH.
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sence of all his brethren."
In the succeed- is known, except that their names, in coning chapter we learn also, that, when God nection with Dumah, became a proverb:
promised Isaac to Abram, he reserved a Mishma, hear much, DU1nah,say little, and
blessing for Ishmael, "And as for Ishmael, I Massa fear much.
have heard thee; behold, I have blessed
Tema.-Of a people in Arabia Deserta,
him, and will make him fruitful, and will Job vi: 19.
Jetur.-Of , the Jetureans, who lived be' I h'1m excee d'mgIy; t weI've princes
IOU ItiP y
I h'lin a yond Jordan, In a small country, afterwards
s h aII h e b eget; an d I WI'II ma{e
A"n d afterwar d s, wIlen ~accupied by the half tribe of Manassah.
great nation."
~ Naphish,-Of
an unknown tribe of Hath e 100th er an d son were b 0th' In th e ~
'Id erness, IIe sal'd": an d aIso 0f tl1e son garites,1 Chron. v. 19.
WI
'II I lOa k e a na t'IOn,
Kedemah
and .Hadar.-Unknown.
o f th e bon d woman WI
•
,
.
,
tl
~.J--"
A-·
J'
Indeed,
such
b ecause I1eIS ly selK'.
uu, agam, verse
.
,. IS the obscunty of
,. anCient
,
.,". a grea t 11.tJ t'lOn.,,\>T"'
e history, but little ISknown
18 : "I Wl'11 mak e /tun
. . ,of the dlstmctlre-.
'd et ai,'I'th ese
ness of these ancIent tnbes, .or .of theIr
come, th en, t0 not·Ice, In
. places of settlement. Of thelf Immense
PROPTIECIES
CO~CERNING
ISIDIAEl..
I
num b er an d pace
0 f genera I 10cat'lon, ,ve
Hagar gave to her son a wife of heTown are disti.nctly informed both by the prophenatio~, and his fam~Iywas soon jrrcreas~d to ~cy, and ~he accurate marks of ancient and
a natIOn of traffickers, of whom we read,1 modern hIstory .and geography.
Gen. xxxvii: that they bought Joseph, the
"They dwelt from Havilah unto Shur,"grandson of Isaac, and sold him into Egypt; in all the country which extends from East
and from him descended titles and nations to West from Havilah on the Euphrates,
as follows: "Now these are the' generations near its junction with the Tigris, to the
of Ishmael, Abraham's son, whom Hagar the Desert of Shur, which extends along the
Egyptian, Sarah's hand-maid, bare unto Isthmus of Suez; a country in the presence
Abraham. And these are the names of the of the after settlements of the Israelites, lysons of Ishmael, by their names, according jng both to the 'East and South of Judea.
to their generations: the first born of Ishmael,
"TlI;elve princes shall he beget,"-AINebajoth, and Kedar, and Adbeel, and Mib- though the desc<:lndant of a slave, he shall
sam, Mishma and J)llmah, and M'1ssa, Hadar, be the father of Princes. This was exactand Tema, Jetm, Naphish and Kedemah. Iy fulfilled; and hence, we read in all anThese are the sons of Ishmael, and these are cient history of the rulers of the tribes of the
their names, by their towns, and by their cas- Arabs. Strabo calls them Phylarchs, which
t.les,twelve princes according to their nations. signifies rulers; and Melo, quoted by EuAnd these are the years of the life of Is~- sebius,. relates that "Abraham, by his Egypmael, an hundred and thirty and seven years; tian wife, begat twelve sons, who, departing.
nnd he gave up the ghost and died, and was into'Arabia, divided that region between them
gathered unto his people. And they dwelt and were the first Kings of the inhabitants,
from Havilah unto Shur, tha~ is before Eg!pt 1 and whence even to our day, the Arabians
as thou goest toward Assyna, and he died have twelve Kings of the same names as
in the presence of all his Bretfu:<ilO."
the first.'" He makes a mistake in calling
Nebajolh.-Father of the Nebatheans, Abram the Father, whereas we learn he
whose capital was Petrea, in Arabia Petrea, was the graDd-father. But even to this day,
and their possessions extended to Arabia the Arabians live in tribes.
Deserta.
"I will make of ltim a great nation."Adbeel and llIibsam.-Of whom"nothing His seed became a great nation-one of the
certainly is known.
greatest of rratio!l'S-so great as to threaten
Misltam, Dumah and Mass«.-Settledl to overturn the whore civilized world, and"
Dum.ah in Arabia in the vicinity of Mount they remain great even now, though four
Sier, of which Isaiah speaks xxi: 1.
thousand years have passed away since their
Of the last named, but little if anything, \ origin. One of the largest and most powI
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erful empires that was ever erected upon ble as the wild ass himself.
Claiming the
earth was established by them-the
empire barren plains of Arabia, as the patrimonial
of the Saracens.
But, not only was the domain assigned by God to the founder of
greatness of his descend~nts predicted, but their nation, they eonsidered themselves entheir character is most astonishingly
des- titled to Eeize, and appropriate to their own
cribed.

•

I

use, whatever

they can find there.
Impaand jealous of their liberty, they form no connection with the neighb~ring s~ates; they admit, of. little or no
frIendly Intercourse,
but lIve In a state of
continual hostility with the rest of the world.

I

"He will be a wild man,"-or, literally, a tient of restra'nt
wild-ass man. Job declares with reference
to man's wild and i!1tractable disposition that
he is a "wild asses colt;" and of the nature!
of that animal, he says: "Who hath set out
the wild-ass free? or who hath broken the
bands of the wild:.ass?
Whose house I have
made the wilderness,
and the barren-land:
his dwellings.
He scorneth the multitude:
of the city, neither regardeth he the crying'
of the driver.
The range of the mountains
is his pasture, .and he searcheth out every
green thing?
Nuthing could be more perfect than this descri ption when applied to the
wild, fierce and stub~orn descendants
of
Ishmael as they roam over their mighty deserts, a!?-d bid defiance to the rest of mankind.
And of their armies, described by a
future prophet ithas been well saId what all
history confirms, that before them was as the
garden of Eden, but behind as the great
wilderness.
Of Ishmael it is said that he
"dwelt
in the wilderness. and became an
archer."
In the same wilderness in which
he dwelt his descendants
still dwell; and
they are famous in all history, like our own
Indians, [who, I have several good' reasons
for thinking, are also his descendants,]
for
their use of the bow and the arrow.
And
although latterly fire-arms have been introduced among them, many to this day, prefer to be skilful archers.
It was said of the
father, that:

1 The

tent is their dwelling, and the circular
their city; the spontaneous
produce
of the soil, to which they sometimes add a
little patch of corn, furnishes them with
means of subsistence,
amply sufficient for
their moderate
desires;
and the liberty of
ranging at pleasure their interminable wilds,
fully compensates
in their opinion for the
want of all other accommodations.
Mounted on their favorite horses, they scour the
waste in search of plunder, with a velocity
surpassed· only by the wild-ass.
They levy
contributions on every person that happens
to fall in their way; and frequently rob their
own countrymen, with as little ceremony
as they do a stranger or an enemy; their
hand is still against them.
But they do not
always confine their predatory excursions
to the desert.
When booty is scarce at
home, they make incursions into the territories of their neighbors, and having robbed
the solitary traveller, or plundered the cantvan, immediately retire into the deserts far
beyend the reach of their pursuers.
Theil'
character, drawn by the pen of inspiration
Job, 24: 5, exactly corresponds
with this
view of their disposition and conduct: 'Bebold, as wild asses in the desert, go they
"His hand was against every man and forth to their work betimes for a prey: the
every man's hand against him;" which has wilderness yieldeth food for them and for
also been true of his descendants.
They their children.'
Savage and stubborn as the
live by violence, rapine and booty.; and they wild ass which inhabits the same wilderness,
overrun
their neighboring
countries
with they go forth on the horse 01' the dromedary,
predatory robberies.
They have occupied
with inconceivable
swiftness in quest of
the same country, and followed the same their prey.
Initiated in the trade of a robmode of life, from the days of their great ber from their earliest years, they know no
ancestor, down to the present. times, and other employment;
they choose it as the
range the wide extent of burning sands business of their life, and prosecute it with
which separate them from all surrounding
unweariod
activity.
They start before the
nations, as rude, and savage, and untracta- i dawn, 10 invade the village or the caravan;
i camp

make their attack with desperate courage,
sive excursions against strangers or agains~
ilnd surprising rapidity; and, plunging in- eilch other.'
But this point resolves itself
stantly into the desert, escape nom the ven- into the ensuing clause.-His
hand will be
geance of their enemies.
Provoked
by against every man, and every man's~ltand
their continued
insults, the nations of an- against him. It is ev~dent that one man
cient and modern times have often invaded could not subsist alone in open enmity with
their country with powerful armies, deter- all the world, nor could one man's hand be
mined to extirpate,
or at least to subdue literally
against every man's.
There is),
them to their yoke; but they always return moreover, not the slightest hint iri Scripture,
baffled and disappojnted. These savage free- nor any reason to believe thilt Ishmael lived
booters, disdaining every idea of submis- personally in a state of opposition
to his
sion, with invincible patience and resolution,
brethren.
Bearing in mind what we have
have maintained
their independence;
and already said respecting the collective import
they have transmitted it unimpaired
to the; of the name Ishmael in the prediction, we
present times.
Despite all their enemies
can have no difficulty in understanding
this
can do to restrain them, they continue
as a declaration, that his posterity should
to dwell in the presence of all their breth- exist in an attitude of perpetual hostility
ren, and to assert their right to insult and. with the rest of mankind.
,And there is
plunder everyone they meet with on their 1 certainly no people to whom this applies
borders, or within the limits of their do-~ with greater truth than to the Arabs; for
mains.' Paxton.
To the sa~e purpose the there is none of whom aggression on all the

I

editor of ,the Pi~t. Bible ~n tl~is passage re-I world is. so. remarkably. cha~ac:eristic.marks:Even III th~ ordmaJ y sense of the 'Plunder III fact forms their prmci p,al occuepithet 'wild,' there is no people to whom it 1 pation, and takes the chief place in their
can be applied with more propriety than to thoughts; and their aggressions upon settled
the Arabs, whether used in reference
to districts, upon travellers, and even upon
their character, modes of life, or place of other tribes of their own people, are underhabitation.
We have seen something of taken and prosecuted with a feeling that
Arabs and their life, and always felt t.he t.hey have a right to what. t.hey seek, and
word wild to be precisely that by which we therefore wit.hout the least sense of guilt. 01:
should choose t.o charact.erize t.hem. Their degradation.
Indeed, the character' ,of a
chosen dwelling-place
is the inhospitable
successfuJ.and enterprising robber invests a
desert., which offers no attract.ions to any Bedouin with as high a distiJJction in his
other eyes but theirs, but which is all the own eyes and in the eyes of his people, ilS
dearer to them for that very d~solation, in- the most daring and chivalrous acts could
asmuch as it secures' to them that indepen- win among the nations of Europe.
The
dence and unfettered liberty of action which operation of this principle would illone sufconstitutes
the charm of their existence,
fice to verify the prediction
of this text.and which render the minute boundaries
and dema,rkations o,f ~ett~ed distljcts,
and
the restramts and limltatlOns of towns and
cities, perfectly hateful in their sight.
The
simplicity of ~he~r tent~d habitations,
their
dress and theil' diet, which forms so perfect!
a picture ~f pri;n,iti~e usages as descri~e~
by the Sacled VI fltetS, we can also chaJac
t3rize by np more fitting epithet than 'wjid;'
and that, epithet claims a still more, definit,e
applicatIOn when ~ve co~e to ,e.xamme then
continual wandermgs WIth theil' flocks and
herds, their constant read;ness for action,
and their frequent
predatory and aggres-

But besides this causes of variance
are
continually
arisi~g between the different
tribes.
Butckhardt
assures us that there
are few tribes which. are ever in a state of
peJfect peace with all their neighbors, and
ildds that"he could not recollect this to bp

I

the ;ase with ~ny one among ~le n,umerous
tribes with which he was acquamted.
Such
'wars
however
are seldom of 10nO' duration~'peace is e~sily made, but broke~ again
upon the slightest pretence.'-Bush.
,.
.
.
Their empl:'e once embraced. more than
half the anCIent world, but It has nolY
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dwindled back into its original limits. But all his brethren."
Literally, tabernacle or
though shrunk into comparative insignifi- dwell in tents. They dwelt in tents in the
cance, and his language broken into a varie- days of Isaiah and Jeremiah, who speak of
ty of different dialects; though darkness has the Arabian of the wilderness dwelling in
again settled over the regions which were tents before the eyes of the Israelites,
once illumined by the light of Saracenic (Isaiah xiii: 20jJere.iii: 2;)and this is true
learning and a death-like torper has succeed- of them even to the present day. Ishmael
ed their former intellectual activity,-still, died in the presence of all his brethren, and
the Arab wanders over his native desert, the his posterity have dwelt in a country adjahome of his father Ishmael, as free, and as 1 cent to tbe Moabites and Amorites, descenantagonistic to the rest of mankind as he 1 dants of Lot, the Edomites, descendants of
has for thousands of years.
The monu-! Esau, and the Israelites, descendants of Jaments of his civilization and h~sbandry. in 1 cob. ~hey sti~l in?abit :he .co.nntryof their
other lands, are but desolated and beautlful) progenItors, mamtam theu dlstmct character
ruins, and his history where he reigned su-l and their eternal enmity to the rest of manpreme for hundreds of years, seems as fan- ~kind.
ciful as the maaical creatures of a fairy 1 They have net'er been conquered.-This
t~le, while their ;umerous hordes have re-l is an aston ishing truth j and especially when
tired to the bOTdersof the great Desert, re- ~we r~collect that the most formidable nataining as ever, the roving propensities and tions' on earth have frequently attempted
Qarbaric vices of their fathers. Mounted on their subjugation. For four thousand years
their laded camels, and wind-swift horses, they have pQssessed their country despite
they are ready. to plunder the villages or of all the world-a demonstration of the incaravans of their rich neighbors, and to pun-! spiratlOn of our historian which makes scepish the vices and corruptions 'of the cities i ticism folly, and infidelity the veriest madof the plane. The hardships and 'difficulty ness.
of their life has imprinted upon 'all generaThe Egyptians, under their great king,
tions the same bold, free and daring quali- first attempted their subjugation, and he
ties.
Still as in the days of Moses these was obliged to draw off and defend a line
Pastoral tribes in a rocky or sandy soil, un- to secure his own Egypt from the incursions
d~r the rays of a vertical sun, obtain their of the Arabs! They were made the enescanty subsistence, and differ in no respect mies of Egypt. Cyrus and the Persians
from their ancestor,in the days of Isaac. were the conquerors of the East; but neiThey multiply with the herds and flocks ther he nor his successors could ever wholly
which graze around them and still retain reduce the wild tribes of Araby. They
that profusion of horses which in every age conquered some of the borders, but could
has constituted their powerful strength. So never reach the interior.
Providence seems to llave ordained that as . The so-called world's conqueror, Alexancertainly as the wealth of the plane produces! der, overturned the Persian empire, and subcorruption, the hardihood of these nomade dued Asia. Kings of every name bowed
tribes in undecaying vigor and ceaseless submissively to his victorious sceptre. But
multiplication, engenders rapacity, and the the Arabs refused to acknowledge him as
corrupted monurchies of the East have in conqueror, scorned to send an embassy to
every age fallen before the daring of these him, and would take no notice of him.-·
rovers of the Scythian wilds with the same This provoked a mediated expedition
certainty that the timid herds of domestic against th~m, and great preparations were
animals perpetually become the prey of the made by him to render it successful: but in
Kings of the forest. Ishmael forever dwells, the midst of it he and his resentment were
the terror and the scourge of his luxurious conquered by his disgraceful death.
and vitiated Brethren!
One of his successors, Antigonus, twice
"And he shall dwell in the presence of attempted their subjugation, but was defeat-
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ed, and was gla~
m,ake peac~, a.nd leave 1 gre.at
them to the enjoyment of theIr Ilberty.theIr country III disgrace, and most of his
TI;ey would not allow him to gather bitumen 1 proud mmy left their bones to whiten the
in the lake Asphaltites-but
attacked his sands of their deserts.
workmen, and f~rced them to desist from
Now put these facts and the prophecy toan undertaking which promised him great gether. Other nations have degenerated in
wealth. They assisted their brethren the courage and domestic virtues; most have
Jews when it suited their interest or ca- forsaken the place of their origin, and their
price, and in turn under the same principles manners have changed with the times. But
plundered their land.
these children of the desert thouah they
•
'
b
The Romans-the
conquerors of the have had intercourse with most of the world,
world-whose
iron-tread caused the na- have overrun the greater part of it, and for
tions to tremble from the shores of Britain centuries were masters of its learning, yet
to the Euphrates, invaded the east and sub-l they remain unchanged-the
same fierce,
dued the adjoining countries; but they could savage, intractable people, th:ir ancestor
never make Arabia a Roman Province.was. He was born of a concubine; and
Pompey obtained some victories over them, ~they live .in con~ubinage and thei~ religion,
but soon, circumstances compelled him to ~tolerates It to thIS day. He dwelt III a tent,
retire, and all his advantages were lost; and shifting from place to place, and so do.
in turn, the Arabs made their savage incur- they, having obtained the name of Scenites,
sions into the Roman Provinces.
Albius or Bedouins, 0\' tent dwellers, to this day.
Gallus spent two years in an attempt He was an Archer; so are they. He was
against them, and penetrated far into their the father of twelve princes or tribes; they·
country; but he was compelled to a retreat, live in tribes or clans to the present time:
which might be called a flight, with but a He was a wild-man; so are they. His hand
remnant of his forces. The European Tra- was against every man; so are theirs.gan reduced some parts of their country, Every man's hand was against him, and this
but could not.conquer the whole of it; and is true of them in all ages.
when beseiging the city of the Hagarenes,
It is wonderful that they should retain the
his soldiers were repulsed by lightJIing, d!sposition of their ancestor and maintain
hail, whirlwinds, and were so infested by it in all ages; it is more wonderful that they
flies, that he could make no progress, and ~subsist an in'dependent people whilst the
was compelled to raise the seige, and return mightiest empires of the world have
home in disgrace. The Emperor Severns arisen, have been arrayed against them, and
beseiged the same city with no better suc- have fallen around them. Wonderful, indeed,
cess. These unsuccessful expeditions but that they should retain their simple and priroused the Arabs to greater license, and mitive manners; though often allied to the
they scourged the Roman Provinces in most powerful monarchs of the East, or unmost disastrous depredations with impunity. del' their victorious Prophet, carl'ying their
Since the days of their prophet Mahomet arms into the most distinguished kingdoms
they have been well known upon the page of ~of th~ earth, their country at the same time
history, not only as free and independent ~the hIghway of the merchant and traveller.
tribes, but as the scourge of Europe, for But most wonderful of all, that the inveterhundreds of years. Neither Tartars, Mam- ate habits, and unimpaired resemblance to
ulukes, Turks, nor all their armies, could their ancestor, were the subject of minute
e.ver reduce them within th,e limits of their ~a~d detai\ed prophecy, even before Ishmael
nghtful country. They still dwell free and; \\ as bOlO. He that would not acknowledge
savage in the presence of their brethren, Ia miracle here, would not acknowledge one
and bid defiance to the armies of t.he world. t.hough one rose from the dead.
Napoleon and his veteran army encounTheir resemblance to the Jews is pecu,t.ered t.hem and slew their fo.ces with a. liar, in at le,,-;;tfive particulars. They were
I
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~~~~~I;are
There are lessons of a p;~;:;:]~character
circumcised (though the Arabs are cir- that we ought not to neglect, clearly deducumcised at thirteen years of age, as was cible from this history,
their father)-each
have twelve patriarchs,
But let us especially remember t~at the
or heads of tribes-each
marry among word of God endures forever; that Its prothemselves-and
each are standing monu- phesies and promises, are fastened by the
ments, in all ages,.of the truth of Sacre~ Master of Assemblies. What he said of
History, and the Divine Inspiration of Bi- the tawny, unsubdued sons of the desert,
ble Prophecy! None but. GODcould have who by his word still possess the sole dothus marked Ishmael and his desce~dants, minion of their native mountains and vallies,
on the great canvass of nations. And is no more certain than what he says of evehence we are informed that the person wh~ ry individual embraced in the gospel offer.
gave these particulars in the character and The word of Jehovah, through Jesus Christ
history of her son to Hagar was the
and his Apostles, is fixed like the 11eavens.
ANGEL JEHOVAH.
It gives a light to enlighten our path j it diour understanding
j it purifies
and, reE'd
VI en tl y Ch'ns t , wh 0 aft erwar d s appeare·d rects
"
,
"
, tl1e flesh 0 f J esus as th e S'aVlOr 0 f th e lJolces our hearts; It supports us matRlctlOnj
m
'd en t :,
gives peace to our troubled conscience,
and
wor.Id Th"IS ISeVI
,
'
th e IS to us better and more endunng than all
1.' F rom th e name wh'ICh II. agar gIVes
ange 1, Sh e ca IIe d. th e name 0 f th e L or d the treas'tues, homes , and riches of the world.
,
( or J EHOVAII
) wh'ICh Epak e t 0 I1er- Th ou Let us
, walk accordmg to that word; let Its
I
G ODsee ' s.t me; an d th e pace
wIlere sh e, sublime wonders -enchain our meditation
, by
i.".
d
B
I
h"
"th
"I
f
day
and
by
lllght;
let
us
learn
to
love
It
and
was loun,
eer- a al-rOI, or
e wei 0 ,
,.
,
ItS , author wlth the whole heart; and then
tlIe L"Ivmg 0 ne . wh 0 see ' st"me,
we , are struck with wonder at the
2 . Th'IS ange. 1 i.".lore t e 1s wh at G0d alone whtlst
,
k
.
Sight of hiS presence as manifested in the
Id
cou
now.
d' ,
.
' t IS
' ca 11d
3 , CIHIS
e b y way 0 f' eminence, con ItlOn of '"nations for, thousands of, years,
t'he A nge 1 0 f th e C ovcnan t- tlIe A nge I J E- we may delight Implicitly to obey him that
'
l'
. d h
1
he may take us under his watchful care, and
IIOVAII,an d h IS c alms an c UJ'actera one'd
• l'
1
BI
d
,.,
gUl e us to ever astmg gory,
esse are
correspond wlth the attnbutes frequently h
h
I h
' h
f h'
d
' par exce I_ t ey w 0 see { t e" true nc, es 0 IS wor
ascrJ'b e d to t h'IS A nge.I H e lS,
h b I'leve l for "the merchandize
of It ISbetter, than the
1ence,
. th e L"Ivmg 0 ne, an d aII woe
"
, h'
hIll'
b h'
•
merchandize of Silver and Hie gam thereof
m un salve
y lm,
i h fi
Id "
•
"th'
,
t an ne go ,
Tl lere are many mstances
III e wntmgs
_
of the Old Testament where an Angel of
CHURCH
GOVERNMENT,
the Lord, designating tile Lord himself, apBRO,FERGUSON:-It has been well said,
peared to the patriarchs under the title of that "the price of liberty is eternal vigiangel of the Lord,
He wears various lance." This adage is equally true in
names, such as the Angel, the Redeemer, Church and State, We must "stand fast in
the Angel of his presence, the Angel of the that liberty, wherewith Christ has made us
Covenant, and, as in the case before us, free, and be not entangled with a yoke of
the Angel, JEIIOVAII, And thus an Angel bondage," if we would be blessed ourselves,
speaks from Heaven to Abraham, and says, or greatly instrumental in blessing others,
"thou ha~t not withheld thy son from me," Our Churches are. very unanimous in asand we know that Abraham offered his son to serting the independent form of Church
GOD, We must confess that this is the Lo- government, and repudiating all foreign in,gos, the Christ, the afterwards Son of God l terference with the discipline of the indiby his resurrection from the dead j and let vidual congregation,
Still, however, cases
us with all the angels of God, or the atRic- sometimes occur, which indicate, that we
ted Hagar, "worship him!" See also Gen, must- be constantly on the alert if we would
xxii-Exodus xxii :-Isaiah xiii,
maintain our independence.
One of this
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or, in other words, that the individual
Church is the highest ecclesiastical court on
earth, that has any sanction in the New Testament.
In the words of our highly esteemed Bro.
Campbell-' As for associations, conferences, conventions, &c. presuming to act
under sanction of a divine warrant, or
claiming to be a court of Jesus Christ, to
decide in any matters of conscience or to
do any act or .deed interfering with, or in
opposition to the perfect independence of
each individual congregation, or at all legislating fo: the churches in~llny district of
country-it is altogether foreign to the letter
and spirit-to the precepts and e~amplesto
the law and to the testimony of the
"The Church of Christ at A, to the ElChristian
books.' See Christian Baptist,
ders of the Churches at B. C. and D. sends
Burnet's
Edition,
p. 419, about the middle
Christian salutation.
of the second column.
Dear Brethren:- We have receivE},dyour
And again-'I ·have no objection to conletter of the 25th uIt. and carefully examgregations meeting in hundretls, at stated
ined its contents. You have politely fatimes, to siog God's praise, and to unite
vored us with a copy of your proceedings, their prayers and exhortations.for the social
as a Court of Appeal, sitting at B. on the
good. But whenever they form a qu.orum,
24th of October, 'to re-examine,' and, if
and call for the business of the churches,
need be, 'reverse' the decision of the
they are a popish calf, or a muley, or a hornChristian Church at A. in the case of E. F. less stag, or something akin to the old grand
,
G. You have also requested us to prepare, Beast with seven heads and ten horns.'
and send on before the time of your 'ne.7:t 'I cannot. give my voice in favor of apsetting,' 'all the documents in the case of peals to any tribunal, hut to the congregaE. F. G.'-with
several other requestS' un- tion" of which the offended js a member;
necessary to be repeated.
neither·to a council of churclles specially
We regret, dear brethren to inform YOU'I called, nor to an association. The old book,
that we .feel in ~onscience bound to refuse written by the Apostles has compelled me
a comphance wIth. one ana all of the re- to hold this dogma fast. And I can, I know,
quests aforesaid; and we esteem it our pri- show that it is superior to every other
vilege, in Christian courtesy, to give you a course. I wiil grant however, that this plan
rAason for this refusal.
will not suit a denomination, or a sect, but
We are fully persuaded; that Jesus Christ, it will suit the kingdom over which Immanhaving redeemed the Church by his own uel reigns.' See Chr. Bapt. p. 531, first
blood, has the exclusive right to legislate column.
for its government. Whatever form of
We quote these woras, dear Brethren, hegovernment he has enacted by his inspired cause none could possibly be more approApostles, the only infallible e.7:positorsof priat~ for the expression of our own well
his mind and will on this subject, we feel eslablished sentiments; but we wauld by no
conscientiously bound to learn. and to obey. means have you to suppose, that we do not
From the most thorough examination, that consider it a high crime to put any uninwe have been able to make, of the Apostolic spired man, however good or great '1e may
Epistles, we are perfectLy satisfied, that the ~be, jn the p1ace of Jesus Christ, or of an
Congregational form of Church Govern- inspired Apostle. Be assured, dear Brethment is the only one divinely authorised- \ ren, that we have not so learned Christ.-

sort ga'ie rise to the following letter, which
is furnished for publication in the Christian
Magazine at the earnest solicitation of intelligent and pious brethren, who regard it
as conducive to the interests of truth and
righteousness.
The letter itself sufficiently explains the circumstances which ga.ve it
birth.
That we may not even run the risk of
wounding the feelings of good brethren unnecessarily, alphabetical characters will be
substituted for proper names. With this
exception, and the necessary omissions, the
. following is a true copy of a letter representing a veritable transaction, that occurred
in the Great West, not two years ago. -
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We know who has said-Be
not ye called
Rabbi; for one is your Master, even Christ;
and all ye are brethren.'
And again'Cease ye from man, whose breath is in his
nostrils j for wherein is he to be accounted
of?' We are well convinced, that if we

examine such cases, as have been decided
upon by others; but this may be done without the least censure of others, even should
their decision be reversed-for the best
men have erred, for as yet we have no evidence that you have.'

would serve God acceptably, we must do it
with the understanding and the heart-must
serve him for ourselves, and not by proxy;
and,. that if we are governed by the opinions, or authority of any uninspired man on
earth, in such matters, our conduct is no better than man-worship, and abominable idola-

We regret, dear brethren. that you should
have formed so Iowan estimate of our pietyas to imagine for a moment, that the pos.
sible disgrace of having our decision reo
versed by a superior tribunal could weigh a
feather in our minds, in the decision of this,
or of any other question of duty. We as-

try.
sure you, that we consider it a very small
The foregoing exposition of our views matter to be judged by man's judgment.-.
on this subject might reasonably exempt us Desiring supremely to obtain that honor
from all obligation to comment particularly that cometh from God only, if we can mainon the various topics brought to view in tain consciences void of offence towards
your letter and" Proceedings."
There are Him, and towards our fellow-me~, and
some points, however, which we think it our should then be reproached for our attachduty to notice.
ment to the name and will of Christ, we
You have, strangely enough, forgotten to trust that we shall ever be enabled, through
inform us, from what source fyour Court of grace, even to rejoice on that account.Appeals derives its authority, and how far But dismissing this part of the subject, let
its jurisdiction extended. With persons so us come to the other argument in favor of
profoundly ignorant on these subjects, as our submission to your tribunal, viz: 'the
we profess to be, no omission could possibly best men have erred.'
be more fatal to the object, which you proWe candidly acknowledge our persuafess to have in view. For, so long as we sion of the truth of this sentimentj-and
remember our responsibility at the bar of we candidly confess, that, owing to the obGod, we dare not even if we would, give tusity of our intellects, or some other cause,
any countenance to your 'Proceedings,' we are wholly unable to discover the coneither directly or indirectly, unless we can c1usiveness of the logic, that would make
be satisfied from the New Testament, that this an argument in favor of the Appeal in
our conduct in so doing would be accepta- question. If 'the best men have erred,' and
ble to Him, who bought us with his blood, if, in the multitude of counsellors there is
and to whom in soul, body, and spirit, we do safety'-what reasonable assurance can we
most absolutely belong. You have not have, that your council of eight may not,
even intimated, that you act with the concur- by some rare possibility, err, as well as our
rence or approbation of the churches to council of two hundred? We have more
which you severally belong, and whose ser- than two hundred members in our Church,
vants you are, and inasmuch as you would possessing at least ordinary piety and intelnot have us to conclude, that your court is ligence; and in a very full meeting, where
self·constituted, we respectfully suggest, almost all our members were present, after
that you should have informed us, from hearing a full and fair report of the facts
what source it derives its organization, and and the evidence, we were unanimously 0 f
its authority, and what are its sanctions.
the opinion, that by the laws of our King
Again, in order to reconcile us to submit no discretion was left us in the case j and
tamely to the Apellate' jurisdiction, which that it would be a crime not to exclude the
you claim t.o exercise, you say-'We
are individual in question. You cannot possifhlly aware, it. is·a very delicate. thing to re·, bly have 3S full and perfect a knowledge of
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ili=gh
~o,uld
lthat the honor of Christ, and the ultimate
not presume to compare ourselves with you triumph of his glorious cause is deeply infor either intelligence or piety, nevertheless, 'volved in the present issue j and having conwe think that those who know us best, will fidellce, that the dear brethren to whom we
award us a sufficient measure of both these write, desire in all things to be found walkattributes for the decision of such questions. ing in the strait path. Beloved, although
Now, admitting that we, in circumstances we regard you as not exempt from the liavastly more favorable for ,the formation of a bility to error, which attaches itself, as you
correct judgment, may have erred, unless properly say, to the best men; and although
you are infallible, what reasonable assu- we are confident, that in this matter you
rance can we have, that the liability to error have se iously erred; nevertheless we are
would be lessoned by submitting our deci- fully satisfied, that your error is wholly unsion for re-examination to a tribunal admitted intentional; and that, if you can be made to
to be fallible as well as ourselves, and 01'- see it, you will, in common with all good
ganized under circumstances vastly less fa-j men, rejoice to be set right.
vorable towards a correct judgment?
And
Done by order of the Church at A. Nov.
should we even conclude to submit to the 1st 1846."
jurisdiction, which you claim; and be disThe confidence expressed in the last sensatisfied with your decision, (which is alto- tence was not misplaced. The proceedings
gether possible, since the best men have aforesaid were speedily quashed, and a leterred, and consequently may err again,) we te~ received from one of the Elders, replete
suppose that you will not deny us the same with the Christian spirit, confessing their
privilege, which you concede to E. F. G.- error, and proposing to make any suitable
We would therefore like to know, to what acknowledgments, either publicly or priCourt, in such circumstances we must ap- vately, to the Church at A. for this unauthorpeal? And where this'matter must ultimate- ised interference with her discipline.
ly end-whether in a Pope, or an CEcumenOBSTA PRINCIPIIS.
ical Council?
NATIONAL

HAPPINESS.

But, dear brethren, though we thus reaNeither industry nor science, nor ma~on, we are. well aware, that it. would be an 1 chines nor books can make a people happy.
msult to HIgh Heaven, to deCide any ques- All these things are useful in their way,
tion of this sort by the fallible reasonings of and the legislator ought to propagate and
the greatest uninspired man that ever lived multiply them; but if contented with having
on earth. The authoritative question with developed the intellectual and terrestrial
us is, and so long as intellect and conscience part of man, he neglects to educate the soul
remain, must ever continue to be-not,
-that divine essence of humanity-instead
What thinkest thou? but-How
readest of a happy people, he will see around him
thou? We desire never to forget that, how- only an uneasy multitude, unbridled in its
ever good, or wise, or great a man may be, passions and harrassed with the double want
"The foolishness of God is wiser than of rising and of knowing, of which the submen."
)
lime instinct constitutes its punishment.
Consequently, deal' brethren, our grand You have directed it towards the earth, and
reason for refusing to recognise your au- it remains there in the midst of riches and
thority, or comply with your request, is, of pleasures which consume it. Why do
that we find no authority for your proceed- you not open for it the gates of heaven?
ings in the Christian Books, and are com- Every thing which calms the heart, every
pelled to regard them as directly subversive thing which aggrandizes humanity, comes
of the divinely established government of from above. You wish for happiness, for
the Christian Church.
po~ver, it has been placed in heaven !-and
Beloved, as becometh saints, "we use the wisElst,if it be not also the most religious
great.plainness of speech," fully p~Jsuaded can never be the hap~ielit nation.
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OF THE NATURE OF FAITH.
BY

JOHN

RO:rHER.A.M,-ChuTCh

of England,

.11.D. 1770.

So plain and simple is the account of faith
given us by the great Author and Finisher
of it: and we cannot suppose that, at a time

LEAVING all human opinions behind us, whenhe delivered his lastinstructions to those
let us have recourse to the sacred records who were to preach hi.s gospel, he would
of truth for information, and learn from the give them a defective account of that act by
gracious mouth of our Saviour himself, ~w~ic.h co.nverts .were ,to. be quali~ed for adwhat we are to think of the true nature of' miSSion mto his religIOn.
TIllS then is
faith.
to be considered
as the fundamental
rule
To anyone who is contented to understand the gospels in their plain and natural
meaning, this enquiry cannot be long nor
difficult.
The Apostles were appointed to
convert the world to the Christian faith, and
to convey to all mankind the glad tidings of
redemption.
When therefore they received
their commission to execute this great work,
one would expect to find some clear account
of that faith, which they were to implant in
the minds of mankind, and which was to
be the foundation of the religion which they

of faith, to which all subsequent accounts:of
it are to be referred.
And if we meet with
difficulties in any part of the scripture where
this subject is treated of, to this test must
we bring them, and by this great original
must they be cleared up; both because, in
all reason, that which is obscure should be
explained by that which is manifestly clear;
and because the sacred writers must be
supposed always to have preserved a consistency with that great c'ommission, by virtue of which they acted.

were to propagate.
Accordingly the words
of our Saviour's
~ommission to them are
these: "Go ye into all the world, and preach
the gospel to every creature.
He that believeth, and is baptized, shall be saved; but
he that believeth not, shall be damned."*'
Were we possessed only of this plain account of faith, I suppose no honest and well
meaning Christian could be at a loss to understand_ the- nature of that faith which he
possesses.
It would then no longer be reckoned a thing which can neither be explained nor comprehended,
nor would there be
any room for those confused and mystic descriptions of it, which are calculated rather
to perplex than to inform.

Accordingly we shall find this rule of faith
strictly adhered to, and strongly confirmed
in the-ir practice.
Every new convert will
be a fresh proof that our conception of faitll
is j.ust, and that we have represented
the
instructions of our Lord in the same sense
in which the apostles understood them.
The first' fruits of tneir mission, those
three thousand souls who, as an earnest of a
plentiful harvest, came in at the first wonderful effusion of the Holy Ghost, are described as ~ "they that gladly received the
word;" and soon after, as "they that t believed."
The next history of an eminent com'ersion which we meet with, is that which fol-

The apostles are here directed to preach
the gospel, and to him that believeth the
gospel, and submits to the laws of this new
institution, salvation is promised.
Here all
is clear and perfectly intelligible.
The single act of the mind concerned in faith, as
it is here described by our Saviour himself,
is that of believing; and the object of faith
is that Gospel, and those glad tidings of salvation which were delivered to the world
by the first inspired
preachers
oc" Chris,
tianity, and are now recorded in their writings.

lowed upon Peter's healing the lame man,
who was laid at the gate of the temple. The
miracle having drawn a-vast concourse of
people together, Peter took the opportunity
of exhorting them to embrace the Christian
fa~th. In the midst of his discourse he was
seiz'ed by the magistrates,
alarmed at his
success; t "howbeit, many of them which
heard the word believed, and the number of
the men was about five-thousand."
Soon after, the wnole b'ody of the faithfiIl, who had met together to thank God for
the success with which he had blessed thejr

" Mark xvi: 15, 16.

"'Atts

il:41.

fActi Ii: 44.

t:\ctsh':
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ministry, are thus described, ~ "And the
multitude ofthem that believed, were of one
heart, and of one soul."
The progress of the work of conversion
is thus described-, t "And believers were
the more added to the Lord, multitudes both
men and women."
When Philip first "preached Christ in
Samaria," and delivered the unhappy people from the powerful delusions oJ the enchanter Simon, we are told, that + "they
believed Philip, preaching the things concerning the kingdom- of God, and the name
of Jesus Christ," and that "they were baptized."
~ "If thou believeth with all thine heart,"
said the same apostle to the treasurer of
Candace Queen of the Ethiopians, "thou
mayest be baptized. And he answered and
said, I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son
of God."
When the miracle of Peter's raising Tabitha to life was t "known throughout all
Joppa, many believed in the Lord."
+ "Through his name," says Peter in his
discourse to the devout Cornelius and his
gentile friends, "whoever believeth in him
shall receive remission of sins."
When some of- the disciples, "which
were scattered abroad upon the persecution
that arose about Stephen, came unto Antioch, and spoke unto the Grecians, preaching the Lord Jesus) the hand of the Lord
was with them; and a great number believed, and turned unto the Lord." Thus providentially did God turn this persecution to
the service of his cause, and made it the
means of spreading that religion which it
aimed to destroy.
When Sergius Paulus th'e governor of
Cyprus, a prudent man, saw clearly "the
hand of the Lord," in the punishment which
fell upon sorcerer Elymas at the word of
Paul, t "he believed, being astonished at the
doctrine of the Lord."
+ "Be it known unto you tlierefore, IT!en
and brethren," said St. Paul in his "word of
exhortation" in the synagpgue at Antioch,
"that through this man is preached unto you
oJ(.

'fr

Acts iv: 32.

.• ActA viii: 37.
'":\~ti h::: 21.

t Acts v:

t Acts

13.

ix: 42.

t Acts viii: 1~.

fActs viii: 12.
fActs x: 4~.
fA •• viii: 38, 39.
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the forgiveness of sins; and by him all that
believe are justified from all things, from
which ye could not be justified by the law
of Moses."
And when afterwards, in the same city,
the apostles, being opposed and rejected by
the Jews, "waxed bold," and openly declare their mission to the Gentiles, and published the gracious purpose of heal'(~n to
extend "salvation unto the ends ofthe earth;
9 the Gentiles were glad, and glorified the
word of the Lord: and as many as were ordained to eternal tife believed. And the
word of the Lord was published throughout
all the region." This event is called by the
apostle when at theirreturn to Antioch they
gave an account of the success of their
missi.on, "the opening of the door of faith
unto the Gentiles."
When the keeper of the prison at Philippi, alarmed at midnight by the shaking of
the foundations of his prison, "called for a
light, sprang in, came trembling, and falling
down before his prisoners, Paul and Silas,"
proposed to them that important question,
"What must I do to be saved? t Believe
on the Lord Jesus Christ," they replied,
"and thou shalt be saved, and thy house."
At Thessalonica, when Paul, "as his manner was, went into the synagogue, and
three sabbath-days reasoned with the Jews
out of the scriptures, + some ofthem believed, and consorted with Paul and Silas."
At Athens, "certain men clave unto him
and believed.
At Cornith, t "Crispus, the chief ruler of
synagogue, believed on the Lord with all
his house; and many of the Corinthians
hearing, believed, and were baptized."
At Rome,
"some believed the things
which were spoken, and some believed
not."
Thus have we the clear testimony of our
Lord himself desce.nding down with equal
clearness through his apostles, to instruct us
in the nature of faith. It were easy to enlarge this account, and to strengthen it by
many authorities from every book of the
New Testament.
But this would be reoJ(.

oJ(.

oJ(.

* Acts

viii: 4?, 49. fActs xiv: 27.
*Acts xvii: 4.
t.\.cts x\'ii: 3.••
•.Acts yvi1i: 8.

fActs xvi: 3J.
tActi xxvii: 24.
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peating what must be known to everyone
who peruses the sacred writings; whilst
there could be little hopes of giving addi-tional weight to the argument in the opinion
of those, who can find means to elude a conelusion drawn from the uniform practice of
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that went hefore him. The history of past,
and the promises of future mercies, were
still increasing together, till at length to us
who had the happiness of seeing the work
of redemption accomplished, and whatever
concerns our eternal state placed in the
clearest light, the object of faIth is completely revealed, and appears befo;e us in
its full magnitude.
Faith then, in the early ages of the world,
could have been little more than a belief
and trust in the general promises of God.This agrees e"Xtremelywell with that beautiful history of pristine faith, which we
have in the eleventh chapter of the epistle
to the Hebrews. "These all died in faith,
not having received the promises, but having
seen them afar off, and were persuaded of
them, and embraced them, and confessed
that they were strangers and pilgrims on
earth.~'
How thankful then ought we to be for
those superior lights with which we are
blessed; for that complete revelation, and
that finished history of redeeming love
which we enjoy! And if the holy men
who lived in that dawn of revelation, could
cheerfully sustain every difficulty by which
their faith was tried, and could give such heroic proofs of their trust and dependance
on God, how great must be the reproach to
us if the Sun of Righte'ousness shining
tlpon us cannot warm our cold affections
into some suitable expr~ssions of gratitude
and duty.
WORKS

"Heb. xi. 4.

tHeb xi. 3.

ON PHRENOLOGY.

There are many works on this fruitful
system of philosophy, of decidedly irreligious tendency. We are believers in Phrenology, In its general principles as developed in the works of Gall, Spurtzhiem and
Combe, and have given it more or less attention for the past twelve years. But we utterly repudiate the uses it is often made to
subserve in the hands of many of its most
popular and able advocates. They betray
an egotism perhaps natural to all men uf
one idea, and who have not learned to view
the discoveries of Science from the Christian position, but which is most unpardona-
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hie in those who pretend to be lovers of but let them also be held to calm, clear and
general Science.
Much in the mental as faithful observations.
Much that they have
well as the physical world, depends upon said, has gone for nothing; much more must
the position from which we look at an ob- go. When speaking of the truths they know,
ject, if we desire to see it in its true pro- they have no right to say that every thing
portions and influences.
To a half-opened
they ao not know, and seem not to care to
eye, a l!1an may appear a tree when viewed examine, is false and superstitious.
These
from an improper distance.
So the Bible, men are seeking substitutes for the Bible.
the book of Ages, of life and of God, may Christianity is too antiquated for their reforbe regarded as a human composition, desti- matory taste, and needs to be placed beneath
tute of inspiration, to a man whose spiritual their records of science and tlt/}ir philosophy
sense is but half-opened
and who looks at of history.
Their reasoning seems to be
it from the airy summit of. a half-formed
that truth from the lower streams of knowlscience.
There are no truths in nature I edge is more salutary and powerful, than
that contradict the Bible, though there may when flowing from the fountain head.be many which are in direct opposition to There is, however, some apology for their
the theories of an unnatural interpretation.
mistakes: The Christianity they look at is a
Unfortunately for the world, every important hard and an unbending dogmatic system, dediscovery is heralded by ungodly men as vised by school men and supported by priestsubversive of some long-cherished
truth of craft and super;;tition.
It is not the fresh
the word of God, when, perhaps, there is and living teaching of Christ and the Aposno such truth in his word, and the vain ties which eternally flows from the springs
boast of the egotistical amateur only serves of the Bible, when not interrupted
by the
to betray his ignorance and presumption.muddy streams of a paganised tradition.It is so with much that I see written upon We love philosophy, science, literature;
we
Religion by Phrenologists,
and for the sake rejoice in the knowledge
of any truth
of their future reputation it would be well brought from the interesting field of living
for them, as for aB,to read the Bible for them- thought and speculation;
most heartily do
selves before they pronounce so imperiously
we fraternize with the educate4 taste of the
upon its revelations.
At least, if they de- intellect of the age which shoots far ahead
sire the spread of the discoveries
of their of the effete, barren, and common-place
science, and its proper influence upon so- things still called sermons,-but
as we canciety, they should not decide so hastily, not not blame a field for sterility when the husto say ignorantly.
Phrenology, they should bandry is bad and dilatory, so we can not
recollect, is not yet, though likely to become d~nounce Christianity because its advocates
a science.
It is what may be called a pus- are often a time-serving,
tradition-loving,
sible science, having made already un- and dogmatic class of idlers .. The ignodoubted discoveries.
It has facts, but they rant blunders
of Tom Paine's "Age of
are yet to be classified.
It has not yet ex- Reason" have not been more easily met and
plained, the psycological and spiritual phe- turned against him, than can all of their
nomena, though it has done something
to- boasts against Bible-truth be turned against
wards it. These phenomena
are still in Phrenologists
by any neophyte in Biblical
some respects inexplicable, and even phre- knowledge.
nological theories are but.theories and comBesides, these men blunder as much in
plicated at that.
To make accurate and their own Science as in their attacks on the
profitable observations in their sphere of en- Bible.
They tell us, for example, that the
quiry is difficult, and whilst I admit it re- brain is the "organ of the mind," and then
quires great liberty, at the same time it reason as though it were the mind itself.needs great precision, long experience
and They speak of men being forced by a malpatient, honest
toil.
Let the minds of organization
to commit horrible
crimes,
phrenologists be liberated from the shackles whereas their philosophy only teaches that
of hypothesis,
from creeds, and opinions, having that organization they are capable of
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the crimes, as they are also of their oppo- half-formed systems, because they have not
site virtues, which common observation and a sufficiency 9f skill to disentangle themthe Bible also teach. Thus men of one idea, if selves from difficulties that would never octhey allow it to possess them as a Dremon, cur to a superior mind, decide against and
cannot distinguish between things that dif- denounce every thing that does not happen
fer. They fail to see the difference be- to be as young as Gall or themselves, may
tween the will and the organs or instruments be explicted to call in question the New
of mind or mental action. A man may have Testament religion, if for no other reason,
Acquisitiveness and not acquire unlawful because it is eighteen hundred years old!
gains; he may have Destructiveness and not But they must expect their own infallibility
destroy human life; Secretiveness and not to be questioned even by many people who
secrete his neighbor's goods :-just as he are so far behind them as to belie~e the
t
may have a strong arm and not inflict per- j great truths of Religion notwithstanding
sonal injury upon the thin-skull of some their antiquity. These are willing to rest
boastful Phrenologist who tells h~m that all their imI:\lortality upon grounds deeper and
the world were fools before he was born.more immovable than the phenomenal phreAnd for the Same reasQns: he will not allow nological crudities of our age-made discovhimself to have the disposition, and he can erers. And in turn, they extend their pity
find more profitable use for the instruments to those who enjoy the light and influence
(organs) committed to his trust.
of a Christianity they reject, remembering
But we did not intend an essay, but sim- that children may stand as firmly on the
ply a reference to Phrenological works on the earth as they need to do although they
Religion. I love Phrenology; but my very know nothing of the law of gravitation!love for it compels me to say that I have, The advice of Seneca might not be amiss:
seen no work of the above character which
Tos~chalas!to suchI fear
Thefaceof deathwillterribleappear.
d oes not b etray unpar d ona bl'e Ignorance and
Wbo"ntb"
I"' fl tt"
I"
I
'
I
IS he a enng t leu sense ess prIde,
self-inflatell arrogance.
When we have
Bybeingknownto aUtheworldbeside
more leisure we intend a Review of a fe
Doesnotbimselfwhenheisdyingknow,
,
W ~
•. Nor what he is, nor Whither he's to go.
of these, for the purpose of showing that
J. B. F.
the Bible and true Science are not antagonistic, and that he who says they are is ignoSKETCHES
OFSERMONS-No.
IV,
PRJ..YER-JAMES
5: 16. DIFFICULTIES ANSWJcRED.
rant of either one or the other, or both. It
There are many sincere persons who canis said that a "full head deals heavy blows;"
and, perchance, the complaint we make is not see how it is that God can bestow blessuncharitable, for their errors, judging by ings in answer to the Christian's prayer of
their philosophy may be more their misfor- faith, that he would not bestow without such
tune than fault, as they are certainly not to prayer. It will be our aim in this discourse,
blame if they have small heads. We con- if possible, to remove these difficulties.
Difficulty 1st. I cannot comprehend holV
fess it would be difficult for a man of small
.
.
prayer can effect the Deity.
mtellectual capacity and strong personal
A
1 t 'I'h h' t' .'
f
"
nswer. S.e c rIS lanlS a man 0
ambition, with a foppish desue for notoriety fi 't'
H'
ttl d th
.
f h
at II.
avmg se e
e questIOn 0 t e
and command, to admit any authority so d' ,
th t"t
f th
.
I b
IVIneau en ICI yo
e scnptures, le ehumbling as the Christian. Christianity ~I'
h t th
h th h
"
"
i leves w a ey say weer
e can comhas nothmg to. fear ,m the hands of Phre- pre Iien d th e p h'lI osop h Y 0 f th e t rut hs wh'ICh
nologists of Wisely directed brain, pure faith th t h
t I th' I d'tr
fi
ey eac or no . n IS le luers rom
and fair virtue. Those of them who are th ' tid I a th
h'l
I
.
e In e an
e mere p I osop leI'.
bewildered by the questIOnable shapes and
2 Th
th"
.
ere are many
mgs In nature
apparitions of the shadowy land they llave h' 1
t
d t d
I' h
w
IC 1 we canno
un
ers
an
entered In their dogmatical InvestIgations;
"
' ,, w llC are '
men whose conceit renders them incapable nevertheless ulllver~ally lecelved a~ true;
of excellence even in the inferior sciences, such as polar attraction; and yet by It lands
and who, involved in the intricacies of their ~are surveyed and seas navigated,

I

t
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3. No one understands the philosophy of
6th Difficulty.
The idea that God will
vegitable growth; still the husbandman bestow blessings in answer to prayer that
plants and reaps notwithstanding. His not he would not withhold, represents God as
comprehending vegitable growth he makes changeable,
as no objection to the cultivation of the
Ans. It is because God is unchangeable
earth for the purpose of securing the bless- I that he is influenced by the prayer of faith
ings of Providence.
.!
to give, when he would not give without
4. The means by which communications such prayer.
are sent along the magnetic Telegraph at
Ill. The needle naturally points to the
the rate of a thousand miles in a minute, poles, but a magnet interposed will change
are incomprehensible; and yet this is made its direction. The reas.on is because the
no objection to this method of communica- poles, the needle and the magnet are all of
ting and receiving intelligence.
a fixed nature-none
have changed to cause
It
Th
'd
th
t
G
d
the
alteration
of
the
needle.
2 n d D'ffi
l cu y.
e J ea
a
0
an.
.
t' 't
7th Difficulty,
swers prayer
encourages mac
IVIy.
'" The idea that God will an'
't'
t
f
tl
t
swer
prayer
Implies
a miracle.
. A ns.. 1 A ct IVIy IS a par 0 Ie sys em.
,
r.
d'l
b
d
t'll
Ans.
1.
Miracles
are
Divine acts above
W e are t 0Id t0 pray lor our al y rea, s I
't
the
laws
of
nature,
and
independent of
we are t 0 Iab or t 0 procure I .
.
·
t"
.
d
b
l'k
means.
Prove
thiS.
S mners are 0 pray lor par on; ut I e
't
2. Prayer implies means.
God blesses
S au 1, th ey mus t b e b apt·Ise d t 0 0bt'am I,
. ,
'
th
f
th
L
d
A
t
22
means.'
Examples.
Mmlstry
of
angels.II
ca mg on e name 0
e or.
cS
:$
16.
•
i Daily bread. Annointing the sick and
.
i prayer. Jas. 5: 14, 15. Mat. 6: 11.
Timothy obtained understanding from the
B. F. H.
Lord by attending to what the Apostle Paul
said. 2 Tim. 2: 7.
A UNIVERSALIAN
CHARGE
OF SLANDER,
2. Prayer implies obligation on the part
Dr. J. H. Jordan, in his professed review
of the petitioner to live in accordance with of A. Hall's Universalism against itself,
the nature of his prayers, that his petitions quotes the following from Hall: "Universalmay be granted.
ists contend that the Roman soldiers along
3d Difficulty. God knows our needs, and with Titus, are what is meant by ilie angels
will supply them as readily without prayer who were to accompany Christ," &c, Dr.
as with it.
J. remarks on the above statement as folAns. 1. The same might be said of daily lows: "The devil himself could not slanbread, which no one would pretend to urge. der and misrepresent a people worse than
2. God has said he shall be sought unto this man [Hall] has slandered and misrefor blessings.
$ presented Universalists.
I tell the gentle3 .. One's being unwilling to ask for a! man that his accusation is gratuitous, false
blessing would argue his unfitness for it.
and wicked-a fabrication of his own man4. Not asking is assigned as a reason for ufacture.
Universalists teach no such
not receiving. Jas. 4: 2.
thing. And therefore the whole of what
5th Difficulty. God has promised and will he says-all and particular-about
Titus
bestow whether we ask or not.
and his soldiers personating Christ and the
Ans. 1. God's promise of any blessing holy angels, is but so much labor spent in
is the only ground on which we ~re author- vain. Did not Mr. Hall know better?ized to pray for it.
Deut. 11: 14. Zeek, The more I learn of this man, the more am
10: 1. Jas.4:8.
I convinced that he is not a Christian, and
2. God's having promised to restrain the 'has not the fear of God before his eyes,'"
Jews after seventy years captivity, was ilie See Jordan's Review of Hall pp. 39.9, 400.
reason of Daniel's praying for their restoraWere Dr. J's. charge against H. true, he
tion at that time. Dan. 9: 2-19. Jer. 25: should not bring against him such railing ac12.
,cusations, if he has any respect for the ex-
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ample of Michael the Arch angel. Jude 9th. ~Christ, in the gl,ory of his Father, with his
But unfortunately
there are some, as Jude holy angels, means the coming of Titus and
says (v. 10) who "speak evil of those things the Roman army at the Destruction of Jewhich they know not; but what they know rusalem to punish the Jewish nation, is
naturally as brute beasts, in these things true, every word of it!
they corrupt themselves."
What becomes now of Dr. Jordan's fllilNow, what will the candid, unsuspecting
ing accusation against A. Hall?
Did not
render think when he is assured that Hall's Dr. J. know that A. H. stated the truth about
statemenlris true, every word of it: and that Universalism?
If he did not, we have only
Universalists do teach that the Roman sol- to Iemark that ho is very ignorant of hill
diers along with Titus, l1t the S1\cking of Je- own doctrine.
If he did know what H.
rusalem, were the Angels, the Holy angels stated to be true, and yet denied it, why we
of God, who were to accompany Christ 1 have nothing more to say!
Such we affirm to be the teaching of UniB. F. H.
·
versa I!sts.
l
1. The passages of scriptme which speak MODERNREVIVALISMDESIGNEDONLY FOR TIU:
of Christ's coming with his holy angels
IGNORANT.
(Mat. 16: 27. 25: 30, 31.) they apply to the
A DIALOaUHIETWEEN
ADI8CIPLE
AND
A!krtlODliT.
I

I

destruction of Jerusalem,
and explain .them
to mean Christ's coming at that time to punish the Jewish nation. See Pro. and Con. p.
163,339.
Universalist's Guide pp. 124, 125,
185,186, 189,192.
Balfolll"s second Inquiry p. 313 .
2. The manner of Christ's coming at the
destruction
of Jerusalem
they say was in
the Roman Army.
Whittimore on the Parables, p. 347: "The destruction
of Jerusalem by Titus is emphatically
called the
coming of Christ." Universalists Guide, p.
108, 104. Jesus al ways represented himself, when coming to destroy the Jewish
state, as being attended by angels. Mat. 16:
27,28,25:
30, '31, 34. 2 Thes. 1: 6. It is
a circumstance
which confirms our application of the passage, that the Son of man
sends forth his angels to destroy his enemies, for this language is invariably applied
in the New Testament, to the destruction
of Jerusalem.
In the passage before us
(Mat. 13; 37, 43) the angels or the messengers, were to be the agents for the destruction to the enemies of Christ; and by comparing this fact with what is stated in Mat.
2:l; 7, we ascertain who the messengers
of
destruction
were.
The Roman
armies
were the messengers which God sent to d!lstroy his rebellious people, the Jews."
See!
also Whittemore's
notes on the Parables,
pp. 102, 103.
A. Hall's declaration then, that according!
to the Universalist's theology, the comtng od

:~

D.-Bro.
~., will you tell me why you, as
a religiolls people, still hold on to mourner'::!
benches, vociferous
prayers,
and all the
noisy machinery of modern revivalism 1YOUI' best-informed preachers and scribes,
have repudiated
such means of attaining
religious culture, and I believe none of you
believe them essential to salvation.
M.-We
do not.
We only look upon
them as means for arousing attention to tho
great interests
of Religion.
If a man'::!
I life
is not changed we do not account his
j noisy prayers, his shouts, or his professed
change of heartof any worth.
And YOllr
people always misrepresent us when they
say we make them essentials, as much as
you say we misrepresent yOll when we say
you hel:eve in a: water salvation.
D. You think, then, I suppose, that a large
class of mell are cut off from the higher
means of religious instruction
and developament, and they'need these forced efforts
to arouse them from thei I' lethargy 1
l\L-Yesj
that is just the truth.
There
are n great many people who are not pre.:
pared for any th:ng better and you knolV it
and therefore you should uesist in yom efforts to ridicule our "Bench Religion" and
"Protestant Penance" n~ some of your classic preachers callihem.
D.-A
man, then, may be a. Christian and
not go to a mourner's bench 1
M.-Certainly.
Salvation "is of faith
that it might be by grace" and is not eon-

I

i

i

i
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fined to place, nor to any particular ordeal. ever been, which made the Greek to sneer
D.-Can he be a Christian, without pass- and the Jew to stumble, and which nOlv
jng through that ordeal which makes him be- crucifies the truth of Christ as it once put
lieve he is the worst man out of Hell and to death his person. A Christianity which
that he deserves to be there, before his con- has any thing to conceal from any son of
version?
mortality, is not the universal Religion of a
M.-Yes; for we have many men in our world's Christ, of a universal Father.
church who make no pretensions to miracu-!
M.-But what are you to do with the iglous conversion, who are as orderly pious norant multitude? For however we may
and benevolent professors as any.
sympathise with them, we know their misD.-Are they not the most orderly? And fortunes.
.
are not the most noisy the least pious and
D.-Enlighten
them. What do any of
intelligent in Scriptural knowledge?
us know but what we have been taught?
M.-To be candid with you, sir, they are.
M.-But many of them have not time.
But the more ignorant would never have
D.-Have they time to attend your excibeen- religious at all but for the measures ted meetings of days continuance?
Sir,
you condemn.
there is no excuse. And unless your enD.-This is just what I have said of you. liglttened(?) teachers will dispense their
I knew that your enlightened preachers had light, God will take it from them, the people
no more confidence in their system of Re- will abandon them, and sooner maya miser
vivalism, a.s necessary to the progress ofl ~e saved upon the. principle~ of ChristianReligion, than I have. And, Sir, the truth Ity than they. He hordes his gold. They
is: With all their apparent love for the peo- horde the knowledge of God and deal out
pIe, they do not believe that the common but its semblance or counterfeit to the peomultitude are capable of any; higher views pIe. Well did the Messiah say of such,
of Religion. They do not r'lgard them as "they have taken away tho key of knowlsusceptible of Religion in any other form edge."
I
than the form of superstition. Like the ~
••,
. t ocratlc
.
. 0 f the pagan p h'lI 0RELIGION OF LIFE.
A r1S
ten dencles
[CONCLUDED
TROM PAGE 212.J
I

I
I

so~hy of Greece and ~~me, they distinThe argument in this view is well deservgUish between the nobIlity and the gross ing of atteption. Considered as a merely
multitude. The pure truth is to be con- speculative point, it is nevertheless one on
cealed among the first class whilst the great which every thing hangs. And this indeed
body of tradesmen and mechanics are to be is the consideration which I have been statleft to the forms which ignorance and su- iner· that the wh'ole superstructure of reliperstition have provided for them.
gi~~s truth is based upon this foundation
M.-Well,
Sir, what of it? Is it not truth-that life is a blessing.
true?
>
And that this is not a mere assumption, I
D.-No, Sir, it is a false. view of human infer in the next place, from experience.
capacity; it is dishonest dealing in your And there are two points in this experience
leaders and disgraceful to the very name to be noticed. First, the love of life proves
of Religion.
it is a blessing. If it is not, why are men
M.-How so?
1 so attached to it? Will it be said, that it is
D.-Why
sir, have you forgotten that ~"the dread of somethjng after death," that
Christianity went forth from a Carpenter's binds man to life? But make the case a
shop, was published aoroad by fishermen fair one for the argument: say, for instance,
and tent-makers, and that its very necessity that the souls of men sleep, after death, till
originates in the fact ,that mankind have the resurrection; and would not almost evecommon wants, common necessities and ry man rather live on, during the intermeditherefore need a "common salvation ?"- ate space, than to sink to that temporary obThis is the oifence of the cross, as it has ~livion?

i
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But to refer in the next place to a con- in the I'ecesses of life, that do not come
sideration still plainer and less embarrassed; forth to draw the public gaze or to awaken
why are we so attached to our local situation the public sympathy! How many are there
in life to our home, to the spot that gave us who never tell their grief; how many who
bil'th ~r to any place, no mattel' how un- spread a fair and smiling exterior over an
, or barren-though
. h·eart. '"
sightly
it were the rudest ac Iling
mountaill or rock-on which the history of
Alas! it is but too easy to make out a
years had been written? Will it be said, strong statement: and yet the very strength
that it is habit which endears our residence? of the statement, the strong feeling, at least,
But what kind of habit? A habit of being with which it is made, disproves the cynical
miserable? TIle question needs no reply. argument. The truth is, and it is obvious,
Will you refer me to the pathetic story of the that mysery makes a greater impression upaged prisoner of the Bastile, who, on being on us, than. happiness. Why ? Because,
released and coming forth into. the world, misery is not the habit of our minds. It is
desired to return to his prison; and argue a strange and unwonted guest, and we are
from this, that a man may learn to love, more conscious of its presence. HappieVE;nthe glooms of the dungeon, provided ness-not to speak now of any very high
they become habitual? But why did that quality or entirely satisfying state of mind,
aged prisoner desire to return? It was not but only of a general easiness, cheerfulness
because he loved the cold shadow of his and comfort-happiness, I say, dwells with
prison-walls; but it was, as the story informs us, and we forget it; it does not disturb the
us, because his friends were gone from the order and course of our thoughts. All our
earth; it was because no living creature impressions about affliction, on the other
knew him, that the world was darker to him, hand, show that it is more rare, and at the
than the gloomy dungeons of the Bastile. same time, more regarded. It creates a
It shows how dear are the ties of kindred sensation and stir in the world. When
and society. It shows how strong and how death enters among us, it spreads a groan.
sweet are those social affections, which we through our dwellings; it clothes them with
never appreciate, till we are cut off from unwonted and sympathizing grief. Thus
their joys; which glide from heart to heart, afflictions are like epochs in life. We reas the sunbeams pass unobserved, in the me!liber them as we do the storm and earthdaylight of prosperity; but if a ray of that quake, .because they are out of the common
social kindness visit.sthe prison of our sick- course of things. They stand like disasness and affliction, it comes to us like a trous events in a table of chronology, recordbeam of heaven. And though we had worn ed because they arc extraordinary; and with
out a life in confinement, we go back again whole periods of prosperity between. Thus
to meet that beam of heaven, the smile of do we mark out and signalize the times of
society; and if we do not find it, we had ra- calamity; but how many llappy days pass;
ther •.eturn to the silent walls that know us, undotted periods in the table of lile's cluot han to dwell in a world that knows us not. nology; unrecorded either in the boo~ of
"But after all, and as a matter of fact, memory or in the scanty annals of our
how many miseries," it' may be said, "are thanksgivings? How many happy months
bound up with this life, too deeply intel'\\'o- are swept beneath the silent wing of time,
ven with it, and too keenly felt, to allow·it to and leave no lIame nor recor~ in our heart.s!
be called a favored and happy life! Be- i How little are we able, much as we may
sides evils of common occurrence and ac- be disposed, to call up from the dim rememcount, besides sickness and pain and po ver- brances of the year th~t is just ended, the
ty, besides disappo:ntmcnt and bereavement peaccfuJ moments, the easy sensations, the
and sorrow, how many evils are there that bright thoughts, the movements of kind and
are embraced in the common estimate; evils blessed affections, in which life has flowed
that are secret and s;lcnt, that dwell deep! on, bearing us almost unconsciously upon
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its bosom, because it has borne us calmly
and gent.ly!
Sweet moments of quietness
and affection! glad hours of joy and hope!
days, yes many days, begun and ended in
health and happiness! times and seasons of
heaven's
gracious
beneficence!
stand beforc us yet again, in the light or" memory,
and command us to be thankful and to prize
as we ought, the gift of life,
But, my brethren, I must not content myself with a bare dafence of life as against a
IIkeptical or cynical spirit, or as against the
errors and mistakes of religion,
I must
not content myself with a view of the palnable and acknowledged blessings of life.
Life is more than what is palpable, or often
acknowledged.
I contend against the cynical and the superstitious
disparagement
of
life, not alone as wrong and as fatal indeed
to nil religion; but I contend against it as
fatal to the highest improvement of life, I
lIay, that life is not only good, but that it was
made to be glorious.
Ay, and it has been
glorious in the experience of millions, The
glory of sanctity and beneficence and heroism is upun it. The crown of a thousand
martyrdoms is upon its brow.
, 'bl e an d some t'lInes d ar k Tllrougl 1 th' IS VISI

themselves
abroad and far, far into the
boundless,
the immeasurable,
the infinite.
And these diverging rays may be like cords
to lift up to heaven.
What a glorious thing,
then, is this life!
To know its wonderful
Author; to bring down wisdom from the
eternal stars; to bear upward its homage,
its gratitude, its love to the Ruler of all
worlds; what glory in the created universe
is there, surpassing this?
"Thou crownest
it, says the Psalmist, thou crownest it with
glory and honor; thou hast made it a little
lower than the angelic life."
Am I asked, then, what is life?
I say, in
answer, that it is good,
God saw and pronohnced that it was good, when he made it.
Man feels that it is good when he preserves
it. It is good in the unnumbered sources of
happiness around it. It is good in the ten

l~ho,usand ~uoyant

.an? happy aff~ction~ wi~hIII It. It IS good III Its connectIOn wIth JDfinite goodness,
and in its hope of infinite
glory beyond it. True, our life is frail in
its earthly state, and it has often bowed
down with earthly burthens; but still it endures and revives and flourishes; still it is
redeemed
from destruction,
and crowned
with loving kindness and tender mercy.

ened life, it was intended that the brightness
Frail too, and ~et strong,is it, in its h~avenly
of the soul should shine; and that it should na~ure,
The ~mmOTthl.Js clo~hed WIth I~orshine through all its surrounding cares and tal~ty! and th,e mcorruptlble wIth corruptIOn.
labors,
The humblest life which anyone
It IS like an lllstrume,nt formed of h~avenly
of us leads may be what has been expres- melody; whose ma~enals were ~aken mdeed,
sively denominated
"the life of God in the from the mouldenng
and unsightly forest;
soul".
It m ay h 0 ld a fie It connec t'Ion WI 'th l< but 10! the hand of the artificer has been
,
upon it; it is'curiously wrought;
it is, fearfulJ'ts J'ntin'Ite source , It may d'enve an mex·
, .
pressible
sublimity from that connection,
Yes, my Brethren, there may be something
of God in our daily life; something
of
might in this frail inner man; something of
immortality in this momentary and transient
being.
,
,
"
,
ThIS mmd-I
survey It wIth awe, wIth
.
wonder-encompassed
wIth flesh, fenced
.
,
around wIth bamers of sense; yet it breaks
. .
eveJy bound, and stretches away, on every
'd'
'fi'
I'
61 e, mto
m Dlty.
t IS not upon the I:ne
·
1 d
.
on Iy 0 f Its etema
uratlOn, that It goes
"
forth, forth from thIS day of ItS new annual
"
.'.,
peTl~d, thJOuglrth~ pel.lOds ,of Immortabty;
but Its thoughts, like dlvergmg rays, spread

Iy and wonderfully made; It JS fas.hlOned for
every tone of gla~ness and triumph.
,It may
be relaxed, but It ean be strun? agam., !t
may send forth a mourn,ful stram; but ~t IS
formed also for the musIc of heavenly JOYEven its sadness is "pleasing and mornful to
the souL"
Even suffering is hallowed and
d
L'fi h
h
1
h
'
ear,
I e as t at va ue, t at even mlsed'
I
J'
, f.
ry cannot
estroy It.
t neutra Izes gne ,
d
k
'
f d
d
d
an ma es It a source 0
eep an sacre
,
AI I h I h
f
fti d
mterest..
1.
0 yours
0 su erlllg an
'
.
sorrow j hours of commuDlon wIth the great
d'
I
S ffi
h h h
an tl'lump lant u erer; W 0 t at as passd I
h'l
f
~e t Jroug
your Sl ent moments 0 prayer
i and resignation and trust, would give you
j up, for all the brightness of prosperity?

THE SPIRITWITH WHICHDISCIPLINE
OUGHTTO BE ADlIflNISTERED,
~;~i~~;~:'-~s,
that it is a great and sublime gift. Those
felicitations with which this renewed season
of it is welcomed, are but a fit tribute to its
value ,and to. the gladness which belonl1s
to
0
it. "Happy," says the general voice, "happy New-Year!" to all who live to see it.
Life is felt to be a great and gracious boon,
by all who enjoy its light; and this is not too
much felt. It is the wonderful creation of
God; and it cannol be too much admired'l
It is light sprung from void darkness; it is
power waked from inertness and impotence;
it is being created from nothing; well may
the contrast enkindle wonder and delight.
It is a stream from the infinite and overflowing goodness; and from its first gushing
forth to its mingling with the ocean of eternity, that goodness attends it. Yes: life,
despite of all that cynics or sentimentalists
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tllis earth which binds one man in chains, is
to the other, the starting place, the goal of
immortality. This earth which buries one
man in the rubbish of dull cares and wearying vanities, is to the other, the lofty mount
of meditation, where heaven and infinity
and eternity are spread before him and
around him. Yes, my friend, the life thou
leadest, the life thou thinkest of, is the inter~reter of thine inward being. , ~uch as life
ISto the e, such thou art. If It IS low and
mean, and base, if it is a mere money-getting or pleasure-seeking or honor-craving
life, so art thou. Be thou lofty-minded,
pure and holy; and life shall be to thee the
beginning of heaven, the threshold of immortality.-Orville
Dewey.
THE SPIRI1'WITHWHICHDISCIPLINEOUGUT
TO BE ADMINISTERED,

say, is a great and glorious gift. T~ere is
Wherever either private reproof or the
gladness in its infant voices. There is joy
public discipline of the house of God, is
in the buoyant step of its youth. There is
administered, it ought ever to be done from
deep satisfaction in its strong maturity,
sincere love to th,e offender, and with a deep
There
is holy peace in its quiet
l'.
G 0,d on accoun t 0fitt 1a
.
. ,age. There IlUml'I'lat'IOn b elore
IS good for the good; there IS virtue for the d epar t ure firom th e Iaw 0f Ch rlS,
't Wh'IC1
I
faithful; there is victory for the valiant. I
d
't
Th
f f
.
,
,"
,,
ren ers I necessary.
e reproo 0 a pnThere IS spmtuahty for the spmtual; and vat e 0 ffience sh ou Id b e accompaDle
'd WI
'tl1
there is, even in this humble life, an infinity d eep regre,t tl1at th e 0ffi'
en d er sh ou Id h ave
for the
in desire. . There "laare l'. IIen Jll
't' 0 sm, an d a t en d er soI'ICIu
't d e th at
, boundless
.,
blessmgs upon ItSbirth;
there
IS
hope
III
ItS
h
b
't
bl
ffi
t
d
'th
't an d re.
e may e SUIa y a ec e WI I,
death; and there IS-to consumate all-there
t d Wh'
f th l'. 'I
.
'..
sore ,
ere, IIIconsequence 0
e lal JS eternity IIIItS prospect.
ure of the other steps appointed by our
As I have discoursed upon this theme, it
is possible that some may have thought that
it has nothing to do with religion; that it is
a subject merely for fine sentiments and for
nothing more. Let me tell such a think~r
that this subject has not oJ:)lymuch to do
with religion every way, but fllrQishes, in
fact, a test of our religion. To the lowminded debased and sensual, this life must,
doubtless, be something very poor, indifferent and common-place; it must be a beaten
path, a dull scene, shut in on every side, by
the earthly, palpable, and gross. But break
down the barriers of sense; open the Willclows of faith; fling wide the gates that darken the sensual world, and let the light of
heaven pour in upon it; and then what is
this life? How changed is it! how new! a,

Lord to remove an offence, it is unavoidably
laid before the church, and public reproof
must be administered; in addition to our
concern for the offender, we ought to feel
for the handle that is given, by the inconsistent walk of professors, to the enemies of
the Lord Jesus, to speak reproachfully.
Even where it is necessary, on account of
gross iniquity, to have recourse to immediate exclusion, it must be conducted with
that ali-pervading spirit, by which every
thing that is connected with Christianity is
distinguished,-The
spirit of love. It ought
to be done from Jove to the offender, that he
may be brought to J'epentance; from love
to the cause of the Lord Jesus, that it may
not be reproached by countenancing men in
iniquity, and from love to the general body,
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FELLOWSHIP.

that they may fear. Every case of discipline, the members of a church should consider, as an affecting and impressive .commentary on that scripture: "Let him that
thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he
fall."
It is a truth, which cannot be too strongly
inculcated, that the external forms prescribed in Scripture may be observed where the
spirit of them is totally wanting. Nay, it is
possible to be very zealous for the observance
of the form, while that zeal may be expressed in a spirit very different from the spirit
of the gospel. If a privat~ offender, for
example, is reproved not in love, but in an
opposite temper, the reprover in this case
becomes himself an offender against the
law of Christ. In like manner, if, when
public discipline is administered, we should
feel, in consequence of some previous difference we may have had with the offeqder,
a secret gratification that he has fallen into
sin, that he has met with something Jo humble him, and that now his character is made
manifest, and that it only confirms the view
we had of him formerly; such a spirit is diametrically opposite to the spirit of the gospel; and if we are capable of indulging it,
it furnishes an awful proof, that whatever
our profession be, we are yet ignorant of
genuine Christianity."
THE FELLOWSHIP.

They ~ontinued steadfastly in the [Ko£JlOJlH<]
fellowship.-Acts
2: 42.
There has been some dispute with reg-ard
te the character of the duty pointed out in
the example of the Jerusalem Church.That our readers may be able to form their
own opinions of the use of the original
word, we herewith present them with every
instance in which it occurs in the New Testament:
Acts, 2:42.-They
continued steadfastly
in the fellowship.
Rom. 15:26.-Theyof
Macedonia, made
a certain contribution for
the poor saints.
.
1 Cor. 1: 9.-Called unto the fellowship
of his Son.
10: 16.-Is it not the comrnunion of
blood of Jesus ?-Is it not
the communion of the
body?

2 Cor. G: l4.-What
communion hath
light with darkness?
8: 4.-Take npon us thefellowship of the ministering
to the Saints.
{): 13.-For your liberal distribu- .
tion unto them and unto all men.
13: 13, l4.-Communion
of the Holy
Ghost.
Gal. 2: 9.-The
right hands of fellowship.
Eph. 3: 9.- What is the fellowship of
the mystery.
Phil. 1 : 5.-For your fellowship in the
gospel.
2: I.-If
any fellowship of the
Spirit.
3: 10.-And the fellowship of his
sufferings.
Philom. 6.- The communication of thy
faith.
Heb. 13: 16.-And to communicate forget not.
1 John 1 : 3.-May have fellowship with
us for our fello1lJsltip is
with the father.
,6.-If we say we have fellowship.
7.-We
have fellowship one
with another.
From the above it is easy to see that the
word signifies a partaking, society, fellowship. It is used to represent the pledge of
participation, whether it were in giving for
the relief of the poor, in sufferings, in joys,
labors or feeling. The verb signifies to
make common and the original substantive
(Koinos) common, that which is open to all.
I have serious doubts whether the "fellowsltip," in Acts 2: 42, signifies contribution for the relief of the poor. Those who
assume this position ought to tell us how a
people who had cast all into the Treasury;
who had all things in common, (koina)
could contribute every first day of the week
for the relief of the poor?
That a contribution was made upon the
first day of the week in many of the Apostolic churches for this purpose, I have no
doubt; but there is no evidence that it was
a custom in the Jerusalem church, and I am
confident that it at no time embraced all the
charities of any church. It cannot be shown
that the snpport of the gospel 'was ever secured by this means. That it was aspecial duty in the church of Corinth, no one doubtsbut at the same time every Christian was re-

~-~~~~~
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MOLOKANERS,

.quired to do good to all men "as he had opportunity," Gal. 6: 10; and rich Christians
were solemnly charged to be ready to distribute and willing to communicate.

OR MILK-EATERS.
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And of so much importance is our fellowship for the good of the poor, we ought to
have a public treasury open in all our stated,
congregational meetings. But we may also

The idea that a Disciple of Christ should have a gathering at any other time for this
purpose, if necessity require, and we may
'ldopt any method by which to secure either
of these objects, which our wisdom, expe-

not clothe the naked, feed the llUngry or
minister to any good work without doing it
through the public treasury of a congregation is so absurd that it needs but to be stated
to be refuted.' In times of general distress

rience, and Christian love may suggest.But adopt some method we must or perish
in our mammon-service or in the lusts which
drown men's souls in perdition.
Christians are members one of another.
They should have fellowship therefore in
every good work. And when a Brother of
acknowledged wisdom and devotion, presents to me a scheme by which to secure, efficiently and profitably the ,velfare of any
interest the !-ord has committed to our trust,
I feel myself bound either to adopt it or
propose a better. And to talk about d~ge~erating into Sectarianism, because we imitate others in "doing good" sounds in m'y
ears like drivelling croaking, and it betrays
unpardonable ignorance both of Sectarianism as well as Christian obligation, to thus
represent any "good work.'"
'. J. B. F.

it would be well to cast all into a Treasury
for which we have Apostolic example.But, even then, no one is required to do
this unless his own sense of religious obligation lead him so to do.

The treasury, it is probable, was open on
the first day of the week in the Primitive
Churches, for contributions for the benefit
of the poor. But no man can show that
contri.butions were ever confined to this method either for the support of the gospel, or
any other purpose. Individuals and churches
~inistered to Paul's necessities Without regard to manner. Indeed, the manner of
performing any requirement of heaven has
not been laid down, but has in all cases been
left to the wisdom of man, which must and
ought to be at all times called into the highSECT OF MOLOKANERS, OR MILK-EATERS.
est exercisli'. The duty is laid down and
These are a strange and peculiar comwe must obey; but we obey not according munity of people in Russia, called in derito prescribed forms as though we were ma-! sian Molokaners or Milk-eaters. They inchines, but according to the best wisdom! habit by proscription the Schamachian prowe have, God holding us responsible for its vince of Grusia. They are dissenters from
sanctified exercise. Thus: We must be- the established Greek churoh of Russia,
lieve in the Lord Christ; but the time and and are remarkable for the simplicity and
manner by .which we arrive at the evidenc~ correctness of their religious faith and manupon which that faith is predicated ~re not ners. Like many of the ancient and modlaid down. We must employ some time, em dissenters from the established or genwe must adopt some method; and as our erally received Religion of their country,
lives aie short and our hearts deceivable, disgusted with the corruptions of the Greek
w~ must act speedily lmd honestly or perish Church and protesting against her false
in unbelIef. We mus~ be baptized, but it doctrines and superstitious practices, they
may be in a lake, a river, a font,-it may be have deserted her communion and have
backwards, side-wise, or face-foremost-it
'been the subjects of her persecution.
The
should be by the eas:est, safest and most ed- Russian government has subjected them
lfying manne~ j and if we do not adopt solne i to many privations and hardships; have banmanner we will be left to the consequences ished many of their leaders to the frozen
of disobedience.
So also we must support regions of Siberia, and 60me nine years
'the gospel; minister to the poor, and use sin~e gave them the wild region they now
our time, opportunities and substance for inhabit. But God who treasures up the
the glory of God and the good of all men. tears of his sufferers in a bottle, has ma~!i.
I
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their very exile a fountain of blessing. So
far is it removed from the central
, part of
the empire, they,are al10wed the enjoyment
of civil and religivus freedom, where unmolested in their R~ligion, some sixty villages have' sprung, up, abounding in ali the
necessary comforts of life.
I have been interested in the meagre accounts we have. of ,this people. They are
rem.arked for their familiarity . wit~ the
SCflptures, so much so that theIr children
are familiar with the whole Bible, and like!
the Waldenses of old, are able to repeat
large extracts. They have free schools, and
whe~e a village is, not able to have such,
those p'arents who are capable, devote a part
of each day to general inst,ruction. It is
said t,hat a Drunkard has n~ver been seen
among them; that a Liar is a public detestation, and that no people can surpass them
in lives of virtue, morality and Christian
love. Who would have thougllt that such a
people could be found in lhe wilds of Russia ?
-a country where in its most civilized por~ion~ the most superstitious rites are held in
almost universal reverence? Where a priest
to be ready to officiate on Sunday is confined un' Friday that he may be sufficiently
sober for his duties? Who can tell what is
Yet to be the destiny of those simple-hearted,
sincere and laborious worshippers of our
King? God has use for .them and it will be
seen in due tim'c.
They are called Milk-eaters in derision,
because of their abstinence from intoxicating drinks, and because they drink milk
and eat animal food during Lent, contrary
tp Qne of the usages of the Russian Greek
Church.
J. B. F.

PROPHECY.

by another. Scarcely a city of the Union
that has not suffered more or less. Do we
only see second causes in these sad calami~jes or are the judgments of God in them?
Perhaps it is presumptuous to say that any
one'misfortune rather' than another is a divine judgment; but it is a healthy exercise
of piety to see God in every thing-in the
rol1ing thunder and in the murmuring brook,
~n the giant forest and in ~he tender pl~nt,
III the balmy zephyr
and m the devourmg
flame., Happy the, man and the peo~le
whose God is the Lord and who can admIre
his wisdom, bow before his justice and
praise his goodness, whilst they submit to
all his dispensations. He formed the earth
and set bounds to the dominion of its elements. They have their commission from
their King and under his Almighty direction
they are used either for correction or mercy. "The treasures of snow, hail and fire
are reserved against a time of trouble,
against the day of battle and of war."Let us therefore, "commit our souls to Jehovah in well-doing as to a faithful Creator,"
which will enable us to live free from anxiety, to rise above all painful apprehensions,
and secure to ourselves the peace and tranquility of mind, which ever belongs to thOS6
who '.'dwell in the sec'ret placO'of the Most
High and abide under the shadow of the
Almighty."-91st
Psalm.
J. B. F.

I
l

...
A PROPHECY.

I notice, by some of our exchanges, that
PJIILIP OVARIUS-a Monk of the 16th
century, said': "I would not be a king in
1848 j I would not be a soldier in 1849 j 1
DESTRUCTIVE
FJRES.
would not be a grave-digger in 1850 j I
The several cities of our c,ountry l!ave would be whatever you.please in 1851."-:been sev!lrely scourged by devastating fires This is considered remarkable, and espeduring the past twelve months. One sixth cially, since the uneasy condition of kings
of Albany and two hundred buildings in the produced by this year's revolutions. There
city of Brooklyn have fallen into ruins before may be natural Clairvoyants now, as there
the consuming element. One hundred and were in the days of Isaiah, but still the word
fifty-one human beings perished by the to us, is "seek not to those who peep and
flames in the burning of the Ocean Mon- mutter, should not a people seek unto their
arch in the British Channel. Our own God? To the law and to the testimony j
beautiful city had not built up the ruins ofl If they speak not according to this word it
la:;t year':; fire before :;he has be(m vi:;ited~is becau::lethere i:t no light in them."-ED.
f,
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POETRY-REDEMPTION

~fORN-SPEAK

GENTLY-THE

MORN.

Christian, the morn breaks sweetly o'er thee,
And allihe midnlghl shadows flee;
Tinged are the dislanl skies wilh glory,
A beacon lighl hangs oul for Ihee.
Arise, arise, the light breaks o'er thee,
Thy Dame is graven all the throne;
Thy home Is In Ihal world of glory
Where tby Redeemer reigns alone.
Toss'd on tillle's rude, relentless Hurgei,
Calmly composed aud dauntless stand,
For 101 beyond those scenes emerges,
The heights thAt bound the promised land.
Christian, behold-the Jand is nearing,
Where the wild !lea-storm's rage is o'er;
Hark, how the heavenly hosts Are cheering!
See in wha.t throngs they range the ihore.
Cheer up, cheer up, the day breaks o'cr thee,
Bright as the summer's noontide ray:
The star-gemmed crowns amI realms of glory,
Invile Iby happy soul away.
Away, away, leave all for glory,
Thy name is graven on the thronej
Tby home Is in Ibal world of glory
Where thy Redeemer reigns alone.

kC. ~~__
~~~~

THE HEART.

Selected for the Christian Magazine.
REDEMPTION

HEART,

Ohl eould we read Ihe Human Heart,
Its strange, mysterious depths expJore,
Whal longue eould lell or pen Imparl
The riches of its hidden lorel
Safe from Ihe world's dislruslful eye.
II, deep and burning feelings play,
Which e'en stern Reasonts power defy,
And wear the sands of life away.
Tbink not beneath a ,mlllng brow,
To alwa)"s find a joyous hearl;
For Wit'll bright glow, and Reason'liiIflow,
Too often bide a eankerlng dart.
'l'be bird wllb bruised and hroken win"
Oft tries to mount the air again,
Among its mates to gaily iing
lis last melodious dying slrain.
The flre Ihat IIghls the flasblng eye,
lIIay by a burning heart he fed,
Which in its anguish yeanu: to die,
Wbile yel it seems 10 pleasure wed.
Oh, do not harshly judge Ihe lIearl,
Though cold and vain it seems to be;
Nor rudely seek the veil to part,
That hidei it. deep, deep, mystery.

From lb. Nal\onal Era.
From Ibe Sheffield Mercury, (Eng.)
SPEAK GENTLY.

BY

Speak gently! ills beller far
To rule by love than fear i
Speak gently! lei nOI barsh words mar
The good we migbt do here.
Speak gently! love dOlh whisper low
The vows that true hearts hind;
And genlly friendship's aceenta flowAffection's voice is kind.
Speak gently 10 Ihe litlle child!
Its love be sure to gain;
Teach it in aceenls so/\ and mild:
It may not long remain.
Speak genlly
Will have
Pass Ihrough
'Tis full of

to the young! for they
enough to bear:
Ihls life as best Ihey may,
anxious care.

Speak gently 10 Ihe aged ORe,
Grieve not Ihe care-worn heart!
The s&lldsof life Are nearly run;
Lei such in peace depart.
Speak genlly 10 Ihe poor;
Let no harsh tone be heard!
'l'hey have enough they must endure,
Wilhoul an unkind word.
Speak gently 10 Ihe erring! know
'fhey must have toil'd In vain;
Perchance unkindness made them
o win them back again!

&0--

Spe ••k gently! He who ~••ve hi,life
To hc.nl! man's stuLfJorn wIlt,
Whpn elemf"111!t \Verr In ftprr.e !ittri:'"t",
~.'lirl to

tlH"lll.

"PP!lrt", hp sllll!"

THE POET'S TAS1\:.
.a.UOU8TINK

DUC.a.NNK.

What ialhe Poel', task?
'l'o tear lhe grave-dolhs from Ibe buried A, •• To·lift the mighty curtain from the Pait,
And 'mid the war that old Opinion wa~eil,
Deal out his warnings like a trumpet-blaatTbis ialhe Poel's laokl
Thank God for Ligbl\
Praised be Ihe sourte of mortal might and being,
Thai He halh slrlpp'd Ihe veil from otf our .yeal
Now, in the blessed conscIousness of aeeing,
Man may gaze upward to the glorious Itie.,
Wllh a slrong slghl.
Labor halh raised it voleel
The strong right &rm~the mighty limbs of iron,
The hand embrown'd by grappling with Ihe 1011,The eye!14
which on the perils that environ,
Gaze from the honest soul that bean no 11011,These are its silent voice!
8il<,nl-bul 0, how deep!
Rousing the world to wrestJe with Us Cl1rSCi!,
Speaking Ihe hope of Freedom 10 Ihe earlh:
Vulcan-like stand again those ir.on nurae@,
To give the panoplied :Minerva birth,
From ber long death-like aleepl
Read me, ye schoolmen, no\\,Read me the riddle which our Samson showeth-'Out of Strong comes Sweetness," once again!
I~o! from the brute now atrengthening honey flowethMeat for the suffering souls of famis.hed meul'Tis the world'i riddle now 1
Forth shaH the naHon atart!
Lebar i. e~lIing on Ihe hearl end oplril1.at~or Ia CA.litiU& aU its gyves away;
L •.bor tile garland and the sh.ef ~!lall werlt:Brea.k thou upon my sight, 0 glorious: qay!
Ele,,~ihou lh~ pn:l1'''il"'Rart!
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RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
consequently
our first meeting in McMinn,
Elder JOSHUA K. SrEER,
under date of Sept. II, was held at the above named Factory,
and
informs us that since he last wrote ns, fort)' persons have in 11 school house in the same neighborhood,
confessed with the mouth the Lord Jesus, where he and
others have held protracted meetings. "Prospects for some three miles from Athens, embracing
doing good were never better."
the first Lord's day in June.
The well
The gospel Proclamation reports three hundred and known and truly excellent families of Metfifty additions. The Western 'Reformer, fifty-fivecalf, the father and three sons, exercise a
Christian Record one hundred and fitty.
There have heen regular accessions to the church in saving influence
upon the community by
Nashville during the past eighteen months. Eome forty which they are surrounded.
Their intelliduring the past year. We will.give a ~tatistieal rep?rt ~ gent and pious sister-wives are doing a good
~t the close o~ the year. .An lIl~~erslOnat. ~rankh~l, ~ work. We spent several days in this delightfen. last Lord s day. Two addItIons at Olkladelphm fi I
. Ib h d
.
tI
d
d f
during tile last meeting there.
u ne~g 1 or 00 ,~owmg
l~ goo
see 0
"Brother J. H. DUNN, White Snlpher Springs, Ala., the kmgdom,
which has smce produced
Auiust 21st, writes-"The
eause which we plead pro- much good fruit, of which you will be ingresses . but slowly in North Alahama. Ho,::ver, I, formed in our July report.
have witnessed some fifteen to twenty addItIOns to
2. Pikeville Bledsoe county Sequatchee.
the churches siuce last winler. The prospect is more W
h'· I
fi
b' h
M
' IIt at t IliS
,.,lime, t han at any lime
.
d'lJrmg t IIe past
e came to t IS P ace rom rot er
etbrig
spriug aud summer. And should the canvass for the calf's, accompan.ied by brother George MetPresidency be conducted with coolness and heeoming de- calf, a pious and intelligent brother, wllO deliberation, I have no doubt but that there will be great votes a portion of his time to preaching and
ingatherings at our fall meetings."
.
P"
I . ,
'th a t "A co-opera t'IOU mee t'109 0 f teachmg.
IkevII e IS sItuated on the wes· gl ves notice
H e a 1so

tern bank of Sequatchee River, in view of
a most magnificent
mountain, sunny Welder's ridge on the east and ilie Cumberland
M
'
th
t' 0
fi t
t'
t
ewes...
ur rs mee 109 a
.ountam on
thIS place began Fnday night before the second Lord's day in June, and continued day
and night till Monday night following, resuiting in the conversion of two of the most

the Churche. in North Alabama will commenee on FI'i~
day before the third Lord's day in Octobp,r, at Green
Hill meetillg house, seven miles north of Athens, Limestone connty, Ala. The preaching brethren in Tennes. ,
see, and elsewhere, are respectfnllylllvited
to attend,
and aid us in dcsseminating the knowledge of salvation.
Ample provisions are being made to accommodate all.
who may.comc.

CONVERSIONS.

A four days meeting has just closed at Rocky Spring,
illcluding last Lord's day. Twelve were baptized on a intelligent

and respectable

citizens

of Pike-

profession of their laith in Christ, and two united from ville-Mr.
Roberson, Esq., and Dr. Wheethe Baptists. Some of those immersed were from the IeI'.
Methodists. Brother S. E. Jones and myself were in
The meeting was continued by brethren
attendanee.
B. F. H.
Eichbaum and Metcalf till Sunday night
I immersed Mme five or six excellent persons while I
was in Philadelphia last spring and summer.
following, preaching
part of the time at
-.
.
B. F. H.
night, much prejudice was removed and the
Bmther Silas W. Leonard informs us tbat "Ata mee. way prepared for the conversion
ting held in Martinsburg, Ia., on the fourth Lord's day of which in our next.
There
'in August, eight were added to tbe church of God, and
the meeting was still in progress when the writer left.
'Ve are holding a meeting now·at Hamburg,Ia.
Fifteen have been added, and the prospects are good for
more. The demand for the Christian Psalmist increases and neady ten thonsand have been sold already "

.

of many,
were no
churches, no meeting houses, and but few
P'l
'II
h
fi
.
pro essors ID 1 (eVI e w en our rst meetmg
began, but a great change has been effected
in the town and surrounding country.
3. Smyrna.
This is the name of the

r.

l

.

...

'.
meeting house at which the Church of
REPORTOF EVANGELISTS.-NO.JO.
Christ in Sequatchee, meets to worship, and
DEAR BRO. FERGUSoN:-In the month of is situated on the river, five miles above
June, we held meetings at the following Pikeville.
The llleeting at this place beplaces:
gan Wednesday night, preceeding the fourth
1. Metcalf's Factory, near Athens, Mc- Lord's day, and continued
till Wednesday
Minn county.
We expected to hold the night following.
This meeting was producmeeting in Athens, but the house in which l tive of much good to the church and surthe brethren met was being repaired, and ~rounding
community.
Ten were added

REPORT

OF EV ANGET.ISTS-NO.

during the meeting and more, shortly afterwards j making in all with the two at Pikeville twenty-one.
The subject of co-operation was presented
to this church, and
$9 25 was contributed for that purpose, be-·
sides a contribution made to brother Metcalf.
The good ',Vork continued and is still
going forward in this plel,tSant valley. More
in our next.
The Lord be praise.d.
J. J. TROTT,
JOI-IN EICHBAUM ..
REPORTOF BV ANGELI~·rs.-NO. 11 &; l~.
DEAR BRO. FERGUS;oK.-We are happy
in laying before you the results of OUl'humble efforts during the months of J Illy and
August.
1. Post Oak Springs.
This was the first
point at which we labored, commencing Friday night before the first Lord's day in J Illy
and continuing day and night till Thursday.
The gospel proved the power of God to salvation to three resolute souls, while many
others seemed deeply impressed with the
truth and beauty of primitive Christianity.
The brethren made a liberal contribution to
sustain the co-operation
movement.
We
llere enjoyed the society of our zealous and
. spirited brothel' Jackson Owens who labors
as much as practicable in the word and doctrine.
Filled an appointment
Thursday
night at Metcalf's
factory, a day's journey
distant, and on Friday went to
2. Pond Creek. Circulation had not been
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fight of faith that crowns of glory may rest
upon their immortal heads in heaven.
The
brethren at Athens heartily approved of cooperation, and contributed according to their
ability and the circum~tances.
While here
we enjoyed the hospitality of our intelligent
and devoted brother Samuels, who with his
ex'cellent lady has charge l;lf the Athens
Academy, and of other kin~ friends.
4. Chateeleo Creek, Bradley county, was
the point to which brother Trott direct~d his
attention after leaving Athens, accompanied
by brother Myers of Sequatchee
Valley.
The meeting continued
~bout nine days.
Brethren Randolph, Sr. or Jr., and Myers
in attendance.
The result was eight valuable accessions to the good cause.
Much
prejudice previously existing wai removed,
and the way effectually opened for the con·
tinued advancement of the Ancient Gospel.
The brethren contributed for the support of
the co-operation.
Afte! leaving Athens,
the Junior Evan,gelist had the pleasure of
delivering some three discourses at Chatee'leo, and on Friday morning of ~ommencing
meeting at
5. Cleveland. By the indispensable
aid
of our zealous and indefatigable
young
brother James Metcalf, we succeeded il,1
\ obtaining the Presbyterian
meeting ~ouse,
in which we d.elivered some sev~m disconr~es .to very respectable congregatIOns.
P.reJudIces were removed and seed sown which
we confidently belie.ve will yet yield abun-

l

!
i

given to the appointment,
hearers few, la- d~nt llarvcst..
'Ye have met with th~t longbored till Monday evening, as we trust with ~tned and estimable servant of Chl'lst, Rosome good results.
Wednesday night com- ~bert Randolph, who labors the present year
menced at
in Bradley and Hamilton counties and a
3. Athens. The brethren of this .vicini-l portion of Georgia.
Brother Trott arri,'ed
ty with highly commendable
zeal had fitted in time to preach Monday at twelve o'clock j
up at considerable
expense,
a very neat on the subject of Regeneration.
After which
house of worship.
Preached
three times we left for Sequatchee
Valley.
Reached
per diem for seven or eight days to atten- the hospitable
residence
of brother Wm.
tive and pretty large congregations.
The Carnes on Wednesday,
and after a short

I

I

result was the cnlistment '~f ten soldiers of I' respite from incesllant labor, commenced
the cross.
Friday the Senior Evangelist
meeting at
left for other appointments.
Meeting c.on6. Smyrna.
Continued
over a wcek
tinued at town and factory by Junior Evan-I spending daily from eight to ten hours at the
gelist in connexion with brother Metcalf. ~meeting house.
A glorious harvcst of
Seven others rallied to the standard of the 1 twelve souls, amply repaid the arduous hgreat captain general.
May the Lord grant !bors of the meeting.
On Thursday we had
that all the seventeen may fight the valiant lthe pleaRnre of secing father Myers come
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forward and declare his independence of 1 James Hunt, a Missionary Baptist Preacher,
all creeds and ecclesiastical establillhments and Elder Reuben Burrow of the Cumberfounded upon them. In this resolute step land Presbyterians, lately terminated a dehe was joined by his amiable consort and bate, caused no doubt from-a book written
one of his daughters. For twenty years he against us as a body of Christ, and the Baphas been extensively known as an eminently tists, in which he charges Brother Campbell
pious' preacher of the Cumberland Presby- with making a translation of the New Testerian Church. May increasing usefulness tament, in order to carry out his plan, as he
be his happy lot. "They that turn many to calls it, of a "water salvation." After most
righteousness shall shine as stars forever and grossly slandering Brother C., he says,
ever." On Friday night we commenced "while deism is slaying its thousands, this
meeting at
ism is slaying its tens of tllOusands." Du7. Pikeville. This meeting continued ring the debate he stated, as Brother J. N.
several days, and resulted in eight more ad- Williamson informed me, that A. Campbell
ditions. Brother Wm. 'Carnes gave us his believed that a man was immersed without
valuable and warm hearted co-operation 1 regard to faith, change of heart or views, he
during this, and indeed, during the preced- would be sure to go to heaven. He said
ing meeting, as far as compatible, with his about fifty persons called on him to know if
engagements as principal of the Pikeville what Mr. Burrow said was- tr·ue. He told
Academy. The way seems open for the them it was not, and that he would get a
complete triumph of primitive Christianity teacher of the Christian body to come and
in Sequatchee.
"Great is the truth and speak a short time among them. He wrote
mighty above all things and will prevail." to me and twenty gentlemen signed a petiTo the Lord alone be the praise. We left tion for me to come. I went down and
the Valley on Friday morning, bearing in spent ten days, spoke fifteen times, and after
mind as nevp.r to be forgotten mementoes, teaching im~ersed seven of the taught inthe many acts of hospitality and christian to Christ, and left them going on rejoicing
kindness manifested to us by the beloved in the truth. Three of them were predobrethren of Smyrna. Journeying across baptists. Indeed more than one-third of
the mountains, we reached Rocky River those whom I have immersed were predomeeting house on Saturday morning, where baptists.
,
we remained over Lord's day, preaching
I am astonished that Mr. Burrow's brethlVithour energetic brother Elkins.
1 ren in the ministry did not advise him and
The Evangelist for Warren county.-On Ii he take their advice, not to bear false witMonday morning we left, and at night reach- ness. So it is, he stands forth in the year
ed Woodbury, where we had the pleasure of our Lord 1847, as a calumniator of the
of meeting and hearing brother Wm. N. Disciples of Christ and Alexander CampHooker, who, for two years past has been bell, and I can only account for it on one
successfully proclaiming the gospel in South principle, and that is, a bad defeat at Salem,
Alabama.
Miss., in a controversy with Elder S. S.
J. J. TROTT,
Lattimer,' a Baptist preacher, some four
JOHN EICHBAUM.
years ago, and now he may be able 'to send
forth another edition, since his defeat at
GOOD NEWS-SLANDERS
REFUTED.
Denmark, Tenn., with the Editor of the
P ARIS,S ep tem b er, 20 1848 .
had a disDEARBRO.' F ERGUSON:-I h·ave Immerse d ~.Tennessee Baptist,. where they
.
since I wrote you last, nine at Dresden, four l CUSSlonlately. Smce t~at time more than
at Murray, and seven at McLemore ville, be- fifty persons ha.ve been Imme.rsed. In the
ing the first gatherings at that place. The other debate WIth Elder Lattimer, Brother
community at McLemoreville are a hi hI Northcross of Mississippi i~forrned me,
,
,
.
"
g y there was about seventy-five Immersed af. respectable portion of the Dlstnct of West tel' the debate. I reviewed a pOltion of his
Tennessee.
It i~ the place where Elder ~book against the Disciples, at McLemoreI
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~m;,--:~;~L~:i~l~to
review it in a good many sections of the
District, as well as elsewhere, and expose
it. Our papers do not circulate much
where the' book has been sold, and this is
the only alternative left to me. I wished to
visit the meeting in the Middle Section of
the State, but owi.ng to the foregoing circumstance I cannot do so, as I shall employ
all the time I can in this section of the state
for a good while to come.
Cannot the Co-operation aid us in the
coming year with an Evangelist in the District? We have, I suppose, near two thou·
sand Brethren scattered in the District, and
no Evangelist regularly in the field. If the
brethren could be aided for a while, I think
much good could be done, and they would
soon be' strong enough to carryon the work
alone. I do think the coming season a propitious time, and if we could have such laborers and teachers as are well versed in
the word of the Lord, as well as men of
intelligence and experience, much could be
done to carry forward the cause of truth in
establishing churches and converting the
people to the cause of Ancient and pure
Christianity. Will you, on behalf of the
Brethren, lay this matter before the Brethren at their meeting this fall.
Yours in the Lord,
JOHN R. M'CALL.
••
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G:d::his
family~;:W
be excluded.1f
How can we raise our children in the correction and instruction of
the Lord without this? But if our brethren
cannot be persuaded to be content with the
humblest seats in the house of God, leaving
all places of human creation to be filled by
the world, things will grow worse, or remain as they are. From this may the Lord
deliver us!
With my heart fully set to continue laboring with my fellow-servants in Christ, in advancing "the reformation" commenced more
than 1800 years since, I visited Old Berea
on the first Lord's day (and day before) in
May, which place I have visited thrice since.
I am happy in having it in my power to say,
Berea has fully recovered from the shock
she received from some "wind of doctrine" some time since which carne well
nigh carrying some of her members into
some ism for which I have no name.This church takes Bible lessons to be studied through the week, and recited next
first day. All the children of the members,
that can read, are engaged in this. They
made a further contribution to the state cooperation fund of $23.80,' thus showing
themselves noble in more ways than one.I have had large and atten:ive audiences at
this place, especially during my last visit;
which commenced 5th inst. and continued
five days; during which four, among the
For the Christian Magazine.
most interesting youth of the vicinity, were
AUGUST11th 1848. I ~mmersed into Christ and added to the
DEAR BRO. FERGusoN:-For the three church. We had truly a refreshing season
months last past I have been trying to bring from the presence of the Lord. His name
about a better state of things in the churches be praised!
where I have labored, by teaching the DisI have visited Murfreesboro twice. There
'ciples what the Scriptures command them are but few brethren there, and. they are
to do, and what they forbid their doing, as not wealthy. Some of them mamfest great
members of Christ's body. As the course anxiety to be known as a church, and to
most likely to insure success, in this, I have live as Christian.s. They contributed to the
laid great stress on personal and family cuI- state co-operatIOn fund $10.85. Brother
ture. Indeed, my dear Brother, I am per- Evangelists, one and all, I entreat you to
fectly convinced, that, if a member of the make this a point, whenever duty will allow,
church will not try to add to his faith all that 'Should not the Churches, like tho priests of old, learn to
.
d d (
2 P t 1· 5 6 7) h have mercy upon the ignorant and those who are out of the
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We should use every effort to save a. withering

s'hould be removed from the communion.- $ branch, and lop it off when it is dead-but never till then.A . If
b
h'
t the 1cad f There is a great deficiency in disciplinary teaching, and .0
g~m. . a mem cr.w 0 IS a
],
0 a long as this is the ease, there will be great difficulty in the
family, Will not read (If he can read) to, and execution 01 Discipline.
ED.
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~h~;~,

;~;;~;;:~-~hi~:~~
and~~~littl:TM~Charity
sh~~ld'~gin
vine, and it will grow and be fruitful even in and look _atthe heathen in our midst. Oh!
Murfreesboro.
there is_ so much to be done, I should be
Other places visited shall be noticed here- disc,Ouraged but for the promise that "The
after. In conclusion I must say, that it is kingdom sltall fill the whole earth." When 1
with irrepressible joy I testify that a large is a question that often occurs to me. I
proportion of the brotherhood at every place have. commen~ed the stud~ of Genesis, inI have visited manifest a determination to tendmg to notice the promises and prophelive more fo; the Lord and less for the cies particularly, and have thought a good
world, than heretofore.
deal about the promise to 4braha~1l that the
·ts WI'11t eac I1 th e t ru th land of Canaan should be his forever. This
If aII our E'vange IIS
.
. IS
. ID
. the New Testament, and the promise is yet to be fulfilled.
Just
as It
.
Elders see that it is practiced by all the membel'S, the church will speedily triumph gloriously. Short of this the heavens will still
be in mourning!,
Your brother and fellow-laborer,
J. K. SPEER.

The reformation is moving on slo\vly but
steadily. Prejudices are being removedlight increasing. Sure it requires close ob; servation to see this, and superficiul-observcrs are 'often discouraged. For myself I
am more fully convinced every day "That
the reformation is Christianity," and with
'1
Extract frolll a private lettcr to tltc that conviction my courage is increased. I
can as soon doubt my own existence as the
Editor, dated
ultimate triumph of the cause we afe pleaSept. 9th, 1848.
ding.
"I have read the September No. of the
As ever, your sister in the gospel,
Magazine. Your devotional readings are
S. B. S." ,
very appropriate.
"You are fortunate in being able always
"to cast your burden on the Lord," and I
have strong faith that all this will work for
good in the end. How indispensable that
prayer of the Psalmist, "Search me a God,
and know my heart." I am just beginning
to feel that "The heart is deceitful and desperately wicked." "The blood of Christ
cleanseth from all sin," else what would becorne of us 1 Sometimes every thing seems
dark) but only for a little while, for when I
put the question to myself "Why art thou
cast down 1" I discover the cause, and the
remedy 1Salways at hand, or as Y911 have
expressed it, "David received the curse, for
he felt t/:Jat he deserved it, and he asked
the Lord to turn away his affJiction."
Your lecture on Gen. XV. carne in very
good time. I have the nicest Bible class,
compose.d of my S. S. cl.ass, and some other
young girlS, two Methodists among them.We are studying Genesis. I never understood why Abram offered those sacrifices
before.
I agree with bro. Lawson about "Foreing
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PUBLlf.

The Greek and English Lexicon of L.iddell & Scott published in this country undel' 'the supervision of Mr. Dreister of New
York, in the definition of the word Baptizo,
gives among other meanings that of "to
pour upon." In the original English cd ition of this great work there is no such definition! And Mr. Dreistel' certainly imposes upon the public by gi\'ing it in his
edition of the work.

i

It should be kept before the public th~t
in order to sustain the cause of Paido-baptism even the Lexicons must be altered.It is not enough. not to translate the word at
all, but the standard Lexicons which define
the original, must be amended under the inHuence of a biassed intellect and the sectarian feelings of a Paido-baptist Editor.Better yield the point than to resort to such
miserable, efforts to misguide and bewilder
the minds of their people.
J. B. F.
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d th
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'J
hIgh cultivation, it is the intention of the
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'd'fi'
b
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to give 'suitable facilities to girls
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d th
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or I c en an
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F
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room-built
in the most substantial manner
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or t IS purpose, arrangements
will
, f b 'k
d
'II
t' I b
d
t h be made for thorough instruction in at least
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nc, an WI cer am y e rea y ate
1
'
'
d'
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' two of the AnCIent Languages-two
or more
'
t Ime eSlgna e .
'th th
t'
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h
Modern-a
hberal course of Mathematicse excep IOn 0 some
een un,
,
W I,
dred dollars subscribed as stock and dona- ~ure and, mIxed; of Natural SCIence, includ.
' ,
mg partIcularly
Geology. Botany and ZotlOns, the whole expense of bUlldmg has
,.
fallen upon S. E. Jones, and the Trus- ology, and ~Iso C,hemistry, pr~ctically.
The
tees would most respectfully
sugcrest, 'that greatest pams WIll b~ taken In the primary
'f 't b th d t
f tl
bl'
to,
t'
branches of an English course, Music, &c
I lee
u y 0
Ie pu 1C, 0 assls In Th T
.
such enterprises, help is evidently deserved
e rustees see no good reason why the
in the present instance.
~est success should not attend their exer'
t
f
h'
'h
.
tlOns.
owever, IS to
Th e 0b~ec 0 t IS notice,
call attention to a few features of the Insti2nd. As circumstances
may justify, intute, which the Trustees confidently believe struction in domestic econemy and useful
will command
respect when properly' un- an~ ornam~ntal ?ardening, will be introducderstood.
All schools of merit, possibly, ed. Nothmg WIll be attempted which will
have opposition; but from certain developenot be attractive and improving to soul and
HE

m
I

0

ments, this, has enemies amongst those who 1 body,
,
should be its warmest friends.
The idea of
3rd. 'The greatest exertions will be used
gain has such a strong hold upon the com- t~ bring the young'under
proper moral prinmunity, generally,
that schools established
clples.
The study or Christianity in its
with the most benevolent intentions, and at evidences and all its, practical bearipgs will,
the'severest
sacrifices of individuals
sel- therefore,' claim the assiduous attention of
dom escape the censure of those who are the managers ofthe Institution.
wedded to mammon.
'
4th. Another feature of no small mom,ent,

,

The experienced
and intelligent
know,
,that the very best manage~ent
is required
to sustain an institution of learning even
with buildings and freedom from debt.
The thoughtful must observe the difficulty
of supporting
schools when they take into
consideration,
the strenuous
and perhaps,
praise-worthy
efforts that are made to enol
dow our colleges.
For Minerva College,
nothing is asked to support it but a fair
trial.

will be that; of the daily supervision of the
No distant Trustee will be elected, and no o~e indeed, who canrot be convenient at all times to aid the school.
Tbe Trustees are fully aware, that, fears
are entertained on account of the proximity
of the Institution to Franklin College; but
they feel the fullest confidence tbat,much less
opportunity will be offered for unadvised associations and influences of the respective
sexes, than attend any schools connected

From what has been published and said
by some inexperienced
agents, the Trustees
fear the plan of the s<;hool is but imperfectly known, and they therefore, feel it due to
themselves and the cause of human improvement, to state clearly some of the more im-

with a town.
To be sure, it is expected
that FORIIIAL visits, under the direction of
the Faculties,
will be paid by students of
Franklin College to the other establishment,
but informal visits, or such as might not be
regarded as entirely commendable will not

ITrustees.

portant features of the establishment:
1st, Having the fullest confidence

that

l

be suffered.
Instead of a disadvantage,

the

friends of
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~~ults~l
from the proximity of the schools. While
the ambition of Females will be aroused at I
the progress of the opposite sex, young men i
will obviously be purified and refined by the j'
chastening influence of the fair.
It need not be said that evils may grow

.

.

Y,

J. M. BARNES,
J. S. FALL,
S. E. JONES.

T.

promise

still,

And blessthy chust'uing rod.

•

,
EDITOR'S
TABLE.
The Lecture upon Genesis for thiij month presenta at
once irrefragable evidence in favor of the Book, aud af.
fords an outline of the character of one of the most reo
mark able of the races of man. The sober, vigorous,
patient Arab, like his faithful companion, the camel,
moving amid columns of sand over his pathless desert,
has ever been an object of interest. Free as the air he
breathes, possessed of the highest poetic imaginatioll,
austere in his religiou as a Cenobite, which he believes
has desceuded to him from Abraham, if not from Adam;
boundless in his gratitude, unchecked in hi. vengeance,
assailing and dividing whatever property comes within
his reach, his history is as wonderful as his ancestry ia
renowned.

It IS presumed the Trustees WIll be pre·
pared to pu blish their prospectus by the fir5t
of November-perhaps
earlier.
G W MCQUIDD
"

My Father and lily God,

I trust thy gracious

I

out of the plan, so long as there IS no state
of society in which most serious evils are
not found. Let the institution have a fair
trial-no more is asked.
.

TABLE.

Othensubmissiv-;;';~;:"VV'~~

I
,

FANNING.

Franklin College, T., Sept., 1848.,

I

•

The letters on Church Government demand the at·
tention of all who fear the encroachments of organized
power on the one hand and of anarchy on the other.The subject is importunt, and the thoughts it contains
are just and forcible and are presented in a Christian
spirit.

OBITUARY.
Fell asleep in the arms of Christ, in 'Marion, Lynn
The essay on the nature of faith is a capital one, to
county, Iowa, on the 24th Aug. 1848, Brother JAM E S the sentiments of which we subscribe with all our heart.
M. FANlUNG, M. D., aged thirty-six years and four· The "Religion oflife" breathes a: refreshing spirit over
teen days. Whenevel' at leisure in his professiou, tbe dull scenes of our existence. It is eloquent in la'!.
he auccessfully proclaimed the gospel to his fellow guage, lofty in sentiment and is worthy of the band and
citizens, and was instrumental in raising up and sustain ..
heart of a Christian.
ing several churches in IlIinois and Iowa. He was es·
teemed by a numerous acquaintance as a virtuous and
All lovers of order and peace in our Churches should
useful citizen, a successful physieian and an edifying read the remarks on the "manner in which Discipline
'teacher of the Christian Religion. He dilld in the trio should be enforced."
Few of oUr Elders or Evangel.
umphs of the f~ith he labored to disseminate, leaving a ists who would not be profited by reading it twice.
widow and four children to mourn his untimely depar.
The essay on "Fellowship" aims not at controversy
ture. The Lord has promised to be" husband to the but at an honest and scriptural statement of the whole
widow and a father to the mtherle.s.
'Ve hope these question. We have not attempted a minute refutation
will so receive the chastisement as to realize the faith. i of the vag~e assumptions upon this subje~t, for we do
fulness of the promise.
i not deem It necessary. Tbose who beheve that all
The follOWInglines were written by his amiable con- eontributions should pass tlllough tbe treasury, should be
sort a few moments before bis remains were removed to allowed to carry it out practically, as this is the only
tbeir last restiug place, and are mournfully expressive way for .them to see the fallacy of their reasoniug. A
of' her bereft situation and bel' confidence in Him who man wbo wishes to carry a house on his shoulders, ought
liveth foreverl1lore.
to be allowed to try it.
Husband and guide, thy spirit's lied
From litis dark world of pain;
On angel's wings it gladly sped
To Heaven with Chrisllo reign.
I mourn dear one by tTJylone bier;
Thy babes are by Illy side-

The superficial dogmatism of Phrenological works
upon Religion demands some attention. We bave only
given it a passing reference. The Phrenological writers
fail to distinguish between the assumptions of Theology
and the teachings of tbe New Testament.
Tbe "Pearl of great price," a discourse by J. R.
Howard, crowded out of this' number, shall appear in

I feel that they are orphans here,

Without a friend to guide.

our next.

FarewcU, thou Iov'd one of my !lout!
FArewell, but not forever-

An iuteresting question from Mr. HOUGH ofPhiladelphia has been upon our table for two montl,s. It shall
recei~e attention 'ere long.

The tie that bound our hearts below
'Tis not for death to sever.
O~God of love, indulge my grief,
Nor frown me from thy face-Thou, only TllOU, can'st give relief-O! gra.ut supporting grace.

I·
I

The present number of the lI1agazinewill be found to con-

~ tain & more than usual amount of miscellaneom~ rf'arljn~, of
~ ~cncral interc3t.
;
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AN ADDRESSTO THE WATCHMEN.
TIIECllARAC-rER
OF TIIETI"E. AXD OF OUR unOR.

overthrown;
the other suspects every thing
because many things have been found de-

WATCHMAN! of the Reformation,
what
of the night?
Does the morning seem to
break over the mountains of superstition
and tyranny that have stood for ages?
Is
the star of .Hope still ascending in thy horizon?
See'st thou the gleams of a brighter
day already upon the clouds as they betoken the approach of Redemption's
triumph?
Dost thou feel the greatness of
the work in which we are engaged-the
favoring circumstances
of the age in which

ceptive.
One hides itself from the storm
that is passing under the dogmas of the
past; the other is sceptical of every defence.
One receives and inculcates, unexamined,
every thing hoary; the other is in danger of
receiving nothing and of landing the frail
barque of human reason in total unbelief.
We cannot fellowship either-for
we will
not make void the word of God by tradition
nor deny its supernatural character by Deism.

we live, and the brevity of that hour in
which you and I are allowed to work in our
Master's Vineyard?
The Religion we have professed should be
the basis of aU our opinions of ourselves
and of the age; our estimate of all character; our law of all duty; our mould of all
development,
and should
gilre a coloring
and direction to every act of every-day life.
Our standing and character should be formed by it. By its plastic influence it should
work upon us more mightily than pDlitics,
or law, or medicine, or wealth, or honor, or
soil or atmosphere.
He who wields the influence of Christianity exercises the mightiest control over the condit ion and destiny
of man that can be exercised.
He who
learns and is controlled by the influence of
Christ is placed at the fountain head of all
power.
He sits upon a throne whose foundation is as immovable as the pillars of the
universe.
The Religious
world is begining more
and more to assume but two aspects-to
be
divided into two part~es: that of progress
and stagnation:
one willing to advance the

But one thing- I would have you notice.
sceptic'sm
of this age differs from
all that ever preceded it. It is indeed the
anomaly of these times.
It is supereminently religious!
Do not be startled readel', for what I say is true.
With it Christianity is one of those universal convictions
which pervade humanity which lie at the basis of all worship.
It has an unwritten
and universal theology of which Christ was
indeed a great expounder, but not necessarily the greatest.
It would receive, iu its
comp lacency, Christianity as true, ifit were
allowed to amend it, so as to ~eject its miracles, to modify some of its cardinal princi.
pIes, to cut off its rites and ceremonies, according to the intellectual, spiritual and reforming wisdom of this mature age of the
world.
That is, its professors will become
Christians if we will allow them to make a.
Christianity
fi)J' themselves,
which they

iThe

I

promise, for the benefit of humanity, to
make less Judaic, le~s barbarous,and less superficial in its social organization than that
of the J'ude fishermen and tent-makers of
.J udea!

~ther t~ remain where the.y are: Both par-j'
Looking at these reformatory movem.ents
ties, as 18 usual, are often-tllnes ID extremes.
III a very sober
and a very proper light,
One fears to examine
lest Grerything be ~many R()ligioni~t5 fly to the opposite exI
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treme, and feeling themselves guardians for
the safety of Religion, they propose to arrest all inquiry.
They almost repent that
they are not Catholics, that is, Romanists.And if the mockery and nuiscence of the
temporal power of the Pope were only removed-as
it is likely to be in the struggles
of revolutionary Italy under the direction of
the Reforming Pius f-their
fearful souls,
broken and shattered and bankrupt of hope
would flock to the "old mother" as doves
to their windows and with joy and weeping
seek that peace and order which bel()ng
more to the stagnant pootthan ~oth~ rolling
river:
Watchman!
Here are the extremes, Roman ism and Deism.
These are old names
but they describe new movements, for human nature is the same. Do you fear either?
You need not. The Bible cannot be thrown
aside; for the religious world without it
wo"nld be in its ideas as confused, disorganized and chaotic as was the physical ere the
word of God said, LET THERE BE LIGHT.Deism can never perpetuate
itself' for it
cannot define its 0 wn indentity.
Th~re can
be no power or strength without union and
scepticism is anything, every thing or nothing as caprice may make it. It comes

l

I

I

of mansions of blessedness
and rest after
the victories and trials of a virtuous life.The arrogant tone of scepticism, the vulgar smartness
of would-be-philosophers,
the biting sarcasm of 'humanitarian Reformers, aimed against the rebukes of God's authenticated Prophets and Apostles can never
take the place of a POSITIVE RELIGION,
so long as human nature feels its ignorance
sinfulness,
and mortality.
Neither
the
sphere-point of a sneer or the forked tongue
of 11n inuendo can ever pierce or poison
Christianity, for it sits too high in the reverence of the world or is buried too deep in
the wants of our race to be reached by
such missiles.
He that degrades
Christ
degrades not Christ, but himself.
He may
fall upon the stone over which he stumbles,
but he will be broken; and if it fall on him
he must be ground to powder.
He that
sneers at transforming wisdom shows himself to be a fool j he that traduces spotless
purity shows himself
to be sensual.
As
long as human nature has a soul it will revere the wisdom, purity and glory of the
life, humiliation and death of Jesus of N azareth; so long will it love to hear of the
Father the only begotten reveals, of the
duty he enforces and the heaven he holds

from chaos and to chaos it retUTn8 for it re- out to its llOpe.
.
t'"
d t
.
.
Watchman!
Let us notice what the spircognizes no ranslormmg
war
0 gIve Jt
·
I
d"
d'
t'
t'
b
d'
t
it
says:
"other
foundation can no man lay
su b s t an t la an
IS mc Ive em 0 Imen.than
that
is
laid,
which is Jesus Christ."It s t eac h ers, many 0f tllem, wou Id Iove to
., .
.,
h'
Didst thou ever observe that no other founfin d a firm looting lor t elr superstructure;
.
.
t'
d I
datIOn has ever been attempted.
No aposb u t Cl HIS. t"t
laUI y occupies
nO' groun
t.ley.
.
. .
tates lmposters or DeIsts have ever dared
seek, and they oecome Chnstlans whenever
I'
h
Mid'
d'd
.
..
to ay anot er.
0 lama alllsm
I
not
they seek It. The office of DeIsm JS purely.
'. .
.
I d . th B'bl Ch"
dl··'
deny Chnst.
Swedenborglanlsm
acknowlnegative.
t en-Ies 0' I 0',
list an )l~- d d J
1\"" h ama d'anIsm c I'alme d to b e
.
e gO'
esus.J.o
tory. But human nature seeks somethmg
I
I
A d d'd
.
..
on y a supp ement.
n,
I
you notice,
more than negaiIon. DeIsm says, I do not beD .
f h' d
I'
Cl'
d
.
.
.
.
the
elsm 0 t IS ay calms
HISt an
lleve m Chflst. Human nature asks, Hl what,
.
th
d
b I'
? A dI
t
'11 i calls hIm the greatest teacher of natural reen, 0 you e Jeve.
n luman na ure WI i ..
I Ck .. '
. h' I I
.
'11
'
t
R
l'
.
t'l
D
.
hglOn ?-.
rtst IS Wit It t 10' lapplest I usaccep t tlle Ch flS
0' Iglon un I
elsm can
,
.,
.
.
't b tt
It cares no th'"mg lor th e mlr-.
.
tration of that msplratlOn which the God of
gIve 1 a e er.
.
"'f
th
.
I
d'
d't
k
nature gives to all mankmd.
Thus every
ac Ies; lor I
0' mlrac es are
enIe I as's
r.
b t
R I"
. It'
I
B
system of error acknowledges
enough to
lor a 0' ter
0' Iglon Wit IOU mlrac e.
ut.
..
,
.
ltd
th d d
't
II prove Its own folly and to establIsh the spIrItS mlrac es s an
unsca e
espl e a
itual greatness
of the Lord Jesus; and
t h at H ume or S trass or a II tl10' G erman mys.'
.,
.
when they tell us of Jesus and of Paul as
tl~S have wntten ,and ItS faIth remal~s to providential teachers of natural religion, we
direct, elcvjlte, punfy and control the mmds are ready to say, "Jesus
we know and
of men j to speak of glory and immortality, 1 Paul we know, but who are you?"
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But Watchman!
Here is another ques- try of Greece and Rome.
Not to speak of
tion which is daily becoming the question its "Boreal crowns" its cosmogony its meof the age.
It is called the social question. tempscichosis and its reons, it is based upon a
It is now convulsinO'o the kinO'doms
of Eu- denial
of the sinful condition of man and
b
•
•
rope, and the strongest
minds and ablest It vamly proposes to transform the disposipens are employed to give a statement of tions or character of men by the power of
prevalent evils, and to present a remedy;
external arrangements,
rather than the gosand in presenting that remedy due respect pel of the Son of God.
The experience
is not always paid to the teachings of Chris- ?f the .. world is wOl:th nothing if the same
tianity.
Enormous social evils are pointed (mfirmltl8s and passIOns of mankind, will
out, the luxury and self-indulgence,
and l not develope themselves
as much in the
the poverty, ignorance
and degradation
of Phalanx
as they have done every where,
the world with all its boasts of Christianized
unless they make it of the best developed
civilization.
Its earthly, sensual and selfish and experienced
Christians, and these we
spirit is denounced, and a class of philoso- cannot spare from a world already too corphers have sprung up who propose to rid :upt.. Christianity has taught us that man
society of all these evils.
These philoso- IS a smner, and one of itsobj-ects is to rephers,however,
are not agreed among them- buke Ein and pronounce
its doom.
Any
selves.
'Ve have already seen Owen reduce _system which denies this tmth, cannot be
his own system to an absurdity so that the 1 fellowshipped
by the Christian.
Watchcommon sense of mankind will never be dis- man 1 It flatters humMl pride, destroy.s the
turbed by it again.
He destroyed the natu- efficacy of the gospel provision a'lld leads the
ral connection
between
industry and re- hopes of humanity to earthly instead of
ward, robbed mankind of motil'es to bear heavenly happiness.
It tells men, who al:
the ills and perform the labors of life, and ready have too little encouragement·
to
he and his theory have been consil1ned to a strive for their daily bread, that they may
Utopia, to which many similar one: are des- live better than kings -and revel in every
tined.
Like its twin-brother, St. Simonianindulgence a sensual conscience
may'Sugism, it has vanished into thin air. But the gest.
It has R6artrcle in its creed which
Fourier department
~f these principles,
says, ·'except a man deny himself and take
tell us that the error consisted in not em- up his cross daily he cannot be my Disciple."
ploying men according to their capacities,
It teaches not to rejoice in affliction, and in
nor re .varding them according to their work a Phalanstery
and not in the Heavenly Ca-Owen
ism was foolish enough to suppose naan, it looks for all the honors and advantathat all men would labor for the same re-l ges the holy Apostles have taught us to exward, and St. Simonianism
was despotic 1 pect in mansions not made by human hands.
enough to make them do so; But Fourier-l
But the followers of Fourier nre leady to
ism has seen the error of both and pre-l test their theory by experiment.
Let them
sents i~simp?siDg scheme as the discovery 1 test it then, but we have not time to test it for
of SOCial sCience.
Now whilst I have in.! them. "Let the doad bury their dead;" but
finitely more respect for the last system Ilet us follow ChrisL
Owen wished to test
than for either of the other two, and willing-! his theory and so didSt. Simon, and they
Iy accord to its advocacy a numter of the did test them. And until success crowns the
ablest and best men of the age, yet I hill'e efforts of Fourier we must leave him in the
serious and religious objections to it, which same category.
Till, then, we must not
every Watchman UpOi' Zion's walls oughtto ~be considered
unO'enerous
in assi~nin!) to
boo
consider.
Fourierism
is a declaratio:l
of; him a large domain in Utopia.

I

i
i

I

~any truths: but at the same time many ofl
Christi~n purpase exerted upon the ind'iItS speculatIOns,
are as extravagant as the vidual and the household must reform sotales of the "Arabian Nights," and to myi ciety or it will never be reformed.
0111'
mind are as paganized as the refined idola-! welfare deppnds moro upon our purposes
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tqan up~~-~:;::~~angements,~~~
pair. We l~;~~~d
gro:nd oi-ho~d
pleasant. They regulate and control our though the world may not com~ up to our
outward condition more than our condition standard of Christian perfection, still let us
controls them. If, therefore, Christianity keep it elevated, it will serve as a beacon to
be welcomed to the hovel or the palace; if others and keep us in our true position.the kingdom revealed by the divine authori- Let us drop all morose and Pharisaical comty of Emanuel be received, it will change plaint, for it discourages better workmen
both and by governing the individual gov- than we, remembering that Providence
ern the community. Make men chaste, has entrusted to us vast powers, for noble
frugal, sober, peace-loving, and you will uses, t.he fruits of which we shall reap if
promote the prosperity and happiness of we faint not. To Christ they belong, by
society, more than all the theories of So· Christ they were redeemed, to him let them
ciali15tscan do. And where these virtues be consecrated. Le.t what has already been
are not inculcated and promoted, a very gained give us courage. Let faith in God
paradise of external loveliness will become and his Almighty purposes concerning the
a desert or a wilderness of curses. Teach 1 disposition of the ~ges and generations of
the, people to raise their c}lildren to be hon- men, give us courage. Your message will
est, industrious and temperate; to seek be pleasing and welcome to all who seek
worldly prosperity as stewards who must the peace and everlasting salvation of our
give an account, and you will find work God. Many will join your invitations with
enough and encouragement for thy whole' Hallelujahs of gladness, and when the day
life.
comes for the "Lord to make bare his arm
Fourierism teaches men to love wealth in the eyes of all nations, and all the ends
Communism to despise it. Christianity of the earth shall see his salvation, with the
teaches neither. It honors its proper use true Watchman of Zion,
and views its acquisition in its moral and
"We shall lift up our voice,
religious bearings. It does not cherish
Together we shall shout- .
For with OUf own eyes we shall behold
idleness or improvidence, it denounces
"That JEHOVAH restoreth Zion.
fraud and oppression and demoralizing trafJ. B. F.
fic; and when industry and economy acquire wealth, it teaches its owner that the
THE PEARL OF GREAT PRICE.
acquisition makes him responsible for the
A DISCOURSE,
BY J. n. llOWARD.
highest good that can be brought to the peo- The kingdom of heaven is like unto a merchantman,
ple within his sphere, and thus wealth is see-king goodly pearls: who, when he had fonnd one pearl
of great price, went and sold aU that he had, and bought
made a public blessing and the capitalist be- it.-Matt. xiii. 45,46.

I
I

comes the poor man's friend by encouraging him to reform his mind and heart.
Watchman! let us neither be led away
from our duty by visionary schemes of
improvement., nor detered by the enormous
ills which any t.heorist 'can describe better
than he can alleviate. Our Religion is neither dogmatic nor dreamy. It is eminently
practical. Its gospel shonld be preached
with reference to wants which exist to-day as
they existed yesterday and will exist until
the heavens be no more. Let us feel the prevalent wickedness and gird ourselves for
new assaults. Let us cheer each other on
in the work though it increase upon us and
our labors seem in vain. Let us never des-.

During the personal ministry of the
Lord Jesus Christ upon earth, such were.
the stupidity of the Jewish nation, the
sensuality in which they were immersed,
the gross and fleshly views they entertained
respecting the nature of the kingdom which
he came to establish, that he had to teach
them by parable, and thus clothe and veil
the mighty truths he came to promulgate in
order to induce them to receive them.His approaching reign formed the great
theme upon which he mostly dwelt; and
he illustrated, by various similitudes, its
character, the success with which it would
meet, and the destiny of those who should
be honored with membership in it, or re-

•
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ion. Among
these parables
is the one
which We have placed at the head of this
discourse, and which is designed to represent the inestimable
value of citizenship in
this kingdom
the great riches to which
those belonging to it shall be heirs, the "inheritance
incorruptible,
undefiled and that
fades not away."
The conduct of the merchantman in the
parable, was very dissimilar to that of the
seekers of earthly wealth, the reverse of
that of the amassers of worldly riches.They generally labor to increase
and enlarge their possessions, to extend their operations, and to multiply their resources; or,
if they make an investment of their means,

the

AI.

I

mighty Creator from the unfathomable recesses of his invisibility?
Decay and destruction are written upon every page ~f
this mighty volume!
"The great globe Itself" upon which we live and move, "rockribb'd and ancient as the sun," with its cloud
capped mountains, its cities, temples, palaces and towers, is destined to pass away.The gold and silver shall become dim, and
the precious stone lose the brightness of its
lustre.
And it is revealed that, "the heavens shall pass away with a great noise,
and the elements
shall melt with fervent
heat, and the earth also and the works that
are therein shall be burned up."
Why then
labor for that which is destined to perish?

so as to contract them, to do it for the purpose of future operations of a more extensive character.
Not so with th:s one. He
made an investment
of all that he had in
one single object, for .its great value.
It
was like the concentration of a mighty mass
of dark carbon
in the transparent
and
sparkling diamond.
Now what are we to
learn from this parable ?-and
what is the
lesson in it which our Lord designed to

i Why devote all the energies of your whole
beinrr to the accumulation
of that which
shalt ultimately "pass away?"
Why continue to worship "idols of gold, and silver,
and brass, and stone, and wood: which
neither can see, nor hear, nor walk ?"_
gold and 'silver money, and fine and costly
buildings of stone and wood; to the neglect
of the Creator who made all, and who alone
is worthy of ali honor, praise and adora-

teach?
It seems to be one of the most. difficult
for men to learn, though of the utmost importance and value to them: the great superiority of the heavenly inheritance to the
riches, treas~res
~nd possessions of earth'i
The companson
IS one worthy of deepest!
and most serious attention.
Blinded by
the glare of wealth, seduced by the supposed advantages of superiority which it
can confer, and the influence and pleasures
which it is expected to bring, men engage
and persevere in the pursuit of riches as
the great and only objects of their lives, as
if for this they were born, and as alone
worthy of their highest ambitIon, and as
the "end and aim" of their existence on
earth.
Now this might do, if this world
were destined to last forever, and if man
were not "born to die," but to exist upon it

tion?
But, su ppose that all things shall
remain forever, what, at last, becomes of
man, the topmost stone in the visible pyramid of creation, and the master-piece of
the handiwork of God? Could he amass all
the riches of. the globe, and be able to call
all the world his own, he too must "pass
away" and leave all. Death is. written on
his being; and, sooner or later he must how
to the stern decree.
It is revealed unto
him, and fact confirms the revelation, "dust
thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return i"
and, "it is appointed unto all men to die."
You may resist the power of the truths revealed in the glorious Gospel but in vain
may you resist this!
You may refuse to
~bey the commands of the Lord Jesus
Christ, but useless and unavailing will be
your refusal to obey the mandate of death!
You MUST DIE!

eternally: or if the Atheistical maxim were
' an eternal sleep," and
true, that "death IS
man shall pass into no future state of existence after death.
But what is the melancholy truth, written on the voluma of the,

i

i

l

I

.

,

"
f th'
. h'
t
f
twas 10 view 0
IS pens mg na ure 0
all .earthly o~Jects, that, whIle on earth, the
savIOr admOnished those whom he addressed
to, "Labor not for the meat which perishes,
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b~-~~hi:h;:;d~~;;~~la:ting-Ilife j" and, "Lay not up for yourselves
treasures on earth, where moth and rust
doth corrupt and thieves break through and
steal; but lay up for yourselves treasures
in heaven, where
neither moth nor rust
doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break
through and steal j for where a man's treasure is, there will his heart be also."
But
deat.h would be important only as putting
an end to earthly existence, were it not
for the more important truth revealed to
man-of
a resurrection after death unto an
eternal existence.
It is not only "appointed
unto men once to die," but, "after death
the judgment."
In the solemn and sublime
words of Solomon and Job,"-man
goeth
to his long home, and the mourners go about
the streets: or ever the silver cord be loosed,

.

t h e go 1den bowl be broken, or the pltch.
be broken at the fountalll, or the wheell
·
'fl
I 11 I d
t I1e cIstern.
len s 1a t 16 ust return
.
. .
to the earth as It was: and the SpIrIt shalJ
return unto God who gave it."
"Man dieth, and wasteth away: yea, man giveth up
th~ ghost, and where is he? As the waters
fall from the sea, and the flood decayeth and
drieth up: so man lieth down, and riseth
not j till the heavens be no more, they shall
not awake nor be raised out of their sleep.
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And hO\;;;:;s::~~;tl;;;;;'~:!
-how
inestimable the pleasure, the bliss,
lthe glory, that will belong to them!-how
far surpassing
all human conception!i "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither
5have entered into the heart of man, the
t.hings which God hath prepared for them
that love him."
How ineffably great must
they be, and how far beyond the imagination!
The most splendid earthly iIIustrations can but faintly adumbrate them j and
the reality alone will be sufficient to unfold
their glory!
But not only are those heavenly riches so great, so splendid
and so
gloriolls, but they have the additional value
of durability.
All earthly riches must perish, but not so with these.
They are unfading and imperishing.
~
"Richesabovewhatearthcangrant,

I

~

And lasting as the mind."

~ N
I
bl'
.
II
hi
{ot
on y a
ISS surpassln<J a eart y
'
'" .
bliss, but permanent and unceasing, forever
..
dr'
.
contlllulllg an 10rever Increasing.
"A perpetuityof blissisbliss."
For such riches as those, for such an inheritance,
who would not labor?-who
would not toil and strive day and night, perseveringly and unceasingly,
year after year,
century after century?
For such who would
not live ?--=-who would not suffer and die?who would not bow his head to the guillo-

I

For I know that my Redeemer
liveth, and tine, be extended upon the cross, or be led
that he shall stand at the latter day upon to the stake ?-who
would not endure aoy
the earth: and'though after my skin, worms thing, and submit to any fate that heaven
destroy this body, yet in my flesh shalll see might require?
God: whom I shall see for myself, and 5 With ·such a prize as that which is offered
mine eyes shall behold, and not another j 1 to us in the Gospel for our acceptance, what
though my reins be consumed within me." is there earthly that can compare?
In two
And in the lan<Jua<Je of him who is "the resurrection
and'"th: life, who by his own resurrection brought life and incorruptibility to
light by the gospelj"-"All
who are in their
graves shall hear the voice of the Son of man,
and come forth: They who have aone good
unto the resurrection of life and they who
have done evil unto the resurrection
of
condemnation."
And though we have "the
earnest of our inheritance" here, it
be until after the resurrection, that
enter upon the enjoyment of it-of
during riches, the unfading wealth
Yen.

wiII not
we will
the en-l
of hea-

words,it is eternal life, with all that appertains to it, and the enjoyments and glories
that belong to that endless existence.This is the "pearl of great price."
To
purchase this, we should be willing to sell
all. In view of this, into what insignificance do all splendid worldly things fade!
They become but mere -toys and baubles!
"Your glitl'rillgIOysof earthadieu,
A noble choice be mine;

realprizeatlr"ctslllyviewlreasurealldiville.'
"Away, unworthyof my cares.
Yourspeciousbalesof sense;
A

A

i
~

~

Inestima.ble worth llppea:-s,
The pearl of price immcll:3('!"
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And notwithstanding its inestimable val- in that which is least, is faithful also in
ue, it is to be had without paying a cent of much: and he that is unjust in the least, is
earthly treasure for it; and that too by all unjust also much. If, therefore, ye have
who want. "Ho, everyone that thirsteth, not been faithful in the unrighteous mamcome ye to the waters, and he that hath no mon, who will commit to your trust thn
money, come ye, buy and eat; yea, come true riches? And if ye have not been
buy win~ and milk without money, and faithful in that which is another man's, who
without price. Wherefore do ye spend shall give you that which is your own?money for that which is not bread? and This subject is one that requires a whole
your labor for that which satisfieth not ?"- discourse, but we have not time more than
So sang the inspired prophet, in reference to thus briefly notice it here, reserving for a
to the blessings of the Christian dispensa- future occasion that full discussion of it
tion. And at the close of the divine vol- which it requires.
ume, when that glorious dispensation had
Our heavenly Father demands of us to
been introduced, the invitation is repeated, make that application of all that we possess
in language upon which the heart of the to whatever object he may require, whether
true disciple delights -to dwell and his to feed the hungry, to clothe the naked, to
toungue to announce, "And the spirit and house the shelterless, to warm the cold, to
the bride say, come. And let him that sustain the Elder and Evangelist, or whatheareth say come; and whosoever will, let ever else may be expressed or implied in
him take the water of life freely."
his word; and to voluntarily withhold it is reBut, paradoxical as it may seem, and con- bellion, and will be punished as such.
tradictory as it may appear, this pearl may And here let us notice the reply of our
be purchased, may be obtained with earthly Savior to the young man who enquired of
riches and possessions. Not that it can be him, "What good thing shall I do, that I
purchased by counting down a certain sum may inherit eternal life ?" "If thou wilt enof money, and handing it over as the pricetel' into life, keep the commandments," He
a mere matter of bargain, barter and sale! replies. When Jesus had enumerated the
Oh, no; this is not our meaning, nor that principal, the young man replied, "All
in the parable. But it may be obt'lined by these things have I kept from my youth up;
making the proper use of the earthly mam- what l~ck I yet? Jesus said unto him, If
mon,-and by thus investing it in the bank thou will be perfect, go and sell that thou
of heaven ;-by using it for those purposes hast and give to the poor, and thou shalt
which the Lord requires, and devoting it have treasure in heaven: and come and folto his cause. Was it not in reference to me." Did he do it? He had kept the
this, that our Savior said to his disciples: commandments of the Law, and lived in
"I say unto you, make to yourselves friends obedience to the government of God unof the mammon [riches] of unrighteous- del' which he was; and he was doubtless,
ness; that, when ye fail, they may receive also willing to follow Jesus: but, alas! his
you into everlasting habitations." We are, riches, the gods of his lleart, were not to
in fact, but stewards of the Lurd; and all be parted from, and blocked up the way to
that we call our own belongs rightfully to eternal life to him! "When the young man
him, and is only loaned to us to use, under heard that saying, he went away sorrowful:
the direction of his will, during this our for he had great possessions." He was
brief earthly pIlgrimage. The words of Ii willing to have the "pearl of great price," but
our Savior to his disciples, just quoted, he was not willing to pay the price which
were ~poken at the close of his parable of the great ~iver of it demanded. Ah, how
the unjust steward; and seem to have been i ~many nominal professors and others are
its application. And as "it is required in \ there now, who are willing to have eternal
~
stewards that a man be found failhful," s life in the same way, and, in fact, expecting
our Lord continnes, "He that is faithful. it thus; who are willing to go to heaven, if
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own terms!
They punctually keep the ordinances, and profess to be following Jesus;
but are witholding from him their "great
possessions,"
daily adding more to them!
To all such we would say, as said Paul to
the Galatians, "Be not deceived;
God is
not mocked for whatever a man soweth that
shall he also reap.
For he. that soweth to
his flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption;
but he that soweth to the spirit, shall of the
spirit reap life everlasting."
For this "pearl of great price," shall we
not be willing to "sell all 1" shall we not be
wj]]ing to make any sacrifice 1 Is it not worthy to part with every thing for it? Its value is indeed inestimable.
There is nothing
that can balance

against

it in the scale.

l

;f<ic:d~

cerning his people will be effected; men
may become willing and honorable instruments by which he will effect them; or refusing, still he will make them instruments,
dishonorable
and unrewarded.
I thank
God that my studies of the Bible have
taught me this truth-a
truth which removes
all the difficulties connected with the greal
truth, that God is sovereign and man is free.
That is: Man is free to act, and if he act
as God directs him, he will be made an honorable servant; if he will not thus act, still
must he serve, and while gaining his own
pleasure secure the pleasure of God.
Let
the reflecting ponder
and believe;
the
cavilling will not be taught.

It

The cup-bearer

of Pharaoh forgets Joseph

outw~ighs every thing.
~lob~~ of gold and God so orders the pleasure and inter:.
and sllvCl: ar.e b~t d.ust agamst It m the ~al-I est of the cup-bearer, that he serVf\S Joseph,
ance! It IS mfinlte 111 value i-a possessIOn whilst the principle which governed
hrm
never to be separ~ted from the h~ppy po~-. was purely selfish.
When his own interest
sessor, but to be hiS through eternIty.
It IS! with Pharoah can be advanced by it, lIe reoffered to all, high and low, rich and poor. i members Joseph.
This gained, and all is gained~ this forfeited, i
..
.
' I tIt
l".
e'
The Jews killed their own MesSiah; but
an d a 11 IS os - os ,orev r.
his death was made the world's salvation.Persecutors
have traduced and put to death
DIVINE PROVIDENCE.

the people of God to serve their own interests; but their death has been made to drive
Upon this history ·we remark:
from the good cause the hypocrite and the
I. The providence of God manifested in dastard, whilst hundreds of the honest and
the history of Joseph.
His brethren sold true have been won by it to Christ and heahim, careless of his future condition
pro- ven. Instruments all men-all
events must
vided they could remove him out of the ~be, for God reigns supreme; honorable and
way. What man calls an accident, was the rewardable ones we may be, for he made
occasion of his being sold into Egypt.
He us to co-operate with him.
Men estimate
goes as a slave, and is soon elevated to the honor and wealth; but I here state that I
office of a steward, in the house of one of would not exchange the knowledge of this
the Grandees of that nation.
The irregular
truth for all the riches and glory of this
passion of his employer's wife leads him to ~world.
All human affairs are under the
prison, apparently the dupe of his own vir- control and direction of an invisible and
tue.
His friendship there is repaid by in- superior power.
True, "man's heart divigratitude in those who might favor him.seth his own way; but the Lord directeth
Is his condition desperate?
Is the right- his steps."
Kings and potentates of the
eous forsaken? We have not progressed far earth pronounce judgments,
but God maenough to develope the means of his deIiv- keth them a divine sentence.
"The race is
erance, but suffice it to 'Say, that he was de- not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong,
livered, and by the instrumentalit.y of the nor riches t.o men of understanding,
nor
ungrateful cup-bearer, but so as to give him yet. favor to men of skill"-yet
these. may
no honor, and entitle him t.o no reward.J be, for the opport.unity is offered to alI.The great truth of divine providence
is We plan and may rC1r1ize our desires; but
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DIVINE PROVIDENCE.
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there is a deeper plan and a wider realiza-!
But am I told that this view of divine
tion.
We counsel
and execute; but there 1 providence destroys the idea of voluntary
are higher counsels and more extensive ex- human agency.
It may do so in your mind,
ecution than was either desired or expected
but it does not in mine, for three reasons:
by us i-which
latter execution
is good to
i. Man was made for action; and in his
the good, but evil to the evil, according to very organization
he is called to exertions
the worthiness of the means used or the of his own.
He can be happy only when
object effected.
Let us learn, then, the actively employed.
folly of all sinful plans-the
unreasonableii. He
ness of murmuring against God-and
at power.

is lJelf-consc1ous

of

voluntary

the same time the necessity of diligent aciii. God has called upon him in his word
tion in all our duties, relying, as we should, both to design and to work with all possible
with delightful
confidence upon the direct- activity; and has pronounced severe penaIing and disposing power of an Almighty
ties upon him if he will not work.
And,
Father.
if you are still in perplexity, read over the
It is unreasonable
to admit the existence
t." t
fJ
h
d 't "II "
I
~,IS ory 0 osep, an I WI give you a c car
of God without believing that he exercises
t"
f th t th th t th
h
percep JOn 0
e ru
a,
oug
men
a supreme government over all human aft
d
t
t
th .
lfi h
ac, an so ac, as 0 secure
elr se s
fairs.
He made the world for the accomd
t G-.J
ltd
I
II
"
en s, ye
uu a so ac s an
overru es a
modation of man.
He bas beautified
it L". tl
d f th
h I
1"
,or le goo 0
ose w 0 ove 11m.
with all that is fair, grand and magnificent,
.
.'
ThiS. truth wil! ".prepare us for the dav. of
an d h as a d·mua bl y prepare d I't r,or th e a b 0 d e
L 00k aroun d .th e adverSity and sl.lbJectJOn; for all the alarmo f ra t"JOnaI crea t ures.
and death that
wor ld -0 b serve I't s or d'ter, I s regu l'tan y an d jng presages of destruction
d·eSlgn-an d as k yourse, If. care Iess 0 f a II foreshadow" the downfall of earthly
hopes;
.
th e th cones
. 0 f Th eo I"0glans-Is '"t I reasona- for all dlsappomtments of fnends and forbl e t 0 suppose th a t th e C rea t or Ilas cas t suc I1 tune; and for the last solemn hour of our
career. . . For he
a wor Id ,an d suc h crea t ures "1rom h"IS h an d s, mortal"
. who guides the
d esplse
. d an d neg ltd
ec e ,an d Ie fit I't t 0 th e sun In hiS f1ammg charJOt
. through the hea.
bI e con t ro I 0f vens; he who rules amidst the thrones and
wea k an a r,00 I'ISh ,an d mlsera
h uman vo I't'
of unseen
and everlasting
I IOn. Th'de I ea wou ld ma k e ear th principalities
1
" a t an- ~kingdoms, watches over his
a pace
0 f d oom; th e goo d we enJoy
' obscure and
t a I·IZIn
. g d ream; an d our p h'lI osop h y a prac- ~defenceless
chird, and.he
will guide him,
•
. .
tl'cal a -thel'sm . Btlu
k
t
.
amidst
the
storms
of
thIS
turoulent
scene,
00 a your expefJence for proof,you who have projected plans,
and have sent you fore-cast into the future:
" d t h e most Vlgi
. "Iant pruyou h ave exercIse
dence, and have thought you had provided
for all that could happen; and yet some
little event, altogether unseen, has blasted
all your former hopes, and laid your wellformed schemes in ruins. But,perhaps
you
have met success, and you llave set down
to feast upon your happiness,
surveying
with delight, the wisdom of your schemes
and the power of your execution.
But:
alas! just as you were grasping your happi ness it had flown.
Tell me not, then,
that you are master of your own lot. Yourl
happiness depends on submission to the divine .will after you have made ev.ery lawful
exertlO;.

to a place wher~" st?rms shall never ride,
and unpleasant VICIssItudes of fortune shall
never return.
II. The exemplary conduct of Joseph
was recorded,
doubtless, for our instruction.
Three motives seem to have actuated him: Gratitude to his benefactor, the
husband of the licentious woman; the danger of the defilement of his own conscience;
and the danger of sinning against God.Many useful lessons may be gathered from
this passa?e; ~ut as the history is so unique,
and o~r tlme /s al~ea~y exhausted,
I must
leave /t1 commendmg It to you all, liS worthy of your most pr()found reflection, and
as calculated
to improve your hearts; extend your ideas of the divine government;
and indnce you daily to oommit your \~-a)"
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to God.

BENEf'ITS ARISING FROM 'rHE EXERCISE OF CHRISTIANDISCIPLINE.
We should

never

for;t

that we fevil

are only creatures with all our boasts of
greatness,-instruments
in the hands of an
Almighty Creator.
We may plan, and
adorn, and seek to perfect, the means of
our happiness;
but if we forget our origin,
our dependence,
and our destination, and
substitute self, instead of the divine hand,
upon which to lean for support and direction, by ten thousand
means at his own
disposal, our fair fabric may be laid in the
dust, and its elements scattered as the thin
air. Let us remember our insignificance,
and tremble.
We are but mites amid millions of other mites; uut mites as we are.
we should not so far forget ourselves as to
deny that the goodness of providence may
use us for wise ends, by which our true
dignity, honor and felicity will be secured,
and his glory promoted forevennare.
Let
us humble our pride, boast of our tem-

that is~~S-o~m~u-c-h~is~t~h-is~th-e

case, that if we could ascertain the real
discovery a man has of his own heart, by
distinguishing
it from the false professions
many make upon this subject, we should
find it a very accurate standard by which to
judge of his attainments in true godliness.
The exercise of discipline, then, tends much
to promote this discovery, particularly where
circumstances
occur, tending to irritate.Such cases frequently prove like afflictions
to a Christian, not for the present joyous,
but grievous.
They often give both to the
individual implicated, and to others, a melancholy discovery of remaining corruption,
which, but for such an occurrence,
might
never have been known.
This, on reflection, however, produces
effects the most
valuable.
It inspires humility.
It gives
more enlarged views, and communicates
a
deeper impression of the necessity and im-

por~ry pos.sessions, for. theJ are bl:t sma~ll ~ortance of pardoning
portions of a world which floats amId myn- mcreased watchfulness.
ads of :vorld~, guided by an invisible fing~r,
and whIch mil ere long be struck from Its
orbit, as it was original.ly placed thel:e, by
the hand that made I~. Never ass~gl1 to
God a secondary part m human affall's, or
you make a fatal blunder, and forget. that
capacity and success, and powe.r, and .mfluence, are no more than short-ltved gifts of
his beneficence,
which m~y be takeIT from
us at whatever moment hiS purpose
may
demand.
Nev~r yiel~ thy.faith in God, or
thy accompanym~
frailty WIll elev~te self
to a throne of ldolatry, from whICh Jil'CT-'
ch~nce, naught ca~ hurl it .but the mandate
w~lch destroys alike the Idol and the worshlper; and thou forget that thou art but
one of the mighty races of thin-gs
"Which arise glorious in strength,
And perish. as the:quickening brea.th of God
Fill. them, or is withdrawn.

----_..

The exercise of discipline
also, often
tends to discover hypocrites
in a church.
A Christian
may be overcome by temptation, and manifest amostimproper
spirit, ata
time when any thing particularly trying to his
temper occurs, but his Christianity will be
by the subsequent
effects, by the superior
influence of his principles, not only pre~venting him from continuing in such a state
~of mind but leadinO' him to derive benefit
even fr~m his fall. b A hypocrite, on the
other hand, will deliberately allow a cause
of irritation to rankle in his mind and thus
1 discover he is a stranger to th: forgiving
spirit of the gospel.
In both cases the effeets are most useful.
In the first, as we
liave already remarked,
this is obvious;
and with regard to the second, nothing is
of greater consequence,
both to a church
and to an individual, than the discovery of

J. B. F.

,~---SOMe OF THE llENEFI'I'S ARISING FROM TIlE
EXERCISEOF CHRISTIANDISCIPLINE.
Discipline discovers the evil that is in
the heart.
In this way, among others, it is
calculated to be peculiarly useful.
Where
genuine Christianity exists, nothing tends
more to the improvement of the character,
than those incidents that manifest the latent

mercy, and leads to

I

real character.
If anyone
should creep
into a church who is a mere professor, the
sooner he is detected the better, not only
for himself, but for aU connected with him.
His remaining in the church can only contribute to administer
to his own delusion,
while he continues to have a form of godliness, though destitute
of its power: and
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the injury the rest of the members may receive from him, is manifest from the plain
scriptural
principle,
that a little leaven
leaveneth the whole lump.
If the foregoing remarks be just, will it
not follow as a conseqeence, that when any
one is betrayed into a sin, either in his temper, his conversation,
or his conduct, the
strength of his Christian principles, and of
course, the reality of his Christian character, will appear, by the readiness he manifests to acknowledge
what is evil, and explicitly to renounce it. Let Christians, then,
tremble at the thought of defending, from
pride, wlut they are conscious is wrong, or
of being prevented by it, from seeing that
a thing is wrong, which the word of God
declares to be so.- Wm. Innes.
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outward accommodation the literal scholar
has had, should we think it much worth our
while to inquire; not whether his text books
had been in splendid bindings; not whether his study-table 11ad been of rich cabinetwork, and his chair softly cushioned;
not
whether the school-house
in which he had
studied, were of majestic size, or adorned
with columns and porticoes; let him have
got a good education, and it 1V0uld be comparatively of little moment, holV or where
he got it. We should not ask what 11Onors
he had obtained, but as proofs of his progress.
Let him ha\'e graduated at the most
illustrious
university,
or have
gained,
through some mistake, its highest distinctions, and still bE<essentially deficient in
mind or in accomplishment;
and that fatal
defect would sink into every parent's heart,
ON THE SCHOOL OF LIFE.
o God thou ltast tauglLt me lrmn tny YOlLth.-Pealm lxxi. 17. as a heavy and unalleviated disappointment.
LIFE is a school. - This world is a house And arc such questions and considerations
of instruction.
It is not a prison nor a pen- any less appropriate to the great school of
itentiary, nor a place of ease, nor an amphi- life; whose entire course is an education
and heaven?
"0
theatre for games and spectacles;
it is a for virtue, happiness,
school.
And this view of life is the only God!" exclaims the Psalmist, "thou hast
one that goes to the depths of the philoso- taught me from my youth."
phy oflife; the only one that answers the
Life, I repeat, is a school.
The periods
great question, solves the great problem of of life, are its terms; all human conditions
life.
For what is life given?
If for en- are but its forms; all human employments,
joyment alone, if for suffering merely, it is its lessons.
Families are the primary dea chaos of contradictions.
But if for moral partments
of this moral education;
the
and spiritual learning, then everything is various circles of society, its advanced stafull of significance, full of wisdom.
And ges; kingdoms
are its universities;
the
this view too, is of the utmost practical im- world is but the material structure, built for
portance. It immediately presents to us and the administration
of its teachings; and it
presses upon the question:
what are we is lifted up in the heavens and borne through
learning?
And is not this, trulYl the great its annual circuits, for no end but this.
question?
When your son comes home to
Life, I say again, is a school: and all its
you at the annual vacation, it is the 'first periods, infancy, youth, manhood and age,
question in your thoughts concerning him; have their appropriate tasks in this school.
and you ask him, or you ask for the certifiWith what an early care and wonderful
cates and testimonials of his teachers, to apparatus, does Providence begin the work
give you some evidence of his learning.of human education!
An infant being is
At every passing term in the great school cast upon the lap of nature, not to be supof life, also, this is the all-importa'nt ques- ported or nourished only, but to be instructtion.
What has a man got, from the expe- ed. The world is its school.
All elements
rience,
discipline, opportunity
of any past around, are its teachers.
Long ere it is
, period?
Not, what has he gathered togeth- placed on the first form before the human.
er in the shape of any tangible good; but master, it has been at school; insomuch
what has he got-in
that other and eternal that a distinguished
statesman has said with
treasure-house,
his mind!
Not, what of equal truth and originality, that he had
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01" LIFE.

probably obtained more ideas by the age of
five or six years, than he has acquired ever
since.
And what a wonderful ministration
is it! What mighty masters are there for
the training of infancy, in the powers of
surrounding
nature!
With a finer influence than any human dictation, they pene-

work begun with ardor; which is to learn
patience in weakness, to gather up the fruits
of experience
into maxims of wisdom, to
cause virtuous activity to subside into pious
contemplation,
and to gaze upon the visions of heaven, through the parting veils of
earth.

trate the secret places of that embryo soul,
and bring it into life and light.
From the
50ft breathings of Spring to fhe rough blasts
of Winter, each one pours a bless'ng upon
its favorite child, expanding its frame for
action, or fortifying it for endurance.
You
seek for celebrated schools and distinguished teachers
for your children;
and it is
well.
Or you cannot afford to give them
these advantages, and you reg •.et it. But.
consider what you have.
Talk we of farsought and expensive processes of education?
That infant eye hath jts master in
the sun; that infant ear is attuned by the
melodies and harmonies
of the. wide, the
boundless creation.
The goings on of the
heavens and the earth, are the courses of

But in the next place, life presents lessons in its various pursuits and conditions,
in its ordinances and events.
Riches and
poverty, gayeties and sorrows, marriag~s
and funerats, the ties of life bound or broken, fit and fortunate or untoward and painful, are all lessons.
They are not only appointment.s, but. they are lessons. They are
not things which must be, but things which
are meant. Events are not blindly and carelessly flung together, in a strange chancemedley: providence
is not schooling one
man, and another screening from the fiery
trial of its lessons; it has no rich favorites
n<>r poor victims; one event happeneth
to
all; one end, one design, c<lncerneth, urgeth
all men.

childhood's lessons.
The shows that are I
painted on the dome of the sky and on the
uplifted mountains, and on the spreading
plains and seas, are its pictured diagrams.
.
.
I
Immensity, infinit.y, eternity, are Its teac 1ers. The great universe is the shrine, from
which oracles, by day and by night, are
forever uttered.
Well may it be said that
"of such ;" of beings so cared for, "is the
kingdom of heaven."
Well and fitly is it
written of ~im, who co~prehended
the
wondrous buth. of hum~nlty and the gmcious and subltme
provldenc~ of h~ave.n
over it, that "he took little chlldren m hiS

Hast thou been prosperous?
Thou hast
been at school. that is all, thou hast been
at school.
Thou thought~st perhaps, that
it was a great thina and that thou wert some
0'
rrreat one' but thou art only just a pupil.
Thou tho~ghtest that thou wast master and
hadst nothinrr to do but to direct and command' but I ~ell thee that there is a Master
above'thee.
the Master of life; and that He
looks not a; thy splendid state nor thy many
pretensions; not at the aids and appliances
of thy learning; but simply at thy learning.
As an earthly teacher puts the poor boy and
the rich, upon the same form, and knows

arms and blessed them."
So begins the education of man in .the
school of life.
It were easy, did the tlIne
permi~, to pursue i~ into its successive
stages; mto the pe~·I.od of youth, when the
senses not yet vItiated, are to be .refined
into grace ~nd beauty, and th.e SQulls .to be
developed mto reason, and VIrtu~; of manhood when the strength of the npcned passions is to be held under the ~ontrcl of
w.isdom, and the matburel~ enedrgltesthof the
higher nature, are to e ( Irecte
0 e aecomplishment
of worthy and noble ends;
of age, which is to finish with dignity, the

no difference
between them but their progress; so it is with thee and thy neighbour.
What then hast thou learnt from thy prosperity?
This is the question that I am asking, that all men are asking, when anyone
has suddenly grown prosperous, or has been
a long time so. And I have heard men say
in a grave tone, "he cannot bear it! he has
become passionate,
proud, self-sufficient,
and disagreeable."
Ah! fallen, disgraced
man! even in the world's account.
But
I
. h
hit
f
what,
say agam, . ast t ou earn
rom prosperity?
ModeratIOn, temperance, candour,

l
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gratitude to God, generosity to man? Well
done, good and faithful! thou hast honor
with heaven and wiib men.
But what,
again I say, hast thou learnt from thy pros-I
perity?
Selfishness,
self-indulgence
and
sin; to forget or overlook thy less fortunate
fellow; to forget thy God?
Then wert thou
an unworthy and dishonored being, though
thou hadst been nursed in the bosom of the
proudest affluence, or had5t taken thy degrces from the lineage of an hundred noble
descents;
yes, as truly dishonored,
before
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from his school, either by dishonesty or
alms-taking,
lest thou f'ill into that state
worse than disgrace, where thou shalt have
no respsct for thyself.
Thou mayest come
out of that school; yet beware that thou
come not out as a truant, but as a noble
8cholar.
The world itself doth not ask of
the candidates for its honors, whether they
studied in a palace or a cottage, but what
they have acquired and what they are; and
heaven, let us again be assured, will ask no
inferior title to its glories and rewards.

the eye of lJeaven, though dwelling in
Again, the entire social condition of husplendour
and luxury, as if thou wert ly- manity is a school.
The ties of society afing, the victim of beggary and vice by the fectingly teach us to love one another.
A
hedge or upon the dung-hill.
It is the parent, a child, a husband or wife or assoschol'ar, not the school, at which the most ciate without love, is nothing but a cold
ordinary human equity looks; and let us $ marble image; or rather a machine, an annot think that the equity of heaven willi noyance, a something in the way to vex and
look beneath that lofty mark.
pain us.
The social relations not only
But art thou, to whom I speak, a poor
man?
ThOll, too, art at school. Take care
that thou learn, rather than complain. Keep
thine integrity, thy candour and kindness of
heart.
Beware of envy j beware of bondage; keep thy self-respect.
The body's
toil is nothil'lg.
Beware of the mind's
drudgery and degradation.
1 do not say,
be always poor.
Better thy condition if
thou canst.
But be more anxious to better
thy soul.
Be willing, while thou art poor,
patiently to learn the lessons of poverty;
fortitude, cheerfulness,
contentment,
trust

teach love, but demand it. Show me a society, no matter how intelligent,
and accomplished
and refined, but where love is
not; where there is ambition, jealousy and
distrust,
not simplicity,
confidence
and
kindness;
and you show me an unhappy
society.
All will complain of it. Its punctilious decorum, its polished incincerity, its
"threatening
urbanity,"
gives no satisfacto any of its members.
What is the difficulty?
What does it want?
I answer, it
wants love: and if it will not have that, it
must suffer j and it ought to suffer.

in God.
The tasks I know are hard; de-I
But the social state, also powerfully
privation, toil, the care of children.
Thou teaches modesty and meekness.
All canmust wake early: thy children, perhaps, will not be great; and nobody may reasonably
wake thee; thou canst not put them away expect all the world to be engaged with
from thee to a distant nursery.
Fret not lauding his merits.
All cannot be great;
thyself because of this; but cheerfully ad- and we have happily fallen upon times, when
dress thyself to thy task; learn patience,
none can be distinguished
as a few have
calmness, self-command,
disinterestedness,
been in the days of semi-barbarous
ignolove.
With these the humblest dwelling rance.
All cannot be great; for then nomay be hallowed, and so made dearer and body were.
The mighty mass of human
nobler, than the proudest mansion of self- claims presses down all individual ambition.
indulgent ease and luxury.
But above all Were it not so, it were not easy to see where
things, if thou art poor, beware that thou that ambition would stop.
Well that it be
lose not thine independence.
Cast not thy- schooled to reason; and society, without
self, a creature poorer than poor, an indo- i knowing it, is an efficient master for that
lent, helpless, despised beggar, on the kind-I end.
Is anyone
vexed and sore under
ness of others.
Chose to have God for neglect?
Does he walk through the street
thy master, rather than man.
Escape not l unmarked. and say, that he deserves to b@
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saluted oftener and with more respect?
Does the pang of envy shoot through his
heart, when notice is bestowed on others,
whom he thinks less worthy than he is?
Perhaps, society is unjust to him? What
then? What shall he do? What can he
do, but learn humility and patience and
quietness? Perhaps the lesson is roughly
and unkindly given. Then must society,
through its very imperfection, teach us to
be superior to its opinion; and our care
must be, not to be cynical and bitter, but
gentle, candid and affectionate still."

OF
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those works."
On no other supposition
doth he require their belief in him. "If he
did not the works of his Father, he leaves
them at full liberty to reject his claim, and
to withdraw their belief;" contented that
their faith should stand or fall, as it should
appear to be supported by this kind of evide nee, or to want that support.
It is not on this occasion alone that our
Saviour lays this ground of faith: we find it
every where resting on the same foundalion. His addresses to the understanding,
his application of argument and reasoning,
[TO DB CONTlNUBD·I
his appeals to external evidence, abound in
OF THE OltlGIN OF FAITH.
all his discourses, and meet us in every part
BY JOliN
ROTlIBRAM.
ClIURClI
OF ENOLAND.
of his history. The instances of this kind
IF we would understand the true origin are too numerous to be fully recited, much
of Faith, we must have recourse to the less to be insisted and enlarged upon as
great Author and Finisher of it.
their importance deserves.
I shall content
By what means then did our Saviour, by myself less therefore with laying before my
what means did his Apostles, originally im- readers a recapitulation of what hath been
plant faith in the minds of the first converts? extracted from the evangelical writings to
Did they implant it? or, did they leave it to our purpose; and shall give them in genebe produced entirely by the inward opera- ral, the result of a careful and attentive petion of the Holy Spirit?
rusal of the gospels, and the history of the
These are enquiries which the gospel a- apostolical labours. This I shall do i.n the
lone can answer.
first place; and then shall add such reflecWhen the Jews demanded from our Lord .tions, as I hope may throw some light upon
an open and explicit declaration, whether ~this important subje.ct.
he was the Messiah, or not, he replied only
In the first place then, we are expressly
by an appeal to those works which he did told, that the design of our Lord's forerunin his Father's name. These works, he ner was "to prepare the way of the Lord;"
said, spake for him, and' would decide this to dispose the hearts of men for that purer
matter more clearly than any words of his dispensation which was now to take place,
own could do. "Jesus walked in the tem- and to turn their attention fowards that great
ple,in Solomon's porch. Then came the personage who was about to arise.
b "He
Jews round about him, and said unto him, came for a witness, to bear witness of the
How long dost thou make us to doubt? If light, that all men through him might bethou be the Christ, tell us plainly. Jesus lieve." By his attestation, and by the maanswered them, I told you, and ye believed ny extraordinary circumstances in his birth
not. The works that I do in my Father's and ministry, he introduced and opened the
name, they bear witness of me."
And af. evidence for the divine mission of our Lord.
terwards he adds, "If I do not the works ofl
The peculiar force of John's testimony
my Father, believe me not.
But if I do, lay in its being prophetical.
Every comthough ye believe not me, believe the mon beholder could own our Lord to be the
works." a
Messiah, after they had seen his miracles.
In this passage our Lord clearly makes But John bare witness to him before he had
faith dependent on the testimony of his mir- given any proofs of a divine power. It was
acles. "If he did the works of his Father, his part to close the prophetical evidence
he tells the Jews, that they ought to believe of our Lord's divine mission. "He was a

l
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a John ~2, &c.
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~~;
tim;tthat~;;=r:;;,
"more than a Prophet."
For it was his Irunto you, all manner of sin and blasphemy
great office to introduce that new dispensa- shall be forgiven unto man, but the blastion which the other Prophets had only fore- phemy against the Holy Ghost shall not be
told. This peculiar situation gave occasion forgiven unto man."
to a remarkable difference in the manner of
Our Lord appeals to the prophetic eviconfirming their testimony. All the ancient dence of the ancient scriptures for the conProphets were at a great distance from the viction of the Jews. f "Search the scripgrand object which they foretold. Hence tures, says he, for in them ye think ye have
it was necessary that they should be enabled eternal life : and they are they which testito confirm their prophecies, and to procure fy of me. Had yo believed Moses, ye
them credi t amongst their contemporaries, would have believed, me: for he wrote of
by miracles, or by some collateral prophecy me. But if ye believe not his writings,
which-received a speedy accomplishment. how shall ye believe my words 1"
But the language of the Baptist was, "BeOften does he press upon them the evihold the Lamb of God!" "There standeth dence arising from his miraculous works in
one among you who is greater than I." proof of his divine mission, as of irresistaJohn therefore, as we read, "did no mira- ble force. g "If I do not the works of my
cle: but all things that John 'Spake of this Father believe me not. But if I do, though
man, were true."
His testimony to the ye believe not me, believe the works. h "Becharacter of our Lord was verified by the lieve me that I am in the Father, and the
event; and l1is predictions were, supported, Father in me: or else believe me for the
not by any miracles of his own, but by the very works sake.
i "If I had not done apersonal appearance, and the miracles of mong them the works which none other
our Lord himself.
man did, they had not had sin. k I have
But let us pass on to consider our Lord's greater witness than that of John: for the
conduct and personal declarations on this works which the Father gave me to finish,
subject.
the same works that I do, bear witness of
The Evangelist does not neglect the very me, that my Father hath sent me."
first occasion of teaching us t~e true deThe sense which the people l1ad of this
sign, and telling us the genuine effect of evidence, appears in many instances.
our Lord's miracles.
On the "beginning
1 "When he was in Jerusalem at the passof miracles" which Jesus did in Cana of over, in the feast-day, many believed in his
Galilee, he remarks, that he hereby c "man- name, when they saw the miracles which
ifested forth his glory, and his disciples be- he did." m "Rabbi,;' said Nicodemus, "we
lieved on him.
knolV that thou art a teacher come from
Our Saviour reproaches, in the severest God: for no man can do these miracles that
terms, those cities, which had been witness- thou doest, except God be with him."
es of his mighty works without being conn "Come," said the woman of Samaria,
verted by them.
d "Wo unto thee, Chora- come, see a man which told me all things
zin: wo unto thee, Bethsaida; for if the that ever I did: is not this the Christ 1 And
mighty works had been done in Tyre and many of the Samaritans of that City believSydon, which have been dOlle in you they ed on him, for the s'aying of the woman.had a great while ago repented; sitting in And many more believed because of his
sackcloth and ashes. But it shall be more own word; and said unto the woman, NolV
tolerable for Tyre aud Sidon at the judg- we believe, not because of thy saying: for
ment than for you."
we have heard him ourselves, and know
His displeasure against those who had re- that this is indeed the Christ, the Saviour of
sisted the clearest evidence, is expressed the world."
in terms the strongest and most awakening ----------------f Jobn v-39 and 46.
g John x-3iand 38.
e John 2,2.

d Math. xi, 21.

Il John xiv-II.
III Jo1m iii-~

i John xv-2.J. k John v-36. I John ii-!:l3.
n John iii-1J, &c.
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After the miracle of feeding the multitude with five barley-loaves and small fishes,
we are told, 0 "Then those, men, when they
had seen the miracle which Jesus did, said,
This is of a truth that prophet that should
come into the world."
And on another
occasion, p "Many of the people believed
on him, and said, When Christ cometh will
he do greater miracles than those which
this man hath done?"
The reasoning of the man born blind is
equally just and spirited. q "Herein," said
he to the Pharisees, "is a marvellous thing,
"that ye know not whence he is, and yet he
hath opened mine eyes. Now we know
that God heareth not sinners: but if any
man be a worshipper of God, and doeth his
will, him he hfJareth. Since the world began was it not heard, that any man opened
the eyes of one that was born blind. If
this man were not of God, he could do nothing."
Upon more occasions than one does our
Lord openly avow the design of his mira~les, at the ve~y time of ~~rking them. As
In the great mIracle of ralsmg Lazarus from
the dead, r he declared to his disciples, that
the sickness and death of Lazarus were only permitted by heaven for the sake of that
glorious proof of divine power that he was
about to give. "This sickness," said he, "is
not unto death, but for the glory of God,
that the Son or God mrght be .glorified
iliereby." And again, "I am glad, for your
sakes, that I was not there, to the intent ye
may believe."
Nay, to remove all doubt,
as to the intention of the miracle, immediately before the powerful word was pronounced, which the dead man heard in his
tomb and came forth, he declared before
all the people, "Because of the people
which stand by I said it, that they may believe that thou hast sent me." The effect
was answerable, "for many of the Jews
which came to Mary, and had seen the
things which Jesus did, believed on him."
Nay, the Jewish council themselves, blinded as they were, could not help seeing the
natural consequence of miracles like these,
o John vi-H.
r John xi.

p

John vii. 31. q John ix, 30, &c.
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and were greatly alarmed. "What do we,"
said they in deep deliberation amongst
themselves, for this man doeth many miracles.
If we let him thus alone, all men
will believe on him." And again, "The
chief priests con~ulted that they might put
Lazarus also to death, because that by reason of him, many of the Jews went away,
and believed on Jesus."
To carryon tbe same design it was that
our Lord appointed his Apostles. s "And
ye also shall bear witness," said he, "because ye have been with me from the beginning." His parting words, just before his
ascension, again reminded them of this end
of their institution. t "Ye shall be witnesses unto me, both in Jerusalem, and in all
Judea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth."
And thus from
heaven he declares his commission to Saint
Paul; u "I have appeared unto thee for this
purpose, to make thee a minister and a witness both of tlJOse things which thou hast
seen, and of tl10se things in the which I
will appear unto thee."
The Apostles upon all occasions claim to
themselves the character of witnesses.
Matthias was chosen into the number of
the apostles, that he might be w "a witness
with them" of the resurrection of Jesus.
This was their declaration before the council of the Jews' x "We are his witnesses of
these things' a~d so is also the Holy Ghost
whom God hath given to them that obe;
him."
When Peter unfolds the gospel to Cornelius, he tells him, y"We are witnesses
of all things which he did both in the land
of the Jews, and in Jerusalem."
And
then he continues; "Him God raised up
the third day, and shewed him openly, not
to all the people, but unto witnesses chosen
before of God, even to us." To the same
purpose Paul speaks in the synagogue at
Antioch. z "He was seen many days of
them which came up with him from Galilee
to Jerusalem, who are his witnesses unto
the peeple."
And of himself he says,
s John xv, 27.
u Acts xxvi. 16.
AdH

x,

39.

t Acts i, 1.
w Acts i, 2-2. x Acts v, 32.
Acts xiii, J1.
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a "Having therefore obtained help of God,
I continue unto this day witnessing both to
small and great."
We find this character of witnesses sustained not only by the declarations of the
apostles, but by their practice. It was by
the power of evidence that they undertook
the conversion of the world. b" With great
power gave the apostles witness of the resurrection of Jesus."
This is manifest
throughout the whole course of their min-
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unto those things which he spake, but it was
because i they heard and saw the miracles
which he did."
We find Paul, soon after his miraculous
conversion, exerting all the powers of reasoning and argument in the service of religion, k" proving," to the confusion of the
Jews at Damascus, "that Jesus was the very
Christ;" and" I disputing against the Grecians."

m" Arise," said Peter to the Paralytic
istry; from the first effusion of the Holy Eneas, "Jesus Christ maketh thee whole.
Ghost, through all the history of their pri- And he arose immediately. And all that
vate and separate labors.
dwelt at Lydda, and Saron, saw him, and
It was from the visible effects of that pow- turned to the Lord."
er from on high shed forth on the apostles
at the feast of Pentecost, that St. Peter
At Iconium, Paul and Barnabas n" went
drew this conclusion: c" Therefore, let all both together into the synagogue of the
the house of Israel know assuredly, that Jews, and so spake that a great multitude
God hath made that same Jesus whom ye both of the Jews, and also of the Greeks,
have crucified, both Lord and Christ." By believed." And when "the Lord granted
t]le forcp. of this evidence, explained and signs and wondeJs to be done by their
urged home by tIle apostle, three thousand hands," he is said hereby to Jlave 0" givsouls were converted. By the next d pub- en testimony unto the word of his grace."
lic miracle of healing the lame man at the
The inhabitants of Berea are justly apgate of the temple, the number of converts plauded for their attention to scripture eviwas increased to five thousand. It was in dence, and their diligent researches after it,
consequence of e many signs and wonders which is assigned as the cause of their bewrought by the hands of the apostles, that lief. p" They searched the scriptures
believers were the more added to the Lord, daily, whether these things were so. Theremultitudes both of men and women."
fore many of them believed."
If we attend still farther to the progress
of the word of God, and behold " f the
number of the deciples multiplyin.g in Jerusalem greatly, and a great company of
the priests obedient to the faith:" we see at
the same time "Stephen full of faith and
power, doing great wonders and miracles
among the people."
When the disciples, providentially "scattered abroad" by the first persecution at
Jerusaiem, " g went every where preaching the word," along with the word they carried its evidence. "h The hand of the
Lord was with them," wherever they went,
and a great number believed, and turned
unto the Lord."
Philip preached Christ in Samaria, and
the inhabitants with one accord "gave heed
a. Acta .xxi: 22. b Acts iv: 33. c Acts il: 36. d Acts iii: 4.
e Acts v: ]2, 14. f Act~ vi: 7, 8. :: Acts viii: 4. h Act:: xi: el.

:I

Paul p " reasoned with the Thessaloniscriptures;" and persuaded
the AthenIans, by r arguments drawn from
the works of nature, and the ways of pro vidence.
At s Corinth he "reasoned in the synagogue !)very sab~ath, and persuaded the
Jews and the Greeks."

Ians out of. the

And at t Aphesus likewise "he entered
into the synagogue, and reasoned with the
Jews."
Eloquence, joined to a deep knowledge
of the scriptures, enabled Apollos u "mightily to convince the Jews in Achaia, and that
publicly, showing by the scriptures, that J esus was Christ."
[TO

BE COSTUWED.]

Acts viii: 5,6.
k Acls ix: 2'2.
1 Acts Ix: 29.
m ActBix: 3.2,&c.
n Acts xiv: 1. 0 Acts xiv: 3.
p Acts .xvii: 11. q Acts xvii: 2.
r Acts xvii: 16, &c.
~ Act~ n··iil: In. t Art~ x\'iii: 19. 11 Art~ xviii' '2-4, &1;.
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his prayer that he might live before the·
AND
THENATURE
OFALLPOSn'IVE
IN8TITUTIOn8.
Lord was answered
in the promises of a
TIIE gracious design of God in making numerous progeny
and princely descenAbram the father of an innumerable
seed, dants through a son by Sarah.
i8 opened up before us with still greater
So much for the historical facts contained
particularity in this chapter.
}'our times, in this chapter.
We propose to notice the
previously, had God declared this design;
origin, character and import oHhe promises
and each time it had produced a legitimate
herein contained, mark their fulfilment and
effect. It was ~olemnly p~'omised in Ur of! seek a lesson .of practical value from the
the Chaldees, and the patnarch abandoned
whole transactIOn.
his country, kindred and home, to dwell in
Upon this subject we have presented be~ land he knew not. It was repeated after fore us a most beautiful and forcible allegohis noble and disinterested conduct towards ry in the epistle to the Gallatians, 4th chaphis younger kinsman, and became the gra- ter, 21-31st
verses, which we will read as
cious reward of his self-sacrificing behavior, 1 an inspired directory in the elucidation of
After the defeat of the kings and his refu- these promises.
sal to receive the booty for a reward, it was
"For it is written,fllatAhrahamhad twosons,the one by
bond-maid, the otlier by a free-womall.
But he who was of
again repeated;
and it became a consolato- the hond'womanwashurnafterthe flesh;but he of the free
·
h
"
.
d
I'
.
h
h
WOlnan
was
by promise. Which things arc an allegory; for
ry assurance w h IC IllSplfe
11m Wit t e thesearethe twocovenants;theonefromthe mount Sinai,
divine protection
and n)unificence
in the wbichgendereth10 ~ondage)whicbis Hagar. For IhisHA'

l

gar is mOunt Sinai ill Arabia,

land of strangers and newly provoked ene-
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t

h'

."

H

.

mles.
n
0 IS WIle,
agar, a promise
was made that Ishmael, his son, should prove
a fountain of princes, and a multitude of
people; which supported her in her delicate
and defenceless condition, humbled her undel' her misconduct

to her mistress, and re-

and answerclh

to

JerusaJem

ie~~~~~I~I~I'~V:l~~h~~sd~~o~'~
j~~~1~e~~~~1'~~~i~~~lecl~~:J~~I;
OfB~~
all. For it iswritlen, Rejoice, thou barren that thou bearest
not:hreakfortha/ldcry, tllOllthatIravelleSInot:forthedeso.

late halh many Hlorcchilrlrenthan she whichhath a hus·
halltl. Now we, hrelhrcn, as Isaac was, are the children of
promise. Hutas thell.he that washornafterthe flesltper·
secuted him that was born after t he Spirit, even so it is HOW.
Nevertheless,
what sailh the scripture! Casf'outthe bO/ldwomaH and her SOli; for the son of the bond-woman shall
not heheirwilhtheSO/lof the free-woman. SotllCn,breth·
ren, we arc not children of the hond woman, but of the free."

You will observe that a contrast is drawn
stored her to the family of Abram. But now,
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tura y'
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an prey.
The COVE:'iANT of CmCU)!ClsION is esThe fortunes of their mothers were also
established with him and his seed after him, contrasted :-Agar
represented
the Jewish
to be to him a SEALof the righteousness
of church, once the wife of God, but now castthe faith he had already exercised in leaving off, having given birth to an earthly seed
Ur of the Chaldees, and to his seed a who as a nation have attained their destiny;
sign or mark by which they were to be dis- Sarah remains the bride and beloved as the
tinguished from the nations that surrounded
Christian kingdom whose spiritual descenthem.
He is further
informed that the dants are swelling in numbers
to attain a
0
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fulness of honor only in the resurrection of sign is not the covenant of the Christian disthe just and the glories of an eternal inher- pensation it certainly manife;;ts great lack of
itance.
reflection in anyone who argues that because
, The promise that Abram should have a Jewish children were circumcised, therenumerous progeny who should possess the fore GENTILE children should be BAPTISED!
land of Canaan was the germ of the Cove- We repeat, it belonged to a covenant of
nant made with his descendants
on Mt. Si- flesh and was fleshly-a
covenant of which
nai, in the land of Ishmael, four hundred
not only children, but idiots and purchased
and thirty years afterwards.
Circumcision
slaves were participants,
whereas bapti~m
was given to mark the seed who were to re- ~bp.longs to a covenant of the Spirit, and
ceive the Covenant
and Canaan whilst it which promises the Spirit instead of the
also served as a seal to the faith of the pa- flesh of Messiah, and of which no one can
triarch.
This is the covenant of the flesh. partake except by the exercise of a capacity
Its promises contemplated
a fleshly seed to be spiritual-except
by fa:th in the Son
and an earthly inheritance:
"I will make of God!
nations of thee," and "I will give thee the·
Eight hundred years after the covenant
land of Canaan for an inheritance."
We was estabHshed at Mount Sinai: which was
will have occasion to contrast it, in the pro- the covenant of circumcision, growing out
per time with the promises made in the seed of the promise made to Abraham of a fleshof Isaac.
Iy seed and inheritance, God promised, not
CIRCUMCISIONwas its mark, and a very an extension of the old, as some have vainly
appropriate mark it 'was. The promise con- reasoned, but a NEW COVENANTto be estabtemplated
fleshly descent,
blood relation- lished upon better promises, which covenant
ship and earthly possessions.
The mark ~has heen presented
to the world of manwas, therefore, a fleshly mark, made by a i kind by the authority of the commission of
fleshly instrument.
Its subjects were males Jesus Christ.
This covenant lays no obliwho might be either free-born or slaves; it ~gation upon an infant, ample provision hav'was made on the eighth day, and it guaran- ing been made for them in the resurrection
tied a share in Canaan and secured the flesh of the I~ord Jesus.
It is manifest therel'f the Messiah.
fore, so long as these facts are u,ndeniable,
,It has been thought, that BAPTISM, by that either to immerse, or sprinkle water upwhich' the believer enters
into covenant on, infants, is an institution of human origin,
with God in order to the remission of sins sustained by sophism and superstition.
and adoption into the privileges and honors
Its folly and its superstitious basis are beof his spiritual family, has come in the room ginning to be generally acknowledged, and
of circumcision.
This notion has often with transubstantiation,
relics and confesbeen shown to be absurd.
It seems to have sionals, it will we trust, soon be rememoriginated in the. mistaken view of the pro- bered as one of the baubles of
s of remises and covenants of God, and as these ligious darkness to which may it forever be
are more diligently studied and appreciated,
consigned.
It is held to in enlightened
its advocates are disP9sed to abandon it.times by a mistaken notion that we could
Its absurdity can be seen by a little reflec- not otherwise show ourlove for, the spiritual
tion upon the following facts: Circumcision
welfare of our infant offspring but by thus
was administered to males only, whilst bap- consecrating them to God.
But as more entism is enjoined on every creature whether lightened views of infant innocence and salmale or female.
It was made obligatory vatiou prevail, parents will learn that by reupon parents to circumcise their children, ligious culture and training and not by suwhereas God never commanded that an in- superstitious
mummery, arc we to call Ollt
fant should be baptised!
Its only qualifica- and develope the spiritual faculties or' our

l

I

l

'tion was flesh, whereas'jaith
is an indispen- little ones.
sable qualification for baptism!
We notice that the name of the patriarch
Bllt as the covenant of which it was the, was changed from Abram t.o Abraham, i. e.
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from high or eminent father, to high father these the kings of Judah and Israel were
of a multitude. A change of name often his. The ancient monarchs of Edom and
follows a change in the relative state of the the Saracen kings of Arabia, Egypt, Baby~
servants of God, and may be regarded as a Ion and Europe were his. And who can
token of divine favor. Jacob a supplanter count the host of spiritual kings who by
is accordingly changed to Israel a prince faith in the King of Zion and a divine conwith God; Cephas to Peter, Saul to Pau\.secration to his service have been gathering
All the children of men when adopted into into the royal family of God's elec'!, since
the family of God, are called by a new Messiah was corronated upon the throne of
name, even the name of their glorified king his Father's glory? He also, seated far
as was written in prophetic anticipation: above all heavens, and Prince of the kings
"Thou shalt be called by a new name which of the earth, illustrious and glorious beyond
the Lord thy God shall name." Whilst in expression, is the son of Abraham and
the future, we rejoice to know that the Mes- himself the father of princes and people.
siah has promised, "That upon him that "His kingdom is an everlasting kingdom and
overcometh I will write my new name." Isa- his dominion shall never be destroyed."
iah 62: 2; Rev. 3: 12.
3. "I will give 'thee and thy seed after
The remains of this custom of changing thee the land of Canaan for an everlasting
names still obtains in Persia and other parts possession."-Here we should remark, what
of the East. Their kings, often from ca- we propose to fully consider and illustrate
price and superstition change their names, (Lecture, Gen. 49) viz: That whenever a
become crowned ane-wunder the new name prophecy partakes of the nature of a proand order a change in all their seals, coins, mise, the enjoyment of the blessings of the
&c. which bear the repudiated cognomen. promise depend always upon the obedience
The Bishops of Rome in becoming Popes of those concerning whom the promise is
still foolishly retain the superstitious cus- made. The Jews violated their stipulated
tom.
engagements, and that inheritance promised
But we have promised to notice the pro- for an everlasting P9ssession is no iV in desophecies contained in the promises made to lation; their cities are wasted and they are
Abraham:
scattered among all the nations of the
1. "I will make nations of thee."-The
earth. They may yet be restored and the
Jews are his descendants, and many tribes of promise be literally fulfilled, as when for
the Arabians and the Saracens. The Edom- hundreds of years they dwelt therein. Upites justly claim him for their progenitor.on their restoration we are not prepared to
Whole tribes of Shuites, Midianites, Sa- affirm or deny.
beans, and nameless and innumerable naThe phraze "this is my covenant" should
tions by he sons of Keturah as well as Habe understood, this is the sign of my covegar and arai, have descended from Abranant. This phraseology is peculiar to the
ham, whose character and history we have
Sacred Writings, which the Catholics pernot the means of tracing, though numerous
verting have led themselves into the absurd
allusions are made to them in other books
error of receiving the bread and wine of
of the Old Testament. Nothing was more
the Supper as the real body and blood of
improbable than the fulfilment of this proChrist. The Israelites in like manner, are
mise and yet there is no promise which has
commanded to eat a lamb which is called
been more signally and literally accomthe Lord's Passover, whet eas we know it was
plished.
only the pledge and sign of that Passover.
2. "Kings shall come out of thee."-No
So circumcision was the sign of the coveman in all the annals of recorded history can nant, the bread and wine the emblems of the
claim such a long and numerous progeny of body called by a figure of speech,the covekings as his descendants.
The princes of nant, the body, &c.
of the tribe of Jacob, their Judges and after
In the command to Abraham we have the
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origin of that singular and barbarous rite,
circumcision. It has obtained among the
descendants of Abraham for four thousand
years and for nearly as long a period among
other nations such as the Syrians, Phenecians, Ethiopians and Egyptians.
The
Egyptians evidently borrowed it from the
Israelites during their sojourn amongst them.
By it, doubtless, the daughter of Pharoah
knew the child Moses to be a child of the
Hebrews for when she opened the Ark she
said, "this is a child of the Hebrews."
From the fact, however, that Heroditus
speaks of circumcision as originating with
the Egyptians, Gibbon and others have most
absurdly imagined that the Jews borrowed
it from them; forgetting that Moses wrote
his history at least one thousand years before Heroditus was born. Such are the futile shifts of a superstitious scepticism.Another objection which sceptics offer as
an objection to the divine origin of circumcision, is that the Mohamedans and others
perform it at thirteen years of age, instead
of the eighth day, as the Bible enjoins; thus
showing their wanton ignorance of that Bible which they seek to contemn, which informs lIS that Ishmael the progenitor of the
Mohamedans was circumcised in his thirteenth year, being of that age when Isaac
was but eight days old. His descendants
have ever circumcised in the same year of
the age of th,eir father at the time of its appointment, whilst the Jews circumcise upon that day which corresponds with the age
of their father Isaac when he received the
rite.
The institution of circumcision presents us with another instance of God's appointments. These are either MORAL or
POSITIVE.
In this case it is a positive injunction which is laid upon Abraham and
his descendants.
There was no moral fitness in tlle rite. It was repulsive to nature
and delicacy; as a sign it was secret and
known only to him who had submitted to it;
but it was the law of God and the fidelity
of Abraham is seen in the readyacquiescence with which he submits to it himself
and performs it on others. Reason, unenlightened from above, may lift her feeble
voice against such commands and say th.ey
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are irrational and unnatural; but the God of
reason never enjoins that which is unreasonable, though to our limited faculties it may
appear so, and if we will by the exercise of
a prompt and steadfast faith comply with his
requisitions, we will ere long see both the
wisdom and power of all his appointments.
We should recollect also that the best evidence we have that an injunction that comes
down to us from antiquity is divine, is, that
human reason would not have originated it,
and that when originated it must acknowledge both its wisdom and propriety. WIlO
for example, would have separated a loaf of
bread and a cup of wine to commemorate
the tragic scene of Calvary? And yet when
the brick and stone monuments of human
erection are crumbling in ruins or are misconceived in their inscriptions,this institution
is perpetuated in all time, and its inscriptions
may be read by every child in the kingdom
of Heaven. "Do this in remembrance of
me," said the Peasant of Nazareth. We
do it and say, Thou art my Lord and my
God. So of all positive institutions. When
viewed merely by the eye of sense, often
miscalled reason, they are unmeaning, insignificant and foolish, but when viewed by
the eye of faith, or when seen in the ends
secured by their appointment, they are wise,
intellectual and sublime in all their relations. They address both the senses and
the mind; and whilst they serve to test the
sincerity of our obedience and invest us
with high and holy privileges, at the same
time they commemorate the most wonderful
interventions of divine favor ever vouchsafed to man. They secure ends which
could not be secured without them, whilst
they in the end show themselves to be wise
and benevolent adaptations, tending to the
happiness of moral and intelligent beings.
-Circumcision has served to separate the
Jews from all Gentile nations and to perpetuate them a living monument of the inspiration of the Scriptures, whilst to the enlightened it still signifies a mortification of the
flesh and a separation from all moral defilement.
J. B. F.

..

The fear of the Lord prolongeth days;
but the years of the wicked shall be shortened.
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H IGIT up among t h e bl ea k an d frozen summits of the Alps of Tockenburg,
on the
first of January,
1484, while the inhabitants of Wildhouse were celebratina
with
prayers
and thanksgivings
their '~happy
new year," the joyful intelligel)ce
spread
from dwelling to dwelling, that another son
was added to the ancient and honored fami
Iy of Zwingle.
Had t.hese simple people
known what mighty energies were wrapped
up in this child what victories he would
win over the eIT~rs of the world and what
truths he would establish, they w'ould have
joined hallelujahs to their songs of rejoicing,
and hailed him as their great spiritual deliverer.
Just s even weeks before this event, Martin Luther was born.
Far away among the
valleys of the North, in the little town of
Eisleben, he who was to become the great
German Reformer
lay in his cradle.
If
some prophet could have revealed the mysteries of the future, Saxony and Switzerland might have boasted of Christian heroes
in their swaddling-clothes,
whom they would
have welcome as the Moses and Aaron of a
new dispensation,
their leaders from the
Pharoah ofthe seven hills, more powerful
than was he of the pyramids,-from
the
Egypt of the Tiber, darker than the Egypt
of the Nile.
It is a little remarkable that two such men,
born within two months of each other, and
living so far apart, should heve been aroused
by the same Papal enormities, and have embraced the principles
and proclaimed the
doctrines of the Reformation at nearly the
same time.
Tetzel, by the sale of indulgences, awakened Luther to the sins of the
Church. Samson, by the same iniquitous
traffic, hastened the Reformation among the
Alps.
While Luther was preaching
in a
dilapidated shed in the great square of Wittemberg, Zwingle was quietly teaching the
Gospel to his little flock in his church at
Zurich.
And while, in the moral darkness
that brooded over the world, a ~oice seemed
to be heard from the valleys, crymg, "Watchman, what of the night?"
it was answered, with all the boldness of faith and proph-

LUTHER.

,

I

b

~ Less than a year intervened between the
commencement
of the Lutheran
and the
commencement
of the Zwinglian Reformation.
Of the gl:eat political and religious
drama of t~e .slxteenth ce~tury the first
scene was laId m 1517, at Wlttemburg, and
the second a few months later at Zurich.
The spirit moved over the face of the stagnant waters, an~ said, "Let there be light;
and there was bght."
The breath of God
swept the mist of ignorance and superstition from the 10~lan~s, .and, as it rolled back
over the mo.untams, It Imge:ed but for a moment on theIr tops, then vanIshed away.

1

Zwingle received ~ot his doctrines from
Luther?
they were Ills own.
He shown by
no borrowed light.
The Reformation
of
the North was distinct from that of the South.
They had no connection
with each other,
except in spirit, while their authors lived.
They were two parallel streams, rising
from different sources, flowing down along
the years, watering the dry and desert playces of the moral world.
But the lapse of
time has now united them; and they will go
moving on, in gentle majesty, carrying our
common humanity to Christian perfection
and eternal truth.
Luther and Zwingle had
labored two years before they had heard of
each other.
And why should they have
had intercourse
and joined their labors?

I
I

i

Each had his work to do, and his place in
whichto work. Christians are brothers,though
they may never have known or seen each
other. Where there are true laborers, there
is Christ's vineyard; and all are his servants
and disciples who bear nobly the burden
and heat of the day.
Zwingle differed from
Luther in some points of doctrine,
and
warm controversies
at length arose between them.
Still, they were pressing towards the same great essential truths. Their
union was higher than a mere theological
union; it was a union of spirit in Christ and
in God.
They disagreed on the doctrine
of the eueharist.
Luther rejected the old
Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation,
yet
believed in a real presence, which he called
consubstantiation.
Zwingle considered the
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bread and wine as symbols only of Christ's
body and blood, and to be received as memorials of his last communion with his disciples.
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works; Zwingle would expunge the whole
catalogue of Papal superstitions.
"l'hey both saw that Romanism was the
offspring of two systems, Judaism and Pa-

The differences
between them we can ganism, embodying
their chief elements,
The former eleaccount "'f
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Zwingle

"doth prefer
Defore all temples the upright Il('art and pure."

<..J

was attacking every doctrine of the Church,
It was the work of the Swiss Reformer to
the Pope sent him dignities and compli- show that God does not dwell in wood or
ments; when Luther began even to question stone, but "is a spirit, and must be worshipher superstition,
he hurled a thunderbolt.
ped in spirit and in truth."
Both Luther
Luther was ~ conservative; he never entire- and Zwingle laid the foundation, but to
ly freed himself
fi'om the shackles of Zwingle belongs the glory of the superRome.
Zwingle was a radical, and his fa- structure.
The Reformation of Switzerland
vorable position strengthened
the natural reached not all the truths of Christianity,
freedom
of his character.
The former but it was much more perfect than that of
clung with great tenacity to some remnants
Germany.
It strove for nothing in the past
of the worst dogmas of the old Church; the but for the thruth of Christ and his apostles,
latter renounced nearly all at the beginning
and for every thing in the present and fuof his ministry.
The people of the Alps ture which the light of knowledge an'd civilhad entered the great temple of Christian ization could then reveal.
Zwingle on his
truth, and were kneeling before its altars, mountain-tops
is like Moses on Sinai, rewhile the people of Germany halted and ceiving commandments
directly from God;
loitered in its vestibule.
Zwingle was a full but Luther, like Aaron, not quite free from
century in advance of Luther.
The Swiss the 0 d Egyptian idolatries, allows his choReformation was nearer the word of God sen Israel, in their weakness, the molten
and absolute truth after its author had la- calf.
bored two years, than was the German'ReSuch were the characteristics
of the two
formation at Luther's
death.
One left the Reformations which were long since blended
Images in the churches undisturbed;
the into one.
And they give us an outline ofthe
other pulled them down with his own hands, two master-spirits
that conceived and proand cast them into the flames.
One would duced them.
But we are bound to portray
1:-etail) all that was not expressly condemned
Zwingle's character in clearer .light. And
by the Scriptures;
the other would abolish this we can best do by comparing it with
all that was not expressly taught by the Luther's
Luther was passionate and boillScriptures.
One wished to purify the Es- terous: Zwingle
was calm and courteous.
tablished
Church, and 113t it remain; the One would drive men to faith and piety; the
other would go beyond the Dark Ages, and other would persude them by love and charrestore the Church of the A postles in its ity. Luther was a mystic; yet his mystiprimitive purity.
Luther aimed a blow at cism was free from dreaming sloth and inhe doctrine
of indll1<:rences and <:rood. sane f~tuation: ZlI'in"'!e was a rationalist,'
toe,·

l
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but his reason was strengthened by the sub- But still there were many like the silverlime truths of the Gospel. Luther retained smiths of Ephesus, who loved their ease
through life much of the Papal spirit; he and the wealth of Rome. And the priests
was never more than half reformed : Zwingle and cardinals, like Demetrius of old, cried,
wa~ half Protestant from llis childhood up. "You, Zwinglians, spoil our trade, and we
Luther had a rebellious nature and strug- can make Eilver shrines no longer; it shall
gled hard with inward foes, and like Paul not be so; great is Dianaofthe Ephesians."
of Tarsus, passed through fiery trials; but But to the bold words and deeds of the ReZwingle, like St. John, full of faith and love, formers the people answered, Amen!
needed but to be called, to follow and repose
Zwingle's last days were full of troubles.
on the bosom of Christ. Luther waded He was doomed to a tragic death. Difficulthrough the slough of despond, and lay in ties arose between the Protestant and Caththe dungeon of Giant Despair, and walked olic cantons lying side by side, and they
trembling through the dark valley to the gathered their armies to battle. Zwingle,
celestial mountains: Zwingle wandered too, must go; his presence alone will inthither through green pastures and along spire his soldiers with courage. He lived
by the side of still waters. The souls of in a fighting age, and perhaps had more of
both were alive to the charms of music. the spirit of Peter than of Christ. The
Luther played and chanted to drive tempt- combatants met on the plains of Cappel.
ing fiends back to their foul dwellings; but The Protestants were defeated, and ZwinZwingle strung his harp to draw down an- gle left mortally wounded on the field. Two
gels from their heavenly abode.
soldiers found him after the battle, welterZwingle endeavored to free his country- ing in his blood, and, raising him up, asked
men from the shackles of Rome, and from him if he wished for a confessor. He could
the slavery of ignorance and political bon- not speak; but sternly shook his head, thus
dage. In our estimate of his labors, we answering, No. "Then commend yourself,
must consider not only what he did for their in your heart, to the Virgin," said one; he
religious interests, but what he did for their again shook his head. "Die, then, base
political and intellectual interests. It was heretic!" said he, and thrust him through
his mission to elevate his people to know 1- the heart. The hero Reformer crossed his
edge, virtue and piety, and nobly did he la- hands on his breast his~ eyes were turned
bor to perform it. The Swiss were his chil- upward towards heaven; and his calm, madren, and he gathered them up into his arms, jestic countenance, lighted up with hope
and pressed them to his great heart, and and love, seemed to say, "Father, forgive
showed them the way to wisdom and to them, they know not what they do; into thy
God. He toiled earnestly and quietly, re- hands I commend m~ spirit." And that
garding neither the murmurs of priests nor true and noble soul qUIetly passed ;w~.
the frowns nor compliments of the Pope.
.
.
He saw the result of his labors in the IJapFrom the Port Folio.
piness, sobriety, and moral refinement of
TRE RIVER GOD OF THE POTOMAC.
No stream in the world can in beauty compare,
those within his influence. In 1518, he
With the river whosf waters are under my care,
stood nearly alone; two years after thouFrom the high AUeghallies, whose lOps are of snow,
sands had embraced his doctrines, and become his true followers. Zwingle and his
.

h

assocIates preac ed, and images and pictures of saints and martyrs vanished from
the churches. The mass and confessional
were abolished; cathedrals were left desolate; convents were broken up; and the revenues of Rome were stopped. A purer
religion found a welcome in purer hearts.

:My course I commence; from thence do 1 flow
Down tile steeps, and o'er plains do I sweep,
'Till my waters are mingled with those of the deep.
The little Dlue Ridge stood a while in my way,
And seem'd quite determin'd my progress to stay.
I stroU'd long the mountain, an oullet to find,
In hopes he would prove to my entreaties kind;
He laugh'd at my prayers, my threats he defied,
And bade me break through hi.~iron·ribb'd side,
Collecting my strength in one mighty shock,
I tore down his rampart of iron 3IJld rock;
And gaily I pass'd on my wandering way,
Leaving a gap yOll may see (0 thjs day.

J. N.

POETRY-THOUGH1'S
THOUGHTS

OF

OF HEAVEN.

No sickness thercNo weary w8.8ting of the frame a\,,'-ay,
No fearful shrinking from the midnight atrNo dread of Bummer's bright and fervid rayt
No hidden grief,
No wild a.nd cheerless vision of despair;
No vain petition for a swift rcHefNo tearful eyes, no brokeu hearts arc there.
Care has no home
Wllhln the realm of ceaseless ptayer and song;
Its billows break away and melt in foam,
Far from the mansions of the spirit throng!
The storm'. black wing
Is never spread athwart celestial skies I
Its wailiugs blend not with the voice of spring,
As some too tender tIow'ret fades aud diesl

HEAVEN-WUA'r

IS LIFE-&C.

An emblem of OUf life below,
In every passing da.y,
More thoughtfol at it. end we grow,
When we are growing grey.
Like pilgrim shadows in the shadeJ,
\Ye soou shali hence be gone:
But when life's day the soonest fade ••
A brighter day will dawn,
Tlie darkness of the silent tomb,
To which we arc consigned.
Will cast a sail and solemn gloom,
O'er those we leave behind,
And tears will then bedew the cbeek,
And fall upon the bier;
And sad will be the words they .peat,
'1'0 friends who Javed us here.
WAITING AND W ATVHING.
waiting and watching
The signs of tbe times,
And daily keep tbunderlng
At prevalent crimes:
Dc

distils
Its elJilling dews upon the tender frame;
No moon is needed there! The light winch fiUI
That land of glory, from it~ Maker camel
No night

No parted friends
O'er mournful recollections have to weep!
No bed of death cnduring Jove attends,
To watcb the r.omillg of the plliseless sleepl
No blasted flower
Or witlJeced bUd, celestial gardens know!
No scorching blast or fierce descending shower
Seatters destruction likc a ruthless focI
No battle word
Startle the saered host with fear "nd dread!
The song of peace Creatioa's morning heard.
Is Bung wherever angel minstrcls tread!
Let us depart,
If home like this await the weary soul,
Look up, thou stricken OIlC! Thy wounded lieart
Shall bleed no marc at sorrow's stern control.
With faith our guide,
White· robed and innocent, to Jead tile way.
\Yhy fear to plunge in Jordan's rolling tide.
And find the ocean of eternal day?

..,

WHAT IS LIFE?
The day grows pensive at its close.
And wears a sober grey,
And on Its face the langour show8,
Of autumn's yellow ray;
Soon night will spread it:i sable pall,
The day is dying fa.t,
Now ghost,like arc the shAdows tall,
'1'ho.t on the ground are cast!
Like pilgrims to the shade or night,
The shades are ha,st'ning on,
1'0 where the brighter gro\",'s the lIghC,
When day begins to dawn:
,A deeper softer sadness shows,
r n gentle e\'ening dew
And nigbt o'er every feature throw.
A sad and sombre hue.
I

And now thQ sound of streams and floodli,
Bec:omes f\ hoJIow moan:
Tho rushing of the treci anti woods,
Hath now a. wailing tone.
A ud plai.ntive
through the air is heard~
The nigltt·hawk'~ piping' ellll,
There's nnt a. leaf by ZelJhrr iitintll.
HUI hath It llyin;: filII.

The evlls wiii lessen
With every stout blow;
'fhe brigh:er C~ weapon
The weaker the foe.
totter a.nd crumblo
The pillars of \Vrong;
'TIs Justice that maketh
Weak instruments strong.

TlJI

The Right! it must prospe'r
Whatever oppose;
Ho\\"ever malignAnt
Or stout be her (0es;
LIke the steps of the monl1n:,
?tlajestic and free,
She'll onward and triumpb,
How gloriously I
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP.
One sole bapCismal sign,
One Lord, below, ahoveZion, one taith is thi.ne,
One only watchword-love.
From different tempJes though it riso,
One song asccndech to the skies.
Our Sac·rifice is one;
Olle Priest before the t hrolleThe slain, t1Je risen SOli,
Redeemer Lord alone!
And 5ighs from contrite hcarts that sWiJlg',
Our chief, our choiccst offering.
I

OIl, why should they who Ion
One gospel to unfold,
Who seek one home above,
On earth ~e strange and coldl
Wby subjects of the Prince of Peace,
III strife abide, nnd lJitternessl
Oh, may that holy pra)'er.
Jlilitenderest and his last,
1-lis const ant, latest care,
Ere to his throne he pas5ed,-~o longer unfulfilled remain,
The world's offence, lJis people'll stain.
H."d of the Church beneath,
'fhe Catholic-the
true,-On all ber membe •• breatb.Her broken frame renowt
Then shall thy perfect will be done.
,Yhpll (,hri'lti~n.,.t.ove lnti Ih·e all o.ut
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TIlE POSITION OF A PREACHER.
pires to; which neither the lawyer nor the
In virtue of his position he has the best merchant, nor yet the politician attempts to
chance to know men.
He overrides all dis- wield; nay which the mere writer of books
tinctions of life, associates with the hum- leaves out of sight.
In our day we often
blest man as a brother, with the highest as forget these things; and suppose that the
their. equ al. If well trained, his education
government or the newspapers are the arplaces him in the circle of the most culti- biters of public opinion, while still the pulvated minds, while his sympathies and his pit has a mighty influence.
All the politiduty attract him to the lowest sphere of cians and lawyers in America could not perrudeness,
want and perhaps
of crime. suade men to believe what was contrary to
He sees men in joy and grief, at a wedding
common-sense
and adverse to their interest;
and a funeral, and when flushed with hope, but a few preachers, in the name of Reliwhen wrung with pain, when the soul bids. gion, made whole millions believe the world
earth farewell.
If a true man, the most would perish on a certain day, and, now
precious eonfidence is reposed in him.the day is past, it is hard for them to believe
He looks into men's eyes as he speaks, and their preachers were mistaken!
in their varying faces reads their confession,
Now all this might of position and opporwhat they could oft conceal, both ill and tunity may be used for good or ill) to adgood,-reads
son~ctimes with astonished
vance men or retard them; so a great reeyes.
Re:lder, you have seen an old cOin'l sponsibility rests always on the clergy of
worn smooth so that there was no mark on the land.
Put a heavy man in the pulpit,
it, not a letter; you know not whence it ordinary, vulgar, obese, idle, inhuman, and
came nor whose it is; but you heat it in the he overlays the conscience
of the people
fire, and the stamp of the die is plain as with his grossness; his Upas breath poisons
when the coin was minted first; you see the every spiritual plant that springs up within
image, read the superscription.
So the ex- sight of his church.
Put there a man of
citement of a sermon reveals the man's only the average intelligence
and religion
character in his oft-unwilling face, and the -he
does nothing but keep men from slipreacher, astonished,
renders unto Cresar ding back; he loves his people and giveth
the things that are his, and unto God His his beloved-sleep.
Put there a superior
own.
Sometimes one is saddened
to sec man, with Genius for Religion, nay, a man
the miser, satyr, worldling in his many of no genius, but an active, intelligent, llUforms, under a disguise so trim and neat; man and piolls man, who will work for the
Lut oftener, perhaps, surprised to find a Human Race with all his mind and heartsaint he knew not of before; surprised at and he does wonders; he loves his people
the resurrection of such a soul from such a and giveth his beloved his own life.
He
tomb.
The minister addresses men as in- looks out on the wealth, ignorance, pride,
t1ividuals, the lawyer must convince
the poverty, lust, and sin of the world, and
whole jury, tile senator a majority of the, blames himself for their existence.
This
senate, or his work is lost; while if the min- ~suffering human race, poor blind Bartimams,
ister convinces one man, or Lut half con-I sits by the wayside, crying to all men of
vinces him-he
has still done something
power-"Have
mercy on me i" the minister
that will last.
The merchant deals with says, "What wilt thou," he answers, "Lord,
material things, the lawyer and the politi- that J might receive my sight."
No man
cian commonly address only the understanmay be idle, least of all the minister;
he
ding of their hearers, sharpening
attention
least of aU in this age, when Bartimreas
by appeals to interest; while the minister cries as never before.
calls upon the aflections, addresses the conTilE PROGRESS OF lIIAN.
science, and appeals to the religious nature
How strange is the progress of men on
of man-to
faculties which binel man to his
Democracy!
race, and unite him with his God.
This their march through time-a
gil'es him a power which no other man as- how fe\\- are the leaders!
So a caravan
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~lo~y
in the Arabian wilderness\ ised t;:;:;ad any thi~g th~y
the men and the women, the asses and the Are you quite certain that that book or pacamels.
There
is dust, and noise, and per you just laid down, and which may
heat, the scream of the camels and the have done you no essential harm, will not
asses' bray, the shouts of the drivers, the corrupt the heart of your child?
Children
Bongs of the men, the prattle of the women, suppose every thing they read to be true.the repinings and the gossip, the brawls and It is a terrible shock when first told that tho
the day-dreams, the incongruous murmur of book which has afforded so much delight is
a great multitude.
There are stragglers in "only a story."
EI'ery thing put in the hand
front, in flank, in rear.
But there are al-! of a child should be true, if you wish your
ways some who know the landmarks by day, children to tell the truth.
But perhaps you
the sky-marks by night, the Special Pro vi- don't know what your children read.-You
dence of the pilgrimage,
who direct the ought to. Bad books are every where, and
march, giving little heed to the brawls or they may ruin your family, as they have
the gossips, the scream or the bray, or the others.
Good books can be procured and
Bong. They lift up a censer, which all day they furnish the cheapest means of helping
long sends up its column of smoke, and all the parent in governing the family.
the night its fiery pillar, to guide the proWJIICn IS WORSE?
miscuous pilgrimage.
To make and vend poison for the hody,
Selected for the Christian Magazine.
or the soul?
To furnish means of physical
SHORT SELECTIONS.
or mental intoxication?
Which does the
WHAT DO YOU READ?
most mischief in the end, to distil healthful
That's a plain question, but it is a fair substances into liquid fire, to be sold by the
one.
Your answer if an honest one will gallon; or to concoct a slow poison from
reveal your character; for a man may be as! fragments of truth and abundance of falsewell known by the books he reads, as by hood, to infuse itself into the public mind
the company he keeps.
It does not require
from a thousand stereotype pages, and exert
other proof that a man is a frequenter of a perpetual influence?
Do you not acknowlthe theatre, than that his principal reading edge principles in respect to the manufacconsists of plays.
A very little discern- ture and traffic in intoxicating liquors, that
ment will discover a light-headed, sentimenapply with tenfold emphasis to writing, printal, frivolous character
in the indiscrim- ting, and vending vicious books.
inate reader
of the popular,
ficticious
trash that floods the land.
If you see a
13APTI~~L
man feasting his depraved heart on a tale of
He that neglects baptism lest 110 shall not
lust and crime, do you {leed any other evi- hold out, is very likely not to hold o.ut. It
dence lhat he is at heart a debauchee?
Or shows a little to·o much want of resolution
is {here any clearer proof that a man is a to forsake all for Christ; bDsides being an
lover of the truth, than to see him devotedly
act of downright rebellion against the King
studying the pages of the revealed word?~f Zion. This is not a ,"ery promiBing beSelf-examination
on this point, may not then ginning.
And no such person can be exbe unprofitable, even to those who. profess pected to hold out long, unless he amends
the Gospel.
Depend
upon it, the book his ways and doings.
There is 110 prosshows the man.
If you will look over your pect of a good and successful journey where
reading for a year, you will be aided in dis- there is in the onset, a planning to get off
cerning who and what you are.
What do the road.
I never expect to see him a
you read?
steady and faithful Christian for years, who
refuse the first commaBd of the gospeJ.WJIAT DO YOUR CHILDREN READ?
Those to whom I now refer, are such as
According
to their capacity, generally
will not cast all on board the ship of Zion,
what their parenti read.
They f~el author-; lest they shall want to put ashore again before
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RULES

OF CONTROVERSY.

she reaches

the port.
If any intend to be
let them put on a full and
public profession;
own Christ before the
world, and make no provision ever to return to their former company or practices.
Then they will live and not die.
"Arise,
and be baptized."

completed, have died of old age.
Imitate
them, and never yield for a moment to discouragement.
If you are made of the
right material, you never will.

.rcal Christians,

COUNSELSTO THE YOUNG.
Be careful to form good habits.
Almost
all permanent habits are contracted in youth;
A CHRISTIAN WIFE.
and these do in fact form the character of a
The wife of a Christian is not a simple man through life. It is Paley, I believe,
mortal, she is a mysterious, extraordinary,
who remarks, that we act from habit nine
angelic being; the flesh of the flesh, the times, where we do once from deliberation.
blood of the blood of the husband.
Man, Little do young persons apprehend the moin uniting himself to her, regains part of mentous consequences
of many of their
his substance; his soul as well as his sub- most frequently
repeated
actions.
Some
stance is incomplete without his wife; he habits are merely inconvenient but have no
has strength, she has beauty;-he
does not moral quality: others affect the principles
understand the details of domestic life, but of our conduct;
and become sources of
his companion prepares the repast, and her good or evil to an incalculable degree.
As
smiles sweeten
existence.
He has his to the former, they should be avoided, as
crosses, and the partner of his couch is detracting
from our comfort, and as ultithere to soften them; his day may be sad mately interfering with our usefulness:
but
and troubled, but in the chaste arms of his the latter should be deprecated, as laying
wife he finds comfort and repose.
Without i the foundation of a wicked character, and
woman, man would be rude, gross and sol as standing in the way of all mental and
itary.
'Voman spreads
around
him the moral improvement.
flowers ofexistence, as the creepers of the
----.•
----. . oa k'WltI1 t Ilelr.
RULES FOR CONTROVERSY.
forest decorates the majestIc
..
odoriferous garlalds.
Finally, the Christian
1. Always for~ your declslO,n when you
pair live united, and in death are not sepe-l ha~e heard one sl~e
a questIOn.
If you
rable: in the dust they lay side by side, and ,~alt to hear both, It Will only tend to confuI

l

0:

their souls are reunited beyond the limits of! 81On.
the tomb.-Cltateaubriand.
~ 2. Never give an opponent the benefit of
\ his own thoughts in their connection.
AlF..ASILYDISCOURAGED.
ways cull out some of the most striking exHow easily are some persons discouraged.
pressions, isolated from others, and if they
If they try some project for an hour without are such as will excite odium against him,
success they fret, get angry, and give up.hold them up prominently to public view.Such characters never did accomplish any 1 If you do not, you may lose your cause.
thing worth naming, and never will. Wier3. If you can avoid it, never quote his
land statell that he was three days and a language correctly, nor give to his own
half on a single stanza, which he was en- words the meaning which he obviously asdeavoring to translate-one
word only was signs to them.
This forestalls public opinwanted and that he could not supply.
It is l ion, and gives him much trouble to explain.
said that Gray was ten years in writing the
4. Always make it appear, if you can,
"Elegy in a Country Church Yard."
Yet that your opponent is a public enemy, and
you are discouraged in an hour.-Shame
on that you have been shamefully persecuted
yon.-What
can be accomplished in a few by him.
At least make it appear that he is
moments?
Years of patient industry are a partisan, and therefore, not competent to
often spent in projecting great works.judge correctly in the premises.
Some men have employed their whole lives
5. Be careful, in disputation,
to assnme
in important undertakings,
and when just certain plausible positions as incontroverti-

l

THE

!lLESSEDNEi!!S OF RELIGION

bI0ec~:se,:easoning
from these, you can
make a,n impression upon the mass of the
people, who will never think of inquiring
into the truth of your assumption.
6. If you can associate your opponent
with others who are odious in certain quarters, or with a certain party, the prejudice
will be so strong against him that you will
be almost certain to carry your cause.
7. Make it a point to charge something
against your opponent that will excite indignation against him, either by direct falsehood, or by its equivalent.
If he exposes
you, then insist on it, by reference,
from
something he has said or done.
8. One rule must never be lost sight of,
and that is, to study the character of your
opponent, so that you may excite him to unguardedness,
or passion.
In this state of
.
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ll~iscipline
of goodness; cr~~:::
hopes when all earthly ones vanish; throws
lover the decay of existence the most gorgeous of all lights; awakens life even in
death; makes even torture and shame the
ladder of ascent to paradise;
and far
above all combinations
of earthly hopes,
calls up the most delightful visions of the
future, the security
of everlasting
joys,
where the sensualist and the skeptic view
only gloom, decay, annihilation and despair.

l

i

.

\VIIERE SIIALL I SPEND ETERNITv?-A
lady had written on a card, and placed it on
the top of an hour-glass in her gardenhouse, with the following simple verse from
the poems of J. Clare.
It was when the
flowers were in their highest glory.
"To thinkof summersyello come.
That I am not to see!

mmd, he will probably employ severe language, which you may immediately turn to
your advantage. At the same time, you may
retaliate as severely as you please, but in
polished language,
and with an affectation
of great mildness and regret.
Shave him
well, but do so handsomely, that the very
persons who censure him will applaud you.
This is quite a modern art.

To thinka weedis yello bioom
Fromdusllhat I shallbel"
The next morning she found the following
lines, in pencil, on the back of the same
card.
Well would it be if all would pondel' the question-act
in view of, and make
preparations for an unknown state of existence.
"To think,whenheaveRandearthhavefled,
And times and seasons o'er-

9. It is a good rule, also, to charge your
opponent with some unfairness or injustice,
'f
f: ..
especia IIy 1 you are un all' or unjust yourself.
The more honest he is, and the more
conscious
he is of his integrity and purity
of metive the better for he will feel bound
to defend 'his charact~r, and this cannot always be done at the time.
Thus you gain
your point.
10. Lastly, and not least, remember that
the great end you have in view, is to 'gain
your cause, and defeat your opponent-not
to elicit truth.
To accomplish this, you
may resort to all kinds of turninlTs and
mental reservations;
and, especially:
you
may "draw upon your imagination for your
facts."
This is a convenient
book of re.
ference.

When all that CAN dieshaHbedead,
That I mustdienomorel
O! where will then my portion be?

WhereshallI spendeternity!"
••
~
ORGANIZATION,
~ Never was my mind so fully impressed
~it.h the great deficiency in the organizatlOn of our Brotherhood, the lack of mutHal understanding
and mutual encouragement, in our efforts to disseminate the gospel and secure the great ends of our profession, that during my stay at the meetings
in Cincinn~ti.
It must ~ave been manifest
to every mmd properly Impressed with the
r.e~ponsibilities that devolv~ upon us as areliglOus people, that something must be done.
We must have a more adequate
organization or be mortified continually with seeing,
to
irresponsible
agenc:es acting for a people
THE BLESSEDNESSOF RELIGIOX.-If
I who never called them into being nor SIlScould choose what of all things would be at tained their operations.
Our State meetthe same time the most delightful and use-! ing ought to consider the matter and if POSful to me, I should prefer a firm religious 1 sible devise some course that will serve to
belief to every other blessing; for this makes call forth the voice of the Brotherhood from
I

i
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CHRISTIANHYMNS

;very part of the Union.

AND

ECCL. REFORMER-EXPOSITION OF JOHN Ill:

iili-;; necessity

Let us continue

'of a second

V.

birth:'~nd-J:o:'

as we now are doing and OI.Hefforts will be such a state of things could exist.
Christ
the bye-word of the age and will meet as tells him not to wonder at these things, "for
they will merit the contempt of the true and the atmosphere which you breathe j in its parthe good every where.
J. B. F.
ticular manner of acting, is not known to
.
,.
you: you hear it blow, but cannot explain
CHRISTIANHYMNSAND ECCL.REFFORMER. its precise operations. and you are justthat
We would have been gratified could the ignorant of Christian government and ChrisEditor of the Ecclesiastical
Reformer have tian experience."
But to the subject.
I
represented
our proposal for publishing a am asked how the Christian
is like the
new Book, fairly. It would have saved both ~wind? "The wind bloweth where it listeth."
himself and his readers from any unnecesIn this phrase there is freedom implied, then
sary alarm with respect to our Book super- is the christian free? I answer in the affirceeding the Hymn Book now in use.
We mative, "and ye shall know the truth, and
do not propose to publish a new Hymn- the truth shall make you free, ye shall bo
book; but "Christian Hymns with APPRO- free indeed.-John
viii. 32,36.
PRIATE MUSIC!"
As the wind sweeps the mountain top,
Ifl could suppose that our work would in and rushes through the valley, bidding dethe least interfere with any man's interest I fiance to human skill or wisdom, so the
would not publish it.
And were I assured christian is free from the turmoils and lashthat a general convention of our brethren
es of a guilty conscience: yes, he has a confor a better system of organization than that I' science void of offence towards God and
which now obtains amongst us, could be men, he is free from condemnation and can
called together, we would suspend the PUb- claim with the A.postle Paul, "for the law
lication and submit the work, as all such of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath
works should be submitted.
~made me free from the law of sin and
Indeed such are the impressions made j death."-Rom.
viii. 2.
upon my mind by the recent attempts at j
The christian walks not after the flesh but
Conventions in Cincinnati,
that there is after the spirit, he is free from carnality,
scarcely any sacrifice that I would not make "for to be carnally minded is death; but
to secure a general meeting of our Brother· to be spirituaily 'minded is life and peace."
hood.
J. B. F.
Rom. viii. 6.

j

Again,
as the wind is governed by a law
EXP03ISIONOF JOHN 3: 5.
~
COLLIERVILLE, Sept. 25th, 1848.
which gives it liberty, so the child of God
BROTHER FERGusoN:-lf
you think tbe is governed by a "perfect lawofliberty."following remarks worthy a place in the James i. 25. "Jerusalem
which is above is
Magazine you may insert them.
free, which is the mother of us all. So
"The winciblowethwhereit listeth,andthou hearestthe then brethren, we are not children of tha
lound Ihereof, hut, cannot tell whence it cometh, and whithb d
b
f h fi
"G I' "'631
er itgoeth;so iseveryonetl,atislJornofthespirit.-J. iii. 8. on -woman, uto t e ree. -- a . IV.'"
.
To the above passage of Scripture there is
But this is not all; "thou hearest
the
an erroneous idea attached, no doubt, and it sound thereof but can'st not tell whence
is quoted to maintain some unknown effect j'it cometh, and whith.er. it g~eth."
In .these
of the spirit upon the human mind.
Those words concealment
IS lmphed;
then IS the
who thus believe, tell us the operations of christian hid; yes; to an individual like
the spirit are like the wind, but Christ tells Nicodemus; 'one not born of water and
us everyone born of the spirit is like the spirit, not entered into the kingdom of God,
wind.
There is a beautiful simile set forth cannot realize the happiness and quietude
by the Savior in the words of the text.of the sons of God.
The worldly men
Which is this, everyone i. b. every person may see a christian walk, hear him speak of
born of the spirit is like the wind.
his Redeemer,
and the blessedness
that
Nicodemus was astonished at the fact of) awaits him, but the peace of God which
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which dwells in him richly, are invisible."For ye are dead and your life is hid with
christ in God."-Collossians,
iii. 3.

Under the lahors of Bl'OtherJOHN D. FEROUSOIf,
th__re were twenty·eight additions to the g'lOdcause at
Lebanon, Trigg count~, Ky, thirteen of which were
young men; three Baptists and two Methodists united,
The rank the pious man possesses
is and twenty-five immersions, Anothel' meeting is in
high, he places his affections
on things a- progress at the same place and the prospects are bright
for many more.
hove, not on things on t I1e eart IJ. For t here
There were eleven immersions at Hopkinsville up to
is a hope laid up for him in heaven.
"Be- F'• I'J(Jay lllght
'
the 14th inst. and the meeting still ill prohold what manner of love the Father hath
bestowed upon us, that we should be called
the sons of God; therefore the world know-

gress. Rrethren Bames, Father Ferguson, J, D. Fergu~onand D,'. Wharton laborers. The meeting is still
go109 on under the Jabors of Brother Wharton. Tho
Church at this place seems to he awakened to a deep
eth us not,because
it knew him not. Beloved
f
sense 0 the great interests committed to her trust, and
now are we the sons of God, and it doth is putting on again the garments of joy and zeal. Thi.
not yet appear
what we shall be, but we Church seems to be more alive to the work of Chri.t
know, that when he shall appear we shall ~~hanit h~s been for many months, and a deep feeJing of
,
,
.."
< mte, est ,s thought to pervade the whole community.be like hun for we shall see him as he IS. -) May it ahound more 'lOd
.
. n ' Id S
.
'
...
2
~
~ mOle, lIll I as In 0 amana,
J onn Ill. 1. .
"there shall be great joy ill that city;" Christians
It is true, the Father has bestowed much rejoicing with their friends turned from the service of
the world
to the Living God ' and to the IlOpeJ..11'd up r.or
Iove an d h onor upon h' IS c h'ld
I
ren, Luut t h'IS them
in Heaven.
honor lies concealed to the world. Christ says
A
.
,
. .
..
llERDEEN, M,ss. 19th Oct" 1848.
"blessed
are
the
poor
m
SplTlt,
for
theirs
IS
BRO
FERGUSON'
On
tl
fi
t L ord' ri day In
' t I'lUI
.
.,....!
,Ie lrs
the kmgdom of heaven,'
but thIS IS hId to mOllth,hro, Casky and myself held a meetin~ at Cliothe world.
It says they are mean despicaton, io Greene Co, Ala., continuing four days"and there
ble and miserable.
The Redeet~er
says
were six additions, all worthy young men. On the
, second Lord's day we heJd a meetinrr at Palo Alto in
"blessed are they that mourn,for they shall be this State, had a good audience, but did not continue
comforted,"
and the world laughs
at the long iu consequence of the siekness in the neighbourthought as a most ridiculous
paradox,he
says hood. Last week bra, B, F. Hall held a debate with
"blessed
ar·e the meek for they shall inherit
Mr. Clay~on~a ~niversalist, commenciug on Monday
"
. .
and contlllumg till Saturday night. Mr. Clayton is a
the earth,
but the world holds thIS 111 con- gentleman of respectaLlc standing add ability. Bro.
tempt;
for it cannot see how the meek can Hall is well known as au able debater. The cause of
inherit
the earth; when the steps to the truth has not suffered, but received an jmpetus in this
throne are the bodies of the murdered
and place, the cor~seqneneeof which will be felt in time to
,.
,
'
come, DUl'lngthe debate we had regular preaching
empll es aI e held only by hands that never some hour in the day, and since have continued to do so.
administered
comfort and relief to the dis~ Three persons have ah'eady united and we anticipate
tressed, again he says.
"Blessed
are they more. As I have leisure, I desire to give the reader.
which do hunger and thirst after riahteousof ~he Magazine, some account this debate in hricf
l'.
h
h II b fill d"
H '" bl' d artICles. For the present I re.malll,
ness, 101' t ey s a
e
e.
ow
III
Yours jl1Christ,
the world is to this, for it accounts a man
A. GRAHAM.
happy whose search after wealth and fame
IS successful,
however ungodly may be his
REPORT OF EVANGELISTS.-No,13.
actions in obtaining them, "blessed
are the
DE:AU BR~. FEIlGusox:-With
much pleamerciful,
for they shall obtain mercy."sure we lay before you the results of the
The world says they shall obtain disgrace,
meetings
of September.
How true it is
"blessed
are the peace-makers,
for they shall that the "word of God is quick and powerbe called the children of God."
Nay, say ful," "the power of God unto salvation,"
the world happy those who are most bril-l the "uncorrupfible
seed"
bringing
forth
liant in arraying man against man. "Blessed
fruit abundantly,
some thirty, some sixty,
are the pure in heart
for they shall see some a hundred-fold.
God."
But the world cannot see this, it
1. Brawleyls Pork.-We commenced
at
marvels,
and with Nieodemu~
exclaims,
this point on Saturday before the 1st Lord's
"how can these things be?'"
J. L, J. \ day and held on for several days.
The re-

i
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~~:dditioos~;Ilt
by immersioo.j
Brethren Owen and Elkers labored with us
.
f h t'
1'1 tl
II
a portIOn
0 t e Ime, WII e 1e exce ent
•

IN MISSISSIPPI.

mee~in~ at ~hyati::;:;encing
on tl;-1~~;;;;
conllllumg SIll days, to adopt measure. for the advancement of the Churches and the promotion of the truth.

.

OUf

Elder Curlee exhorted the people wIth hIS
wanted earnestness.
2. Hickory Creek.-\Ve commenced
meeting on Saturday and continued for ten
I'
TI
days. It was a de I·Igh"
t,u time.
Ie ut-

l

meeting commenced

under

inauspicious

circum-

stances, but durmg the latter part of the meeting we
had a nnmerous audience. The Brethren we"e refresher!
and eleven persons bowed in allegience to the Son of
God by being immersed; another confessed the Lord
and three others united with the Church by letters of
recommendation.

most harmony and happin~ss seemed to
The delegates from the churches nrganized by apabound. The people manifested a noble lpoillting Elder M, Webber, to the Chair, and J. L.
determination to hear, and the zealous breth-l Etheridge Secretary. ,Reports from the following
ren spared no efforts to co-operate with the \ churches were then received:
proclaimers. The happiest results crowned
Memphis, Tenn.-Number
47; 2 pro tem. Elders; 3
.

Deacons; 1 Recorder-Contl"ibnted
twentv-five dolJlon••
Union, Shelby county, Tenn. 45-Two Elders; three
Deacons.

the efforts made-tweoty souls determmed
for everlasting life, marched forth to do battie for the Bible and the Bible alone, the
religion of the reformation. Many others

Nonconah 49-Two Deacons.
I Thyatym 75-Thr ee Elders;
two Dcacons; COlltrililted twenty-seven j (0II aI's.
B hIT'
I
M' 25 0 Eld
J IS'
I

.

seemed almost persuaded, who WIll .yet, we
et e,
IppalCO.
ISS. ne
er om
mltl
trust, honor t?emselves by confessmg the lOne Deacon, A. F. Thompson; Two Evangelists, Joname of ChriSt. Brethren Hooker, Run-l seph Greer and J. L. Elheridge-Contributed
thirty
nels and Murphy labored with us in word dollars.
and doctrioe.
Liberty, Tipsah co, Mi~s. 37-Thrce
pro tem. El3. Zimmerman.-The fourth Lord's day deI's; O~e Dcacon-C~ntrthuted t\~cnty-~ve dollars.
l

J

J

I

l

.

,

was devoted to Millersburg. But small Clrculation could be given to the appointment.
The attendance consequently was limited.
The brethren we hope were edified and
.

strengthened.
We are happy to chronicle
the liberality of many of the good brethren
at this point. In addition to ordinary contributions, they determined to make an extra effort to secure the success of the evangelizing movement. For this purpose a
- d'
d b h' h h b h
p Ian was eVlse y w IC t e ret ren

Blackjack Grove, Tlppzr co. M••s 2t>or 30-Contributed fifteen dollal's.
The Church at Nonconah contributed fifty dollars; at
Union ninety dollars, suhject to the discretion of EIdel' lIl. Webber, whidl he withdrew and contributed
sixty dollars.
The following resolutions were adopted:
1. Resolved, That B. W. STONE be not admitted in
this co-operation meeting 011 account of his not being a
delegate from any ClllIrch, this co-operAtion being composed of delegates fi'om Churches.
2. Res~lved, ~hat B. W. ~t?nc be invited b~ t~li.
co-operatIOn meetlllg, as a Christian man and Chnstmn
Minister to preach at this meeting.
3. Resolved, That this co-operation decide unanimouily, that co-operation meetings have no right to ini terfere with the action of allY member or ullsines. of
i individual congregations.
4. Resolved, That hereafter individual members of

whose means will permit, agree to pay.annually for co-operation purposes a sum not
less than $5 to be placed at the disposal of
'.
the Church of NashvIlle, or whatever agency may be created by the brethren in a gen- Churches will be allowed to contribute and participate
eral co-operation meeting. The sum of in our co-operations.
$45 was subscribed and more of the breth5, Resolved, That Brethren !\Iiles Wells and Joseph
ren are expected to lend a helping hand.Greer be appointed to Evangelize in the uounds of this
May the hundreds of brethren to whom God ~co-operation, and that each one be allowed $20 per
has given an abundance of temporal trea- month until $182 ~e exhausted, aud as much longer a.
. 't at e th'elf examp I'e.
means can be obtamed, at the same pel' month.
sure lml
,
.
Yours in sincerity
6. Resolved, That the next co-opelatlOn meetmg be
J. J. 'l'ROTir,
~held at Union, Shelby co. Tenn., commencing Friday
JNO. EICHBAUM.
lbefore the 2d Lord's day ill March nelLt.

.,.

I

7. Resolved, That the Editor of the Christian Maga.
OF THE CO-OPERATION
MI!:ETING zine be requested to publish th~ proceedings of this
IN Dli:SOTO COUNTY, lilIES.
meeting.
To tli. Editor>of the Chistian Magazitte:
( Other Editors will please copy.
DEAn BRItTHREN.-The
Brethren of this part of!
1If. \VEBllER, <..:hairman.
~i"is,ippi alld a part of Tenlle •• ee, held a co-operation;
J. L, ETH ';HDIG 1., Sec'y.
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arch, who pressed upon them greatly, and
induced them to accept of his hospitality.
THE DEsrRUC1'ION
OF SODO){ ••."D THEPRE'ERVATION
OF LOT,
He provided for them a feast of wine and
FOR>I THE BASIS ai' OUR LECTURE
TillS >lOR SINO.
unleavened bread, and they did eat. But
In the evening of the day in which Abra- whilst they were thus innocently refreshing
ham had the interview with the angel J eho- and enjoying themselves under the hospitable
vah, whilst his nephew Lot was sitting in roof of their host, the abominable wretches
the gate of the city of Sodom, there came of Sodom, with characteristic baseness, beat
two angels, evidently those who had left'the I at the door of his house and demanded his
Lord and Abraham after the repast, and Lot guests in order that they might perpetrate
constrained them to accept the hospitalities upon them a crime so detestable and shockof his house. The gates of an eastern city iog, that but for their city, would be without
were the usual place of resort, for the:e was a name; a crime, however, shocking as it is,
the market, there the citizens conferred up- which disgraced the pages of Grecian and
on public affairs and had their courts of Roman history even in in their palmiest
justice, whilst they were often places of so- days, and which is made punishable by death
cial amusement. It may have been the in the penal code of modern Britain! Lost
purpose of righteous Lot to ant.icipate the to all shame, they vociferously demanded
coming- of strangers and to prevent them the men, showing in the most impressive
from being entrapped by his wicke.d towns- light their unparalleled corruption. Truly
men. For when he beheld the angels, as if were they sinners of no common character
intent on hospitality, he arose up to meet as the frequent intimations of the historian
them and courteously bowed himself be- and their unprecedented overthrow profore the approaching strangers that he might 1 claims. (See 13: 13; 18: 20.) Lot, actender to them the welcome and attentions cording to the sacred rites of hospitality peof patriarchal entertainment.
"Behold, culiar to eastern nations, felt bound to denow, my Lords, turn in I pray you into your fend his stranger guests by every possible
servant's house, and tarry all night and wash sacrifice, and accordingly he makes an unyour feet, and ye shall rise up early and go natural proposal which cannot be at all exon your ways." In order to understand and cused. But fortunately his proposal was
appreciate this generous and uncalled for refused and he treated with indignity, deoffer, we must recollect that except the car- served indeed, but by no means excusable
avansaries, where shelter alone was afforded, in his brutal assailants. They reproach him
there were no taverns in eastern countries. for assuming the office of Judge of their
Lofs conduct, is therefore, an example of rights who himself was a foreigner, and
common civility, and but for which his guests fley threatened to deal worse with him than
would have psssed the night in the open them ifhe interfere with their bestial desires.
squares of the streets, which was customary, They attack his house with malice, and rca.
in that climate. They delicately refuse l1is dy to break down his door, all would se<:>Dl
profrered kindness, which refusal, whilst it 1 to be given up as lost. But not so,, The
exhibited a proper civility on their part, was 1 nature of his guests is to be point.ed out.calculated to test the sinl'f'rity of the palri·, A nd he whom God defendc, no hnman nor
LECTURES ON GENESrS.-No.
CHAPTER
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DESTRUCTION
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OF

SODOM

~~-~

AND

THE

PRESERVATION

_~~~~"

dremoniacal power can successfully assail. and are hieing to the mountains. 0 Men
In the trying state in which all are now of Sodom, doomed and abandoned-look
placed, the men put forth their hands and up. But you cannot look, for volumes of
the mob are smitten with a supernaturalj ignited brimstone, burning like lava, are fallblindness and weary themselves to find his ing in torrents, and 10, all your land is on
door. The angels inquire for the remain- fire, while the waters as they approach their
del' of his family, who are warned by Lot western channels, are burning pitch, which
of the impending vengeance that was is fast filling up the wet plains, covering their
overshadowing the city. But they mocked productions, destroying their beauty and
his counsel. With all possible speed the together with the fiery showers from heaven,
family are hurried from Sodom. Perhaps are submerging the whole land, so that the
in affectionate and useless entreaties, Lot feet of man shall never tread it more.lingers. But they lay hold on their hands There! The destruction is complete and irand hurry him, his wife and his daughters, reparable, and the cities are blotted from
and set him without the city. Jehovah him- the map of Canaan, and the indignation of
self then appears to them, and in fearful God has a monument in the plains forever.
and commanding words, informs them that
Upon a mountain, which overlooked the
they have only time to escape ~rom the plain, and perhaps the one from which Lot
judgment which is now descendmg, an.d 1 first viewed the enticing lands of the garden
that a lingering look may prove fatal to then of the Lord there stands a venerable man.
preservation :-"Stay not in all the plains, My hearers, ~o you recognize that man? He
for the whole land shall be overwhel~ed it is who had spent the day previously and
with the cities, hut escape to the moun tams perhaps the night, in constant intercessions
for there only is safety and refuge!" But, for the riO'1lteous of tIle devoted cities.foolish man, he stops to e.xpostulate, and Tis yet e:rly in the morning, as Abraham
God in mercy to afford hIm further ex- stands on one of the rocky mountain51 of
perience of that folly which in the first Canaan. He casts an anxious look over the
place induced him to take up his abode in once fertile and delightful valley of the JorSodom, allows him to stay in Zoar which dan its green fields and flowinO' streams,
. h f'
,
b
for his sake is preserved. The sU~-!Ig to and populous cities, once glowing and beauthe last day which was ever. to anse upon tiful as the garden of the Lord. But, eye
ill-fated Sodom, was already III the heavens, of the patriarch, what desolations dost thou
when Lot entered Zoar. Serene and calm, now behold? Cities, plains and people, all,
doubtless, was that mor~~ng. But I ~read 1 all sinking beneath a raging conflagration,
this treacherous tranqUIlIty. Bodes It not and sulphurous smoke and lurid flames asan approaching tempest? Sodom has es- cend in dismal masses.
The terrific scene
caped the perils of the night which the is awful beyond description which every
warning of Lot had betokened. AI~ ages where presents its fearful spectacle, for
and classes are up and already then ba- "from Sodom and GOl1\.orrahand all the land
chanal songs and loud voices are vo~ifera- of the plain he beheld and Lo! the smoke
ting in the streets as they eat and drmk.of the country went up as the smoke of a
But there are muttering voices of fearful furnace!"
But where is Lot? Will not
omen beneath the ground j and wh~t means God spare him for Abraham's sake? He
that gathering cloud and those lund flames who had so loved him as to give him the
that are spreading athwart the blackening choice of all the land, and to rescue him
heavens? Behold the mountains are trem- from the capture of his enemies, would thus
bling, and old Jordan comes ~own as an naturally and anxiously enquire. He is
overwhelmi~g torrent. The bIrds of the i spared more on account of the faith and
air are sendmg forth stran~~ notes as.they i prayers of his pious uncle than in approbahurry
away of
from
~cel?e't~nd
the beasts
the thfieIdlowellbng
Ie as y illS
mc are 'I lion of his own behaviour. "God remelIlleaving the fresh and the beautiful pastures

bered Abraham and sent Lot out of the
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overthrow."
It is a fearful judgment,
but
it is mingled with mercy.
Lot is delivered
-but where is the small company that escaped with him.
The companion
of his
youth, the delight of his eyes, the mother
of his children instead of sharing in the
joy of the happy deliverance, on the way
towards Sodom, stands a pillar of salt, an
awful monument of the wrath of God against
the disobedient.
She who escapes Sodom,
escapes not the plain!
She looked back towards the overwhelmed cities, with a wish
to remain!
Behold her a mournful illustration, that the obedient who turn away from
their obedience shall perish! And as a covenant of salt is a perpetual
covenant, so is
the record of this event a perpetual memorial to all generations of the disastrous consequences
of disobedience.
Remember
Lot's wife.
Do we enquire for the causes of the
dreadful overthrow of this earthly paradise?
We are answered by the Prophet and the
historian, that it was pride, gluttony, idleness, and a crime which bears the name of
the city, a monument of its abominations to
this day. Let its ruin be an example and
warning to all the human race!
With this view of the history of the awful
overthrow
of the Pentapolitan
cities and
their inhabitants,
Zoar, Lot and his two
daughters excepted, we come to notice the
attestations of divine inspiration
which the
present situation of the valley of Sodom
affords: The sacred text declares-"That
the Lord rained upon Sodom and Gomorrah
br:mstone
and fire (ignited sulphur) from
the Lord out of heaven, and he overthrew
those cities and all the plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities, and that which grew
upon the ground.
'!(.
'!(. '!(. And the smoke
of the country
furnace."

went

THE
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OF

LOT.
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'! a'nd burning, that it is not sown, nor-benreth, nor any grass groweth therein, like tho
overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah, Admah and Zeboim, which the Lord overthrew
in his anger and his wrath."
Deut. 29: 23.
And the Prophets Jeremiah and Isaiah, and
ithe Apostles Peter and Jude, speak of it as
I uninhabited,
desolated, and as suffering tho
vengeance of an eternal fire. No unfit emblem of the fire of Hell.
Indeed tho
phrase" Lake or fire and brimstone" is evidenUy borrowed from the condition of these
doomed cities.
Isa. 13: 19; Jer. 49: 18;
Jude 7: 2 Pet. 2: 6.
Now, it matters not to what causes we ascribe the desolation;
whether the agents
that produced the phenomena were volcanic
or electrical
or both thesp. combined;
whether the mountains which surrounded
the plains were filled with inflamable matorials and were ignited by the lightnings of
heaven and swept by its tempest, which in terriflc volumes was poured down in a deluge of
fire upon the abandoned cities; or whether
the cities themselves were built of bituminous stones and were set on fire of heaven
-certain
it is that their site is in such ruin
that they cannot now be discerned, and the
once fertile and lovely plain in which they
stood is covered by the salt sea, from
the bottom of which even to this day there
are eruptions of bituminous
matter, which
when acted upon by the external air, burst
with a great noise and scatter their particles
in a thousand pieces, whilst the shores and
regions round about gi ve every token of just
such a catastrophe as the sacred historian
re~OI·ds..
'"
rhe followmg deSCrIptIOns given by modetn travelers will not be un:nteresting
to
our hearers, as they not only serve to give

l

up as the smoke Qf a us a correct idea of tbe present situation of
these cities, but also an evidence of the va-

Of so signal and remarkable destruction
we would expect ttl find palpable traces both
in the history of the country and in its topographical description:
Accordingly Moses
when speaking of the desolations
which
God would afterwards visit upon the land of
Canaan, speaks of the condition of Sodom
as a fixed and ever recognized fact. "The
whole land thereof is brimstone, and salt

lidify and inspiration of the Bible,' which
makes folly of every scoff at Bible hist.ory:
"~t was nearly dark," says Mr. Stepheng
(Incld. of Trav., vol. 2. p. 212), "when we
reached the top of the mountain, and I sat
down for a moment to take the last look at
the Dead Sea.
From this distance its aspect fully justified its name.
It was calm,
motionless
anJ seemingly deao; there was
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no wave or ripple on its surface, nor was it tached to their society, as to require angels
hurrying on like other waters, to pay its tri- to lay hands on him to drag him out of the
bute to the ocean; the mountains around it city of destruction? Even when escaped
were also dead; no trees or shrubs, not a from one city he desires to tarry in another,
blade of grass grew on their naked sides; 1 and on account of Abraham his prayer is
and, as in the days of Moses, 'Brimstone granted, though ultimately from fear he is
and salt; it is not sown, nor beareth, nor driven for refuge to that mountain where the
any grass groweth thereon.' Where the wa- Lord had first directed him for safety.
ters occasionally overflow their usual limit,
2. How terrible are the judgments of Jea saline crust is left upon the surface of the hovah upon those that forsake him and comsoil resembling hoar-frost or snow."
mit abominable acts! The Lord has trodden
One of the most remarkable characteris- down those that err from his statutes, for
tics of this Lake is its buoyancy and density. their deceit is falsehood. He putteth away
Mr. Stephens whilst bathing in it found he the wicked of the earth like dross. My
could lay and sleep upon the bosom of its flesh, 0 Lord! trembleth for fear of thee,
waters as upon so much cork. He describes and I stand in awe of thy judgments. The
the effect upon one of his horses:
cup of the iniquity of the Sodomites wal
"It was ludicrous to see one of the full; their crime was no common crime, and
horses. As soon as his body touched the hence the judgment which came upon
water he was afloat, and turned over on his them was no common judgment.
They
side; he struggled with all his force to pre- burned in their hearts unnaturally and Jcserve his equilibrium, but the moment he hovah burned them up.
stopped moving he turned over on his side
3. But the Lord ever remembers the
again, and almost on his back, kicking his righteous and delivers them with a great
feet out of water, and snorting with terror. deliverance. Had Lot been left to himself
The worst of my bath was, after it wai over, he would certainly have perished. Let us
my skin was covered with a thick, glutinous adore the divine interposition and put all
substance, which it required another ablu- our confidence in God.
tion to get rid of; and after I had wiped my4. Let the wicked remember the imparself dry, my body burnt and smarted as if I tiality of Jehovah's judgments.
He does
had been turned round before a roasting with the world as the husbandman with
fire. My face and ears were incrusted with his fields. If the field have wheat and
salt; my hairs stood out, 'each particular hair weeds together he will pull up the weeds and
on end;' and my eyes were irritated and in- allow the wheat to grow; but if it be covered
flamed, so that I felt the effects of it for se· lover with weeds and thorns, he will take out
veral days. In spite of this, however, re- ~the few corns of wheat and cut down or
vived and refreshed by my bath, I mounted burn up the fruitless, noxious remnant.my horse a new man."
May our fruit ever prove us to be trees of
There cannot be even the shadow of the Lord's planting.
doubt, that fire and brimstone were rained
5. Let all who have apostatized from the
down upon these cities, and that with all fai~h of Jesus and the duties of their high
their ungodly inhabitants they were con- calling remember Lot's wife.
Though
sumed.
they perish not in the city, they will fall in
We cannot leave our subject without en- the plain and common destruction awaits the
forcing a few practical reflections.
incorrigible Sodomite and the deluded hy1. In the lingering disposition of Lot to pocrite.
leave the doomed cities, we have a lesson on
6. Who can look on the enormous dethe tardiness with which we obey divine in- pravity of the Sodomites and not blush to
junctions. Who would have thought that he I own himself a man? Have we not fallen
who had been so long vexed with the filthy; into such a horrible pit, let us give God
behaviour of the Sodomites, could be so at- ~thanks for out of the pit there is safety on

l
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;~~~~\day!
are you in the way of disobedience?
You
know not to what depths you may fall; and
remember that in the valley of sin is the
lake of fire and brimstone, which is the second death.
The most careless and apparently secure are often nearest the danger.
Who would have thought that on the evening
of that day when Lot sat in the gate of the
city, that it was the last night that human
being would ever spend in guilty Sodom?
The morning arose calm and clear, but its
evening shadows fell upon an overwhclming tempest which had descended in sheets
of fire upon the unsuspecting
and mocking
inhabitants.
And do we not remember that
the destruction
of Sodom and the Sodom-
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Not as a Man -o~:-:and:f
weakm~ss does he now appear.
All power
attends him. Monarch of all, from his Meridian throne, his sceptre sways the Universe.
His mandate, bourne by echoing
winds, reaches the dark depths of ocean
and earth's deepest womb. The dead of all
ages forsake their dissolved beds and upon
the wings of every wind meet around that
throne.
Then, whither, 0 whither, shall we
fly for safety.
We cannot call upon the
mountains and caverns of the earth to hide
us; for the mountains shall melt at that awful presence and the caverns shall blaze with
the "Wrath of the Lamb."
HOhwhoshallthensurvive1
Ohwho shallstandallliJive1
When all that hath been is no more? * * .•
Faithfuland true,thoustillwilt savethineown!
Thesaintsshalldwellwithinthe unhanningfire,

I

ites is but an emblem of a more fearful destruction
which awaits the whole earth and

Each white-robe spotless; blooming every palm

its ungodly inhabitants. That upon the world
amid its pride and luxury, unexpectedly,

For midtheseangryanddestroyingsigns,
O'ertheethe rainbowof hismercyshines
We hail, we bless the covenant of its beam

even while its busy buyers and sellers are
Almightyto avenge-Almighty to redeem!
driving their trades; whilst marriage feasts
Lot fled to the mountains for safety.
In
and festal. dances call the gay
and
the
pleathe
m
t'
f
th
L
d'
h
.
.
oun am 0
e or souse
we may
s~re-Iovm~ together; upon Its thousand cI-1 also be secure.
"For the Lord will send
ties, towers and temples; upon the thrones his angels and gather together his people
of tyranny and the gilded palaces and court- from one end of the earth to the other" ere
ly bowers of ease and lust,-the
brimful his vengeance
Ehall be poured out upon
cup of Heaven's indignation shall be poured the ungodly.
out, strewing the sinful walks of men with
Bideme, 0 Lord!in that day
the fallen tribes of wickedness, thick as the
Till thine indignation be over past,
A nd let my soul Jive
leaves of autumn when frost has thinned
That I may prahie thee forever and ever!
its waving bowers?
Its forests, mountains,
J. B. F.
and plains shall biaze with wrath, fierce and
Almighty.
The great Husbandman
shall
THE SCHOOLOF LIFE,-Concluded.
wave his winnowing
fan, and the pomp,
o GOD THOU HAST TAUGHT ME FROM MY YOUl'H-PS. 71: 17.
pride and wealth of sin shall be swept away
Society is doubtless often right in its negas chaff before the driving gale!
The co,
.
..
.
·
d
d
. d
.
lect or ItS condemnatIOn; but certamly It IS
vete d , a d mire
an envle
possessIOns of
t'
It
t b th I t
.
.
some Imes wrong.
seems 0 e eo,
men shall dIssolve and peTlsh. The perseh
h
h r. t
th
'd t f
.
.
.
,
t e c ance, t e lor une,
e acci en 0
cutmg tIgers In human flesh; the Idolatrous
t b k
d . d
d I b t d
.
some 0 e nown, a mire ,an ce e ra e .
people and all the enemIes of the worship Ad u Iat'IOn an d' praIse are poure d ou t a t th eIT
.
and service of God shall fall beneath the r.
t 1'1 th ey I'Ive, an d upon th' ell' t om b
lee w 11 e
dreadful sweep of the fiery deluge,
w h en th ey d'Ie. B u t th ousan d s 0 f 0 th ers
HHeaving along the abyss profound and dark,
A fierydelugeand withoutan ark!"

But upon the cherub-thronging
clouds
radiated by the advancing glory of the approaching judcre the fearful sign of the
Son of Man sh:ll appQar, and spread! Sun,
moon, and stars in shadows shall grow dim,
beneath the burning lustre of that nightless

intrinsically

l

just as interesting,

with

senti-

ments that mount as high on earth, and will
flourish as fair in heaven, live un praised
and die unknown.
Nay, and the very delicacy of some minds forbids. their being
generally known and appreCiated.
Tact,
facility, readiness,
conversation,
personal
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help on some; and all these may be wanting ear in as fearful accents now, as when it
to minds that have none the less worth and ~said to the first man, "thou shalt die! dust
beauty. Who then would garner up his thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return."
heart in the opinion of this world? Yet It is a universal lesson. It is read everyneither let us hate it; but let its imperfection where. Its message comes every year,
minister to our perfection.
every day. The years past are filled with
There are also broken ties; and some- its sad and solemn mementos; and could a
times the holiest ties wear themselves out; prophet now stand in the midst of us and
like imperfect things, alas! as they are.announce the future; to more than one of
What, then, is to be learnt? I answer, a us, would he say, "set thy house in order;
great lesson. What is to be done? A great for this year thou shalt die." Yes, death
duty. To be just; to be true;-to cherish a is a teacher. I have seen upon the wall of
divine candor; to make the best of that our school rooms, the diagram that sets forth
which seems not well; to pour not vinegar some humble theorem; but what a 11andupon the galling chain, but the oil of gen- writing is traced by the finger of death uptie ness and forbearance. So shall many a on the walls of every human habitation!wound be healed; and the hearts shall be and what does it teach? Duty; to act our
knit together in a better bond than that of part well; to fulfil the work assigned us.hasty impulse; the bond of mutual improve- Other questions, questions of pride and
ment, strengthening mutual love.
ambition and pleasure, may press themBut not to insist more at large upon the selves upon a man's life; but when he is dydisciplinary character of all the conditions ing, when he is dead) there is but one quesof life and society, let us consider, for a tion-but one question: has he lived well?
moment farther, some of its events and or- I have seen an old man upon his bier; and
dinances.
I said, "hath he done the work of many
Amidst all the gaiety and splendor ofl years faithfully? hath he come to his end
life there is a dark spot; over its brightest llike a shock of corn fully ripe? Then all
career, there comes a sudden and oversha- is well. There is no evil in death, but
dowing cloud; in the midst of its loud and what life makes." I have seen one fall
restless activity there is a deep pause and amidst life's cares, manly or matronly, and
an awful silence; what a lesson is death!when the end came, not like a catastrophe,
death, that stops the warm current and the not as unlooked for; when it came as that
vital breath, and freezes mortal hearts in which had been much thought upon and
fear and wonder; death, that quells all hu- always prepared for; when I saw the head
man power, and quenches all human pride; meekly bowed to the visitation or the eye
death, "the dread teacher," the awful ad- raised in calm bright hope to heaven, or
monisher, that tells man of life's frailty, and when the confidence of long intimate friend9f a judgment to come. What a lesson is ship knows that it would be raised there
death! Stern, cold, :lnd inexorable, irre- though the kind veil of delirium be spread
sistible-the
collected might of the world i over it; I said, "the work is done, the viccannot stay it, nor ward it off; the breath tory is gained; thanks be to God who giveth
that is parting from the lips of king, or that victory through our Lord Jesus Christ."
beggar, the breath that scarcely stirs the I have seen an infant form, sweetly repohushed air-that little breath-the wealth sing on its last couch, as if death had lost all
of empires cannot buy it, nor bring it its terrors, and had become as one of
back for a moment. What a lesson is the cherubim of heaven; and I said, "ah!
this to proclaim our own frailty and a power how many live so, that they will yet wish
beyond us! It is a fearful lesson; it is that they had died, with that innocent child!"
never familiar. That which lays its hands
Among our Christian ordinances, Brethupon all, walks through the earth, as a ren, there is one that celebrates the victory
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~:;d~ili;::I;he;:;';;-~'~:~;;:rd;;h;;~~~iti:~'-~f-lif~~fa;;;~on
priate to the beginning of Christian life.-l
They are both teachers.
Baptismal waters,
the emblems of a purity received from God

the charriot wheels of success when they
to take fire, and hold them back to
a moderated movement!

l are ready

and to be watched over for God; the conseEverything, I say, is tempered in the syscration unto obedience to the great truths of tern of things to which we belong.
The
Christianity;
to the doctrine of the Father,
human
passions,
and the correspondent
and the Son, and the Holy Ghost; these teach powers of impression which man possesses,
us, of a charge to be solemnly
kept, are all kept within celtain limits.
I think
of duties to be faithfully rendered.
The sometimes
of angel forms on earth; of a
sacramental
table; what is it but an altar, gracefulness and beauty more than mortal;
set up amid the realm of death, to the hope of a flash or a glance of the eye in the eloof everlasting
life?
To keep us in mind quent man, that should rend and inflame a
of him who conquered
death, and brought thousand hearts, as lightning does the gnarllife and Immortality to light; who gave his ed oak; but do we not see for the sensitive
life a ransom for many; who became
a frame of man enough excitement is already
curse for us that we might be redeemed
provided; that the moderated tone of things
from the curse of sin; who died that we is all man's ear could bear; the softened and
might live forever; lo! these symbols that i shaded hue, enough for his cye; the exare set forth from time to time in the house press ions of countenance and gesture, such
of God, in the school of Christ!
Touch- as they are, enough for IJis heart!
Nay,
ing memorials of pain and sorrow and pa- how often is the excitement of thought and
tient endurance!
Blessed omens, on God's feeling so great, that but for the interrupaltar, of peace and forgiveness and glorious tion of humble cares and trifles-the
inter-

l

victory!
.
Such, my frIends, are some of the lcs.
sons of the school of life.
Indulge me m
.
one or two observations on the general character of this school, and I shall have com.
pleted my present deSIgn.
Life is a finely attempered and at the same
.
time
a very t'rymg sc h 00 I .
It is finely attempered; that is, it is carefully adjusted, in all its arrangements
and
tasks, to man's
powers
and passions.There is no extravagance
in its teachings;
nothing is done for the sake of present effeet.
It excites man, but it does not excite
him too much.
Indeed, so carefully adjusted are all things to this raging love of
excitement, so admirably fitted to hold this
passion in check, and to attemper all things
to what man can bear, that I cannot help
seeing in this feature of life, intrinsic and
wonderful
evidence
of a wise and over-

positions of a wise providence-the
mind
d fi
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life is not such: it is a school.
.
It" is a trymg school.
It is a school, very
trymg to faIth, to e?du.ra~ce and to endeavo:.
There are mystenes m It. As to the pupil
in a human school, there are lessons which
he does not understand the full intent and
bearing,
as he is obliged to take some
things on trust; so it is in the great school of
providence.
There are hard lessons to be
got in this school.
As the pupil is often
obliged .to bend all his facu.lties to the task
before him, and tears sometImes fall on the
page he is studying; so it is in the school
of God's providence; there are hard lessons
in it.

ruling Order.
Men often complain that
life is dull, tame and drudging.
But how
unwisely were it arranged, if it were all one
gala-day of enjoyment
or transport!
And
when men make their own schools of too
much excitement,
their parties, controversies, associations and cnterprises;
how soon.

In short, the whole course of human life
is a conflict .vith difficulties; and if rightly
conducted, a progress in improvement.
In
both these respects, man holds a position
peculiar, and distinct from that of the animal
rac.es. They are not at school. They never
improve.
With thcm too: all is facility;
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ty. Look at the ant-hill, or the hive ofl sometimes in darkness 1" Because from
bees. See how the tenant, of the one, is 1 patience is to corne perfection. Because,
provided with feet, so constructed that he from strife, is to corne triumph. Because,
can run all over his house, outside and in- from the dark cloud, is to corne the lightside-no heavy and toilsome steps required ning flash, that opens the way to eternity.
to go upward or downward; and how the
Christian! hast thou been faithful in the
wings of the other, enable him to fly through school of life 1 Art thou faithful to all its
the air, and achieve the journey of days in lessons 1 Or hast thou, negligent man!
an hour. Man's steps compared with these, been placed in this great school, only to
are the steps of toilsome endeavour.
learn nothing, and hast not cared whether
Why is this so? Why is man clothed with thou didst learn or not. Have the years
this cumbrous mass of flesh? Because it is passed over thee, only to witness thy sloth
a more perfect instrument for the mind's and indifference? Hast thou been zealous
culture, though that end is not to be wrought to acquire every thing but virtue, but the faout without difficulty. Why are his steps vour of thy God?
slow and toilsome 1 Because they are the
But art thou faithful, Christian? God
steps of improvement.
Why is he at help thee to be yet more so, in years to
8chool? That he may learn. Why is the come. And remember for thine encourlesson hard? That he may rise high on the agement, what is written. "These things
scale of advancement.
saith the first and the last, who was dead and
Nor is it ever too late for him to learn.is alive; I know thy works and tribulation
This is a distinct consideration' but let me and poverty, (but thou art rich;) fear none of
dwell a moment upon it in clo~e. Nor, I th?se things which thou s~alt ~uffer; be
say, is it ever too late for a man to learn.faithful unto death, and I Will gIVe thee a
If any man thinks that his time has gone crown of life."-Orville Dewey.
by, let me take leave to contradict the dangerous assumption. Life is a school; the
EXCERPTS OF THINGS NEW AND OLD.
whole of life. There never comes a time,
Many men are ever anxious to divine the
even amidst the decays of age, when it is fitto future ere they earnestly engage in the prelay aside the eagerness of acquisitionor the sent. To all such Wisdom would say:
cheerfulness of endeavour. I protest utter- "the brave man wants no prophecies to enly against the common idea of growing old. courage him to his duty, and the good man
I hold that it is an unchristian, a heathen scorns all warnings that would deter him
idea. It may befit those who expect to lay from fulfilling it."
down and end their being in the grave, but
not those who look upon the grave as the
It is a vain credulity to deny that there
birth-place .of i.m~ortali:~. I look for old wa~ a basis of tru:h fo,' the magic or magage as, savmg Its mfirmltles, a cheerful and ~etls~l. of the old times. Persons of pecuhappy time. I think that the affections are har IdlOcyncracy of nerves and temperaoften full as warm then, as they ever are.ment seem even now to. claim affinities with
Well may the affections of piety be so!a world beyond our ordmary senses.
They are approaching near to the rest that
It is said that the original Saxon for the
remaineth; they almost grasp the prize that
word lord signified a giver of bread, and
shall crown them; they are ready to say,
lady a server of bread. I suppose that
with aged Simeon, "now let thy servant demany of the lower classes of Europe would
part." The battle is almost fought; the vicnot complain if the title still justified the
tory is near at hand. "Why,"-does
any
old meaning.
one still ask-"why does the battle press
hard to the very end? Why is it ordained
The simplest elements of Religion refor man that he shall walk, all through the tained in the mind will give a man a larger
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m:~:ili~~~~he
air and wash;d'the sk;:i::~
systems purely human. They will at least l glittering ge'ms on branch and blade.make him a lover of his cOllntry, give him a It was on such a morning and through
sense of justice' and inspire temperance in scenes like these, that we entered the house
prosperous and fortitude in adverse fortune, of God, almost hid by the green foliage of
which will. become parts of his very nature. a magnificent forest. The preacher was alIt is politic to seem affable, fair, just and ready in the stand-a grum, cold, heavy
obliging; it is religion to be so.
'man.
His subject was the eternity of Hell
torments; his apparent object the denunciaIt is the dictate of a cold and lifeless
tion of all his enemies, who in his estimamonacl:iism, and not of Christianity, which
tion were all enemies of the Lord. He
makes virtue consist in the absellce of huabused in unmeasured terms all mankind
man ties~a very rot of social happiness
and his own congregation in particular, and
and free manhood, which ought to be dein language which if used out of the pulpit
nounced wherever it shows itself. The
and by other people, would be looked upon
world is fond to those who will think fondly
as of the same family with "cursing and
of it, and while youth lasts, let it not be buswearing." I could but ask myself, is this
ried in a human coffin but let, it bless God
the gospel of Jesus Christ? Is this bitterfor his good gifts in a world he said was
ness an expression of gratitude for the
good. That which is vain and purelyearthbright day over us? Is not our condition
ly though i~sheart beat high and quick will
sufficiently miserable without the hurling of
pass away in due time, and a calm will sucthe thunderbolts of heaven by human
ceed which while it cools the passions will
tongues?, "But a little thunder clears the
give life to the soul; when grief and joy will
air wonder.fully; ~hough the lighting may
have no power over us, and we will be able
not always be evident."
to look tranquilly upon wild and stormy
l,

seas, and bless God for every new trial
which brings us nearer to him who chastens
whom he loves. It is a divine and spiritual
.
.
composure which stills the tempest of human passion, which brooks not the words of
disgrace and cares nothing for its honors j
but every thinofY has its time, and tute his
.

•

'%

rebus finem, praescnpslstl.
Some men h~ar preaching only with their
bodily ears: By which I mean,' they appear
to listen but they keep their mental org~ns
resolutely closed against the strongest rea-l
soning: Such persons have ears, but they
hear, n~t; eyes, but they ~ee not: hearts, but
they feel not. How can they be converted
and healed?

Reader do you desire to have your mind
regarded as' too shallow to hold great ideas
h d
l' ht
t b
. d
-your
ea so Ig as 0 e carfle away
b t' . l't'
th t
Id t
b tt
Y f1VlaI leS a wou no move a e er
f
. h d I II? Th
I d'
I 11
urOls e s (u.
en a vise you: n a
d'
. 1
h d d
your Iscourse p unge over ea an ears
. t tl
1
h f
dId
.
10 0
1e s aug 0 scan a, an never 10
any of your conversation pause to think, but
fill up your conversation with aimless trifles
and vain repetitions when subjects of real
importance present themselves. What, in the
name of reason, is so wearying as talking
where there is no exchange of ideas or senti~ent~ and where no good is given or recClved.

"There is such a thing as lookin'g through
, It was a fair and balmy morning. A light a persons eyes. into the heart and learning
wind swept over the waving wheat fields and more of the height and breadth of another's
all nature laughed in,the bright sunshine.- i soul in one hour than it might take you a
The scattered but silvery floatina clouds life-time to'discover if he or she were not
were over our he'ads and the voi~e of the disposed to reveal it, or if you had not the
lark was rejoicing among them. The re- sense to understand it."
ccntly fallen rain had swcetly freshened and
How often are we mistaken in the char*YOII mllsl set at imc for lhflSC thin~F.
acter of those we jndgf'. I knrw a grare
:l
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and a good man-a preacher-decide
on a comforter to the heart, a teacher of wisthe guilt of one of the purest beings I ever dom, a rule of faith, a source of joy. And
knew,. because when by the influence of if the works and word of God exhibit such
fiendish scandal, he told her of a nameless plea~ing transitions from object to object,
crime charged against her, she hung her such new and intere~ting views of the same
head despondingly. "In proof of her guilt," object continually changing, why complain
said he, "she turned white in the face, drew we of the events of human life? Would
her breath through her teeth in a savage we have constant prosperity, success and
sort of way; but offered no explanation or its curses ? We must then,have constant stagdefence; and with a kind of shameless calm- nation.
Disappointment, pain, toil, 'each
ness as good as told me that my remon- have their'place in our great economy. Hap.
strance was unavailing and my pastoral ad- py he who a~signs them their proper place.
vice quite thrown away; nay, that my very God has formed our minds like a mirror
presence was displeasing while I spoke such I capable of taking in all images, of repre·
things!" Poor man, he could not see that ~senting every variety. "There is a sea·
the woman was shock~d at the suspicions or' son and a time for every thing."
We
the world and felt a contempt for a preacher ought not to expect constant happiness.who could decide against her upon the But we imitate the steady mariner, who
slanderous reports of jealous-hearted nin- avails himself of fair winds and yet pre·
DIes
pares for storms, hindrances, and detentions, looking ever to the haven where all
LOVE FOR VARIETY.
his toil 'and labor shall be amply rewarded.
What an insatiable love for variety is imED.
planted in our nature. We find it'alike in
the expanded frame of nature ; in the extenORGANIZATION.
ded plan of Providence; the structure of
the compo~ition of the word of God, and
in all the events of human life. How this
Iltate of things is adapted to promote the
wisdom, virtue and pleasure of man! His
mind formed to thirst after and enjoy variety.l
The glare of perpetual heat and light would
destroy mankind, but relieved by intervening
~hade and darkness, it is both grateful and
beneficial. Who could bear the fires of a
changeless summer, or the frosts of an eternal winter? Yet who does not rejoice in
the freshness of spring and t.he soberness,
not to say solemnity of autumn? Who could
bear t.o see the earth one vast interminable
plain; and yet who does not delight in its
mountains, oceans,rivers, spring~,rocks,hills
and vales? Any view of the nightly heavens
is glorious, but by being left in continual
motion the eye seems to wander from glory
to glory as after the image of the glorious
King. But the word of God has the same
engaging variety. It is adapted to the antiquarian, the naturalist, the jurist, the legislator, the poet, the philosopher and the
minister of God. To such it is the discovery of truth, a guide io the understanding,
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TENDENCY
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>lUST ORGANIZE.

Of the necessity and propriety of a more
adequate and efficient organization of the
agencies of our Brotherhood for the purposes contemplated in Christian Philanthropy, no observing man can entertain a
doubt. If we would make a permanent increase of our numbers, nay, if we desire
only to retain what we have, and secure to
ourselves alone free and improving religious
privileges, we must do something. The
condition of the Church of Christ during
the second and third centuries will soon be
ours if we move not. The natural and unavoidable tendency of events to such a crisis, if we do not awaken to our responsibilities, cannot be hindered. Does the readel' ask what that was? I answerThe great cities of the Union will be the
centres of religious influence and will control, direct and characterize the Reformation/-The
increasing splendor and swell.
ing population of our Western cities, are
well calculated to facinate the minds of men
and inflame their pride to efforts of control
over the religious, as they have over the
commercial iufluences of society. And do

ORGANIZATION.

any ask why we should ohject if that influence be the natural tendency of things. I
answer; I objp.ct to no legitimate influence,
but every superficial reader of Church history must know, that the secularizing of
the 'Church, the paganization of its pure
spiritual worship and the ultimate enormitres of the Roman Apostacy, all grew out
of the influence of cities upon the adherents to our holy religion.
The simple
spiritual faith of Apostolic teaching, despising all the accessories which captivate the
senses and feed the imagination with new
nnd ,mlicensed excitement was lost and the
powerful dominion of Rome, CcnstantinopIe, Antioch, at last gave birth to' and established the supreme spiritual despotism of the
Papal See. Many cities had the influence
for awhile, till at last all was concentrated
in one great "city that ruled over the kings of
the earth."
There is no danger of a second Papacy,
now, but there is danger that the cities like
those of the second and third centuries, will
concentrate the talent and wealth of the
Reformation. Cities will procure the best
ability, will concentrate the greatest amount
of power, and will, per consequence,obtain
supreme control. Of this we should not
complain, for it is natural and right, if nothing is attempted to prevent it. Cities are
not to blame.
How then can it be prevented? By organization, and in no other way.
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will tend to spiritual despotism. It will
make a creed. It will be sectarian. To an
organization that will do this I am also opposed-who is not? But cannot an organization be devised that will be unexceptionable? One that will secure efficiency without
oppression? I have no doubt of it. Our
Brethren at thB-.present crisis could not be
induced to make an oppressive organiz~tion.
The time of such danger is past and the
tendency is rather against all authority
than in favor of baseless assumptions.Now is the time to organize, because now
we are prepared to do something that will
avoid the evils we so much fear.
I wish to speak plainly for I feel the importance of what I propose. For myself I
am opposed to any organization which will
jeopardize the rights of any individual congregation. And yet I am in favor of organization, general, universal organization.
To do what? Many things-all that individual churches cannot do, and which the King
requires to be done. Among other things,
to secure the universal proclamation of the
gospel; to supply teachers of Christianity
for every church; to disseminate general)ntelligence; to prevent imposition,-and reader, if you please, to prevent the very supremacy and oppression you so much fear.
We have talent enough now, much of it
lying idle and rusting, much more engaged
in other pursuits, to supply the regular
proclamation of the gospel, and the t!-laching
of Christianity in all our churches. What
we have in use will not long be, unless some
method be devised to keep it. By a wise
system of organization we can call it all
out, sustain it and reap the glorious results.

Organization will increase our power and
means for spreading the truth. Our churches will rally around it and snpport it by
their contributions and prayers. They will
make it the medium through which to send
the gospel to all destitute regions. It will
Nor do I regard the proposal as one of exinfuse new life amongst all, arouse the periment. A system has been tried and
chruches and lead to extensive and unre- found adequate. Separated from the obmitting labor. Let the banner, then, be un- jectionable doctrine it propagates and the
furled, let the army be arrayed and it will despotic government it enforces, its wisdom
march boldly to the conflict, and drive the and efficiency must strike everyone.
We
enemy from the strong holds, and victory need not adopt its objectionable feature!1,
over the power of sin and all error and op- nor should we despise those which have
position will at last be celebrated by those given such effective and successful propawho labor sincerely, endure patiently and gation to their sentiments. We should not
continue faithfully to the end.
establish a new ecclesiastical court or auBut we are afraid of organizat.ion. It ~thority unknown to the Christian Religion;
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for this would be but to build again the
things we have labored to destroy.
We
can establish no higher tribunal that the
Church 6f God, the pillar and support of
the truth.
But we can have concert of action in securing
common interests.
We
can have co-operation, of the concentrated
power of the hosts of the Lord instead of
the feeble individual efforts of the scattered
few. Like the many thousands who cover
the earth to dig from its bowels their sustenance and secure the common objects of
life-who
drain its marshes, clothe its pastures with flocks and herds, fill its valleys
with corn, cover its mountains with vines,
who open its highways, plough its oceans,
found ~nd beautify its cities, man its navies and crowd its armies,-as
by co-operation all these enqs are promoted, so may
we by united and harmonious effort promote the enlargement,
prosperity and ultimate triumph of the cause of the Lord.Then, in the name of Jehovah
let us set
up our banner, and with eyes eagerly' bent
on the crown of him that overcometh, and
hearts lifted' to the God of our help and
our strength, let us encourage and support
everyone that "helpeth
with us and laboreth," and the hand of the Lord, even his
holy arm, will get for us the vi'ctory.
"Let
us gather together the forces destined only
for the service of God, the men who seek
not their own personal
aggrandizement,
but who are the "sanctified
ones" of the
Lord; let us exalt our voice and call all
who stand within the gates of Zion seeking
her peace,-and
they will come, "the noise
of them will be like a multitude upon the
mountains, like as of a great people" and
the Lord will have mercy upon us and
choose us and make us a strong people
who shall keep the words of his book, and
dwell in that kingdom which shall stand fast

Let us have a general COnTention.
Let
every church be represented.
Let their representatives
come together prepared
to
continue
their sessions from day to day
and week to week till something be done
which all can' approve, at least all who desire the permanent
establishment
of the
cause.
For one, I feel like making any sacrifice to attend such a meeting.
Some of
~the oldest and ablest Brethren are in favor
~of it.
But we are asked why do so many of our
general meetings fail in the ends proposed
by them.
Many reasons arise in my mind
as I call up the observations
made at severaI, some of which it appears invidious to
state.
But there is one important defect
in most of the deliberative
assemblies
I
have had the privilege of attending.
There
is too great an infrequency
of devotional
exercises and especially or PRAYER. This
is a great mistake-a
neglect of a blessed
privilege, and the loss of indispensible benefits. A continuity of individual addresses
however good, and of debate's however edifying and spirited, can never effect what
may be expected
from humble fervent
prayer.
A little less of man'& «ounsel and
man's experience,.
and mOre communion
with our All-wise Father; a Ijfling of our
souls to Heaven through the intercessions
of that Redeemer
who travailed in tears
and blood for.his church, would make them
pleasant and lIseful, and tend more to secure
their legitimate
objects- than any other
course that could possibly be adopted.We should not only have the opening prayer and the closing benediction, but frequent
praise and supplication from the whole body
of worshippers, in free, harmonious and happy strains, should often interrupt the continuity of individual addresses.
WHAT SAY YOUBRETHREN?

forever.
Then shall we see again happy
Shall we have joint and common, or septimes, bright and pleasant days, and witness erate and antagonistic
interests?
Shall we
an extraordinary increase of the peopl~ of
have an organized community, acting in harGod, "lVh~se work of righteousness shall be
moniotls concert and laboring together to
peace and the effect of whose righteousness
preserve the integrity, purity and prosperity
shall be quietness and assurance forever."
of the whole church, or a heterogeneous
For "the Lord is our guide, the Lord is our
.
lawgiver, the Lord is our King; he will communiOn, regardless of the character of
save us."
\ those with whom we commune, and liable
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OUR

MARRIAGES

to the im~:;;:r
pl~ibl~~ra:~;?tious men, amenable
to no one, seeking
countenance
and support
without piety,
moral character or scriptural intelligence?
You talk about the individual rights of congregations
being invaded,
You fear they
will be sacrificed entirely,
And do we not
know that the very way to invade and destroy them is to act in an isolated capacity?
W@ must either refuse communion with all
who are not under our care or superVISion
or be open to the frauds of all who have
the impudence and boldness to assume to
be teachers
and preachers of Christianity,
Do we wish to keep our rights from the invas ion of 'deceitful workers?' we must have
an organization
of common interests
for
cammon defence.
Do we desire to concentrate the action of the hundreds of thousands now gath"ered under a common standard, in one great, continued and increasjng Christian effort? we must have organi-
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Shall~~
~have a wise and comprehensive
system,
conservative of great principles and interests, and an elevated service fvr all our agencies, securing freedom, purity, liberality and
enlargement
to all our communities,
expanding the love and enlarging the philantheopy, and increasing
the moral power of
us all, and enabling us to bring back our redeemed energies
from the service of the
world, to pure devotion to God, preparing
us to labor and even to suffer for truth, for
holiness and for Christ, and at last to build a
monument which will remain and cover itself with unfading
glory when earthly
thrones and governments
have fallen or
shall have passsd away by the power of that
word which removes all things which can be
skaken?
In a word, let me sincerely ask-

I

Shall our labor produce everlasting fruits?
WHAT

SAY YOU, BRETHREN? ED.
-••

ARE OUR MARRIAGES

zation,
Do we wish to call out and keep
out-to
elevate, improve and sustain an efficient army of ministers of the word? we
must organize.
Are we alive to the responsibilities which require us to send the gospel even to those who are now stretching
out their hands for our help-our
home-mis-

Thomas

M. Jones,

LEGAL1

of Pulaski,

attorney

and counsellor
at law, and Senator to the
Legislature of Tennessee,
from Giles and
Maury counties, gravely affirms, that the
Ministers of the Christian Church, whom he
is pleased to denominate Campbellites,
are
not legally authorised to solemize the rite
sionary field-we
must be organized,
And
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voters of the great counties of Giles and 1
REMARKS ON THE ABOVE,
Maury,-counties
unsurpassed by any in
I pity any man's mind who can arrive at
the State, for population, wealth and intelli- such conclusions as those you attribute to
gence. They have selected him on ac- Senator Jones. And did I not know the
count of his talents and integrity, combin- manner in which people are gulled into the
ing the rare qualities of statesman and support of pretended politicians, whose inlawyer, he is certainly competent to deter- tellect and information could never have
mine who is, and who is not legally author- recommended them even to a constable's
ised to solemnize the rite of matrimony. office, I would, from the above specimen
If he is correct in his decision the Christian of the rewarded legal talent of your counChurch owes him a lasting debt of grati- i ties, be compelled to form a very low estitude. As she professes to be constantly, i mate of the intelligence and virtue of your
striving to benefit and not ruin society, and people. But intelligent and virtuous comth;s decision, if correct, will enable her at munities are often imposed upon, and the
once to close the flood gates of evil, through public representatives of a people are not
which she has, for the last many years, always the exponents of their character.poured such a tide of immorality upon the One of two things however, must be true
community.
of your Lawyer-Senator, if you have corShould Mr. Jones, by any possibility, be rectly represented his legal opinions. He
incorrect in his decision, great injustice is must be either shamefully ignorant both of
done those who are married by Christian the nature of our National and State govMinisters, and an odium thrown upon the ernments, as well as of the laws of the
Church, as she is charged with sending out, State in which he lives; or,-----and sustaining a class of men who are pol- I leave you to fill upthe blank. Does he not
luting the land with base immorality. I know that there is no State in the Union
cannot think for a moment that prejudice i whose laws prescribe any form of ordinahas warped Mr. Jones's judgment or sec-! tion? That the preachers of no single Church
tarianism diluted his moral honesty; if mis- are recognized as exclusively preachers
taken, he must be honestly so. And should of the gospel? That all have equal privhe be mistaken, he will certainly take as ileges and the acts of any, who by their
much pains in correcting the error as he own denomination are regarded as preachhas in circulating it, for doubtless, he would ers,are legal and authoritative? That preachdo justice to an individual, and certainly to ers who have no form of ordination whata large and respectable community of ever, Quakers, Baptists, Universalists, &c.,
Christians.
solemnize matrimony, and their solemnizaAs evidence of the influence of Mr. tion is legal in every part of our great conJones's opinion, a marriage was contem- federacy? Indeed the matter is one of
plated in Pulaski, Mr. Jones's own town, such general notoriety, and forms such a
a Minister of the Christian Church was distinct feature in the very nature of our
called on to solemnise the rite, but Mr. Jones free and equal institutions, that any lawyer
interposed, even at "the eleventh hour," who would insinuate that the preachers of
and saved the interesting couple from the any denomination are not authorized to
awful consequen~es into which, he alledge? solemnize matrimony, a.ught to be advised
t~ey ,~e~e hasten 109, and no doubt were, If to take down his shingle, and emigrate to
hIs opmlon be ,correct.
'
,
'
Do us the kindness, to give us all the in- Callforllla or some other verdant clIme,
formation you have, or can get upon this and leave, by all means, as early as the first
subject. If I am correctly informed, Mr. day of next April!
Jones says this subject has been legally inYou say that he gravely affirms that our
vestigated, and decided against the Christian marriages are illegal.
Well I have ever
preachers performing the rite of matrimony b
d'
f
't'
. II .
Yours in love,
een an a m,lrer 0 grav] y, especJa y III
E. R. OSBORNE.
the high digllltaries of Church and State!
Giles Connty, Tmn. Oct. 20, 1848.
But I recollect to have heard an old man

THE STATEMEETINGAT ROCKSPRING.
once say, that gravity was not always a mark
of wisdom. "For," sad he, "the gravest of
all birds is an Owl, and of all animals, is an
Ass!" If your lawyer is grave it is hard to
be grave in considering his legal opinions.
But we must give you the law, and leave
your good people of Giles and Maury, to
decide between it and the grave, weighty
and by no means Sectarian opinions oftheir
Senator.
The following is the law:
A. D. 1778.
ch. 7-S£c. 2.-"All regularMinisters
of the
Gospel
ofevery denomination,
havingthecareofsouls,and

Justices &c, are hereby authorized and empowered to sol. ~
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and declare, for the good of society, that
mariages by all Protestants, are illegal, liCcording to the decree of the Pope, and their
offspring illegitimate. It is ungenerous to
select one party and make it alone the subject of his denunciation.
Better take in all,
Je'ws, Mohamedans, and Protestants of every type, and thus give a blessing to them
all, by showing them they are living in fornication. It is true that such denunciations
would be better suited to the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, than to these enlight.

".

.

emnizetheritesof matrimonyaccording
to the ritesand ened times, but there IS nothIng new unceremonies
of theirrespective
Churches,and agreeably
to der the sun" and ignorance will manifest
the rulesinthisactprescribed."
&c.
't If'
II'
'f 1'.
th
I se In a ages, I lor no 0 er purpose,
The most eminent legal talent, of this
but to show the true light as if by contrast.
State, concur. in the opinion, "that marriaMeanwhile, people of ordinary intelges solemnized by the preachers of the
ligence, will recognize marriage as under
Christian (opprobriously called Campbellthe cognizance and control of the State, as
ite) Church, are legal and binding to all
a religious contract with religious persons,
intents and purposes."
I am at liberty, if
as a civil one with all; and as long as we
necessary to give the names of the most distinguished councellors and judges of this have no law-established Church nor the
onerous duty of interpreting the law imState. The fact does not admit of a quesposed
upon Lawyer Jones, all people of
tion.
.
"
proper age, whether Protestant or Catholic,
If the pa.rhes have a regularly Issu~dh- whether Jews or Arabians, or even infidels
c.ense, anYJu.dgeoflaw or chanc~ry, of I~f:. will be allowed to enter into the marriage
rlOr or supenor courts, any magistrate Wit - j relation by whatever ceremonies they may
in the bounds of his own jurisdiction, and see fit to approve and all well regulated
any preacher having the care of souls (and States will ratify th~ contract.
the law presumes all have that care who are
recognized as preachers by their own deSTATE.MEETING
AT ROCK
SPRING.
nominations) has a legal right to solemnize
We regretted, exceedingly, that we were
matrimony. And nothing but the absurdj not able to be with the Brethren at their
pretentions of some would-be-spiritual au- State-meeting. I had made every necessary
tocrat or his inane abetor, could give an arrangement to be with them, but a return
opinion to the eontrary.
of an old disease whilst under the fatigue
Some States require that a license shall of a trip to Ohio, prevented. "Man devisbe granted by the courts, which is never eth his own way but the Lord directetli his
refused on account of the religious opin- steps."
ions or usages of the preacher or Church
I trust we will have another State meetapplying'; but this State does not even re- ing soon and that we will not allow them,
quire tllis. If the parties have a license, as they have in a sister state, to become a
any preacher, regarded as such by his own bye-word. We need organization in Tendenomination, has t.he legal right to join nessee, and our Brethren feel the need.them in marriage.
We have many men amongst us able to
Mr. Jones does not recognize our mar- preach the gospel with earnestness and afriages as binding, and Roman Catholics de- fection, who will be concerned for the prosnounce all marriages not solemnized by their perity of the churches and solicitous for the
Priests. It is well to be in good company, salvation of the people, who will not labor
and to be consistent Lawyer J. should regard for themselves, nor to amuse, nor momenit as one of the seven Catholic sacraments, tarily excite a community, but who will seek
I

I
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to draw men to God, to pure lives, to self-j
On motion of Bro. Gooch the Chair was
sacrificing love, exalted goodness and sub- i added to the committee. On motion of
lime hopes.-I
say we have such men and Bro. Hubbard, W. Lambeth was also added.
they are neither called nor sent by churches.
The meeting then adjourned to meet at
These things ought not to be. Shall we night at the house of Bro. James Smith.
remedy them?
Saturday night.
Our Brotherhood has suffered much 'in
Pursuant to adjournment the Co-operathis State. Their principles have been ex- tion meeting met. Owing to the inclemenposed to peril and reproach, and yet they cy of the weather few were present;' ad-.
have stood firm in the evil day. My heart journed to meet at Bro. Nance's. on Monday
warms with sympathy and my mind with morning at 9 A. M.
admiration when I remember these things.
.Monday,9 o'clock A. M.
But I feel that we have new duties to perThe brethren met and after prayers ofform. We must call out and actively em- fered, the committee made the following
ploy what God has entrusted to us so as to report:
secure the great purposes of our Christian"The committee appointed to report subity.
Our begun effort at Co-operation jects for the consideration of the meeting
for sending the gospel to the destitute, beg leave respectfully to submit the followhas worked well; better than I could have ing resolutions:
expected. It has shown us what we can
Resolved, That the plan of general Codo-what we ought·to do. The Evangel- operation, set forth in the following articles,
ists we have sustained have done a good be recommended to the meeting, and. .
work, and they say that the past year has
Resolved, That the Church of Nashville
been the most useful of their lives. Let us be requested to continue its agency. .
make permanent what we are doing and do
"Whereas, It is the duty, privilege ahd
more.
glory of Christians to lay up treasure in
Shall we have another meeting in the Heaven by doing good to all men,' especially
Spring? I hope so, and I hope it will be to them who are of 'the household of faith;
attended by representatives from every part and
,.
of the State.
ED.
Whereas, The primitive disciples of
,Christ did, by voluntary contributions BUSSTATE MEETING.
~
ROCK SPRINGNov. 4 1848.
~tain the Son of (jod and those who labored
Pursuant to appointme~t of c~mmittee, with him in setting up the kingdom 'of
many brethren from various port.ions of the Heave?, (Luke 8: 1-3.) and,
state met for consultation with reference to
Whereas, The primitive Christians did,
the great interests of primitive Christianity a:t~r the church of. Chri~t was built, as .inin the State of TenneEsee. The meeting dlYld~als, as well as ~nthen chu:ch capacIty,
was organized by the election of J. J. Trott contnbute volunta1'1lyto sustam the Aposas Chairman and J. Eichbaum as Secretary. ties and Evangelists of Christ· in preaching
Prayer having been offered up by Eld. Cur- the gospel to the destitu.te at home ~nd
lee, the object of the meeting was stated by abroad.-Rom. 16 ch.; PhIl. 14th v. 2 TIm.

l

the Chair; whereupon it was moved by bro. 1: lB.
. ..
. .
.
S. E. Jones that the meetincr hear commuWhereas, Pnmltlve Chnstlans resorted
~ications from the Churche~. Some state- to means of expediency in raising fU~~s foi
ments were then made concernincr the con- benevolent purposes. Acts 2 ch. 4Ui lIth
..
cr'
'"
~ch.; 1 Cor. 16 ch., and
dltIon of sundry conbregatlOns, unnecessary ~
l'.
"
f h 19t h
~ WItereas, Th e relormatlOn
0 t e
d
d
to be reeor. e .f S E J
'
.
.
f century IS a success fu 1 e ffiort to restore
p1'1.'.
ones a committee 0
..
C . .,
d
O n motlOn 0
five were appointed to report subjects for millve .hl'lst~amty, ~n
'
the consideration of the meeting, viz: S. E.!
Wlte7 eas, fhere l~ a g.reat demand for
Jones, C. Curlee, P. Hubbard, J. Smith and the lahors of Evangelists III Tennessee and
J. Eichbaum.
. other States and Territories in our beloved

I'
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country,to assist infant churches and to plant
others, and
Wlte1'eas, A successful effort has already
been made by a general co-operation of
many churches and individuals in connection with the church of Christ at Nashville.
. Therefore, we the undersigned,
mr-mbers
of various churches of Christ, being des iTOu~ of extending the good cause, agree to
co-operate with the churches on the following conditions:
AnT. 1. At the time of subscribing,
or
during the year 1849, we will pay the sum
of $5 or more, as annexed to our respective

a general co-operation

•••.••••••.••••••.•••••
,,-,,,- ••••••.•••.••
v~~

the co-operation
for publication
in the
"Christian Magazine."
On motion of Bro. Jones, Resolved, that
Bros. Trott, Curlee and Eichbaum be app01nted a committee to determine the time
and place of the next general meeting and
that they be instructed to take into consideration the propriety of a semi·annual meeting.
On motion the co-operation adjourned.
J. J. TROTT, Pres.
JKO. ElcIIBAu~r, Sec.
P. S. In connection with this report, it
may be stated that there were four additions
to the Church at Rock Spring during the

I

names.
AnT.2. We will, the Lord willing, annually contribute an ~qual sum or more, as
long as we shall judge it expedient.
ART. 3. These contribut.ions shall be
subject to the disposal of the Church at
Nashville, for the purposes above specified
or any other agency which may hereafter
be created by the churches
and brethren in
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meeting, and t.hat the following report of
t.hat congregation was handed in:
No of members added, tlw past year, 16.
""
excluded
"
3.
Total No. of members,
109.
Amount of money contributed for
\
local preaching,
$05.
1

I

meeting.

~.,

J. E.

CHURCH GOVERNMEiII'l'.-STR.\KGE
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Resolved, That we recommend
the 1 I have just closed a very careful reading
"Cltristian Magazine" and ,. Millennial of an article on "Chlll'ch Government,"
by
Harbinger" to the patronage of the brethren 1 "Obst.a Principiis," in the Christian Maga-

!

in Tennessee.

zine, for the cunent
month.
A Christian
Irving, Clinton! Chlll'ch at A., it appears, had excluded one
and Minerva Colleges
are institutisms of of her members,
for some offence-we
learning worthy the patronage of the breth· know not what.
Wit LOutany solicitation

Resolved, That Franklin,

ren in Tennessee.
Resolved, That we most earnestly exhort
t.he churches of the several counties of the
state to co-operate' for the diffusion of primitive Christianity
within their respective

from said Church, a number of individuals,
belonging to otlter churches, organize themselves into an ecclesiastical
court, to take
und'er consideration her act of exclusion,
and, jf necessary,
"rever.se itl"
The

limits.

chu.ch, if 'te understand
the case, sought
no reference
or appeal-this
court must
to write an article upon the subject of co- then have convened at the instance of the
operation general and local, for publication
excluded individual.

Resolved, That a committee be appointed

in the 'Christian Magazine,' and that Breth·
ren J. B. Ferguson, J. J. Trott, S. E. Jones
and J. Eichbaum, constitute t.hat committee.
This report having been received it was
moved that it be read and the question be
taken upon each resolntion
separately;
whereupon
having been read it was unanimously adopted.
On mot.ion of Bro. S. E.
Jones,

If the acts and decisions of individual
arc to be thus disregarded by other
i churches-all in the mean while profess:nci
II loyalty to the same Lord and Lawgirer, it
will readily be perceived, that un:on, commun 'on and co-operution-so
essential
to
the holiness of the Church and the com.ersion of the world, cannot long exist among
us.

i churches

Resolved, That the Secretary
edto

prepare
3

be instruct- I ·Bnt while the Churph at A. ar,ted W:t:l
a copy of thf'procp.fldings or\ stript proprif'ly, in rf'pndiating said ec~lesi.
.

.
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astical court, she seems to be under a mis- to one another, the faithful discharge
of
take in regard to church independence; or which is indispensable to that free and corelse she has not been happy in expressing
dial communion and co-operation essential
herself.
She pleads a "perfect indepen- to the .holiness of the church and the tridence" of churches!
In our judgement,perumph of the gospel in the world.
feet independence is no where to be found
4. Among these obligations and duties
in the kingdom of Christ.
At most, our in- are the maintenance
of the doctrine and
dependence
can be hut relative.
This discipline
of Christ's kingdom, and a due
view of the subject is founded on the great regard for all the acts and decisions of one
principles of Christian union. Among these another; because a neglect of the former,
the following are conspicuous:
and a disparagemellt
of the latter, would
1. All Christians arc children of one com- necessarily destroy that union, communion,
mon Father in heaven.
and co-operation essential to the designs of
2. They have been redeemed by the same Christ's Kingdom."
"precious
blood," and are subjects of the
It is sometimes the case that the ablame laws.
surdity of an affirmative proposition can be
3. They enjoy the one Spirit, the one best shown by changing
it to a negative
hope, and are members ~f the one Body.
form.
As the principles we are contempla4. They are joint heirs to all the honors, ting are mostly contained in propositions 2d,
privileges,
and blessings
of the Lord's 3d and 4th, we will omit the 1st, and place
IlOuse, 'and are equally bound for the main- them in a negative form.
tenance of the doctrine and discipline of
Prop. 2d. The particular
congregations
Christ's Kingdom.
that compose this great congregation &c.,
It is by virtue of these features in the Di- ,are not responsible to one another, and to
vine Economy, that we are "one in Christ, the Lord; any more than individuals are to
Je.sus." All then,who, acknowledge Jesus as lone another and to the Lord.
God's Messiah and the Saviour of the world,
Prop. 3d. Congregations
ale therefore
are one here, elsewhere, now and forever under no obligations, and olVe no reponsimore. These, and these only will be finally bilities or duties to one another, &c.
owned as the sacramental host-the
"GenProp. 4. They are not mutually bound
eral assembly and church of the First Born." for the. maintenance
of the doctrine
and
We cannot better express our views on discipline
of Christ's
Kingdom;
nor are
this subiect
than in the lanrruaO'e
of the they under any obligations to regard each
J
,
0
0
followinrr
propositions
submitted
some others acts and decisions, &c.
b
B
A
C'
b
II
Methinks this is argument enough, as well
years slllce y roo . amp e -

l

,0

"1 . Th e K' mg d om 0 f Ch TIS,
. t some t'une.s for the sceptic as for the wavering.
' Ch
h'
t
't
The sequel of our communication
will
II
d
h
ca e
IS
urc, IS one grea cOllunum y,
.
.
.
composed 0if a II par t'leu 1aT comlllum't'tCs contam a bnef narrative of a most extraoran d· m d'IVI'd ua I persons th a t h ave ac k now-I dinary difficulty which occurred in a church
'd
J
f N
I
not a hundred miles from this.
She too,
e d ge d an d receIve
esus 0
azaret 1 as
.
h
f
G
d
tl
I
~like
the
church
at
A.,
had
to
resort
to exth e S on an d M essm 0
0 -as
Ie on y i
'
L'
d
A
h't
f
A
communication.
Instead
of
one
offender,
H ea,d K mg,' awglver, an
r I er 0
nhowever, there were thirty or forty. There
ge Is an d men.
,
2. All particular congregations that com- was a preacher III that number.
They treapose this great congregation, this general as- ted their exclusion, however,
as a perfect
sembly, called "the Kingdom of God," "the nulity.
They organized themselves into a
holy uation," are responsible to one another separate body, and, what is very remarkable,
and to tll~ Lord, as much as the individual wish to be known as the "second Christian
members of anyone
of them are to one Church in the town of---,"
thereby acanother and to the Lord.
knowledging the body from which they were
3. Congregations
therefore, are under excluded t~ be a Christian church, though
certain obligations, and oIVe certain duties they alledged at the time, that said body had
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forfeited all claim to the character
of a
Christian ehurch!!
This church is a member of a large cooperation, and is in full fellowship with the
Churches-numbering
about twenty.
But
the story is not all told.
The Churches at
A. and B. and also a certain preacher at a
distant point, have identified themselves with
the said excluded faction, in utter disregard
of the act of the church in said town of
---,
and of the known wishes of all the
churches with which she is co-operating!
In conclusion, we would say, that as long
as due regard is had to the encroachments
cf organized power, on the one hand, and
of anarchy and misrule on the other, our religious liberties will be secure.
In our judgment, the same law which obliges us to watch over one another for good,
to "bear
each others' burdens," &c,? per-j
vades the whole dominion of Messiah's
Kingdom, and that no church or individual
member can disregard the acts,purposes and

A

,

OF ,onE

Dxo.n

B~orW~~N

CUYTON

I
.
I' tl
It'
I'
s t lere IS a It e nove y m liS manner
'
h
bO
I
'II
.
r
0
treatmg t e su ~ect,
WI
notice a lew
H e arms
ffi
tlIa t tl Ie "0 ne L or d"
t h'mgs.
I d
th
d th
d
f
mc u es
ree persons an
ree mo es 0
t'
"b
t'
'"
I d
th
opera lon, so one ap Ism mc u es
ree
d
t
't
'
, kl
d dO
mo es, 0 WI : pourmg, sprm :ng an
'p.
Th
'tl
".
b'
pmg.
er~ IS len a .atUne ap~Jsm liS
well as a Tnune God!
Yet he denies that
immersion is taught in the Bible.
Tho
word used in reference
to the ord!nance of
baptism in the New Testament never means
~immerse!
One "mode" of this new Trinity i!! not of Scriptural authority!
He is
very charitable,
for 110 would immerse a
man, saying "by the authority of tho Lord~"
when in truth he does not believe the Lord
ever commanded it! Yea, he goes further.
The Lord never commanded
anyone
of
these modes, for he affirms and defies contradiction,
that the Lord has simply commanded the thing to be done, but not the
"!tow" to do it. Truly man has SOUg~t
out many inventions, for he can find three
ways to do a thing when the Lord has presented none!
0

o

0

AND MR, CHAPMAN.
AND HUl..

ABERDEEN Miss. Oct. 19,1848.
BROTHER FERGUSoN.-Among
the events
in Aberdeen during our visits, permit me to
relate that a certain Methodist minister by
the name of Chapman has been holding a
protracted meeting, and on last Lord's day
afternoon,
according to previous appointment, he delivered a discourse on the "one
Lord, ,one faith, one baptism," mentioned
by Paul in the fourth chapter of his epistie to the Ephesians.
He had preached on
the same subject in Clinton, Alabama,
short time before, on which occasion h
ridiculed baptism for remission of sins, an
illustrated the absurdity ef that doctrine, b

"would it not be a snake 7" Truly a "anake'l
argument and worthy of its parentage the
old Serpent!
In Aberdeen he but slightly
alluded to our brethren, and dwelt particularly on the point at issue between him
and the Baptists.
But inasmuch as he had
defied the w~ole world to controvert
his
positions, and said he was not the man to
back out if challenged,
our brethren requested me to address him a note offering
to debate the points assumed by him.
This
proposition, however, he declined under the
advice of a council of his Methodist friends
who decided that he must not debate with
a heretic.
I then offered to discuss the
question of my orthodoxy which he also refused,
Information
was then given to him
that on Tuesday night I would review his
discourse, and he was invited to attend, which
he took care not to do, but held a meeting
to keep away his brethren the same night.
There was however a large audience, and
I trl.Jst much good h~s been done.
f

. We too, hail from the ."Far West," and
like our Bro. and fellow Citizen, have substituted alphabetical characters
for proper
,
names, and deSire no less than he, to avoid
.
,
the unkmd feelmgs of anyone.
PHILOS
ADELPHON.
PA:DODAPl'ISAI

CII_"P~UN,

l

designs of a sister church, in good standing
.
.
and fellowship With the general connexion.

Jl"'JD~N-ro

MR,

0

0

supposing a snake to bo put nnder the waYet after all, Mr. Chapman says the word
ter and detained t.here a while and then ta- baptize denotes it definite action.
He mainken out, asking with sneezing emphasis ~ta;ns t.hat the classical 1I8e is to ("onVe); the

j
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wounded deer mentionel by Homer, whose Testament.
He has answered the question
blood bapt'ised the rocks as it ran!
Upon whether the baptism of John was from
this single case he predicates the classical ,Heaven or of men.
He denies it was deimport of the word!
This reminds me of rived from Jewish Proselyte baptism, which
another Methodist
champion,
who is con- he admits was immersion, yet John did not
tinually telling about the battle of the frogs, immerse, as he proves from the impossibiland lh!;l blood of one of them that bapt'ised ity of the thing, considering
the multitude
the lake! Sage critics!
I will venture to baptised,
and he very benevolently
cona nrm neither of them ever read a line in trives a sort of wholesale
sprinkling
and
Homer or a verse in the Greek Testament.
pouring machine to solve the difficulty!I' if 1am mistaken in this, it is but to make I He also proves it from
the force or rather
a more serious charge as to their honesty. the pliancy of the little preposition
en,
Professor Stuart acts not thus, but informs which, when placed before Jordan means
us that one meaning of bapto, not baptizo, 1 at, when before water means with, and beis to dye, color, tinge, and t.his is an answer fore house, ship, city, hell or Heaven, just
to all such sophistry.
The classical use ofl any thing, the anology of faith, that is the
bapt'izo is confessedly among the most. learn- theory of the preacher may please.
ed, to dip, plunge, immerse.
He gave us, by the way, quite a learned
l
S
dissertation
on prepC'sitions. , Christ came
M r. Ch apman nex t a d vance d t 0 t ,1e ep-

i

I

I

tual1int use of the \l'ord and first commented
up apo from the water, so dJd the Eunoch
"L
'
"6
'd'
I
d
tl
'd
f
d'
the water.,
Philip and
on
ev .. ' I. ,n ICUe
le I ea 0
Ip- come up apo from
"
.
tl
I"
b'
d
'
fi
d
f
bl
d
the
Eunoch
dId
not
go
ets
mto
the water,
pm 0' Je Ivmg II' m a ew rops 0
00
.m a"I'ttl
'II
I
I
ttl
because
when
Zacheas
went
up
I e cup.
e augls a Je common
'.
. into the
.
tree, he did not. get mto Its heart!
versIOn
an d K' mg , s titrans a ors, \I' IlOse i Svcamore
.
.
'th e {In
misquoting
Iearnmg
an d' pie t y P'alcI0 b ap t'ISt S are m
~
'
. .apo for ek. in Acts viii. 39,
h a b·It 0 f commen d'mg. II e I aug Itt
IS 00, a l' and ets
., for ept IU Luke XIX. 4. Mr. Chap-,
as he read from hiS
D r. CI ar,k w Ilose commen t S upon tl'liS man IS mexcusable,
"
,
, ,
,
manuscnpt,
repeated
It frequently, mVlted
passaae
s IlOWS IlOW t Ile bl 00 d 0 f th e s 1am.
.
"
. ,
'b' d "
d
d'
tl
I particular attentIon to hiS cntlclsm, and reII' was
roppe
m an ear len vesse
,
'
d
I
th
'u'
d
who deSired it to take
o f spnng water, an t len
e scape- 11' , quested persons
"
"d'
notes of what he said.
He must hal'e prece d ar woo,d scar Ie t an d IlySSOp, were
Ip'.
"
'.
I
ul
d
t'
II
t
sumed
strongly
upon
the
Ignorance
of hiS
pc d
m t le
00 y wa er.
e sneers a
,
,
t'
..
t fi
,audience
and as he knows hiS own brethren
I
t 10 Ignoran
lmmerSlOllIS s or agrec:ng
, .
, I1 D r. CI ar k an d tl,e K' mg , s tit'
( Wit
rans a Jon, best, who' made up the pnnclpal part of the
. .
audience, and from the manner in which
He also ,commented
on Danlellv.
33, and many SI'tt' :ng neares t th e " acor
I "
.
.
wele
found baptIsm m the dewy mist that descenJ
d t h'
tt
t d
't"
d
,
p ease
a
is a emp e cn ICIsms, an
ded on the Killa Nebuchadnazer.
And
ltd
t h' b
d
h'
t'
o
.
,e
a e a IS rava 0; IS presump Ion may
upon these two quotatIOns alone he predlcat,
th
b
'II fi
ddt
th
fi
.
no m'e een I y oun e as 0
ose or
ed the Septuaglllt use of the word.
He
I
h' d'
. . II d .
I W 10m. IS
Iscourse was pnnclpa y eSlgnorgot to inform his hearers that in both j d
F
f
d'
It'
I
.
Ie.
or persons 0 rca Illg le cer am y
these cases the Greek word ISbapto, and he did not speak, unless he himself is most
fi
dl'
t
( forgot too among other things to mention
.
pro oun y Ignoran .
the case of Naaman the leper who dipped
1\11'. Chapman also gave us a paraphrase
h:m,elf in the river Jordan, where bapt'izo of the baptism of the Israelites in the cloud
is the original.
Nor did he tell us whether, and in the Eea, mentioned
in Cor. X., and
the haughty King was much injured by his showed how the spray dashed upon men,
nightly exposure, seeing his }Jody was not women and ch'ildren, and the cloud sprinwet or drenched, but simply sprinkled as kled rain upon all Israel, not a part only.
Mr. Chapman would administer his darling He demonstrates "philosophically,"
contrary
"modC'."
I to the nation of'~Llnlearned
immprsionists,"

I

I

I
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that the water could not have formed a hol- : and the audience overwelmed with deafenlow sphere wetting over the heads of the: ing echos and reverberatio~s.
Yea truly,
people!
But how it could philosophically
"If sense and argument he found
stand in perpendicular
walls on each side
In stamping eloquence and thundering ,ound,
In yells that rend the canopy of Heaven
When crows are 1"0111 the fields Ill' urchins driven,"

he did hot tell, or whether the whole affair
was miraculous or according to the laws of
Hydraulics.
He forgot ~hat the waters
were "congealed"
as Moses says, that the
people went over dry shod and the light side
of the cloud was next the Israelites
all
night, while they were passing over.
As to Rom. vi., Mr. Chapman maintains
Paul alludes not to water baptism, but the
baptism of the spirit, which the Romans
experienced
on the day of Pentecost
at
Jerusalem,
and no preacher had ever baptized the Romans or organized
a church
there when Paul wrote.
The true spiritual
religion
which the Roman Christians had
got at Jerusalem,
just like the Methodist
now have, and just like he, Mr. Chapman
had been teaching them at that revival meeting, was still hid, buried, planted in their
hearts!
This too is manifest from the tense
of the verb, "are buried."
How can it
mean water baptism unless Paul and others
included in "we" were still under the wa·
ter!
As for Wesley and Clark in,their comments on this passage, they do not admit that

then is the point triumphantly carded.
Indeed Mr. Chapman avowed his intention to
"maul" his ideas into the heads of his
hearers, and as he is said to be a little famous at pugilism I would by no means desire a physical contest with so stout an
Irishinan.
One position assumed by Mr. Chapman
is new among Paidobaptists.
He maintains
that the kingdom of Heaven ,~'as set up on
the day of Pentecost, not till then was the
King enthroned,
not till then were his
laws promulged.
This position he assumed
in order to show that the baptism of John
is no authority in the Christian Church,
yet he proves infant membership from the
baptism of the Israelites in passing the Red
Sea!
John lived and died in the Jewish
Church, therefore his teaching and baptism
are of no weight in a discussion as to the
"mode" of baptism in th'e Christian Church,
but children were baptised
into Moses,
therefore children should be admitted' to
Christiafr baptism!

immersion is primitive
but they mean Jewish
was immersion!

Mr. Chapman also maintains that Christ
was made a Priest on earth by being washed
in the river Jordan, by John, the son of Zach-

Christian
Proselyte

bapti~m,
baptism

The criticism upon "we are buried," is arias of fhe course of Abia, according to
puerile
and contemptible.
The Greek the law of Moses!
What if the Apostle.
word is in the past tense of the passive Paul does flatly contradict such an idea,
voice literally, "we were 'bu.ried," or have Mr. Chapman is a minister "orthodox," and
been buried."
All the rest is a mere sub- duly commissioned, and he has the ears and
terfuge.
The baptism of the spirit is a ~hearts gf his people who will have it so and
bnrial here, but what is it in Acts ii.? In-, no one dare gainsay or stand up and plead
deed his main argument
is based upon for apostolic teaching.
Peter's remarks concerning the pouring out
of the spirit on the day of Pentecost.
"This
is that," meaning, this baptism, promised by
John is that pouring promised by Joel!And truly if the quantity of water used
was at all comparable
to the volume of
voice "poured
out" in pronouncing these
words so indicative of the "how" to do the
thing which the Lord has so studiously concealed, there would be not much less than
a dipping.
The house was at least filled

One admission, however, was made by
him in our conference on the matter of the
proposed discussion, which not a little surprised me. I had understood
him to oppose the doctrine of faith, repentance
and
baptism for remission
of sins in his discourse, but he says "it is proper and scriptural to teach sinners to believe in Christ,
to repent of their sins, and to be baptized
for the remission of sins."
Yet for some
weeks past he has been practiceing
the
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Why he made this admission, and whether tions of his conscience he obeys in his priwith any mental reservation or in any spe- vate character; all the requisitions of his
cial sense of the word, I know not. And party, he obeys in his political conduct. In
how he reconciles his faith and practice lone character he is a man of principle; in
cannot tell. He has acquired a considera- the other, a mere man of expedients. As
ble influence and local popularity at least, a man, he means to be veracious, honest,
and being held forth as a champion in his moral; as a politician, he is deceitful, cunChurch, I have deemed it proper to pay this ning, 'unscrupulous-anything
for party.attention to his otherwise very inconsidera- As a man, he abhors the slimy demagogue;
ble effort. Paul speaks of some persons as a politician, he employes him as a sca"whose mouths ought to be stopped." It venger. As a man, he shrinks from the
is indeed a lamentable state of society flagitiousness of slander; as a politician, he
which tolerates, not to say, encourages, permits it, smiles upon it in others, rejoices
such preaching. We live in hope of better in the success gained by i~. As a man, he
things. The zeal of the brethren should 1 respects no one who is rotten in heart; as a
be aroused to spread the truth, and to re- ~politician, no man through whom a victory
deem the world from ignorance and sin.may be gained can be too bad. As a citiLet their united prayer and .efforts be to zen, he is an apostle of temperance; as a
spread a knowledge of the word of God. politician, he puts his shoulder under the
May the Lord bless us in the good cause. men who deluge the track with whi~key,
A. GRAHAM.
marching a crew of brawling patriots, pugnaciously drunk, to exercise the freeman's
THEPARTYlilA N.
noblest franchise-the
VOTE. As a citizen,
The following portrait was drawn by 1 he is con~id~rate of .the you.ng, and counRev. Henry W. Beecher, a son of Lyman ~sels them with admIrable wisdom; then as
Beecher, formerly of Boston. It is from a a politician, he votes for tools, supporting
work entitled "Lectures to Young Men," for the magistracy worshipful aspirants
and is given as a description of "The Par- scraped from the ditch, the grogshops, and
the brothel; thus saying by deeds which the
t y M an. "
"He has associated his ambition, his in-l young are quick to understand: 'I jested
terests, and his affections with a party.when I warned you of bad company; for
He refers doubtless that his side should you perceive none worse than those wllOm
be vrctorio~s by the b~st means, and under I delight to honor.' For his religion he
the championship of good men; but rather will give up all his secular interests; but
th an Iose th'·e VIC tory h e WI'11consen t t0 any for his politics he gives up even his relimeans, and follow any man. Thus, with a 2'ion."
~
general desire to be upright, the exigency
THEEFFECTS
OFATATTLING
DISPOSITION.
of his party pushes constantly to dishonor-l
Nothing tends more to disturb the
able deeds. He opposes fraud by craft: ~peace of churches, than a tattling disposilie by lie; slander by counter-aspersion.- ~tion in the members, or their spending
To be sure it is wrong to mis-state, to dis- their time in talking of the characters and
tort, to suppress or color facts; it is wr,ong circumstances of their neighbors. Hence
to employ the evil passions; to set class those societies, which in any tolerable meaagainst class; the poor against the rich, the sure attend to the discipline of the house
country against the city, the farmer against 1 of God, must see a peculiar propriety in
the mechanic, one section against another the frequency, with which the apostles of
section. But his opponents do it. and if our Lord caution the members of Christian
they will take advantage of men's COITUP-ch~rches against this evil. When any diftion, he must, or lose by his virtue. He ~ferences arise from this quarter, it generally
gradually adopts two characters, a personall happens that there are three parties to
I

I

I
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b-ia:;~~F~~:t:ili;;;;~;h~-:;~rdedl;Th:~ThiS~Wili-;~;giV~
speaks evil of the character of a brother.l to it quite a difrerent aspect from what, If
Secondly, the person to whom it is men- related in its solitary state, it will possess.
tioned' for retailinl7 it, and not rather reprov- Nay, a very small variation in the mode of
ing th~ informer,oand desiring him to go expression, or even in the tone of voice with
directly to the brother himself,'against whom which it is uttered, will help con~iderably to
the supposed charge is alledged.
1/lirdly, ascertain the temper and design of the
the party spoken of; for indulging imme- speaker. It will frequently be found, that
diate irritation or resentment, whenever he unguarded and foolish things abc;>ut
the con}Iears of the story, and not suspending his duct of others, are said merely for want of
judgment of the conduct of the aggressor, other topics of conversati.on, wher~ ther~ is
till he fully inquire into the matter, and take no reason to suspect a delIberate eVIldesign.
dispassionately under review all the circum-l Though this is no apology for using such lanstances of the case. Even when the guilt guage, it ought surely to be considered as a
of the tattler and backbiter is clearly estab- circumstance of much mitigation.
lished, it is plainly the duty o( the aggrieved
Thus, while the sin of tale-bearing, and
party, in meekness to reprove what is wrong; its evil effects are most manifest, the duty of
and where such a spirit is wanting, whate- those whose characters may suffer hy it, is
ver be the guilt of the other party, there is no less apparent. Let a double guard be
painly much to blame.
put upon the temper, when they meet with
The members of a church are also some - what is so much calculated to irritate them.
times apt to hear the opinions, which some Let the first impulse of anger or resentment
of their brethren have expressed of lheir be strenuously resisted. By coolly inquicharacter, or of some part of their conduct, ~ing into the false report that may be circunot merely from their fellow members, but jlated, and treating it with that spirit which
from the world. Now such reports ought the gospel enjoins, we follow the example
to be received with the utmost caution.- i of him who was meek and lowly, who when
Worldly men often discover a malignand he was reviled, reviled not again, who was
pleasure in endeavoring to set Christians at the grand pattern as well as the author of
variance. It seems to afford them some forgiveness. We thus also give a fresh
sort of consolation, to find the disciples of blow to inward corruption. We thwart the
Christ, when t1ley meet with what is calcu- design of the grand enemy of souls, to belated to irritate them, and discover the same tray us into sin. We disappoint the maligevil tempers with t1lemselves. In this way nant hopes of the ungodly, who wish to see
reports are often found in circulation, which us indulge the same evil tempers with themhave not even the shadow of a foundation, selves. And if a Christian brother be the
and which it seems impossible to trace to offender, we are most likely, by the maniany source, but a malignant desire to pro- festation of such a temper, to carry llOme
mote dissension. In other cases, where upon his mind a deep sense of the criminalthey have some sort of foundation and of ity of his conduct.
course, cannot be considered as altogether
We have already noticed, that language
fabricated, they will generally be found in $ may sometimes be used injurious to a brotheir progress at least to be greatly exagger- ther's character, in a great measure through
rated.
inadvertency, where there was no deliberIf we would act properly here, we must ate bad design. In such a case, I have
guard against forming a hasty decision, or known persons apt to be offended at being
allowing prejudice to get possession of the reproved for such language, merely because
mind, be~ore we ~ave ~ad~ the most ~inute they were conscious of no bad intention.and unbJassed mvestlgatlOD. It WIll be This, however, was highly unreasonable._
useful to inquire into the particular train on Actions must be judged of, by their own obconversation, by .vhich the sentiment or ex-l vious nature and tendency, and 1I0tmeffdy
pression calculated to offend us, is said to, by the alleged design of thelll. In this.
I

i

I
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case,
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the want of bad intention

does

not

prevent a brother's character from being injured.
While the offender then should, in
such case, acknowledge the offence, and be
led afterwards to greater caution, the offended ought with equal readiness,
to accept the acknowledgment,
and, as there are
degrees in criminality, not to impute to a
bad design, what it is possible to account
for, from inadvertency.Wm. Innes.
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tution which en~B~'
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vast an influence on the world."
"The true philosophic temperament may
we think be described in four words, much
hope, Ijttle faith; a disposition 'to believe
i that any thing, however extraordinary, may
i be done; an indisposition to believe that any
thing extraordiny has been done.
In these
points the constitution
of Bacon's mind
seems to Us to have been absolutely perfect.
Closely connected with this peculiarity of

SPICY8ELEVTIONS.

Bacon's temper,

was a striking

peculiarity
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"Let us never forget that Christianity
heaven darted down into the new creation.
was planted, and has grown up in storms.'Roundhesurveyed-and wellmightwhenhe stood
Discussion is always favorable to it, and has:
Eo highabovethe circlingcanopy
ever been so. Let the winter blast come.
Of night'sextendedsha,le-f'olll easternpoint
•

•

I

I

I

i

Of Lihra to

It will but scatter the sere leaves, and snap
off the withered branches;
the giant oak

t

he fleecy star which hears

Andromedafaroff Atlanticseas
ne)"ondthe horizon.'

----_1>--
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will only sink its roots deeper in the soil,
THE RTClIE3OF CHRIST,
and in the coming spring-time
put forth a
Men thirst of gold.
They buy, bargain,
richer foliage, and extend a more grateful
and sell, "do, dare, and die," that they may
shade."
LORD BACO:\,.
"To give the human mind a direction
which it shall reta.in for ages is the rare prerogative of a few congenial spirits.
It cannot, therefore, he unil.teresting
to enquire,
what was the moral and intellectual consli-

be rich.
They will forsake their homes
and families, traverse oceans and deserts,
dwell in deadly atmospheres,
and under
burning suns, brave all dangers, endure all
sufferings, and sacrifice all ease, to secnre
wealth.
It. is the great ma.ster pa~sion of
the human rare.
TIl(' great hil'e of the
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human family is filled with strife, toil, anxiJ;;~~~
ety, anguish, fraud, deception, outrage, and
SHEPHERDS.
murder, in the strife for gold. Many men
ilY ALDERT
DAR~v.s.
h
And there were in the same country. shepherds abidiu ..•.
ave made shipwreck of their faith, their in the field, keeping watch over their flock hy night. And
peace of mind, and their Ilappiness, in the 10,the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of
mad struggle for the coveted distinctions of the Lord shone round about them; and they were sore
afraid.

wealth, and the riches that so often take to r hring
themselves wings and flyaway.
And af- people.
ter the chase is over-the
desire accomplished, in the accumulation of great riches
.

.

.'

And the angel said unto them, Fear nob for behold,
)'OU good tidings of great joy, which shall be 10all

For unto ),on is born this day, In the city of Davi([,
a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord. And this shall be a
sign unto you; Ye shall find the babe wrapped [n swadllng

clolhes, lying in ~ manger. And snddenly there was with
the angel a multItude of the heavenly host, praising God,
i and saying, Glory to God in the highest, and On earth peac.,

It IS not always that they bnng the most
happiness, or give birth to the surest com- 5good will toward men.-Luke. ii. 8-14. '
forts. Their pleasures are not certain or
The angel came to announce the birth of
secure. Do the multitudes who strive so the Saviour. We may suppose that the night
earnestly, and even madly to be rich, always was calm. The flocks were lying quietly
succeed? Or having succeeded, are the around; the shepherds were awake to guard
pleasures of wealth full and without alloy? them from danger. The stars shone brightLet those whom God has entrusted with this ly above them, and nature was still. To
world's goods give answer. It is for the men in the situation of the shepherds, it
Christian to give search for the gold that was not an unnatural employment to contemnever cankereth, and to secure wealth that plate the heavens-to observe the stars as
can never be dp.stroyed. There are such they moved on in their silent and majestic
riches, imperishable and eternal, beyond all course-to observe when a new star arose,
vicissitude and changes; a lleritage with and when one which they had watched,
God, upon which no shadow comes, and sank into the west-to mark the place of the
over which no fire passes. The riches ofi planets, as compared with their situation in
Christ are such; the wealth and worth ofl former times-to
follow in their slow cirreligion, the untold and unconceived treas- cuit, those that travelled round the poleures and glories of heaven. These are un- to fancy the stars grouped into figures of
searchable and immortal. Such were the animals and men-to inquire what theso
riches proffered to the acceptance of the wandering fires were, and what they might
Gentiles and the world, by the great apos- reveal of God-and to lift their thoughts in
tIe, and such is the wealth to be secured by speechless, but sublime devotion, to Him
the wise and good of all generations.
The who made them all. This was an old em.
unsearchable riches of Christ were preach- ployment for men occupied as they wereed by Paul, and became the burden of all for it was in this way that the study of ashis labors. He was a man of stronO"intel- tronomy began on tIle plains of Chaldea.
leet and great attainments, but ther: were
To t1~cm,thus engaged in the silent con·
few charms for him in the science or knowl. tem~latlon of the heaYens, and perchance
edge that did not centre in, 'or were in some as pIOUSJ ~ws, when watching the course
way connected with the cause and the cross o~ som~ bl'lght star, meditating on the preof Christ. To philosophers and statesmen dieted tIme when 'a star should arise out of
martial heroes and mighty princes he bor: Jacob,' an angel suddenly appeared. Perthe same message, and pressed h~s way to haps they saw a light in the distance wllich
the throne of the Cresars, preaching and they ~ookto be a ne,w star. Per haps dim at
proffering to all the riches of Christ and him first, It g~adually bnghtened and expanded.
crucified.-N.
O. Prot.
~~erhaJ.ls It took th~ obscure form of a celes______
'
! tlal beIng, and as It drew nearer the form
Whoso keepeth his :Uouth and ids tongue 1 Lecam~ more distinct; the ligh~ became
· sou I fiTom troubles
1 more
IIllense;
k eepe tl1 IliS
"
L' Ithe stars faded awuy in tho
it ' h
'.
. "
lllcreasmg I'lg ]tness; the celestial visitant
I 't ." \at ful man stlreth up stnfe; Lut he horel'ed orer them, ancl the aJory of tho
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IS s4JW to anger appcaseth strife.
~l.ord shone round IiiI'm,
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THE ANNOUNCBMENT OF TilE

ANGEL TO THE SHEPHERDS.

- The visits of angels to our world have! to the shepherds that a Saviour was born.
been said t9 be 'few and far between.' Yet
What interest, it may be asked, had the
these dwellers in higher worlds have come l angels in this? Two answers may be given
down from time to time to the earth, and it ~to this question.
is not unreasonable to suppose that they
1st. They had the interest which results
would come. What is more natural than to from the fact that they desire to learn all
suppose, that, as benevolent beings, they of God and of his ways which can be learnwould feel a special interest in any mani- ed. The birth of a Saviour for man was
festation of the character and purposes ofl an important event even to the inhabitants of
the Deity, relating to the wretched, to the ~heaven. It was a new manifestation of
sinful, to the lost, to those who are exposed the divine character, purposes, and plans.
to danger? If there is a race that is fallen, It could not but have an important bearing
and that may be recovered; if there is a on the divine government. It had relation
class that is, in human language, unfortu- to the salvation of a fallen race. It was
nate, and that may be aided; if there are somehow connected with the manifestation
those who are exposed to the malicious arts of mercy; with a disclosu~e of the method
of beings superior to themselves in skill by which sinners may be saved; with the
and power, and that may be defended; and question how the law of God could be
if, in behalf of such sufferers and wander- maintained, while the sinner was forgiven;
ers, there is any manifestation of kindness with the glory that should result to God
on the part of the Deity, and any service from t~e incarnation and atonement.
which they can render in executing his purIt is with reference to these things that
poses of benevolence, it is to be prewmed they come down to our world. It is not to
that they would be ready to show their in-; admire the .magnitude of our earth that they
terest in such a race. This is the character- i visit it-for it is among the least of the
, istic of a holy mind-for it is its very nature worlds which the Almighty has made. It
to pity the wandering, to sympathise with is not to contemplate the height of our
those that suffer, and to hasten to the relief mountains, the sublimity of our waterfalls,
of those who are in danger-.
the length and grandeur of our rivers, the
And this accords with all that we know beauty of our vallieE and prairies, the fraof the angels. In vision, Jacob saw them grance of our flowers, the awfulness of the
ascending anddescendiug on a ladder which tempest, the majesty of the ocean, or the
reached from earth to heaven, and the Sao! splendor of the sky at nigh t, that they come,
viour said that, in like manner, they would for in all these l:espects there is reason to
be seen ascending and descending on the suppose that the wonders of other worlds
Son of Man; thousands and tgns of thou- far surpass ours. It is not to admire our
sands accompanied the God of Israel when works of art, our architecture, sculpture,
he came down on the holy mount to give or painting; not to study our books of
the law; they accompanied the Redeemer in science, poetry, or devotion; not to hang
his go:ngs, singing his advent in Bethlehem, enraptured on the lips of our orators; not
meeting him when tempted in the wilder- to follow with applause our heroes to the
ness, strengthening his human nature when field of carnage, or to welcome back the
exhausted in the garden of Gethsemane, conqueror laden with the spoils of victory,
watching his tomb when he rose, and an- for however these things may appear to
nouncing to his sad and dejected disciples, mortals, they can have little to interest anthe fact that he had ascended to heaven.gelic minds. Nor in all the accounts which
They bore the departing Lazarus up to we have of the visitations of those celesAbraham's bosom, and they 'corne forth to tial beings to our earth, is there an intimaminister to those who shall be heirs of tion that they have turned aside from their
salvation.' 'The angel of the Lord en- \ high purpose of mercy to admire what man
campeth round about them who fear him, has reared, or what he regards as so magand delivereth them;' an angel announced 1 nificient and wonderful. Have they come
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maintain it and must never be relaxed.
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Many among us Will never come fully
and thoroughly into ancient Christianity.They have been thoroughly imbued once
. It"
f
"d yet l' m tl le
Wit
1 sec al'lamsm 0 some sort,

I

weeks,

one hundred

and

forty-seven;

in Lincoln,

ov~~

lone hundred and fifty; in G~rard ~ixty-nine;
in Anderson one hundred and forty; 10 MadIson one hlmdred and
llirty; hesides nnmerous additions in Clark, Bourbon and
Montgomery.
portions

The

labours

of our

of this state arc blessed

brethren

in other

with more or less suc-

cess,

1'1
Je 0eta b er nnm b er 0 f t Ile B'bl
I e Ad vocate reports

wool through and through,"
with Method- seven hnndred and forty additions in MissoUl'i and IIliism, or Presbyterianism,
or some other 'ism, lnois.
and it can never be gotten out of them.~ Our Tennessee general Evangelists report over oue
'1'h
'II
.
(t
f 't' ~hundred additions as the result of their lahors within
ere WI remam sOI~e IDC ure 0 1, ID , the past six weeks.
them as long as they hve,
They are like
These reports add up 142;, and are independent
of
casks that have once been full of whiskey. other additions in Ohio, Indiaua, Iowa, Arkansas, MisWhen they have been emptied, they will sissippi, Alabama, Georgia &c.
still continue t.o smell of it. All the scaldWe are not disposed
to despond
un,ler these ciring and washina will never take it out.
eums,tances,
thou?h much lukewal'mnes.
manifests ito

What we cannot remedy, we must have
the patience to bear with.
Much forbearance is frequently necessary and will some(
d'
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r.'
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f th
Imes en m
e cure or re,orma IOn 0
at
which a rash and injudicious course wonld.
have entirely destroyed.
J. R. H.

self In other sectIOns of our country.
Fo,' years there
has been a steady and firm increase
in the church;
and when it is checked

-"the

gates of hen shall

we rejoice
within
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with confusion

and
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"Lord of every tribe Olndnation,
Spread tlly truth

from pole to pole;

Spread the light of thy salvation,
'fill itshine on every soul:"
Then the valleys and the mountail1H

Lord
The'

Breaking
Then

in our way, are op-

forth in joy,

the living
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shOlIJ sing;
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From the t1lirsty ground shall spring."
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deen

Miss,
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persons

Brother

Caskey

here sillce last Thorsday
the Gospel.

Brother

at our meeting
and

evening,
A,

Graham

tised five here a few weeks

ago,

myself
Twelve

rell Caskey

best men of all the Bects in Christendom,

been

have obeyed

of Marion

Amongst

is now a longing for somcthing-jt

in Aberhave

Ala, bap-

It has been hut a few

short months since the Gospel of Christ
claimed here by brother Ja's, A, Butler,

the

from

to fill the whole

have heen educated, but in spite of this they are Buscep··
tible in v.ariolls ways of new religious irnpl"essions.there

it"-and

all opposition

the great deep,"

power

so as to hasten its tritllIlph.

are shaken

most every religious
huld

and

a II its open and secret adversaries.

arrayed

a spirit of cuquiry after the truth is a wakening
naciously
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tlte victory.
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it is destined
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I>y worldly
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A new zeal
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not
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and from without,
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in many por-
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The soldiers
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they have spread
and

of

to have been awakened

of our wide-~pread

dawn of brighter
arisen,

aJvocates

was never more encouragillg.

anu interest seem
tions

the

that,

earth, "as the waters covet'

INTELLIGENCE.

news f,'om

in one qnarter

other extraneous influences, creeping in through the lack
of watchfulness
on the part of its memhers
it breaks
out afresh in another.
We remember
that it is written

was fil'st prot!:en by ureth-

and Hooker.

seems not yet

B. F. HALL.
to have decided what the object shan be-somethilw
I
.
d d
'I
I
I ' ~I i
COLUMBUS Miss. Nov, 16.
I
I
ogmatlc t leo ogy W lie I ~
b etter t IlUll t 103 t IcorellC an
has come to us hy accident,
and beeause we were not
Dear B,'other ~ERGUSON-Brother
C~skey and mystudents of Go:!'. word.
Let LIS Ullt maintain ollr true self held a meetlllg of several days at CllIIton Ala, and
. ,
'
gained in all eighteen souls to the Lord's
side.
The
position and show ourselves worthy of the cause prOVl·.
...
'II
t
t
d
t
I
G
d
'II
I
'f
I'
If
truth
IS
now
permanently
estabhshed
III
that
section
of
d cnlm y en rll8 e
0 USt ane
0 WI
g on y lImse
through OUl' weak illstl'lllnentality
to the enlargement,
~ountry.
I am happy to be able to inform you that there
prosperity and ultilmte triumph of the dominion of his IS a prospect that Olll' able and excellent brother A, Gratruth.
ham will give up the Law alld devote his useful talents

I

The

fi,lIowing

prc:;cnl prospects

will sel've

to give

In the cOUllties of Boone, Howard,
Missouri,

some idea

of the

entirely

to preaching

the gospel.
B. F. HALL.

of the cause:

there have been over six

GEORGETOWN,

Marioll and Ralls,
hundred

during the past three months.
III the cOl1nt~' of Franklin,
Ky., within

additions

Dea •. Brother

FERGUSON:-I

from a tour of twelve

the

past six

l nessing

twenty·one

Nov.

have

11, '48.

just

days, and had the pleasure

additions

to the Chm'ch.

returned
ofwit.
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gaged in Evangelical effor~s. "~e ought not only tal
DEAR BROTHER FERGUSoN:-vVe
have
have Evangelists all over tills contlllent, but all over the
.
.
world. It can be done-we cannot plearl inability.
much to excIte our gratItude towards tho

Heavenly
Father in connection
with the
operation of October.
The first Lord's day

Most affeetionately,
J. T. JOHNSON.

and part
DKAR BROTHER
6.>d to man,'"

FERGUSON:-"The

of the week

ensuing

was devo-

ways of ted to

1. Woodbury.- The prevalence of malignant Scarlet fever and bad weather mil i-

have been successfirlly vindicated in our

midst, by the beloved B. F. HALL. He came, panoplied with the whole armour of thefaith.
Entered the
theatre of calm investigation, with Mr. Clayton, the
Universalist, anrllike a faithful veteran of the ero.,s,
carried the war IOta the five strong Citadels of Universalism, No Devil-No Hell-No fLltLlreJudgmeut-No
Religious distinction among men in this world-No distinction in their condition in the wodd to come. The
whole matter was conducted with d~cency, and in

tated much against the meeting.
Good
however was done.
Many of the brethren
entered into the $5 annual subscrption

plan, and perhaps' still more would have
been done, but for the fact that the brethren
are about to build a substantial
meetingorder.
house to cost some $800.
The cause of truth was set forwal'd much, by the
2. Cripple Creek, Rutherford co.-This
luminous labors of br~ther H. T.he hearts of tile. bret.h- meeting was commenced at Maxey's School-

I

ren made to leap for JOY, and the,r tongues to srng tue
high praises of him who died to save.

.

house on

.

Fnday.

The

blessmg

of the

Lord was upon us. That day three came
forward to join the hosts of the King. The
meeting was protracted at Cripple Creek
meeting-house,
and at the school-house for
eleven days. Day after day, they that gladly
received the word were baptized, both men
and women, till between sixty and seventy
were added to the Lord.
We thought of
our beloved brother HALL, whose voice once
sounded in the old meeting-honse, now, alas!
hushed in the silence of the grave.
"Bleslittle discussion, in the growing anu flourishing town of
sed are the dead," we remembered, "who
Aberdeen. So this, if no other good, will result:die in the Lord.
Yea saith the spirit, for
That they will, hereafter be honest with themselves.I am glad tlrat the Baptists have, at last, come back to they rest from their labors and their works
their original integrity in defence of immersion.
Rut follow them."
Great eflorts were made to prevent the spirit nf free
inquiry. One M--,
preacher, said in referenee to
the discussion, that it was the work of the Devil. But
here is a key to the whole chapter. A kind of spiritual
lethargy had hu~ged the religionists of am' seetion, and
the litti. moving had been a kind of false and morbid
friendship squinted at b<lween the Methodist and Baptist, .vith an eye askant, to a few old unflinching defenders of the old Jerusalem doetrine. We had read,
that all unions formed UI,)lII lalse principles would Soon
decay-and without being tedious. The Baptists in the
person of Elder Latimore, and the Methodists in the
person of Revl.Chapman, are engaged in a vrey spirited

they must deeply regret the great injury they have done
During the meeting brother ELIHU JONES
to this saered institution of their Master, by a kind of
negative compromise with those who have under all and bro. CARR, were ordained Bishops of the
eircumstances been their perseeutors. Though it is ob- congregation
by fasting prayer and the imvious that the spiritual heahh of aliI' Baptists friends, position of hands.
A committee was likeis improving-and

as a kind of restitution

to the injured

wise

appointed

to raise funds, select a site

party, they mllst now, not ollly defend the action of bapthe erection of a new meettism, but its design. Aets ii. 38. I think that they will and superintend
do so.
ing-house.
Much liberality was manifested
May the Pendant of tbe CraBS be Tun up on all lands with reference
to the subject of general
and seas
May the veterans of Jesus light the good co-operation.
Many became annual subfight of faith until victory shall he achieved.-Amen.
scribers on the plan referred to above, so
JAMES A. BUTLER.

that by collection,

annual subscriptions

and

Bra F -During the stay of brethren Hall and Gra- otherwise $57 were contributed.
Brother
ham, in our town, three noble spirits oheyed the gospel; i C I
'.
tl
d'
I f th
two ladies 1\frs. F. E. E Willis, and Miss Anna E. i ur ee was WI I us
unng muc 1 0
e
Anderson, the eldest daughter of our beloved brother time.
Dr. J M. Anderson. Of these sisters, I can confi3. Philadelphia,
Warren co.-The
4th
dently say, that they are bright shining stars in the Lord's day and week following were devofirmament of their raee. Highly accomplished, and ted to the congregation,
the same reported
zealous for God.
J. A. B.
in the last number of the Magazine under
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THE YEAR'S DECLINE-THE

POWER AND EFFECTS OF REFORMATION.

;h:::::r-~~ting
commenced

l~'--'~~~~EAR'S
Saturday and continued

with-

BW.UN.

O'ergroveandgarden,woodand wolll,
Chasedare the leavesby wildwind.rold.
Wastedand worn,away,away,
Vanish the graceful. fly the gay,

gation.
Philadelphia, is no misplaced
name here, it is truly indeed a place of brotherly love. Long may the dear brethren be
united in the bonds of mutual christian affection, and continue to grow in grace and
in the knowledge of the truth.
Many annual subscribers from this congregation enrolled their names, over $45 contributed
for general evangelizing
purposes.
morning we
rode to the meeting-house
near this place.
The brethren of Warren county had agreed
to hold a co-operation
meeting, delegates
accordingly were in attendance from most
of the Churches.
The result of the meeting was, that brothers S. W. OWEN and
L. N. MURPHY, were chosen to preach the
ensuing year to the several congregations
in the country.
Brothers
Curlee,
Huddleston,
Elkins,
Murphy, Owen,
and others proclaimers
were present; at the time we left (Wednesday morning,) seven had been added to the
saved.
The meeting was continued
with
good prospects
by brother Murphy and
Owen, with what results we have not yet
heard.
Several annual subscribers
were ob·
tained, over $30 contributed to general cooperation.
On retrospecting
the events of the papt
month, we thank the Lord and take courage.
Your fellow lahorers in the Gospel.
J. J. TROTT,
JNO. EICHBAUM.

JOHN

Come, and the year's decline behold;

out intermission till Saturday night following. Eight noble souls were joined to the
Church.
We love to think of this congre-

4. Irving College.-Sunday

DECLINE.
DY

As beforevalorfliesdismay.

\-Vin ye who will, and when won claim
This world's best gOOd-wealth, pleasure, fame;
But hold-Is there no nohler aim?
If not, then man is made to mourn;
And SprIngs are hut to mock us born;
And Summers they but smile in scorn.
For pleasure-bright as blushing Spring;
And fame, like songi wood warbler's sillg;
And riches fly like birds on wing.
nut man ""asnever made to mourn;
Never was Spring to mock us born;
Never did Summer smile in scorn.

i

They come that man may live-they
go
T hat he may learn-may
learn to kno\v
His hearl'S best home is not below.
The blessed days that visit earth,
Awakening beauty, gladness, mirth,

Speakof thesky theirplaceof birth.
For there's a belter world than this,
Where the true good immortal is;
Else whence our light, and Jove, and bliss!
And now, amid the ypar's decline,
A thousalld monitors combine,
To bid us seek the land divine.

THE POWERAND EFFECTS OF REFORMATIONIlllLstrat~d in the history

of Luther and his times.

Luther's writings were read in the boroughs, cities, and hamlets; even the village
schoolmaster
had his fire-side audience.i Some persons in each locality, impressed
with what they had heard, consulted the
Bible to relieve their uncertainty, and were
struck with the marked contrast between the
Christianity of Scripture
and, that which
they had imbibed.
Fluctuating
for a while
between Romanism
and Holy Writ, they
ere long took refuge in that living Word
which had beamed into their minds with

I

P. S.-As thp, April report was mislaid, such new and cheering lustre. While these
we here simply state that we visited during l changes were passing in their minds, an
that month, many of the Churches in White, evangelical preacher-he
might be a priest,
Overton, Jackson
and Smith.
In many or, perhaps, a monk-would
appear.
He
places the brethren acted promptly and lib- speaks with eloquence
and authority, proerally with regard to general co-operation.;
c~aiming .tIut Christ has fully atoned for the
About $55 were contributed
at Betltlehem, isms of hIs people and proves from the saWhite county, five were immersed;
and at cred Word the vanity of human works and
Gainsboro, Jackson county, two. A Church penance.
Such preaching excited terrible
was organized
at that point with some fif- opposition;
the clergy, in numerous
inteen members.
stances, aided by the magistrates,
used ev-

LITERARYNOTICES-BUCHANAN'S
JOURNALOF MAN.

883

;;;:;r~~-bac~
whose souls ~sands -have be;:I:k~~~
were escaping from bondage. But there past with deep interest to the progress of
was in the new preaching an accordance his discoveries concerning the brain, and
with Scripture, and a secret, but irresistible will be rejoiced to hear from him through
energy, which won the heart and subdued this channel. The Journnl of Man takes
the most rebellious. Risking the loss of a wide range of subjects, embracing every
property, and, if needfnl, the loss of life thing relating to man, but especially aims
itself, men deserted the barren, fanatical to unfold the mysteries of his cons,titution,
preachers of the Papacy, and enrolled them- and to advance far beyond the former limits
selves under the Gospel banner. Some- of Phrenological, and Physiological knowl.
times the people, irritated at the thought how edge.
long they had been duped, drove away the
The first number of this Journal is empriests; but more frequently these latter, belished by copper-plate engravings of Gen.
forsaken by their flocks, without tithes or Taylor and Gen. Cass, and promises here.
offerings, went off, with desponding hearts, after to dissect in a scientific and impartial
to earn a livelihood in distant places.manner, the characters of these and other
Whilst the defenders of the ancient hier- celebrated gentlemen. The reading matter
archy withdrew in sullen dejection, pro- of this number is quite interesting, and if
nouncing maledictions as they took leave of but one half of what it promises for future
their former flocks,-the people, whom 'truth numbers should be realized, it will prove
and liberty filled with transports of joy, one of the most interesting periodicals ever
surrounded the new preachers with accla- published in any country.
mations, and in their eagerness to hear the
The tone of the work is elevated and
Word, bore them, as in triumph, into the philanthropic. The great object of the edchurches and pulpits.
itor seems to be the improvement of society
Whilst the priests were exposing, before and advancement of science. He regards
the eyes of the people, their sordid avidity, the science of man as he teaches it, as a
the new preachers, in addressing them, said: moral science calculated to make people
"Freely we have received-freely do we better and happier-to
assist in self imgive." The observation often dropt by the provement-to cultivate the religious sennew preachers in the pulpit, that Rome had timents-and
to oppose the material and
of old given to the nations a corrupted Gos- selfish tendencies of the public mind by
pel, so that Germany now first heard the cultivating higher and more spiritual views.
Word of Christ in its divine and primitive
The constitution of man is the offspring
beauty, made a deep impression upon all; of Divine wisdom and is inscribed with the
and the grand thought of the equality of all Divine laws of duty and of happiness. The
men in the universal brotherhood of Jesus most diligent and successful students of
Christ, elevated the souls which had so long this constitution are most deeply impressed
borne the yoke of the feudality and papacy with the necessity of making our whole
of the middle ages.
lives conform to the Divine will in every
i
act, because they see more clearly the naLITERARY NOTICES.
ture of each act, and the true mode of sub============= duing the animal and cultivating the spirituBUCHANAN'S
JOURNAL
OFMAN
This is the title of a Magazine of forty- al nature. Hence such works as Dr. Bucheight large pages, published monthly at anan's Journal of Man, are important as
Cincinnati, and edited by Dr. BUCHANAN,means not only of enlightening the mind,
formerly of Kentucky, now Professor in but of elevating and purifying the sentia Medical College at Cincinnati.
This ments, in accordance with the mandahls of
Journal appears to be getting a large circu- religion.
I

Thousands may be led by interesting
lation. The reputation of Dr. B. is alone
a sufficient guarantee of its success. Thou- works of this character to a deep ad earnest
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that he~~:;~rd~

The subjects proposed to be pre-1 eulogistic,admirer of Eld.Stone. Every page

creator.
sented in this Philosophical Journal are too
numerous to be sketched in this briefnotice.
We can only refer the reader to the Journal itself which is published monthly at $2
per annum in advance.
H.

of his writing shows it, and whilst this might
lead persons unacquainted with either to
doubt its impartiality, with others it is pardonable from the knowledge of the rare
goodness of the man, and a desire to save
his reputation from atta.cks many have long
since considered pointless.
ED.

"BIOGRAPHY 0);' ELD. BARTON W. STONE,"
for sale by Joseph Callahan, Franklin, Ky.
EDITOR'S TABLE.
From the first appearance of this work we A reply to "Obsta. Principiis" on Church government, will
purposed a Review of it, in which I de- be found in this No., together with some observations on the
vexed question of Organization.
The danger in the discussired to show the relation of the nearly con- sion of these 8uhjects js ultraism. r-!lman nature is prone
temporaneous Reformation in the Eastern to extremes, and time immemorfal hasestabJished the maxim
-that all extremes arc dangerous. My own views of Church
part of our union, under Abner Jones, Elias government lead me to guard ,,,ith the utmost vigilance,
Smith and others, to that with which the the rights of individuals and individual churches; to fear the
encroachments of all extra-organization, if I may so desig~
lamented Stone was identified, but a press nate it.;-and still I believe that he who is opposed to union
of duties and failure to obtain historical and concert of action, with reference to commOn and acinterests, is not suhject to the law of Christ,
materials has hitherto prevented. At pre- knowledged
nor can he be until he humbles that pride which he missent we can only recommend the book to names independence. Our pages are open to free interall who venerate the character and labors change of sentiment upon this subject, believing that such
an interchange will reveal to all that the differences upon
of that eminent Reformer, Christian Minis- these subjects are 1I0t so great as they have heretofore ap·
ter, and self-sacrificing man, who will find it peared.
It will be seen by the communications of brethren Graa plain, unostentatious narrative of the early ham and Butler, that our Drethrcn of the South have to
struggles, training, labors and achievements make known the truth by the aid of controversy. This i9
necessary in some regions and no doubt in theirs. Dut we
of one of the most loyal advocates of Bible often give importanre to un\vorthy opponents and questions,
truth, this century has seen. He was an which would die out of themRclves, or which ought to have
been settled long since, by breathing into their dead carcasses
earnest seeker after truth from the first no- the life of dehate. Besides there are few sUhjects which
tices we have of him. He grew up under have not already been fully canvassccl hy discussion; so true
this that debating upon many of them is much like
misrepresentations and abuse, and yet to isSterne's
comparison on bOOk-making: "a pouring out of ond
the day of his death preserved the utmost vessel into another." Tht' stream. however, is often no_
delicacy of feeling, the greatest reverence thing more than the shaken up sediment of older reservoirs.
Still there are many public men Ii ke Mr. Chapman who pre·
for religious liberty, and the must ar.dent de- sume upon the ignorance of their audience, and strut And
votion to the interests of reform. He most vapor in the stolen habiliments of learning, who!e Lion
skins ought to be removed. Bro. GrahAm has removed one
admirably mingled independence with gen- in the present number.
tleness, firmness with persuasiveness, and This n umter closes the first volume of our labors as Editor
of the Magazine. 'l'hey have been arduous and sometimes
has been acknowledged even by quandom onerous. We have prosecuted them ullder many dis:l.dvan·
enemies to have been one of the purest and tages, but we have kept these to ourself as our readen
would not be interested in complaints. We have fought to
best men that ever lived.
deserve well. We have lost but one subscriber, by the influSome have objected to the Biography on ence of any thing we have w dtlen, lmd in this case he has
entirely misconceived us. We have had several complaints
account of the approbation given to the re- which grew out of the publication of one article, all of
vival scenes of 1800. But such have not which we could have satisfied, could we have felt ourselves
warranted in apparently justifying the conduct of a man in
read the whole work. The essay of the whom we had no confidence. We could not do this, and
Biographer upon that subject is clear, con- chose to suffer reproach for a time, knowing that time would
both the wisdom and prudence of our course. I consistent and forcible, presenting the best ex- justify
fess that this afl·airat times created a disregard for approval
plication we have seen, and affording a most of men whose opinions hang on 50 slight a hasis. Six months
admirable scriptural statement of the New have passed away, and with but one known exception, our
course has heen apProved.
Testament law of Pardon. The work must Our labor, such as it is, we commend to that God who ha!l
be highly acceptable to all the former ac- hithcrto extended his Almighty protection oyer U~, humbly
trusting that it JURY not be altogether in vain. To his name
quaintances and friends of Elder Stone.
he glory and honor llnd dominion, throu::h Jei'lull our I.ord.
No one needs the confession of the Biogl'u- forevgr l'lnd e\·cr, Amcll~
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